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PART lll: INTERNATIONAL LAW

INTRODUCTION TO THIS PART

This Part analyses the international legal mechanisms for protecting the land, resource and

environmental rights of indigenous peoples sst out in international human rights law and

international environmental law. The rights and principles examined in this Part will form

the basis of the content of the Code of Conduct for oil companies presented in Chapter 11 of

this thesis.

This Part is comprised of three chapters. Chapter 7 examines the major global international

legal instruments dealing with indigenous rights that form the response of the international

community to the problems facing indigenous peoples, while Chapter 8 focuses on the

protection of indigenous land, resource and environmental rights in regional human rights

regimes. Chapter 9 contains a discussion of selected principles of international

environmental law and international developments in practices for the protection of the

environment that are of particular interest in drafting environmental provisions for the code

of conduct. In addition to surveying the relevant international law in Chapters 7 to 9, I

critically analyse the substance of the laws and the mechanisms for enforcement of the laws.

The content and structure of these Chapters is described in more detail in the introduction to

each chapter.

The discussion in this Part will focus on treaties, customary law and non-binding or "soft"

international law. Historically, treaties and custom have been the main method of creating

binding international law.' Prior to V/orld'War II, international law primarily consisted of

the doctrines, rules and practices developed through the customary practices of (primarily

These sources were augmented in 1920 in the Statute of the Permanent Court of International Justice, and

subsequently replicated in Article 38(1) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice (ICÐ. This

article lays down the sources of international law to be applied by the ICJ, namely:

(a) international conventions (treaties), whether general or particular;

(b) international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law;

(c) the general principles oflawrecognised by civilised nations; and

i¿j ur *¡rl¿iary or secondaryor,..Ã, judicial decisions and teachings of the most highly qualihed publicists of

the various nations.

Of these traditional sources of international law, treaties and custom remain the rnajor methods for creating

binding international law.
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Western) states. The elements of customary international law are state practice accompanied

by a belief by states that a certain practice is obligatory as a matter of law. The

"psychological element" is often referred to as "opinio juris". The rules of customary

international law are binding on states without their explicit acceptance.' Today, treaty-

making is a more popular method of creating binding international law. Treaties are

agreements between states, and between states and intergovernmental organisations,

governed by international law, that bind those states that are party to them.

In addition to treaties and custom, non-binding or so-called "soft law" has emerged as a new

and important source of international law, particularly in the fields of the environmental and

human rights.' The term "soft law" describes norms that are observed by states even though

they are not obliged to do so. A norm is "soft" when it does not constitute part of a binding

regime, whether of customary law of treaties, or when it is constituted in a binding

instrument but is not expressed in obligatory language.o Examples of the first type of soft

law are norms, principles or standards contained in the resolutions, guidelines, declarations

of principles, codes of practice, action plans, draft rules and recommendations of

nongovernmental and intergovernmental organisations and State conferences, such as the

non-binding Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the Rio Declaration on

Environment and Development. Examples of the second type of soft law are "framswork" or

"umbrella" treaties, the substantive provisions of which contain clauses that tend to be

hortatory or programmatic, while the binding obligations are contained in Protocols.

While a discussion on the complexities of soft law is beyond the scope of this thesis, the

importance of non-traditional sources of law in the environmental and human rights fields

warrants an examination of key non-legally binding norms in this thesis. Soft law is a "sign

2 There are exceptions to the universally binding nature of customary international law. For example, it is
possible for a state that persistently objects to a general practice not to be bound by a particular custom:

Harris D, Cases and Materials on International Law (London, Sweet & Maxwell, 5th ed, 1998) af 42-43.

' For a discussion of soft law see Birnie P and Boyle A, International Law and the Environment (Clarendon

Press, Oxford, 1992) at 26-30; Chinkin C, "The Challenge of Soft Law and Change in InternationalLaw"
(1989) 38 Intl and Comp LQ 850; Dupuy P, "Soft Law and the International Law of the Environment"
(1991) 12 Mich J Int't L 420 Guruswamy L, Palmer Sir Geoffrey, Weston B and Carlson J, International
Environmental Law and I|/orld Order: A Problem-Oriented Coursebook (West Publishing Co, St. Paul,

Minnesota, 2nd ed, 1999) at 55-62; Hillgenberg H, "A Fresh Look at Soft Law" (1999) L9Q) EilL 499;

Kiss A and Shelton D,International Environmental Law (Transnational Publishers Inc, Ardsey New York,
2nd ed, 2000) at 46-52; Palmer G, "New Ways to Make International Environmental Law" (1992) 86 AJIL
259 Szasz P, "International Norm-Making" in Brown Weiss E, Environmental Change and International
Law: New Challenges and Dimensiors (United Nations University Press, Toþo, 1992) at 69-72.

o SzasrP, "International Nonn-Making" in Brown Weiss E, Environmental Change and International Lqw:

New Challenges and Dimensiors (United Nations University Press, Toþo, 1992) af 70.
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and product of the permanent state of multilateral cooperation and competition among the

heterogenous members of the contemporary world community".s It has become increasingly

important as the diversity of the international community has made it harder to secure

agreement on the creation of new binding rules, whether by treaty or custom.u Despite their

legally non-binding nature, States expect that instruments of soft law will command respect

and there is a strong expectation that they will be followed.' Over time, soft law may

contribute to the formation of binding international law, either through the incorporation of

initially non-binding norms into a treaty, or, when these guidelines, codes, principles are

viewed as legally authoritative by a sufficient number of countries over a sufficient length of

time, through the creation of customary law.t

t Dupuy M, above n3 af 435.
u mtårnational custom often takes a great deal of time and state practice before it crystallises into a binding

rule, and it is often difücult to identiry the practice and opinio iuris of states, necessary for custom.

Treaties often take a gteal deal of time to negotiate and states are often reluctant to accept specific rules

without reservation. ireaties do not always enter into force, or do so only for a limited number of parties,

which may not include the states whose involvement is vital. This is "especially true of environmental

issues, whose regulation may require modification of economically profitable conduct": Birnie P and Boyle

A, above n3 at 26. Soft law enables states to take on obligations that they otherwise would not, as the

obligations are expressed in vaguer terms; or conversely, obligations can be expressed in a "precise and

restrictive" format that would not be acceptable in a binding instrument: Chinkin C, above n3; Dupuy M,

above n3; Hillgenberg H, above n3; Pahner G,above n3 at269; Birnie P and Boyle A, above n3 at2'7.
t The fact such nor*r have been adopted by consensus suggests that although they are not binding, states are

willing to follow them in practice. In sorne instances states may unilaterally exert pressure on other states

to abiãe by non-binding norms. Birnie P and Boyle A, above n3 af 27; Chinkin C, above n3; Dupuy M,

above n3; Hillgenberg H, above n3; Palmer G, above n3.
t Chinkin C, abóve n3; Dupuy M, above n3; Hillgenberg H, above n3; Palmer G, above n3' Furthermore,

IGOs and NGOs that have mechanisms for monitoring compliance with human rights and environmental

norrns may be able to shame governments and corporations into abiding by the norrns. SzaszP, above n3

at7l.
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7.1 Introduction

7.IJ The United Natíons Human Ríghts Regíme

This Chapter examines the major international legal instruments dealing with indigenous

rights that form the response of the international community to the problems facing

indigenous peoples. The discussion in this chapter will be limited to the main or most

important international legal materials that pertain to indigenous peoples and protection of

their traditional lands from subsurface resource exploitation, with an emphasis on the United

Nations human rights regime. This regime consists of a number of international human

rights norms and procedures for the protection and promotion of human rights. For the

purpose of this thesis, three broad categories of mechanisms will be examined. These are:

the "charter-based" or "non-treaty" procedures which have their source in the Charter of the

United Nations' and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights;' the "treaty-based"

procedures created by specific human rights treaties, such as the International Covenant on

Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR);'and the procedures of specialised UN agencies and other

bodies which have responsibilities in the area of human rights, such as the International

Labour Organisation (ILO).

A number of charter-based procedures exist within the United Nations for the protection of

human rights. The Commission on Human Rights (CHR), which operates under the UN

Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) is the primary body with responsibility for the

promotion and protection of human rights. Methods employed by the Commission on

Human Rights include: the appointment of Working Groups to undertake specific tasks, such

the CHR Working Group charged with discussing the United Nations draft Declaration on

the Rights of Indigenous Peoples; the appointment of CHR special rapporteurs to undertake

studies on specific themes;o and the appointment of "special rapporteurs", "ad hoc working

I 59 Stat. 1031, TS 993,3 Bevans 1153, 1945.
2 Adopted t0 Dec 1948, cA Res. 2174 (III), 3 LrN GAOR (Resolutions pt.1), IIN Doc A/810 (1948),
3 Inteinational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, adopted 16 December L966, 999IJNTS 171; [1980]

ATS 23; 6 ILM 368 (1967) (entered into force 23 Match 1976)'
o 4., example is the Special Rapporteur on Torture, established in 1985 pursuant to Commission Resolution

1985/33. Rodley N, "United Nations Non-Treaty Procedures for Dealing with Human Rights Violations"

in Hannum H (ed), Guide to International Human Rights Practice (Universiff of Pennsylvania Press,

Plriladelphia , 2nd ed, 1992) at 70-7 5 .
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groups", or "special representatives" to undertake country-specific studies and fact-finding

missions.t

In addition, the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights,

established by the Commission in 1947,u undertakes activities associated with the protection

and promotion of human rights, including: the establishment and operation of Sub-

Commission working groups, notably the Working Group on Indigenous Populations

(WGIP); and the appointment of Sub-Commission special rapporteurs to undertake special

studies. The WGIP prepared the United Nations draft Declaration on the Rights of

Indigenous Peoples, which is cunently being debated by the Working Group of the Human

Rights Commission.

The most important treaty-based procedures for protecting the rights of indigenous peoples

have been those established under the ICCPR and the International Convention on the

Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICEARD).' State compliance with the

respective treaties is monitored by the Human Rights Committee under the ICCPR, and the

Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) under the ICEARD.

Monitoring may be undertaken in a number of ways, including: country reporting

procedures, whereby states are required to submit periodic reports on implementation of the

treaty to the relevant Committee; inter-State complaints mechanisms, whereby the

Committee is empowered to receive and consider communications from one state alleging a

violation of the relevant treaty by another state; and individual complaints mechanisms,

whereby the Committee is empowered to receive and consider communications from

individuals. Treaty bodies may also carry out fact-finding missions; ask states to take

follow-up measures regarding issues arising under the examination of a state's report; and

An example is the appointment of a CHR Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Nigeria in

1997, pursuant to Cornmission on Human Rights resolution 19971153 of 15 April 1997. The Commission

on Human Rights is also empowered to hear cornplaints under the "1235 procedure", named after

ECOSOC Resolution 1235 ()(LII), UN ESCOR 42d Sess, Supp No l, at 17, UN Doc F,14393 (1967), which

grants the Commission and the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights

authority to examine information relevant to gross violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms.

The Commission and Sub-Commission are also empowered to act on complaints concerning "situations

which appear to reveal a consistent pattern of gross and reliably attested violations of human rights and

fundamental freedoms" in closed sessions under the "1503 procedure", established by ECOSOC resolution

1503 ()fl,\/III) in 1970. For more information on these procedures, see Rodley N, above n4 at 6l-70.

The Promotion and Protection of Human Rights was formerly known as tlìe Sub-Commission on the

Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities.
International Convention on the Elirnination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, adopted 2l December

1965,660 UNTS 195; [1975] ATS 40 (entered into force 4 January 1969).

6

1
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adopt "General Comments", which are authoritative interpretations of the general rights and

obligations embodied in the treaties.

Finally, the International Labour Organisation (ILO), a specialised body of the UN which has

responsibility for trade union rights, child labour, bonded labour and labour rights generally,

has implemented and monitors the only existing conventions relating to the rights of

indigenous peoples: ILO Convention No. 107 Concerning the Protection and Integration of

Indigenous and Other Tribal and Semi-Tribal Populations in Independent Countries,' and its

revised version, ILO Convention No. 169 Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in

Independent Countries.n

7.1.2 Structure of this Chapter

The structure of this Chapter is as follows. In Section 1.2, I discuss the instruments of

international law that specifically address the rights of indigenous peoples, beginning with

ILO Conventions No 107 and 169 concerning the rights of indigenous peoples, and

concluding with the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. In Section

i.3, I examine the instruments of international law primarily concerned with individual

human rights that are also particularly relevant to the question of land rights, namely the

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICEARD). In Section

J.4,Idiscuss the relevance of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Minorities to indigenous

peoples.

This discussion of international law will be restricted to the rights that are most relevant to

the protection of traditional lands, including: the rights of indigenous peoples to own, use or

ILO Convention (No. 107) Concerning the Protection and Integration of Indigenous and Other Tribal and

Semi-Tribal Populations in Independent Countries, adopted 26 June 1957, 328 UNTS 247 (entered into

force 2 June 1959). The Convention is discussed in Barsh R, "Indigenous North America and

Contemporary International Law" (1983) 62 Oregon L Rev 73 Barsh R, "Revision of ILO Convention No.

107" (1987) 8I AJIL 756; Barsh R, "An Advocate's Guide to the Convention on Indigenous and Tribal

Peoples" (1990) 15 Okla City U L Rev 209 Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on Indigenous

andTribal Peoples: ILO Convention No. 169 of 1989" (1990) 15 Okla City U L Rev 617; Swepston L and

Plant R, "International Standards and the Protection of the Land Riglrts of Indigenous and Tribal

Populations" (1935) I24(l) Int Lab Rev 9l; Thornberry P,International Law and the Rights of Minorities
(Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1991) at 334-368.

ILO Convention (No. 169) Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries, adopted

27 Jtne lg8g, 72ILO Off Bull 59;28 ILlv{ 1332 (1989) (entered into force 5 September 1991).

8

9
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possess their traditional lands, territories and resources; rights to consultation regarding

resource exploitation on traditional lands; rights to share in the benefits of resource

exploitation; rights to compensation; protection against the forced relocation of indigenous

peoples; and special rights to conservation of the environment.'o All these rights are

contained in the major instruments of international law as separate and distinct rights.

As well as their inclusion as distinct rights, rights to land and natural resources are a

precondition for the enjoyment of other rights espoused in international law, such as the right

to cultural integrity. This is because "the right to land and natural resources is inextricably

linked with the right of indigenous peoples to survive as such. Indigenous culture, religion,

and spirituality are so connected with the land that deprivation of land is tantamount to

deprivation of indigenous identity and culture."" For indigenous peoples, "security of land

tenure is a prerequisite for the continuation of their traditional lifestyles and for their

development . . . the importance of land is ... the very basis of the survival of these people as

a distinct cultural unit."'' Thus, this Part will also examine various articles of international

law addressing the right to cultural integrity, for which land has been held to be a

precondition to their enjoyment.

7.2 Instruments of International Law that Specifically Address the Rights of

Indigenous Peoples

7.2.1 ILO Convention No. 107 Concerníng the Protection and Integration of
Indigenous and Other Tríbat and Semi-Tribal Populøtions ín Independent

Countríes

ILO Convention No. 107 was adopted in 1957 to address the growing isolation and

marginalisation of indigenous groups in the Americas in the wake of national development.''

Convention No. 107 is supplemented by the non-binding ILO Recommendation 104, which

provides more detailed guidelines on measures to be taken for the protection and integration

to The instruments of international law that are mainly concerned with protection of the environment but

which also have application to indigenous peoples, such as the Rio Declaration on Environment and

Developrnent, will be examined in Chapter 9 on international environmental law.
tt Stamatãpoulou E, "Indigenous Peoples and the United Nations: Human Rights as a Developing Dynamic"

(1994) 16 Hum Rts Q 58 at16.
12 Swepston L and Plant R, above n8 at 93.
13 Barsh R, "Revision of ILO Convention No, 107"' above n8 aI'75-l .
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of indigenous and tribal peoples.'o Until its revision in 1989 as ILO Convention No. 169,

ILO Convention No. 107 was the only comprehensive binding international instrument on

the rights of indigenous peoples. Convention No. 107 will remain in effect for those

countries which have ratified it unless and until they ratify Convention No. 169, but no more

ratifications of the earlier convention will be accepted now that the revised convention has

entered into force.tt

Part II of Convention No. 107 deals with land rights.'6 Article 11 provides that the "rights of

ownership, collective or individual, of the members of the populations concerned over the

lands which these populations traditionally occupy shall be recognised". This provision is

strong in that it recognises the full proprietary status of indigenous ownership rights. It also

uses the term "recognised" rather than "granted", thus implicitly accepting the rights of

ownership accrue to indigenous people independently of the actions of states.rT Article 11 is

supplemented by ILO Recommendation 104, which provides that "the populations should be

assured of a land reserve adequate for the needs of shifting cultivation so long as no better

system of cultivation can be introduced".'t

Despite the provisions of Article 1 1, the Convention has done "relatively little to restrict state

power" in the area of land rights.'n First, ILO Convention No. 107 does not impose an

obligation on States to identify and demarcate the lands that belong to indigenous peoples.

V/ithout the demarcation of indigenous lands, "the process of allocation of land titles cannot

be undertaken, and indigenous and tribal groups are left without any protection".'o Second,

by using the phrase "traditionally occupy", which implies that there must be a present

occupation of the land, the Convention fails to protect rights to the continued use of

14 ILO Recommendation 104 Concerning the Protection and Integration of
Semi-Tribal Populations in Independent Countries, adopted 26 Jtne 1957

Geneva, I 957; International Labour Organisation <htþ://www.ilo'org>.

n8 at 93.
15 Asof 3lAugust2000,14countrieshadratifiedlLOConventionNo. 169. Theyare: Argentina,Bolivia,

Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Ecuador, Fiji, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway,

Paraguay and Peru. Of the 27 countries which ratified Convention No 107, the following 20 have not

ratified Convention No. 169: Angola, Bangladesh, Belgium, Brazil, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Egypt, El

Salvador, Ghana, Guinea-Bissau, Haiti, India, Iraq, Malawi, Pakistan, Panatna, Portugal, Syrian Arab

Republic, Tunisia, International Labour Organisation, ILOLEX database, <htþ://www.ilo.org>. Ecuador

ratified ILO Convention No. 169 on 15 May 1998. As of I August 1999, neither Nigeria nor Russia had

ratified either ILO Convention No. 107 or ILO Convention No. 169.
tu Article l3(l) of ILO Convention No. 107, which deals with the transmission of land rights in accordance

with indigenous customs, is not particularly relevant in the context of this thesis and will not be discussed.
t't Swepston L and Plant R, above n8 at 97.
r8 Para 3(1).
re Barsh R, "Revision of ILO Convention No. 107", above n8 aL757 '

Indigenous and Other Tribal and

, 40ú Sess ofthe ILO Conference,

Swepston L and Plant R, above
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resources of lands not physically occupied by indigenous peoples but to which they have

traditionally had access, and fails to recognise claims to lands previously occupied but taken

away by force or other means."

Third, Article 11 is qualified by Article 12, which addresses the issue of the forcible

relocation of indigenous peoples. Article l2(I), which prohibits the relocation of indigenous

communities without their free and informed consent, also recognises State power to forcibly

relocate indigenous peoples "in accordance with national laws and regulations for reasons

relating to national security, or in the interest of national economic development or of the

health of the said populatiorf'." Article l2(2) attempts to protect communities from

destruction by providing that when "removal of these populations is necessary as an

exceptional measure, they shall be provided with lands of quality at least equal to that of the

lands previously occupied by them, suitable to provide for their present needs and future

development." The Convention further provides that "persons thus removed shall be fully

compensated for any resulting loss or injury" and "where chances of alternative employment

exist and where the populations concerned prefer to have compensation in money or in kind,

they shall so be compensated under appropriate guarantees"."

The Convention generally failed to protect the land ownership rights of indigenous peoples.

First, the provisions of Article 12(1) have been invoked very broadly by States, who have

used the concept of "national development" and "national security" to justify large-scale

resource developments on indigenous peoples' lands and justify military intrusions into their

traditional territories.'o For example, the case study of Ecuador in Chapter 3 revealed that the

border war with Peru, and the desire to conquer the Amazon and develop its oil resources,

saw the intrusion of oil workers and the military onto the traditonal territories of the people

of the Oriente. Second, there is no indication in Article I2(2) about what legal or other

criteria must be fulfilled before the removal of indigenous peoples can be justified as an

"exceptional measure"." Third, Article l2(2) also ignores the "impossibility" of providing

20 Swepston L and Plant R, above n8 at 98-99.
2t Barsh R, "An Advocate's Guide to the Convention on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at223'

" Article Iz(t).
2t Article 12(3) and (2).
2a BarshR, "Revisionof ILO ConventionNo. 107", above n8 aI 757; LernerN, "The 1989 ILO Convention

on Indigenous Populations: New Standards" in Dinstein Y and Tabory M (eds), The Protection of
Minorities and Human Rights (It4artinus Nijhoff Publishers, Dordrecht/Boston/London, 1992) af 223,

stating that the exceptions have been considered "too far-reaching"; Swepston L and Plant R, above n8 at

100-101.
2s Swepston L and Plant R, ibid at 101.
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indigenous and tribal peoples with alternative lands in industrialising, heavily populated

states.'u Finally, as indigenous peoples themselves are often seen as a threat to national

security, forcible removals may take place not so much to protect the indigenous peoples but

to counter this perceived threat."

Convention No. 107 contains no specific provisions dealing with mineral and resource rights,

although ILO Recommendation 104 states that "members of the populations concerned

should receive the same treatment as other members of the national population in relation to

the ownership of underground wealth or to preference rights in the development of such

wealth"."

In addition to the shortcomings of the land rights provisions, the major criticism of ILO

Convention No. 107 is that it is phrased in assimilationist and integrationist terms.'n The

Convention takes a "patronising attitude" towards indigenous peoples, referring to them as

"less advanced",'o and promoting their eventual integration into the dominant national

ll 
-soclery. ¡.or example, Article 7 provides that indigenous populations shall be "allowed to

retain their own customs and institutions where these are not incompatible with the national

legal system or the objectives of integration programmes". The Convention assumes that

indigenous and tribal peoples "will disappear as separate groups once they have the

opportunity to participate fully in the national society, and it attempts to ease the transition

' il!32penoo' .

On the positive side, the ratification of the Convention has placed States under the ILO's

highly developed supervisory machinery, "which has helped to direct attention to, and

correct, some serious abuses against international and tribal peoples. In some cases it has

been a major factor in the correction of these situations, and in others it has worked to focus

26 Barsh R, "Revision of ILO Convention No. 107", above n8 aI'75'7 '
27 Swepston L and Plant R, above n8 at 102'
28 Para 4.
2e Barsh R, "Indigenous North Arnerica and Contemporary International Law'', above n8; Barsh R, "An

Advocate's Guide to the Convention on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8; Lerner N, above n24 aI

222; Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8;

Thornberry P, above n8.
30 Article l(lXa).
3r Swepston L,''iA New Step in International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 af 682.

'2 lbid.
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international attention on the continued survival and well-being of these peoples."t' This

machinery will be examined more detail in relation to ILO Convention No. 169.'o

7.2.2 ILO Convention No. 169 Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in
Independent Countries

In 1986, a meeting of group of experts convened by the ILO recommended substantial

changes to Convention No. 107, as its original emphasis on integration no longer reflected

"current thinking", and recommended that the revision assure indigenous and tribal peoples

"as much control as possible over their own economic, social and cultural development".3s

As a result, ILO Convention No. 169 was adopted on 27 June 1989 by the International

Labour Conference in Geneva.

7.2.2.1 SubstantiveProvisions

part II of the Convention lays down specific provisions with respect to land rights. The

underlying philosophy of these provisions is that indigenous and tribal peoples have land

rights which should be recognised within the framework of national legal systems''u The

Convention creates "very fundamental positive rights", and lays down procedural rights that

are intended to ensure that whenever an exception is made to the basic rights contained in the

Convention, this is done "openly and in such a way that conflicting claims and interests can

be aired in public"."

The rights of particular relevance to resource exploitation on traditional lands are those

concerning: the ownership, possession and use of land (Article 14); the relocation of

indigenous peoples (Article 16); rights to natural resources, including rights to consultation,

participation in the benefits of resource exploitation, and compensation (Article l5); and

special provisions regarding environmental protection (Articles 4 and 7). These provisions

are to be interpreted in light of a general statement of principle contained in Article 13(1),

which states that when applying the provisions of Part II of the Convention, "govetnments

shall respect the special importance for the cultures and spiritual values of the peoples

33 Ibid at 683.

'o See Chapter 7, Section 7 .2.2.2, pp270-273.
3s Barsh R, "Revision of ILO Convention No. 107", above n8 at75'7.
36 Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at696.
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concerned of their relationship with the lands or territories, or both as applicable, which they

occupy or otherwise use, and in particular the collective aspects of this relationship". This

suggests that any ambiguities in the interpretation or application of the Convention should be

resolved "in favour of continued use and enjoyment of land and natural resources and

continued collective control"."

Rights of ownership, possession and use are dealt with in Article 14, which provides that "the

rights of ownership and possession of the peoples concerned over the lands which they

traditionally occupy shall be recognised". Article 14(1) also states that "measures shall be

taken in appropriate cases to safeguard the right of the peoples concerned to use lands not

exclusively occupied by them, but to which they have traditionally had access for their

subsistence and traditional activities" and that in this respect, "particular attention shall be

paicl to the situation of nomadic peoples and shifting cultivators". 'Whereas rights to

ownership and possession apply to areas which indigenous peoples "traditionally occupy",

the additional right to "use" applies to the area to which indigenous peoples have

"traditionally had access", a wider geographic al area.tn

It is not clear what an "appropriate case" would be that would require measures to be taken

to safeguard the rights of the peoples. However, we saw in the case study of the Khanty in

Chapter 5 that the resources on which the Khanty have traditionally depended for their

survival have been degraded to such an extent that the people have been forced to relocate

away from these territories. In this context, it is arguable that an "appropriate case" may

include the protection of the enviornment of the territories to which indigenous peoples

tt Ibid at 698.
38 Barsh R, "An Advocate's Guide to the Convention on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at229.

The inclusion of Article 13(1) reflects the "complex and problernatic" nature of the land rights provisions.

After repeated failure to reach a consensus on the land provisions, Part II ofthe Convention was eventually

adopted as a "single package", rather than "article by article". This followed an "extraordinary procedure"

wheleby the Chairman of the Conference rnet with the representatives of different groups concerned, off the

record, to personally negotiate with them: Barsh R, "An Advocate's Guide to the Convention on

Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at 229; Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on

Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 aI696.
3e The rights of ownership, possession and use are supplemented by a requirement in Article 14(2) that

"Governments shall take steps as necessary to identifr the lands which the peoples concerned traditionally

occupy". Furthermore, states must take necessary steps to "guarantee effective protection of [the peoples']

rights of ownership and possession". The phrase "as necessary" is not intended to give unfettered

discretion to governments, but is intended to mean that the obligation applies when indigenous peoples'

lands have not yet been demarcated. The word "effective" means "to make the right applicable in
practice": Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at

702.
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"have traditionally had access for their subsistence and traditional activities" from

destruction by oil exploitation.

It is not clear what "measures" would be required by Article 14(1) to safeguard the rights of

the peoples.oo However, this Article should be read in conjunction with Article 7, which

"guarantees as much control as possible" to indigenous peoples over the land that they

occupy or use, and with Article 23, which calls for the recognition and strengthening of

traditional economic activities, such as hunting, fishing, trapping, and gathering' These three

articles taken together imply that any "state action disregarding use rights would bear a

heavy burden of justification".o' Furthermore, phrases such as "measures shall be taken in

appropriate cases" are not interpreted by the ILO's supervisory bodies to mean that

governments can take any measures they wish, or none at all; rather, they mean that there

must be consideration of whether measures are appropriate, and that this decision is subject

to question by the Committee of Experts and the International Labour Conference.o' The

phrase is intended to allow measures to be taken that suit the circumstances of individual

countries and peoples.

The wording as adopted is in the present, indicating there should be some connection with

the present, such as a relatively recent loss of lands.o' The Convention does not recognise the

right of indigenous peoples to lands which they historically occupied and from which they

have been removed.* In this respect, Article 14(3) provides that "adequate procedures shall

ao In 1996, the ILO received a representation from the National Trade Union of Education Workers (SNTE)'

Radio Education, of Mexico, áleging the government of Mexico had failed to observe Article 14 of ILO

Convention No. 169. The case concerned a land-use conflict between a Huichole indigenous community,

who were seeking title to part of their traditional lands ("Tateikié"), of which they were the original

inhabitants, still possessed, and used for subsistence activities, and three mestizo villages, who had

previously been granted title to the Huicholes' traditional lands. Although continuing to live on the lands,

ihe Huicholes had not been recognised in land censuses, with the result they had no legal rights to land

they occupied, and leaving it to the discretion of the mestizo population as to whether the indigenous

people could plant crops or livestock, thereby "constantly hindering" their cultural practices' In this case,

ihe Committee "urged; the Mexican government to take appropriate measures to safeguard the right of the

Huichole indigenous peoples to use lands not exclusively occupied by them, but to which they had

traditionally nãd acceis for their subsistence and traditional activities, but did not recommend any

particular rneasures. Report of the Committee Set Up to Examine the Representation Alleging Non-

òbrr*on"" by Mexico à¡ tn" tna4rnous qnd Tribat Peoples Convention, 1989 Q'{o 169)' Made Under

Article 24 of the ILO Constitution by the Trade tJnion Delegation, D-III-S7, Section XI of the National

Trade (Jnion of Education llorkers (SNTE), Radio Education (1996),International Labour Organisation,

ILOLEX database, <http://www.ilo.org> (hereafter.IIO Committee Report on Mexico 199Q,
4t Barsh R, "An Advocate's Guide to the Convention on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 a1225.
42 Swepston L, "A Nerü Step in International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 af 702.
o' Ibid at 7oo.
aa The states at the Conference "vehemently opposed" proposals to recognise historical claims to land: Barsh

R, "An Advocate's Guide to the Convention on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 af 225.
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be established within the national legal system to resolve land claims by the peoples

concerned", which establishes, as a minimum, the adequacy of land claims procedures to

ILO review.o'

Article 15 of Convention No. 169 contains specific provisions dealing with natural and

subsoil resource rights.46

1. The rights of peoples concerned to the natural resources pertaining to their lands shall be

specially safeguarded. These rights include the right of these peoples to participate in the use,

management and conservation of these resources.

2. In cases in which the State retains the ownership of mineral or sub-surface resources or

rights to other resources pertaining to lands, governments shall establish or maintain

procedures through which they shall consult these peoples, with a view to ascertaining

whether and to what degree their interests would be prejudiced, before undertaking or

permitting any programmes for the exploration or exploitation of such resources pertaining to

their lands. The peoples concerned shall wherever possible participate in the benefits of such

activities, and shall receive fair compensation for any damages which they may sustain as a

result of such activities.

Article 15 does not seek to contradict the principle of state ownership of resources, but

recognises rights of participation, and sets out procedural rights for indigenous and tribal

peoples' as regards the exercise by the state of its ownership rights.4' The first paragaph

recognises the right of indigenous peoples to the "natural resources pertaining to their lands"'

These rights are not fully defined, although they "include" the right to participation in the

"use, management and conservation of these resources". Article 15(2) sets out more limited

rights of where the State claims ownership of subsoil resources such as oil and gas. Article

15(2) provides for a right to consultation before lands are opened up for petroleum

exploration or exploitation. It also sets out the subject matter for the consultation: whether,

and to what extent, the interests of indigenous peoples would be prejudiced by resource

exploitation. However, on it own, the article provides "little guidance as to how the

consultations must be conducted, nor does it offer precise indications of the various types of

interests which migh¡ be prejudiced.o'

ot Ibid af226; Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at

'702.
a6 The use of the term "lands" in Article 15 includes the concept of territories, which covers the total

environrnent ofthe areas which the peoples concerned occupy or otherwise use: Article 13(2).
4'7 Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at705.
48 Sargint L, "The Indigenous Peoples of Bolivia's Arnazon Basin Region and ILO Convention No. 169: Real

Rights or Rhetoric?" (1998) 29(3) Inter-Am L Rev 451 at 477.
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The right to consultation in Article 15(2) should also be read in conjunction with Articles 6

and 7 of the Convention.n' Article 6 provides that when applying the provisions of the

Convention, governments must "consult the peoples concerned, through appropriate

procedures and in particular through their representative institutions, whenever consideration

is being given to legislative or administrative measures which may affect them directly"; and

such consultations must be undertaken "in good faith and in a form appropriate to the

circumstances, with the objective of achieving agreement or consent to the proposed

measures."to Article 7 provides as follows:

1. The peoples concerned shall have the right to decide their own priorities for the process of

development as it affects their lives, beliefs, institutions and spiritual well-being and the lands

they occupy or otherwise use, and to exercise control, to the extent possible, over their own

economic, social and cultural development. In addition, they shall participate in the

formulation, implementation, and evaluation of plans and programmes for national and

regional development which may affect them directly,

3. Governments shall ensure that, whenever appropriate, studies are canied out, in co-

operation with the peoples concerned, to assess the social, spiritual, cultural and

environmental impact on them of planned development activities. The results of these studies

shall be considered as fundamental criteria for the implementation of these activities.

It has been suggested that Articles 15, 6 and 7 taken together set out five conditions

regarding consultation requirements in the case of exploitation of subsurface resources'

These are that consultations must: take place in good faith; be carried out with the objective

of achieving agreement or consent; take place prior to opening lands to development; provide

as much control as possible and participation in decisions regarding such development

projects; and must consider the extent to which the interests of indigenous peoples will be

prejudiced and the social, spiritual, cultural and environmental impact activities will have.t'

Merely notifying indigenous peoples of proposed developments is not equivalent to

consultation." "Mere formalistic compliance" will not satisfy the obligation to consult, nor

will "requesting comments from indigenous peoples without adequate mechanisms to ensure

ae International Labour Organisation,lLO Guide to Convention 169 (1995) at 10, stating that Articles 6 andT

are central to the way the Covention should be applied: Barsh R, "An Advocate's Guide to the Convention

on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8; Sargent L, above n48 at 477.
to Article 6(lXa) and (2).
5r Sargent L, above n48 at 478.
s2 Report of the Committee Set Up to Examine the Representation Alleging Non-Observance by Mexico of the

Indigrnous and Tribat Peoples Convention, 1989 Qtlo 169), Made Under Article 24 of the ILO Constitution

by the Radical Trade Union of Metal andAsociated I4torkers (1998), International Labour Organisation,

ILOLEX database, <http://www.ilo.org> (hereafter ILO Committee Report on Mexico 1998). ln this case,

the people forcibly relocated from their traditional lands in order for a dam to be constructed, were notified

by tlre government, which also published a notice in the Diario Oficial of the Federation and in the Perió

dfrcial of the Oaxaca state Governrnent. However, this did not constitute consultation with the peoples

concerned under Article 6 of the Convention: para39'

259
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that the comments can be prepared on an informed basis, or without providing any assurance

that their views will be taken seriously".t' The obligation to consult lies somewhere between

merely formalistic compliance and a veto over the right to development.'o Barsh suggests

that in "the impact, desirability, and terms of co-management and revenue-sharing would be

discussed and agreed upon in advance".

It has been argued that the requirement to consult in Article 15, without a condition of

obtaining consent, will not go far enough to protect the interests of indigenous peoples.

Indigenous peoples have constantly emphasised that consultation in good faith is insufficient

to prevent abusive practices.tu Consultation means "to take counsel or seek information or

advice from someone and does not imply any kind of agreement", and "those in authority

tend to ensure that "consultation" means no more than it says".tt It has been claimed that the

right to be consulted is "meaningless in states whose domestic policies are inconsistent with

the treaty's underlying principles"."

The ILO has examined the issue of the requirement to consult under Article 15 in its Report

of the Committee Set Up to Examine the Representation Alleging Non-Observance by Bolivia

of the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 (No 169)." The representation

concerned the grant of 86 forestry concessions under the Bolivian National Forestry Act of

12 July 1996, which allowed holders of long term forestry exploitation contracts awarded

before the Act was adopted to convert their former contracts into a new concession (a

"voluntary conversion") for 40 years, with an option of extension for another 40 years. Of

these 86 concessions, 27 overlapped with six traditional indigenous territories that were

being processed in order to obtain land title, and regarding which the National Institute of

Land Reform had issued orders prohibiting any change in the status of land pending the lands

being titled as Comunity lands of origin. These territories were yet to be subjected to a

s3 SargentL, above n48at479.
to lbid.
55 Barsh R, "An Advocate's Guide to the Convention on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 a|229.
s6 Report of the Working Group of Indigenous Populations on its Seventh Session, UN Doc

E/CN,4/Sub.211989136:3, cited in Seleoane M, "Recognition of Indigenous Peoples in International Law:

Recent Developments" in De Villiers B (ed), The Rights of Indigenous Peoples: ø Quest þr Coexistence

(HSRC Publishers, Pretoria, 1997) af 15.
s1 

Seleoane M, ibid at 15.
tt Gee, M, "Foreigners in Their Own Land: Cultural Land and Transnational Corporations - Emergent

International Rights and Wrongs" (1998) 38 Virg JIL 33I at366-367.
se Report of the Committee Set Up to Examine the Representation Alleging Non-Observance by Bolivia of the

Inàigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 Q{o 169), Made Under Article 24 of the ILO Constitution
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process of "clearing of title" to determine the rights of third parties within the territories.

The complainants argued that the foresty concessions were granted over the indigenous

territories, without prior consultation with the indigenous peoples concerned, in violation of

Articles 15 and 6 of ILO Convention No 169.

The Committee noted the positive measures undertaken by the government of Bolivia to

guarantee the rights of the indigenous peoples.* However, the Committee went on to state

that

in view of the fact that [the] measures to clear title to the land claimed and expropriations and

concessions for mining and petroleum exploitation may directly affect the viability and

interests of the indigenous peoples concerned, the Committee recalls that Article 15 of the

Convention should be read in conjunction with Articles 6 and 7 of the Convention, and that by

ratifying the Convention governments undertake to ensure that the indigenous communities

concerned are consulted promptly and adequately on the extent and implications of exploration

and exploitation activities, whether these are mining, petroleum or forestry activities. u'

"In these circumstances", the Committee recommended that the Governing Body of the ILO

request the Bolivian Government to consider "the possibility of establishing, in each

particular case, especially in the case of large-scale exploitations such as those affecting

tracts of land, environmental, cultural, social and spiritual impact studies, jointly with the

peoples concerned, before authorising exploration and exploitation of natural resources in

areas traditionally occupied by indigenous peoples".u' The Committee also stated that Article

6(2) of the Convention requires consultations carried out under the Convention "to be

undertaken in good faith and in a form that is clear and appropriate to the circumstances,

especially when the contracts referred to in this case are of a considerable duration and cover

an extensiv e area." Even though the lands with which the forestry concessions overlap had

not yet been titled as community lands of origin, the Committee noted that it had not

received any evidence indicating that such consultations had been carried out, whether under

Arricle 15(2) or Article (6XlXa), and suggested the Governing Body of the ILO request the

by the Bolivian Central of Workers (COB), International Labour Organisation, ILOLEX database,

<lrtþ ://www. ilo. org> (hereafter 1Z O C ommi tt e e Re port on Bo liv i a).
60 The Committee noted that the government had issued provisional title to 16 areas of land, totalling some

11.6 million hectares, as community lands of origin; that no new forestry contracts had been awarded in

these 16 areas; and that as a result of the voluntary conversion scheme, the amount of land under long term

concessions had been reduced from 22 to 6 million hectares, with 2 million of the 16 million hectares

reverting back to state ownership to be designated as community lands of origin: ILO Committee Report on

Bolivia, ibid paras 36 and37.
ur Ibid para 38.u' Ibid para 39.
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Bolivian government to inform the Committee of Experts "on the progress achieved

concerning consultations with the peoples concerned".u'

This report suggests that under ILO Convention No 169 it is not sufficient for peoples such

as the Khanty, Huaorani and Ogoni to be merely informed or notified about proposed oil

developments on their lands, including the grant of oil licences over their traditional

territories. The peoples must be consulted in good faith about proposed developments on

their lands. Furthermore, in the case of oil exploitation, which is a large-scale resource

development that takes place over long periods of time, environmental, cultural, social and

spiritual impact studies should be undertaken, jointly with the peoples concerned, before

consent to development is given.

In addition to rights to consultation, Article 15(2) of ILO Convention No 169 provides that

indigenous peoples have the right to participate in the benefits of subsurface exploitation

"wherever possible". The phrase "wherever possible" implies that governments retain the

ultimate power to determine whether indigenous peoples share in the benefits of resource

exploitation. Article 15(2) clearly does not place an obligation on states to allow for the

participation of indigenous peoples in resource exploitation in all situations. The phrase

"wherever possible" is intended to leave states flexibility in the way they fulfil this obligation

in the face of the economic constraints, particularly in emerging economies, where income is

low, and governments face difficult decisions about the allocation of resources among the

population. It is undeniable that pervasive poverty and scarcity of resources raise serious and

difficult questions for governments in emerging economies. However, if economic scarcity

alone constitutes a valid justification for a State's failure to enforce the obligation to allow

indigenous peoples to benefit from oil operations on their land, then nearly all emerging

economies would be able to use this as a reason to deny indigenous participation, without

more. It is unjust that while being denied the benefits of resource exploitation in order to

benefit other sections of the population, indigenous peoples continue to bear a

disproportionately higher share of the costs of exploitation compared with other sectors of

the population.

The protection is procedural rather than substantive. In light of significant government

discrerion and flexibility in the application of Article l5(2), it may be difficult for indigenous

63 Ibid para 40.
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peoples to show the state has breached the obligation.* Although the provision does not

provide firm guarantees for indigenous participation in the benefits of subsurface

exploitation, it does place an obligation on states to at least consider the options available for

indigenous participation and demonstrate that it is not possible for indigenous peoples to

participate in the benefits of subsurface exploitation before denying such participation.u'

State policies in this respect may also be brought under the scrutiny of the ILO. For

example, in its Report of the Committee Set Up to Examine the Representation Alleging Non-

Observance by Bolivia of the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 (No 169, the

Committee stated that, even though title had not been issued to the indigenous lands in

question in the case, it had not received any evidence as to whether provision had been made

for the indigenous peoples to participate in the benefits of forestry concessions renewed over

their traditional lands, and suggested that the Governing Body request the government of

Bolivia to inform the Committee of Experts on the progress achieved in the participation of

indigenous peoples wherever possible, in the benefits of forestry concessions.*

Article l5(2) also provides that indigenous peoples concerned shall receive "fair

compensation for any damages which they may sustain" as a result of resource exploitation

on their lands. It is framed in imperative language, requiring that the peoples concerned

"shall receive" compensation.ut State policies regarding compensation under this Article may

be brought under the scrutiny of the ILO. In the Report of the Committee Set Up to Examine

the Representation Alleging Non-Observance by Bolivia of the Indigenous and Tribal

Peoples Convention, 1989 (No 169), even though title had not been issued to the indigenous

lands in question in the case, the Committee suggested that the Governing Body of the ILO

request the government of Bolivia to inform the Committee of Experts of the "receipt of fair

compensation" for any damages the indigenous peoples may sustain as a result of the

exploitation of forest resources under long-term forestry concessions.ut

A number of questions arise in connection with the requirement of fair compensation. First,

who is to pay compensation? Presumably either the state, in the case of national oil

companies, or the oil companies themselves in the case of private oil companies. Second,

64 Sargent L, above n48 at 510.
6s Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at 705

Sargent L, ibid at 509.
uu LO Committee Report on Bolivia, above n59, pata 40.
6'7 SargentL, above n48 at 5lI-5I2.
ut ILO Committee Report on Bolivia, above n59, para 40.
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what "damages" should be compensated? It has been suggested that in the case of oil

operations, two general types of damages should be compensated, these being: first, the

"prejudicial effects which will be sustained die to normal uses of the land such as clearing

and occupation of forest lands for access roads and well platforms"; and second, damages

"such as oil spills or the contamination of water and soil from toxic waste, incurred due to

accident or fault on the part of oil companies in the conduct of their operations ".u'

Third, how should the standard of "fair compensation" be assessed? There are two elements

to "fair compensation": the procedural rules that govern compensation processes, and the

remedies available.to The procedural aspect of "fair compensation" implies that the state

must not only pass laws requiring the payment of compensation for damage, but must also

establish access to courts to apply for compensation, and provide effective measures to

ensure that compensation payments reach the affected communities. The quantitative

requirement of "fair compensation" is not expressly dealt with in the Convention, and there

is currently little state practice on this question. Where indigenous peoples still live largely

from their lands, money alone may be an insufficient form of compensation. Special forms

of compensation may be required, including the supply of equivalent lands, or restitution of

traditional lands." As supplying equivalent lands is not only difficult in emerging economies

with large populations and scarce lands, and taking into account the spiritual ties between

indigenous peoples and their traditional lands, it is submitted that restitution of the land

should be a priority, particularly in the case of environmental degradation. Where oil and

gas development have fractured the culture of a community, compensation may include

measures to rebuild the community's culture'

Article 16 contains provisions relating to the relocation of indigenous peoples. As

demonstrated in the studies of the Huaorani of Ecuador and the Khanty of Siberia in

Chapters 3 and 5, the forced relocation of indigenous peoples away from their traditional

lands has a devastating effect on the peoples' cultural integrity. Article 16 sets out a general

rule that indigenous peoples "shall not be removed from the lands which they occupy"

without their "free and informed consent".t' However, the Convention does allow relocation

where consent "cannot be obtained" if it is "considered necessary" as an "exceptional

Sargent L, above n48 at 512.

Ibid at 512.
Ibid at 514.
Article 16(1) and (2).
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measure".tt There is no indication about what criteria constitutes an "excaptional measure",

and whether oil and gas development could be described as such. Article 16(2) goes on to

provide that relocation shall only take place "following appropriate procedures established by

national laws and regulations, including public inquiries where appropriate". There is no

indication of what "appropriate procedures" are, nor when a public inquiry is "appropriate",

although the Article 16(2) does state that these procedures must "allow the opportunity for

effective representation of the indigenous peoples concerned. The word "effective" implies

that representation must be more than token. For example, proceedings must be in a form

and language comprehensible to indigenous peoples, and must take place before the decision

to relocate has been made.to

Article 16(3) provides that "whenever possible", the peoples have a right to return to their

lands as soon as the grounds for relocation cease to exist. 'Where this is not possible, the

government must provide, in all possible cases, substitute "lands of quality and legal status at

least equal to that of the lands previously occupied by them, suitable to provide for their

present needs and future development".tt Any exception to this obligation "should be well

justified and applied with care".'u As the term "lands" in Article 16 includes the concept of

territories, which covers the total environment of the areas which the peoples concerned

occupy or otherwise use,tt the relocation must take into account the environmental aspects of

the land lost and received in substitution.t' In practice, this provision faces the same

difficulty as the similar provision in Convention No 107; namely, the availability of

alternative, equivalent lands in industrialising, heavily populated states. Article 16(5)

provides that relocated persons shall be fully compensated for any resulting loss or injury.

The ILO has examined the issue of the forced relocation of indigenous peoples in relation to

Convention No 169 in the Report of the Committee Set Up to Examine the Representation

Atleging Non-Observance by Mexico of the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989

(No 169)." This representation concerned the forcible relocation of 5,000 indigenous

Chinantec families away from their native lands and sacred sites as a result of flooding

caused by the construction of a dam in the mid-1970s. The claimants alleged that promises

t3 Article t612¡.
'14 

Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at 707
tt Article t6i4¡.
?6 Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at 708
tt Article l:12¡.
?8 Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at 706
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made by the Mexican government to compensate the Chinantecs for the loss of their lands,

homes and crops were not futfilled. In particular, it was alleged that the government only

provided the Chinantecs with 90,000 hectares of the promised 260,000 hectares of substitute

land, and that promises made to pave a main road and carry out development projects to

improve health and living condition in the new location were not fulfilled. Petitions and

requests by the Chinantecs to the government to fulfil its promises were repeatedly ignored.

In its response to the representation, the Mexican Government argued that presidential

decrees issued in I972-t974 authorising the construction of the dam and providing for the

relocation of the Chinantec families could not contravene ILO Convention No 169, as the

Convention only came into force in Mexico in September 1991. Although the Committee

held that although the provisions of the Convention may not be applied retrospectively,

particularly as regards questions of procedure (including the types of consultation that would

have been required had the Convention been in force), the Committee went on to state that

the Convention does apply to the current consequences of decisions taken prior to its entry

into force, where "the decisions continue to affect the current situation of the indigenous

peoples in relation to their land claims and to the lack of consultations to resolve those

claims".to This implies that the current consequences of decisions made by a state, prior to

ratification of ILO Convention No 169, to forcibly relocate indigenous peoples from their

traditional lands for the purposes of oil exploitation may violate ILO Convention No 169.

Second, the Mexican Government argued against allegations that the forcible relocation

failed to respect the special importance of the peoples spiritual and cultural relationship with

the lands in violation of Articles 5 and 13 of the Convention, as the communities whose land

had been expropriated in this case were made up of peasants who had been given land grants

or extensions, and who did not have possession of the land from the time of the colony, nor

possession from time immemorial. However, the Committee stated that "the fact that land

rights have originated more recently than colonial times is not a determining factor"'

Although the Convention was drafted to recognise situations in which there are rights to

lands which have been traditionally occupied, it may also "cover other situations in which

indigenous peoples have rights to lands they occupy or otherwise use under other

conditions".'' The protective provisions of the Convention may thus apply in relation to

ILO Committee Report on Mexico 1998, above n52.

Ibid para 36.

Ibid para 37.

't9
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lands that are recognised as being "traditionally occupied" but which have been acquired

more recently than colonial times. For example, the Khants who fled to the North during the

period of Russian colonisation," settled on new lands, and adapted their traditional fishing

and hunting economy to include reindeer herding, would not be excluded from the protective

ambit of Article 16 if the state sought to relocate them to allow oil development to proceed,

merely because their possession of the lands of settlement did not originate from time

immemorial.

Third, the Committee noted that although the Government had notified the peoples

concerned of the proposed expropriation of their lands for the dam, no consultations had

been held under Article 6 of the Convention. This implies that peoples to be relocated must

be consulted about the proposed relocation in good faith, and not merely informed of the

relocation plans. The Committee stated that consultation is "an essential element in resolving

this type of problem", as well as being a requirement of the Convention, and requested the

Mexican government to continue to provide it with information regarding developments in

this area, "particularly as regards the establishment of new channels of communication with

the peoples affected".t'

Different opinions have been expressed about the ability of Article 16 to protect indigenous

peoples from future relocations, as the protection provided by the Article largely takes the

form of procedural barriers to relocation and public accountability for decisions to relocate

indigenous peoples. On the one hand, the view has been expressed that Article 16 provides

only limited protection with regard to the requirement to consult, and "makes it abundantly

clear that, where the interests of the indigenous peoples and those of the state are

irreconcilable, the interests of the state prevail! Few will doubt the ability of states to pass

the kind of laws that comply with the form and letter of the convention, but whose operation

negates its spirit."* On the other hand, Barsh concludes that "as a whole, these procedural

and substantive obligations should have a chilling effect on government proposals for

relocation", as Article 16 makes it harder procedurally for governments to relocate

indigenous or tribal peoples without their consent'*t

tt 
See Chapter 5, Section 5.2,PI13.tt ILO Committee Report on Mexico 1998, above n52, paras 39 and 41.

to Seleoane M, above n56 at 16.
s5 Barsh R, "An Advocate's Guide to the Convention on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at227
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Convention No. 169 also contains provisions intended to protect indigenous peoples from

persons seeking to take advantage of any lack of understanding of the law in land

transactions arising, for example, because of illiteracy in the national language. Article 17(3)

provides that "persons not belonging to these peoples shall be prevented from taking

advantage of their customs or of lack of understanding of the laws on the part of their

members to secure the ownership, possession or use of land belonging to them." Vy'e saw in

the case study of the Khanty in Chapter 5 that agreements between oil companies and Khanty

families for access to subsurface resources have been drafted in Russian and signed, even

when the indigenous peoples do not have a full understanding of the language, and the legal

implications of the contract, and that rights to land have been granted to oil companies in

exchange for goods such as outboard motors that are not of comparable worth.

Under Article 17(3) states are obligated to prevent such practices, not merely forbid them.t'

Presumably this article requires both the implementation of laws designed to prevent

unscrupulous bargaining practices, and the provision of remedies for indigenous peoples

where they gave away their land rights in situations where they did not understand the

contracts they were signing. It has been suggested that where indigenous peoples are

induced through trifling gifts to give their lands away, the value of the "gift" must be

weighed against the value of the lands, and an inquiry launched into whether the exchange

was equitable, taking all things into account, such as the level of literacy and understanding

of the transaction. If the inquiry shows indigenous peoples have not been fairly

compensated, then it is presumed the other party has taken advantage of the customs of the

indigenous peoples." The remedies are left for national laws to decide, but it is submitted

that courts must have the option of setting the transaction aside if this provision is to be

effective

Article 18 regulates of unauthorised intrusion on lands, stating that "adequate penalties shall

be established by law for unauthorised intrusion upon, or use of, the lands of the peoples

concerned, and governments shall take measures to prevent such offences". "The term

"adequate" implies that the penalties should be severe enough to be effective, and that if they

are not they should be strengthened".'n The nature of the penalties is not defined.

Furthermore, the State must take measures to prevent the offences, not merely forbid them.

tu 
See Chapter 5, Section 5.6.5,pp229-230.

8't Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at 709
88 Seleoane M, above n56 at 16.
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The word "unauthorised" is also not defined. This means that a national policy of

development, as, for example, pertained to the Ecuadorean Amazon, where settlement by

peasant colonists was authorised and encouraged by legislation, may not violate Article 18 of

the Convention. However, States that do not take measures to prevent colonists from

following oil developments and settling on indigenous peoples' territories in contravention of

national law may be accused of non-observance of the Convention. In such cases, the state

should refrain from validating the colonists' illegally acquired land through the issue of new

land titles.

Finally, ILO Convention No. 169 contains special provisions concerning the environment,

with Article 4(1) stating that "special measures shall be adopted as appropriate for

safeguarding the cultures and environment of the peoples concerned", and Article 7 placing

an obligation on States to "take measures, in cooperation with the peoples concerned, to

protect and preserve the environment of the territories they inhabit". V/here development

activities on traditional lands have been proposed, it is in the states' discretion to determine

whether an environmental impact assessment (EIA) is appropriate pursuant to Article 7(3).

However, where such a study is undertaken, the state is under an obligation to abide by the

results of the study. Furthermore, the decision whether or not to conduct an EIA will be

subject to review by the ILO under its supervisory procedures.*

7.2.2.2 Strengths and Weaknesses of ILO Convention No' 169

Convention No. 169 contains few rules, but "fixes goals, priorities and minimal rights"

which are intended to be equally valid for all indigenous peoples. The Convention

sets out basic obligations, leaving the means of action to each national government, subject to

supervision of the implementation of the Convention. It has many qualifying and flexibility

phiases which it critics say - sometimes correctly - give ratifying countries an "out" in the

ôbtigations they undertake. It is some ways what the ILO deems a "promotional" convention,

in that its terms are not always capable of immediate application, but are instead goals toward

which governments should work.n'

Governments have been divided between those who feel the Convention does not go far

enough and those who think it goes too far, nor does the Convention meet all the aspirations

8e Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at7l0.
,o Barsh R, "An Advocate's Guide to the Convention on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 af 229
er Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at 690.
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of indigenous peoples' organisations. It has thus been described as an "average" from the

government viewpoint, and a "floor" from the perspective of indigenous peoples.nt Various

criticisms regarding the content of the land rights provisions were discussed above.

However, there is no doubt that in comparison with the provisions of Convention No. 107,

Convention No. 169 has taken a major step towards providing positive protection for

indigenous peoples at the international level, by considerably advancing international law in

the area of indigenous rights, and by anticipating and preparing the ground for higher

standards in other international fora, namely the United Nations and Inter-American human

rights regimes." One disappointing feature of ILO Convention No. 169 is the small number

of ratifications. As of 31 August 2000, only 14 states had ratified the Convention, ten of

which were from Central and South America.no Thus, while Convention No. 169 makes

considerable advances in the area of indigenous rights, it falls short of global application.

The effectiveness of the Convention itself will depend in large part on the measures taken by

ratifying states, and on the efficacy of the supervisory machinery of the ILO.nt One of the

strengths of the ILO system is that the implementation of ILO Conventions is "regularly and

systematically monitored" as part of a supervisory procedure described as "the most effective

and thorough international mechanism for the protection of human rights".nu The provision

of ILO technical assistance to governments, most of which is tied to particular conventions,

involves the interpretation of conventions, and provides substantive backing to its legal

pronouncements.nt

Supervision is carried out by the ILO Committee of Experts on the Application of

Conventions and Recommendations ("ILO Committee of Experts"), and the ILO Conference

e2 Barsh R, "An Advocate's Guide to the Convention on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at 211.
e3 Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at 678. The

United Nations draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples is discussed in Section 7'3 of this

Chapter. The Inter-American human rights regime is discussed in Chapter 8.
no As óf 31 August 2000,14 countries had ratified ILO Convention No. 169. They are: Argentina, Bolivia,

Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Ecuador, Fiji, Guaternala, Honduras, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway,
paraguay and Peru. Of the 27 countries which ratified Convention No 107, the following 20 have not

ratified Convention No. 169: Angola, Bangladesh, Belgium, Brazil, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Egypt, El

Salvador, Ghana, Guinea-Bissau, Haiti, India, Iraq, Malawi, Pakistan, Panama, Portugal, Syrian Arab

Republic, Tunisia. International Labour Organisation, ILOLEX database, <http://www.ilo.org>.
nt Baish R, "An Advocate's Guide to the Convention on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 al 2I2-

213.
e6 Swepston L, "Human Rights Complaint Procedures of the International Labour Organisation" in Hannum

U (eà), Guide to International Human Rights Practice (University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 2nd

ed,1992) at 99 and 101.
e? Barsh R, "An Advocate's Guide to the Convention on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at 2I2;

Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8 at 681.
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Committee on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations ("ILO Conference

Committee"¡.n' The ILO Committee of Experts meets annually to examine annual progress

reports on ratified conventions submitted by Member Governments.t The ILO Committee

of Experts may respond to any shortcomings by making "Direct Requests" to governments,

or, in the case of more serious or persistent problems, "Observations", which arg sent to

governments and published as part of the Committee's annual report.'' In the case of

"especially important or persistent cases", governments may be called before the yearly ILO

Conference Committee to answer questions and criticisms. The ILO Conference Committee

reports to the full Conference, and the report is published in the annual Proceedings of the

International Labour Conference.'o'

The ILO has two procedures whereby representations can be made to the International

Labour Conference by industrial organisations and governments regarding the alleged non-

observance of a Convention. Article 24 of the ILO Constitution provides a procedure

whereby an association of workers or employers may make a representation that a country

has failed to effectively observe an ILO Convention to which it is a party. The procedure

involves consideration of the allegations by special committee of the ILO which reports to

the Governing Body of the ILO, who may then publish the representation and the

government's response, together with its own discussion of the case.'o' Publication of the

finding constitutes the final decision.'ot 
'Whether or not the Governing Body finds in favour

of the government, the questions raised are usually followed up by the ILO Committee of

Experts and the ILO Conference Committee.'*

nt 01 the supervisory mechanism of the ILO, see Swepston L, "Hurnan Rights Complaint Procedures of the

International Labour Organisation", above n96; Barsh R, "An Advocate's Guide to the Convention on

Indigenous and Tribal Peoples", above n8; Swepston L, "A New Step in International Law on Indigenous

and tribal Peoples", above n8; and Anaya S, Indigenous Peoples in International Lqw (Oxford University

Press, New York, Oxford, 1996) at 155-156'
ee For those states that have ratified Convention No. 107 but not Convention No. 169, the Committee of

Experts reviews the reports on the basis of standards rnore consistent with Convention No. 169 than the

disiredited assimilationist norrns of Convention No. 107: Anaya S, Indigenous Peoples in International

Law,above n98 at 155-156.
roo Swepston L, "Human Rights Complaint Procedures of the International Labour Organisation", above n96

at 101.
101 lbid at 101-102.
to2 Anaya S, Indigenous Peoples in International Law, above n98 at 161; Swepston L, "Human Riglrts

Complaint Procedures ofthe International Labour Organisation", above n96 at 105.
ro3 It is possible for the Governing Body to decide that the representation should subsequently be handled

under the Article 26 complaints procedure.
roa Swepston L, "Hurnan Rights Complaint Procedures of the International Labour Organisation", above n96

at 106.
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Article 26 allows member states and delegates to the annual International Labour Conference

(including employers, workers and government representatives) to file a complaint against a

state that has ratified a convention.'o' This procedure usually involves the appointment of a

Commission of Inquiry by the Governing Body. The Commission may request information

from governments or from NGOS;'* and may undertake on-site visits to engage in fact

finding; and may make recommendations for corrective measures,'ot which, along with the

conclusions of the commission, are communicated to the Governing Body and the state

concerned, and published in the Official Bulletin of the ILO. The reports are usually

followed up by the ILO Committee of Experts and the ILO Conference Committee. A

Commission decision can be appealed to the International Court of Justice, in which case the

decision of the ICJ is deemed "final".'o'

The problem with the both these procedures from the point of view of indigenous peoples is

that the indigenous peoples themselves cannot make complaints or representations

themselves; only government, employer and employee delegates from signatory states can

make representations to the International Labour Conference. Indigenous peoples must

therefore rely upon labour unions, employers, other governments or the ILO Governing

Body to invoke complaints procedures.

As of I September 2000, no complaints had been filed with the ILO under Article 26 of its

Constitution, concerning Convention No. 169.'* Seven representations have been received

concerning Convention No. 169, under Article 24 of the ILO Constitution. Decisions are

pending for three of these representations, which will remain confidential until the decision is

made."o The other four representations, concerning Mexico (1996 and 1998), Bolivia (1998)

and Peru (1991), have been examined by special committees, and the final reports published.

l0s The ILO Governing Body may also invoke the procedure on its own motion.
106 ILO Constitution, Article 27; reprinted with amendments to 11 January 2000, <http://www.ilo.org>.
ro7 ILO Constitution, Aficle 28.
r08 ILO Constitution, Article 29(2); Swepston L, "Hurnan Rights Cornplaint Procedures of the International

Labour Organisation", above n96 at 106-109; Anaya S, Indigenous Peoples in Internqtional Law, above

n98 at 161-162.

'on Communication with Francesca Thornberry, Project to Promote ILO Policy on Indigenous and Tribal

Peoples, Equality and Employment Branch, International Labour Offtce, 27 September 2000.
rr0 These representations are: Representation alleging non-observance by Colornbia of the Indigenous and

Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 (No. 169), made under Article 24 of the ILO Constitution by the Central

Unitary Workers' Union (CUT); Representation alleging non-obseryance by Denmark of the Indigenous

and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 (No. 169), made under Article 24 of the ILO Constitution by the

Sulinerrnik Inuussutissarsiuteqartut Kattuffrat (SIK); and Representation alleging non-observance by

Ecuador of the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 (No. 169), rnade under Article 24 of the

ILO Constitution by the Confederación Ecuatoriana de Organizaciones Sindicales Libres (CEOSL).
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Of these four reports, those concerning Bolivia and Mexico (1998) deal with the issues of

resource exploitation and indigenous rights under the Convention,"' while those concerning

Peru and Mexico (1996) address land rights issues not concerned with resource

exploitation."' The reports concerning Mexico (1998) and Bolivia have already been

discussed in relation to the relevant Articles in the text of this section. "'

7.2.3 United Natíons Draft Declørstíon on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples"o

In 1981 the United Nations \ù/orking Group on Indigenous Populations (WGIP) was created

within the Human Rights Commission's Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination

and Protection of Minorities. In 1985, the WGIP decided to produce a draft declaration on

indigenous righß."s The final text of the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous

Peoples was approved by the WGIP at its eleventh session in 1993, and submitted to the Sub-

Commission in I994."u On 26 August 1994 the Sub-Commission adopted the text agreed

upon by the WGIP and submitted it to the Commission on Human Rights (CHR)."' In 1995

the CHR established a working group (CHRV/G) for the purpose of considering the UN draft

Declaration."' The CHRWG held its first session in late 1995'

t'l ILO Comrhittee Report on Mexico 1998, aboven52; ILO Committee Report on Bolivia, above n59'
," ILO Committee Report on Mexico 1996, above n40, which concerns a conflict in land use and land title

between an indigenous community and the mestizo population, mainly addresses Article 14 of ILO

Convention No 169. The Report of the Committee Set Up to Examine the Representation Alleging Non-

Observance by Peru of the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 Q{o 169), Made Under Article

24 of the ILO Constitution by the General Confederation of Workers of Peru, International Labour

Orgánisation, ILOLEX database, <http://www.ilo.org>, which concerns an Act whereby the government of
peru enabled individuals in possesson of land plots communally owned by an indigenous group to apply for

individual titte to their lands, mainly addresses Article 17 of the Convention.
tt' 

See above, SectionT .2.2.1, pp259-263 and265-267.
rra Draft United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, UN Docs E/CN.4/199512 and

E/CN.4/Sub.Zltg94l56 (contained in Annex to Resolution 1994145 of 26 August 1994 of the Sub-

Commission on Prevention of Discrirnination and Protection of Minorities);24 ILM 54I (1995).
rrs Approved by Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities resolution

1985122 of 29 August 1985.
116 Report of the Working Group on Indigenous Populations on its Eleventh Session, UN Doc

B¡CN.+¡SuU.2lI9g3l2g, Annex I (1993). After a technical review, the draft Declaration was submitted to

the Sub-Comnission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities as UN Doc

E/CN. 4/Sub. 2 I 199 4 / 2 I Add.t.
ttt Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, resolution 1994145 of 26

August 1994 on the Draft United Nations declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples.
tt* Wùking Group established in accordance with Commission of Hurnan Rights resolution 1995132 of 3

March 1995.
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7.2.3.1 Substantive Provisions of the UN Draft Declaration

The rights of particular relevance to resource exploitation on traditional lands contained in

the UN draft Declaration are those concerning: freedom from ethnocide and cultural

genocide (Article 7); the right to maintain and develop their relationship with the land

(Article 2I); the ownership, development, control and use of land (Article 26); the relocation

of indigenous peoples (Article 10); rights to restitution of land (Article 21); the right to

determine development strategies on their lands, particularly in regard to subsurface resource

exploitation (Article 26); and special provisions regarding environmental protection (Article

28).

First, Article 7 contains a new right - the "collective and individual right" of indigenous

peoples "not to be subjected to ethnocide and cultural genocide". While "ethnocide" and

"cultural genocide" are not defined, Article 7 states that this right includes "prevention of

and redress for": any action which has the aim or effect of depriving them of their integrity

as distinct peoples, or of their cultural values or ethnic identities; any action which has the

aim or effect of dispossessing them of their lands, territories or resources; and any form of

population transfer which has the aim or effect of violating or undermining any of their

righß.'re

Article 7 complements the international law relating to genocide, which protects national,

ethnical, racial or religious groups, including indigenous peoples, from acts committed by

states with the intent to destroy in whole, or in part, those groups. Under the Convention on

the prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide,''o "genocide", which is declared in

Article 1 to be a crime under international law, is defined in Article 2 to mean:

any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national,

ethnical, racial or religious group' such as:

(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;

ic) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical

destruction in whole or in Part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;

(e) Forcibly transferring children ofthe group to another group'

ttt Article 7(a)-(c).
120 Adopted 9 December 1948,'78 LrNTS 277 (entered into force 12 January l95l)
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The fundamental difficulty facing indigenous peoples seeking to invoke the Genocide

Convention has been "the near impossibility of proving intent and calculation by the State or

another party accused of committing the crime".''' With regard to oil exploitation, there has

been, to date, insufficient proof of "intent" to support any claims of genocide.'tt Article 7 of

the UN draft Declaration, by prohibiting State policies that have the effect of destroying the

integrity of indigenous peoples, and their cultures and identity, overcomes the difficulty of

proving intent that exists under the Genocide Convention.

It is unclear what "ethnocide" is, and whether ethnocide and cultural genocide are new

international crimes.'t' However, it appears that the right is intended to avoid the destruction

of the culture and identity of indigenous peoples as a peoples. While the words "any action"

are all-encompassing, it is likely that an action that is an isolated event, or an event with a

limited impact, that does not destroy the culture or identity of the peoples, will not be

understood as ethnocide or cultural genocide. The practice of the Human Rights Committee

regarding Article 2l of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which

protects the rights of minorities to enjoy their culture, may provide guidance in this area."o

For example, in Lrinsman v Finland,"t the Committee recognised that a State may wish to

encourage development or allow economic activity by enterprises. While measures whose

impact amounts to a denial of the right to enjoy culture will not be compatible with Article

27, measures that have "a certain limited impact on the way of life of persons belonging to a

minority will not necessarily amount to a denial of the right under Arficle 27 " '

We saw in the case study of Ecuador in Chapter 3 that the development of oil in Lago Agrio

is believed to have hastened the extinction of the Tetetes as an indigenous peoples, that the

culture and existence of the Cofán, Secoya and the Siona have been seriously threatened and

all but destroyed, and that it is feared the Tagaeri will suffer the same fate as these groups''"

In this context, an "action" falling within the ambit of Article 7 of the UN draft Declaration

may include the grant of oil exploration and production licences by the state and the range of

t2r Howard B, "Human Rights and Indigenous People: on the Relevance of International Law for Indigenous

Liberation" (1992) 35 German YB of Int'l I 105 at 130; Geer M, above n58 at 362.

"' Geet M, ibid at362.
tæ Nunes K, .,.We Can Do ... Better": Rights of Singular Peoples and the United Nations Draft Declaration

on tlre "Rights of Indigenous Peoples" ' ( 1995) 7 St. Thomas L Rev 521 at 543 .

r2a The practiõe of the Human Rights Committee relating to Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil

and Political Rights is discussed below in Section 1'3.I,pp291'303'
t2t Lcinsman v Finland, Communication No. 5Illl992, UN Doc CCPWCIs2/DlslllIgg2 (8 November 1994),

reproduced in (1998) 3(l)AILR 154.
t'u lbid para9.4.
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activities undertaken by oil companies to extract oil. If these actions have the effect of

depriving indigenous peoples of their territories, resources, culture, identity or integrity as a

people, for example through land acquisition by oil companies and/or environmental

degradation, to the extent that it constitutes ethnocide or cultural genocide, the grant of

licences or the activities of oil companies will violate Article 7.

Under Article 7, indigenous peoples have the right to both prevention of, and redress for,

ethnocide or cultural genocide. This implies that states should have effective legislative and

administrative measures in place to protect the rights of ownership, use, possession and

access to land, and also to protect the environmental quality of the land. States also have the

responsibility to ensure indigenous peoples receive adequate redress for acts of ethnocide and

cultural genocide, including ethnocide and cultural genocide caused by oil exploitation.

"Redress" may require initiatives other than the payment of money compensation, such as

programmes to enhance and rebuild indigenous cultures.

Article 2l declares the right of indigenous peoples "to maintain and develop their political,

economic and social systems, to be secure in the enjoyment of their own means of

subsistence and development, and to engage freely in all their traditional and other economic

activities." Indigenous peoples who have been deprived of their means of subsistence and

development are entitled to 'Just and fair compensation". This article, by declaring a right to

maintain and develop indigenous economic systems, and to engage in traditional and other

economic activities, aims to protect indigenous economic lifestyles and development. As

land is fundamental to carrying out traditional economic activities and enjoying indigenous

means of subsistence, where traditional lands are expropriated for oil development, or

destroyed by environmental degradation, such that traditional economic activities (such as

fishing, hunting or reindeer herding) are no longer possible, then 'Just and fair"

compensation is due.

Article 25 establishes the right of indigenous peoples to "maintain and strengthen their

distinctive spiritual and material relationship with the lands, territories, waters and coastal

seas and other resources which they have traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used,

and to uphold their responsibilities to future generations in this regard". The term "material

relationship" implies the right to maintain physical association with the land, for example

ttt See Chapter 3, Section 3.4.2.1,pp63-66.
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through hunting, fishing and other economic activities, while "spiritual relationship" implies,

at the least, the right to maintain access to spiritual or sacred sites, and appropriate resources,

in order to undertake religious activities. While it is not clear what the content of the right to

"maintain and strengthen their distinctive spiritual and material relationships with the lands"

will be, nor what actions will violate such a right, the destruction of, or denial of access to,

sacred areas as a result of activities associated with oil exploitation may well breach this

right. For example, as we saw in Chapter 5, oil workers employed by state-owned oil

companies have felled the sacred trees of the Khanty and leveled sacred mounds.'" Actions

such as these may constitute a violation of Article 25.

The phrase "lands, territories, waters and coastal seas and other resources" is broad,

encompassing the whole environment of indigenous peoples. The phrase "have traditionally

owned or otherwise occupied or used" may imply that the territories must still be

traditionally owned or used. However, the phrase does differ from that in Article 14 of ILO

Convention No 169, which recognises the right of indigenous and tribal peoples to ownership

and possession over land that they "traditionally occupy", which being in the present tense,

implies a connection between confiscated lands and the present time, or a recent expulsion

from land. Thus, there may not be a temporal restriction on this right.

Article 26 is the major provision recognising the right of indigenous peoples to own,

develop, control and use their lands and resources. It reads as follows:

Indigenous peoples have the right to own, develop, control and use the lands and territories,

including the total environment of the lands, air, waters, coastal seas, sea-ice, flora and fauna

and other resources which they have traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used. This

includes the right to the full recognition of their laws, traditions and customs, land-tenure

systems and institutions for the development and management of resources, and the right to

effective measures by States to prevent any interference with, alienation of or encroachment

upon these rights.

Again, the phrase "have traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used" may imply that

there is no temporal restriction on this right. The use of the word "control" implies that

indigenous peoples have the right to a degree of control over resource exploitation taking

place on their lands. The provision is broader than lands, encompassing the whole

environment in which indigenous peoples live. The requirement that States take "effective"

measures to "prevent any interference with, alienation of or encroachment upon these rights"

ltt See Chapter 5, Section 5.3.2.3, p183
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suggests that states must not only refrain from interfering with these rights, but must take

positive measures to protect these rights, and that measures must actually work. As

demonstrated in the case studies of the Huaorani, the Khanty and the Ogoni, indigenous

peoples suffer from a range of actions associated with oil development that interfere with and

encroach upon their rights, including environmental degradation, the illegal settlement of

colonists on traditional lands, and the poaching and exploitation of their natural resources by

oil company workers or illegal immigrants.'tn, Under Article 26, states must implement

effective measures to protect indigenous peoples from these types of activities that

accompany oil exploitation.

Article 27 establishes the right of indigenous peoples to the "restitution of the lands,

territories and resources which they have traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used,

and which have been confiscated, occupied, used or damaged without their free and informed

consent". The Article further provides that where this is not possible, indigenous peoples

have the right to "just and fair compensation. Unless otherwise freely agreed upon by the

people concerned, compensation shall take the form of lands, territories and resources equal

in quality, size and legal status." This article also uses the phrase "have traditionally owned

or otherwise occupied or used", which may not set any temporal restrictions on the right to

restitution of lands. On the other hand, the phrase "where this is not possible" may apply to

land confiscated centuries ago that is now used for other purposes and by other peoples,

indicating the right to restitution applies only to recent expulsions from, or loss of, land.

We saw in Chapters 3 to 5 that the lands of the Huaorani, the Ogoni and the Khanty have

been expropriated and/or environmentally damaged without their free and informed

consent.''o The words "used" or "damaged" in Article 27 suggest that the Article applies to

situations beyond the confiscation of lands to include the environmental restitution of lands

damaged by oil extraction activities. As the Article refers to the restitution of "resources",

this Article also implies that indigenous peoples have a right to the environmental restoration

of resources such as forests and waters that they have traditionally used, that have been

polluted or degraded by oil exploitation.

t,n See Clrapter 3, Section 3.4.2, pp63-69; Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2, ppll5-l18; Chapter 5, Section 5.3.2,

pp180-183.
tro -g"" 

Clrapter 3, Section 3.4.2.2,pp62-69; Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2, ppIl3-I18; Chapter 5, Section 5.3.2,

ppl79-181.
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While Article 26 recognises the right of indigenous peoples to own, develop and control their

lands and resources, Article 30 specifically addresses the issue of indigenous peoples' rights

concerning development projects, including subsurface resource exploitation, on indigenous

peoples' lands. Article 30 reads as follows:

Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop priorities and strategies for the

development or use of their lands, territories and other resources, including the right to require

that States obtain their free and informed consent prior to the approval of any project affecting

their lands, territories and other resources, particularly in connection with the development,

utilisation or exploitation of mineral, water or other resources. Pursuant to agreement with the

indigenous peoples concerned, just and fair compensation shall be provided for any such

activities and measures taken to mitigate adverse environmental, economic, social, cultural or

spiritual impact.

Article 30 should also be read in conjunction with Articles 19 aîd 20. Article 19 provides

that indigenous peoples "have the right to participate fully, if they so choose, at all levels of

decision-making in matters which may affect their rights, lives and destinies though

representatives chosen by themselves in accordance with their own procedures, as well as to

maintain and develop their own indigenous decision-making institutions". Article 20

recognises the right of indigenous peoples right to participate "fully, if they so choose,

through procedures determined by them, in devising legislative or administrative measures

that may affect them", and requires States to "obtain the free and informed consent of the

peoples concerned before adopting and implementing such measures".

The combined effect of these Articles is that that indigenous peoples have the right: to be

informed and consulted about proposed oil and gas developments on their lands; to negotiate

over the conditions of such development; to have their free and informed consent secured

before any development projects are approved or undertaken (unlike ILO Convention No 169

which merely requires States to seek such consent); to receive 'Just and fair" compensation

where oil and gas activities take place on their lands, to negotiate over the payment of

compensation and have their agreement secured in relation to any compensation packages;

and to have measures put in place to mitigate the adverse effects of oil exploitation on their

traditional lands.

Article 10 deals with the relocation of indigenous peoples. This article states that

,,indigenous peoples shall not forcibly be removed from their lands or territories. No

relocation shall take place without the free and informed consent of the indigenous peoples

concerned and after agreement on just and fair compensation, and, where possible, with the
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option of return." Relocation can thus take place only if two conditions are observed; first,

indigenous peoples must have given their free and informed consent; and second, agreement

on just and fair compensation must have been obtained. Article 10 thus prohibits the forced

removal of indigenous peoples in order for oil exploitation to proceed, without the free and

informed consent of indigenous peoples, and without agreement on compensation.

Article 10 is stronger than ILO Convention No 169, which allows relocation where it not

possible to obtain the consent of indigenous peoples if the relocation is "necessary as an

exceptional measure", and providing procedural requirements are observed. The lack of

reference in the UN Draft Declaration to conditions or procedures under which relocation is

allowable reflects a new, stronger "norm" or "standard" that indigenous peoples should never

be relocated without their free and informed consent and the payment of compensation.

On the other hand, Article 10 has been criticised for failing to elaborate procedural steps to

secure consent to relocation.''' Bssed on the assumption that in reality States will continue to

relocate indigenous peoples, particularly in the case of national security and large

development projects, Article 10 has been compared unfavourably with ILO Convention No

169, which provides for appropriate procedures, including public inquiries, to be followed

where relocation takes place without consent. It has been stated that the requirements of a

public hearing with effective representation "may be the best safeguard for the territorial

rights contained in the charter by ensuring that removals are carried out subject to judicial

process rather than through executive decree"''tt

Article 28 of the UN draft Declaration specifically addresses the right to conservation and

environmental protection. Of particular relevance to oil exploitation on traditional lands is

that part of Article 28 that provides that "indigenous peoples have the right to the

conservation, restoration and protection of the total environment and the productive capacity

of their lands, territories and resources, as well as to assistance for this purpose from States

and through international cooperation." Not only does this Article imply that States should

take legislative and other measures to prevent environmental degradation from oil activities,

but the Article adds legitimacy to the efforts of peoples such as the Ogoni, the Khanty-Mansi

t,t Chapman M, "Indigenous Peoples and International Human Rights: Towards a Guarantee for the

Territorial Connection" (1991) 26 Anglo-Am L Rev 357 at 391.
t" Ibid at392.

280
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and the Huaorani to force governments and oil companies to take responsibility for restoring

the environment where it has been degraded by oil exploitation.

In addition to the foregoing provisions of the UN draft Declaration, Article 12, which states

that indigenous peoples have the right to "maintain, protect and develop the past, present and

future manifestations of their cultutes, such as archaeological and historical sites", and

Article 13, which provides that indigenous peoples have the right to "maintain, protect and

have access in privacy to their religious and cultural sites", recognise that special protection

is required for archaeological, historical, religious and cultural sites if indigenous peoples are

to maintain, practise and develop their cultural and religious traditions.

Finally, Article 3 recognises that "indigenous peoples have the right of self-determination.

By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their

economic, social and cultural development." This is the most controversial provision in the

UN draft Declaration because of the implications for secession and territorial integrity

attached to the right of self-determination of "peoples" under existing international law' It is

beyond the scope of this thesis to enter into a discussion of the complexities of the right of

self-determination, including the content and limits of the right, and its application to

indigenous peoples, although this right is discussed in more detail in Chapter 8 in the context

of the African Charter of Human and Peoples' Rights. It will suffice here to note that land is

a precondition for the enjoyment of the right of self-determination; without land, the ability

of indigenous peoples to "freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development" is

empty. Consequently, where oil exploitation leads to the expropriation and destruction of

land such that indigenous peoples are no longer able to freely pursue their economic, social

and cultural development, there may be a violation of Article 3.

7.2.3.2 Current status of the UN Draft Declaration

It is not certain whether the UN draft Declaration will be adopted in its present form by the

UN General Assembly.'" The text of the UN draft Declaration is still before the CHRWG,

which has demonstrated considerable disparity of government opinion on the provisions of

the draft Declaration. At its first session in 1995, the CHRWG conducted an overview of the

r3, pritchard S and Heindow-Dolman C, "Indigenous Peoples and International Law: a Critical Overview"

(1998) 3(4) AILR 473 at 477.
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provisions of the text approved by WGIP, and states indicated whether they agreed or

disagreed with the provisions in principle; adopted the WGIP text as the basis for discussion;

debated the need for a definition of "indigenous peoples"; and discussed the issue of

participation by indigenous peoples in the meetings of the CHRWG. The second session of

the CHRWG in 1996 again dealt with the question of participation by indigenous peoples

and contained only general debate on the substantive provisions of the draft Declaration.

At the third session in 1997 , the participating states provisionally adopted Article 5 (the right

gf every indigenous individual to a nationality) and Article 43 (equally guaranteeing the

rights in the Declaration to male and female indigenous individuals), and debated articles

concerning the right of self-determination (Article 3), the right to revitalise, use, develop and

transmit their histories, language, oral traditions, philosophies, writing systems and

literatures (Article 14), and rights to education, language, and employment (Articles 15 to

1S). The CHRWG also discussed Article 44 (nothing in the Declaration to be construed as

diminishing or extinguishing the existing or future rights of indigenous peoples) and Article

45 (nothing in the Declaration to be interpreted as implying a right to engage in activities

contrary to the Charter of the United Nations). The question of indigenous participation

remained unresolved.

The CHRWG continued the debate on Articles 3, 14-18, 44 and 45 at the fourth and fifth

sessions in 1998 and 1999, and debated Article 1 (right to freedom from discrimination),

Article 2 (the right to full enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms), Article 12

(the right to practise and revitalise their cultural traditions) and Article 13 (right to religion).

The CHRWG also conducted another general discussion on the land rights provisions at the

fifth session.

Apart from general discussion in the first, second and fifth sessions, there has been no

substantive debate on the Articles concerning land rights. However, the comments made by

government delegates in general discussion indicate not only a divergence of government

opinion regarding the land rights provisions, but also that "indigenous negotiators will have a

formidable task in defending the wording of the existing text in the face of many

governments keen to secure major textual changes."''o Table 18 on p287, which shows those

r3a pritchard S, "Native Title from the Perspective of International Standards" [1997] Aust YB Int L 127 af

167; Barsh R, "Indigenous Peoples and the UN Commission on Human Rights: A Case of the Immovable

Object - and the Irresistible Force" (1996) 18 Hum Rts Q 782 at 801-802 (hereafter "Indigenous Peoples
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governments that have indicated dissatisfaction in whole or part with the various land rights

provisions of the UN draft Declaration, suggests that the Articles dealing with land rights are

likely to be amended before their adoption by the CHRWG.

Some of the comments made on the land rights provisions are that: the focus on land is

"inappropriate for an instrument dealing with human rights" (Brazil); land rights properly

belong in a declaration on indigenous peoples, but the proposed declaration goes "too far" to

be acceptable (Argentina, Australia, New Zealand, USA); and that the Articles have been

drafted in language that is too broad, and some concepts require further clarification, such as

"spiritual relationship", "forcibly removed" and "compensation" (Malaysia). States have

objected to use of the word "territories" because of implications it might have with regard to

the sovereignty of a state over its territory.'" Concerns have also been expressed over the

compatibility of the declaration with national land tenure systems (Argentina, Finland,

Canada, Brazil, Mexico)"u and state ownership of minerals (Australia, Japan, New

Zealand)."t Several governments have argued that states must have power to expropriate

land for public purposes (Mexico, France, Btazil, Japan and New Zealand).tt'

Criticisms have been made regarding specific provisions. V/ith respect to Article 7, several

governments expressed reservations regarding the terms "ethnocide" and "cultural genocide",

stating that these were not clear concepts to be usefully applied in practice.'" Others had no

problems with the term "genocide", which they considered to be as stated in the Genocide

Convention, but expressed reservations about the term "cultural", or sought further

clarification.'oo Several governments have stated that the prohibitions on population transfer

in Articles 7(c), 10 and 11(c) are too restrictive, particularly when the security of the state or

the well-being of the indigenous population concerned required such transfer.'t'

and the UN Commission on Hurnan Rights"); Report of the Working Group Established in Accordance

with Commission on Human Rights Resolution 1995/32 of 3 March 1995, UN Doc E/CN.41L996184, 4

January 1996, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights <http://www.unhchr.ch> (hereafter

Report of the CHR Working Group 1996).
t3s Riport of the CHR l(orking Group 1996, above n134, para 83 Report of the Ilorking Group Established

in Accordance with Commission on Human Rights Resolution 1995/32 of 3 March /995, UN Doc

E/CN.4/2000/84, 6 December 1999, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

<http://www.unhchr.ch>, (hereafter Report of the CHR I4torking Group 1999),pata 104 (Guatemala) and

para 109 (Venezuela).

"u Èarsh R, "Indigenous Peoples and the UN Commission on Human Rights", above n134 at 801.
r3t Ibid at 801; Report of the CHR llorking Group 1999, above nl35, para 93'
r38 Barsh R, "Indigenous Peoples and the UN Comrnission on Human Rights", above n134 at 801.
t3e Report of the CHR Ilorking Group I996, above nl34' para 64 '
t4o lbid.
r4t Ibid para65.
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Article 25 (maintaining and developing relationships with the land) has been criticised for

failing to balance the need for government to own or regulate resources in the interests of all

their citizens (New Zealand).'ot States have also objected to the reference in Article 25 and

Article 26 to lands "which they have traditionally owned, or other occupied or used" as being

too broad and far-reaching, and suggested that clarification is needed to ensure the Articles

apply only to lands that remain in use and not historical claims (Australia, Canada, USA).'4'

The provisions of Article 27 (restitution of land) have been criticised for being too strong

(Australia, Canada, France, USA),t* and the "precise restitution criteria" as "unnecessarily

limiting" (Canada).

Reservations have been expressed that Article 30 will allow indigenous peoples to veto state

development projects on their lands (Canada, Mexico, New Zealand, Malaysia, USA).'ou As

regards Articles 19 and 20 (rights to participate in decision-making), govemments were

concerned that accepting separate political, legal, economic and social systems for

indigenous peoples would be discriminatory towards the rights of the rest of the population

to equal treatment.'t' Some governments stated that the rights would have to be carried out

within the existing democratic structure and could not infringe on constitutional provisions

regulating electoral systems and the passing of legislation''"

A divergence of opinion has emerged with respect to Article 12 (right to culture)' Japan

completely opposed the Article; Finland and Angola were prepared to accept the Article as it

stands; BraziI and El Salvador expressed concerned because archaeological sites belong to

the state; all other states accepted the principle of the right to practice and revitalise culture.'u'

ta2 Report of the CHR Working Group 1999, above nl35, para 93.
ta3 Riport o¡tn, Cnn I(orking Group 1996, above n134, para 83 Report of the CHR Working Group 1999,

abôve ni:S, paras 96 and gg; Barsh R, "Indigenous Peoples and the UN Commission on Human Rights",

above n134 at 801.
raa Barsh R, ibid.
tas Report of the CHR Working Group 1999, above nl35, para 96.
t,u Barsh R, "Indigenous Peoples and the UN Commission on Human Rights", above nl34 at 802.
tal Report of the CHR Working Group I996, above nl34, para 80.
ro8 lbid.
too However, the USA and New Zealand stated that, as worded, the scope of the article is too wide. The major

diffrculty is that part of Article 12 that refers to the right to "restitution" of their cultural, intellectual,

religious and spiritual property, with a number of states seeking clarification of the concept of "restitution"

(Auitralia, USA, New 
-Zeiland., 

Switzerland, Finland, France, UK, Russia, Norway, Denmark).

Inforrnation obtained from the Unrepresented Nations and Peoples Organisation Monitor, Fourth Session of

tlre Working Group Established in Accordance with Commission on Human Rights Resolution 1995132 of

3 March lgg5, Morning session, Day 4, Thursday 3 December 1998,

<http : //www. hookele. com/netwarriors/unpo-4am. html>'

284
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As regards Article 13 (right to religion), a number of States at the fourth session of the

CHRWG indicated their willingness to accept the Article as it stands (Argentina, Bolivia,

Brazil, Chile, China, El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, New Zealand, Venezuela)."0

However, a major concern of states is the possible conflict between the religious and cultural

practices of indigenous peoples and individual human rights contained in the ICCPR and the

Universal Declaration on Human Rights, and whether indigenous rights can be limited by

individual human rights (Australia, Canada, Russia, Switzerland, Ecuador' USA).

7.2.3.3 lmpact of the UN Draft Declaration

The UN draft Declaration, as a non-binding instrument of international law, will not create

any binding obligations for the States that sign it."' However, the adoption of the UN draft

Declaration should aid the defence and empowerment of indigenous peoples. Despite its

non-binding nature, the adoption of the draft Declaration will create public expectations of

state compliance with the standards contained in the Declaration."t Even if the obligations

are not legally binding, the Declaration will provide "a moral framework for indigenous

peoples' rights"."' The Declaration will send "a powerful signal" to governments and NGOs

about "the content of the prescriptions designed to protect indigenous peoples."'to Censure

and publicity are the principal weapons of human rights advocacy, and the Declaration will

provide standards by which NGOs and indigenous groups can measure and publicise the

performance of governments.'" The seriousness with which States view their obligations

under the Declaration is demonstrated by the concern which States are taking in the drafting

process.

The Declaration will provide a mandate needed for a concerted United Nations programme

in defence of indigenous peoples; a platform to build long-term institutional processes in the

UN for the protection of indigenous peoples; and a basis for increasing the formal,

representative role of indigenous peoples themselves in the operations and decisions of the

lso Ibid; and information obtained from the Unrepresented Nations and Peoples Organisation Monitor, Fourth

Session of the Working Group Established in Accordance with Commission on Human Rights Resolution

Igg5l32 of 3 March 1995, Morning Session, Day 5, Friday 4 December 1998,

<http : üwww. hookele. com/netwarriors/unpo-5 am. html>.
r5r Pritchard S and Heindow-Dohnan C, above nI33 at 47'7 .

rs2 Barsh R, "Indigenous Peoples in the 1990s: From Object to Subject ofInternational Law?" (1994) 7 Hqrv

Hum Rts J 33 at75; Nunes K, above nI23 at 554.
t s3 pritclrard S, "Native Title from the Perspective of International Standards", above nl34 af 167 .

r5a Nunes K, above nl23 at 554.
rs5 Barslr R, "Indigenous Peoples in the 1990s", above nl52 at75.
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United Nations system.'tu It will expand the application of the standards concerning

indigenous rights beyond states who have ratified ILO Convention No 169 to the United

Nations itself,'tt and contribute to a growing body of customary international law regarding

indigenous peoples' righß.'58 Although the exact scope of some of these rights is uncertain,

the content of these rights will continue to evolve through practice.'tn

rs6 Daes E, "Dilemmas Posed by the UN Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples" (1994) 63

Nordic J Int'l L 205 af 209-212; Daes E, "Equality of Indigenous Peoples Under the Auspices of the United

Nations - Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples" (1995) '7 St. Thomas L Rev 493 at 498-

499.
rs7 Barsh R, "Indigenous Peoples in the 1990s", above nl52 at'75.
rs8 Pritchard S and Heindow-Dolman C, above nt33 at 477; Nunes K, above nI23 at 554.
t5e pritchard S and Heindow-Dolman C, ibid; Daes E, "Dilemmas Posed by the IIN Draft Declaration on the

Rights of Indigenous Peoples", above n156 at 212; Daes E, "Equality of Indigenous Peoples Under the

Auspices of the United Nations", above nl56 af 499'
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25

Land
philosophy

Colombia (1st session)

Finland (2nd session)

Table 18

Brazil (2nd session)

Canada (2nd & 5th
session)
Japan (2nd session)

New Zealand (5th session)

Norway (2nd session)

Sweden (2nd session)

USA (2nd session)

STATE POSITIONS ON SELECTED ARTICLES OF THE UNITED NATIONS DRAFT

DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES,

FIRST, SECOND AND FIFTH SESSIONS OF THE COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

WORKING GROUP (1995, 1996, 1999)

Objectionable in parts Objectionable as a wholeAcceptable in principleArticle

Japan (2nd session)Argentina (2nd session)

Australia (2nd session)
Brazil (1st session)

Canada (2nd session)

Chile (2nd session)

Ecuador (2nd session)

France (2nd session)

Mexico (1st session)

New Zealand (1st session)

Russia (2nd session)

Sweden (2nd session)

Ukraine (2nd session)

USA (2nd session)

Fiji (2nd session)

Finland (2nd session)

Malaysia (2nd session)

1

Genocide,
ethnocide

Argentina (2nd session)

Brazil (2nd session)

Canada (2nd session)

Chile (2nd session)

Ecuador (2nd session)

France (2nd session)

Japan (2nd session)

Malaysia (2nd session)

New Zealand (1st session)

Russia (2nd session)

Sweden (2nd session)

Ukraine(2nd session)

Australia (2nd session)

Finland (2nd session)
10

Forcible
relocation

Canada (2nd session)

Chile (2nd session)

Mexico (1st session)

New Zealand (1st session)

Nicaragua (1 st session)

Norway (2nd session)

Russia (2nd session)

Uk¡aine (2nd session)

USA (2nd session)

France (2nd session)

Malaysia (2nd session)
2t
Own means of
subsistence

Australia (1 st session)

Bolivia (tst session)

Finland (1st session)
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26
Land rights

Colombia (1st session) Australia (1 st session)

Brazil (2nd session)

Canada (2nd session)
Finland (2nd session)

France (lst session)

Mexico (lst session)

Norway (2nd session)

Sweden (2nd session)

USA (2nd & 5th session)

Japan (2nd session)

New Zealand (1st session)

2l
Land Claims

Brazil (2nd session)

Colombia (2nd session)

Australia (1st session)

Canada (2nd &. 5th
session)
France (2nd session)

Sweden (2nd session)

USA (2nd session)

Japan (2nd session)

28
Environmental
Protection

Nigeria (1st session)

Colombia (2nd session)

Btazil (2nd session)

Canada (2nd session)

Colombia (lst session)

Finland (1st session)

France (2nd session)

Sweden (2nd session)

Australia ( 1 st session)

USA (2nd session)

30
Development
Proiects

Colombia (2nd session) Brazil (2nd session)

USA (2nd session)

Canada (1st session)

Japan (2nd session)

Mexico (1st session)

19

National
participation

Bolivia (1st session)

Colombia (2nd session)

Denmark (2nd session)

Ecuador (2nd session)

Nicaragua (1st session)

Mexico (2nd session)

Argentina (1st session)

Australia (1st session)

Chile (1st session)

Finland (1st session)

France (1st session)

New Zealand (lst session)

Norway (2nd session)

USA (2nd session)

Brazil (1st session)

Canada (lst session)

Japan (1st session)

Sweden (1st session)

20
Participation in
administrative
and legislative
measures

Colombia (2nd session)

Denmark (2nd session)

Fiji (2nd session)

Mexico (2nd session)

Norway (2nd session)

Ecuador (2nd session)

Finland (1st session)

Sweden (2nd session)

USA (2nd session)

Argentina (1st session)

Australia (1st session)

Bolivia (1st session)

Brazil (lst session)

Canada (1st session)

France (1st session)

Japan (1st session)

New Zealand (lst session)

SOURCE: Barsh RL, "Indigenous Peoples and the UN Commission on Human Rights: A Case of the Immovable

Object - and the Irresistible Force" (1996) 18 Human Rights Quarterly 782, Table l, at 808-813; Report of the

Working Group Established in Accordance with Commissíon on Human Rights Resolution 1995/32 of 3 March 1995'

UN Doc E1CN.4/1997/102, L0 December I
<http ://www.unhchr.ch>.

996, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights
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7.3 International Legal Instruments Concerning Individual Human Rights

7.3.1 International covenønt on civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)'* was adopted by the

United Nations General Assembly on 16 December 1966 and entered into force on23 March

1976. The Human Rights Committee is the body charged with supervising the

implementation of the ICCPR, which it does pursuant to three main procedures: the

examination of periodic State reports on measures adopted by State parties to give effect to

the rights contained in the ICCPR and on progress made in the enjoyment of those rights;'u' an

inter-State complaints mechansims, whereby the Committee can receive communications

from State parties that other State parties are not fulfilling their obligations;'u' and an

individual compliants mechanism under the First Optional Protocol to the ICCPR, whereby

the Committee can receive complaints from individuals regarding violations concerning

States who are parties to the Protocol''u'

The ICCPR contains no specific provisions dealing with the protection of indigenous peoples'

land rights. However, the protection of traditional lands may be achieved through the

guarantee of other human rights contained in the Covenant, in particular Article 2'7, which

provides that:

In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to

such minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the other members of their

group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, or to use their own

language.

The Human Rights Committee has held the view that an interference with land rights or

failure to recognise land rights may amount to a denial of cultural rights under Article 27 of

160 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), adopted 16 December 1966,999 UNTS 171;

U9S0l ATS 23; 6 ILM 368 (1967) (entered into force 23 Ìll4arch 1976).
tut ICCPR Article 40.
tu, ICCPR Articles 4l and 42. In order for the Committee to receive an inter-State complaint, the State party

against whom the complaint was made must have recognised the Competence of the Committee to receive

such comrnunications.
163 pritchard S, "The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and Indigenous Peoples" in

pritclrard S (ed), Indigenous Peoples, the United Nations and Human Rights (The Federation Press Pty Ltd,

Sydney, 1998) at 135:136. The Protocol was adopted by the IIN General Assembly on 16 December 1966,

and entered into force on 23 March 1976.
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the ICCPR.'* The Human Right Committee's interpretation of the application of Article 27

to indigenous peoples, as demonstrated in its consideration of country reports, its General

Comment No.23, and the Committee's views held in relation to communications received

under the First Optional Protocol, will form the major part of the discussion of this Section of

Chapter 7.

First, it should be noted that Article 1 of the ICCPR, which guarantees the right of self-

determination, does not provide a basis for claims by indigenous peoples under the First

Optional Protocol. Article 1 provides as follows:

L All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely

determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural

development.

2. All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources

without prejudice to any obligations arising out of international economic co-operation, based

upon the principle of economic cooperation, and international law. In no case may a people be

deprived of its own sustenance.

It is arguable that if an indigenous minority is a "people", and hence the beneficiary of the

right of self-determination, the activities of governments, corporations or individuals that

deprive indigenous peoples of the land so necessary to their survival as a people may violate

the right to self-determination contained in Article 1 of the ICCPR. In Ominayakv Canada,'u'

Chief Ominayak claimed that the expropriation of the Lubicon Lake Band's lands for forestry

and oil and gas leases violated the Band's right to self-determination. However, the Human

Rights Committee declined to consider whether the right to self-determination in Article 1 of

the ICCPR had been violated. The Committee decided that the question whether the Lubicon

Lake Band is a "people" was not an issue for the Committee to address under the Optional

Protocol to the ICCPR, as the individual complaints procedure established under the Protocol

is one under which individuals can claim that their individual rights have been violated. The

Optional Protocol only enables the Committee to consider claims that the individual rights set

out in Articles 6-27 of the Covenant have been violated.'*

164 As will be seen in Chapter 8, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights has also put forward the

view that an interferenie with land rights or failure to recognise land rights may amount to a denial of

cultural rights.
16s Bernard Omtnayak, Chief of the Lubicon Lake Band v Canada, Communication No. 16711984, Report of

the Human Rights Committee, UN Doc N45140 (1990), reproduced in Off;cial Records of the Human

Rights committee I989/90, Vol II, UN Doc CCPR/9/Add.1 (1995) at 381-391.
roe *t"U para 32.1. In Kitok v Sweden, the Human Rights Committee found that Ivan Kitok, as an individual,

could not claim to be victim of a violation of the right to self-determination enshrined in article I of the

ICCpR, which deals with rights conferred upon peoples as such. Kitok v Sweden, Communication No'
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7.3.1.1 The application of Article 27 to indigenous peoples

(1) GeneralComment No. 23

The Human Rights Committee has developed a practice of adopting "General Comments"

which provide guidance to the Committee's interpretation of the ICCPR and its general

implementation.'ut General Comment No. 23 affirms the relevance of Article 27 fot

indigenous peoples.

The enjoyment of the rights to which article 27 relates does not prejudice the sovereignty and

telitorial integrity of a State party. At the same time, one or other aspects of the rights of

individuals protected under that article - for example, to enjoy a particular culture - may

consist in a way of life which is closely associated with territory and use of its resources '..
This may particularly be true of members of indigenous communities constituting a minority.

[T]he Committee observes that culture manifests itself in many forms, including a particular

way of life associated with the use of land resources, especially in the case of indigenous

peoples. That right may include such traditional activities as fishing or hunting and the right to

live in reserves protected by law ... The enjoyment of those rights may require positive legal

measures of protection and measures to ensure the effective participation of members of

minority communities in decisions which affect them. 'un

Article 27 is not limited to the non-interference with cultural rights, but may require positive

measures to be protect the identity of a group, and the rights of its members to maintain and

enjoy their culture, and to ensure effective participation of members in decisions which affect

them.'to

Although the rights protected under article 27 are individual rights, they depend in turn on the

ability of the minority group to maintain its culture, language or religion. Accordingly,

positive measures by States may also be necessary to protect the identity of the minority and

ihe rights of its members to enjoy and develop their culture and language and to practise their

religiãn, in community with other members of the group. '''

tg'1llgg5, UN Doc CCPR/C/33/D llg1llg85 (1988), reproduced in Official Records of the Human Rights

committee I987/88, Vol II, UN Doc CCPWT/Add.l (1995) at442-445, para 6.3.
16? pritchard S, "The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and Indigenous Peoples", above

n163 at 186.
tut Human Rights Committee, General Comment Adopted by the Human Rights Committee under Article 40,

paragraphl, of the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights: General Comment No. 23 (50)

@rt.1lj, UN Doc CCPR/C/2llRevl/Add.5 (1994), reproduced in Compilation of General Comments and

General Recommendations Adopted by the Human Rights Treaty Bodies, UN Doc HRUGEN/1/Rev 3

(Igg7), United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights <http://www.unhchr.ch>.
run Ibid paras 3.2 and 7.
t?o pritc-hard S, "The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and Indigenous Peoples", above

nl63 at 195.
ttt Hurnan Rights Committee, General Comment No. 23 (50), above nI68, pata 6.2.
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Furthermore, the State must protect minorities not only against its own actions, but from the

actions of other persons situated within the State.

Although arlic\e 27 is expressed in negative terms, that article, nevertheless, does recognise the

existenòe of a "right" and requires that it shall not be denied. Consequently, a State party is

under an obligation to ensure that the existence and exercise of this right are protected against

their denial or violation. Positive measures of protection are, therefore, required not only

againsr the acts of the State party itself, whether through its legislative, judiciaì or

administrative authorities, but also against the acts of other persons within the State party .'tt

In its consideration of Nigeria's inital country repoft, submitted in 1996,'t' the Human Rights

Committee suggested that the principles pertaining to indigenous peoples set out in General

Comment No. 23 (50) are also applicable to "persons belonging to minorities". The Report

provides scant information of the cultural rights of the Ogoni and other minority ethnic and

indigenous groups under Article 27 ,"0 îoÍ do the records of the Committee reveal an analysis

of the cultural rights of the Ogoni and other minority groups under Article 27."t However,

tt' Ibid para6.r.
tt, Human Rights Committee, Consideration of Reports Submitted by States Parties Under Article 40 of the

Covenant: Initiat Reports of States Parties due in 1994: Nigeria, UN Doc CCPWClgzlAdd.l, 26 February

1996 (State Party Report), United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights <http://www.unhchr.ch>

(lrereafter Nigeria's Report to the HRC, February 1996). The initial report was due on 28 October 1994.

in 1995, in tiglìt of the executions in Nigeria after trials not in conforrnity with the Provision of the ICCPR

(narnely the tiial and execution of Ken Saro-Wiwa and other Ogoni activists), the Committee requested the

Nigerian government to submit its report without delay.
rra tn-" repori merely states that minority tribes and ethnic groups are protected by the human rights provisions

of the tSOO and 19'79 Constitutions (no mention is rnade of these provision being suspended by the military

government) and that "every tribe has its own language and is free to profess and practice that language and

its culture in any part of the country". Nigeria's Report to the HRC, February 1996, above n173, paras

190-191.
rts In light of the situation in Nigeria, the Committee focused on violations of the right to life, liberty and

,.auiity, the right to freedom from torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, and the right to a fair

trial. ihe Committee examined the Report in two parts. The first part, examined at the 1494th and l495th

meetings of the Committee deals with Articles 6,7,9 and 14 of the Covenant (right to life and liberty and the

right to a fair trial), with particular emphasis on the trial of Ken Saro-Wiwa and the other Ogoni activists,

uñd th. second part, examined at the 1504th and 1505th meetings, deals with the remaining articles of the

ICCpR. Human Rights Committee, Fifty-Sixth Sessior\ Consideration of Report Submitted by States

parties Under Arilcle 40 of the Covenant Summary Record of the l494th Meeting: Nigeria, UN Doc

CCPR/C/SR.I4g4, 22 October 1996; Hurnan Rights Committee, Fifty-Sixth SessiorL Consideration of
Report Submitted by States Parties Under Article 40 of the Covenant: Summary Record of the l495th

Màeting: Nigeria, ilN Oo. CCPR/C/SR.1495, 14 January 1998; Human Rights Committee, Fifty-Six1h

Session Consideration of Report Submitted by States Pqrties Under Article 40 of the Covenant:

preliminary Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee: Nigeria, UN Doc

Ccp¡ycp9lAdd.64, 3 Ãpril 1996; Human Rights Committee, Fifty-Seventh Session, Consideration of
Report Submitted by Stales Parties Under Articte 40 of the Covenant: Summary Record ol the L504th

Meeting: Nigeria, ÛN po. CCPWC/SR.1504, 15 July 1996; Human Rights Committee, Fifty-Seventh

Session, Colsideration of Report Submitted by States Parties Under Article 40 of the Covenant: Summary

Record of the l505th Meeting: Nigeria, UN Doc CCPR/C/SR.1505, 13 August 1996; Human Rights

Comrnittèe, Consideration of Report Submitted by States Parties Under Article 40 of the Covenant:

Comments of the Human Rights Committee: Nigeria, UN Doc N5l/40,24 Jttly 1996, paras 267-305. All
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the Committee does refer to the 1996 Report of the Fact-Finding Mission of the Secretary-

General to Nigeria, which makes recommendations with respect to the plight of the Ogoni

people, and, in its concluding observations, the Committee recommends

that attention be given by the federal and state authorities to the situation of persons belonging

to minorities, so that their rights as enshrined in article 27 of the Covenant be fully protected.

In this regard, due consideration should be given to the Committee's General Comment No. 23

(50).''u

The Committee thus recommended that, in protecting the rights of ethnic minorities, the

Nigerian government should have due regard to the principles pertaining to indigenous

peoples set out in General Comment No. 23 (50), which including the following principles:

the right to enjoy a particular culture may consist in a way of life which is closely associated

with territory and use of its resources, particularly in the case of members of indigenous

communities constituting a minority; the right to enjoy a particular culture may include such

traditional activities as fishing or hunting; Article 27 is not limited to the non-interference

with cultural rights, but may require positive measures to be protect the cultural identity of a

group; and that the State must protect minorities not only against its own actions, but from the

acts of other persons situated within the State.

(2) lndividualcommunicat¡ons

Under the individual complaints procedure, an individual whose rights have allegedly been

violated commences proceedings by sending a written communication to the Human Rights

Committee. If the communication is found to be admissible by the Committee, both the

author of the communication and the State are asked to make submissions on the merits of the

case.r77 The alleged violation of the ICCPR must be by a State party that has ratified the

protocol. However, the State party may be responsible for a violation of rights by an

independent agency to which it has delegated its functions, including enterprises or

documents are available from United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

<htþ : //www.unhclr. ch>.
ttu Human Rights Committee, Consideration of Report Submitted by Støtes Parties Under Article 40 of the

Covenant: Comments of the Human Rights Committee: Nigeria, UN Doc N5Il40, 24 July 1996, above

n175, para 303.
111 EvattË, ..tn¿iuidual Communications Under the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil

and Political Rights" in Pritchard S (ed), Indigenous Peoples, the United Nations and Human Rrgúls (The

Federation press Pty Ltd, Sydney, 1998) at 88. On the Optional Protocol procedures, see also Lewis-

Anthony S, "Tre¿¡y-Based Procedures for Making Human Rights Complaints Within the LIN System' in

Hannum H (ed), Guide to Interuational Human Rights Practice (Universiff of Pennsylvania Press,

Philadelphia , 2nd ed, 1992) at 4l-49.
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corporations which it wholly or substantially owns."* Thus, a State party may be responsible

for a violation of rights by its state-owned oil corporation.

The claim must be brought by or on behalf of an individual who claims to be a victim of a

violation of a right set out in the ICCPR.'t' To be a victim, the individual must be personally

affected by the alleged violation, and the adverse effect must have occurred or be imminent."o

Companies, organisations or associations cannot claim to be victims. Groups of peoples may

bring an action, but only if each of the authors or members of the group can be individually

classed as a victim within the meaning of Article 1 of the Protocol. In Ominayak v Canada,"'

the Human Rights Committee stated that there is "no objection to a group of individuals, who

claim to be similarly affected, collectively to submit a communication about alleged breaches

of their rights".'t' However, such a "collective" communication cannot be made on behalf of

indigenous peoples as a community, but must be made on behalf of named members of the

group, who can be shown to have been personally affected by alleged violations of their

individual rights. For example, in Länsman v Finland, the authors, being 48 named

individuals who were members of the Muotkatunturi Herdsmen's Community and the Angeli

local community, were each a victim for the purposes of the claim. 't'

A series of "views" of the Human Rights Committee demonstrates that Article 27 of the

ICCpR may be invoked by indigenous peoples to protect their traditional territories and lands

from activities that threaten their cultural integrity, including the exploitation of oil. In Kitok

t84 .v Jweden, rn order to protect the reindeer herding industry of the Sami, the Swedish

government passed legislation that a Sami engaging in any other profession than reindeer

herding for a period of three years would be removed from the rolls of the lappby (Sami

village) and could not re-enter it except with special permission from the Sami community'

Ivan Kitok, having been denied permission to re-enter his lappby, claimed that the relevant

118 B d B et al v Netherlands, Communication No 2711988, Human Rights Committee, Report of the Human

Rights Committee, tlN Doc N44140 (1939); Hertzberg v Finland, Communication No 6111979' Selected

Dlcisions of the Human Rights Committee under the Optional Protocol, CCPR/C/OP/I, 2 April 1982; cited

in Evatt E, above nI7'7 aT96.
ttn Article 1.
tïo IV/E et al v Netherlqnds, Communication No 42glIgg0, UN Doc CCPPUCI2T/D14291I990,29 Apnl 1993,

cited in Evatt E, above nl77 at 89; Sara et al v Finland, Communication No 4311L990, IJN Doc

CCPR/Ci50iD /43111990,24 Match 1994, University of Minnesota

<http://wwwl.umn.edr¡/humanrts/undocs/html/dec43 1.htm> para 5. 3.
tt' Ominayakv Canada, above n165'
r82 Ibid para32.l.
r83 EvattE, above nI77 at90.

"o Kitokv Sweden, above n166.
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legislation violated Article 21 of the ICCPR. The aspect of this case most relevant to the

conflict between the protection of traditional lands and resource development activities is the

view of the Human Rights Committee that where an economic activity is an "essential

element in the culture of an ethnic community", it may come within the ambit of Article 27. "t

In Ominayak v Canada, Chief Ominayak complained that the expropriation of the Lubicon

Lake Band's lands for oil and gas exploration leases constituted a violation of Band's rights

under the ICCPR. The Lubicon Lake Band, a "self-identified, autonomous, socio-cultural

and economic group", had "continuously inhabited, hunted, trapped and fished in a large area

encompassing approximately 10,000 square kilometres in northern Alberta since time

immemorial".''u Chief Ominayak argued that the expropriation of land for oil and case

exploration, and the destruction of land, had deprived Band of its means of subsistence; that

the rapid destruction of the economic base and way of life had caused "irreparable injury" to

the Band; that industrial development, and the accompanying destruction of the

environmental and economic base of the Band would make it "impossible for them to survive

as a people"; and that the Band was on the verge of extinction. "t

Chief Ominayak complained that Canada had breached a number of articles of the ICCPR,

including Arricles 1 and 27 of the ICCPR,'" and also violated the right to tife (Article 6);''n

the right to freedom from torture, and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment (Article 7);r*

the right to equality before the courts and tribunals, and the right to a fair and public hearing

by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal established by law (Article 14(1)) and the

rt5 lbid para 4.2, In this case the Swedish government acknowledged that reindeer husbandry was necessary to

protect and preserve the whole culture of the Sarni.
t"6 Ominayak v Canada, para 2.2.
rtt Ibid paras 16.4 and29.5.
ttt Chiei Ominayak claimed that despite treaties recognising the right of the Band to continue their traditional

way oflife, its land hadbeen expropriated for oil and case exploration, and destroyed, depriving the band of

its means of subsistence and enjoyment of the right of self-determination. The Band claimed the rapid

destruction of the economic base and way of life had already caused "irreparable injury"; that the

Government of Canada had deliberately used the domestic political and legal system to "thwart and delay"

the Band's efforts to seek a rernedy, so that industrial development, and the accompanying destruction of

the environmental and economic base of the Band would make it impossible for them to survive as a people.

The Canadian government denied all these allegations from the start. Paras 2.3 to para 14 set out the earþ

claims of the case, which are summarised in paras 29.1 and29.2.
t8e The author alleged that the government created a situation which led directly, if not indirectly, to the deaths

of a number of persons and threatened the lives of other Band rnembers. He claimed that the ability of the

band to survive was in serious doubt as the number of miscarriages and stillbirths had increased from zero

to nearþ 100o/o, in violation of Article 6 of the ICCPR'
,no Ominayak v Cqnada, paras 16.2 and, 29.5. The Chief claimed that "the appropriation of the band's

traditional lands, the destruction of its way of life and livelihood and devastation wrought to the

community" constituted cruel, inhurnan or degrading treatment in violation of Article 7 of the ICCPR.
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right to equality before the law and, without any discrimination, to equal protection of the law

(Article 26);'n'the right to freedom from arbitrary or unlawful interference with one's family,

and the right to protection of the law from an attack on the family (Article 17) and the right to

protection of the family (Article 23(I));"' and the right to freedom of religion (Article 18).'n'

Chief Ominayak and the Canada government disagreed on nearly every factual claim of the

submission. In fact, the Committee observed that "the persistent disagreement between the

parties as to what constitutes the factual setting for the dispute at issue has made the

consideration of the claims on the merits most difficult".'no In the end, the Committee

dismissed the complaints concerning the alleged violations of Articles 6,l, l4(I), 17,23(l)

and26 for lack of evidence.'n' However, other indigenous peoples who can substantiate such

claims may succeed in proving oil exploitation has caused a violation of other articles such as

the right to life, where Chief Ominayak failed.

The Committee found that the rights of the Band under Article 27 were violated by the

Canadian government, recognising that "the rights protected by Article 2'7 include the right of

persons, in community with others, to engage in economic and social activities which are part

of the culture of the community to which they belong." In this case, the "historical inequities,

to which the State party refers, and certain recent developments threaten the way of life and

culture of the Lubicon Lake Band and constitute a violation of article 27 so long as they

continue".''u The Committee did not prescribe a remedy, but allowed the Canadian

government to "rectify the situation" by a remedy which the Committee deemed

appropriate.'nt It is not specified or clear from the decision what this remedy is, although it

tnt Ibid paras 16.3 and 29.5. Chief Ominayak alleged that the "bias of Canadian courts" presented a "major

obstacle to the Band's attempts to protect its land, community and livelihood", that the biases arose from

distinctions þased on race, political, social and economic status, and that these biases were magnified by the

fact that "several of the judges had clear econornic and personal ties to the parties opposing the Band in the

actions".
tn'Ibid paras 16.4 and,29.5. It was alleged that Canada allowed the members of the Band to be subject to

conditions leading to destruction of families and homes of the members. Chief Ominayak explained that

"in an indigenous community, the entire family system is predicated on the spiritual and cultural ties to the

land and the exercise of the traditional activities". Once these have been destroyed, "the essential

component of the society is irremediably damaged".
tn' Ibid. It was alleged that the Band's right to freedom of religion, contained in Article 18 of the ICCPR, had

been violated because the destruction of traditional land "robbed" the Band rnembers of "the physical realm

to which their religion - their spiritual belief system - attaches",
re4 rbid para 30.
res Ibid para32.2.
1e6 Ibid para 33.
tnt lbid.
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may have been a package offered previously by the Canadian government which had been

rejected by the Band.'nt

In Länsman v Finland,'nn the authors were all reindeer breeders of Sami ethnic origin, who

challenged a decision of the Central Forestry Board to award a contract with a private

company in 1989 which would allow quarrying in stone in a sacred place of the old Sami

religion. The authors alleged the quarrying and transport of stone would interfere with their

traditional reindeer-herding activities and disturb a complex system of reindeer fences,

thereby violating the authors' right to enjoy their own culture under Article 27.'* It was

undisputed in the case that reindeer husbandry is an essential element of the authors' culture.

The Committee reaffirmed its view in Kitok v Sweden that economic activities may come

within the ambit of Article 27 if they are an essential element of the culture of an ethnic

community.2o' The Committee also reaffirmed its view in Kitok v Sweden that the right to

enjoy one's own culture cannot be determined in abstract, but must be placed in context.to' In

this regard, the Committee decided that Article 27 is not limited to the protection of

traditional means of livelihood. That the authors "may have adopted their methods of

reindeer herding over the years and practice it with the help of modern technology does not

prevent them from invoking article 2l of the Covenant".'o'

The Committee recognised that a State may wish to encourage development or allow

economic activity by enterprises. Measures whose impact amounts to a denial of the right to

enjoy will not be compatible with Article 27;however, measures that have "a certain limited

impact on the way of life of persons belonging to a minority will not necessarily amount to a

denial of the right under Article 27".'* The question in the case was whether the impact of

the quarrying was so substantial that it effectively denied to the authors the right to enjoy

their cultural rights in that region. In this context, the Committee recalled paragraph 7 of its

General Comment on Article 27, according to which minorities or indigenous groups have a

tnt lbid para24.I and29.10. This package included 95 square miles of land, mineral rights over 79 square

rniles, community facilities for each family living on the reserve, control over membership, and an

econornic self-suffrciency package of $45 million (excluding the lands and mineral rights) equating to

$90,000 per person.

'nn Ltinsman v Finland, above n125.
2oo Ibid paras 2.I-2.6 and para 3 . I .

201 lbid para9.2.

'ot lbid para 9.3.
203 lbid.

'oa Ibid para9.4.
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right to the protection of traditional activities such as hunting, fishing or reindeer husbandry,

and that measures must be taken to ensure the effective participation of members of

minorities and decisions which affect them.

On the facts of the case, the Committee concluded that there had been no violation of Article

21. The scale and impact of the quarying were not so substantial that it effectively denied to

the authors the right to enjoy their cultural rights in that region. The Committee noted that

the authors were consulted during the proceedings leading to the awarding of the quarrying

permit, and that reindeer herding did not appear to have been adversely affected by such

quarrying that had occurred.'o'

While no violation was found to have occurred on the facts of the case, the Committee noted

that economic activities must, in order to comply with Article 27,be carried out in a way that

the authors continue to benefit from reindeer husbandry. The Committee put the state on

notice that"if mining activities in the Angeli area were to be approved on a large scale and

significantly expanded by those companies to which exploitation permits have been issued,

then this may constitute of the rights under article 27, in particular the right to enjoy their

own culture".t* The Committee stated that the State party was under a "duty" to bear this in

mind when either extending existing contracts or granting new ones''ot

The Committee came to a similar decision in Jouni E Länsman et al v Finland,'ot where the

authors, all reindeer breeders of Sami ethnic origin, claimed that the plans of the Finnish

Central Forestry Board to approve logging and the construction of roads in an area covering

about 3,000 ha of the Muotkatuntari Herdsmen's Committee violated Article 27 of the

ICCPR. It was undisputed in the case that the authors were members of a minority within the

meaning of article 27 and as such had the right to enjoy their own culture, and that reindeer

husbandry was an essential element of their culture.'t The Committee reaffirmed its decision

in Kitok v Sweden and Lcinsman v Finland that economic activities may come within the

ambit of article 27 if they are an essential element of the culture of an ethnic community. "o

tot Ibid para9.6.

'ou lbid para 9.8.

'ot lbid.
2o8 Jouni E Lcinsman et al v Finland, Communication No. 67111995, UN Doc CCPR/C/58/D|67L|L995, 25

November 1996, United Nations High Comrnissioner for Human Rights <http://www.unhchr.ch>.

'oe Ibid pararo.2.
2ro Ibid.
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The Committee also reaffirmed its decision in Lrinsman v Finland that "measures that have a

certain limited impact on the way of life and the livelihood of persons belonging to a minority

will not necessarily amount to a denial of the rights under article 27"."' The "crucial

question" to be determined was whether the logging that had already taken place within the

area specified in the communication, as well as such logging as had been approved for the

future and which would be spread out over a number of years, was "of such proportions as to

deny the authors their right to enjoy their culture in that afea"."' The Committee decided that

the impact of the logging activities already carried out and the logging activities planned for

the future was not such as to constitute a denial of the authors' right to enjoy their own

culture."' As far as future logging activities were concerned the Committee observed that

"the State party's forestry authorities have approved logging on a scale which, while resulting

in additional work and extra expenses for the authors and other reindeer herdsmen, does not

appear to threaten the survival of reindeer husbandry".t'o

However, the Committee went on to state that "if logging plans were to be approved on a

scale larger than that already agreed to for future years in the area in question or if it could be

shown that the effects of logging already planned were more serious than can be foreseen at

present", then it may have to be considered whether it would constitute a violation of Article

2j."t The Committee went on to state that it was aware, on the basis of earlier

communications, that other large scale exploitations touching upon the natural envitonment,

such as quarrying, were being planned and implemented in the are where the Sami live. Even

though under the facts of this case the logging activities did not constitute a violation of

Article 27,the Committee stated that it "deems it important to point out that the State party

must bear in mind when taking steps affecting the rights under article 27, that though

different activities in themselves may not constitute a violation of this article, such activities,

taken together, may erode the rights of Sami people to enjoy their own culture".''u This

implies that the state party, when extending or granting contracts for one form of resource

exploitation, has a duty to consider not only the impact of that particular activity on the rights

2rt lbidpara 10.3.

'r2 Ibid para 10.4.
213 Ibidpara 10.5.
214 Ibid para 10.6.
2r5 Ibid paraLo.1.

"u lbid.
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enjoyed under Article 2J,but must consider whether the cumulative impact of all forms of

resource exploitation will violate Atticle 27 ,

In Hopu and Bessert v France,"t the authors claimed construction of a luxury hotel on a pre-

European burial site adjacent to a traditional fishing ground would destroy the burial ground

where members of their family were said to be buried, interfering with their private and

family lives in violation of Articles 17(1) and 23(l), and their right to enjoy their culture

under Ãrticle 2J."' The Human Rights Committee declared the claim regarding the alleged

violation of Article 27 tobe inadmissible, as upon its accession to the ICCPR, France made a

declaration on Article 27 that operates as a reservation. The Committee therefore did not

examine the claim regarding Article 2l on its merits. However, the Committee found that the

construction arbitrarily interfered with the authors' right to privacy and family under the

ICCPR. In concluding that construction of the hotel would violate Articles 17(l) and 23(1)

of the ICCPR, the Committee took a broad interpretation of the term "family", stating that

the objectives of the Covenant require that the term "family" be given a broad interpretation so

as to include all those comprising the family as understood in the society in question. It
follows that cultural traditions should be taken into account when defining the term "family" in
a specific situation. ... tTlhe authors claim that they consider the relationship to their ancestors

to be an essential element of their identity and to play an important role in their family life.

This has not been challenged by the State party; nor has the State party contested the argument

that the burial grounds in question play an important role in the authors' history, culture and

life. The Srate party has disputed the authors' claim only on the basis that they have failed to

establish a kinship link between the remains discovered in the burial grounds and themselves.

The Committee considers that the authors' failure to establish a direct kinship link cannot be

held against them in the circumstances of the communication, where the burial grounds in

question pre-date the arrival of European settlers and are recognised as including the forbears

óf th" pr"r"nt Polynesian inhabitants of Tahiti. ''n

In this case, some of the dissenting opinions of the Committee are as revealing as the final

decision. Four members of the Committee agreed with the finding on the admissibility of the

complaint regarding the alleged violation of Article 27,bttt dissented on the views regarding

the violations of Articles 17(1) and 23(I)."o These Committee members did not reject the

211 Hopu and Bessert v France, UN Doc CCPR/C/60/D154911993,29 July 1997, reproduced in (1998) 3(1)

AILR t44,United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights <http://www.unhchr.ch>.
tr8 Ibid paras3.2 and 3.4.
,rn Ibid para 10.3. The Committee held that the authors were entitled to a remedy, and the State party was

undei an obligation to protect the author's rights effectively and ensure similar violations do not occur in

the future.
220 Five Committee members dissented partly in relation to the question of the admissibility of the complaint

regarding the violation of Article 27. These rnernbers opined that the declaration made by France regarding

Article 2i dtd, not apply to overseas territory under French sovereignty, and that the communication raised

important issues under Article 2'7 Il'øt should have been addressed on their merits, notwithstanding the
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view that "family" should be given a wide interpretation, but stated that the term does not

include all members of one's ethnic or cultural group; nor does it include all one's ancestors,

going back to time immemorial. The claim that a site is an ancestral site does not, as such,

imply it is the burial site of the authors' family, and the authors did not provide evidence that

it was the burial site of any of their family. The dissenting members suggested that the

reference by the Committee to the authors' "history, culture and life" reflected the fact that

the Committee was protecting these values, not the values of the family or privacy. The

dissenting members went on to say that they "share the concern of the Committee for these

values", "regret that the Committee is prevented from applying Article 27 in the instant case"

and "reach the conclusion that there has been no violation of the author's rights under the

Covenant in the present communication with some reluctance".

The dissenting opinions demonstrate that, when a State has refused to accept the competence

of the Human Rights Committee, Article 27 is limited in its ability to protect the cultural

rights of indigenous minorities even where, as in Hopu v Bessert, it appears likely that a

violation of Article 27 has occurred. However, the Human Rights Committee may be

sympathetic to the claims of indigenous peoples in these cases, and may indirectly protect the

culture of indigenous peoples through an expansive interpretation of other Articles of the

Covenant

(3) Country repofts

The country reports mechanism under Article 40 of the ICCPR provides a mechanism for the

Human Rights Committee to monitor the situation of indigenous peoples in the coutrnies that

are a party to the Convention. In its consideration of country reports, the Human Rights

Committee has expressed its concern that resource exploitaiton may negatively affect the

right of indigenous minorities to cultural integrity under Article 27 of the ICCPR. This is

demonstrated in the Committee's examination of Ecuador's fourth periodic report, submitted

in 1997."'

declaration. These Committee members agreed \ryith the View regarding the violation of Articles 17(l) and

23(r).

"t Human Rights Committee, Consideratíon of Reports Submitted by States Parties Under Article 40 of the

Covenant: Fourth Periodic Report of States Parties due in 1993: Ecuador, UN Doc CCPR/C/84/Add.6, I
December 1997 (State Party Report); Human Rights Committee, Consideration of Reports Submitted by

States Parties Under Article 40 of the Covenant: Additionql Inþrmation Supplied by the State Party:

Ecuador,lIN Doc CCPWCl84lAdd.6, I December 1997 (Additional Information from State Party); Human

Rights Committee, Sixty-third Session, Consideration of Report Submitted by States Parties Under Article

301
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Committee members Mr. Scheinen and Mr Ando specifically raised the question of oil

exploitation in the Amazon. After noting that Ecuador had recently ratified ILO Convention

No. 169, Mr. Scheinen went on to state that oil exploitation had had adverse effects on the

life of indigenous peoples in the Oriente, through deforestation, contamination and the

introduction of infectious diseases, and had "led to the deterioration of traditional forms of

economic life and culture through the disappearance of fish and wildlife, the destruction of

rainforest resources, and the loss of crops and domestic animals."' In light of the fact that

ILO Convention No. 169 requires consultation with indigenous peoples regarding the

exploitation of resources on their lands, even where these resources are owned by the state,

Mr. Scheinen requested the following information:

¡ whether any procedures for proper consultation had been introduced in respect of the

exploitation ofland traditionally occupied by indigenous groups;

¡ whether there were any facilities to enable a proper assessment to be made of their situation

from the health, environmental and legal points of view; and

o [whether] steps [were] being taken to ensure that indigenous groups continued to benefit

from their traditional forms of economic life while oil and other subsurface resources were

being exploited."'

Mr Ando also raised the question of oil exploitation and the right to cultural integrity. He

gave the opinion that "the effects of oil exploitation on indigenous populations related not

only to article 27 of the Covenant (the rights of minorities) but also to article 6 (the right to

life)", and requested the following information:"0

. were those indigenous peoples entitled to compensation for any damage they had suffered;

o what legal remedies were available to them to claim such compensation;

o were they given the opportunity to make their wishes known when plans were being made

and decisions taken regarding the exploitation ofnatural resources; and

. were they guaranteed a fair share of the resultant benefits?

Overall, the Human Rights Committee was not satisfied that the rights of Ecuador's

indigenous peoples under Article 21 of the ICCPR were fully protected, stating that

40 of the Covenqnt: Ecuador: Concluding Observqtions of the Human Rights Committee, UN Doc

CCpWC¡ryAdd.g2, 18 August 1998. All documents are available from United Nations High

Commissioner for Human Rights <http : //www. unhchr. ch>'
t" HvmanRights Committee, Sixty-third Session, Consideration of Report Submitted by States Parties Under

Articte lO dtne Covenqnt: Summary Record of the I673rd Meeting: Ecuador, UN Doc CCPR/C/SR.1673,

17 July 1998, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights <htþ://www.unhchr.ch>, para 69.
22t rbid paraTo.

"o rbidpara 81.
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the Committee expresses concern at the impact of oil extraction on the enjoyment by members

of indigenous groups of their rights under article 21 of the Covenant. In this connection, the

Committee is concerned that, despite the legislation enacted to allow indigenous communities

to enjoy the full use of their traditional lands in a communal way, there remain obstacles to the

full enjoyment of the rights protected under atticle 27 of the Covenant.

Thus, in its final conclusions, the Committee confirmed the position taken in the cases

brought before it under the First Optional Protocol, namely that resource extraction may

violate the rights to cultural integrity contained in Article 27 of the ICCPR. The Committee

went on to recommend that "further measures be taken to ensure that members of

indigenous groups be protected against the adverse effects of the oil exploitation within the

country and be enabled to enjoy fully their rights under article 27 of the Covenant,

particularly with regard to preservation of their cultural identity and traditional

livelihood"."u

7.3.1.2 Criticisms of the ICCPR procedures

The first criticism of the ICCPR as an instrument of protection for indigenous peoples is that

the substantive content of the rights designed to protect individuals is inadequate to protect

indigenous peoples. The collective rights that are required to protect an indigenous people as

a people differ from human rights deigned to protect individuals. For example, where

international instruments provide for just compensation for the compulsory acquisition of

property by governments, 'Just compensation" is a remedy to enable individuals to purchase

property elsewhere. This remedy may be inadequate for an indigenous people which may

have difficulty obtaining alternative land that will enable the group to live together as a

community and engage in traditional activities."' Another example is that indigenous peoples

that are not considered to be minorities will not fall within the purview of Article 27 of the

ICCPR.

Second, while the cases examined above show that Human Rights Committee has been quite

sympathetic to complaints brought by indigenous peoples, there are various procedural

shortcomings associated with the individual complaints mechanisms of the First Optional

,,t Hurnan Rights Committee, Consideration of Report Submitted by States Parties Under Article 40 of the

Covenant: Ecuador: Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee, 18 August 1998, above

n221.
226 rbidpara 19.
,,t Stornski L, "The Development of Minimum Standards for the Protection and Promotion of Rights for

Indigenous Peoples" (1991) 16 American Indian Lqw Review 5'75 aT 5'78'
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Protocol to the ICCPR in its application to indigenous peoples. The first problem relates to

the question of standing. The individual complaints procedure under the First Optional

Protocol allows individuals to make complaints about rights violations to the Human Rights

Committee, but does not allow representative claims to be brought to the Committee on

behalf of a people. While the Committee has allowed claims to be brought together on behalf

of named victims of indigenous groups, the procedure is not designed for group claims.

In addition, a state must have agreed to be bound by the procedures in order for a complaint

ro be received by the Human Rights Committee. As of 15 May 2000, 95 of the 144 state

parties to the ICCPR had ratified the First Optional Protocol."* As Ecuador and the Russian

Federation are both parties to the First Optional Protocol, and have made no reservations

regarding the competence of the Committee to receive individual complaints, the Huaorani

and the Khanty could make individual communications under the First Optional Protocol

Procedure. However, as Nigeria is not a party to the First Optional Protocol, the Ogoni

people are unable to take advantage of the individual complaints procedures to bring their

situation to the attention of the Human Rights Committee and seek a remedy'"n

Also, the procedures are lengthy in time, with the Human Rights Committee taking up to

three years to complete its consideration of a communication.t'o

Third, there have been difficulties associated with compliance and enforcement of the views

of the Committee. The views of the Human Rights Committee are not legally binding or

enforceable. The Committee does not have the power to investigate, arbitrate or mediate. It

decides cases on the basis of the written submissions presented to it. It does not make

findings of fact, but expresses views on whether there has been a violation of the ICCPR, and

may express its view on the remedies that should be provided."' In practice, "the

effectiveness of the communications procedure depend on the willingness of States to

implement the views and recommendations of the Committee in cases where they have been

,,t Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, Status of Ratifications of the Principal

International Human Rights Treaties,l5 May 2000, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

<http : //www. unhchr. ch>.
22e The First Optional Protocol entered into force in Ecuador on 23 March 1976 and in Russia on I January

1992.
t.o Dommen C, "Claiming Environmental Rights: Some Possibilities Offered by the United Nation's Human

Rights Mechanisms" (1998) ll(l) Geo Int'l Envtl L Rev I at29.
231 EvaltE, above nl77 at 86-87.
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found to have violated rights"."' With no sanction available until recently for noncompliance

by states that had violated the Covenant, the majority of states have failed to heed the

Committee's views, and there is "little publicity given to the Committee's work and little

active support at the political level in the form of condemnation of States who fail to

coopgrate"."'

In 1990, the Committee finally adopted a series of measures to monitor compliance with its

views. Under the new measures, the Committee requests the state concerned to inform the

Committee, within a period of 180 days, of any action taken in relation to the case; the

Committee's Annual Report indicates which states have responded positively to the

Committee's requests, and which have not; information concerning measures adopted to

redress violations must be included in the state periodic reports submitted under Article 40 of

the Covenant: and the Committee has appointed a "special Rapporteur for the Follow-Up of

Views", who may recommend action when victims claim no remedy has been provided, and

communicate directly with governments and victims."o

Fifth, the Human Rights Committee has been criticised for failing to specify appropriate

remedies for indigenous peoples. For example, in Ominayak v Canada, the Comminee did

not specify any remedy for the violation of the Lubicon Lake Band's rights by the Canadian

government, instead affirming that the Canadian government was to decide how to deal with

the problem, with no threat of penalties or sanctions."' After the decision the Canadian

government attempted to "force a settlement on terms roundly rejected by the Lubicon Cree,

and matters were left at an impasse with not further apparent involvement by the

Committee".t'u In the late 1990s the negotiations between the Band were not completed and

their situation had not improved markedly."t "By not providing more guidance on the

remedy issue, the committee left it subject to continuing controversy within Canada's internal

processes in which the Canadian government had the upper hand. Thus, however path-

breaking the committee's decision in the Lubicon case is in other respects, its effectiveness in

that very case was undermined.""t

23'rbidatroi.

"t lbid at l1o.
234 Lewis-Anthony S, above n177 at48-49.
23s Kymlicka W, "Theorizing Indigenous Rights" @ook Review) (1999) 49 U Toronto IJ 28I a1293
23u Anaya S, Indigenous Peoples in International Law, above n98 at 165'
231 EvaÍfE, above nl77 at 109; Kymlicka W, above n235 at293.
238 Anaya S, Indigenous Peoples in International Law, above n98 at 166'
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Anaya argues that the Human Rights Committee needs to take a more active stance in the

promoting redress for "indigenous peoples facing entrenched historical inequities"."n

Kymlicka has also opined that the "prospects for effective enforcement of international norms

of indigenous self-determination are very low. Indigenous peoples may get moral victories

from international law, but the real power remains vested in the hands of sovereign states,

who can (and do) ignore international norms with impunity."'*

Sixth, while the Human Rights Committee is empowered to receiver and consider complaints

by states against other states for breaches of the ICCPR, this mechanism is not always

effective in ensuring compliance.

In general, states have been slow to point the finger at each other with regard to human rights

issues unless they also have ulterior political motives. This has been especially true in respect

to problems, such as those commonly associated with indigenous peoples, that are endemic to a

large number of states and that in many cases call for reforms of a constitutional nature. Thus,

the interstate complaints procedures of CERD and the Human Rights Committee may not

reliably or consistently function to address the fundamental concerns of indigenous peoples,

even though both bodies have viewed these concerns as falling within their respective fields of

competency.'o'

Finally, while the country reporting procedures fulfil several important functions, the

Committee's concluding observations on state reports are not legally binding and states may

fail to implement the recommendations of the Committee .'o' In practice, State reports tend to

present their country's human rights situation in a very favourable light and seek to avoid

attracting too much attention to domestic problems. States are sensitive to information that

can be perceived as criticism and therefore make very positive statements in their reports or

before a fteaty body. Frequently, reports are filled with extracts of legislation rather than

factual information asked for in the reporting guidelines.'o' On 18 October 1999, the Human

Rights Committee issued new consolidated guidelines for state reports under the ICCPR, to

take effect from 3l December 1999, which detail the information that should be included in

23e lbid.
2ao Kymlicka W, above n235 at293.
2ar Anaya S, Indigenous Peoples in International Law, above n98 at 163 '
,0, Dommen has identified a number of functions of the country reporting procedures. The reporting

procedures: give states the opportunity to become aware of the legal and factual situation in its country as

iegards to thé rights contained in each treaty; provide the state with a basis for elaborating implementation

poli.i.r and the- Committee with a basis for evaluating progress toward realisation of treaty obligations;

èn.ourug. dialogue between treaty bodies and people or organisations concerned with human rights;

facilitaté public scrutiny of government implementation policies; facilitate information exchange among

parties to the different human riglrts treaties; and help states develop a fuller appreciation of common

problems and possible solutions toward realising the rights embodied in the various human rights treaties.

Domnten C, above n230 at 10.

'43 Ibid at t6-18.
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state parties' reports. Reports should deal specifically with every article of the ICCPR,

should explain whether the ICCPR has been incorporated into domestic law, and if not,

whether the Constitution guarantees the rights under the ICCPR, and should provide

information about the judicial, administrative or other competent authorities having

jurisdiction in respect of ICCPR rights,'?44

One of the most powerful uses of the country reporting procedures is that they assist NGOs to

defend human rights. NGOs can provide information on the state report and what is said

about human rights policies to the media and other groups, thereby helping to publicise

information on human rights. A government's own statements may later be used to challenge

that government later when practices do not conform to international obligations.'o'

Furthermore, although Committee's concluding observations on state reports are not legally

binding, they indicate the opinion of expert bodies specifically entrusted by states themselves

to make pronouncements on the human rights situation in states, and can be used by NGOs to

generate adverse publicity and shame governments (and corporations) into compliance with

human rights norms."u The role played by NGOs is critical in this respect, as "the treaty

bodies themselves or the United Nations will rarely do this part of the work. If NGOs do not

make something of U.N. body statements, these statements will usually be worth little more

than the paper they are written on."'o'

7.3.2 International Convention on the Elimínation of All Form.s of Røcial
Discriminatíontot

The State parties to the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial

Discrimination (ICERD) have undertaken "to pursue by all appropriate means and without

delay a policy of eliminating racial discrimination in all its forms and promoting

understanding among all races".'on "Racial discrimination" is defined in Article I to mean

"any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent, or

national or ethnic origin which has the purpose or effect or nullifying or impairing the

244 "Human fughts Committee Adopts Guidelines for State Reports Under International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights", United Nations Press Release, 18 October 1999, UN Doc Iß,JCT|99|3L, United Nations

High Cornrnissioner for Human Rights <http : //www' unhchr. ch>.

'ot Domrnen C, above n230 at 16 and 18.
tou rbid at2l.
'a1 rbidat20.
2a8 International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICEARD), adopted 2l

December t965,660 LrNTS 195; [1975] ATS 40 (entered into force 4 January 1969).
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recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of human rights and fundamental

freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life ".

The Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) is charged with

monitoring state compliance with the ICEARD. There are three mechanisms by which

CERD supervises state compliance with the Convention. These are: the submission of

country reports by State parties on the legislative, judicial, administrative or other measures

which they have adopted and which give effect to the provisions of the Convention;"o an

inter-State complaints mechanism whereby a State party that considers another State Party is

not giving effect to the provision of the Convention may bring the matter to CERD's

attention;"' and an individual complaints mechanism whereby CERD may receive

communications from individuals or groups of individuals within its jurisdiction claiming to

be victims of a violation of their rights under the Convention. The individual complaints

procedure is only available if the State Party has declared it recognises the competence of

CERD to receive and consider communications under Article 14."t To date, the private

complaint procedure involving CERD has been little utilised by indigenous groups seeking to

protect their rights.'?s3

The Convention lists a number of actions the State Parties will undertake in order to eliminate

racial discrimination, including an undertaking to: "engage in no act or practice of racial

discrimination against persons, groups of persons or institutions and to ensure that all public

authorities and public institutions, national and local, shall act in conformity with this

obligation";"0 take "effective measures to review governmental, national and local policies,

and to amend, rescind or nullify any laws and regulations which have the effect of creating or

'on Article 2(l).
t50 ICEARD Article 9. CERD reports annually to the UN General Assembly and may make "suggestions and

general recommendations based on the examination of the reports and information received from the State

Parties".
25r CFRfi transmits the communication to the State party concerned, and must receive written explanations or

statements clariffing the matter and any remedies that have been taken. If the matter "is not adjusted to the

satisfaction of both parties", CERD may consider the matter again, and, once it has determined that all

domestic remedies have been invoked and exhausted, may deal with the matter "in conformity with the

generally recognised principles of international law". After CERD has collected the information it deems

n.".5ury, a Conciliation Commission is established, which reports on the matter to CERD. The Report

contains findings of fact and makes such recommendations as the Commission thinks proper for the

amicable resolution of the dispute: ICEARD Articles Il and 12.
,tt CERD's annual report includes the summary of such communications, and, where appropriate, a summary

of the State's explanations and CERD's suggestions and recommendations.
2s3 AnayaS, Indigenous Peoples in International Law, above n98 at 163.

"a Article 2(1Xa).
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perpetuating racial discrimination wherever it exists";"' and to "prohibit and bring to an end,

by all appropriate means, including legislation as required by circumstances, racial

discrimination by any persons, group or organisation"'"u

Article 5 of the ICERD contains a non-exhaustive list of rights, in the enjoyment of which

equality before the law is to be guaranteed, including freedom of thought, conscience and

religion; freedom of movement and residence; the right to own property alone and in

association with others; and the right to equal participation in cultural activities. These rights

may be violated where the lands, culture and religion of indigenous peoples are threatened by

subsurface resource exploitation. For example, the guarantee of equality of the law in the

enjoyment of the right to property is particularly relevant to the recognition and protection of

indigenous land-ownership rights; policies of involuntary relocation may infringe the

guarantee of equality before the law in the enjoyment of the right to freedom of movement

and residence;ttt and the guarantee of equality in the enjoyment of freedom of religion may be

violated "where the distinctive spiritual relationship of indigenous peoples with their land,

waters and resources is denied or obstructed", particularly where resource exploitation

threatens access to and control of sacred sites, skeletal remains, burial artefacts and other

items of religious significance to indigenous peoples.ttt

Under the ICEARD, "racial discrimination" does not refer to any distinction or

differentiation, but only those which are "arbitrary, invidious or unjustified"; nor is a

reference to race always discriminatory in the sense required by the Convention, but rather

such a reference becomes discriminatory where it "lacks an objective basis and reasonable

cause"."n In its 1993 General Recommendation on Article 1(1) of the Convention, CERD

observed that

a differentiation of treatment will not constitute discrimination if the criteria for such

differentiation, judged against the objectives and purposes of the Convention, are legitimate or

fall within the scope of article 1, paragraph 4 of the Convention ,.. In considering whether an

t" Article 2(1Xc).

"u Article 2(1Xd).
2si Pritchard S and Heindow-Dolman C, above n133 at 480.

'58 Ibid at 158.
,tn Ibid at 481. "Racial discrimination" also does not include special measures taken in order to remedy the

disadvantaged status of indigenous peoples under Articles 1(4) and 2(2). While these Articles can be used

to justi$ programmes and actions in support of indigenous rights, particularly in relation to land, it has

Ueen arguéO ittat t¡e "special measures" provisions, being temporary ar,.d essentially defensive measures,

provideãn inadequate basis for the recognition of land rights, and, furthermore, that it is a misconception to

ilassiff land rights regimes as special or remedial measures of protection: Id at 481; Pritchard S, "Native

Title from the Perspective of lnternational Standards", above nl 34 at 1 53.
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action has an effect contrary to the Convention, it will look to see whether that action has an

unjustifiable disparate impact upon a group distinguished by race, colour, descent, or national

or ethnic origin.'*

In its examination of country reports, CERD has recognised that the negative effects of oil

exploitaiton and other development activities may have a disproportionate effect on

indigenous peoples that amounts to racial discrimination. This is demonstrated by the

Committee's comments on the reports of Ecuador, Nigeria and Russia, who are all party to

ICEARD.'U'

CERD considered the eleventh and twelfth periodic reports of Ecuador at its 971st , 972nd and

983rd meetings, held on 10, 11 and 18 March 1993.'u' After noting that Ecuador's report

placed "considerable emphasis on the exploitation of natural resources and environmental

protection", the Committee stated that "more detailed information was need on the effect of

such programmes on the cultural and social life of indigenous populations, especially those

living in the Amazon region. Such programmes did not appear to be of direct benefit to the

populations whose lands were being used and no mention of their views on the subject had

been included in the report."tu' With respect to Article 5 of the Convention in particular, the

Committee asked for further information on a number of other issues pertaining to indigenous

peoples and oil exploitation, including the following'.'*

260 General Recommendation XIV (1993), para 2, in Compilation of General Comments and General

Recommendations adopted by the Human Rights Treaty Bodies, UN Doc HRI/GEN/1/Revl (1994) at 68.

'ur The Convention entered into force in Ecuador and Nigeria on 4 January L969, and in Russia on 6 March

1969.

'62 Committee for the Elirnination of Racial Discrimination, Reports Submitted by State Parties Under Article

9 of the Convention: Eleventh periodic reports of States parties due in 1990: Ecuador,

CERD1C¡1TlAdd.g; Committee for the Elirnination of Racial Discrimination, Reports Submitted by State

Parties (lnder Articte 9 of the Convention: Twetfth periodic reports of States parties due in 1992: Ecuador,

CERDlCl226/Add.1; Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, 42nd Session, Provisional

Summary Record of the 97lst Meeting, CERD/C/SR.971, 16 March 1993; Committee for the Elimination of

Racial Discrimination, 42nd Session, Provisional Summary Record of the 972nd Meeting, CERDIC/SR.972,

22 J¡ly 1993; Committee for the Elirnination of Racial Discrimination, 42nd Session, Provisional Summary

Recor-d of the 983rd Meeting, CERDIC/SR.983, 1993; Committee for the Elimination of Racial

Discrimination, Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination:

Ecuador, N48118,15 September 1993, paras 128-146. All documents are available from United Nations

High Commissioner for Human Rights <http://www.unhchr.ch>.
tu' CÈRD, Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination: Ecuador,

15 September 1993, above n262, para I32.
264 Ibid paras 128-146. Other inforrnation sought by CERD included: the extent to which indigenous

communities were involved in decision-making on questions of direct concern to them, such as land

allocation and delimitation; whether title to land was held by individuals, families or communities; how

"ethnobiological reserves" were designated; whether the Government had investigated the illegal acts of
paramilitary groups in indigenous communities and what measures had been taken to better protect those

õommunities from further acts of intimidation and coercion; whether indigenous peoples were provided with

tools, loans, technical assistance or any other infrastructure when they were allocated land; and what

protection was afforded to indigenous communities in order to discourage attacks by larget landowners.
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a what measures were being taken in response to an increase in health problems among

indigenous communities, particularly those linked to environmental degradation resulting

from oil exploration;
how respect for the cultural values of native populations was ensured in practice regarding

development projects, including exploration for hydrocarbons;

what role was played by indigenous organisations in monitoring the implementation of laws

governing the exploration and exploitation of natural resources in indigenous areas;

whether indigenous communities and organisations were consulted in decisions concerning

the exploitation of resources;

whether compensation was made to indigenous persons whose livelihood was jeopardised

by new industries; and

to what extent indigenous communities profited from the exploitation of hydrocarbons in

the Amazon region.

a

a

a

a

a

As a concluding observation, the Committee "expressed particular concern that economic

exploitation of the Amazon region should be undertaken only after full consideration of the

interests of the indigenous communities in the preservation of their identity".tut

The Committee made several comments on development as a form of discrimination against

indigenous peoples. One Committee member stated that "attention must be drawn to more

subtle forms of discrimination" than systematic forms such as access to public areas. In

particular, "if a community depended for its survival on a sound environment, it had to be

protected against the deterioration of the environment by forestry, mining and other activities.

If one community was thus affected more than other segments of the population, it had to be

considered that some form of racial discrimination existed."2tr Other committee members

supported this view, commenting that: more subtle forms of discrimination included

discrimination on "an economic basis"; in the case of major construction work, account must

bc taken of the significance of the development the populations directly concerned, as it was

not right that bureaucrats should be able to change people's environment and lives without

consulting them first; and that construction work could be an indirect way of discriminating

against certain populations, particularly indigenous populations, who usually could not put up

much resistance.'ut

26s Ibid para 145.

'uu CERD, ProvisionalsummaryRecordofthegT2ndMeeting,aboven262,pata l0perMrWolfrum.
zui Ibid para 11 per Mr. Yutzis, para 14 per Mr Rechetov, and para 16 Mr de Gouttes. In contrast, other

Commmittee members took the view that any development project has adverse consequences for some

people, and does not necessarily involve racial discrimination, and further that such projects are often vital

iot i¡e economy, and improve the situation of the population as a whole; and that the question of resource

development and its effects on the environment and indigenous peoples is a complex issue that does not

really relate to racial discrimination: Id, para l2 per Mr Aboul Nasser and paras 2I-23 per Mr Lamptey'
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CERD has also requested information and made observations on the preservation and

protection of indigenous peoples' lands in its response to the reports of Nigeria and Russia.

Nigeria submitted its tenth, eleventh and twelfth reports to CERD as one document in 1993

(hereafter referred to as the 12th Report),'ut and its thirteenth report in 1994.'un CERD

considered the tenth, eleventh and twelfth reports at its 993rd and 998th meetings, held on 6

and 10 Augusr 1993, and the thirteenth report at its 1115th and 1117th meetings, held on 10

and 11 August 1995."0

The 12th Report contained no information about the Ogoni people and other especially

vulnerable groups, an omission which drew criticism and requests for further information

from the Committee at its meetings in 1993. A number of Committee members mentioned

the grievances of the Ogoni, these being environmental degradation, destruction of the

traditional economy, failure to employ the Ogoni people in the oil-based economy, lack of

educational opportunity, neglect of their language and culture and non-representation in

governnìent, and the political persecution and repression of MOSOP members."' One

Committee member emphasised that "poverty and underdevelopment, which were economic

in character, could be a source of racial grievances. In Nigeria there were very diverse

regions and ethnic groups and economic development was very uneven, something that bred

racial resentment"."t The Committee sought further information on a number of issues,

including: the claims of the Ogoni that profits from oil exploited in Ogoniland were

268 Committee for the Elirnination of Racial Discrimination, Reports Submitted by State Parties Under Article

9 of the Convention: Twetfth periodic reports of States parties due in 1992: Nigeria,CERDlCl226lAdd.g,

United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights <http://www.unhchr.ch>.
26e Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Reports Submitted by State Parties Under Article

9 of the Convention: Thirteenth periodic reports of Støtes parties due in 1994: Nigeria,

CEp¿DlCl263lAdd3, 29 November 1994, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

<htþ : //www.unhchr. ch>.
2t0 Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, 43rd Session, Provisional Summary Record of the

993rd Meeting, CERD/C/SR.993, L7 August 1993; Committee for the Elimination of Racial

Discrimination, 43rd Session, Provisional Summary Record of the 998th Meeting, CERD/C/SR.998, 29

April 1994; Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Concluding Observations of the

Committee on the Elimination of Raciat Discriminqtion: Nigeria,15 September 1993, N48ll8, paras 306-

329, Comrnittee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, 47th Session, Summary Record oJ'the I I l4th

Meeting, CERD/C/SR.1114, 15 August 1995; Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, 47th

Session, Provisional Summary Record of the 1116th Meeting, CERD/C/SR.1116, 15 August 1995;

Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrirninati on, Concluding Observations of the Committee on the

Elimination of Racial Discrimination: Nigeria, 22 September 1995, A/50/18, paras 598-636. All
documents are available from United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

<http : //www.unhchr.ch>.

"t CERD, Provisional Summary Record of the 993rd Meeting, above n270, para 19 per Mrs Sadiq Ali. Mr
Wolfrum, Mr de Gouttes, Mr Diaconu and Mr Yutzis also qureied the plight of the Ogoni.

,t, CERD, Provisional Summary Record of the 998th Meeting, above n270,paras72 and73.
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redistributed without and benefit being received by the people of the region;"' and how the

Government planned in general to take account of the concerns of minorities in managing

their own economies and resources.tto

In its 13th Report, the Nigerian government failed to directly address the concerns of the

Committee regarding the Ogoni people, an omission which drew further criticism and

requests for further information by the Committee at its meetings in 1995. Some of the

information sought by the Committee included information about: measures the Government

had taken to consult the Ogoni about their grievances;"t measures that were being taken to

preserve the ethnic identity of affected groups where natural resources were exploited for

financial gain, particularly with respect to environmental protection and guarantees that

traditional ways of life and ties to the land would be preserved;ttu and why the benefits of

resource exploitation were not equitably shared among the population as a whole and, more

particularly, the people from whose land they were extracted."t

The Committee members all viewed the situation of the Ogoni as falling "within the purview

of the Convention".2'18 Itwas stated that

"the importance of land as a symbol, and the sacred nature often attributed to it, were

universally recognised. When land was taken over by economic interests which did not

take into account the meaning of the land to the people living on it, when it was not simply

purchased but seized and environmentally destroyed, that destruction touched something

still more sacred in the human order, namely the people who inhabited the lands. The

situation in Ogoniland bore some of those characteristics. "n

The introduction of an oil-based economy on the lands of the Ogoni; the lack of consideration

by the Government for the interests of the Ogoni people, particularly with respect to the

environmental effects of the oil industry, which had "destroyed their once-fertile soil and

wrecked their farming and fishing industries"; and the fact the Ogoni people had received no

benefit from the oil industry, constituted discrimination against the Ogoni people."o In its

final conclusions and recommendations regarding the 13th Report, CERD recommended that

the Government, "when promoting projects of economic development, undertake the

tt'CERD, ProvisionalsummaryRecordofthegg3rdMeeting,aboven2T0,para34perMrWolfrum.
ttn Ibid para 40.
,tt CERD, Summary Record of the I I14th Meeting, above n210, para 39 per Mr Banton.

"u Ibidpara 58 per Mr Wolfrum.
21' Ibid para 61 per Mr van Boven.

"t CERD, Provisional Summary Record of the I116th Meeting, above n270,para6 per Mr Shahi.

'1e lbidpara I I per Mr Yutzis.
2to Ibid para 15 per Mr. Chigovera.
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necessary measures to effectively protect the identity of ethnic groups in the areas

concerned"."'

Russia submitted its twelfth and thirteenth periodic reports to CERD as one document in 1995

(hereafter referred to as the 13th Report)"t and its fourteenth report in 1997."t CERD

considered the twelfth and thirteenth reports at its 1133rd, l334th and 1135th meetings, held

on 28 and 29 February 1996."0 CERD considered the fourteenth report at its I L26th and

llz7thmeetings, held on 12 and 3 March 1998."'

In its 13th Report, the Russian Federation described the various laws that give effect to the

rights of indigenous peoples, including relevant Articles of the Russian Constitution, the draft

legislation on the Status of the Indigenous Peoples, and various regional initiatives

recognising the rights of indigenous peoples, including the 1992 Regulations on the Status of

Ancestral Areas of Economic Significance in the Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug.ttu The

Report also identified inadequacies in this area."' The members of CERD requested further

"t CERD, Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination: Nigeria,

22 September L995, above n230, paras620,625 and633.
282 Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Reports Submitted by State Parties Under Article

9 of the Convention: Thirteenth periodic reports of States parties due in 1994: Russiqn Federation,

CERDlCl263/Add.9, 20 Novernber 1995, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

<http://www.unhchr.ch>.
2t' Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Reports Submitted by State Parties Under Article

9 of the Convention: Fourteenth periodic reports of States parties due in 1996: Russian Federation,

CERDlCl2gg/Add.15, 28 July 1997, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

<http ://www.unhchr.ch>.
28a Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination,48th Session, Summary Record of the ll33rd

Meeting, CERD/C/SR.1133, 5 March 1996; Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, 48th

Session, Summary Record of the Il34th Meeting, CERD/C/SR.I134,3 April 1996; Committee for the

Elimination of Racial Discrimination, 48th Session, Summary Record of the 1L35th Meeting,

CERD/C/SR.1135, 5 March 1996; Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Concluding

Observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination: Russian Federøtion,28 March

1996, CERD lcl304l{dd.5. All documents available from United Nations High Cornmissioner for Human

Rights <http ://www.unhchr. ch>.
285 Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, 52nd Session, Summary Record of the l246th

Meeting, CERD/C/SR.1246,5 March 1998; Comrnittee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination,52nd
Session, Summary Record of the l247th Meeting, CERD/C/SR.1247, 18 March 1998; Committee for the

Elimination of Racial Discrimination, 52nd Session, Summary Record of the l268th Meeting,

CERD/C/SR.L265, 20 March 1998; United Nations International Human Rights Instruments, Core

Document Forming Part of Reports of State Parties: Russian Federation, HRI/COREIlAdd.S2lRev.l,27
March 1996; Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Concluding Observations of the

Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination: Russian Federation, 30 March 1998,

CERD/304/4dd.43. All documents available frorn United Nations High Cornmissioner for Human Rights

<htþ ://www.unhchr. ch>.

"u These laws are described in the case study on the Khanty of Siberia in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.

'87 The Report stated that despite the progress that had been made, rnost of the Federation's constituent entities

lacked a clear-cut offrcial policy concerning rninorities and small national groups; that existing legislation

was as yet "clearly inadequate" and called for "considerable improvement"; and that adoption of basic

legislation on the legal status of indigenous srnall national groups would make it possible for "the regulation '
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information from the government delegation on the status of the indigenous peoples of the

Russian North, drawing attention to the fact that the life of the Small Peoples of the North,

Siberia and the Far East continued to worsen as non-indigenous persons expropriated the land

and exploited the resources of indigenous peoples."t

In its final conclusions and recommendations regarding the 13th Report, CERD commented

that "the absence of effective measures for the protection and preservation of the traditional

ways of life and the right to land use of the people of the Northern Territories is ... a cause

for concern, although the need for improvement of their economic, social and cultural

situation has been recognised"."n CERD went on to "suggest" that Russia "consider ratifying

ILO Convention No. 169" and that "special attention be paid to the minority and indigenous

groups living in the Northern Territories by taking appropriate and effective measures to

promote and protect their rights, especially the rights to use and exploit the land where they

are living and to live in their own cultural environment"'''

In its 14th report, the Russian government provided information on developments in the laws

pertaining to indigenous peoples. The members of CERD again requested further

information from the government on the plight of indigenous peoples, in particular on the

situation of the Khants. Noting that the culture of the Khants was reportedly being threatened

by oil extraction, that legislation drafted to date on the status of indigenous peoples of the

North had been rejected by Parliament and the President, and that the social and demographic

situation of the indigenous peoples of the North and the Russian Far East continued to

deteriorate, information was sought on the following questions: the impact of oil development

on the traditional way of life of the Eastern Khants; whether any government strategy existed

for the conservation of the land and culture of the Yugan Khanty biosphere reserve; and

whether the Khants had received any form of compensation for the lands that had been taken

away.tn'

of relationships affecting the status of national minorities and small national groups in all regions of the

Russian Federation, and constitute a basis for the further development of such relationships in those

regions". Finally, the government pointed to the preparation of "a set of measures to promote local self-

government in areas where there is a high density of small national groups and assistance in preserving and

ãeveloping the traditional structure of their economic and way of life, language and culture" as one of a

number of priority measures that needed to be carried out as a matter of urgency.
ttt CERD, Summary Record of the I I33rd Meeting, above n284, paras 2 and 3 per Mrs Sadiq Ali, paras 21 and

34 per Mr. Wolfrum, and para 46 per Mr Rodriguez.

"n CERD, Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination: Russian

Federation,28 March 1996, above n284, para 8.

'no lbid paras 15 and 17.
tnt CERD, Summary Record of the I 246th Meeting, above n285, para 42.
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In its final conclusions and recommendations regarding the l4th Report, CERD invited the

Russian Government to provide further information on the situation of the indigenous peoples

of the North, Siberia and the Russian Far East in its next report, and "recommended" that

Russia consider ratifying ILO Convention No. 169''n'

The comments of CERD in its country reports regarding the links between resource

exploitaiton, the environment and racial discrimination against indigenous and other

vulnerbal peoples have been supplemented by the adoption of a General Recommendation

concerning indigenous peoples in l99J."t This General Recommendation stemmed from

CERD's consideration of the llth and 12th Reports of Ecuador, when a number of

Committee members supported a suggestion that the Committee should consider the matter of

indigenous peoples, the environment and development in more detail, and draft a declaration

or general recommendation.'no

The General Recommendation states that CERD "has consistently affirmed that

discrimination against indigenous peoples falls under the scope of the Convention and that all

appropriate means must be taken to combat and eliminate such discrimination", and went on

to reaffirm that the provisions of the Convention apply to indigenous peoples.'nt Being

"conscious of the fact that in many regions of the world indigenous peoples have been, and

are still being, discriminated against, deprived of their human rights and fundamental

freedoms and in particular that they have lost their land and resources to colonists,

commercial companies and State enterprises", and that, consequently, "the preservation of

their culture and their historical identity has been and still is jeopardised",tnu CERD called

upon State Parties to:

,n, CERD, Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination: Russian

Feelerqtion,30 March 1998, above n285, paras 18 and 23'
2e3 Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discriminati on, General Recommendation XXIII (5 l) Concerning

Indigenous Peoples, UN Doc CERD/C/5lA4isc 13/Re 4, (adopted at its 5lst session, August 18, 1997),

paras 1 and 2, reproduced in (1998) 3(l) AILR 142'
2ea ðommittee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, 42nd Session, Provisional Summary Record of the

972nct Meeting, CERD/C/SR.g72, 22 July 1993, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

<htþ://www.unhchr.ch>, paras I 9-20, 24'26 and 28.
,nt CE{D, General Recommàndation XXIil (51) Concerning Indigenous Peoples, paras I and2. To assist

states in complying with their obligations under the Convention, CERD has adopted the practice of making
..General Recommendations", which are of a "general nature and refer either to the obligation of state

parties arising under a specific provision or issues concerning the implernentation of an instrument more

generally": Pritchard S and Heindow-Dolman C, above nI33 at 482'
tnu CERn General Recommendation XXIil (5 l) Concerning Indigenous Peoples, para 3.
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(a) recognise and respect indigenous distinct culture, history, language and way of life as an

enrichment of the State's cultural identity and to promote its preservation;

(b) ensure that members of indigenous peoples are free and equal in dignity and rights and free

from any discrimination, in particular that based on indigenous origin or identity;

(c) provide indigenous peoples with conditions allowing for a sustainable economic and social

development compatible with their cultural characteristics;

(d) ensure that members of indigenous peoples have equal rights in respect of effective

participation in public life, and that no decisions directly relating to their rights and

interests are taken without their informed consent;

(e) ensure that indigenous communities can exercise their rights to practise and revitalise their

cultural traditions and customs, to preserYe and to practise their languages. 't

CERD also "especially" called upon State parties to

recognise and protect the rights of indigenous peoples to own, develop, control and use their

communal lands, territories and resources and, where they have been deprived of their lands

and territories traditionally owned or otherwise inhabited or used without their free and

informed consent, to take steps to return these lands and territories. Only when this is for

factual reasons not possible, the right to restitution should be substituted by the right to just,

fair and prompt compensation. Such compensation should as far as possible take the form of

lands and territories.'nt

The mechansims for the protection of human rights under CERD have much the same

strengths and weaknesses as the procedures under the ICCPR. For example, as with the

ICCPR procedures, the CERD procedures set standards and provide information to human

rights NGOs on the violations of norms contained in the Convention, which may be used to

expose the state (and also corporations) to adverse publicity. Also, the CERD mechanisms

suffer from many of the same procedural shortcomings as those of the ICCPR. As with the

individual complaints mechanism of the First Optional Protocol to the ICCPR, a state must

have agreed to be bound by the procedures in order for a complaint to be received by CERD.

As of 15 May 2000, only 27 of the 156 state parties to the ICEARD had recognised the power

of CERD to receive individual complaints.2ee Second, the procedures may be lengthy, with

CERD taking up to 2 years for to complete consideration of a communication.'* Third, while

CERD is able to receive inter-State complaints, this mechanism is sparingly used by states,

and has been of limited use in ensuring compliance with the provision of the ICEARD.

'e7 Ibid para4.
2e8 rbid para 5.
zse 96r.. of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, Status of Ratifications of the Principal

International Human Rights Treaties,15 May 2000, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

<http ://www.unhchr. ch>.
too Dommen C, above n230 at29.
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7.7.3 United Nations Non-Treaty or Chsrter-Based Procedures for Dealíng with

Human Rights Violations

A number of charter-based procedures exist within the United Nations for the protection of

human rights. For example, the UN has taken various initiatives under its Charter-based

procedures in respect of the human rights situation in Nigeria that have resulted in the plight

of the Ogoni people receiving special attention. First, the General Assembly, Economic and

Social Council, and Human Rights Commission have taken various resolutions in respect of

the situation of human rights in Nigeria, in which these UN bodies have noted the violations

of human rights in Nigeria and called on the Nigerian government to abide by its international

obligations in respect of human rights.30l

Second, in 1995 the UN Secretary-General sent a fact-finding mission to Nigeria, the report

of which was published in 1996.'o' After describing the complaints of the Ogoni, such as the

absence of infrastructure and medical facilities, pollution caused by oil exploitation, high

unemployment and inadequate distribution of oil revenues, the Report of the Fact-Finding

Mission recommended that

a committee comprised of representatives of the Ogoni community and other minority groups

in the region, to be chaired by a retired judge of the High Court, be appointed for the purpose

of introducing improvement in the socio-economic conditions of these communities, enhancing

employment opportunities, health, education and welfare services and to act as ombudsman in

any complaint/allegations of harassment at the hands of the authorities. This committee may

make recommendations for the Government to carry out. 'o'

Third, in 1997 the Commission of Human Rights appointed Mr. Soli Jehangir Sorabjee as

Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Nigeria. The Special Rapporteur

submitted two reports to the UN, in February 1998 and January 1999.'* The 1998 Report on

the Situation of Human Rights in Nigeria concluded that:

3or General Assernbly Resolution 51i 108 of 12 December 1996; General Assembly Resolution 521144 of 12

December 1997; General Assembly Resolution 53116l of 9 December 1998; Economic and Social Council

Decision 19981262 of 30 July 1998; Commission on Hurnan Rights Resolution 1996179 of 23 April 1996;

Commission on Human Rights Resolution 1997153 of 15 April 199'7; and Commission on Human Rights

Resolution 1998164 of 21 April 1998. All documents available from United Nations High Commissioner

for Human Rights <htþ ://www.unhchr.ch>.
302 Report of the Fact-Finding Mission of the Secretary-General to Nigeria, UN Doc N501960,28 May 1996,

Annex l, United Nations High Cornrnissioner for Human fughts <http://www.unhchr.ch>.
303 Ibid para71.

'oo Unitêd Nations Commission on Human Rights, Question of the Violation of Human Rights and

Fundamental Freedoms in any Part of the llorld, with Particular Reference to Colonial and Other

Dependent Countries and Territories: Situation of Human Rights in Nigeria , Report Submitted by the

Spècial Rapporteur of the Comrnission on Hutnan Rights, Mr. Soli Jehangir Sorabjee, UN Doc

e7CN.+¡tSSS 162,IJnitedNations High Commissioner for Human Rights <htþ://www.unhchr,ch> (hereafter
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101. The Government has failed to address the plight of the Ogoni peoples and to protect their

human rights. The recommendation of the Secretary-General's fact-finding mission

concerning the appointment of a committee for introducing improvement in the socio-

economic conditions of minority communities has been ignored'

102. The Nigerian Government is indifferent towards the right to development and to a

satisfactory environment. Issues relating to environmental degradation in the River Delta

region alleged to be caused by the operations of the Shell Petroleum Development Company

have received insufficient attention.

The Special Rapporteur recommended that "measures should promptly be initiated to

alleviate the plight of the Ogoni people", including the establishment of a committee for the

purpose of introducing improvement in the socio-economic conditions of minority

communities; and that an "independent agency should be established in consultation \ryith

MOSOP and SPDC which would determine all aspects of environmental damage due to oil

exploration and other operations", with the findings and conclusions of the study to be made

305puDllc.

In the 1999 Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Nigeria, the concerns of the Ogoni

were addressed within the wider context of the right to development and a satisfactory

environment of all communities affected by oil exploitation. After noting the continued

existence of "deep concerns about widespread and severe environmental damage in the River

Delta region on account of oil exploration and other operations of the Shell Petroleum

Development Company of Nigeria", the controversy over the causes of oil spillages, and

complaints regarding the inadequacy and delay in payment of compensation paid for the lands

and crops of landowners acquired by the oil companies, the Special Rapporteur again

recommended that measures should be initiated to alleviate the plight of the Ogoni people,

including the appointment of a committee for the purpose of introducing improvement in the

socio-economic conditions of the local communities.306 The Report also recommended that

An independent agency should be established in consultation with SPDC, MOSOP and other

groups for the purpose of determining all issues relating to environmental damage due to oil

exploration and other operations, as well as issues of environmental protection' The agency

should cover not only the Ogoni area but the entire Niger Delta. The findings and conclusions

CHR Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Nigeria 1998);United Nations Commission on Human

Riglrts, Question of the Viotation of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms in any Part of the LVorld:

Siiuation of Human Rights in Nigeria, Report Submitted by the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on

Human Rights, Mr. Soli Jehangir Sorabjee, UN Doc E/CN.4/1999/36, United Nations High Commissioner

for Human Rights <htþ://www.unhchr.ch> (hereafter CHR Report on the Situqtion of Human Rights in

Nigeria 1999).
3os CHR Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Nigeria 1998, ibid para 109 (r) and (s).
tou CHR Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Nigeria 1999, above n304, para 115.
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of such an inquiry and investigation should be made public. ... SPDC should initiate more

development projects in consultation with the communities concerned. An exclusive

independent judicial mechanism with the mandate of early disposal of compensation claims

should be established.

Following changes implemented by the administration of General Abdulsalam Abubakar after

the death of General Sani Abacha, the Commission on Human Rights decided on 23 April

1999 at its 51st meeting to conclude its consideration of the situation of human rights in

. 307
Nlgena.

While the human rights situation in Nigeria has generally improved since the death of

General Abacha, with the release of political prisoners, the implementation of measures to

improve the independence of the judiciary, and the return to democracy, the special problems

facing the Ogoni and other communities of the oil-producing regions of the Niger Delta

remain largely unaddressed, with the continued occurrence of oil spills, continued failure to

restore the environment, controversy over compensation payments, and increasing violence in

the areas of the Niger Delta. The recommendations of the Secretary-General's Fact-Finding

Mission and the CHR Special Rapporteur regarding the Ogoni people have not been

implemented, and it is difficult to conclude that these Charter-based procedures have had any

real influence on the Nigerian government as far as the plight of the Ogoni people is

concerned.

7.4 Minorities

The United Nations has separated the treatment of indigenous peoples and minorities.

Although an examination of the international law relating to minorities is beyond the scope of

this thesis, a brief description of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to

National or Ethnic, Religious or Linguistic Minorities'o'will be undertaken to demonstrate the

differences between the rights of minorities and the rights of indigenous peoples in relation to

land. If a people such as the Ogoni people, is viewed by the Nigerian government as an

ethnic minority not an indigenous people, then this will affect the rights that the government

will see as applicable to the group in question.

307 Commission on Human Rights Resolution l999lIl of 23 April 1999.
,ot I-INGA Res 471135 of lSbecember L992,32 ILM 9ll (1993), United Nations High Commissioner for

Hurnan Rights <http://www.unhchr/ch>'
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Article 1 of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic,

Religious or Linguistic Minorities provides that "states shall protect the existence and the

national or ethnic, cultural, religious and linguistic identity of minorities within their

respective territories", "shall encourage conditions for the promotion of that identity" and

"shall adopt appropriate legislative and other measures to achieve those ends". States must

also "take measures to create favourable conditions to enable persons belonging to minorities

to express their characteristics and to develop their culture, language, religion, traditions and

customs, except where specific practices are in violation of national law and contrary to

international standards".'t

Article 2 provides that Persons belonging to national or ethnic, religious and linguistic

minorities have "the right to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practise their own

religion, and to use their own language, in private and in public, freely and without

interference or any form of discrimination"; the right to "participate effectively in cultural,

religious, social, economic and public life"; and the right to "participate effectively in

decisions on the national and, where appropriate, regional level concerning the minority to

which they belong or the regions in which they live, in a manner not incompatible with

national legislation". Pursuant to Article 3, "persons belonging to minorities may exercise

their rights, including those set forth in the present Declaration, individually as well as in

community with other members of their group, without any discrimination".

In contrast with the UN Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which

contains detailed provisions relating to land rights, there are no articles at all dealing

specifically with land rights in the Declaration on the Rights of Minorities, nor does the

Declaration recognise minorities as legal entities with collective political rights, notably the

rights to self-determination, local autonomy or self-development, apart from the right to

"effective" participation in decisions affecting the minority to which they belong. ''o

However, the Preamble states that Declaration is "inspired by the provision of article 27 of

the ICCPR concerning the rights of persons belonging to ethnic religious, or linguistic

'on Article 4912¡.
tro Barsh R, "Indigenous Peoples in the 1990s", above nI52 af 79; United Nations Sub-Commission on the

promotion and Protection of Human Rights, Iltorking Paper on the Relationship and Distinction Between

the Rights of Persons Betonging to Minorities and Those of Indigenous Peoples, UN Doc

E/CN/Sub.2/2000/10, 19 July 2000, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

<http ://www.unhchr.ch>, paras 8- 1 0 and 43 -4 5'

32r
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minorities". We saw above that the Human Rights Committee, in its interpretation and

application of Article 27 oT the ICCPR, has expressed the view that preservation of land is an

element of cultural integrity. Thus, although there are no explicit rights to land under the

Declaration, it may be that the enjoyment of the rights to culture in Article 2, and the duty of

states to protect the cultural and religious identity of minorities in Article 1, obliges

governments to protect the land base of groups such as the Ogoni. In the context of oil

exploitation on the traditional lands of groups such as the Huaorani of Ecuador, the Khanty of

Russia and the Ogoni of Nigeria, Articles 1 and 2 may oblige governments to restrict oil

production on their lands, inhibit colonisation in their territory, and apply the most stringent

environmental standards to those oil projects it does approve."'

'We saw above that the Human Rights Committee, in its interpretation and application of

Article 27 of the ICCPR, has expressed the view that special minority rights may be claimed

not only by persons belonging to national or ethnic, linguistic or religious minorities, but also

by persons belonging to inidgenous peoples. However, the lack of reference to collective

political and territorial rights in the UN Declaration on the Rights of Minorities, means that

the provisions of ILO Convention No 169 and the forthcoming Declaration on the Rights of

Indigenous Peoples, compared with the Minorities Declaration, "has created a situation in

which it is more advantageous to be labelled indigenous than minority".t'' Disputes over

definition and classification are unavoidable, if "being "indigenous" means having fewer

rights than other peoples or having more rights than a minority".''' In the context of the

Huaorani, it has been stated that:

White the provisions of the Declaration on the Rights of Minorities might prove useful to the Huaorani,

representatives of indigenous peoples have generally rejected the notion that such rights alone can

suffice to fulfil their needs. One reason the identification of indigenous peoples as cultural minorities

has been rejected is its incongruence with the quest for political and territorial rights. The term

minority is often "associated with groups seeking ... integration ..., not with groups seeking cultural

survival and self-government". The Huaorani might also resist reliance on the Declaration on the

Rights of Minorities because it fails to provide for land rights and thus alone, it would not aid them in

their territorial struggle. Land rights are essential for Huaorani self-determination. ''o

3rr Brady J, "The Huaorani Tribe of Ecuador: a Study in Self-Determination for Indigenous Peoples" (1997) l0
Harv Hum Rts J 29I at 308.

312 Barsh R, "Indigenous Peoples in the 1990s", above n52 at82.
3r3 rbid.
3ra Brady J, above n3l1 at 308.
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8.1 Introduction

This chapter contains an analysis of regional instruments of international law relevant to the

protection of indigenous peoples' land, resource and environmental rights. Regional human

rights regimes provide laws and procedures for protecting the land, resource and

environmental rights of indigenous peoples in addition to the United Nations mechanisms

discussed in the previous chapter.

Three regional regimes exist for the protection of human rights - the African, American and

European systems. This chapter examines the African and American regimes, but not the

European system, for the following reasons. The inter-American regime for the protection of

human rights, examined in Section 8.1, provides an avenue for indigenous peoples such as

the Huaorani of Ecuador to seek protection of their land, resource and environmental rights

at an international level when national legal systems fail to protect their rights. As will be

seen in Section 8.1, the Huaorani have presented a petition to the Inter-American

Commission on Human Rights regarding oil pollution on their traditional lands, in response

to which the Commission conducted a major study on the situation of human rights in

Ecuador. The inter-American law in the area of indigenous peoples' rights is developing at a

rapid pace, with a Proposed Inter-American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples'

under discussion by the Organisation of American States, and the Inter-American

Commission on Human Rights expanding its role with respect to the protection of indigenous

rights under the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man' and the American

Convention on Human Rights.3

The African regime for the protection of human rights is examined in Section 8.2. The

African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights contains a number of collective rights and

duties of peoples that are unique to the African regime. Section 8.2 contains a discussion of

proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, approved by the Inter-American

Commission on Human Rights on February 26, 199'7, at its l333rd session, 95th regular session,

OENSeT/L|Y|II.95, Doc 6, 26 February 1997 reprinted in Annual Report of the Inter-American

Commission on Human Rights 1996, OAS Doc OEA/Ser.L/Yfi,.95,Doc 7, rev, 14 March 1997, Ch IV,
"Proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples", Inter-American Commission on

Human Rights <http://www.cidh.oas.orglannualrep/96eng/96ench4.lìtm>.

Adopted by the Ninth International Conference of American States, Bogota, Colombia, 2 May 1948, Res

XXX, Final Act, OAS OffRec OEA/Ser.L/V/II.23, doc 2l,rev 6; OAS Doc OAS/Ser.L.Y/II.92, doc 31,

rev 3, 3 May 1996.

American Convention on Human Rights, adopted 22 November 1969, OAS TS No. 36 at l, OAS OffRec

OEA/Ser.L/V/II.23, doc 2I, rev 6;9 ILlv[ 99 (1970); (entered into force 18 July 1978).
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the potential application of the individual and collective rights of the Charter to protect the

traditional lands, resources and environment of indigenous peoples or "ethnic minorities"

such as the Ogoni of Nigeria, including an exploration of the complex issues associated with

interpreting the word "peoples" to apply to indigenous peoples or "ethnic minorities" in

Africa, particularly in the context of the right of self-determination and the right of "peoples"

to control their own resources.

This chapter will not examine the European human rights regime, despite its potential use for

the peoples of Siberia such as the Khanty. Historically, the European Community and the

Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) have shown less interest in

indigenous peoples than inter-American organisations, as indigenous peoples do not

comprise large proportions of the populations of European countries. Most European states

are largely concerned with problems they classify as "minorities" issues, these being "issues

that pertain to refugees, recent immigrants and national minorities created by historical

realignments of national frontiers".a Indigenous peoples were recognised them for the first

time as a group distinct from minorities at the meeting of the CSCE at Helsinki in July 1992.'

Two years later the European Parliament adopted the European Resolution on Action

Required Internationally to Provide Effective Protectionfor Indigenous Peoples.u

Despite this recent interest in indigenous issues by the European community, an analysis of

the structure, operation, strengths and limitations of the European human rights regime in

this thesis, which would be a major and lengthy undertaking, is not justified by the paucity of

jurisprudence relating specifically to indigenous peoples rights. Furthermore, a discussion of

the rights of minorities contained in the European law will provide no new insights regarding

the application of the rights of minorities to indigenous peoples in addition to those gained

from the discussion of the minorities rights provisions of the International Covenant of Civil

and Political Rights and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Minorities

Barslr R, "Indigenous Peoples in the 1990s: From Object to Subject of International Law?" (1'994) '7 Harv

Hum Rts J 33 at72.
The preliminary guidelines provided that participating states, "[n]oting that persons belonging to

indigenous populations may have special problems in exercising their rights, agree that their CSCE

commitments regarding human rights and fundamental freedoms apply fully and without discrimination to

such persons." Helsinki Document 1992 - The Chattenge of Change, reprinted in UN GAOR, 47th Sess,

para t(23), at 21, UN Doc N47136I (1992). See Barsh R, "Indigenous Peoples in the 1990s", above n4 at

'73.

European Parliament, Strasbourg, 9 February 1994, reprinted in Anaya S, Indigenous Peoples in

Internationqt Law (Oxford University Press, New York, Oxford,1996).

4

5

6
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undertaken in Chapter'7,and the African Charter on Human and Peoples'Rights in Section

8.3 of this Chapter.

8.2 American Human Rights Regime

8.2.1 Introduction

The Inter-American human rights system was born in 1948 with the creation of the

Organisation of American States (OAS) and the adoption of the American Declaration of the

Rights and Duties of Man (ADRDM).' The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights

(IACHR)8 and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights ("the Inter-American Court") are

the two major bodies charged with the protection of human rights in the Inter-American

System. The ADRDM and the American Convention on Human Rights' are curently the

major instruments for the protection of human rights and indigenous peoples' rights in the

inter-American system, and will remain so until the Proposed American Declaration on the

Rights of Indigenous Peoples,'o approved by the IACHR ín 1991, is adopted by the OAS.

Since the American Convention on Human Rights entered into force in 1978, the inter-

American human rights has become a dual system. One set of structures encompasses States

? American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, adopted by the Ninth International Conference of
American States, Bogota, Colombia, 2ilr4ay 1948, Res XXX, Final Act, OAS OffRec OEA/Ser.LA//II.23,

doc 21, rev 6; OAS Doc OAS/SeI.L.Y1IL92, doc 31, rev 3, 3 May 1996. The structure, functions and

purposes of the OAS are set out under the Charter of the OAS, reprinted with amendments in the Charter

of the Organisation of American ,S/a/es (General Secretariat of the OAS, Washinglon DC, 199'7),

Organisation of American States <http://www.oas.org>.
t The Inter-American Commission on Human fughts was created by resolution of the OAS in 1959 as an

autonomous organ of the Organisation of American States (OAS): Res MII, Fifth Meeting of Consultation

of Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Final Act, Santiago, Chile (12-18 Aug. 1959), OAS Off Rec

OEA/Ser.F/II.5, doc 89, English, rev 2, October 1959 at 10-11; American Declaration of the Rights and

Duties of Man, Articles 53 and 106; Statute of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Article

2. In 1970 the Protocol of Buenos Aires amended the OAS Charter to make the IACHR one of the

principal organs of the OAS: OAS Charter, Article 52(e). The role, functions and powers of the IACHR

ãre defined by the American Convention on Human Rights, the revised Statute of the Commission

(approved by the OAS in 1979) and the Commission's Regulations (approved by the Commission in 1980):

Statute of the Inter-American Commission on Hurnan Rights, approved by the General Assembly of the

OAS, resolution No. 447, at its Ninth Regular Session, held in LaPaz, Bolivia, October 1979; Regulations

of the Inter-Arnerican Commission on Human Rights, approved by the Commission at its 660th Meeting,

49th Session, held on April 8, 1980. The revised Statute and the Commission's Regulations (with

subsequent modifications) are reprinted in Harris D and Livingstone S (eds), The Inter-American System of
Human Rights (Clarendon Press, Oford, 1998), Appendices IV and V at 507-513 and 514-536

respectively, and are available from Organisation of American States <htþ://www.oas.org>.
e American Convention on Human Rights, above n3.
10 ProposedAmerican Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, above n1.
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that have not ratified the American Convention on Human Rights but have recognised the

ADRDM. The second set of structures regulates the States that have ratified the American

Convention on Human Rights. While the IACHR is responsible for the protection of human

rights under both sets of structures, the Inter-American Court is available only to states that

have ratified the American Convention.

With respect to all member States of the OAS, the IACHR is empowered to: make

recommendations to the governments of the member states on the adoption of progressive

measures in favour of human rights in the framework legislation, constitutional provisions

and international commitments, as well as appropriate measures to further the observance of

those rights;" prepare such studies or reports as it considers advisable for the performance of

its duties, including reports on the general situation of human rights in OAS member

countries;'t conduct on-site observations in a state, with the consent or at the invitation of the

government in question;" and consider individual petitions alleging violations of human

rights.'4 'With respect to States Parties to the American Convention on Human Rights, the

IACHR has the additional power to: take action on inter-State petitions pursuant to its

authority under the provisions of Articles 44 through 51 of the Convention;'' appear before

the Inter-American Court of Human Rights;'u request the Inter-American Court to take

" Ig'79 Statute of the IACI{R, Article lS(b) (in the case of States that have not ratified the Convention);

Arnerican Convention on Human Riglrts, Article a10) (in the case of States that have ratified the

Convention).
12 i979 Statute of the IACHR, Article lS(c) (in the case of States that have ratified the Convention);

American Convention on Human Rights, Article 41(c) (in the case of States that have ratified the

Convention). The Commission's power to make country reports was founded in Article 9 of the original

Statute of the IACI{R, which empowered the Commission "to make recommendations to the Governments

of the Member States in general, if it considers such Action advisable, for the adoption of progressive

rneasures in favour of human rights within the framework of their domestic legislation and, in accordance

with their constitutional precepts, appropriate measures to further the faithful observance of those rights",

and "to prepare such studies or reports as it considers advisable in the performance ofits duties". Article 9

has since been replaced by Article 41 of the American Convention on Human Rights (for state parties to the

Convention), and Articles 18-20 of the revised Statute of the Inter-American Comrnission on Human

Rights.
13 1979 Statute of the IACHR, Article 18(g). Article ll(c) of the original Statute of the IACHR, which

provided that the Commission "may move to the territory of any American State when it so decides by an

absolute majority and with the consent of the government concerned", was initially used by the

Commission as the basis for its power to conduct on-site investigations in OAS member States.
t4 1979 Statute of the IACHR, Article 20 andRegulations 51-54 of the Commission's Regulations (in the case

of States that have not ratified the Convention); American Convention on Human Rights, Article 4l(f) and

1979 Statute of the IACHR, Article l9(a) (in the case of States that have ratified the Convention). The

IACHR was first authorised to examine individual petitions relating to the alleged violations of human

rights in 1965 by a resolution of the Second Special Inter-American Conference: Res XXII, Second Special

Inter-American Conference, Rio de Janeiro, November, 1965, Final Act, OEA/Ser.Cll.I3,32'4 (1965).
rs American Convention on Human Rights, Article 4l(Ð; 19'79 Statute of the IACHR, Aficle l9(a).
r6 1979 statute of the IACHR, Article 19(b).
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provisional measures in serious and urgent cases;'t and consult the Inter-American Court in

the interpretation of the American Convention on Human Rights or other treaties. "

The rights protected by the Commission differ between those states that have ratified the

American Convention on Human Rights and those states that have not. The IACHR applies

the rights set forth in the ADRDM to all member states of the OAS, but applies the rights set

out in the American Convention on Human Rights only to those states that have ratified the

Convention.'n This means that in American countries that have ratified the American

Convention on Human Rights, the indigenous peoples are protected by the rights set forth in

the Convention and the ADRDM; but in countries that have not ratified the Convention, the

indigenous inhabitants are protected by the rights set forth in the ADRDM only.'o

Until the Proposed Inter-American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples is

adopted by the OAS, the ADRDM and the American Convention on Human Rights remain

the instruments for protecting the human rights of indigenous peoples at the inter-American

level. While the ADRDM and the American Convention on Human Rights do not contain

any provisions specifically addressed to indigenous peoples, some of the rights contained in

these two instruments have been found to be violated as a result of resource exploitation on

tt Ibid Article t9(c).It Ibid Article 19(d).

'n prior to the adoption of the American Convention on Human Rights, the rights the Commission sought to

protect were thoie laid down in the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man. Although the

Declaration was not intended to be legally binding, it has come to be "indirectly legally binding" through

the operation of the OAS Charter, which incorporates the substance of the American Declaration of the

Rightì and Duties of Man. Article 3 principle (l) of the Charter of the OAS states that "the American

States proclairn the fundarnental rights of the individual without distinction as to race, nationality, creed or

sex". Article 17 provides that "each State has the right to develop its cultural, political, and economic life

freely and naturally. In this free development, the State shall respect the rights of the individual and the

prinðiples of universal morality." In an Advisory Opinion in 1989, the Inter-American Court of Human

nignti confirmed that the rights referred to in the Charter are those contained in the ADRDM: UA Court

m, Series A No. 10, para 45 (1989), II HRIJ II8. After the entry into force of the American

Convention, pursuant to Articte 2(1) of the revised Statute of the Commission, the Commission initially

applied the rlghts set out in the Arnerican Convention on Human Rights only to those states that had

ratified the Convention; and applied the rights set forth in the American Declaration of the Rights and

Duties of Man only to those states that had not ratified the American Convention on Human Rights'

However, the Commission has since interpreted Article 29(d) of the Convention, which provides that "no

provision of the Convention shall be interpreted as excluding or limiting the eflect that the American

beclaration of the Rights and Duties of Man and other international acts of the same nature may have", to

mean that States ratiffing the Convention "cannot escape [the] obligations they have as members of the

OAS under the Declarati on" . Interpretation of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man

within the Framework of Art.64 of the American Convention on Humqn Rights, Advisory Opinion No 10

(oc-10/89), I/American court H.R series A No. 1, Appendix IV. 109, 11 HRIJ lI8.
2o One practical significance of this is that the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man

contains a range of economic, cultural and social riglrts that are not present in the American Convention on

Human Rights.

328
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traditional lands. Section 8.2.2 of this Chapter will set out the articles of the ADRDM and

the American Convention on Human Rights relevant to the protection of lands and the

environment and examine the practice of the IACHR and the inter-American Court in this

afea. The provisions of the Proposed Inter-American Declaration on the Rights of

Indigenous Peoples will be described in Section 8.2.3, then Section8.2.4 will conclude with

a brief discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of the inter-American human rights

regime.

8.2.2 The Protectíon of Human Ríghß under the Amerícan Declaration on the

Rights and Dutíes of Man and the American Conventíon on Human Ríghß

8.2.2.1 Substantive provisions of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of
Man and the American Convention on Human Rights

The American Declaration contains a number of rights, the protection of which may have

implications for the way in which States permit resource exploitation to be conducted on

traditional lands. These rights include the right of every person to: freely profess a religious

faith, and to manifest and practice it both in public and in private;t' fix their residence within

the territory of the state of which he or she is a national, to move about freely within such

territory, and not to leave it except by their own will;" preserve their health;" take part in the

cultural life of the community;'o and to own such private property as meets the essential

needs of decent living and helps to maintain the dignity of the individual and of the home.2'

Article II declares that all persons are "equal before the law and have the rights and duties

established in this Declaration, without distinction as to race, sex, language, creed or any

other factor."

Chapter II of the American Convention on Human Rights sets out a range of civil and

political rights, a number of which are of relevance for the way in which resource

exploitation is conducted on traditional lands. Article 2l(l) provides for the right to the use

and enjoyment of property, except that the "law may subordinate such use and enjoyment to

the interest of society". While this allows for the compulsory expropriation of property in

2t American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, Article III'
t' Article VIIL
" Article XI.

'o Article XIII.
2s Article xxIII,
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the public interest, Article 2l(2) provides that "no one shall be deprived of his property

except upon payment of just compensation, for reasons of public utility or social interest, and

in the cases and according to the forms established by law." Article 22 sets out the right to

freedom of movement and residence "subject to the provisions of the law", provided any

legal restrictions on this right are "to the extent necessary in a democratic society to prevent

crime, or to protect national security, public safety, public order, public morals, public

health, or the rights or freedoms of others."tu Other rights include: the right to freedom of

conscience and religion, including the freedom to "maintain or to change one's religion or

beliefs, and freedom to profess or disseminate one's religion or beliefs, either individually or

together with others, in public or in private";" and the right to life.t*

The civil and political rights contained in the American Convention on Human Rights have

been supplemented by Protocol of San Salvador, which sets out additional rights in the area

of economic, social and cultural rights. These include: the right to health (Article 10); the

right to live in a healthy environment and to have access to basic public services (Article 11);

and the right to the benefits of culture (Article l4). The Protocol, which was adopted by the

OAS in 1988, has not yet entered into force, lacking the necessary number of ratifications.t'

However, since the IACHR has held that the rights in the American Declaration are also

applicable to States that have ratified the American Convention, the rights to health and

culture set out in the ADRDM are applicable to States that have ratified the American

Convention.

8.2.2.2 The practice of the lnter-American Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights

The major mechanisms available to the IACHR that will be examined here are the

consideration of individual petitions and the preparation of country reports. Although the

Commission is empowered under the American Convention to receive and examine inter-

State communications concerning alleged violations of the rights set forth in the Convention,

,u Article 22(4) of the American Convention on Human Rights provides that the "exercise of the rights

recognised in paragrcph 1 may also be restricted by law in designated zones for reasons of public interest."
2? American Convention on Human Rights, Article 12.

" Article 4.

'n Craven M, "The Protection of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights under the Inter-American System of
Human Rights" in Harris D and Livingstone S (eds), The Inter-American System of Human Rights

(Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1998).
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in practice the inter-state complaints mechanism has not been used, and will not be

discussed.'o

(1) individual petitions

In practice, the procedures set out for bringing an individual complaint do not differ

markedly between States that have ratified the American Convention on Human Rights and

those that have not.'' An individual's right to bring a petition is automatic as against all OAS

member states under the 1979 Statute of the Commission, and also automatic against a state

party to the American Convention from the moment the Convention enters into force for that

State party." It is not necessary to be a victim of an alleged violation to lodge a petition with

the Commission, as any person, group of persons, or NGO legally recognised in a member

state of the OAS, may lodge a petition on their own behalf or on behalf of a third person."

Admissibility requirements for petitions against States party to the Convention are laid down

in Article 46 of the American Convention and Regulations 32-43 of the Commission's

Regulations.'o Regulations 32-43 also apply to non-Convention states." Grounds of

inadmissibility are laid down in Article 47 of the Convention''u

30 American Convention on Human Rights, Article 41(fl. There is no provision in the Statute or Regulations

of the Commission that allows it to receive inter-state complaints in the case of states that are not Party to

the Convention. The inter-state complaints procedure is not automatic upon ratification of the Convention.

The Commission may only admit and examination inter-state complaints if they are made by a State that

has made a declaration recognising the competence of the Commission, and if the State that has allegedly

committed the violation has also recognised the cornpetence of the Commission: Article 45(2). The

admissibility requirements for inter-state complaints are set out in Articles 46 and 47. The inter-state

complaints rnechanisrn has not been used because: the tradition of non-interference in domestic affairs has

made OAS member States reluctant to use this procedure; States have been reluctant to point the f,rnger at

human rights violation of other States in case attention will be drawn to their own efforts at home; and the

on-site investigations and country reports mechanisms of the IACHR have provided an "efftcient

alternative" to inter-state complaints. Cerna C, "The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights: Its

Organisation and Examination of Petitions and Communications" in Harris D and Livingstone S (eds), The

Inter-American System of Human Rights (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1998) at 113-114.
3r With respect to States that have not ratified the Arnerican Convention on Human Rights: Regs 5l-54 of the

Commission's Regulations. With respect to States Parties to the American Convention on Human Rights:

see Articles 44-51 of the Convention. One essential difference is that the Commission may submit a case

presented against a Party to the Convention to the Inter-American Court on Human Rights. Other

iequirements that differ in less important respects, such as the requirement in the case of Convention

parties to attempt a friendly settlement, are procedures used by the Commission in all cases where they are

warranted, whether the State is a parff to the Convention or not. Cerna C, above n30 at 77 .

32 Ibid at 78.

" Article 44 of the American Convention on Human Rights and Reg 26 of the Commission's Regulations

" There are four criteria for admissibility of individual petitions. First, domestic remedies must be

exhausted: American Convention on Human Rights, article 46(1)(a); Regulations of the Inter-American

Comrnission on Human Rights, Reg 37. Article 46(2) and Reg 37(2) sets out three situations where this

requirement is not applicable. These are when: the domestic legislation of the state concerned does not

affòrd due process oflaw for the protection ofrights; the parly alleging the violation ofhis rights has been

denied access to the remedies under domestic law or has been prevented from exhausting thern; or there
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There have been few cases before the IACHR pertaining to questions of indigenous rights in

general, and land rights in particular, partly because there have been no substantive standards

set concerning the rights of indigenous peoples at the inter-American level and partly

because the IACHR does not have a specific mandate to concern itself with the rights of

indigenous peoples." The IACHR has examined only four cases specific to the rights of

indigenous peoples brought before it under the individual communications procedures.

These cases concerned alleged violations of the rights of the Guahibo in Colombia;" the

has been unwarranted delay in rendering a final judgrnent under the dornestic remedies. Second, the

petition must be lodged within six months from the date on which the complainant has been notified of the

final ruling in cases where domestic remedies have been exhausted; American Convention on Human

Rights, Article a6(1)(b); Regulations of the IACHR, Reg 38. Third, the subject of the petition must not be

pending in another international organisation; American Convention on Human Rights, Aficle 46(l)(c);

Regulations of the IACHR, Reg 39. Fourth, the petition must contain the name, nationality, profession,

domicile, and signature of the person or persons or of the legal representative of the entity lodging the

petition: American Convention on Hurnan Rights, Article 46(lXd); Regulations of theIACHR, Pteg 32.

Regulation 32 of the Comrnission's Regulations contains additional requirements for the petition, which

must be satished in the cases of alleged violations by either Convention or non-Convention parties.
3s Regulation 52.
3u There are four grounds of inadmissibility under Article 47 of the Convention (see also Reg 41 of the

Commission's Regulations). A petition is inadmissible if: any of the requirements in Article 46 have not

been rnet; the petition does not state facts that tend to establish a violation ofthe rights guaranteed by the

Convention; the statements of the petitioner indicate that the petition is manifestly groundless or obviously

out of order; or the petitions is substantially the same as one previously studied by the Commission or by

another international organisation.tt Also, as the history of much of the Americas since the 1960s has been one of "military dictatorships,

violent repression of political opposition and of terrorism and intimidated judieiaries", the violation of
indigenous people' rights has to sorne extent been subsumed within the IACHR's primary objectives of
documenting gross violations of human rights, and encouraging member states to take action in this

respect: Hannum H, "The Protection of Indigenous Rights in the Inter-American System" in Harris D and

Livingstone S (eds), The Inter-American System of Human Rights (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1998) at 325

and 331-333. See also Harris D, "Regional Protection of Human Rights: the Inter-American Achievement"

in Harris D and Livingstone S (eds), The Inter-American System of Human Rights (Clarendon Press,

Oxford, 1998)aL2.

" Case 1690 (Colombia), Annual Report of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 1973, is

discussed in detail in Davis S, Land Rights and Indigenous Peoples: the Role o/ the Inter-American

Commission on Human Rights (Cultural Survival Report No. 29, Cultural Survival Inc, Cambridge

Massaclrusetts, 1988) (hereafter Land Rights and Indigenous Peoples) at 10-11 and 16-26. The Guahibo

petition, submitted to the IACHR in 1970, arose from alleged human rights violations committed by the

Colornbian army after it was sent in to deal with armed clashes between large landowners and a band of
indigenous guerillas. Several studies and reports written by government offrcials prior to the events in

queriion had warned that: "an explosive social situation existed in the region dues to the unequal land

distribution system"; the indigenous peoples encountered hostility in white territories and were frustrated

and despairing due to territorial dispossession and resource depletion; large landowners entering the area

after 1965 dispossessed both the Indians and peasant colonists, did not respect the boundaries of the

proposed Indian reserves, and used the local power structure, the police and the army to remove Indians

frorn their lands; and tlìat powerful individual landowners who wished to dispossess the Indians of their

lands, promoted hostility to the Indians and intimidated them to make them flee their lands. Despite these

reports, the IACHR did not seriously address the underlying land disputes. Satisfied that the government

and judiciary of Colombia had adequately investigated the incident, the IACHR closed the case on

procedural grounds without rnaking any f,rndings offact.
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Aché in Paraguay;'n the Yanomami in Brazil;* and the Miskito in Nicaragua.o' Although the

incidents in the Guahibo and Aché cases stemmed from underlying disputes over land, the

Commission barely mentioned these disputes in its written conclusions. Consequently, this

discussion will focus on the major cases of the Yanomami and the Miskito.

The Yanomami petition, presented to the IACHR by a number of NGOs on 15 December

1980, concerned violations of the human rights of the Yanomami Indians in Brazil caused by

the exploitation of the natural resources of the Amazon.o' In the 1970s, construction of

highway Br-2lO through the territory of the Yanomami, coupled with the discovery of rich

mineral deposits, led to a "massive penetration of outsiders", including mining companies

and independent prospectors, into the traditional lands of the Yanomami. Although the

government announced various initiatives to alleviate the difficulties of the Yanomami,

including the creation and demarcation of a reserve designed to protect their health and

territory, the invasion of the Yanomami's lands continued, with devastating consequences.o'

'n Case 1802 (Paraguay),Annual Report of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 1977. This

case is discussed in detail in Davis S, Land Rights and Indigenous Peoples, above n38 at II-12 and 27-40.

In this case, submitted to the Commission in 1974, it was alleged that human rights violations committed

against the Aché had led to the "wholesale disappearance" of the indigenous group. The Commission

concluded that there had been serious violations of the ADRDM but no government policy of genocide.

Again, the IACHR barely considered the issues of land tenure underlying the incidents in the case. From

the 1950s, the government had sought to ease conflicts between large landowners and small peasant

farrners in the central zone of the country by settling small farmers in the eastern part of the country. The

colonisation programme was devastating for the Aché people, who were forced from their traditional lands.

This situation was exacerbated by: a large influx of settlers into the region as a result of good soils,

government promises of cheap land and credit, and a rise in international commodity prices; the

deforestation ofland due to increased foreign investment in large capital-intensive agricultural and forestry

enterprises, and the concentration of land ownership in the hands of a few large corporations and wealthy,

powerful individuals, who vigorously resisted the transfer of lands to the Aché.
oo Case 7615 @razil), Inter-American Commission on Human Rights Resolution No.12185, March 5, 1985,

Annual Report of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 1984-1985, OAS Doc

OEA/Ser.L/V/II.66, doc 10, rev l, pp24-34 (hereafter referred to as the "Yanomami Case"),
at Report on the Situation of Human Rights of a Segment of the Nicaraguan Population of Miskito Origin,

Case No 7964 (Nicaragua), OAS Doc OEA/Ser.L|Y/II.62; and Resolution on the Friendly Settlement

Procedure Regarding the Human Rights Situation of a Segment of the Nicaraguan Population of Miskito

Origin, Case No 7964 (Nicaragua), OEA/Ser.L/V/II.62, doc 26 (1984). These documents have been

published as one report, in Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Report on the Situation of
Human Rights of a Segment of the Nicaraguan Population of Miskito Origin and Resolution on the

Friendly Settlement Procedure Regarding the Human Rights Situation of a Segment of the Nicaraguan

Population of Miskito Origin (General Secretariat of the OAS, Washington DC, 1984). Future page

reference numbers are to the latter publication, hereafter referred to as the Miskito Case.
o' Tlre Yanomami Case, above n40. This case is discussed in detail in Davis S, Land Rights and Indigenous

Peoples, above n38 at 12-14 and 4I-62.
a3 Tlre Yanomami Case, above n40, paras 2 and3.
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In its comments on the petition, the IACHR found that: because of the construction of the

highway, "the territory occupied for ages beyond memory by the Yanomami Indians was

invaded by highway construction workers, geologists, mining prospectors, and farm workers

desiring to settle in the country"; that "those invasions were carried out without prior and

adequate protection for the safety and health of the Yanomami Indians, which resulted in a

considerable number of deaths by epidemics of [various diseases]"; that the Indians living

near villages near the highway abandoned their villages and became beggars or prostitutes;

and that the discovery of minerals led to serious conflicts and violence between prospectors

and the Indians, which "affected the lives, security, health, and cultural integrity of the

Yanomamis".* The Commission went on to find that the failure of the Brazilian

Government to take "timely and effective measures to protect the human rights of the

Yanomami" had led to violation of Articles I (right to life, liberty and personal security);

Article VIII (right to residence and movement); and Article XI (right to the preservation of

health and well-being).0'

The IACHR then recognised the "important measures" that the Government of Brazil had

taken, particularly since 1983, to protect the Yanomami, and recommended the Government

"continue to take preventative and curative health measures to protect the lives and health" of

the Yanomami, and "proceed to set and demarcate the boundaries of the Yanomami Park".ou

Despite these measures, subsequent monitoring of the situation by the IACHR, notably its

1996 Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Brazil (discussed below) has revealed that

the lands rights, cultural integrity and lives of the Yanomami Indians remain under threat.

Although the Commission's conclusion rested on an examination of Brazilian domestic law

and its obligations under the ADRDM, the Commission "also implied that indigenous

peoples might be guaranteed additional rights specific to their needs", in particular the right

to cultural integrity.4? This implication arose from the statement of the IACHR that

international law in its present state, and as it is found clearly expressed in A¡ticle 27 of the

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, recognises the right of ethnic groups to

special protection in the use of their own language, for the practice of their own religion, and,

ot Ibid para lo.
45 Ibid Resolution 1. The IACHR did not explain in the case why the other articles were not violated as

alleged. The Commission found a breach of Article VIII, despite the fact that that this was not alleged by

the petitioners.
46 rbid Resolutions 2 and 3.
at Hannum H, above n37 at 328; Anaya S, Irrdigenous Peoples in Internationql Law, above n5 at 100.
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in general, for all those characteristics necessary for the preservation of their cultural

identity,4s

Thus, although the Commission's findings are concerned with the violations of the ADRDM,

the Commission was prepared to invoke current standards of international law in the case.

The "destruction of the Yanomami's identity was clearly at the forefront of the

Commission's concerns, even if its conclusions were expressed in the narrower language of

the American Declaration".o' Furthermore, the citation of Article 27 of the ICCPR by the

IACHR to support its characterisation of international law occurred even though Brazil was

not a party to the ICCPR at the time.'o

The second major case in which the IACHR dealt with the rights of indigenous peoples

concerned Miskito peoples of the Atlantic coast region of Nicaragua.t' The Miskito Case

arose out of the violence and civil war of the 1980s that led to the forced relocation of a large

number of Miskito people, although the case became more complex because of division

among the original complainants and the expansion of the complaint to include broader

issues of indigenous rights to autonomy and self-determination.t'

One of the claims examined by the Commission was whether the Miskito had "an inherent

right ... to possess, use and enjoy their ancestral lands, as well as its resources and riches"

under the right to property set forth in Article 2l of the American Convention on Human

Rights.s3 The Nicaraguan government rejected the argument that the Miskitos had "special

rights that allowed them to exercise rights other than those of other Nicaraguan citizens in

Nicaraguan territory" and stated that "territorial unity stands above any other consideration

and is not subject to discussion of any kind".to The Commission did not address the merits of

the land claim, stating that it was "not in a position to decide on the strict legal validity of the

claim of the Indian communities to their ancestral lands"." The Commission concluded by

a8 The Yanomami Case, above n40,paru1.
on Hannum H, above n37 at328.
s0 Anaya S, Indigenous Peoples in Internqtional Løw, above n5 at 100.
sr The Miskito Case, above n41.tt Hannum H, above n3'7 af 329.t' The Miskito Case, above n4l aT 125,
t4 Ibid aT126.t, Ibid at l2i . The Commission's decision was justified given the limited nature of international law relating

to indigenous peoples' rights at this time. The American Convention on Human Rights (to which

Nicaragua was party) and the ADRDM contained no provisions regarding indigenous land rights, and the

UN and OAS resolutions concerning the draft declarations on the rights ofindigenous peoples had not yet

been adopted. It would have been extremely contentious at the time for the IACHR to find that the right to
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recommending that a 'Just solution" be found that would meet "both the aspirations of the

Indians and the requisites of territorial unity" of the Republic of Nicaragua.tu

A second issue to be determined by the IACHR concerned the question of whether the

Miskito people, as indigenous peoples, enjoyed political rights to self-determination. After

noting that the American Convention contains no specific provisions relating to "ethnic

groups", the IACHR went on to examine Article 27 of the ICCPR and other documents of

international law to resolve this issue.tt While the Commission found that the present state of

international law did not recognise the right to self-determination of any ethnic group as

such, and that the right of self-determination could never justify disrupting the territorial

integrity of a sovereign state, the Commission held that Article 27 of the ICCPR guaranteed

the right of minorities to use their own language, enjoy their own culture and practice their

own religion, ancl furthermore, that such protection may require positive measures on the part

of States.t' In the case of the Miskito, the IACHR stated that "special legal protection is

recognised for the use of their language, the observance of their religion, and in general, all

those aspects related to the preservation of their cultural identity. To this should be added

the aspects linked to productive organisation, which includes, among other things, the issue

of the ancestral and communal lands."'n

It can be seen from this case that although the Commission did not decide that indigenous

peoples have an inherent right to the lands that they have traditionally occupied based on the

right to property set forth in Article 2l of the American Convention on Human Rights,

indigenous minorities have the right to special legal protection of their forms of productive

organisation, including the "issue of the ancestral and communal lands", as part of the right

to cultural integrity under Article 2l of the ICCPR. Thus, in the Miskito and Yanomami

cases, the IACHR recognised that the protection and preservation of land and economic

property in Article 21 of the American Convention on Human Rights forms a basis for protecting collective

indigenous land rights.
56 Ibid at t2'7.
s7 pursuant to Article 29(d) of the American Convention on Human Rights.
s8 The Miskito Case, above n41 at '76-77 on the right to culture, and at 78-82 on the right of self-

determination. The Commission cited the debates of the Third Committee of the UN General Assembly on

the scope of the right of self-deterrnination, Resolution 1514 (XÐ on the Declaration on the Granting of

Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, and Resolution 2625 (XXÐ on the Declaration on the

lrinõiples oflnternational Law concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among states in accordance

with the Charter of the United Nations, in support of its views. See also Hannum H, above n3'7 at329-330;

Anaya S, Indigenous Peoples in International Law, above n5 at 88.
se The Miskito Case, above n41. Following the Commission's decision, the Nicaraguan government

established a legislative and constitutional regime of political and administrative autonomy for the Atlantic

Coast in 1987,
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systems are a crucial aspect of the right to cultural integrity contained in Article 2l of the

ICCPR

The Miskito and Yanomami cases represent significant breaks with the Guahibo and Aché

cases, where the "critical relationships between the rights to life and land upon which the

physical and cultural survival of forest and other indigenous groups depend" were not

"analysed in any depth or given the priority they deserve".* In the early cases, the IACHR

was constrained, inter alia, by its "lack of historical and anthropological understanding of the

complex relations that exist between indigenous land rights and other aspects of indigenous

culture" and an "implicit attitude" that the protection of indigenous lands and resources is

best considered within the realm of domestic law."u' However, developments in international

law in the 1990s have given legitimacy to the concept that the rights of indigenous peoples

are a proper subject for international protection. Recent country reports by the IACHR have

demonstrated an increased willingness on the part of the Commission to report on the

specific issue of the land rights of indigenous peoples and to develop its practice in this area

(see below).

Most recently, the IJ'wa people of Colombia have submitted a petition to IACHR regarding

their rights in relation to exploration which international oil companies, in cooperation with

the Colombian state oil company ECOPETROL, seek to carry out on their traditional lands'

The U'wa community alleges that "it was not properly consulted when ECOPETROL

granted a licence to the international oil companies to begin exploration of the area with a

view to oil drilling in the near future" and that "if proper consultations were carried out, it

would become clear that oil drilling cannot take place on their land without causing

irreparable damage to their religious, economic and cultural identity and rights".ut The

Commission is currently processing the petition as Case No. 1I.754. The Commission has

stated that the case "has become more complicated as a result of serious delays in the process

for defining the status of the traditional U'wa territories. These delays are apparently related,

at least in part, to the debate over oil exploitation on the U'wa land."u' Whether this case

produces an advance in the practice of the Commission regarding indigenous land rights

60 Davis S, Land Rights and Indigenous Peoples, above n38 at 63-64.
6r Ibid.
62 Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Third Report on the Situation of Human Rights in

Colombia (1999), Ch X, "The Rights of Indigenous Peoples", Inter-American Commission on Human

Ri ghts <http : //www. cidh. oas. orglcountry. htm>, par a 32.
63 Ibid.
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remains to be seen, as both the Colombian State and the petitioners have made known their

interest in seeking a friendly settlement.

(2) country reports

The decision to prepare a country report lies with the IACHR, which will usually undertake a

report when it has received various individual petitions alleging widespread violations of

human rights or when it has already prepared a country report and wishes to monitor the

situation.* Country reports are usually published after the Commission has conducted an on-

site visit to the relevant country.u' Historically the IACHR has paid little attention to

indigenous rights in its country reports.uu However, its recent reports on Ecuador (1996),

Brazll (1996), Mexico (1998), and Colombia (1999) all contain chapters dealing with the

situation of indigenous peoples in those countries, including issues pertaining specifically to

land rights.u'

uo Medina C, "The Role of Country Reports in the Inter-American System of Human Rights" in Harris D and

Livingstone S (eds), The Inter-American System of Human Rights (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1998) at 118.
us The power to carry out observations in loco, which originated and developed as a matter of Commission

practice, is now set forth in Article 18(g) of the Commission's Statute, and in Reg 44 of the Commission's

Regulations.
uu Hannum H, above n37 aI 333-334. This may have stemmed from a number of factors, including: the lack

of normative standards regarding indigenous rights; the fact that abuse of indigenous peoples' in Latin

America has taken place within a context of the systematic gross violations of human rights, with which

the Commission has been preoccupied; and the inclination of the Commission to accept government

promises for change, rather than condemning past violations.
ut All available from Inter-American Commission on Human Rights <http://www.cidh.oas.orglcountry.htm>.

The Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Mexico (1998), while addressing indigenous rights,

concentrates largely on political rights and violence directed against indigenous peoples, and will not be

examined here. The Second Report on Colombia (1993) contains a description of land rights issues, but

the analysis is briefer and the recommendations weaker than the latest country reports. In Chapter XI of

the Report, the Commission very briefly surveys the Colornbian law relating to indigenous lands, and

examines some of the practical problems facing in the indigenous peoples in their quest to protect their

land rights. Some of these problems include: ignorance of government offrcials of laws protecting the

lands of indigenous peoples; the non-recognition of title by government authorities; opposition from small

landowners and seasonal farm workers; and attacks from death squads, formed by paramilitary groups and

killers hired by large landowners. Despite the grave diffrculties facing the indigenous peoples, the

Commission merely states in the Report's "Recommendations and Conclusions" that "respect for ethnic

and minority groups is a right recognised in the new Constitution of Colombia. It is essential that the

necessary measures be taken to enable such groups to survive and develop, and that their ethnic and

cultural diversiff be acknowledged": Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Second Report on the

Situation of Human Rights in Colombia, OAS Doc OEA/Serv.L/V.IL84, doc 39 rev, 14 October 1993,

"Conclusions and Recommendations", Inter-American Commission on Human Rights
<http ://www. cidh.oas. org/country. lrtm>.
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The IACHR's Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Ecuadoru' arose from a petition

submitted to the IACHR in June 1990, seeking precautionary measures to avoid imeparable

harm to the Huaorani people.u' The petition alleged the actual and imminent violation of the

Huaorani people's rights, recognised in the American Convention on Human Rights and the

ADRDM, as a result of oil development operations in their territory.to The IACHR did not

formally accept the case, but in November 1994 accepted an invitation by the Ecuadorean

government to conduct an on-site investigation into the allegations.t' Those parts of the

Report that deal with the issues associated with resource exploitation and indigenous land

rights are Chapter VIII, entitled "The Human Rights Situation of the Inhabitants of the

Interior of Ecuador Affected by Development Activities", and Chapter IX, entitled "Human

Rights Issues of Special Relevance to the Indigenous Inhabitants of the Country"."

Chapter VIII, which focuses on "the ability of the Oriente's inhabitants to realise their rights

to life and physical security in an environment that has been subjected to severe

environmental pollution", describes the devastating environmental effects of oil development

in the Oriente and contains a detailed analysis of the links between the environment and the

68 Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Ecuador, OAS

Doc OEA/Serv.L/V.II.96, doc 10, rev l, 24 April 1997, Inter-American Commission on Human Rights

<http ://www.cidh.oas.org/ country'htm>.
6e In lgg2, ONHAE joined CONFENAIE as co-petitioners in the case. For a description and analysis of the

petition, see Fabra A, "Indigenous Peoples, Environmental Degradation, and Human Rights: a Case Study"

in Boyle A and Anderson M (eds), Human Rights Approaches to Environmental Protection (Clarendon

Press, New York, 1996) aI 259-261; Mannina J, "The Human Rights hnplications of Economic

Development: a Case Study of tlie Huaorani People of Ecuador" (1992) 5 Geo Int'l Envtl L Rev II7 at 126-

t34.
70 The petitioners clairned that the actual and planned oil development had caused, and would cause,

violations of the right to: life and security; preservation of health and well-being; to humane treatment,

protection of the family; freedom of residence and rnovement; the inviolability of the home; freedom of
religion; the right to own property; the riglrt to privacy; and would violate the principle of self-

determination. The petitioners requested that the IACHR "urge the government of Ecuador to restrain

Conoco from any and all activity in Block 16 or elsewhere in traditional Huaorani lands pending a final

decision of the Commission in this rnatter". Fabra A, ibid at 260; Mannina J, ibid at I28.
?r The Commission decided that it would be more appropriate to conduct a general evaluation of the human

rights situation in Ecuador, because ofthe prospective nature of the claims, and the fact that the situation

complained of "was not isolated to the Huaorani people, but appeared to have an irnportant bearing on the

situation of rnany inhabitants of the region". IACHR, Report on the Situation of Human Rights in

Ecuador, above n68, Ch VIII nl, Ecuador ratified the American Convention on Human Rights on 28

December 1977, and accepted the jurisdiction of the Inter-Arnerican Court of Human Rights on 24 July

1984: Harris D and Livingstone S (eds), The Inter-American System of Human Rights (Clarendon Press,

Oxford, 1998), Appendix WII, "signatures and Current Status of Ratifications of Inter-American Human

Rights Treaties: American Convention on Hurnan Rights", aI 562.
72 Chapter I of the Report examines the legal and institutional guarantees of human rights in the Ecuadorean

legal system and provides background information on the socio-economic situation in Ecuador. The Report

goes on to examine the right to judicial recourse and the administration of justice in Ecuador (Ch II), the

right to life (Ch III), the right to humane treatment (Ch IÐ, the human rights situation of individuals

incarcerated within the penal system of Ecuador (Ch Ð, the right to personal liberty (Ch VI), the human

rights of Afro-Ecuadoreans (Ch X), and the human rights of Ecuadorean wolnen (Ch XD.
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rights to health and life.t' The Commission recognised that "the realisation of the right to

life, and to physical security and integrity" is "necessarily related to and in some ways

dependent upon one's physical environment", and that, accordingly, where "environmental

contamination and degradation pose a persistent threat to human rights and health" the

following rights are implicated: the rights to life liberty and personal security contained in

Arricle I of the ADRDM; the right to the preservation of health and well-being in Article XI

of ADRDM; the right to life in Article 4 of the American Convention on Human Rights; and

the right to physical, mental and moral integrity in Article 5 of the American Convention on

Human Rights.

The IACHR specifically states that the right to life recognised in Article 4 of the American

Convention on Human Rights, which is non-derogable and "constitutes the basis for the

realisation of all other rights" is not limited to protection against arbitrary killing, but may be

violated by "severe environmental pollution". Furthermore, as States are required under the

Convention to take positive measures to safeguard life and physical integrity, a case of severe

environmental pollution that poses a threat to human life and health may give rise to an

obligation on the state to "take reasonable measures to prevent such risk", or take the

"necessary measures to respond when persons have suffered injury".

While recognising "that the right to development implies that each state has the freedom to

exploit its natural resources, including through the granting of concessions and acceptance of

international investmsnt", the Commission went on to state that "the absence of regulation,

inappropriate regulation, or a lack of supervision in the application of extant norms may

create serious problems with respect to the environment which translate into violations of

human rights protected by the American Convention". Noting that the right to life and

physical integrity are norms of an imperative nature, the Commission held that Article 2 of

the American Convention requires that where these rights are not adequately ensured through

legislative and other means, the State must take the necessary corrective measures; and that

where the right to life, to health and to live in a healthy environment are already protected by

domestic law, the Convention requires that the law be effectively applied and enforced.to

t' IACHR, Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Ecuador, above n68, Ch VIII, "The Human Rights

Situation of the Inhabitants of the Interior of Ecuador Affected by Development Activities: Introduction".
to Ibid Ch VIII, "The Human Rights Situation of the Inhabitants of the Interior of Ecuador Affected by

Development Activities: Analysis".
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In light of its interpretation of relevant domestic law and inter-American law, the

Commission: encouraged the State of Ecuador to "take the measures necessary to ensure that

the acts of its agents conform to its domestic and inter-American legal obligations" and "take

steps to prevent harm to affected individuals through the conduct of its licensees and private

actors". The IACHR also stated that the government must "ensure that measures are in

place to prevent and protect against the occurrence of environmental contamination which

threatens the lives of the inhabitants of development sectors" and that "where the right to life

of Oriente inhabitants has been infringed upon by environmental contamination, the

Government is obliged to respond with appropriate measures of investigation and redress."tt

In particular, the Commission found that "decontamination is needed to correct mistakes that

ought never to have happened", and that "both the State and the companies conducting oil

exploitation activities are responsible for such anomalies, and both should be responsible for

correcting them. It is the duty of the State to ensure that they are corrected. "

The Commission also emphasised the importance of procedural rights in protecting the rights

to life and health where environmental issues are concerned, stating that "the quest to guard

against environmental conditions which threaten human health requires that individuals have

access to: information, participatibn in relevant decision-making processes, and judicial

recourse". Governments must ensure that such information as the law requires to be

submitted, such as environmental impact assessments, is readily accessible to potentially

affected individuals; that affected individuals should be able to be informed about and have

input into the decisions which affect them; and that individuals must have access to judicial

recourse to vindicate the rights to life and physical integrity.Tó

In Chapter IX, the IACHR examines human rights issues of special relevance to the

indigenous people, including: land, resources and property rights;" respect for indigenous

7s Ibid.
?6 The Commission recommended that the Ecuadorean governrnent: irnplement measures to ensure that all

persons have the right to participate, individually and jointly, in the formulation of decisions which directly

concern their enviromnent; take rneasures to ensure that access to justice is more fully afforded to the

people of the interior; and take measures to improve systems to disseminate information about the issues

which aflect the people of the Oriente, and to "enhance the transparency of and opportunities for public

input into processes affecting the inhabitants of development sectors".

" The Commission found that key aspects of Ecuadorean law have limited the ability of indigenous peoples to

obtain title to their traditional lands, or are inconsistent with indigenous land use systems, including: the

policy of colonisation of the Amazon and the consideration of large tracts of land in the Amazon basin as

tierras baldias; provisions of the 1994 Agrarian Development Law which allow the state to expropriate

land that has been left fallow for more than two years, and allow communally-held land to be divided or

alienated if two-thirds of the comrnunal assembly so decides; and provisions of the Forestry Law which

specifies that all land within the border of legally-designated natural parks must be appropriated or reverted
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expression, religion and culture; the impact of development activities on the human rights

and physical and cultural survival of the indigenous peoples of the Oriente; and the human

rights situation of the uncontacted indigenous inhabitants of the Oriente'

Article 2l of the American Convention recognises that "everyone has the right to the use and

enjoyment of his property". While Article 21 also provides that "the law may subordinate

such use and enjoyment to the interests of society", the IACHR interpreted Article 21 in light

of Article 29 of the American Convention, which stipulates that the Convention may not be

interpreted so as to restrict the enjoyment of any right recognised under domestic law, or

another convention to which the state is a party. In this context, the IACHR noted that

Article 11 of ILO Convention No. 107, to which Ecuador was a party at the time, recognises

the right of indigenous peoples to collectively or individually own the land they have

traditionally occupied. The Commission thus implied that Article 2l of the American

Convention may not be interpreted so as to restrict the recognition of indigenous peoples'

land rights as set forth in ILO Convention No. 107 or ILO Convention No 169 where either

Convention has been ratified by a state party to the American Convention."

With respect to indigenous rights to expression, religion and culture, the IACHR notes that

these rights must be enjoyed in community with others and that, in construing these rights

under the American Convention, account must also be taken of the Article 29 of the

American Convention. In this context, the Commission draws attention to the fact that

Ecuador is a party to the ICCPR, of which Article 27 recognises the right of ethnic groups to

protection of "all those characteristics which are necessary for the preservation of their

cultural identity". In the case of individuals under the American Convention, and minorities

under the ICCPR, the protection of the right to cultural integrity may require positive

measures on the part of states.t'

The Commission recognised that respect for indigenous peoples' special ties with their

traditional lands, and their close dependence upon the natural resources provided therein, is

"essential to their physical and cultural survival" stating that "for many indigenous cultures,

back to the state. IACHR, Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Ecuador, above n68, Ch IX,

"Human Rights Issues of Special Relevance to the Indigenous Inhabitants of the Country: Land, Resources

and Property Riglrts".
78 lbid.
?e Ibid óh IX, "Human Rights Issues of Special Relevance to the Indigenous Inhabitants of the Country:

Respect for Indigenous Expression, Religion and Culture".
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continued utilisation of traditional collective systems for the control and use of territory are

essential to their survival, as well as to their individual and collective well-being". Control

over the land refers to "its capacity for providing the resources which sustain life" and to "the

geographical space necessary for the cultural and social reproduction of the group."to The

IACHR found that in Ecuador, the opening of lands to oil exploitation and other

development activities have impinged on the physical and cultural survival of the Huaorani

and other indigenous peoples of the Amazon region,t' and that, in this respect, "special

protections for indigenous peoples may be required for them to exercise their rights fully and

equally with the rest of the population" and to "ensure their physical and cultural survival"."

The Commission also briefly reports on the protection of the uncontacted inhabitants of the

Amazon - the Tagaeri, and any Taromenane and Oñamenane - and notes that the government

of Ecuador is obliged under Article 1(1) of the American Convention to respect and ensure

the human rights of these peoples. Acknowledging that fulfilling this obligation with respect

to uncontacted groups presents "especially difficult and complex questions", the Commission

states that "the implementation of adequate measures to protect these peoples will be of

critical importance if this area is to be opened to development".t'

With respect to the issue of land rights and oil exploitation, the Commission stated that "the

protection of the rights of indigenous individuals and communities affected by oil and other

development activities requires that adequate protective measures be put in place beþre

damage has been suffered" (italics added). The IACHR recommended that the Government

of Ecuador take the necessary measures to: restrict settlers to areas which do not infringe

upon the ability of indigenous peoples to preserve their traditional culture; ensure the

meaningful and effective participation of indigenous representatives in the decision-making

80 Ibid Ch IX, "Human Rights Issues of Special Relevance to the Indigenous Inhabitants of the Country:

Conclusions".
8r Ibid Ch IX, "Human Rights Issues of Special Relevance to the Indigenous Inhabitants of the Country: the

Impact of Development Activities on the Human Rights and Physical and Cultural Suruival of the

Indigenous peoplei of the Oriente". These activities include the influx of outsiders made possible by the

construction of roads, so that "wide swaths of non-indigenous settlement now divide blocks of previously

indigenous territory"; the introduction of previously unknolvn diseases; the displacement of indigenous

inhabitants and communities from traditional lands; and the destruction and desecration of sacred areas.
82 Ibid Ch IX, "Human Rights Issues of Special Relevance to the Indigenous Inhabitants of the Country:

Conclusions".t' Ibid Ch IX, "Human Rights Issues of Special Relevance to the Indigenous Inhabitants of the Country: the

Human Rights Situation of the Uncontacted Indigenous Inhabitants of the Oriente".
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processes about development and other issues which affect them and their cultural survival;*

and take the necessary measures to guarantee the lives and physical integrity of the Tagaeri,

and any Taromenane and Oñamenane who may survive in the forest, such as establishing

some form of legal protection for the lands they inhabit, as their very extinction as peoples is

at issue.tt

The measures taken by the Ecuadorean government in response to the Commission's

recommendations in the country report were evaluated by the IACHR in a follow-up Report

in 1998.'u While noting various positive measures taken by the Ecuadorean state, including

constitutional innovations with respect to environmental and indigenous peoples' rights and

the ratification of ILO Convention No 169, the Commission stated that it had received

reports that: actions causing environmental deterioration continue to occur in the Oriente;

indigenous peoples remained affected by development activities, chiefly through pollution;

and that indigenous peoples continue to suffer discrimination and live in conditions of

extreme poverty, their land claims remain unsettled, their communities' cultural expressions

are still not respected in full; and they are not given due consideration when decisions that

could affect their interests are being taken.tt The Commission stated that it would continue

to observe the situation of Ecuador's indigenous peoples, called for "development activities

be carried out within a framework of sustainable development and due respect toward the

environment", and urged "effective recognition and respect" for indigenous peoples' rights

and for "indigenous communities to be involved and consulted in the decisions taken by

different sectors of society".tt

The IACHR also addresses indigenous land rights in its Report on the Situation of Human

Righrs in Brazil (1996) and Third Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Colombia

8a The Commission stated that "meaningfi.rl" in this sense necessarily implies that indigenous representatives

have full access to the information which will facilitate their participation.
8s The Commission also encouraged the State to take the steps necessary to resolve pending claims over the

title, use and control of traditionally indigenous territory, including those required to complete any pending

demarcation projects.
86 "FoUow-Up Report on Compliance by the Republic of Ecuador with the Recommendations Offered by the

Inter-American Commission on Human Rights in its 1997 Report on the Situation of Human Rights in

Ecuador", Annual Report of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 1998, OAS Doc

OEA/Sgr.L/V/I.lO2, doc 6, rev, 16 April 1999, Ch.V, Inter-American Commission on Human Rights

<http ://www.cidh.oas. org/annualreports'htm>.
87 Ibid paras 109-110 and 118.
8t Ibid paras 109-110 and ll9.
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(1999).'n In the Third Report on Colombia (1999) the Commission documents the

difficulties involved in titling lands, including the "State bureaucratic problem"; non-

indigenous settlers establishing themselves on indigenous lands through de facto occupation

and through forged titles and other controversial means; and the use of threats, harassment

and violence against indigenous peoples by large landowners acting in cooperation with

paramilitary forces and members or units of the Colombian state security forces. The Third

Report also contains a section on natural resources and indigenous territorial rights, in which

the Commission notes the complaints of indigenous peoples that the right of indigenous

peoples' to consultation before development of the resources on their traditional lands,

contained in ILO Convention No 169 and the Colombian Constitution, are not observed.

The Commission recommended that the Colombian government should: take appropriate

measures to ensure that the process of legal demarcation, recognition and granting of title to

indigenous communities is not hindered or delayed by bureaucratic difficulties; ensure that

indigenous communities enjoy effective control over community lands and territories without

interference by individuals who seek to maintain or take control over these territories through

violence or other means; ensure that the exploitation of natural resources found at indigenous

lands should be preceded by appropriate consultations with, and to the extent legally

required, consent from the indigenous communities; and that the government should ensure

that natural resource exploitation, and major development projects in or near indigenous

lands or areas of indigenous population do not cause irreparable harm to the religious,

economic, or cultural identity and rights of indigenous communities.

In its Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Brazil (1996),* the Commission describes

the relevant national legal provisions relating to the protection of indigenous land rights and

analyses the obstacles that "thwart firm application of the constitutional and legal precepts

regarding indigenous lands".n' The IACHR found that the cultural and physical integrity of

the indigenous peoples, and the integrity of their lands, remain "under constant threat and

attack by both individual and private groups who disrupt their lives and usurp their

8e IACHR, Third Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Colombia (1999), above n52, Ch X, "The

Riglrts of Indigenous Peoples"; Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Report on the Situation of
Human Rights in Brazil, Ch VI, "Human Rights of the Indigenous Peoples in Brazil", OAS Doc

OEA/Ser.L/V/II.97, doc 29, rev 1,29 November 1997,Inter-American Commission on Human Rights

<http ://www.cidh.oas.org/ country.htm>.
no IACHR, Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Brazil, ibid Ch VL
er Ibid para 40. The juridical and political attacks are described in paras 34-39; legal diffrculties met in

ousting intrusive occupants in paras 44-46; and the physical introduction of infrastructure in para 47.
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possessions", with protective measures undertaken by the state being insufficient to prevent

and find a solution to the "ever-continuing usurpation of their possessions and rights". In

particular, the Commission found that indigenous peoples'

ownership and effective possession is constantly being threatened, usu¡ped or eroded by
various acts--in particular, by invasion and unlawful intrusion for the purpose of lumbering,
mining or agricultural operations or for nonindigenous settlements; and also by judicial and

political attacks on the permanent status of rights that have already been established, or the

consolidation of those in process; and finally, by decisions to establish infrastructure in the
form of roads, public works or energy, without the due consent of the indigenous populations
affected thereby.'

In relation to the Yanomami in particular, the Commission found that since 1996 the

situation of the Yanomami has deteriorated, with a reduction in vigilance on the part of state

agency FUNAI (the National Foundation for the Indigenous) and the federal police, and an

escalation in violence directed against the Yanomami people and their defenders." Although

the Yanomami people have obtained full recognition of their rights to ownership of their

land, "their integrity as a people and as individuals is under constant attack by both invading

prospectors and the environmental pollution they create. State protection against these

constant pressures and invasions is irregular and feeble, so that they are constantly in danger

and their environment is suffering constant deterioration. "no

Among other things, the IACHR recommended the Braztlian government: "provide FUNAI

with all types of resources to enable it to carry out its function as regards completing the

demarcation of lands as well as providing advisory services and legal advice to the Indian

peoples"; and "institute federal protection measures with regard to Indian lands threatened by

invaders, with particular attention to those of the Yanomami, and in Amazônia in general,

including an increase in controlling, prosecuting and imposing severe punishment on the

e2 Ibid para 33. In addition to these problems, the indigenous peoples are facing a "new problem" of "the
creation of an administrative centre of the municipalities that lie in their part or entirely within the lands

claimed or demarcated as indigenous areas". This establishes a new jurisdiction, which erodes indigenous
sovereignty and becomes a source of conflict between indigenous authorities and municipal authorities, as,

for exarnple, the latter's structure and power relations tend to favour the settlement of non-indigenous
persons. Id paras 42 and 43.

e3 Paras 63-?8 examine the situation of the Yanomami people.
e4 Conclusion (f . The IACHR also examines the particular situation of the Macuxi people in the Roraima

State in Brazil in paras 48-62. With respect to the Maxuci people, the Commission found that "the
procrastination and diffrculties encountered in recognising the integrity of the Macuxi people and full
ownership of their lands, as well as the establishment of municipalities superimposed on their lands, thus
weakening their traditional leadership and structure, are evidence of the inability of the Brazilian state to
protect these peoples from invasion and abuse frorn third parties, and to militate against political pressures

as well as pressures from the police intended to erode their full security and enjoyrnent of their rights":
Conclusion (e).
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actual perpetrators and architects of such crimes, as well as the state agents who are active or

passive accomplices".n'

Two developments in the Commission's approach to indigenous land rights can be gained

from the IACHR's recent country reports. First, the Commission has begun to examine and

analyse the national laws of American states relating to indigenous peoples and their land

rights in its country reports, and offer strong recommendations for change. A diverse range

of measures have been recommended to governments, including the following: ensuring the

demarcating and titling of traditional lands; controlling and punishing individuals and

organisations, including government officials, who conduct or condone unauthorised

intrusions on indigenous peoples' lands; ensuring the adequate consultation and protection of

indigenous peoples when development projects are proposed for their territories; and

allocating sufficient resources to relevant state agencies to enable indigenous land rights to

be fully protected.

Second, the American Convention does not contain specific provisions relating to indigenous

peoples' rights that bind states party to the Convention. However, through Article 29 of the

American Convention, the Commission has interpreted state obligations to indigenous

peoples in light of other conventions containing provisions relating to indigenous peoples to

which those states are party, in particular ILO Convention No. 169. Thus, in addition to the

ILO's supervisory machinery, for states party to both the American Convention and

Convention No 169, the IACHR is able to monitor the situation of indigenous rights

according to the standards set in ILO Convention No. 169.

8.2.2.3 The lnter-American Court of Human Rights

The organisation, jurisdiction and functions of the Inter-American Court are set out in

Chapter VIII of the American Convention on Human Rights. The Inter-American Court has

both contentious and advisory jurisdiction. As regards its contentious jurisdiction, only the

IACHR and States that are party to the American Convention on Human Rights have the

right to submit a case to the Court.nu In order for the Court to hear a case against a State, that

nt With respect to the Maxuci people, the Comission recommended that the govenrment "demarcate and give

legal sanction to ownership of the lands of the Macuxi people in the State of Roraima, with full respect for

their property and ancestral institutions and customs"'
e6 American Convention on Human Rights, Article 61(l).
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State must have accepted the jurisdiction of the Court by declaration or by a special

agreement.n' All cases presented to the Court under its contentious jurisdiction must have

been taken to the IACHR first.n' The jurisdiction of the Court comprises the interpretation

and application of the provisions of the American Convention on Human Rights, and the

Court's judgment is binding upon the States that have accepted its jurisdiction'

The advisory jurisdiction of the Court is provided for in Article 64, according to which all

the member states of the OAS, whether a party to the Convention or not, and organs of the

OAS listed in Chapter X of the OAS Charter, may consult the Court "regarding the

interpretation of the Convention or of other treaties concerning the protection of human

rights in the American states". The Court may also provide any member state of the OAS,

whether a party to the Convention or not, with opinions "regarding the compatibility of any

of its domestic laws with the aforesaid international instruments" at the request of the State.

If the Court finds there has been a violation of a right or freedom protected by the

Convention, the Court is directed to rule that the injured party be ensured the enjoyment of

the right or freedom that was violated, and is empowered to rule, where appropriate, that the

consequences of the measure or situation that constituted the breach of the right or freedom

be remedied and that fair compensation be paid.'' Furthermore, "in cases of extreme gravity

and urgency, when necessary to avoid irreparable damage to persons, the Court shall adopt

shall provisional measures as it deems pertinent in matters it has under consideration".'o'

Where cases of extreme gravity and urgency have not yet been submitted to the Court, the

Court may act at the request of the Commission.

prior to 2000, the Inter-American Court had not examined any cases pertaining specifically

to indigenous lands rights, although it had been petitioned by the IACHR for the adoption of

provisional measures to force the Colombian State to protect the leaders of the Zenú

indigenous community from violence that has arisen over the transfer of the community's

e'7 Afücle 62.
e8 pursuant to the combined effect of Articles 6 1(2) and 48-50 of the American Convention on Human Rights.

Article 6l(2) states that in order for the court to hear a case, it is necessary that the procedures followed in

Articles 4g-50 are followed. Articles 48-50 lay down the procedures to be followed by the IACHR in its

consideration of inter-state and individual petitions.
ee American Convention on Human Rights, Articles 62(3) and 68'
too Article 6311¡.

'ot Article 63i2¡.
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traditional lands from non-indigenous landowners to the indigenous community''ot The

Inter-American Court is to examine its first case pertaining specifically to indigenous

peoples' land rights, presented to it by the IACHR, in 2000.'o' The case concerns the Awas

Tingni community of Nicaragua, who in 1995 presented a petition to the IACHR asserting

that the Nicaraguan government had breached its obligations of domestic and international

law by failing to guarantee the use and enjoyment of its ancestral lands. The lands in

question consist of rainforest, and are the subject of a thirty-year concession for road

construction and timber logging granted to a Korean corporation. While the Awas Tingni

reside on their ancestral lands in accordance with a traditional form of land tenure, and their

social and cultural structures are strongly tied to the land, they have no formal legal

recognition of their land tenure under Nicaraguan law, nor have their lands been demarcated

for formal recognition of ownership.

The Awas Tingni complaint is the first case before the Court on the conflict between the

collective, undocumented, "unrecognised" land rights of indigenous communities, and the

resource development interests of corporations and the government. The petition filed by the

Commission has raised a number of legal issues with respect to the interpretation and

r02 The non-indigenous landowners have sought to maintain control over the land by hiring paramilitary

forces that have attacked and killed indigenous leaders and comrnunity mernbers. From 1996 to 1998 the

Commission requested the Colombian authorities to adopt urgent precautionary measures on behalf of the

Zenú, eventually petitioning the Court on 18 March 1998. On 23 March 1998 the President of the Court

requested Colomtia to adopt precautionary rneasures to protect the lives and personal integrity of the

members of the Cornmunity and investigate the reports. On 19 June 1998, the Court ratified the

president's decision, and decided to maintain the provisional rneasures to safeguard the lives and personal

integrity of 22 persons in the Zenú indigenous comlnunity and to investigate the events reported' On 29

January 1999 the Court issued a new decision ordering the State to continue the protective measures and to

investigate the events that gave rise to these rneasures, as well as the alleged links between members of the

cornmunity and illegal groups. Annual Report of the Inter-American Commission on Humqn Rights 1996,

Ch II, ,'Activities of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights: Precautionary and Provisional

Measures Issued and in Force in 1996-, OAS Doc OEA/Ser.L/VII.95, doc 7, Íev,14 March I99'l,Infer-

American Commission on Human Rights <http://www.cidh.oas.org/annualreports.htm>; Annual Report of
the Inter-American Commission on Humqn Rights Igg7, Ch III, "Comtnission Activities - Petitions and

Cases Before the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights - Precautionary Measures Granted or

extended by the Commission in lgg'7", Inter-American Commission on Human Rights

<htþ://www.cidh.oas.org/annualreports.htm>; Annual Report of the Inter-American Commission on

Human Rights lggï, C|III, "The System of Petitions and Individual Cases - Petitions and Cases Before the

Inter-American Court of Human Rights - Provisional Measures", OAS Doc OEA/Ser.L/V/II.102, doc 6,

rev, 16 April Iggg, Inter-American Commission on Human Rights

<http://www.cidh.oãs.org/annualreports.htm>; IACHR, Third Report on the Situation of Human Rights in

colombia (1999), above n52, Ch X, "The Rights of Indigenous Peoples".
r03 The case was presented to the Court by the Comrnission in accordance with the jurisdiction granted to the

Cou.t under Article 6l of the American Convention. Anaya S, "The Awas Tingni Petition to the Inter-

American Commission on Human Rights: Indigenous Lands, Loggers, and Government Neglect in

Nicaragua" (1996) 9 St Thomas L Rev 157; Macklem P and Morgan E, "Indigenous Rights in the Inter-

Ameriðan Systern: The Amicus Brief of the Assembly of First Nations in Awas Tingni v. Republic of

Nicaragua" (2000) 22 Hum Rts Q 569'
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application of international law relevant to the protection of indigenous land rights,

including: Article 2I of the American Convention on the right to property; the right to

residence established in Article VIII of the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of

Man; article XVIII of the proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous

peoples on land rights (even though this is, as yet, in draft form); Article 14(1) of ILO

Convention No 169 on land rights; Article 21 of the ICCPR on the right to cultural integrity;

the right to religion articulated in Article 12 of the American Convention, Article 27 of the

ICCPR, and Article X of the proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous

peoples; the right to equality found in Article 24 of the American Convention and Article II

of the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man; the right to participate in

government contained in Article XV of the proposed American Declaration on the Rights of

Indigenous Peoples; and the right to consultation and participation in decision-making

contained in Articles 15(2) and 7 of ILO Convention No 169.

8.2.3 Proposed Amertcan Declørøtíon on the Ríghts of Inilígenous Peoples

The proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, approved by the

IACHR on 26 February lgg7,'* is currently under consideration by a Working Group of the

permanent Council.'o' The provisions under discussion here are those contained in the

proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples approved by the

IACHR in 1997, with amendments contained in the "Final Report of the Meeting of

Government Experts to Analyse the Proposed American Declaration on the Rights of

Indigenous Populations" of February, 1999. Where these amendments are stylistic (for

example, "full participation" substituted for "participating fully"), the amendments are not

shown, but the wording in the February 1999 document is adopted. Where an amendment

has an implication for the substance of the provision, the previous wording is also shown.

The Febru ary 1999 document uses the phrase "peoples/populations" as it has not been

determined which word will be used. However, I will use the word "peoples" only.

loa proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, above nl' An initial draft

Declaration was adopted by the IACHR in September 1995: Annual Report of the Inter-American

Commission on Human Righß 1995, Clt IV, "Draft Inter-American Declaration on the Rights of

Indigenous peoples", OAS Doc OEA/Ser.L/V/1I.90, doc 9, rev 1, Inter-American Commission on Human

Rights <http://www.cidh.oas.orglannualreports.htm>.
ror Eiablislreo by ttre General Assembly of the oAS in 7 June 1999 pursuant to oAS AG/RES.1610 (XXIX-

O/99), Organisation of American States <http://www.oas.org>.
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There is no actual definition of "indigenous peoples" in the Proposed Declaration, although

self-identification as indigenous is to be regarded as a fundamental criterion for determining

the peoples to which the provisions of the Declaration apply.'* Article 1 states that the

Declaration "applies to indigenous peoples as well as to peoples whose social, cultural and

economic conditions distinguish them from other sectors of the national community, and

whose status is regulated wholly or in part by their own customs or traditions or by special

laws or regulations." This wording has been criticised as being too wide or "overinclusive",

as it "potentially sweeps into the fold of indigenous peoples certain distinctive minority

groups that have had a certain longevity of existence in a nation-state, dating back to the

foundation of that state".'ot It has been suggested a narrower definition that more clearly

distinguishes between indigenous communities and other minority groups would be more

appropriate, and more accurately reflect the "reality of the Americas" where the struggles of

Indian, Inuit, and tribal communities that existed prior to European settlement have been at

the heart of the move towards recognising and protecting indigenous rights. '08

The major provisions dealing with land rights are contained in Article XVIII.'' Article

XV1¡ recognises the right of indigenous peoples "to the legal recognition of their varied and

specific forms modalities of their possession, control, and enjoyment of territories and

property";"0 the "entitlement" of indigenous peoples to "the recognition of their property and

ownership rights with respect to lands, territories and resources they have historically

occupied, and to the use of those to which they historically have had access for their

106 Proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Article 1(2). The use of

[peõples/populations] reflects the unease over the implications of the word "peoples" for secession. Article

t1:¡-states that "the use of the terrn "[peoples/populations]" in this instrument shall not be construed as

having any implication concerning other rights that might be associated with that term in international

law."
tot Weissner S, "Rights and Status of Indigenous Peoples: A Global Comparative and International Legal

Analysis" (1999) 12 Harv Hum Rts J 5'7 af ll2.
ro8 Hannum H, above n3'7 at336-337.
roe The preamble to the Proposed Declaration recognises the "respect for the environment accorded by the

cultures of indigenous peoples" and the "special relationship between those peoples and the environment,

the lands, the resources and the territories on which they live". The Preamble also recognises that "in

many indigenous cultures, traditional collective systems for control and use of land, territory and resources,

including bodies ofwater and coastal areas, are a necessary condition for their survival, social organisation,

development and their individual and collective wellbeing." Preamble, Paragraph 5, Proposed American

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The Meeting of Government Experts in February 1999

amended paragraph 5 and recommended it be shifted to the operative part of the Declarafion: Final Report

of the Mietirg o¡ Gourrnment Experts to Anolyse the Proposed American Declaration on the Rights of
indigenous Populations, held l0-I2 February 1999, Washinglon DC, OEA/Ser.K/XVI,

RECIDIN/do c. l0 I 99, 26 March 1999 .

Ito Article XVI11 (1). The wording in the Final Report of the Meeting of Government Experts refers to

"possession" and ornits the references to "ownership" and "use" contained in the IACHR 1997 Proposed

Declaration.
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traditional activities and livelihood";"' and provides that "where property and user rights of

indigenous peoples arise from rights existing prior to the creation of those states, the states

shall recognise the titles of indigenous peoples relative thereto as permanent, exclusive,

inalienable, imprescriptible and indefeasible". "'

Article XVIII also contains key provisions regarding oil and mineral exploitation on the

traditional lands of indigenous peoples. These include: rights with respect to resource

exploitation, including right to participate in the benefits of resource exploitation, and the

right to compensation for damages suffered; rights concerning relocation; the right to

restitution of traditional lands; and protection from unauthorised intrusion onto indigenous

peoples'lands.

The rights to natural resources and the issues of resource exploitation are dealt with in

Article XVIII(4) and(5), which reads as follows:

4. Indigenous peoples have the right to an effective legal framework for the protection of their

rights with respect to the natural resources on their lands, including the ability to use, manage,

and conserve such resources; and with respect to traditional uses of their lands, interests in

lands, and resources, such as subsistence items.

5, In the event that the subsoil minerals or resources of the subsoil belong to the state or that

the state has rights over other resources on the lands, the governments must establish or

maintain procedures for the participation of the peoples concerned in determining whether the

interests of such peoples would be adversely affected and to what extent, before undertaking or

authorising any program for planning, prospecting or exploiting the resources existing on their

lands. The peoples concerned shall participate in the benefits of such activities, and shall

receive compensation, on a basis not less favourable than the standard international law sum for

any loss which they may sustain as a result of such activities.

This Article attempts to compromise between the land rights of indigenous peoples and the

exploitation of natural resources by the state. The basic principle, stated in Article XVIII(4)

is that indigenous peoples have the right "to an effective legal framework for the protection

of their rights with respect to the natural resources on their lands". However, Article

XVIII(j) permits state exploitation of subsurface resources, including oil, where the

"resources of the subsoil belong to the state". The protection offered to indigenous peoples

ttt Article XVIII (2). The wording inthe Final Report of the Meeting of Government Experts uses the words

"are entitled to" in lieu of "have the right to", contained in the IACHR 1997 Proposed Declaration.

"' Article XVIII (3XÐ. This right is subject to the condition in Article XVIII (3XiÐ that "such titles may be

changed only by mutual consent between the state and respective indigenous [peoples/populations] when

they have full knowledge and appreciation of the nature or attributes of such property." Article XMII
(3xiii) provides that "nothing in 3,i) shall be construed as limiting the right of indigenous

[peoples/populations] to attribute ownership within the community in accordance with their customs,

traditions, uses and traditional practices, nor shall it affect any collective community rights thereto."
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in this situation is procedural: "before undertaking or authorising any program for planning,

prospecting or exploiting the resources existing on their lands", the governments must

"establish or maintain procedures for the participation of the peoples concerned", in

determining whether there would be any adverse effects, and the extent of adverse effects.

The indigenous peoples have no right of veto, even where there are adverse effects. Rather,

the peoples are to be compensated for harm caused by the exploitation of subsurface

resources, and participate in any benefits.

Article XVIII(4) and(5) should be read in conjunction with other provisions of the Proposed

American Declaration that should restrain the unfettered development of oil resources on

indigenous peoples' territories, in particular those provisions concerning environmental

protection; the right to development; the right to cultural integrity; and the protection of

sacred places.

Article XIII contains special provisions relating to the environmental protection of

indigenous peoples' lands. This article declares that indigenous peoples have the right to: a

safe and healthy environment, which is an essential condition for the enjoyment of the right

to life and collective well-being; be informed of measures which will affect their

environment, including information ensuring their effective participation in acts and policies

that might affect it; conserve, restore and protect their environment, and the productive

capacity of their lands, territories and resources; full participation in formulating, planning,

managing and applying governmental programmes of conservation of their lands, territories

and resources; and the right to receive assistance from their states for purposes of

environmental protection. Article XIII (7) further provides that indigenous territories

declared by a State to be a protected area, and any lands, territories and resources under

potential or actual claim by indigenous, natural biopreserves, and conservation areas "shall

not be subject to any natural resource development without the informed consent and

participation of the peoples concerned"."'

The provisions regarding the right to development are set out in Article XXL Of particular

relevance to the protection of indigenous peoples lands in the case of resource exploitation

are subsections (2) and (3) which state that:

'r3 The phrase "as well as locales used as natural biopreserves" is not contained in the 1997 Proposed

Decláration approved by the IACHR, but is contained in the version printed in the Final Report of the

Meeting of Government ExPerts.
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Unless exceptional circumstances so wanant in the public interest, the states shall take

necessary measures to ensure that decisions regarding any plan, program or proposal affecting

the rights or living conditions of indigenous peoples are not made without the free and

informed consent and participation of those [peoples/populations], that their preferences are

recognised and that no such plan, program or proposal which might have harmful effects on

those peoples is adoPted.

Indigenous peoples have the right to restitution or compensation no less favourable than set by

the standards of international law, for any loss which, despite the foregoing precautions, the

execution of those plans or proposals may have caused them; and measures taken to mitigate

adverse environmental, economic, social, cultural or spiritual effect'

The use and protection of sacred sites are given special protection in Article X(1), which

states generally that "indigenous peoples have the right to .. . freedom of religion and

spiritual practices ...". It is recognised that indigenous peoples "have the right to the use of

their sacred and ceremonial areas.""o Furthermore, the Declaration lays a positive obligation

on states to protected sacred areas, stating that "in collaboration with the indigenous peoples

concerned, states shall adopt effective measures to ensure that their sacred sites, including

burial sites, are preserved, respected and protected".t't

Furthermore, Article VII recognises the right of indigenous peoples to their "cultural

integrity, and their historical and archaeological heritage, which are important both for their

survival as well as for the identity of their members", and directs States to "recognise and

respect indigenous lifestyles, customs, traditions, forms of social, economic and political

organisation, institutions, practices, beliefs, values, clothing and languages." This concern

for culture integrity is supported by Article V which provides that "the states shall not

undertake, support or favour any policy of artificial or enforced assimilation of indigenous

[peoples/populations], destruction of a culture or possibly of the extermination of an

indigenous people". As we have seen in the context of Article 21 of the ICCPR, land is a

precondition for cultural integrity, forming the very basis for indigenous lifestyles, customs,

traditions, forms of social, economic and political organisation, institutions, practices, beliefs

and values.

The IACHR may well be prepared to use the provisions concerning environmental

protection, the right to development, the right to cultural integrity, and the protection of

sacred places, to protect the lands of indigenous peoples from the negative consequences of

tto Article XIV(2)
ttt Article x13¡.
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oil exploitation. In the Yanomami Case, the Commission referred to the right to cultural

integrity contained in Article 27 of the ICCPR in its decision, and, even in the absence of

normative standards relating to indigenous peoples' land rights and resource exploitation at

that time, charged the Brazilian government with demarcating and protecting the

Yanomami's lands. Furthermore, the conclusions and recommendations of the IACHR in its

Country Report on Ecuador lend support to the proposition that the Commission will be

sensitive to the loss of land and the destruction of culture and environment caused by oil

exploitation on indigenous peoples' lands.

Other land rights established by Article XVII of the Proposed Declaration are those relating

to involuntary relocation, the restitution of lands, and the prevention and punishment of

unauthorised intrusion on indigenous peoples' lands. Article XVIII(6), which deals with

involuntary relocation, reads as follows:

Unless exceptional and justified circumstances so warrant in the public interest, the states shall

not transfer or relocate indigenous peoples without the free, genuine, public and informed

consent of those peoples, and in all cases with prior compensation and prompt replacement of

lands appropriated, which must be of similar or better quality and which must have the same

legal status; and guaranteeing the right to its return if the causes that gave rise to the

displacement cease to exist. "u

This provision is similar to ILO Convention No. 169 in its allowance for relocation in

"exceptional and justified circumstances in the public interest". Again, there is no guide as

to the "exceptional and justified circumstances" that will warrant relocation in "the public

interest", and whether this will include exploitation of oil or other resources. The provision

regarding consent is stronger than in the UN Draft Declaration, as here consent must be

obtained, not merely sought. There are no procedures laid down to determine how the "free,

genuine, public and informed" consent of indigenous peoples is to be obtained, but a open,

public process would be required. While it may be possible to pay monetary compensation

for relocation, the practical difficulties of replacing land with that of similar or equal quality

in developing countries with large populations will still remain.

Article XVIII(7) deals with the restitution of lands, stating that "indigenous peoples have the

right to the restitution of the lands, territories and resources which they have traditionally

owned or otherwise occupied or used, and which have been confiscated, occupied, used or
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damaged, or when restitution is not possible, the right to compensation on a basis not less

favourable than the standard set by international law."t This is a broad provision, referring

to lands and territories "which they have traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used".

As such the wording does not appear to set a limit in time on the resolution of land claims,

although the provisions in XVIII(2) and (3) which specifically address historical claims may

indicate those claims are to be addressed under the earlier subsections, and Article XVIII(7)

is intended to address more recent events.

Article XVIII(6) deals with the prevention and punishment of unauthorised intrusion on

indigenous peoples' lands, providing that States "shall take all [possible] measures, including

the use of law enforcement mechanisms, to avert, prevent and punish, if [when] applicable,

any intrusion or use of those lands by unauthorised persons in order to take possession or

make use thereof. The states shall place maximum priority on the demarcation and

recognition of properties and areas of indigenous use." This provision is extremely

important in the Latin American context, where in the case of the peoples of Ecuador, and

also the Yanomami of Brazil, the roads associated with oil exploitation have allowed settlers

and colonists to move into indigenous areas. The qualifying phrase "possible measures" may

appear to be a loophole, but is designed to ensure flexibility. The provision applies only to

"unauthorised persons", thus laws such as Ecuador's that encourage colonisation may not

make the settlers "unauthorised". However, government validation of titles of unauthorised

settlers who have moved onto indigenous peoples' lands, as has happened in the past in

Ecuador, would breach Article XVIII(8).

The scope of the Proposed American Declaration goes well beyond the concerns for cultural

integrity and personal security which have characterised the Commission's statements in the

past", constituting a "significant expansion of indigenous rights presently recognised in the

American hemisphere, including much more specific recognition of the rights of indigenous

communities and peoples to economic and political self-management.""t In the past the

Commission has been constrained in its efforts to protect indigenous rights by the

conventional nature of the rights contained in the American Declaration of the Rights and

116 The word "appropriated" is substituted for "taken"; and the phrase "guaranteeing the right to its return" is

substituted for "with the guarantee of the right to return"; in the version contained inthe Final Report of
the Meeting of Government Experts, above n109.

rr? The ptrrase "set by" is substituted for "of in the version contained inthe Final Report of the Meeting of
Government Experts, above n109.

ttt Hannum H, above n37 aL342.
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Duties of Man, and the American Convention on Human Rights."e The adoption by the OAS

of a Declaration, by setting out normative standards on indigenous rights, will aid the

Commission in the protection of indigenous peoples' land rights.

However, it has been observed that "while the OAS draft declaration is progressive, its

language is more moderate and its goals somewhat more modest than those found in the UN

draft declaration" and that it is less detailed than the UN draft Declaration.'to It remains to be

seen how strong the final provisions of the Declaration will be; how the IACHR will

interpret the rights in the Declaration and balance competing claims of governments and

indigenous peoples; and how governments will react to attempts by the IACHR to hold them

accountable for violations of these rights.

8.2.4 Critícisms of the Inter'American Human Ríghts System

The first major criticism of the inter-American human rights regime is the lack of

compliance and enforcement mechanisms. The Commission and the Court do not have the

power to force States to comply with recommendations and judgments. There is no

provision in the OAS Charter vesting the task of monitoring or ensuring compliance with

recommendations of the Commission or the judgments of the Court in the General Assembly

of the OAS, nor does the American Convention on Human Rights impose any specific

undertaking on the political organs of the OAS to enforce the recommendations of the

Commission or the judgments of the Court against State Parties to the Convention. Although

State Parties undertake to "respect and ensure" the rights set forth in the American

Convention on Human Rights,''' and expressly undertake to comply with the judgments of

the Court,"' the Convention does not give express powers to the political organs of the OAS

to monitor compliance or impose sanctions for non-compliance''"

The Commission's decisions on petitions (unless a case is referred to the Court, or reaches a

friendly settlement), its country reports, and the Court's judgments are submitted to the

General Assembly of the OAS. However, it has been concluded that since the early 1980s,

tre Ibid ar343.
t'o Ibid at342.
r2r Articles 1(1) and 2

'" Article 68(1).
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although the General Assembly has shown an interest in the work of the Commission, in the

form of acknowledging receipt of the Commission's reports, the General Assembly "has not

been effective as an enforcer of human rights standards in the Americas",'to and that "the

OAS Assembly has, with few exceptions, not taken the initiative to cause states to comply

with Commission reports and Court judgments"''"

Underlying in part the reluctance of the General Assembly to enforce human rights standards

is the sensitivity of emerging democracies to exposure by the Commission.''u The meetings

of the General Assembly have been seen as forums in which member states can defend

themselves from allegations of human rights violations, most often not by producing

evidence to the contrary, but by attacking the Commission and accusing it of misusing its

supervisory powers.'" Rather than urging the member states to comply with Commission

recommendations, the General Assembly has urged the Commission to give special

importance to dialogue with states."'

In light of the shortcomings in the compliance and enforcement mechanisms, it has been

stated that the effectiveness of the system has come about through the release of the

tt' Gómez V, "The Interaction Between the Political Actors of the OAS, the Commission and the Court" in

Harris D and Livingstone S (eds), The Inter-American System of Human Rights (Clarendon Press, Oxford,

1998) at I9l-192.
r'4 Ibid at 2oo.
r2t Harris D, above n37 at28. This is in contrast to the period 1975-1980, when the resolutions issued by the

General Assembly indicated it felt a "genuine interest in the effectiveness of the system of protection" in

the Americas, and was "willing to oversee compliance with general human rights standards on the basis of
the judgement of the Commission and to enhance the effectiveness the latter's recommendations": Gómez

V, above nl23 aI lg3-194. In the early 1970s, the General Assembly resolutions were limited to
acknowledging receipt of the annual reports and thanking the Commission for its work. However, from

1975 to the early 1980s, the General Assembly adopted a more positive and supportive approach to the

findings of the Commission, calling on countries to attend to the conclusions and recommendations of the

Commission, and adopt measures necessary for the full observance of human rights, The General

Assembly also passed a number of general resolutions in support of the IACHR, such as calling on states to

consent to on-site investigations and cooperate with the Commission by supplying information:

AGiRes.37l (VIII-0/78); AG/Res.315 (V[-0/7'7). This state of aflairs changed from 1980, when

Argentina, in response to the Cornmission's 1980 Country Report, persuaded the General Assembly to

adopt a "low profile resolution", whereby the General Assembly merely "took note" of the Commission's

Annual Report, and its reports on Argentina and Haiti in one resolution, without urging the Member States

to comply with the recommendations of the Commission: AGlRes.5lO (X-0/80). By 1981 the General

Assernbþ resolutions had "lost all of the elements that once made them a vehicle of political

condemnation": Gómez V, id at 192-195.
126 These states have argued that: the standards used to judge the authoritarian regimes should not apply to

democratic regimes; the Commission should not condemn the weaknesses of the new democracies, but

should adopt a constructive role; the Commission should have only a promotional and advisory role; and

that the role of the General Assembly sliould be to approve the Commission reports only in their

compliance with formal requirements, but not to analyse the contents and act upon them. Gómez V, ibid at

196-197.t" Medina C, above n64 at126.
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Commission's reports to the media and the general public, with the dynamics of enforcement

depending to a large extent on the "widespread publicity that is afforded by the presentation

of the Commission's annual and country reports and the Court's annual report to the General

Assembly" and the debate on their contents in that body.''n While the Commission remains

"the axis of processes for publicity", this will maintain the "only channel open for the System

to have an impact on the protection of human rights".''o

Second, a number of procedural shortcomings have been identified in the inter-American

human rights system.''' The system has been criticised for failing to establish "true

procedural equity" between the petitioners and the defendant state".'" Of particular concern

in this context is that fact that individual petitioners have no standing before the Inter-

American Court, and that in cases before the Court, attorneys for the petitioners are limited

to the role of advisers to the Commission, and in that capacity, are under the strict

supervision and control of the Commission.'tt Also undermining balance between the parties

is the practice of allowing Commission decisions regarding admissibility to be reopened

before the Court by the respondent government, but not by alleged victims;'* and the issue of

confidentiality within Article 50, whereby the Report of the Commission is sent to the State

Party, with the complainant being provided with not being appraised of the contents of the

report nor aware of the status of the process.ttt

Other criticisms pertaining to procedural practices include: the failure of the Commission to

establish clear and consistent procedures and policies relating to admissibility;''u the

extensive period of time taken by the Commission to determine the admissibility of

individual petitions;'" the lack of clear criteria regulating the referral of cases by the

r2t AG/Res.1331 ()Off-0i95) and AGiRes.1169 (XXII-0/92); Gómez V, above nl23 at 196.

'tn Górne, V, ibid at 178-190.
r3o Ibid at 2oo.t" 

See Rescia V and Seitles M, "The Development of the Inter-American Human Rights System: A Historical

Perspective and Modern-Day Critique" (2000) NYL Sch J Hum R/s 593; Vivanco J and Bhansali L,

"Procedural Shortcomings in the Defence of Human Rights: an Inequality of Arms" in Harris D and

Livingstone S (eds), The Inter-American System of Human Rights (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1998); and

Trinidade A, "The Inter-American Human Rights System at the Dawn of the New Century:

Recommendations for Improvement of lts Mechanism of Protection' in Harris D and Livingstone S (eds),

The Inter-American system of Human Rights (clarendon Press, oxford, 1998).
t" Vivanco J and Bhansali L, ibid af 435.
133 Ibid at 435-436; Trinidade A, above n131 at 413-417', Rescia V and Seitles M, above n131 at 630.
r3a Trinidade A, ibid af 4rl-412.
r35 Rescia V and Seitles M, above n13 t at 63 1.
t'u Vivanco J and Bhansali L, above n131 at 426-429 '
r37 Rescia V and Seitles M, above nl31 at 628.
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Commission to the Court;'tt and the current practice of the Court of repeating the process of

fact-finding undertaken by the Commission, thereby duplicating tasks such as the gathering

of witness and expert testimony, and wasting resources and adding time to the process. "n

Third, both the Commission and the Court have inadequate budgets that make it impossible

for them to adequately fulfil their responsibilities.'* The insufficient level of funding

received by the IACHR from the OAS member states has impeded its efficiency and

institutional functioning. The Inter-American Court cannot always afford to convene timely

hearings; and understaffing is a serious problem for both the Commission and the Court.'o'

Fourth, the inter-American human rights system has been criticised for the time taken for

cases to proceed through the system. Cases before the Commission take an average of three

to four years to be resolved; if the case proceeds to the Inter-American Court, the process

takes on average another four years to be completely resolved. The budgetary shortages and

procedural difficulties, identified above, contribute to the time delays within the system.'o'

Fifth, the inter-American system has been criticised for its "very poor record of providing

any real monetary compensation for victims of human rights violations".'o' Even where

petitioners receive a favourable hearing from the IACHR, they are "most likely to obtain no

more than a moral victorY".t*

Finally, the politicisation of the system has been perceived as a "serious and generalised

problem that threatens the systems' credibility".'ot A number of factors have contributed to

this including: the existence of the Commission as an organ of the OAS; the lack of

transparency in the election process of members of the Commission and the judges of the

r 3t Trinidade A, above n13 1 at 412; Rescia V and Seitles M, ibid at 629 '

t3e Trinidade A, ibid at 4I2; Rescia V and Seitles M, ibid at629.
too Gómez V, above nI23 at21l-213;Pasqualucci J, "The Inter-American Human Rights System: Establishing

precedents and Procedure in Human Rights Law" (1995) 26 (l Miami Inter-Am L Rev 29'7 at 355; Rescia V

and Seitles M, ibid at 626.
tot For example, the Commission's permanent staff of twelve covers a hemisphere inhabited by 900 million

individuals, in contrast to the sixty lawyers who supervise the compliance of the European Convention for

400 rnillion inhabitants: Grossman C, "strengthening the Inter-American Human Rights System: the

Current Debate" (1993) 92 ASIL Proc 186 at 186.
ra2 Rescia V and Seitles M, above nl3l, at622.
to, De Bolívar M, "A Comparison of Protecting the Environmental Interests of Latin-American Indigenous

Communities frorn Transnational Corporations Under International Human Rights and Environmental

Law" (1998) 8(I) J Transnat'l L & Pol'y 105 aI' 147.
to4 Ibid.
rat Vivanco J and Bhansali L, above nl3l af 423.
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Court; the re-election process, by which States re-elect commissioners and judges according

to their past records, thereby potentially undermining the autonomy of the Commission and

the Court; the appointment of ad hoc judges by defendant states in cases before the Court; the

"visible lack of consistency in the Commission's decisions on individual petitions, in which

historically little attention has been paid to developing doctrine and precedent that would

establish predictability"; and, in its deliberations, the consideration by the Commission of

extra-legal arguments, usually introduced by states''ou

to6 rbidat424
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8.3 African Human Rights Regime: The African (Banjul) Charter on Human

and Peoples' Rights

8.3.1 Introduction

The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights ("Banjul Charter") was adopted by the

18th Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the Organisation of African Unity

(OAU) in June 1981, and entered into force on 21 October 1986.'o' Part I of the Banjut

Charter articulates a range of "rights and duties". Chapter I of Part I contains a range of

individual human rights, including civil and political rights, such as the right to life (Article

4), and economic, social and cultural rights, such as the right to work (Article 15).'ot The

Banjul Charter is unique among human rights instruments of international law as it also

contains a number of provisions dealing with peoples' rights'on and with the duties of

individuals.'to Part II of the Charter elaborates on "measures of safeguard" to protect the

tot Adopted 2j J¡¡¡1e 1981, OAU Doc CABiLEGI6'713lFtev.5 (1931); 2I ILM 58 (1982), (entered into force 2l
October 1986). The draft of the Banjul Charter was prepared by a body of experts meeting in Dakar,

Senegal, in November 1979, and in Banjul, the Gambia, in June 1980 and January 1981. The Charter was

calleá the "Banjul Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights" rather than the "African Charter on Human and

Peoples' Rights" as it was felt the latter name could have led to confusion with the Charter of the

Orgãnisation of African Unity: "Introductory Note to the Banjul Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights"

(19S2) 2l ILM 58. For background information on the Banjul Charter, see: International Commission of

Jurists, Human and Peoples' Rights in Africa qnd the African Charter, Report of a Conference held in

Nairobi from 2 to 4 December 1985 convened by the International Comrnission of Jurists; D'Sa R, "The

African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights: Problems and Prospects for Regional Action' (1987) Aust
yB Int I l0l at 103-106; Gittleman R, "The African Charter on Human and Peoples'Rights: aLegal
Analysis" (1932) 22(4) Virg JIL 66'1 af 667 -673 '

to* Othei rights articulated in Chapter I of Part I are: the right to equalitybefore the law (Article 3); freedom

from torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment (Article 5); the right to liberty (Article 6); the

right to a fair trial (Article 7); freedorn of conscience and religion (Article 8); freedom of information

(Àrticle 9); the right to free association (Article 10); freedorn of assembly (Article ll); freedom of

movement (Article 12); the right to participate freely in government (Article 13(1)); and the right to

education (Article 17(1)).
rae Banjul Charter, Part I, Chapter I, Articles 19-24. The inclusion of peoples' rights in the Banjul Charter

embodies the African conception and philosopliy of a person in society, where a person is not regarded as

an isolated and abstract individual, but as an integral rnember of a group. Unlike the Western legal-

philosophical tradition, the individual in traditional African society is seen to derive personhood from the

òotlectivity, rather than being divorced from the collectiviff. The Banjul Charter thus recognises that

individual rights can only be realised within the context of the community: Anthony A, "Beyond the Paper

Tiger: the Challenge of a Human Rights Court in Africa" (199'7) 32 Texas Int IJ 511; Kiwanuka R, "The

Mèaning of "People" in the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights" (1988) 82 AJIL 80; Okere O,

"The Protection of Human Rights in Africa and the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights: a

Comparative Analysis with the European and American Systems" (1984) 6(2) Hum Rts Q I4l.
Ito Ban¡ul Charter, Part I, Chapter II, Articles 2'7-29. Tlte duties of an individual to "his family and society,

the State and other legally recognised communities and the international community" are based on the

notion of individual obligation to the cornmunity, which is "firmly ingrained in African tradition" and are

"consistent with historical traditions and values of African civilisation upon which the Charter relied":

Gittlernan R, above nl47 at 676. For a discussion on the duties in the Banjul Charter, see Mutua M, "The
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rights laid down in Part I, namely the establishment, organisation, mandate and procedure of

the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights (African Commission), and the

"applicable principles" by which the Commission is to be guided in its functions under the

Charter.'t'

The African Charter contains no Articles specifically addressing the issue of ownership,

possession and use of land that may benefit indigenous groups such as the Ogoni people.

However, a number of articles could be invoked by groups such as the Ogoni in order to

protect themselves from the negative consequences of oil development.

8,3.2 Substøntíve Provisions of the Banjul Charter

8.3.2.1 The Right to ProPertY

Article 14 sets out an individual right to property as follows:

The right to property shall be guaranteed. It may only be encroached upon in the interest of
public need or in the general interest of the community and in accordance with the provisions

of appropriate laws,

Does an Act such as the Nigerian Land Use Act 1978, which nationalised all land holdings,

violate the right to property set out in Article 14 of the Banjul Charter? This is unlikely, as

the Article, "by not restricting the State's ability to call virtually anything in the "public

need", nor setting forth guidelines clarifying the situations in which a government may

exercise eminent domain, the Charter allows a State to take property absent local law to the

contrary".'t' The nationalisation of land in Nigeria under the Land Use Act 1978 would not

breach the Charter, as the Decree/Act was enacted in the public interest to stop land

speculation and inflation, and to provide land for all, particularly in the cities.

Banjul Charter and the African Cultural Fingerprint: an Evaluation of the Language of Duties" (1995) 35

Wrg JIL 339.
tst 1¡t eshblishment and organisation of the African Commission are dealt with in Part II, Chapter III

(Articles 30-4Ð; the mandate of the African Commission in Part II, Chapter II (Article 45); the procedure

of the African Commission in Part II, Chapter III (Articles 46-59); and the applicable principles by which

the Commission is to be guided in Part II, Chapter IV (Articles 60-63)'
ts2 GittlemanR, above nl47 at700.
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However, the expropriation of land for oil exploitation, without the payment of

compensation, may well constitute a violation of Article 14 of the Banjul Charter. Although

there is no explicit requirement of compensation in Article 14, the phrase "in accordance

with the provisions of appropriate laws" suggests compensation may be payable in

accordance with relevant international law. Article 60 of the Banjul Charter, which states

that the Commission "shall draw inspiration from international law on human and peoples'

rights", may lend support to this proposition.'" In this regard, under the American

Convention on Human Rights, payment of just compensation must be awarded to any

individual who has property taken "for reasons of public utility or social interest".''o

"Appropriate laws" may also include national laws guaranteeing compensation for the

compulsory acquisition of property. The 1999 Nigerian Constitution guarantees payment for

the expropriation of property, although, as discussed in the Nigerian case study in Chapter 4,

conflict exists between the standard of compensation payable under the 1979 and 1999

Constitution compared with the Land Use Act 1978.'"

Professor Umozurike, Nigerian and member of the African Commission on Human and

Peoples' Rights, assumes compensation is payable, but that the standard of compensation is

undefined."u Umozurike criticises the omission of the standard of compensation in the

Charter, and suggests that standards for compensation should have been set in the light of

"the controversy that usually surrounds the expropriation of property".'tt He submits

compensation may be either "appropriate" or reasonable in the United Nations sense, or "fair,

prompt and adequate" in the Western sense, and leans towards the former standard.

rs3 Articles 60 and 61 of the Banjul Charter provide that:

The Commission shall draw inspiration from international law on human and peoples' rights,

particularly from the provisions of various African instruments on human and peoples' rights, the

Charter of the United Natior.rs, the Charter of the Organisation of African Unity, the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights, other instruments adopted by the United Nations and by African

countries in the held of human and peoples' rights as well as from the provisions of various

instrurnents adopted within the Specialised Agencies of the United Nations of which the parties to

the present Charter are members.

The Commission shall also take into consideration, as subsidiary measures to determine the

principles of law, other general or special international conventions, laying down rules expressly

iecogriised by member states of the Organisation of African Unity, African practices consistent with

international nofins on human and peoples' rights, customs generally accepted as law, general

principles of law recognised by African States as well as legal precedents and doctrine.

r5a American Convention on Human Rights, Article 21.
rss This point is discussed above in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1,ppI26-I29.
ts6 Umoiurike U, "The Protection of Human Rights under the Banjul (African) Charter on Human and

peoples' Rights", above n154 at 70-71 (hereafter "Human Rights Under the Banjul Charter". Cf D'Sa,

who states that "it is clear that there is no right to compensation for individuals" under Article 14: D'Sa R,

above n147 at 113.
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8.3.2.2 The Right to Health

Article 16 of the Banjul Charter provides that:

1. Every individual shall have the right to enjoy the best attainable state of physical and

mental health.

2. States parties to the present Charter shall take the necessary measures to protect the health

of their people and to ensure that they receive medical attention when they are sick.

In rhe case of oil exploitation, the right to health in Article 16(1) may be violated by the

negative impacts on the health of the Ogoni caused by oil spills and poor environmental

practices such as gas flaring. With the African Commission directed under Article 60 to

"draw inspiration from international law on human and peoples' rights" in the performance

of its functions, the recognition of the environment as fundamental to the right to health by

the Human Rights Committee and the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (see

above) may influence the Commission's jurisprudence in this area. The obligation upon

States to take "necessary measures to protect the health of their people" in Article 16(2) may

require the State to enact tougher environmental legislation to reduce flaring and oil spills,

and implement the necessary institutional measures to enforce the laws. Despite the fact that

the implementation of the obligation in Article 16(2) to provide "necessary measures" is an

onerous one for African states,'tt the African Commission has held that the failure of

government to provide basic services necessary for a minimum standard of health, such as

safe drinking water and electricity, and the shortage of medicine as a result of proven

mismanagement of the resources of the country, constitutes a violation of Article 16. 't'

8.3.2.3 Peoples'Rights

Articles 19 to 24 of the Banjul Charter set out the collective rights of peoples. Article 19

declares that "all peoples shall be equal; they shall enjoy the same respect and shall have the

same rights. Nothing shall justify the domination of a people by another." Other collective

r57 Umozurike U, ibid at 70.
r58 Ibid at 71.
,t, Fruu Legal Assistance Group et al v Zaire (1996), Communication No. 25189,Lavrryers' Committee for

Human Rights v Zaire (Lgg6), and Les Témoins de Jehovah v Zaire (1996), Communication No. 47190,

and Communication No. 56191, reprinted in (1997) 4 Internationql Human Rights Report 89, cited in

Odinkalu C and Christensen C, "The African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights: The

Development of its Non-State Communication Procedures" (1998) 20 Hum Rts Q 235 af 39'7 '
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rights include: the right of all peoples to existence and the "unquestionable and inalienable"

right to self-determination;'* the right to freely dispose of their wealth and natural

resources;'u' the right to "their economic, social and cultural development with due regard for

their freedom and identity and in the equal enjoyment of the common heritage of

mankind";'ut and the right to "a general satisfactory environment favourable to their

development".tu'

If the Ogoni are defined as a "people" within the meaning of the Banjul Charter, they will be,

as a group, beneficiaries of these collective rights. In the context of the Ogoni experience

with oil development, these rights may offer protection not afforded by national laws.

Unfortunately, the ambiguities and uncertainties that plague the concept of "peoples" at the

international level are also present here.'* While it is unarguable that the word "peoples" in

be defined as all the persons within the boundaries of a State, the question of whether ethnic

and indigenous groups may also be defined as "peoples" remains controversial.

Furthermore, some scholars have advocated applying different interpretations of the word to

different Articles of the Charter, distinguishing between Articles 19-21 on freedom from

oppression, self-determination and the right to dispose of natural resources on the one hand,

tuo Article 2o reads as follows:

I . All peoples shall have the right to existence, They shall have the unquestionable and inalienable right

to self-ditermination. They shall freely determine their political status aud shall pursue their economic and

social development according to the policy they have freely chosen.

2. Colonised or oppressed peoples shall have the right to free themselves from the bonds of domination by

resorting to any means recognised by the Interuational community

3. A1l peoples shall have the right to the assistance of the States parties to the present Charter in their

liberation struggle against foreign domination, be it political, economic or cultural'

tut Article 21 reads as follows

I . All peoples shall freely dispose of their wealth and natural resources. This right shall be exercised in

the èxclusive interest ofthe people. In no case shall a people be deprived ofit.

2. In case of spoliation the dispossessed people shall have the right to the lawful recovery of its property

as well as to an adequate compensation.

3, The free disposal ofwealth and natural resources shall be exercised without prejudice to the obligation

ofpromoting international economic cooperation based on mutual respect, equitable exchange and the

principles of international law,

4. States parties to the present Charter shall individually and collectively exercise the right to free

disposai oftheir wealth and natural resources with a view to strengthening African unity and solidarity.

5. States parties to the present Charter shall undertake to eliminate all forms of foreign economic

exploitation particularly that practised by international monopolies so as to enable their peoples to fully

beneht from the advantages derived from their national resources.

'ut Article 22(D. Afücle 22(z) provides that "states shall have the duty, individually or collectively, to ensure

the exercise of the right to development".

'ut Articlez4.
r6a The drafters of the Banjul Charter deliberately ornitted to define "peoples" in order "not to concern

themselves with difficult questions of definition": Fanana N, "The Peoples' Rights under the African
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and, on the other hand, Articles 22 and 24 concerning the right to economic, social and

cultural development, and the right to environment''ut

As regards the right of self-determination and the right to freely dispose of wealth and

natural resources, states strenuously resist extending the definition of "peoples" to include

minority or majority ethnic groups, instead limiting the definition of "peoples" to mean the

entire population of a State.'* As discussed generally in Chapter 1, this reluctance to define

ethnic and indigenous groups as "peoples" in the context of self-determination stems from

the perceived threat to territorial integrity arising from the attendant right to secession. Thus,

at the Nairobi Conference in 1985, convened in order to discuss the implementation of

human rights in Africa with particular reference to bringing the African Charter into force, it

was noted by conference participants that

Vy'esterners tend to consider clans, ethnic units, tribes and even communities as 'peoples', ln

Africa, the notion of a peoples refers to the national community as distinct from an ethnic,

linguistic or tribal community. The provision in Article 2l(4), to the effect that the peoples'

right to dispose freely of their wealth and natural resources is to be exercised by the States,

inãicates clearly that the concept of a people refers to the whole national community' It was

pointed out that a distinction must be drawn between the rights of peoples in the sense of

national communities and the rights of minorities ... With regard to the principle of self-

determination ... it was observed that it in no way authorises secession. The Charter imposes

the duty to preserve the national independence and territorial integrity. '67

On the other hand, a significant group of scholars has endorsed the view that "peoples" in

Articles lg, 20 and 2l embraces ethnic groups.'68 In this context, "peoples" has been

Clrarter on Hurnan and Peoples' Rights" (199'7) 10(1) Lesotho IJ 3'1, citing OAU Doc

ClWl149()CüVIIO) Annex 1, para 116,at26.
tut See, for example, Kiwanuka R, above n149 at 82 Nobel P, "The Concept of 'Peoples' in the African

(Banjul) Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights" in Nobel P (ed), Refugees and Development in Africa

iscan¿lnavian Institute of African Studies, Uppsala, 1987) at 15; Fanana N, ibid at 43. While noting that
.:the right to self-determination looks very different in character from the right to a satisfactory

environment", Nobel finds it "awkward" to "labour" with the idea that the concept of "people" takes on a

different meaning according to the right in question; that is, he finds it awkward to interpret the same word

in different ways in an international legal instrument in the absence of express provisions to that effect in

the instrument itself.
tuu See also Bondzie-Simpson E, "A Critique of the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights" (1988)

3l Howard IJ 643; Date-Bah S, "Rights of Indigenous People in Relation to Natural Resources

Development: an African's Perspective" (1998) 16(4) J Energ & Nat Resources L 389.
167 International Commission of Jurists, above nI47 at54.
tut D'Sa R, above n147; Dinstein Y, "Collective Human Rights of Peoples and Minorities" (1976) 25 Intl and

Comp Le 102; Fanana N, above n164; Gittleman R, above nl47; Kiwanuka R, above nl49; Mumba S,

..ftoipejs for Regional Protection of Human Rights in Africa" (1982) Holdsworth L Rev 10I Nobel P,

above nl65; Okoth-Ogendo H, "Human and Peoples' Rights: What Point is Africa Trying to Make?" in

Cohen R, Hyden C an¿ Nagan W (eds), Human Rights and Governance in Africa (University Press of

Florida, Gainewille, 1993); Umozurike U, The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights (Martinus

Nijhotr Publishers/I(luwer Law International, The Hague, Netherlands, 1997); Umozurike U, "Human
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variously described as: "a group with an identifiable interest";'un "any homogenous group of

people with a common history, culture and language and occupying a specific geographic

region fincluding] ethnic groups, tribes, nations and, in some cases, racial groups";''o and

"any aggregate of human beings which must, firstly, perceive itself as a people by having a

subjective sense of belonging and identityt and secondly, be seen by outsiders as a distinct

aggregate from other aggreg te styled peoples", with various objective criteria required to

determine a peoples, for example "such unifying symbols as race, ethnic or national origin

(the word nation here is used in its pristine sense of denoting a common ancestry), and above

all a shared history ... In addition, a people or nation may have other characteristics peculiar

to the group, such as language, religion, culture or tradition. "'

These scholars have argued that the application of Articles 19 and 20 to ethnic and

indigenous groups is necessary to address the actual repression and persecution of ethnic

groups and minorities in Africa. "[B]y suggesting ... that a people-i.e., families, lineages,

communities, or nationalities-may also suffer abuse or violations of rights in their

collective capacity, the Banjul Charter has captured an important feature of contemporary

human rights issues in Africa."'tt Commissioner Umozurike has stated that Article 19 "is

specially directed to states with heterogenous societies. Experience has shown that

independence does not automatically guarantee the right of all peoples in the state to

participate effectively in government or even be left alone to carry on as best they can.""t

The application of the right of self-determination in Article 20 to ethnic groups is necessary

to ensure majority and minority peoples enjoy the "free, equal and effective participation in

the social organisation of their state" and are free to pursue their economic, social and

cultural development''."0 It has also been argued that the denial of, or limitation of, the right

of self-determination to "peoples" through a narrow definition may be discriminatory under

Rights Under the Banjul Charter", above n154; Umozurike U, "The African Charter on Human and

Peoples' Rights" (1983) 7'7 AJIL 903.
r6e UmozurikerJ, The Africqn Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights, ibid at 90'
r70 Mumba S, above n168 at 106, Similarly, D'Sa suggests "peoples" means "any homogenous groups of

peoples with, for example, a common history, culture and language [including] ethnic groups, tribes and

racial groups": D'Sa R" above nl47 at II'7,
ttt Fananã N, "above nt64 at 51. Sirnilarly, Kiwanuka regards "peoples" as including minority groups or

ethnic groups, defined by objective criteria such as territorial connection; ethnic, cultural, linguistic,

religioui cháracteristics; political organisation so that the group can be represented; capability of economic

independence; and self-consciousness of identity: Kiwanuka R, above nl49 at92.
tt' Okoth-Ogendo H, above nl68 at 81.
tt' Umozurike U, "Human Rights Under the Banjul Charter", above n154 at 72. See also UmozurikeU, The

African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights, above n168 at 54.
r7a Fanana N, above nl64 at 46.
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the Charter itself, and under the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of

Discrimination."t

These scholars have noted that opposition to the concept of self-determination frequently

stems from its supposed consequences, in particular the breaking-up of states and other units

through secession, and usually counter this fear with two arguments.'tu First, it is argued that

self-determination need not irresistibly lead to independence or secession, but can be

satisfied through forms of government, such as unitarism, multipartism, federalism,

confederalism or other forms of government that conform with the wishes of the people

(often referred to as internal self-determination)."' Second, it is pointed out that the right of

self-determination is limited by other principles of international law, namely sovereignty,

territorial integrity and non-interference in internal affairs, so that self-determination is not

"a juggernaut trampling upon all other rights".'tt Commissioner Umozurike has also noted

that "as the raison d'être of the right of self-determination is the achievement of good-

governance responding to the needs of the people", self-determination should take the form

of secession if it becomes necessary "for the very existence of the people and the realisation

of their human rights".'t'

As regards Article 21, there seems to be more unease with recognising the right of ethnic

groups as "peoples" to freely to freely dispose of wealth and natural resources. On one hand,

the wording of Article 21 does not seem to use "peoples" or people in the sense of groups

internal to a state, but rather appears to embrace the free disposal of resources by the state, on

behalf of all the people. The references to international cooperation in article 21(3) and the

reference to State exercise of this rights in article 21(4) confirm this view.''o It has been

argued that Article 21 is "best understood in the light of the struggle of the less developed

ttt Nobel P, above nl65 at 16.
176 Umozurike lJ, The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights, above n168 at 53; Umozurike U,

,,Human Rights under the Banjul charter" (1988) I Afr J Int'l L 65 atTl-72.
ttt lbid; see also Kiwanuka R, above nl49 at 93. D'Sa argues that Article 20 should be seen in context with

Article 13 (the right to participation in government) if the right to political self-determination in the

Charter "is to have practical significance": D'Sa R, above nl4'7 at 118. In the passage of text cited, D'Sa

refers to article 29 nof article 20, but this is clearly a misprint.
r?8 Umozurike lJ, The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights, above nl68 at 53; Umozurike U,

"Hurnan Rights Under the Banjul Charter", above n154 af '71-72.

r?e UmozurikeIJ, The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights, ibid at 89. See also Fanana N, above

nl64 at 46.
r8o Contrast this with Gittleman's argument that the different phraseology of "peoples" in article 2l(1)

compared with "states" in articles 2l(4) and, (5) reflects the intention of the drafters to distinguish these

"ur.i. 
He prefers to the view that "peoples" means colonised peoples yet to overthrow their bonds of

oppression and achieve self-determination: Gittleman R, above nl47 at 682.
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countries in the 1950s-1970s to gain international recognition for the concept of permanent

sovereignty over their resources",'t' reflecting "the aspiration of African States which have

achieved political independence to gain effective control over the resources of their nations

so as to achieve economic independence as well".'tt The intention of this sense of "peoples"

is not to take ownership of natural resources away from the peoples, but to give control to the

country, so as to enable it effectively to protect and administer those resources for and on

behalf of the people.'"

An alternative point of view is that if a group is defined as a "peoples" entitled to the right of

self-determination, then the peoples should not be given a lesser status or deprived of

recognition in Article 21. Dinstein argues that all peoples, "regardless of whether they live

in a non-self-governing territory or in an independent State" are entitled to utilise the natural

resources that fell to their lot and not to be exploited by other. One people must not enrich

itself while impoverishing resources that belong to another".'* This interpretation of

"peoples" in Article 21 would provide support for the struggles of the Ogoni to claim greater

control over their lands and subsurface resources.

Defining "peoples" to include ethnic groups in Article 22 (the right to economic, social and

cultural development) and in Article 24 (the right to a satisfactory environment favourable to

development) is less controversial. While a discussion on the content and dimensions of the

right to development and the right to environment is beyond the scope of this section, it is

clear that the recognition of these rights in relation to groups such as the Ogoni may force the

state to adopt measures protecting land and the environment.'" Article 22, which includes a

negative duty of the State not to interfere with the cultural development of peoples, has been

rtt Gittleman R, above n147 at 680.
r82 D'Sa R, above n147 at 118.
r83 Kiwanuka R, above n149 at 98. However, Kiwanuka also states that the difhculty with this approach is

that it assumes the interests ofthe people are adequately represented by the state, which acts for the benefit

of all the people, "a rarity in most developing countries", where dictatorships, rnilitary rule and comrption

have seen the leaders and political elites enrich themselves and their families and ethnic groups at the

expense of the country.
rsa Dinstein Y, above n168 at 1l L Cf Bondzie-Simpson who argues that "a single ethnic group ... cannot be

said to possess the right to freely and exclusively use or dispose of their wealth and natural resources":

Bondzie-Sirnpson E, above nl66 at 656'
r85 The diffrculty facing African states with scarce resources regarding the affrrmative action required to

ensure developrnent, and the related diffrculty of the Cornmission in investigating and enforcing breaches

of the right to development, have been documented elsewhere. See D'Sa R, above nl4'7 aI Il9-120;

Umozurike U, "Human Rights Under the Banjul Charter", above n154 at 73; Gittleman R, above nI47 aL

687; Bondzie-Simpson E, above n166 at 647; Okere O, above nl49 at 147 '
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described as a "right to cultural independence"'*u that encompasses "the right of communities

of particularly indigenous peoples [sic] to develop their culture and maintain possession of

their land and cultural resource in the face of economic development policies that threaten

their extinction".'t' It is arguable here that the loss of land and environmental degradation in

the context of oil exploitation could breach the right to economic, social and cultural

development, and the right to environment, of the Ogoni people. With the African

Commission directed under Articles 60 and 61 to "draw inspiration from international law on

human and peoples' rights" in the performance of its functions, the recognition of land and

the environment as fundamental elements of cultural integrity by the Human Rights

Committee and the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (see above) may influence

the Commission's jurisprudence in this area.

Furthermore, there is some indication, although scant, that the African Commission will be

prepared to support a definition of "peoples" as including ethnic groups. In Katangese

Peoples' Congress v Zaire, the President of the Katangese Peoples' Congress submitted a

communication to the Commission claiming a denial of the right of self-determination under

Article 20(I), and requesting the Commission to recognise the independence of Katanga and

help secure the evacuation of Zaire from Katanga.'" There were no allegations of specific

breaches of other human rights in the Charter. In this case, the Commission stated that "all

peoples have a right to self-determination. There may however be controversy as to the

definition of peoples and the content of the right". The issue in the case was stated by the

Commission to be that of self-determination specifically for the Katangese. In this respect

the Commission made the following statements:

The Commission believes that self-determination may be exercised in any of the following -

independence, self-government, local government, federalism, confederalism, unitarism or

any other form of relations that accords with the wishes of the people but fully cognisant of

other recognised principles such as sovereignty and territorial integrity.

The Comrnission is obliged to uphold the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Zaite, a

member of the OAU and a party to the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights'

In the absence of concrete evidence of violations of human rights to the point that the

territorial integrity of Zaire should be called to question and in the absence of evidence that

the people of Katanga are denied the right to participate in Government as guaranteed by

186 Okoth-Ogendo H, above n168 at 78.
rtt Swanson-J, "The Emergence of New Rights in the African Charter" (1991) 12l{YL Sch J Int'l & Comp L

307 at 318.

'tt Comrounication No. 75192, Eighth Annual Activity Report of the Commission on Human and Peoples'

Rights,lgg4-g5, Thirty-First Ordinary Session, 26-28 June 1995, Addis Ababa, University of Minnesota

Atiican Hurnan Rights Resource Center <htþ://wwwl.umn.edr¡/humanrts/africa/ACHPRl.htm>'
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Article 13(1) of the African Charter, that Commission holds the view that Katanga is obliged

to exercise a variant of self-determination that is compatible with the sovereignty and

territorial integrity of Zaire."n

Implicit in the judgment is the acceptance of the Katangese, in contrast to the entire

population of Zaire, as recipients of the right of self-determination, even if the enjoyment of

the right did not entail the right to independence. It may well be that, in the case of Articles

22 (on the right to economic, social and cultural development) and Article 24 (the right to

environment), the Commission will define ethnic groups, such as the Ogoni, as "peoples"

entitled to the enjoyment of these rights.

5.3.3 Enforcement of the Banjul Charter

8.3,3.1 The African Commission on Human and Peoples'Rights

Established within the Organisation of African Unity (OAU), the African Commission is the

primary body charged with promoting and protecting human and peoples' rights under the

Banjul Charter.'* The Commission is also empowered to interpret the provisions of the

Banjul Charter at the request of a State party, an institution of the OAU or an African

organisation recognised by the OAU; and to perform any other tasks which may be entrusted

to it by the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the OAU.'n'

The key mechanisms laid down in the Charter for the enforcement of human rights are: on-

site investigations of fact;'" a procedure for State communications, whereby a State party to

the Charter that suspects another State party has violated the Charter's provisions may bring

the Commission's attention to the fact;'n' a procedure for non-State or "other"

communications, whereby individuals and NGOs may make representations to the

Commission concerning alleged violations of human and peoples' rights;'* a special

r8e Ibid paras 4-6.
reo Aficle 45(l) and (2).
tnr Article a5 (3) and (4).
re2 pursuant to Article 46 which provides that the African Commission may resort to "any appropriate method

of investigation". The reluctance of the Commissioners to claim these powers meant that this provision
..remained a dead letter until 1995" when the Commission secured the agreement of Senegal and Togo for

on-site investigations: Mutua M, above nI50 aI347.
rn3 The procedurei for State communications are laid own in Articles 47-54 of the Banjul Charter'
tea The procedures for non-State communications are laid down in Articles 55-59 of the Banjul Charter'
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procedure under Article 58 for cases of "serious or massive violations" of human rights; and

a system of State reporting to monitor compliance with the provisions of the Charter. 'n'

8,3.3.2 Strengths and weaknesses of the African human rights regime

There are two major procedural strengths of the African human rights regime set out in the

Banjul Charter. First, there are no provisions limiting the jurisdiction of the African

Commission to those cases where a state has made a declaration accepting the competence of

the Commission. 'When it becomes a party to the Banjul Charter, a state automatically

accepts the competence of the African Commission to hear complaints. Second, the Banjul

Charter is liberal in who it allows to bring complaints under the non-state communications

procedure. The procedure is not restricted to individuals; the complainant need not be

African; nor must the complainant be the victim of an alleged violation of the rights

contained in the Charter.'nu Humanitarian organisations and NGOs may therefore make

representations under the Charter. 
tnt

Despite these advantages, a number of factors have seriously comprised the protection of

human rights under the regime established in the Banjul Charter. First, the conditions for

admissibility of private complaints have been described as "unduly stringent".'nt In

particular, Article 56(4), which declares non-State complaints to be inadmissible where

"disparaging or insulting language directed against the State concerned and its institutions or

res The requirement for State reports is laid down in Article 62 of the Banjul Charter. Article 62 provides that

each stãte pafty shall undertake to submit every tìüo years, from the date the Charter comes into force, a

report on the legislative or other matters taken with a view to giving effect to the rights and freedoms

reõognised and guaranteed by the Charter. The African Commission is entrusted with the task of

examining the reports, and publishing guidelines on the form and content of the reports. Under the

Commission's goidelines for state reporting, periodic reports must contain, inter alia, the following

information: tneasures and|or steps taken by the reporting state to implement "group rights (the right of
people to enjoy the same and equal rights without being dominated by another)", and actions taken or being

èmbarked upon the improve the protection of the rights of "rninorities (based on ethnicity, language,

religion etc)", The African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights, Simplified Guidelines for State

Reporting, "Contents ofstates' periodic reports", guidelines (2Xc) and 2(e), reproduced in Viljoen F, "State

Reporting Under the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights: A Boost From the South' (2000)

4aQ) J AÍr L rl0 af II2-113.
1e6 Mutua M, "above nl50 at 346.
1e7 Umozurike U, "Human Rights Under the Banjul Charter", above n154 at 78'
tnt Ibid at 75.
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to the Organisation of African Unity" is used, has been severely criticised as unduly limiting

the Commission's discretion and independence.''n

Second, Article 59 contains confidentiality provisions that until recently have been

interpreted by the Commission as a prohibition on disclosure of the non-State

communications brought before or considered by it, with the result that, in its first seven

years, the Commission made no information on these communications publicly available.'*

The confidentiality provisions have been severely criticised, as publicity is one of the most

powerful tools to ensure compliance with human rights norms.'o' However, in 1994 the

Commission published summary information about the first 52 non-state communications

considered by it, and now the Commission routinely publishes full texts of its decisions,

usually after submission to the OAU Summit.'ot

Third, the work of the Commission has been hampered by a severe lack of funds and

equipment. For most of the first five years, the Commission operated with no fax or copy

machines, little computing capacity and a scarcity of staff. Only special assistance from the

European Community and the UN Voluntary Fund for Advisory Services, each of which

committed approximately $200,000 in the first five years, allowed the Commission to

function at all.'o' The lack of funding has limited the number of communications the

Commission can examine and added to time delays in the hearing of complaints.

Fourth, the reporting system is subject to deficiencies, with most states failing to take their

obligations to report under the Charter seriously.t* Reports are often late and/or inadequate,

failing to follow the guidelines for reporting and providing incomplete or scant information,

ree lbid; Anthony A, above nl49 a1517; Odinkalu C, "The Individual Complaint Procedures of the African

Charter on Hurnan and Peoples' Rights: a Prelirninary Assessment" (1998) 8 Trqnsnat'l L & Contemp

Probs 359 at 381-382.
2oo Article 59(1) provides that all measures taken within the provisions relating to the communications

procedures remain confidential until the Assembly of Heads of State and Government decide otherwise.

Article 59(2) provides that the report of the Commission regarding communications is published only upon

the decision of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government.
20r Umozurike U, "Human Rights Under the Banjul Charter", above n154 at76;Bondzie-Simpson E, above

n166 at 662; Anthony A, above n149 at 517-518; Welch C, "The African Commission on Human and

Peoples' Rights: a Five-Year Report and Assessment" (1992) 14 Hum Rts Q 43 at 55.

'ot Odinkalu C and Christensen C, above nl59 at27'7. The decisions are now annexed to the Commission's

Annual Activity Reports, some of which are available from the University of Minnesota African Human

Rights Resource Center <http://www l.urnn.edu/humanrts/africa/>.
to' Welch C, above n201 at 44-45; Odinkalu C, above n199 at 398.
too Welch C, ibid at 54; Mutua M, above n150 at 350; Odinkalu C, ibid at 400. Up to the 26th Session of the

Commission, held in November 1999, only 24 of the 53 state parties had reported at all, and there were

more than 225 reports overdue: Viljoen F, above nl95, at 111
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and government representatives have been absent when the reports are scheduled for

examination.tot These types of deficiencies are demonstrated by Nigeria's submission of its

state report to the Commission in 1993, where the Special Rapporteur for the report received

the document only moments before the meeting with the government representative, and did

not have time to study it and formulate questions; the Secretariat also received the report

only moments before the meeting, and did not have time to distribute or translate it, thereby

limiting the number of Commissioners who could participate in the examination; the basic

documents of Nigeria, such as the Constitution and Criminal Code, which should have been

included in the report, were not; and the report, which was Nigeria's initial report, should in

fact have been its third.'*

Fifth, the effectiveness of the African Commission in protecting human rights has been

restricted by the considerable influence of the Assembly of Heads and State and Government

on the implementation of the Charter.'o' For example, where the Commission's deliberations

reveal serious or massive human rights violations, the Commission may only study the

situation at the request of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government;to' all measures

taken within the non-state communications procedures remain confidential until the

Assembly of Heads of State and Government decide otherwise;'' and the report of the

Commission regarding communications is published only upon the decision of the Assembly

of Heads of State and Government.t'o The influence of OAU governments on the procedures

under the Banjul Charter,'" combined with "the fierce jealousy with which member states are

likely to continue guarding their internal sovereignties", the limited support provided by the

OAU to the work of the Commission, the preoccupation of the power elites in Africa to

enrich their personal positions rather than seek social and economic progress; the large

number of military or extra-constitutional regimes; and the lack of "development,

acceptance, and operation of structures, practices and conventions concerning the control,

supervision, and accountability of state power" in Africa, operate against the effectiveness of

the Commission and the Banjul Charter."'

'ot Vi¡oen F, ibid.
206 The African Commission on Hurnan and Peoples' Rights, Examination of State Reports, 13th Session,

April 1993: Nigeria-Togo @anish Centre for Human Rights, 1995, University of Minnesota African

Human Rights Resource Center <http://wwwl.umn'edr¡/humanrts/achpr/>.
2ot Anthony A, above nl49 at 513. See also D'Sa R, above nI47 at I26-L27.
20t Okoth-Ogendo H, above n168 at 80.

'on Article 6911;.

"o Article 5g(2).

'tt Welch C, above n2o1 at 56-57.
tt' Okoth-Ogendo H, above n168 at 84.
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Sixth, the Commission lacks the power to enforce compliance with its decisions. The

absence of provisions for enforceable remedies and the lack of mechanisms for monitoring

state compliance with the decisions of the African Commission has meant that "to many

victims, the Commission's findings are too remote if not virtually meaningless".''' Despite

calls for an African human rights court, the drafters of the Banjul Charter preferred to

emphasise the African tradition of conciliation and the amicable settlement of disputes, rather

than adversarial procedures of Western legal systems."o This emphasis on the amicable

resolution of human rights violations, at the expense of a court, has been criticised.t't In June

1998, the Assembly of Heads of State and Government finally adopted the Protocol to the

African Charter on the Establishment of an African Court on Human and Peoples' Rights

("African Court").t'o

The African Court will have both contentious and advisory jurisdiction.''' Contentious cases

may be submitted to the Court by the African Commission, a State party which has lodged a

complaint or against which a complaint has been lodged at the Commission, and a State

"' Mutua M, above n150 at 349.
2ra Umozurike U, "The African Charter on Hurnan and Peoples' Rights", above n168, at 909; Umozurike U,

"Hurnan Rights Under the Banjul Charter", above n154 at 79. The predilection in African society for the

amicable reiolution of disputes has been described thus: "According to African conception of the law,

disputes are settled not by contentious procedures, but through reconciliation. Reconciliation generally

takês place through discussion which end in a consensus leaving neither winners nor losers. Trials are

alwayi carefully avoided. They create animosity. People go to court to dispute rather than to resolve a

legal diffrculty": M'Baye K, "Keynote Address on the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights", in

International Commission of Jurists, above nI47 af 27.
2rt A number of criticisrns have been levelled at the absence of a body with a judicial mandate. First, the

absence ofa court has been seen as an attempt by the governments or Heads of State to avoid accountability

for human rights violations. Second, it has been argued the opposition to a Court arose from the desire of
newly independent African states to protect their sovereignty against any encroachment, even at the

expense of human rights. Third, although traditional and contemporary Africa favours amicable settlement

of disputes, the assurnption that traditional African cultures had no courts or litigation is erroneous,

Fourth, as courts now operate in national legal systems of Africa, there is no reason for concluding that a

court would not work at the inter-African level. Fifth, courts do not create disputes, but serye as a

mechanism for the resolution of disputes where conciliation or amicable settlement is not possible. To

"suggest that courts tend to create animosity rather than promote the resolution of disputes is to flagrantly

rnisiãpresent the function and purpose of judicial institutions": Anthony A, above nI49 at 520. See also

Bondiie-Sirnpson E, above nl66 af 664; Urnozurike U, "Human Rights Under the Banjul Charter", above

nl54 at 78; D'Sa R, above nl4'7 af 126; Okoth-Ogendo H, above n168 at 80.

2t6 protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples'Rights on the Establishrnent of an African Court

on Human and Peoples' Rights, OAUiLEG/ÐG/AFCHPRiPROT(III). On the African Human Rights

Court, see Mutua M, above n150; and Naldi G and Magliveras K, "Reinforcing the African System of

Human Rights: The Protocol on the Establishment of a Regional Court of Human and Peoples' Rights"

(1993) 16(4) Neth Quart Hum R/s 431.
2rt Article 14 confers upon the Court cornpetence to give advisory opinions on any legal matter relating to the

Banjul Charter or other relevant human rights instruments ratified by African States, at the request of a

Member State of the OAU, the OAU, any OAU organ, or any African organisation recognised by the OAU.
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Party whos e citizenis allegedly a victim of human rights violations.2't Individuals and NGOs

with observer status before the Commission may bring cases directly before the Court, but

only if so entitled by the Court.''n The Court only has jurisdiction to entertain petitions

brought by individuals and NGOs if a State has made a declaration under Article 34(6)

accepting the competence of the Court to receive such petitions. With individuals being the

primary parties in need of protection under the Charter, this restriction on individual access

has been criticised for having the potential to "render the proposed Court virtually

meaningless, unless it is interpreted broadly and liberally".t'o

Article 3(1) of the Protocol provides that the jurisdiction of the Court will extend to all cases

and disputes submitted to it concerning the interpretation and application of the Banjul

Charter, the Protocol and other relevant human rights instruments ratified by the States

concerned. Furthermore, Article 7 empowers the Court to apply, as sources of law, the

provisions of the Banjul Charter and any other relevant human rights instruments ratified by

the States concerned. The Court is therefore free to adopt whatever source of international

law is most appropriate in the circumstance. Thus, for States party to the Protocol who have

also ratified the ICCPR, the Court is empowered to interpret and apply the provisions of the

ICCPR to cases submitted to it. This is of particular relevance to African minorities and

indigenous people as Article 27 of the ICCPR may become a mechanism for protecting

minorities and their traditional lands through the African Court.

Where the Court finds a violation of human rights, it is directed to make appropriate orders

to remedy the violation including the payment of far compensation or reparation.tt' In cases

of "extreme gravity or emergency", the Court is empowered to order provisional measures of

protection to avoid irreparable damage to persons."' The Court's judgments, which are final

and without appeal, are binding on states.t" Although States undertake, pursuant to Article

30, to comply with the Court's judgment and guarantee its execution, the Protocol does not

elaborate on how judgments awarding damages or reparation are to be enforced by the

All Mernber States of the OAU are able to request an advisory opinion, whether or not they are arties to the

Protocol. The power of the Court to give advisory opinions is discretionary.
2r8 Protocol, Article 5(1). With the exception of the case of a State Party whose citizen is allegedly a victim of

human rights violations, a prior communication to the Commission is necessary before State may institute

proceedings before the Court. In contrast, the Commission has unlimited access to the Court, and may

iefer interstate and individual communications to the Court, and also initiate new cases before the Court.
2re Protocol, Article 5(3).

"o Mutua M, above nl50 at 355.
22r Protocol, Article 27(1).
222 Protocol, Article 21 (2).
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Court.'' The only enforcement mechanism at the Court's disposal is the power to

specifically list States that have not complied with its judgments in the Court's Annual

Report to the OAU."' Pursuant to Article 29, the OAU Council of Ministers, on behalf of the

OAU General Assembly, is required to monitor compliance with the Court's judgments.

However, the scope of the monitoring has not been indicated in the Protocol, nor is the OAU

empowered to enforce compliance with the judgments of the Court.

The effectiveness of the African Court will depend on many factors. Potential problems that

have been identified in addition to those outlined briefly above include: the lack of a clear

delineation of powers and functions between the Commission and the Court, giving rise to

the possibility of overlapping functions; and the probability that the Court will be unable to

function independently and effectively because of an insufficient allocation of material and

technical resources.t'u Unless these problems are addressed, "the mere addition of a court,

although a significant development, is unlikely by itself to address sufficiently the normative

and structural weaknesses that have plagued the African human rights system since its

inception"."t

223 Protocol, Articles 28(2) and30.

"' Naldi G and Magliveras K, above n216 at 452.
ttt Article 31.
226 Mutua M, above nl50; Naldi G and Magliveras K, above n216
22t Mutua M, ibid.
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9.1 Introduction

9.1.1 The Birth of Modern Internatíonal Environmental I'a.w

International environmental law is the "aggregate of international rules and principles aimed

at protecting the global environment".r The era of modern international environmental law

dates from 1972, when the United Nations Stockholm Conference on the Human

Environment took place in response to concern largely among the industrialised nations

about the risk of serious environmental harm around the world. The participants of the

Stockholm Conference agreed that concerted international action was required to meet

environmental challenges, and adopted principles and recommendations intended to provide

national and international guidelines for the future conduct of states regarding environment

and development issues.t

The Conference adopted the Stockholm Declaration, which contains 26 principles dealing

with a number of environmental issues;' produced an Action Plan containing over 100

recommendations for environmental management;o and established a framework for the

1 Birnie P and Boyle A, International Law and the Environment (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1992) at 9. At

the beginning of the twentieth century, there were very few treaties that dealt with protection of the

enviromnent. International environmental law was based on the principles of unfettered state sovereignty

over natural resources, and freedom of the high seas. The few treaties that existed concerned boundary

waters, navigation and fishing riglrts, and the protection of commercially valuable species such as birds

useful to agriculture and fur seals. In the 1930s and 1940s the conservation and preservation of migratory

birds, anirnals, plants, whaling and ocean fisheries became subjects of international agreements. By the

1950s and 1960s information regarding a wider range of ecological problems had emerged, and bilateral

multilateral agreements on issues such as oil pollution on the high seas, nuclear transportation and waste

disposal, river pollution, acid rain, weather modification and transboundary air pollution, and the

protection of endangered species had been negotiated. Although there was a significant increase in the

number of multilateral treaties relating to the environment in the 1960s, it was clear by the 1970s that these

efforts were insuffrcient to meet the global environmental change. Nanda Y, International Environmental

Law and Policy (Transnational Publishers Inc, Irvington-on-Hudson, New York, 1995) at 73-76; Brown

Weiss E, "Global Environmental Change and International Law: the Introductory Framework" in Brown

Weiss E, Environmental Change and International Lqw: New Challenges and Dimensions (United Nations

University Press, Toþo , 1992) at'7 -9 .2 Nanda V, above nl at 83.3 Although the Declaration itself was intended to be non-binding, some of the principles which had pre-

existing grounding in customary law, such as Principle 21, which affirms the sovereign right of states to

exploit their own resources, subject to the responsibility to ensure activities do not cause damage to the

environment of other Sates or areas beyond their national jurisdiction, are widely assumed to have become

part of customary law. Kiss A and Shelton D, Intemational Environmental Law (Transnational Publishers

Inc, Ardsey New York, 2nd ed,2000) at 4l-43; Birnie P and Boyle A, above nI at 45-46; Nanda V, above

nl at 84-86.a The Action Plan contains a three-pronged approach: a Global Assessment Programme ("Earthwatch'),

established for various purposes, including obtaining information, giving warning of environmental crises,
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creation of an organisation to implement the Plan. The United Nations Environment

Programme (UNEP), subsequently created by the United Nations to supervise the Action

Plan, remains the leading UN organ established to address environmental issues, and has

developed a vigorous role in codifying, developing and reviewing international

environmental law, and assisting states to draft national environmental legislation.s

Other major developments in international environmental policy occurred in 1987, when the

World Commission on Environment and Development produced the report Our Common

Future, which advocates the concept of sustainable development,u and the United Nations

Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992'

The UNCED adopted the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development;t Agenda 2I, an

action plan for managing the environment into the twenty-first century;' the Non-legally

Binding Statement of Principles for a Global Consensus on the Management, Conservation

and Sustainable Development of All Types of Forest ("statement of Forest Principles");' and

opened for signature the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change'o and the

Convention on Biological Diversity ("Biodiversity Convention")."

Since the t972 Stockholm Conference, hundreds of international instruments pertaining to

the environment have been concluded in addition to the major instruments outlined above.

These cover a vast range of environmental issues, and impose more comprehensive duties on

states, from research and monitoring to pollution control and reduction. The relevant bodies

stimulating research, and linking sources of information; an Environmental Management Programme, to

aid in the management of natural resources through setting goals, planning, consultation, and promotion of

agreements; and the provision of Supporting Measures, including training, education and technical

assistance.s Birnie P and Boyle A, above nl aT 4l-43; Nanda V, above nl at 86-101.
6 World Commission on Environment and Development, Our Common Future (Oxford University Press,

Oxford^{ew York, 1987). This report, accepted by the UNEP Governing Council as a guideline for the

future work of UNEP, defines sustainable development as "development which seeks to meet the needs and

aspirations of the present without compromising the ability to meet those of the future". In 1992, pursuant

to GA Res 4'7lgl, the UN General Assembly established the UN Commission on Sustainable Development

in order to guide UN member nations towards sustainable development, and administer and monitor

compliance with various international instruments.
t RdopteO 14 June 1992, UNCED Doc A/CONF.l51/5lRev.1, (Vol I), Annex I, 13 June 1992,3I ILM 874

(reez).8 Adopted t3 June 1992, UNCED Doc A/CONF.15l/26 (Vols I, II and III) (1992), reproduced in Robinson

N (eã), Agenda 2l and the UNCED Proceedings, Vol IV, (Oceana Publications Inc, New York, 1993).
e Adopted t: June 1992, UNCED Doc A/CONF.l51/6/Rev.l, (Vol I), Annex II, 13 June 1992,3I ILM 881

(tee2).
r0 Adopted 9 May t992,3I ILM 848 (1992) (entered into force 21 March 1994).
I' Adopted 5 June tg92,3l ILM 818 (1992) (entered into force 29 December 1993).
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involved in the development of the law now include states, corporations, intergovernmental

organisations (IGOs) and non-government organisations (NGOs)'

9.1.2 Sources of International Environmental l-a.w

Historically, treaties and custom have been the main method of creating binding international

law. Treaties are now the most frequent method of creating binding international rules

relating to protection of the environment. In treaties relating to the environment, it is a

common practice for the treaties to contain general principles and basic provisions, while

technical standards follow in Protocols, annexes or schedules.

Soft law, which has emerged as a new and important source of international environmental

law, has become of increasing significance with respect to the regulation of the

environmental aspects of onshore and offshore oil and gas exploration and production, as

international NGOs, IGOs and oil and gas industry bodies continue to develop and

implement standards and guidelines regarding best practices for the protection of the

environment.'' It has become critical for international oil and gas companies to research and

monitor the activities of these bodies in order to keep abreast of the development in

international environmental law that occurs through these forums,'t as "the environmental

agenda has become so diverse and complex that any firm desiring to move forward on the

world business stage ignores at its peril [these] rapidly developing issues".'o

12 Armstrong K, "The Green Challenge - Managing Environmental Issues in Natural Resource Projects in

Developing Countries" (1996) 42nd RoctE Mountain Mineral Law Institute 3-1; Cueto S, "Oil's Not Well

in Latin America: Curing the Shortcomings of the Current International Environmental Law Regime in

Dealing With Industrial Oil Pollution in Latin America Through Codes of Conduct" (1997) ll(3) Fla J
Int'l L 585; Ong D, "International Legal Developments in Environmental Protection: Implications for the

Oil Industry" in Orszulik S (ed), Environmental Technologt in the Oil Industry (Chapman &. Hall,

London, 1997); reprinted in (1997) 4(I) Austratasian J Nat Resources L & Pol'y 55 (all future references

are to (1997) 4(I) Australasian J Nat Resources L & Pol y 55); Prince W and Nelson D, "Developing an

Environmental Model: piecing Together the Growing Diversity of International Environmental Standards

and Agendas Affecting Mining Companies (1996) 7 Coto J Int'l Envt L & Pol'y 247',Pting G, Otto J and

Naito K, "Trends in Environmental Law Affecting the Minerals Industry Gart I)" (1999) l1(l) J Energ,' &

Nat Resources L 39; Pring G, Otto J and Naito K, "Trends in Environmental Law Affecting the Minerals

Industry Gart II)" (1999) I7(2) J Energlt & Nat Resources L l5l Smith E, Dzienkowski J, Anderson O,

Conine G and Lowe I, Materials on Internationql Petroleum Transactio,ns (Rocþ Mountain Mineral Law

Foundation, Denver Colorado, 1993) at 575-576; Wagner J, "Oil and Gas Operations and Environmental

Law in Latin America" (1993) 16(2) J Energt & Nat Resources L 153; Wälde T, "Environmental Policies

Towards Mining in Developing Countries" (1992) l0(4) J Energ & Nat Resources L 327. On soft law in

general, see Chapter 7, n3 and accompanying text.
13 Þring G, Otto J and Naito K, @art I), ibid; Armstrong K, ibid; Prince W and Nelson D, ibid.
ra Prince W and Nelson D, ibid at298.

382
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In this context, the guidelines and standards of two industry bodies are particularly influential

in the international oil and gas exploration and production industry. These are the

International Association of Oil and Gas Producers (OGP), which represents oil and gas

companies from around the world, and the American Petroleum Institute (API), which,

through the history of the dominance of US oil companies in the international oil industry,

has developed influence in the international industry, and produced many standards of

international application.'t

In addition to these oil industry bodies, other organisations have been influential in

developing standards and practices. Two business organisations have developed influential

guidelines for business in general. These are the World Business Council for Sustainable

Development (WBCSD) and the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC). NGOs and

IGOs also play a key role in the development of international standards. The World

Conservation Union (IUCN), the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the

International Standards Organisation (ISO) have developed standards applicable to the

environmental aspects of the oil and gas industry. Finally, international financial institutions,

such as the World Bank, have the power to impose environmental requirements on oil and

gas companies through conditioning loans, aid and insurance underwriting on the observation

of these requirements.'u

9.1.3 Structure of this Part

The case studies of Nigeria, Russia and Ecuador, contained in Chapters 3 to 5, showed that

one of the major concerns of indigenous peoples regarding oil exploitation on their

traditional lands is the environmental destruction that accompanies oil-related activities.

Because international environmental law is a vast subject, covering many specialised issues,

in this Chapter I will examine selected areas of international environmental law of particular

interest in drafting environmental provisions for a code of conduct for oil companies

operating on the traditional lands of indigenous peoples. This Chapter will be divided into

three further sections, each with a different "theme" or approach.

r5 See Clrapter 2, Section 2.6,pp45-48.
16 Pring G, Otto J and Naito K, (Part II), above nI2 at 164.
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Section 9.2 examines existing and emerging principles of international environmental law,

some of which have reached the status of customary international law, that will inform the

content of the environmental provisions of my code of conduct. These include: principles

and provisions of international environmental law (in contrast to human rights law)

pertaining specifically to the rights of indigenous peoples; and other general emerging

principles of international environmental law, including the duty to avoid transboundary

harm, cooperation in cases of transboundary risks, the precautionary principle, the polluter

pays principle and access to information and public participation.

Section 9.3 concentrates on the international environmental regulation of the oil industry by

treaties to see whether there are any existing international rules that can be implemented in

my proposed code. I will look at treaties relating to the onshore oil exploration and

production industry, and compare the lack of treaty provisions with the offshore oil

exploration and production industry and the maritime oil transport industry.

Section 9.4 describes new principles and practices for protection of the environment that are

emerging in the operations of international oil and gas companies and industry organisations

that may eventually become part of binding international environmental law. The major

developing practices and standards that will be described in this section include:

environmental and social impact assessment; environmental management systems (EMS);

and environmental performance evaluation (EPE); environmental monitoring and auditing;

and environmental reporting. These will form the basis for the environmental provisions of

the proposed Code of Conduct drafted in Chapter 11'

g,2 Existing and Emerging Principles of International Environmental Law

This section is intended to provide an indication of the relevant existing and emerging

principles of international environmental law that will inform the environmental provisions

of a code of conduct for oil and gas companies operating on indigenous peoples' lands'

While indication will be given as to whether these principles form part of customary

international law, this is not intended to be a comprehensive and exhaustive discussion of
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these principles or their status as rules of customary international law, as that is beyond the

scope of this thesis.''

9.2.1 The Rights of Indigenous Peoples in Instruments of Intcrnational

Environmental La.w

9.2.1.1 Rio Declaration on Environment and Development

The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development articulates a number of principles

and aspirations concerning protection of the environment. Among these principles, the

Declaration recognises the special role of women, youth and indigenous people in protecting

the environment (Principles 20-22). Principle 22 states as follows:

Indigenous people and their communities, and other local communities, have a vital role in

environmental management and development because of their knowledge and traditional

practices. States should recognise and duly support their identity, culture and interests and

enable their effective participation in the achievement of sustainable development.

Indigenous peoples have been critical of Principle 22, which, in referring to indigenous

"people" rather than "peoples", reflecting the concern of states with the secessionist

implications of the right to self-determination. However, the Principle potentially eliminates

the difficulties associated with the definition of "indigenous peoples", as the phrase "other

local communities" indicates that local communities in Asia and Africa, not necessarily

identified as "indigenous", are entitled to state support of their identity, culture and interests,

and effective participation in the achievement of sustainable development. Principle 22 is

not expressed in mandatory terms, recognising that States "should" recognise and support

indigenous peoples' identity, culture and interests, and enable their effective participation in

the achievement of sustainable development. While the Declaration does not elaborate on

t1 Some scholars support the idea that various principles of international environmental law, notably the

precautionary principle, notification of emergencies, prior information and consultation on projects

potentially affecting the environment of other states, public participation, and prior environmental impact

ãssessment, constitute emerging (if not existing) principles of customary international law: Kiss A and

Shelton D, above n2. Other scholars have argued against these principles as forming part of customary

international law. Common argurnents against these principles as custom are: the lack of evidence of state

practice required to form customary international law, with these norms reflecting only political statements

iather tharractual State behaviour; and that the mere repetition of non-binding principles in international

instruments does not lead to the formation of customary international law: Bodansþ D, "Customary (and

Not So Customary) International Environmental Law" (1995) 3 Indíana J Global Legal Stud 105; Kelly J,

"The Twilight of Customary International Law" (2000) 40 Virg JIL 449.
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what "effective participation" entails, the use of the word "effective" indicates that it would

have to be more than merely nominal.

While the Rio Declaration is not binding or enforceable, it is a "moral force" and catalyst for

the implementation of its content at regional, national and international levels.'' The

Declaration also confirms legal rules which are generally accepted as customary law rules,

and formulates new principles which may be considered as emerging principles of

international law.'n

9.2.1.2 Agenda 21

Agenda 21, which establishes an environmental work program that the international

community has agreed upon for 1992 into the twenty-first century, makes recommendations

for over 2,500 actions in nearly 150 program areas.'o Agenda 2l is divided into four

sections, one of which is strengthening the role of major groups, including indigenous

peoples. Chapter 26, entitled "Recognising and Strengthening the Role of Indigenous People

and Their Communities", sets out procedural recommendations for advancing indigenous

concerns in the development of international law; the concepts of indigenous intellectual

property and compensation for its use; and the protection of indigenous peoples' lands and

cultures from environmental impacts.t'

Section 26.1 sets out the "basis for action" concerning indigenous peoples and the

environment. It reads as follows:

26. 1. Indigenous people and their communities have an historical relationship with their lands

and are generally descendants of the original inhabitants of such lands. In the context of this

chapter the term "lands" is understood to include the environment of the areas which the

people concerned traditionally occupy. Indigenous people and their communities represent a

iignificant percentage of the global population. They have developed over many generations

a holistic traditional scientific knowledge of their lands, natural resources and environment.

Indigenous people and their communities shall enjoy the full measure of human rights and

t8 Bosselmann K, "The Right to Self-Determination and International Environmental Law: an Integrative

Approach" (1998) NZJ Env L I at29.
tn f^iss A, "The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development" in Campiglio L, Pineschi L, Siniscalco D

and Treves T (eds), The Environment After Rio: International Lqw and Economics (Graham &
Trotman/Martinus Nijhoff, London/DordrechlBoston, 1994) at 56, and see also above, nl7 p380.

20 Agenda 21, adopted 13 June 1992, IIN Doc A/CONF .151126 (vols I, II and III) (1992),3I ILM 874 (1992),

reproduced in Robinson N (ed), Agenda 2l and the UNCED Proceedings, Vol IV (Oceana Publications

Inc, New York, 1993).
21 Bosselmann K, above n18 at 30.

386
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fundamental freedoms without hindrance or discrimination. Their ability to participate fully
in sustainable development practices on their lands has tended to be limited as a result of
factors of an economic, social and historic nature. In view of the interrelationship between the

natural environment and its sustainable development and the cultural, social, economic and

physical well-being of indigenous people, national and international efforts to implement

environmentally sound and sustainable development should recognise, accommodate, promote

and strengthen the role of ìndigenous people and their communities,

The section does not define indigenous peoples as such, but states that they are "generally"

descendants of the original inhabitants of their traditional lands. The section carefully avoids

reference to "peoples" and the ensuing controversy over the possibility of secession,22

preferring instead to bring in the collective element by referring to "their communities". The

section not only recognises the traditional, historical relationship between indigenous peoples

and their land, but recognises the special "interrelationship between the natural environment

and its sustainable development and the cultural, social, economic and physical well-being of

indigenous people". The right of indigenous peoples to enjoy the full measure of human

rights and fundamental freedoms without hindrance or discrimination is expressed in

mandatory language, in contrast to the discretionary language of the exhortation that efforts

to implement sustainable development "should" recognise, accommodate, promote and

strengthen the role of indigenous people and their communities.

Section 26.3 sets out three objectives that governments and, where appropriate,

intergovernmental organisations, "in full partnership with indigenous people and their

communities", should "aim at fulfilling" in respect of actions taken under Agenda 21. The

first objective is the the establishment by governments of "a process to empower indigenous

people and their communities". This is to be achieved by seven measures listed in s 26.3(a),

including: the "adoption or strengthening of appropriate policies and/or legal instruments at

the national level"; the "recognition that lands of indigenous people and their communities

should be protected from activities that are environmentally unsound or that the indigenous

people concerned consider to be socially and culturally inappropriate"; and the "recognition

that traditional and direct dependence on renewable resources and ecosystems, including

sustainable harvesting, continues to be essential to the cultural, economic and physical well-

being of indigenous people and their communities"'"

The second and third objectives are concerned with ensuring the participation of indigenous

peoples in the formation of laws, policies and programmes concerning conservation and

22 see above chapter 1, Section L2.2,pp23-26 and Chapter 8, Section 8.3.2.3,pp365-372.
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resource management. Pursuant to s 26.3(b), governments should aim to establish, where

appropriate, arrangements to "strengthen the active participation of indigenous people and

their communities in the national formulation of policies, laws and programmes relating to

resource management and other development processes that may affect them". The third

objective, set out in s 26.3(c), is the "involvement of indigenous people and their

communities at the national and local levels in resource management and conservation

strategies and other relevant programmes established to support and review sustainable

development strategies."

Sections 26.4 - 26.6 set out the ways in which the three objectives are to be achieved. These

sections generally emphasise the provision of information to and consultation with

indigenous peoples, and the active participation of indigenous peoples in activities that will

affect them.

Section 26.4 recognises that "some indigenous people and their communities may require, in

accordance with national legislation, greater control over their lands, self-management of

their resources, participation in development decisions affecting them, including, where

appropriate, participation in the establishment or management of protected areas". In this

respect, it is suggested that governments could "consider the ratification and application of

existing international conventions relevant to indigenous people and their communities

(where not yet done), and provide support for the adoption by the General Assembly of a

declaration on indigenous rights".'o

Section 26.5, which is addressed to United Nations organisations, other international

development and finance organisations, and Governments, recommends measures that these

bodies should undertake, as appropriate, and "drawing on the active participation of

indigenous people and their communities", to incorporate the values, views and knowledge

of indigenous peoples in resource management and other policies and programmes that may

affect them. Among the suggested measures is the development of a procedure "within and

between operational agencies for assisting Governments in ensuring the coherent and

coordinated incorporation of the views of indigenous people in the design and

implementation of policies and programmes". Under such a procedure, indigenous people

23 Section 26.3(aXi) (ii) and (iv).
24 Section 26.4(a).
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and their communities should be "informed, consulted and allowed to participate in national

decision-making, in particular regarding regional and international cooperative efforts"."

Section 26.6 states that governments, in full partnership with indigenous people and their

communities should, where appropriate, develop or strengthen national arrangements to

consult with indigenous people and their communities. This should be done "with a view to

reflecting their needs and incorporating their values and traditional and other knowledge and

practices in national policies and programmes in the field of natural resource management

and conservation and other developmental programmes affecting them".'u

Finally, section 26.8 addresses the means of implementation of these activities, stating that

"governments should incorporate, in collaboration with the indigenous people affected, the

rights and responsibilities of indigenous people and their communities in the legislation of

each country, suitable to the country's specific situation". The special situation of

developing countries is recognised, with the section recognising that "developing countries

may require technical assistance to implement these activities".

9.2.1.3 The Statement of Forest Principles

The Non-legally Binding Statement of Principles for a Global Consensus on the

Management, Conservation and Sustainable Development of All Types of Forest ("Statement

of Forest Principles")tt recognises the importance of forest resources for indigenous peoples

and local communities, stating that "forest resources and forest lands should be sustainably

managed to meet the social, economic, ecological, cultural and spiritual human needs of

present and future generations" (Principle 2(b)). Also recognised is the role of indigenous

peoples in the conservation and sustainable use of forests, with Principle 5(a) providing as

follows:

National forest policies should recognise and duly support the identity, culture and the rights

of indigenous people, their communities and other communities and forest dwellers'

Appropriate conditions should be promoted for these groups to enable them to have an

ecoìomic stake in forest use, perform economic activities, and achieve and maintain cultural

identity and social organisation as well as adequate levels of livelihood and well-being,

2s Section 26.5(a).
26 Section 26.6(a).
2? Adopted 13 June 1992,I-INCED Doc A/CONF.l51/5/Rev.l, (Vol I), Annex II, 13 June 1992,31ILM88l

(ree2).
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through, inter alia, those land tenure arrangements which serve as incentives for the

sustainable management of forests.

The Statement of Forest Principles also supports the participation of indigenous peoples in

the management of forests, stating that "governments should promote and provide

opportunities for the participation of interested parties, including local communities and

indigenous people ... [and] forest dwellers ... in the development, implementation and

planning of national forest policies"'tt

Principle 12(d) is concerned with the utilisation of forest resources, and the equitable sharing

of benefits arising from the special knowledge of indigenous peoples. It reads as follows:

Appropriate indigenous capacity and local knowledge regarding the conservation and

sustainable development of forests should, through institutional and financial support, and in

collaboration \¡yith the people in local communities concerned, be recognised, respected,

recorded, developed and, as appropriate, introduced in the implementation of programmes.

Benefits arising from the utilisation of indigenous knowledge should therefore be equitably

shared with such people.

As with the other non-binding documents to emerge from UNCED in Rio, notably the Rio

Declaration and Agenda 2!, the language in the Statement of Forest Principles is

aspirational, using the words "Should" rather than "shall", and "appropriate".

g.2.1.4 United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity ("Biodiversity Convention")

The Preamble of the Biodiversity Convention'n recognises the "close and traditional

dependence of many indigenous and local communities embodying traditional lifestyles on

biological resources and the desirability of sharing equitably benefits arising from the use of

traditional knowledge, innovations and practices relevant to the conservation of biological

diversity, and the sustainable use of its components". Article 8() provides that each

Contracting Party shall, as far as possible and as appropriate, and subject to its national

legislation,

respect, preserve and maintain knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local

communities embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for the conservation and sustainable use

of biological diversity and promote their wider application with the approval and involvement

of the holders of such knowledge, innovations and practices and encourage the equitable

28 Principle 2(d).
2e Adopted 5 June t992,3I ILMSIS (1992) (entered into force 29 December 1993).
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sharing of the benefits arising from the utilisation of such knowledge, innovations and

practices.

The emphasis of the Convention is upon the specific importance of biological resources to

indigenous peoples' lifestyles, calling upon States to respect, preserve, maintain and promote

the utilisation of the knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous peoples relating to

biological resources, and encourage the equitable sharing of the benefits of biotechnology.

9.2.1.5 A comparison of the UNCED documents with human rights laws

There is a sharp contrast between the provisions addressing the issues of indigenous peoples

and the environment contained in the four UNCED instruments of international

environmental law (the Biodiversity Convention, the Statement of Forest Principles, the Rio

Declaration and Agenda 2I), and the provisions regarding indigenous peoples and the

environment contained in instruments of international law, described in Chapters 7 and 8.

While recognising the special historical and spiritual relationship of indigenous peoples with

their traditional lands and the resource, the emphasis of the UNCED documents is on

ensuring the effective participation of indigenous peoples in sustainable development,

resource management and conservation, and decision-making processes, through establishing

and improving procedural mechanisms relating to access to information and consultation.

The fundamental focus of the UNCED documents is on recognising and strengthening the

"vital role" of indigenous peoples in conservation and environmental management, in

contrast to the international human rights instruments, which recognise strong substantive

rights of indigenous people concerning their traditional lands and the environment'

As discussed in Chapter 7,ILO Convention No. 169 on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples and

the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples contain provisions relating to

protection of the environment of indigenous peoples. Articles 4(1) and 7(4) of ILO

Convention No. 169 on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples provide that "special measures shall

be adopted as appropriate for safeguarding the ... environment of the peoples concerned" and

that "governments shall take measures, in cooperation with the peoples concerned, to protect

and preserve the environment of the territories they inhabit".'o Article 28 of the UN draft

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples states that "indigenous peoples have the
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right to the conservation, restoration and protection of the total environment and the

productive capacity of their lands, territories and resources, as well as to assistance for this

purpose from States and through international cooperation."" In addition, ILO Convention

No. 169 and the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples both set out

procedural rights for indigenous peoples, including rights to information and consultation.

Furthermore, as seen in Chapter 7, the Human Rights Committee has linked resource

exploitation and environmental damage with violations of the right to cultural integrity

contained in Article 21 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),

both in its Recommendations under the individual complaints mechanisms of the First

Optional Protocol to the ICCPR, for example, in Ominayak v Canada, and in its examination

of country reports under the country reporting mechanism, for example, in its response to the

fourth periodic report of Ecuador submitted in !99J." We also saw in Chapter 7 that the

Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination has linked environmental damage

with the violation of the rights indigenous peoples and vulnerable groups, as evidenced by

the CERD's examination of the country reports of Nigeria, Russia and Ecuador'"

The environmental rights of indigenous peoples are also recognised in regional human rights

regimes. As seen in Chapter 8, the Article XIII(1) of the Proposed American Declaration on

the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, yet to be adopted and ratified by the OAS, proposes to

recognise a special collective human right of indigenous peoples to "a safe and healthy

environment, which is an essential condition for the enjoyment of the right to life and

collective well-being." The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights also recognises

the right of "peoples" to a satisfactory environment, although there is controversy over the

interpretation of the word "peoples" and hence the beneficiaries of this right.'o Article XIII

of the Proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples sets out other

detailed provisions relating specifically to the environmental protection of indigenous

peoples' lands, including the right to be informed of measures which will affect their

environment (Article XIII(2)); the right to conserve, restore and protect their environment,

and the productive capacity of their lands, territories and resources (Article XIII(3)); and the

'o See above, Chapter 7, Section 7 .2.2.1, p269.
3r 

See above, Chapter 7, Section 7.2.3.I, pp280-281'
32 

See above, Chapter 7, Section 7.3.I,pp294-300 and 301-303.
33 

See above, Chapter 7, Section 1 .3.2, pp3I0'3I6.
3a This point is discussed in chapter 8, section 8.3.2.3,pp365-312, especially pp310-37l
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right to full participation in programmes of conservation of their lands, territories and

resources (Article XIII(4)).

In addition to the rights set forth in Article XIII of the Proposed American Declaration on the

Rights of Indigenous Peoples, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR)

has recognised that a safe and healthy environment is a pre-condition for the exercise and

enjoyment of existing fundamental individual human rights, in particular the right to life, the

right to health and the right to culture." As we saw in Chapter 8, in its Report on the

Situation of Human Rights in Ecuador,'u the IACHR stated that "the realisation of the right to

life, and to physical security and integrity" is "necessarily related to and in some ways

dependent upon one's physical environment", and that, accordingly, where "environmental

contamination and degradation pose a persistent threat to human rights and health" the

following rights are implicated: the rights to life liberty and personal security contained in

Article I of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man (ADRDM); the right

to the preservation of health and well-being in Article XI of the ADRDM; the right to life in

Article 4 of the American Convention on Human Rights; and the right to physical, mental

and moral integrity contained in Article 5 of the American Convention on Human Righß.3?

" See above, Chapter 8, Section 8.2.2.2, pp339-341. The special wlnerability of indigenous peoples to

violations of their right to life, health and cultural integrity caused by environmental damage was also

recognised by Mrs Fatma Zohra Ksentini in her report on Human Rights and the Environment, prepared

for the United Nations Sub-Comrnission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities.

Ksentini recognised tlìat tlìe "removal from or destruction or degradation of traditional lands inevitably

leads to serious loss of life and health and damage to the cultural integrity of indigenous peoples". United

Nations Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities , Review of Further

Developments in Fields \Itith Which the Sub-Comtnission Has Been Concerned: Humon Rights and the

Enviroiment, Final Report Prepared by Mrs Fatma Zohra Ksentini, Special Rapporteur, UN Doc

E/CN,4/Sub.2llgg4lg, 6 July lgg4, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

<htþ ://www.unhchr. ch>, Para 7 7 .
,6 Intei-American Commission on Human Rights, Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Ecuador, OAS

Doc OEA/Sey.L|Y.II.96, doc 10, rev 1,24 April 1997, Inter-American Commission on Human Rights

<http://www.cidh.oas.org/country.htm>, discussed in Chapter 8, Section 8.2.2.2, pp339'344. See also

Intei-American Commission on Human Rights, Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Brazil, Ch'VI'
"Human Rights of the Indigenous Peoples in Brazil", OAS Doc OEA/Ser.L/V/II.97, doc 29, rev l, 29

November 199-t; and Inter-American Commission on Human Riglrts, Third Report on the Situation of
Human Rights in Colombia (1999), Ch.X, "The Rights of Indigenous Peoples", Inter-American

Commission on Human Rights <http://www.cidh.oas.orglcountry.htm>, discussed in Chapter 8, Section

8.2.2.2(2), pp3 45 -347 .

37 The view advanced by the IACHR can be seen as one aspect of the debate on the existence and scope of a

human right of all individuals to a safe or healthy envronment. That debate is beyond the scope of this

thesis. For further information, see Alston P, "Conjuring Up New Human Rights: A Proposal for Quality

Control" (1934) 78 AJIL 607; Gibson N, The Right to a Clean Environment" (1990) 54 Saskatchewan L

Rev 5; Gormley W, "The Legal Obligation of the International Community to Guarantee a Pure and Decent

Enviromnent: The Expansion of Human Rights Norrns" (1990) 3 Geo Int'l Envtl L Rev 85; Vukasovic V,

"protection of the Human Environment: One of the Key Issues in the Field of Human Rights" (1990) 59(4)

Revista Juridica UPrR 889; Hodkova I, (1991) "Is There a Right to a Healthy Environment in the

International Legal Order?" 7(l) Conn J Int't I 65; Shelton D, "Hutnan Rights, Environmental Rights, and
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The Commission specifically stated that the right to life recognised in Article 4 of the

American Convention on Human Rights, which is non-derogable and constitutes the basis for

the realisation of all other rights, may be violated by severe environmental pollution.

Furthermore, as states are required under the Convention to take positive measures to

safeguard life and physical integrity, a case of severe environmental pollution that poses a

threat to human life and health may give rise to an obligation on the state to "take reasonable

measures to prevent such risk", or take the "necessary measures to respond when persons

have suffered injury". Thus, according to the IACHR, the right to life recognised by the

American Convention protects individuals, including indigenous people, from threats to life

from environmental degradation, and imposes upon the state a positive duty to take both

reasonable preventative and remedial measures to protect the right to life from threats arising

from environmental degradation.

This summary of instruments of international human rights laws which recognise substantive

rights of indigenous peoples with respect to their environment, and the practice of human

rights treaty monitoring bodies such as the Committee on Human Rights, the CERD and the

IACHR, suggest that states are subject to more onerous obligations and duties with respect to

indigenous peoples and the protection of their environment under human rights laws than

pursuant to the UNCED documents of international environmental law, which do not

recognise environmental rights, but rather recognise the role of indigenous peoples in

conservation and environmental management and seek to ensure equity for indigenous

peoples through procedural means'

9.2.2 General Princíples of Internatíonøl Envíronmental Law

This section examines a number of principles of international environmental law that, when

implemented and enforced by states, will regulate the environmental aspects of oil and gas

development, including oil and gas development of the lands of indigenous peoples. As

the Right to Environment" (1991) 28 Stan J Int'l L I03; Thorme M, "Establishing Environment as a

ttuman Right" (1991) I9(2) Den J Int L & Pol'y 301; McClymonds J, "The Human Right to a Healthy

Environment: An International Legal Perspective" (1992) 3'7 NYL Sch L Rev 583; Nickel J, "The Human

Right to a Safe Environment: Plìilosophical Perspectives on Its Scope and Justification" (1993) LB Yale J
nl't t 281; Berat L, "Defending the Right to a Healthy Environment: Toward a Crime of Geocide in

International Law" (1993) ll Bost U Int IJ 327; Sirnpson T and Jackson V, "Human Rights and the
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these principles are generally held to be existing or emerging principles of customary

international law, some indication will be given as to their status as such, but this is not

intended to be a comprehensive and exhaustive discussion as that is beyond the scope of this

thesis."

9.2.2.1 Duty to prevent, reduce and control transboundary harm

The prohibition against causing environmental damage in the territory of another state or in

the global commons originated in the Trail Smelter arbitrationtn and was subsequently

enshrined as Principl e 2l of the 1972 Stockholm Declaration and Principle 2 of the 1992 Rio

Declaration on Environment and Development. According to this principle, states have the

sovereign right to exploit their oil and gas resources, but must ensure that these activities do

not cause damage beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. The principle is one of harm

prevention, not merely a basis for reparation for damages after the event.* States must

therefore take adequate steps to prevent, control and regulate transboundary pollution or

damage from oil exploration and production activities. This principle is of relevance to

shared watershed areas, where oil contamination in one country may affect another

downstream. Wagner notes that an oil spill in 1992 on the Napo River in Ecuador resulted in

degradation in Peru, and gave rise to a legal challenge by the indigenous population against

the operator deemed responsible for the spill.o' While this rule may protect indigenous

Environment- (Igg7) 14 EPIJ 268; Pevato P, "A Right to Environment in International Law: Current

Status and Future Outlook" (1999) 8(3) RECIEL 309.
38 Some scholars support the idea that various principles of international environmental law, notably the

precautionary principle, notification of emergencies, prior information and consultation on projects

potentially affecting the environment of other states, public participation, and prior environmental impact

ãssessment, constitute emerging (if not existing) principles of customary international law: Kiss A and

Shelton D, above n2. Other scholars have argued against these principles as forming part of customary

international law. Common arguments against these principles as custom are: the lack of evidence of state

practice required to form customary international law, with these norms reflecting only political statements

iather tharractual State behaviour; and that the mere repetition of non-binding principles in international

instruments cloes not lead to the formation of customary international law: Bodansþ D, "Customary (and

Not So Customary) International Environmental Law", above n17; Kelly J,above n17.
3e Trail Smelter (US v Canada), 3 rR Int't Arb Awards 1905 (1938 and 1941); 33 AJIL (1939), 182;35 AJIL

(1941), 684.
oo For a discussion of the duty to prevent, reduce and control environmental harm, see Kiss A and Shelton D,

above n2 aI 268-282; Guruswamy L, Palmer Sir Geoffrey, Weston B and Carlson J, International

Environmental Law and World Order: A Probtem-Oriented Coursebook (West Publishing Co, St. Paul,

Minnesota, 2nd ed, 1999) at 348-362; Lefeber R, Transboundary Environmental Interference and the

Origin of State Liability (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, Boston, 1996); Birnie P and Boyle A,

above nl at 89-102; Gaines, "Taking Responsibility for Transboundary Environmental Effects" (1991) 14

Hastings Int & Comp L Rev 781; Magraw D, "Transboundary Harm: The International Law Commission's

Study of 'International Liability"' (1986) 80 AJIL 305.
4t Wagner J, above nl2 at 177.
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peoples in one state from oil pollution sourced in another state, it is obviously of no use to

indigenous peoples where oil exploitation and damage occurs within the jurisdiction of one

state.

9.2.2.2 Transboundary cooperation in cases of environmental risk

A second principle now widely acknowledged by the international community as a principle

of customary international law is that states are required to cooperate with each other in

mitigating transboundary environmental risks. The basic principle "that states must

cooperate in avoiding adverse effects on their neighbours through a system of impact

assessment, notification, consultation, and negotiation appears generally to be endorsed by

the relevant jurisprudence, declaration of international bodies, the work of the International

Law Commission, and enjoys support in state practíce".o' This rule may act to limit or

reduce the damage suffered by indigenous peoples in one state from oil pollution sourced in

another state. However, the principle does not have relevance for harm caused by oil

pollution within the jurisdiction of one state'

9.2.2.3 Precautionary PrinciPle

The duty of states to prevent, reduce and control transboundary harm is an obligation not

only of responsibility for harm once this has occurred, but also of prevention and control

before damage has occurred. However, the duty to prevent, reduce and control

transboundary harm leaves open the question the point at which precautionary or

preventative measures must be taken. Some states have asserted that they are not bound to

act until there is until there is clear and convincing scientific proof of actual or threatened

harm - an argument that has been used to delay negotiations concerning the adoption of

measures to tackle problems of climate change, acid rain and ozone depletion.o'

It is in this context that the precautionary principle has acquired special importance.*

Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration sets out the precautionary principle as follows: "Where

a2 Birnie P and Boyle A, above nt at 103. See also Kiss A and Shelton D, above n2 at282-294.
a3 Birnie P and Boyle A, ibid at9'7.* On the precautionary principle see: Kiss A and Shelton D, above n2 at263-265; Morris J (ed), Risk and the

precautionary Principle (Butterworth-Heinemann, Oxford, 2000); Harding R and Fisher E (eds),
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there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be

used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental

degradation". Principle 15 further provides that "in order to protect the environment, the

precautionary approach shall be widely applied by States according to their capabilities".

The precautionary principle has found expression in conventions regarding protection of the

ozone layer, the protection of biodiversity, regulation of dumping at sea, the protection of

transboundary watercourses, and climate change.ot A stronger version of the precautionary

principle goes further by reversing the burden of proof such that it is not possible to cany out

an activity unless it is shown that it will not cause unacceptable harm to the environment.ou

The precautionary principle also has support in the codes and principles of oil industry

associations and other industry bodies. For example, the United Kingdom Offshore

Operators' Association's (UKOOA) has adopted the precautionary principle as on of its

Environmental Principles, stating that "where there are threats of serious or irreversible

damage, lack of full scientific certainty will not be used as a reason for postponing cost-

effective measures to prevent environmental degradation".o' Principle 10 of the International

Perspectives on the Precautionary Principle (Federation Press, Leichhardt NSW, 1999); Freestone D and

Hey E (eds), The Precautionary Principle and International Law: The Challenge of Implementation

(Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 1996); Hohmann H, Precautíonary Legal Duties and Principles of
Modern International Envíronmental Inw: The Precautionary Principle: International Environmental I'aw

Between Exploitation and Protectíon (Graham & Trotman/Martinus Nijhoff and Kluwer Academic

Publishers, London, Boston, 1994); O'Riordan T and Cameron J, Interpreting the Precautionary Principle

(Cameron May, London, 1994); Stewart A, Scientific Uncertainty, Ecologically Sustainable Development

and the Precautionary Principle" (1999) 8(2) Griffith L Rev 350; Gullet W, "Environmental Protection and

the'Precautionary Principle': A Response to Scientific Uncertainty in Environmental Management"

(lgg7) 14 EPLI52; Mclntyre O and Moesdale T, "The Precautionary Principle as a Norm of Customary

International Law" (1997) 6 J Env L22l; Hickey J and Walker V, "Refining the Precautionary Principle in

International Environmental Law" (1995) 14 Virg JIL243; Bodansþ D, "Scientific Uncertainty and the

Precautionary Principle" (1991) 33 Environment 4; Cameron J and Abouchar J, "The Precautionary

Principle: A Fundamental Principle of Law and Policy for the Protection of the Global Environment"

(1991) Bost Coll Int & Comp L Rev l; Cameron J and Abouchar J, "The Precautionary Principle: A

Fundamental Principle for the Protection of the Global Environment" (1991) British Columbia Int'l &
Comp L Rev l,

as The Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer,26ILM 1550 (1987), as amended by

the 2nd Meeting of the Parties to the Montreal Protocol, London, 2'7-29 J:une 1990, 30 ILM 537 (1991),

Preanrble, para 6 (protocol to the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer, adopted 21

June 1985, 26 ILM 1529 (1937); the Convention on Biological Diversity, adopted 5 June 1992,3L ILM
8lS (1992) (entered into force 29 December 1993), Preamble; the Convention for the Protection of the

Marine Environment of the North East Atlantic (OSPAR Convention), adopted 22 September 1992, 32

ILM 1069 (1993) (not yet in force), Preamble and Article 2; the Convention on the Protection and Use of
Transboundary Watercourses and International Lakes (Helsinki), adopted 17 March 1992, UN Doc

E:ECE|I268, 3l IIÀ4 t3t2 (1992), Article 2(5Xa); the LIN Framework convention on clirnate change,

adopted 9 May 1992,31 ILM 848 (1992) (entered into force 2l March 1994), Article 3(3).
a6 Birnie P and Boyle A, above nl at 98.
at United Kingdorn Offshore Operators' Association (UKOOA), 1999 Environmental Report, "Ottr

Environmental Principles", UKOOA <http://www.ukooa'co.uk>.
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Chamber of Commerce (ICC)'s Business Charter for Sustainable Development, which

comprises 16 principles for environmental management, endorses the precautionary approach

as a vital principle for achieving sustainable development, exhorting corporations to "modify

the manufacture, marketing or use of products or services or the conduct of activities,

consistent with scientific and technical understanding, to prevent serious or irreversible

environmental degradation".ot

Unfortunately, difficult questions remain concerning the point at which the principle

becomes applicable to any one situation. Furthermore, it cannot be assumed there is broad

international consensus on the use of the principle between developing and developed

countries, as can be seen by Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration, which qualifies the

application of the principle according to the capabilities of states. Although in time the

precautionary principle may become a principle of customary international law, "the great

variety of interpretations given to the precautionary principle, and the novel and far-reaching

effects of some applications suggest that it is not yet a principle of international law".on

9.2.2.4 Polluter PaYs PrinciPle

principle 16 of the Rio Declaration provides that "national authorities should endeavour to

promote the internalisation of environmental costs and the use of economic instruments,

taking into account the approach that the polluter should, in principle, bear the cost of

pollution, with due regard to the public interest and without distorting international trade and

investment". The key thrust of the principle is that the polluter should bear the costs of

carrying out measures to ensure the environment is in "an acceptable state"; in other wotds,

the costs of these measures should be reflected in the costs of goods and services which cause

pollution in production or consumption".'o It requires states to endeavour to enact laws and

a8 International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), The Business Charter for Sustainable Development: Principles

þr Environmental Management, ICC <http://www.iccwbo.orglhome/environment/charter.asp>' The
"Chu.t.r, 

a key project initiated by European and North American business leaders, was prepared for the

UNCED at RIO in 1992. See below, Section 9,3.2.2, n95 p409.
ae Birnie p and Boyle A, above nl at 98; see also Bodansþ D, "Customary (and Not So Customary)

International Environmental Law", above n17; Bodansþ D, "scientific Uncertainty and the Precautionary

principle", above n44; but cf Cameron J and Abouchar J, "The Precautionary Principle: A Fundamental

principle for the Protection of the Global Environment" (1991) British Columbia Int'l & Comp L Rev l,
arguing the principle is part of customary international law.

to SiinieÞ anO noytè A, above nl at 109. See also Kiss A and Shelton D, above n2 at 266-268; OECD, The

polluter-Pays Principle: Definition, Analysis, Implementation (Paris, OECD, 1975); Smets H, "The

polluter pays Principle in the Early 1990s" in Carnpiglio L, Pineschi L, Siniscalco D and Treves T (eds),
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regulations that make polluters, including oil companies, bear the full cost of environmental

damage.

There is as yet no international consensus on precisely what the "polluter pays" principle

means and how it should be applied.'' The principle can be interpreted broadly enough "to

encompass everything from compensating for natural resources lost or damaged in an

environmental incident, to paying for the full cost of government environmental regulatory

programs".tt Costs to be considered could include the costs of remediation measures, the

cost of compensation for ecological damage to the victims, and also for environmental

damage in general.t' This principle supports the endeavour of indigenous peoples to make oil

companies pay for damage to their traditional lands caused by oil pollution, and is

incorporated in the Code of Conduct drafted in Chapter 11 of this thesis'

Although the polluter pays principle has been adopted by the OECD and the European

Union,'o and has influenced the formulation of international measures regarding protection of

the marine environment,tt including treaties concerning oil pollution at sea, most notably the

1990 International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and Co-operation,'u

there is less evidence of a widespread support for adoption of the principle beyond the

The Environment After Rio: International Law and Economics (Graham & Trotman/lvlartinus Nijhotr,

London/Dordrecht/Boston, 1994); Biggs G, "Application of the Polluter-Pays Principle in Latin America"

in Dommen E, Faír Princíples for Sustainable Development: Essays on Environmental Policy and

Developing Countries (Aldershot, UK; Brookfield, USA: Published by Elgar E for and on behalf of the

United Nations, 1993) [hereafter Fair Principlesf; Bonus H, "Implications of the Polluter-Pays and the

User-pays Principles forDeveloping Countries" in DommenE, Fair Principles; Heal G, "Application of

the polluter-Pays Principle in Developing Countries" in Dommen E, Fair Principles; Parikh K, "The

polluter-pays and User-Pays Principles for Developing Countries: Merits, Drawbacks and Feasibility" in

Dommen E, Fair Principles; Stevens C, "Interpreting the Polluter Pays Principle in the Trade and

Environment Context" (1994) 2'7 Cornelt Intl IJ 577; Kettlewell U, "The Answer to Global Pollution? A

Critical Examination of the Problems and Potential of the Polluter-Pays Principle" (1992) Colo J Int'l Envt

L & pot'y 429; Gaines S, "The Polluter-Pays Principle: From Economic Equity to Environmental Ethos"

(1991) 26 Texqs Int IJ 463.t' For different statements of the polluter-pays principle, see Annex I, "The Polluter-Pays Principle:

Definitions and Recommendations" in Dommen E, ibid; and OECD, ibid.
52 Arrnstrong K, above nl2 at 3-41.
53 

Smets H, above n50 al I34.
" See, for example, European Comrnunity, Single European Act, adopted 17 February 1986, 169 OJEC I

(1937) and Corr 304 OJEC 46 (198'7); 25 IL}'/l 503 (1987) (entered into force I July 1987), Article

l30R(2); Treaty on European Union (Maastricht), adopted 21 February 1992, I CMLR 573 (1992) (entered

into force I November 1993), Article 130R(2)'

" See, for example, the Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary Watercourses and

International Lakes (Ilelsinki), above n45, Article 2(5); the Convention for the Protection of the Marine

Environment of the North East Atlantic (OSPAR Convention), adopted 22 Septembet 1992, 32 IIÀ4 L069

(1993) (not yet in force), Article 2(2)(b); and the Convention on the Protection of the Baltic Environment

(Helsinki), adopted 2 April1992, EMuT 992:28, Article 3(4)'
56 Adopted 30 November 1990, 30 ILM 733 (1991) (entered into force 13 May 1995).
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developed world.tt The success of incorporating environmental costs into product prices has

been largely achieved in the developed countries, where consumers are able to afford higher

prices and manufacturers have been able to afford the conversion to more environmentally-

sound technologies.tt Thus, although as a policy the principle has gained "significant

endorsement", it is not yet generally accepted as a principle of customary international law. 
tn

9.2.2.5 community access to information and public participation

Access to environmental information is a prerequisite to public participation in decision-

making, monitoring public and private sector activities, and the state of the environment.

There is no consensus on the scope of a principle to have access to environmental

information. A "right to information" could mean freedom to seek information, to access

information; or to receive it; while the corresponding duties of the state could be limited to

abstention from interfering with efforts to obtain information, or expanded to include a duty

on the state to obtain and disseminate environmental information.*

The principle of community access to information is "widely found in environmental

treaties" and other instruments of international environmental law.u' Principle 10 of the Rio

Declaration states that "at the national level, each individual shall have appropriate access to

information concerning the environment that is held by public authorities, including

information on hazardous materials and activities in their communities, and the opportunity

to participate in decision-making processes." Principle 10 goes on to declare that "States

shall facilitate and encourage public awareness and participation by making information

widely available". While the Declaration is non-binding, the mandatory language used in

this Principle is evidence of the strong moral force of this principle.

Other instruments of international law addressing access to environmental information

include Agenda 2!, the Framework Convention on Climate Change, the Helsinki Convention

on the Protection and Use of Transboundary Watercourses and International Lakes, the UN

Convention to Combat Desertification, the United Nations Economic Commission for

si Birnie P and Boyle A, above nl at 110'
58 panjabi R, "Fróm Stockholm to Rio: A Comparison of the Declaratory Principles of International

Environmental Law' (1993) 2l(2) Den J Int L & Pol'y 215 at254.
5e Birnie P and Boyle A, above nl at 110-111; Kiss A, above nl9 at 6l'
60 Kiss A and Shelton D, above n2 at I47.
6r Ibid at 148.
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Europe Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-Making and

Access to Justice in Environmental Matters,u'and regional treaties and documents, including

various Directives of the European Council such as the Directive on Freedom of Access to

Information on the Environment.u'

The provision of information to indigenous peoples regarding proposed developments on

their traditional lands and the expected impact of such activities on the physical and cultural

environment is crucial to ensuring indigenous peoples maintain effective control over, and

participate fully in, resource developments on their lands. The provision of information to

indigenous peoples is a key principle that is incorporated in the environmental provisions of

the Code of Conduct drafted in Chapter 11 of this thesis.

The principle of public participation recognises the right of those who may be affected to

have a say in their environmental future. The right to participate has two components: the

right to be heard, and the right to affect decisions. Most recent multilateral and many

bilateral treaties contain references to guarantees of public participation, including the

Framework Convention on Climate Change; the Convention on Biological Diversity; the

Espoo Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context, and

the Convention on Desertification.s Public participation is an essential element of

environmental impact assessment, which is a form of environmental assessment required by

international and national laws and is a condition for loans by multilateral development

agencies. Environmental impact assessment is discussed further in Section 9.4.1 of this

Chapter.

62 The IIN Framework Convention on Climate Change, above n45, Article 6(aXii); the Convention on the

protection and Use of Transboundary Watercourses and International Lakes (Helsinki), above n45, Article

16; the UN Convention to Combat Desertification in Those Countries Experiencing Serious Drouglrt and/or

Desertification, Particularþ in Africa, adopted 14 October 1994, UNGA Doc A/AC.24lll5lRev.7,33 ILM
l3ZS (Igg4¡ Article l0(2Xe); and the Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in

Decision-Making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters, adopted 25 June 1998, 38 ILM 5I7

(1999), Articles 4 and 5.
63 Council Directive g)l3I3/EF:C of June 7, lgg0, on the Freedom of Access to Information on the

Environment, 1990 OJEC L I5S (2316190). See Kiss A and Shelton D, above n2 at 148-150.
6a The IIN Framework Convention on Climate Change, above n45, Article 6(aXiii); the Convention on

Biological Diversity, adopted 5 June L992,3I ILM 8I8 (1992) (entered into force 29 December 1993),

Article 1(a); the Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context, @spoo),

adopted 25 February 1991, 30 ILM 8OO (1991), Article 2(6); the UN Convention to Combat Desertification,

above n62, Articles 3(a), 5(d) and 10(2XÐ. Kiss A and Shelton D, above n2 at 153-155, list a further 1l

multilateral treaties containing a reference to public participation, and a number of bilateral treaties.
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Despite its existence in these documents of international law, public participation has been

described as a "policy" principle rather than a legal principle.ut However, a new

development with "far-reaching implications" for resource development industries is the

signing on 25 June 1998 of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-Making and Access

to Justice in Environmental Matters".6 This treaty commits governments to "guarantee the

rights of access to information, public participation in decision-making, and access to justice

in environmental matters" concerning new projects, programmes, and other actions affecting

the environment.ut Projects specifically listed in Annex I include mining projects, energy

sector facilities and pipelines.

The principle of public participation is relevant to ensuring indigenous peoples are not

excluded from the decision-making processes regarding development on their lands. In

addition to the generality of Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration, Principle 22 of the Rio

Declaration recognises the particular importance of participation for indigenous peoples,

while Chapter 23 of Agenda 21 emphasises that public participation in decision-making is

one of the "fundamental prerequisites for the achievement of sustainable development". In

addition, as seen in Chapters 7 and 8, the instruments of international human rights law

recognise the special right of indigenous peoples to participate in decisions concerning

development on their traditional lands. The principle that indigenous peoples must be able to

participate at all stages in the development of oil resources on their traditional lands is a key

concept incorporated into the Code of Conduct drafted in Chapter 11 of this thesis.

9.3 International Environmental Law Regulating The Oil And Gas Exploration

And Production IndustrY

To date, hundreds of international instruments pertaining to the environment have been

concluded, covering a vast range of environmental issues, and imposing comprehensive

duties on states, from research and monitoring to pollution control and reduction. This

section identifies the existence and content of the instruments of international environmental

law that specifically address the environmental regulation of oil and gas development, in

65 Kiss A, above nI9 af 62.
66 Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-Making and Access to Justice in

Environmental Matters, above n62. See Pring G, Otto J and Naito K, (Part I), above nIZ aI 55.
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order to incorporate key principles and practices in the environmental provisions of a Code

of Conduct for oil exploration and development on indigenous peoples' lands drafted in

Chapter 11.

9.3.1 Treatíes

There are no conventions or treaties that have been negotiated with the specific aim of

regulating the onshore activities of the oil and gas exploration and production industry

operating within the borders of individual states. This stems historically from the view that

the regulation of onshore resource exploitation falls within the domestic jurisdiction of states.

There are "resource specific" treaties that, by placing an obligation on states to protect and

preserve the environment, may lead to the enactment of domestic laws and policies that

restrain the activities of the oil industry in order to protect ecological systems and resources

such as flora and fauna, the atmosphere, and the oceans and other water courses. For

example, the UN Biodiversity Convention, by placing obligations on States to protect the

biodiversity within the State, may affect domestic oil and gas industry operating within the

borders of individual states in areas where the preservation of biodiversity is a concern.

However, it remains true that there are no treaties setting out laws and rules that are aimed at

directly regulating the behaviour of the onshore oil industry operating within the borders of

individual states.

The offshore oil exploration and production industry is also "characterised both by a distinct

lack of instruments for environmental protection at the global level and, where regional and

national regulation has in fact taken place, by the continuing lack of uniformity and

complementarity of such controls".ut Although pollution from offshore oil installations is a

major environmental issue associated with offshore oil and gas exploration and production,un

6't AÍicle 1.
ut Ong D, above nl2 at6l.
un the other major environmental issue, which will not be examined here, is the decommissioning and

removal of offshore structures once their "productive life" is finished. The issue of the decommissioning,

removal and disposal ofabandoned or disused offshore installations for the exploration and exploitation of
resources is covered by the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf, 499 UNTS 311, l5 US. 471,

TIAS No 5578 (entered into force 10 June 1964); the United Nations Convention on the Law of tlìe Sea

(¡NCLOS) (Montego Bay), adopted 10 December 1982, UN Doc A/CONF/62I122 (1982): Misc 11 (1983),

Cmd 8941; 2l ILM 126l (1982) (entered into force 16 November 1994); the Convention on the Prevention

of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter (London), adopted 29 Decembet 1972, 26

UST 2403; TIAS No 8165; amended 12 October 1978, TIAS No 8615; 18 ILM 5I0 (L979) (entered into
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to date, there has not been a convention that lays down standards for pollution from offshore

structures installed for the purpose of exploiting natural resources of the seabed. The 1982

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)'0 is the only major

international convention that deals with pollution from offshore installations, placing an

obligation upon states to take all measures necessary to prevent, reduce and control pollution

of the marine environment, including measures to minimise pollution from installations and

devices used in exploration or exploitation of the natural resources of the sea-bed and

subsoil.''

Article 208(1) and (3) calls on coastal states to adopt national laws and regulations to

"prevent, reduce and control pollution of the marine environment arising from or in

connection with seabed activities subject to their jurisdiction and from artificial islands,

installations and structures under their jurisdiction" that are "no less effective than

international rules, standards and recommended practices and procedures".t' Article 208(5)

anticipates the development of international rules and standards, stating that "states, acting

especially through competent international organisations or diplomatic conference, shall

establish global and regional rules, standards and recommended practices and procedures to

prevent, reduce and control pollution of the marine environment referred to in paragraph I ".t'

force 30 August 1975); and various regional agreements regarding the removal and disposal of offshore

installations, including the OSPAR Convention, above n55. See Ong D, above nl2 at66.
70 The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), which entered into force in November

1994, is the first major international convention concerned with protection of the marine environment

against all potentially polluting activities. Article 192 irnposes a general obligation on States to protect and

preserve the marine environment. Article 194(1) places an obligation upon states to take "all measures ...

necessary to prevent, reduce and control pollution ofthe marine environment from any source".'tl 
A(icle 194(1), (3Xb) and 3(c).

" "Under their jurisdiction" refers to activities undertaken, and artifrcial islands, installations and structures

sited, within the exclusive economic zone and the continental shelf. Articles 208(l), 60 and 80.
t' I-INCLOS does not name any specific international bodies as "competent international organisations".

Whoever these organisations are, the body of standards must be "generally accepted", which raises the

question of how "competent international organisations" are to be identified, with so many regional

industry bodies and different sets of standards. There are a number of potential candidates for the role of
"competent international organisation" in the international oil and gas exploration and production

industry, including UNEP, whose Guidelines Concerning the Environment Related to Offshore Mining and

Drilling within the Limits of National Jurisdiction formed the basis for the Protocol Concerning Regional

Co-operation in Combating Pollution by Oil and Other Harmful Substances in Cases of Emergency,

adopied 24 April 1978, I7 ILM 526 (1973) to the Kuwait Regional Convention for Cooperation on the

Protection of the Marine Environment from Pollution, adopted 24 Aprrl1978, 1140 UNTS 133:" l7 ILM
511 (197S) (entered into force I July 1979), and the IMO 1989 Guidelines and Standardsþr the Removal

of Offshore Installations on the Continental Shelf and in the Exclusive Economic Zone; the International

Standards Organisation (ISO), whose Technical Committee 67 is concerned with standards in the oil and

gas exploration and production industry; and whose Series 14000 regarding Environmental Management

Systems is set to become highly influential worldwide; the International Association of Oil and Gas

Producers (OGP), which has produced many environmental standards and guidelines; and the American
petroleum Institute, whose standards have been used worldwide. These institutions and some of their

standards are examined in Section 9.3.2 below.
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Ong has criticised the lack of mandatory, international rules and standards in the offshore oil

and gas exploration and production industry, stating that "the lack of even a framework-type

binding international agreement within this sector of the oil industry, setting down globally

verifiable operational discharge requirements for offshore installations is a cause for much

environmentalist concern".74 As there are numerous national laws and standards set by

national industry associations, but no truly global rules, domestic state practice in the

promulgation and enforcement of laws varies considerably."

The absence of international agreements regulating onshore and offshore oil and gas

exploration and production is in stark contrast to the well-established international regulatory

regime governing the marine transportation of oil, where a number of treaties regulating

different aspects of vessel-source marine pollution.tu A number of treaties regulating vessel-

source marine pollution were concluded after the Torcey Canyon ran aground in L967,

causing major oil pollution to the territories of Britain and France." These include: the 196l

International Convention Relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution

Casualties," the 1969 International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage,"

'o OngD, above nl2at63.
?s On the other hand, there is a need to accommodate flexibility. With respect to oil and gas exploration and

production standards, the equipment standards required for offshore exploration and production may differ

from the extreme conditions of the Arctic and North Seas to the coasts of Africa and Latin America.

Furthermore, these standards must be capable of revision as technology and knowledge advances. The

provision in UNCLOS article 208(5) for the revision of rules, standards and recommended practices "from

time to time as necessary" recognises that best operating practice and other procedures vary over time, with

technological changes. To place the standards in the treaty itself may impinge the adoption of better

technologies and standards, as treaties are notoriously diffrcult to amend.
tu For a critique of the international regulatory regime governing the marine transportation of oil, see Ong D,

above nl2.
" Ong lras commented that the international regulation of marine pollution prior to The Torrey Canyon

incident can be regarded as belonging to a "pre-historic era": Ong D, above n12 a|77. One major treaty

existing before 196'7, tlte International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil
(OLpOL) (London), was largely ineffective, due to the unwillingness of states to prosecute the owners of

vessels flying their flags for violations under the Convention, the impossibility of finding evidence of a

prohibited discharge of oil, and the dif[rculty of establishing a causal link between the perpetrator of the

àction and damage to the environment: the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the

Sea by Oil (O1¡POL) (London), adopted 12 May 1954,327 UNTS 3; UKTS 54 (1958), Cmnd 595; 12 UST

2989; TIAS 4900 (entered into force 26 Jnly 1958); amended 1962,600 UNTS 332; UKTS 59 (1967),

Cmnd 3354; 17 UST 1523, TIAS 6109; amended 1969, UKTS 2l (1978), Cmnd 7094; 28 UST 1205, TIAS

8508.
?8 International Convention Relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties

@russles), adopted 29 November 1969,970 LINTS 211; UKTS 77 (1975), Cmnd 6056; 26 UST 765; TIAS

8063; 9 ILM 25 (1970) (entered into force 6 May 1975); 1973 Protocol UKTS 27 (1983), Cmnd 8924; 68

AJIL 5i7 (Lg74), (entered into force 30 March 1983). This convention enables a state to intervene beyond

its territorial waters if its shores or related interests are threatened by a marine accident.
?e International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage (Brussels), adopted 29 November

Lg6g,gj3 UNTS 3; UKTS 106 (1975), Cmnd 6183; g ILM 45 (1970) (entered into force 19 June 1975),
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the IglI International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for

Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage;'o and, more recently, the 1990 International

Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and Co-operation,t' which was

concluded after the Exxon Valdez accident off the coast of Alaska."

Vessel-sourced oil pollution of the marine environment is also regulated by other

conventions concerned with pollution of the marine environment in general, including the

tgl2London Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and

Other Matter;" the 1973 International Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution

from Ships (MARPOL);'. and UNCLOS'"

amended by: L976 Protocol, adopted 19 November 1976, UKTS 26 (1981), Cmnd 8238; 16ILM 617 (19'77)

(entered inio force 8 April 1981), superseded by the 1992 Protocol, adopted 27 Novembet 1992, (entered

into force 30 May 1996); the Convention, as amended by the 1976 and 1992 Protocols, is reprinted in Civil

Liabitity for Oit Pollution Damage (International Maritime Organisation, 1996) p47. . The Convention

establi;hès a regime of strict but limited liability for compensation for oil pollution damage, and imposes a

levy on ship owners to fund compensation for parties suffering damage frorn oil pollution caused by tanker

accidents.
80 International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution

Damage (Brussels), adopted 18 December 1971, 1110 LINTS 57; UKTS 95 (1978), Cmnd 7383; ll ILM
284 (lg'72), (entered into force 16 October 1978); arnendedby: 1976 Protocol, adopted 19 November 1976,

16 ILM 62I (1977) (entered into force in force S April 19Sl); 1992 Protocol, adopted 27 November 1992

(entered into force 30 May 1996); the Convention, as amended by the 1976 and 1992 Protocols, is reprinted

ìn Civit Liabitity for Oil Pollution Damage (International Maritime Organisation, 1996) p67. A 1984

protocol to amend the Convention failed to enter into force because it was unable to secure the required

amount of ratifications. This Convention attempts to balance the burden of pollution costs between ship

owners and oil companies by establishing a Fund from the imposition of levies on the oil companies, from

which cornpensation may be paid to victirns of oil pollution in certain circumstances. These are: when the

ship ownei is not liable under the 1969 International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution

Damage; or when the ship owner is liable but cannot meet the liability under the 1969 International

Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage; or when the pollution damage exceeds the limit of

the liability imposed under the 1969 International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage .

8r International Convention on Oil Poltution Preparedness, Response and Co-operation (London), adopted 30

November 1990, 30 ILM 733 (1990) (entered into force 13 May 1995).
82 This treaty is designed to facilitate international cooperation and mutual assistance between states in

preparing for and responding to a major pollution incident. It is concerned with preparedness and response

io ól pottution .met[.ncies which pose a threat to the marine environrnent of the coastline of state parties.

The Convention contains provisions relating to: international cooperation and mutual assistance (article 7);

oil pollution reporting (article 4); and oil pollution emergency plans (article 3). The treaty also imposes an

obligation o1 ifie purti"r to establislì a national system for responding promptly and effectively to oil

pollution incidents (article 6).
t, îhe Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter (London),

above n69. Article IV(a) of the London Dumping Convention prohibits the dumping of wastes and other

matter listed in Annex I, including crude oil and petroleum products. "Dumping" includes also includes

the deliberate disposal of sea of "platforms and other man-made structures" such as oil rigs and platforms.
8a International Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) (London), adopted

2 November 1973, UKTS 27 (1983), Cmnd 8924; 12 ILM l3l9 (1973); amended by Protocol of 1978

before entry into force; Protocol Relating to the Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships

(MARpOLi, t'7 ILM 546 (1973) (entered into force 2 October 1983). Annex I entered into force 2 October

1983; Annex II entered into force 6 April 1987. Annex V in force 31 December 1988. Information on

amendments to MARPOL are avilable from the International Maritirne Organisation,

<http://www.imo.org>. MARPOL is concerned with the prevention of marine pollution by the "discharge
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A number of regional treaties dealing with protection of the marine environment from oil

pollution have also been concluded, such as the 1989 Bonn Agreement for Cooperation in

Dealing with Pollution of the North Sea by Oil and Other Harmful Substances'u and the 1912

Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping from Ships and Aircraft

(Oslo Convention)" which provide regulatory requirements regarding oil pollution in the

North Sea.tt A number of regional conventions have also been concluded under the auspices

of UNEP's Regional Seas Programme'8e

of harmful substances or effluents containing such substances" (Article 1). Annex I deals specifically with
prevention of pollution by oil, Regulation 9 of Annex I prohibits ship owners from discharging oil or oily

mixtures into the sea unless certain criteria are rnet or an exception applies. Annex I also contains

comprehensive provisions relating to the design, construction and maintenance of oil tankers.
ss The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), above n69. Article 194(1) places an

obligation upon states to take "all measures ... necessary to prevent, reduce and control pollution of the

marine environment from any source". With respect to vessel-source pollution, these shall include

measures to "minimise to the fullest possible extent ... pollution from vessels, in particular measures for

preventing accidents and dealing with emergencies, ensuring the safeff of operations at sea, preventing

intentional and unintentional discharges, and regulating the design, construction, equipment, operation and

manning of vessels" (Article 194(3Xb). Article 2tl lays down a framework within which States must take

legal measures with respect to pollution from vessels'
tu Agreement for Cooperation in Dealing with Pollution of the North Sea by Oil and Other Harmful

Substances (Bonn), adopted 13 September 1983, Misc 26 (1983), Cmnd 9104; (entered into force 1

September 1989); replacing the Agreement for Cooperation in Dealing with Pollution of the North Sea by

Oii (Bonn), adopted 9 June 1969,'704 UNTS 3; UKTS 78 (1960), Cmnd 4205; g ILM 359 (1970), (entered

into force 9 August 1969).
8't Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping from Ships and Aircraft (Oslo), adopted 15

February 1972,932IjNTS 3; UKTS 119 (1975), Cmnd 6628; II ILM 262 (1972).
tt In 1992 the Oslo Convention and the Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution From Land-Based

Sources (Paris), adopted 4 June 1974, UKTS 64 (1978), Crnnd 7251;13 ILM 352 (19'74), were combined

into the single OSPAR Convention, above n55.
tn These incluàe: the Convention for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea Against Pollution @arcelona),

adopted 16 February 1976, UN Legislative Series STÆG/SER.B/I9 a|459, 15 ILM 290 (L976) (entered

into force 12 February 1978), and the accompanying Protocol Concerning Cooperation in Combating
pollution of the Mediterranean Sea by Oil and Other Harmful Substances in Cases of Emergency, UN

Legislative Series STÆG/SER,B/Ig at468,15IIÀ4 306 (1976) (enteredintoforce 12 February 1978); the

Kuwait Regional Convention for Cooperation on the Protection of the Marine Environment from Pollution,

above n73, and the accompanying Protocol Concerning Regional Co-operation in Combating Pollution by

Oil and Other Harmful Substances in Cases of Emergency; adopted 24 Aprll 19'78, 17 ILM 526 (1978); the

Convention for the Protection and Development of the Marine Environment of the Wide Caribbean Region

(Cartegena de Indias) and accompanying Protocol, adopted 24 March 1983, UKTS 38 (1988), Cmnd 391;

22 ILM Z2I (tg83) (entered into force 11 October 1936); the Regional Convention for the Conservation of

the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden Environment (Jeddah) and accompanying Protocol Concerning Regional Co-

operation in Cornbating Pollution by Oil and Other Harmful Substances in Cases of Emergency, adopted 14

fèbruary Igg2, g EPL 56 (1982) (entered into force 20 August 1985); the Agreement on Regional

Cooperation in Combating Pollution of the South-East Pacific by Hydrocarbons or Other Harmful

Subitances in Cases of Emergency (Lima), adopted 22 November 1981, ND (Looseleaf), Doc.J.18, (entered

ino force 14 July 1986) and accompanying Protocol for the Protection of the South-East Pacific Against

Pollution from Land-Based Sources (Quito), adopted 22 Júy 1983, Burhenne 983: 54, (entered into force

23 September 1986).
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In addition to the treaty regime, there are two voluntary industrial agreements applicable to

the international regime governing marine oil pollution. These are the 1969 Tanker Owners

Voluntary Agreement Concerning Liability for Oil Pollution (TOVALOP),* which is a

vessel-specific voluntary scheme to reimburse governments for expenses reasonably incurred

to prevent or clean up oil spills that occur due to negligence on the paft of ship owners and

the oil companies; and the Contract Regarding an Interim Supplement to Tanker Liability for

Oil Pollution (CRISTAL),9' which supplements the compensation made available under

TOVALOP and the 1969 International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution

Damage though a fund provided by cargo owners.

9.3.2 Støndards ønd Guídelínes Regarding Oíl Industry Exploration qnd Production

Practices

The major oil industry associations have prepared guidelines on acceptable environmental

standards and best operating practices for environmental protection during oil and gas

exploration and production operations, contained in industry guidelines, voluntary codes of

environmental practice and statements of environmental principles. This development is part

of a broader and growing trend among industry and business in general to adopt or endorse

principles and practices for protection of the environment in voluntary industry codes and

statements of environmental practices and principles'

For example, other resource industries, including the chemical and mining industries, have

adopted environmental codes and statements of environmental principles. The worldwide

chemical industry has adopted the Responsible Care programme as a self-regulatory health,

safety and environmental management scheme, as part of which the chemical industry's

adopt a number of codes of environmental management.nt Examples of environmental codes

in the mining industry include the Australian Minerals Council's 1996 Australian Minerals

Industry Code for Environmental Management,nt and the international Mining and

Environment Guidelines, adopted at the International Round-table on Mining and the

no 7 January 1969, 8 ILM 497 (1969).
er 14 January I9'71, I0 ILM 137 (1971).

" Tlre Responsible Care scheme is below discussed in Chapter 10, Section 10.3.1, pp502-512.
e3 Austraüãn Minerals Council, Australian Minerals Industry Code for Environmental Management,

December 1996, reproduced in Wells D, "Corporate Environmental Management Systems", 1997 AMPLA

Yrbk 530 at 548-554.
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Environment held in Berlin, lggl.to Furthermore, a number of industry bodies have

developed environmental codes and principles for business in general. An example of this is

the Business Charter for Sustainable Development, launched by the International Chamber of

Commerce (ICC) in 1991 in preparation for the UNCED at Rio in 1992. The Charter

comprises 16 principles for environmental management, which is stated to be a "vitally

important aspect of sustainable development"."

These environmental codes and statements of environmental principles have arisen for a

number of reasons. First, the "genuine acknowledgment" by industry of a "duty to the

environment" has prompted the promulgation of environmental policies.* Second, these

codes are a response to shareholder, customer, interest group and community pressure on

companies to be transparent and accountable in environmental management, allowing

industry to demonstrate environmental responsibility and enhancing public relations.nt

Third, cooperative, flexible approaches to environmental regulation such as voluntary codes

and statements of principle have been adopted by companies in order to avoid prescriptive,

costly command and control mechanisms. For example, the United Kingdom Offshore

Operators' Association's (UKOOA) promotes "innovation rather than relying on compliance

against prescriptive standards or technologies", while one of Australian Petroleum

Production and Exploration Association's key objective is "self regulation thorough the

formulation and acceptance of codes of practice in key areas of business activity"."

Voluntary codes and statements of principle reflect the corporate shift towards the adoption

'o Mining and Environment Guidelines, adopfed at the International Round-table on Mining and the

Environment, Berlin, 25-28 June 1991, reproduced in Wälde T, "Environmental Policies Towards Mining

in Developing Countries" (1992) 10(4) .r Energy & Nat Resources L 327 af 354-357 (hercaftet Berlin

Mini ng an d Envi ronmen t Gui de lin e s).
es Internãtional Chamber of Commerce (ICC), The Business Charter for Sustainable Development, above

n48. The principles address the following areas: corporate priority; management; process of improvement,

employee èducation; prior environmental impact assessment; products and services; customer advice;

facilities and operations, research; precautionary approach; contractors and suppliers; emergency

preparedness; transfer of technology; contributing to the common effort; openness to concerns; and

èompliance and reporting. The Charter, along with the Rio Declaration on Environment and

Devèlopment, is cited in Appendix A1.2 and 41.1 to the International Standards Organisation Series

14004 Guidelines on Environmental Management Systems as example of international guiding principles

from which corporations can formulate an environmental policy. The International Standards

Organisation's Guidelines on Environmental Management Systems are discussed further in Section

9.4.2.1, p435.
e6 Trainor k, "Taking the Myth Out of Environmental Management Systems", 1997 AMPLA Yrbk 555 at 561'
e't lbid.

" United Kingdom Offshore Operators' Association (UKOOA), Environmental Principles, UKOOA
<http://www.ukooa.co.ulç/issues/l999reporVenviro99-stake.htm>; Australian Petroleum Production and

Exploration Association Lirnited (APPEA), "Key Objective",

APPEA <http://www.appea.com.au/html/about.html>'
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of "site and region-specific innovation aimed at achieving a culture of integrated

environmental management and commitment to environmental stewardship and continual

environmental improvement" in preference to prescriptive government regulation. 
nn

In the absence of global binding international rules regulating the environmental practices of

oil and gas exploration and production operations, the guidelines and requirements regarding

product standards, environmental standards and best operating practices developed by oil

industry association bodies such as the American Petroleum Institute (APÐ and the

International Association of Oil and Gas Producers (OGP), and nongovernmental and

intergovernmental organisations, constitute the chief and most advanced international efforts

to achieve uniform standards and operating practices across the globe'

There are broadly two types of standards or guidelines that assist in protecting the

environment. The first of these are standards for equipment and products, such as

construction requirements for underground storage tanks and pipelines. Poorly designed,

constructed or outdated equipment may pose a greater threat to the environment. For

example, as seen in the case study of Nigeria in Chapter 4, oil spills in Ogoniland are often

caused by the breaking of old, corroded and badly maintained high pressure pipelines.

The second type of standards address environmental practices, including the observance of

environmental standards, such as limits on emissions, and the implementation of

recommended environmental practices, such as methods of disposal of drilling muds and

produced waters. Poor environmental practices generally pose a greater threat to the

environment. For example, as seen in the case study of Ecuador in Chapter 3, poor waste

disposal methods in the Amazon have contributed to the severe pollution of the indigenous

peoples' traditional lands; and, as discussed in the case study of Nigeria in Chapter 4, the

practice of gas flaring has caused enormous environmental damage in Ogoniland.'*

The introduction by oil companies of equipment that complies with international product

standards, and the observance of good operating practices and environmental practices,

would reduce the environmental destruction on indigenous peoples' lands. The Code of

Conduct drafted in Chapter 11 contains provisions by which companies agree to observe

nn Wells D, "Corporate Environmental Management Systems", 1997 AMPI'A Yrbk 530 at 532'
too See Chapter 3, Section 3.4.2.2, pp67-6S; and Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2.2, ppl16-lI7 tegarding oil spills in

Nigeria from outdated pipelines and ppl 15-1 16 regarding gas flaring'
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good international operating practices and standards for protection of the environment. The

major sources of these "internationally-acceptable" product and environmental standards will

now be discussed.

9.3.2.1 Product standards

The major organisations that set standards in the international oil industry are the

International Standards Organisation (ISO), the American Petroleum Institute (API), and

CEN, the European regional body corresponding to ISO.'0' The API, which has maintained

product standards for decades, currently produces and maintains about 400 voluntary

standards that "are so widely used both in the United States and around the world that they

define standard industry practice".'ot As part of its Strategies for Today's Environmental

Protection (STEP) program, initiated in 1990, the API has re-examined its standards from an

environmental, health and safety perspective, seeking to help improve environmental

performance in the oil industry through the development of improved product standards

regarding the safety and integrity of equipment, such as underground oil storage tanks.'o'

The International Standards Organisation (ISO) is an international federation of "standards

bodies" from over 100 countries. It was founded in 1946 with the aim of promoting

standardisation and related activities to facilitate the international exchange of goods and

services. The ISO Technical Committee 67 (-1C 67) is developing a series of technical

standards for Materials, Equipment and Offshore Structures for Petroleum and Natural Gas

Industries, based primarily on API standards. As of 1997, TC 67 had 7 Subcommittees

dealing with standards for linepipe; pipeline transportation systems; drilling fluids and well

tot The UK and Norwegian governrnents and industry have also developed CRINE (the UK's Cost Reduction

Initiative for the New Era) and NORSOK, which deal with standards for offshore oil industry' CRINE and

NORSOK support the transfer of key national standards to international status via the ISO: Oil Industry

International Exploration and Production Forum, International Standards for the Oil and Gas Industries:

E&p Forum Presentation, Report No. 1.15/267, August 1997 (hereafter E&P Forum, International

Standards for the Oil and Gas Industries).
ro2 American Petroleum Institute, "standards Safeguard the Environment and Human Health", 30 June 1999,

American Petroleum Institute <http://www.api'org/step/standards.htm>.
ro3 The ApI has also sought to improve environmental performance in the oil industry through developing

guidelines for environmental management systems, and through producing guidelines recommending

ènvironmental practices for protection of the environment, for example, its 1995 guideline Onshore Oil and

Gas Production Practices þr Protection of the Environment. American Petroleum Institute, Model

Environmentat, Heatth and Safety @HS) Management System, API Publication 91004, October 1998;

American Petroleum Institute, Guidance Document þr Model Environmental, Health and Safety (EHS)

Management System, API Publication 91004, October 1998; American Petroleum Institute, Onshore Oil

and Gas Production Practices for Protection of the Environment (Washinglon DC, API, 2nd ed, 1995).
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cements; drilling and production equipment; casing, tubing and drill pipe; processing

equipment and systems; and offshore structures; and 47 Working Groups, with 120 standards

on the work programme.'* TC 67 has discussed development of a standard for offshore oil

and gas emissions and discharges.'ot The OGP, which "firmly supports the

internationalisation of standards", promotes the publication, development and use of ISO

standards, and supports their use without modification "wherever possible"'*

CEN, the European regional body corresponding to ISO, was established in 1961. The CEN

Technical Committee 12 (TC 12) has also developed a series of technical standards for

Materials, Equipment and Offshore Structures for Petroleum and Natural Gas Industries.

The standards developed by CEN are to replace all national standards in Europe.

Standardisation under CEN is "to be achieved wherever possible by the adoption of ISO

Standards". The ISO/CEN Vienna Agreement of June 1991 is an agreement for technical co-

operation between CEN and the ISO, which allows for transfer of work between the two

organisations, the exchange of information, mutual representation at meetings, the

appointment of European Project Leaders in ISO Working Groups, and the issue of

guidelines to all ISO and CEN Chairpersons.'o'

In addition to these international and regional organisations, there are national industry

bodies in other countries that influence the development of national standards, such as the

Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association (APPEA) which has

developed a Code of Environmental Practice for companies operating in Australia.'ot The

proliferation of national bodies with national standards influences the domestic standard

expected of oil companies and may well raise the standards expected of oil companies in

their operations overseas.

to4 E&p Foryn, International Standardsfor the Oil and Gas Indusfrles, above n101.
ros Armstrong K, above nI2 at3'24,
tou E&p Forum, Internationat Standards þr the Oil and Gqs Industries, above n10l; Development and Use of

International Standards - E&P Forum Position Paper, Report No. 1.19/209,}l4ay 1994; OTC 7759 -

International Standards for the Exploration and Production Industry - Their Development and Use, Report

No. L.22/224, May 1995.
tot E&P Forum, International Standardsfor the Oil and Gas Indusfries, above n101.
ro8 Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association Limited (APPEA), APPEA Code of

Environmental Practice (1996 edition), APPEA <http://www.appea.com.au/environmenlcode.html>.
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9.3.2.2 Environmentalstandardsandguidelines

A number of bodies have issued environmental guidelines (as opposed to product standards)

for use in the international oil industry, including the American Petroleum Institute (API),

the International Association of Oil and Gas Producers (OGP), the World Bank and the

International Association of Geophysical Contractors (IAGC). The IAGC issued its

Environmental Guidelines for Worldwide Geophysical Operations in 1993. The Guidelines

have been "highly successful in the geophysical industry, and have been translated into

multiple languages for international use".''

The OGP has prepared several guidelines on oil operations, on its own and in conjunction

with IGOs and NGOs such as UNEP and IUCN, that represent "internationally acceptable

operating practices" and "internationally acceptable goals and guidance on environmental

protection during oil and gas exploration and production operations" for the international oil

and gas exploration and production industry."o These include guidelines addressing: oil

operations in tropical rainforests; exploration and production operations in mangrove areas;

oil exploration in arctic and subarctic onshore regions; \vaste management; and

decommissioning for onshore exploration and production sites."' Guidelines for operations

in offshore arctic regions are currently under development. "'

These guidelines contain quite detailed information regarding operating practices required to

minimise the negative effects of oil development. For example, the guidelines relating to

exploration and production operations in mangrove areas and arctic and subarctic onshore

regions provide a description of the special environmental features of arctic and mangrove

areas, provide an overview of the oil exploration and production process, and describe the

potential environmental impacts of oil exploration and production operations in the arctic and

roe Armstrong K, above nI2 aT3-26.
,,0 Oil and Gas Exploration and Production in Mangrove Areas: Guidelines þr Environmental Protection

(Gland, switzerland: rucNÆ&P Forum, Report No. 2.54/184: 1993) af l; Oil and Gas Exploration in

Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions: Guidelines for Environmental Protection (Gland, Switzerland;

Carnbridge, UK: IUCNÆ&P Forum, Report No' 2.55/185: 1993) at 1'
ttt Oil Induitry International Exploration and Production Forum, E&P Forum Oil Industry Operating

Guideline þr Tropical Røinforest Report No. 2.491170, April l99l; Oil and Gas Exploration and

production in Mangrove Areas, ibid; Oil and Gas Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions,

ibid; Oil Industry International Exploration and Production Forum, Exploration qnd Production Ilaste

Management Guidelines, Report No. 2.58/196, September 1993; Decommissioning, Remediation and

Reclamation Guidelines for Onshore Exploration and Production Sites, Report No. 2.701242, October

t996.
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mangrove environments, including social impacts, and impacts on air and water quality,

vegetation and biological diversity.

The various Guidelines contain separate chapters dealing specifically with environmental

management and planning, and recommended practices for environmental protection."' The

chapters on environmental management and planning emphasise the importance of

implementing Environmental Management Systems in order to minimise environmental risk

and disturbance. The key features of environmental management plans identified in the

Guidelines are: the preparation of environmental profiles, consultation, environmental impact

assessment, environmental monitoring and auditing, and environmental training. The

Guidelines recommend environmental protection measures for all stages of exploration and

production operations, from exploration surveys, drilling, production facilities and

operations, to exploration and production support operations, such as transportation and

infrastructure.

As well as recommending measures for protection of the physical environment, the

Guidelines recommend measures for protection of the social and cultural environment. For

example, the Arctic Guidelines contain comprehensive recommendations for identifying and

minimising the negative effects of oil exploration and production operations on indigenous

peoples, most of which are applicable to oil operations in general, not only operations in

arctic and subarctic regions. One of the main objectives of the Arctic Guidelines is stated to

be the

recognition and accommodation of the customary rights, cultural heritage, values and

practices, and resource utilisation patterns of indigenous peoples, including access to land and

òther natural resources, exploitation of the "products" of these resources, and the avoidance of

sacred and archaeological sites, whilst harmoniously addressing health, educational, social and

economic needs. "o

The Arctic Guidelines state that the "customary rights and cultural heritage of indigenous

peoples, including customary rights of access to land and other natural resources, and to

exploit the "products" of those resources, should be identified and respected throughout all

phases of oil and gas operations"."t The primary method by which the customary rights,

112 Armstrong K, above nl2 at 3-26.
tt3 Oil and Gas Exploration and Production in Mangrove Areas, above nl10, chs 5 & 6; Oil and Gas

Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions, above nl10, chs 5 & 6.
,ro Oil and Gas Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions, ibid af 2.
t1t Ibid at 16.
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cultural heritage, values and practices, and resource utilisation patterns of indigenous peoples

are to be identified is by environmental impact assessment. The Guidelines suggest that the

"likely social impacts on the human environment" of oil exploration and production

operations to include changes in: land-use patterns, either directly, as a consequence of land-

taking, or indirectly, by provision of new access routes; population levels; socio-economic

systems; socio-cultural systems, including cultural practices and belief; and the availability of

and access to goods and services. Other impacts identified are visual and noise impacts."u

As part of EIA procedures, the Guidelines recommend the appropriate use of cultural

resource surveys to:

o identify and document cultural resource sites within or near the proposed development

area;
. assess the probable impact of the proposed development on cultural resource sites, if any;

o make recommendations for avoidance, or mitigation of impacts;

o satisfy local and national regulation on such matters; and

o evaluate potential environmental factors of cultural importance, such as wildlife, water

quality, topographic features and access. "'

The Arctic Guidelines recognise that it is "likely that local residents will be the most

important source of information", and suggest that "full cooperation should be maintained at

all stages". Survey results should be made known to the local community, and relevant

national or local authorities."t "Appropriate consultation" throughout "all phases of oil and

gas development" is seen as essential to ensuring "recognition and careful consideration of

the culture and practices of indigenous peoples, including avoidance of sacred and

archaeological sites". "n

In addition to endorsing the use of environmental impact assessments and suggesting

methods for identifying the likely social impacts on the human environment, the Arctic

Guidelines recommend various measures to protect the social, cultural and economic aspects

of local and indigenous lifestyles, termed "environmental protection measures for the human

environment", that will ensure that the predicted adverse effects resulting from their oil

development activities are avoided, minimised or mitigated'"''o

rru lbid.
117 lbid at 23.
rrt lbid.
rre Ibid.
r2o lbid ar36-37
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National oil industry association bodies have also adopted environmental guidelines, codes of

environmental management and statements of environmental principles. The US petroleum

industry's commitment to protect the environment is embodied in the API's STEP

programme - Strategies for Today's Environmental Protection - which is based on 11

environmental principles containing seven strategies by which the petroleum industry aims to

improve its environmental, health and safety performance."' The API has also produced

guidelines for environmental practices, including the 1995 guideline Onshore Oil and Gas

Production Practices for Protection of the Environment."' Other national and regional oil

industry association environmental policies, codes, and guidelines for protection of the

enviornment include the Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association

Limited's Environmental Policy (June lggl) and APPEA Code of Environmental Practice;"'

the Regional Association of Oil and Natural Gas Companies in Latin America and the

Caribbean's (ARPEL) lgg7 Code of Environmental Conduct;"4 and the United Kingdom

Offshore Operators' Association's (UKOOA) Environmental Principles.'tt

In addition to oil industry association bodies, intergovernmental and non-governmental

organisations and financial institutions have produced environmental guidelines for oil

exploration and production. The World Bank's Pollution Prevention and Abatement

Handbook 1998 contains Guidelines for onshore oil and gas development, prepared by Bank

with assistance from intergovernmental organisations and the international oil and gas

exploration and production industry.''u The Bank's Guidelines: set maximum levels for

liquid effluents, air emissions and noise levels, which are those "normally acceptable to the

World Bank Group in making decisions regarding provisions of World Bank Group

r2l American Petroleum Institute, "strategies for Today's Environmental Partnership: Caring for the Earth",

30 June 1999, American Petroleum Institute <htþ://www.api.orglpasp/step/piep.htm>, 3. The 11

principles became part of API's bylaws in 1990, Acceptance of these principles is thus a condition of

membèrship of the APL The seven strategies are: preventing pollution; promoting safe operating practices;

conserving resources, promoting product stewardship; maintaining crisis readiness; addressing community

.orr..r.rr; u.rd working with government to "create responsible rules to safeguard the community, the work

place and the environment". STEP provides the frarnework within which the industry aims to: improve its

ãnvironmental, health and safety performance, measure progress, report results, and build community

dialogue.t" American Petroleum Institute, Onshore Oil and Gas Production Practices þr Protection of the

Environment, above nl03.

"t APPEA Code of Environmental Practice, above n108.
r2a Regional Association of Oil and Natural Gas Companies in Latin America and the Caribbean (ARPEL),

Code of Environmental Conduct,May 1997, ARPEL <http://www.arpel.orglcode-e-c.htm>.
t tt UKOOA, Environmental Princip I es, above n98.
rt6 World Bank, "Industry Sector Guidelines: Oil and Gas Development (Onshore)", Pollution Prevention and

A b a t e m e n t H an db o ok I 9 9 8, W orld Bank <http : //www' worldbank. org>'
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assistance";'" describe industry practices, processes that can reduce, prevent and control

pollution, and treatment technologies; make recommendations for monitoring and reporting;

and summarise the key production and control practices that will lead to compliance with

emissions requirements. Environmental NGOs that have produced guidelines for oil

operations include the IUCN, in conjunction with the OGP or independently, for example Oll

Exploration in the Tropics: Guidelines for Environmental Protection;''* and Conservation

International, which has also published recommendations regarding oil development in the

tropics, in Reinventing the Well: Approaches to Minimising the Environmental and Social

Impact of Oil Development in the Tropics '"n

Although the above discussion has focussed on guidelines for onshore oil and gas production,

the various oil industry bodies and standards organisations discussed above have produced

standards for offshore operations. The V/orld Bank has developed guidelines dating from

1988 for the offshore oil exploration and production industry, which are in the process of

being revised, and are expected to be more stringent and more detailed.'to In addition, the

International Maritime Organisation has developed a number of guidelines that are applicable

to the offshore oil and gas exploration and production industry, including guidelines relating

to national oil spill preparedness and response plans, and requirements relating to platform

removal.'''

9.3.2.3 The "hardening" of "soft" law standards and guidelines

Guidelines and standards such as those issued by the OGP can be seen as "soft law", with the

potential to harden into binding law. If the guidelines express a consensus of the parties or

organisations and are generally adhered to, they can be used in interpreting international

agreements and international law. Furthermore, if the world community comes to view the

r2t Ibid at 361. An organisation applying for assistance from the World Bank Group must establish emission

levels for each projèct through the Bank's environment assessment process (ODÆP/GP 4.01) on the basis

of the relevant country's legislation and the Pollution Prevention qnd Abqtement Handbook 1998. The

emission levels selected by the organisation must be justified in the EA and acceptable to the World Bank

Group. Any deviations frorn the emission levels in flte Pollution Prevention and Abatement Handbook

1998 must be described in the world Bank's relevant project documentation.
r28 International Union for the Conseryation of Nature and Natural Resources, Oil Exploration in the Tropics:

Gui de lines for Envi ronme ntal Protection (Gland, Switzerland: IUCN, I 99 1).
ttn 

lconservation International Policy Paper, Yol2, 1997).
r3o World Bank, Environmental Guideline No 35, "Offshore Hydrocarbon Exploration and Production

Projects" in Environmental Assessment Sourcebook,Yol II (1991).
trt IMõ, Guidelines and Standards þr the Removal of Offshore Installations and Structures on the

Continental Shelf and in the Exclusive Economic Zone,1989.
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set of guidelines as expressing the expected rules of conduct, and if they are adhered to over

time, they may ultimately become part of customary international law. Over time,

environmental requirements such as environmental management systems, EIA, auditing,

monitoring, waste management practices, and requirements regarding conduct towards

indigenous peoples, may become standard practices expected of oil companies by the

international community.

In addition, although the guidelines, standards and codes developed by industry bodies,

NGOs and IGOs are not legally binding, they can "generate issues of conformance and

potential legal exposure for companies conducting international oil and gas mining

operations" through the decisions of national courts."t In the absence of clear-cut legal

standards for liability and effective international dispute-resolution mechanisms, even though

the codes developed by industry are not enacted into "hard" law, these guidelines are viewed

by courts as the "best evidence of the international standards to which the industry can and

should be held accountable".'" Through their legal use as evidence of "best practice" in

government enforcement proceedings, arbitrations, or third party litigation, concepts of soft

law "have real potential to become significantly "harder" as legal principles through

r!134
appllcatlon.'

The use of guidelines as legal standards of industry "best practice" in government

enforcement proceedings, arbitrations, or third party litigation may include lawsuits instituted

against a company under oil contracts negotiated with governments, such as service contracts

and joint venture agreements, which are increasingly including environmental clauses."t For

example, as seen in Chapter 3, clause 7.1.5 of Ecuador's Model for Service Contracts in

Exploration and Exploitation of Hydrocarbons requires oil operators to "perform all of the

services which are the object of this contract, according to the best techniques, equipment

and generally accepted international practices for the hydrocarbon industry."''u In Nigeria,'t'

the Petroleum Act 1969 provides that the Petroleum Minister may revoke an oil mining

licence or lease if, in the minister's opinion, the licensee or lessee is not conducting

r32 Arrnstrong K, above nl2 af 3-6; Pring G, Otto J and Naito K, @art II), above nl2 at L62.
r33 Armstrong K, ibid at3-4r; Pring G, Otto J and Naito K, ibid at 173.
r3a Armstrong K, ibid.
13s Srnith E et al, above nl2 at 566.
t'u 

See Chapter 3, Section 3.5'4, P84't" See Chapter 4, Section 4.4.3.3,p134.
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operations in accordance with "good oilfield practice"; and under the Petroleum (Drilling and

Production) Regulations 1969, an oil licensee or lessee must

adopt all practical precautions including the provisions of up-to-date equipment approved by

the Chief Petroleum Engineer, to prevent the pollution of the inland waters, rivers, water

courses, the territorial waters of Nigeria or high seas by oil, mud or other fluids or substances

which might contaminate the water, banks or shoreline or which might cause harm or

destruction to fresh water or marine life, and where any such pollution occurs, or has occurred,

shall take prompt steps to control and if possible end it.

As seen in Chapter 5, under Article 22 of Russia's law "On the Underground'; a licensee or

user of underground resources is under an obligation to observe the standards in "established

rules, norms, and regulations" for the protection of underground resources, the atmosphere,

the ground, forests and waters from damage by works connected with the use of the

underground.'"

An oil company's standards may also become a model for national oil and gas legislation,

thereby "raising the bar" for other companies seeking to operate in that country in the future.

For example, Texaco's procedures for the exploratory drilling of the onshore site Dao Ruang

I in Thailand in 1993, conducted according to the company's Worldwide Exploration and

Production Environmental Practices, weÍe used by the Thai government as a model for

clrafting the Ministerial Regulations concerning Petroleum Environmental Management. ''n

If the guidelines are generally endorsed by international oil companies, and are generally

adhered to, they can be used in interpreting these types of petroleum contracts. In the

Australian context, the Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association

(APPEA) has stated that its voluntary Code of Environmental Practice "could reasonably be

regarded as setting a benchmark for defining good oilfield practice on environmental

matters", and thus implicitly invoked under Commonwealth and State offshore and onshore

petroleum legislation such as the Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act 1967 (Cth), which

includes an obligation to conform to "good oilfield practice".'*

t" See Clrapter 5, Section 5.4.5,P204.

'3e The Oil Industry: Operating in Sensitive Environments, "Texaco Exploration in North East Bangkok"

(IpIECAÆ&P Forum, Report No. 2.731255, London, May 1997). At the time of the report, the Thai

governrnent was intending to use Texaco's procedures for closure of the site as the case study for future

reference for other concessionaire operations onshore in Thailand.
14o APPEA Code of Environmental Practice, above n108.
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Where a company is a member of the organisation that issued the guideline, there is an even

greater potential for guidelines to be used as legal standards of industry "best practice" in

legal proceedings, as the company may be deemed to have "endorsed" the guidelines by

virtue of its membership, even if the company was not actually aware of them.'o' The

argument is even stronger in the case of oil companies that participated actively in the

formulation of the standards. The task force of the OGC that collaborated on the Arctic

Guidelines included representatives from all the major international oil companies, including

Amoco, BP Exploration, BP Exploration-Alaska, Conoco, Exxon, Norsk Hydro, Petro-

Canada, Shell Canada, Texaco, Total, GECO Prakla and SIPM.

9.4 Emerging International Environmental Standards and Practices of

Relevance to the International Oil and Gas Industry

'We saw in the previous section that industry associations are increasingly adopting standards,

principles and guidelines for protection of the environment. This section examines

international developments in selected practices for protection of the environment that are the

subject of government and industry organisation guidelines, codes of practice and

declarations, and that have the potential to evolve into international legal standards. These

areas are: environmental and social impact assessment (EIA/SIA); environmental

management systems (EMS); environmental performance evaluation (EPE); environmental

monitoring and auditingt and environmental reporting.'o' When successfully implemented by

oil companies, these practices can significantly improve environmental performance and

minimise the environmental destruction of indigenous peoples' territories that occurs as a

result of oil and gas exploration and production, and are included as principles to be observed

by oil companies in the Code of Conduct drafted in Chapter 11. This section describes these

practices, their inclusion in instruments of international law, and discusses the strengths and

weaknesses of each practice.

ro1 Armstrong K, above nI2 al3-41.

'0, Other emãrging environmental principles and practices that will not be examined here because they will
not form pãrt ãf the Code of Conduct presented in Chapter 11 include "green accounting", life-cycle

assessment and environmental labelling.
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9.4.1 Envíronmental and Socísl Impact Assessment

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) can be defined as "a procedure that seeks to ensure

the acquisition of adequate and early information on likely environmental consequences of

development projects, on possible alternatives, and on measures to mitigate harm".ta' The

purpose of EIA is to "give the environment its due place in the decision-making process by

clearly evaluating the environmental consequences of a proposed activity before action is

taken".'* EIA has the potential to be a powerful tool to ensure that the environmental and

cultural impacts of proposed development activities on indigenous peoples are assessed,

taken into account in decision-making, and mitigated. It is a process to which indigenous

peoples should be able to contribute by providing knowledge and expertise about ecosystems

and predicted environmental and cultural impacts of development.

While EIA procedures and methodologies differ from country to country, a number of

common or basic characteristics or features of the EIA process can be identified. These are:

l. Screening: A mechanism that seeks to identify projects with potentially significant

adverse environmental impacts in order to "screen out" projects with minimal impacts that

can proceed without additional assessment, loss of time and expense. Typical factors used

in the screening process include project type, size, location and expectation of adverse

environmental impacts.'ot

ro3 Kiss A and Shelton D, above n2 at 302, There are nulnerous articles and books on EIA. See, for example,

Colombo A, Environmental Impact Assessment, (Kluwer Academic Publishers, DordrechllondonÆoston,

1992); Gilpin A, Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA): Cutting Edge þr the Twenty-First Century

(Cambridgã University Press, Cambridge UK, 1995); Glasson J, Therivale R and Chadwick A'

Introduction to Environmental Impact Assessment: Principles and Procedures, Process, Practice and

prospects (UCL Press Limited, London, 1994); Morgan R, Environmental Impact Assessment: A

Meitodotogical Perspectlve (Dordrechllondon/Boston, Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1998); MoÛis P

and Tlrerfil R @ds), Methods of Environmental Impact Assessment Q'ondon, UCL Press Limited, 1995);

Wood C, Environmentql Impact Assessment: A Comparative Review (Longman Group Limited, Essex UK,

199s).
too Gilpin A, ibid at 3.
tot Glaìson J, Therivale R and Chadwick A, above nl43 at 75. For example, Appendix III of the l99l Espoo

Convention on Environmental hnpact Assessment in a Transboundary Context contains general criteria

that may be considered by a Party when determining if an activity is likely to cause "significant adverse

transboundary impact". These critiera are the size, location and predicted effects of the project' The
,.location of the activity", includes, for example, whether the activity is located in or close to an area of

special environrnentat iensitivity or importance. The "effects of the activity" refers to "proposed activities

with particularly complex and potential adverse effects, including those giving rise to serious effects on

human or on valued species or organisms, those which threaten the existing or potential use of an affected

area and those causing additional loading which cannot be sustained by the carrying capacity of the
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2. Scoping: A process of determining the range of issues to be addressed in the EIA and for

identifying the significant issues relating to a proposed action. Scoping is "intended to

focus the EIA on the most important issues, while ensuring that indirect and secondary

effects are not overlooked and eliminating irrelevant impacts"''ou

3. Alternatives: The identification and measurement of the impacts of alternatives to a

proposed development that may cause less environmental damage, including alternatives

to certain aspects of a project, such as the location, and the option of "no development" at

all.

4. Baseline Environmental Study: This provides a description of the existing environment of

the proposed development site and its environs, including a cultural resources survey,

prior to any activity taking place. The "cultural resources" of indigenous peoples include:

places of traditional cultural, spiritual, religious and economic importance; cultural items

including human remains, funerary items, sacred objects and objects of "cultural

patrimony"; cultural uses of the natural environment, such as subsistence use of plants and

animals, and ceremonial and religious use of plants, animals and minerals; and religious

practices, particularly those related to specific sacred or spiritual sites.'ot

5. Impact Prediction: A procedure for ensuring that all potentially significant environmental

impacts, including cultural and social impacts, both adverse and favourable, are identified

and taken into account.

6. Mitigation Measures: This involves the identification and discussion of measures to

mitigate predicted adverse environmental impacts, through using an alternative approach

to eliminate or reduce the severity of an impact.'ot

J. Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) or EIA Report: The document, usually prepared by

the proponent of an activity, that describes a proposed development, discloses the

predicted impacts of that activity on the environment, and sets out information on feasible

alternatives and mitigation and protection measures.'tn

environment": Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context, (Espoo),

adopted 25 February 1991, 30 ILM800 (1991).
rau Wood C, above nl43 at 130.
tot King T, "What Should be the "Cultural Resources" Element of an EIA?" (2000) 20 Environ Impact

Assessment Rev 5 af 15-16.
ta8 Wood C, above nl43 af 212.
ton For example, the information to be included in an EIA under Appendix II to the l99l Espoo Convention

on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context is:

(a) A description ofthe proposed activity and its purpose,

iU¡ a Oescr¡tion, where appropriate, ofreasonable alternatives (for example, locational or technological)

to the proposed activity and also the no-action alternative,

(c) A ãescription of the environment likely to be significantly affected by the proposed activity and its

alternatives,
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8. Public Participation and Review of EISI. Public consultation and participation are an

integral part of an effective EIA process, and may take place at all stages in the EIA

process. Almost all EIA procedures in democratic countries allow for public review and

comment of a draft EIS before a final EIS is prepared. 'to

9. Decision: After the final EIS has been prepared, the relevant decision-making body must

make a decision regarding whether the proposed development should proceed, and if so,

whether any conditions such as mitigation measures will be imposed. In most systems the

decision-making body is required to take into account, take due account of, or consider,

the EIA when making a decision.

10. Post-Project Analysis: This includes on-going surveillance and control over development

activities and their effect on the environment through monitoring and auditing.'t'

Under most national EIA legislation, Social Impact Assessment (SIA), which is a method

for assessing the impact of development strategies and projects on societies and cultures, is

undertaken as part of the EIA process.tt' "social impacts" are"the consequences to human

populations of any public or private actions-that alter the way in which people live, work,

play, relate to one another, organise to meet their needs, and generally cope as members of

society. The term also includes cultural impacts involving changes to the norms and beliefs

that guide and rationalise their cognition of themselves and their society".'t'

(d) A description ofthe potential envirorunental impact ofthe proposed activity and its alternatives and an

estirnation of its signifìcance,
(e) A description of mitigation measures to keep adverse environmental impact to a minimum,

(f) An explicit indication of predictive methods and underlyirg assumptions as well as the relevant

environmental data used,

(g) An indication of gaps in knowledge and rmcertainties encountered in compiling the required

information,
(h) Where appropriate, an outline for monitoring and management programmes and any plans for post-

project analysis, and
(i) A non-technical summary including a visual presentation as appropriate (maps, graphs etc.).

Other information that may be contained in a good EIS would include: baseline environmental data; outline

the sources of data used; justification of the proposal; the relevant legal framework; and proposals for

consultation, rnonitoring and reporting. Gilpin A, above nl43 af l'l .

r5o Wood C, above nI43 at227.
ttt Types of monitoring and auditing include: irnplementation monitoring, which involves checking that the

pióiect has been implemented in accordance with the approval, that mitigation measures correspond with

inole required, and that any conditions are met; impact monitoring involves measurement of the

environmèntal impacts that have occurred, including cultural and social impacts; and impact auditing,

which involves comparison between the predictions of the EIS and the results of the implementation and

impact monitoring, in order to test the effectiveness of forecasting techniques and to improve

environrnental management. Wood C, above n143 at 197-199'
tt' IUCN Inter-Commission Task Force on Indigenous Peoples, Indigenous Peoples and Sustainability: Cases

andActions ( International Books, Utrecht, 1997) at 150'
ls3 The Interorganisational Committee on Guidelines and Principles for Social Impact Assessment,

"Guidelines and Principles for Social Impact Assessment" (1995) 15 Environ Impact Assessment Rev Il at

11.
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For some developments, the social and cultural effects may be far more significant than the

impacts of the project on the physical environment. However, social impacts may be more

difficult to assess, predict and manage.'to Currently, methods for assessing the social and

cultural impacts of oil projects are less advanced than methods for measuring effects of

development activities on the physical environment such as the air, waters and soils, although

a number of organisations such as the Interorganisational Committee on Guidelines and

Principles for Social Impact Assessment and the World Bank have produced guidelines for

social impact assessment.'" Challenges in the assessment and mitigation of social effects

include: establishing clear benchmark criteria; identifying appropriate measures for impact

assessment and mitigation; determining methods to address social impacts, which often

require non-engineering solutions; and balancing the needs and desires of different

stakeholders.ttu

EIA is becoming "singularly important in both domestic and international environmental

law".'" The requirement for EIAs to be conducted as a prerequisite to the approval of major

tto Oil Industry International Exploration and Production Forum, Principles for Impact Assessment: the

Environmentat and Social Dimension, Report No,2.'741265, August 199'7, at 3 (hereafter E&P Forum,

Principles for Impact Assessment).
r55 The Interorganiiational Committee on Guidelines and Principles for Social Impact Assessment has

identified a number of social impact variables to be measured across five areas. These are: population

characteristics (present population and expected change, ethnic and racial diversity, and the influx and

outflow of temporary and seasonal residents); community and institutional structures (size, structure and

level of organisation of local government, historical experience with change, employment and income

characteristics, employment equity of minority groups, industrial/commercial diversity, size and level of

activity of voluntary associations); political and social resources (distribution of power authority,

identification of stakeholders, and the leadership capability and capacity within the community or region);

individual and family changes (perceptions of risk, health and safety, displacemenlrelocation concerns,

trust in political and social institutions, residential stability, density of acquaintanceship, attitudes towards

project, family and friendship networks, and concerns about well-being); and community resources

iputt"rn. of natural resource and land use, availability of housing and community services, and effects on

aìchaeological, historical and cultural resources). The Interorganisational Committee on Guidelines and

Principles for Social Impact Assessment, above n153 af 19-23.

The World Bank has suggested that social impact assessment should take into account the following

factors: demographic factors (the number of people, their location, population density, age etc);

socioeconomic determinants (factors affecting incomes and productivity such as risk aversion of the poorest

groups, land tenure, access to productive inputs and markets, family composition, kinship reciprocity, and

access to wage opportunities and labor migration); social organisation (organisation and capacity at the

household and community levels affecting participation in local institutions, both informal and formal, as

well as access to services and flow of inforrnation); socio-political context (development goals, control over

resources, priorities of implementing agencies and commitment to project objectives); and needs and values

(stakeholder attitudes and values determine whether development interventions are needed and wanted, the

appropriate incentives for change, and how stakeholders can manage the process of change). World Bank,

sociql Assessment - Key concepts, world Bank <http://www.worldbank.org>.

'tu E&P Forum, Principlesfor Impact Assessment, above nl54 at 3.
r5t Kiss A and Shelton D, above n2 at203.
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resource development projects is "one of the strongest trends in global mining".'tt This trend

is expected to continue, including more frequent application of EIAs to early stages of

operations, such as oil and gas geophysical activities, in environmentally sensitive areas."n

V/hile most EIA requirements are imposed as conditions of lending and assistance by

international financial organisations, several treaties contain EIA requirements, and it is

claimed that they are now "becoming standard in international environmental treaties".'*

EIA requirements are also increasingly being required by national laws and industry

guidelines.'u' It has been predicted that EIA requirements will form customary international

law in the future, and that "progressive international mining companies may be expected to

prepare them even when national laws do not require them, as a hedge against future liability

for failing to meet international standards."'ut

9.4.1.1 EIA in international treaties and declarations

In the 1970s and early 1980s, a number of largely regional treaties concerned with

international watercourses, marine pollution and the assessment of transboundary

environmental effects began to lay down requirements for environmental assessment.'ut In

1987 UNEP publishe d its Goals and Principles of Environmental Impact Assessment,'*

which had a significant influence on the 1992 UNCED documents, including the Rio

Declaration, the Convention on Biological Diversity, Agenda 21, and the 1992 United

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. Principle I7 of the Rio Declaration

states that "environmental impact assessment, as a national instrument, shall be undertaken

ttt Pring G, Otto J and Naito K, @art I), above nl2 at' 54.
r5e Armstrong K, above nl2 at3-32.
tuo Pring G, Otto J and Naito K, @art I), above n12 at 55.
16r Arrnstrong K, above nI2 at3-32.
tut Pring G, Otto J and Naito K, (Part I), above nl2 at 54.
tu' These include: the Nordic Environmental Protection Convention (Stockholm), adopted 19 February 1974,

1092 UNTS Zig,13 ILM 5gI (1974) (entered into force 5 October 1976); the Kuwait Regional Convention

for Cooperation on the Protection of the Marine Environment from Pollution, above n73; the Convention

for the Protection and Development of the Marine Environment of the Wide Caribbean Region (Cartegena

de Indias), above n89; the ASEAN Agreement on the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources

(Kuala Lumpur), adopted 9 July 1995, L5 EPL (1985); and the Convention for the Protection of the Natural

Resources and Environment of the South Pacific Region (Noumea), adopted 24 Novemner 1986, 26 ILM 38

(1937) (entered into force 22 August 1990). An example of a broad requirement to conduct environmental

assessments is contained in Article 206 of UNCLOS, which places an obligation upon states to "assess the

potential effects of such activities on the marine environment" and "communicate reports of the results of

iuch assessments" when they "have reasonable grounds for believing that planned activities under their

jurisdiction or control may cause substantial pollution of or significant and harmful changes to the marine

environment."
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for proposed activities that are likely to have a significant adverse affect on the environment

and are subject to a decision of a competent national authority". Article la(lXa) of the 1992

Convention on Biological Diversity and Article 4(Ð of the 1992 United Nations Framework

Convention on Climate Change lay down requirements for EIA in the context of the

protection of biological diversity and protection of the atmosphere'

The most detailed rules, procedures and practices for EIA required by international

agreements are those contained in the I99I Convention on Environmental Impact

Assessment in a Transboundary Context, Espoo, 25 February I99l (the "Espoo Convention")

and the 1991 Protocol to the Antarctic Treaty on Environmental Protection.'ut The Espoo

Convention was the first treaty to lay down detailed rules for EIA. Pursuant to Article 2(2)

of the Convention, each Party is required to

take the necessary legal, administrative or other measures to implement the provisions of the

Convention, including, with respect to proposed activities listed in Appendix I that are likely
to cause significant adverse transboundary impact, the establishment of an environmental

impact procedure that permits public participation and preparation of the environmental

impact documentation described in Appendix II.

Appendix I lists seventeen activities for which an EIA must be prepared if significant adverse

transboundary impact is likely to be caused, including crude oil refineries; large-diameter oil

and gas pipelines; offshore hydrocarbon production; major storage facilities for petroleum,

petrochemical and chemical products; and deforestation of large areas. Appendix II lists the

substantive requirements or minimum information for the EIA required under Article 4(1).'"

The Convention also sets out detailed procedural requirements for EIA, including the

notification of relevant parties to the Convention and the public about the proposed activity

(Articles 2 and 3) and public participation in relevant EIA procedures.'u'

tuo L lEp, Goals and Principles of Environmental Impact Assessmenl, UNEP Governing Council Res

GCI4125,17 June 1987; endorsed by the United Nations in UNGA Res 421184 (1987).
165 The Antarctic Treaty (Washington), adopted l December 1959,402 UNTS 7I L2 UST 794; UKTS 97

(1961), Cmnd 1535; TIAS 4786; 19 ILM 360 (1980) (entered into force 23 June 1961); Protocol to the

Antarctic Treaty on Environmental Protection (Madrid), adopted 4 October 1991, 30 ILM 1455 (1991) (not

yet in force).
tuu See n149,p422.
167 The party of origin (the state Party in whose jurisdiction an Appendix I development activity is proposed)

must also provide an opportunity to the public in the areas likely to be affected to participate in relevant

EIA procedures regarding proposed activities, and must ensure that the opportunity provided to the public

of affected Parties is equivalent to that provided to the public within its own jurisdiction: Article 2(6)'

Other procedures include: state responsibility for undertaking the EIA (Article 2); the supply and

distribution of EIA documentation (Article 4); consultation between parties (Article 5); procedures relevant

to making the final decision on the proposed activity (Article 6); and post-project analysis (Article 7).
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The 1991 Protocol to the Antarctic Treaty on Environmental Protection also contains

detailed provisions regarding EIA. Article 3, which sets out the environmental principles

according to which development in the Antarctic takes place, states that "activities in the

Antarctic Treaty area shall be planned and conducted on the basis of information sufficient to

allow prior assessments of, and informed judgments about, their possible impacts on the

Antarctic environment and dependent and associated ecosystems".'u' Article 8 and Annex I

set out the substantive and procedural requirements for EIA.

The importance of EIA is also recognised in regional systems, most notably in Europe,

where European Council Directive 851337|EEC of 2l June 1985 obliged EC member states

to have national EIA legislation in place by July 1988, and which has also formed the basis

for EIA legislation by non-member European States.'un

9.4.1.2 EIA in the policies of multilateral lending institutions

Many major multilateral and bilateral development institutions have adopted environmental

policies and procedures. Of these, the most influential EIA requirements are those of the

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, or the World Bank,'to which are

used not only by the Bank itself, but are used by other international lending organisations as

the basis for their own project approval standards and guidelines, including the International

Finance Corporation (IFC).'t'

The World Bank's environmental requirements, including assessment of the environmental

and social impacts of projects, are collected in three volumes referred to as the

rut Article 3(2Xc).
rue EEC Directive on the Assessment of the Effects of Certain Projects on the Environment, adopted 2'7 Jtne

tgg5, B5:33'7ÆEC, OJEC L 175 (51'7185). For information on the Directive, see Kiss A and Shelton D,

above n2 at208-209; Glasson J, Therivale R and Chadwick A, above n143 at 38-44; Wood C, above n143

at 3I-43.
tto With the World Bank, the International Finance Corporation (IFC), the Multilateral Investment Guarantee

Agency and the International Development Association together make up the World Bank Group.
trt 1f,. 1pC is the largest source of loan and equiff finance for private sector projects in developing nations.

When the IFC reviews a project, it uses three environmental criteria or "screens". First, the project must

comply with local environmental laws and regulations. Second, the project must comply with World Bank

envirorunental policies, such as policies regarding the forest sector, wildlands, and involuntary

resettlement. Third, the project must comply with the World Bank's environmental guidelines. The

guidelines contain technical specifications applicable to industry sectors, including oil and gas pipelines,

õffrhot. oil and gas development, and onshore oil and gas development. Armstrong K, above n12 at 3-18;

Onataro W and Fox P, "The Role of the World Bank and Other Multilateral and Private Sector Finance

427
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Environmental Assessment Sourcebook. The Bank has also prepared a number of "safeguard

policies" that it observes in its operations. In the context of environmental assessment these

include Operational Policy 4.0I Environmental Assessment, Bank Procedure 4.01

Environmental Assessment, and Good Practice 4.01 Environmental Assessmenf, together with

Annexes, published in January 1999."'

For the purposes of its EIA requirements, the Bank classifies proposed projects into one of

four categories, depending on the type, location, sensitivity, and scale of the project and the

magnitude of its potential environmental impacts.'t' Oil and gas development projects are

typically classified as projects that "likely to have significant adverse environmental impacts

that are sensitive, diverse, or unprecedented" and require an EIA.'to

The Bank's environment assessment requirements include special procedures for

developments that affect indigenous peoples. These are Operational Directive 4.20,

Indigenous Peoples, (currently under revision), and Operational Policy 4.12, Involuntary

Resettlement. If a project raises issues covered by OD 4.20 ot OP 4.I2, it is considered

"sensitive" for the purposes of categorisation of projects for environmental assessment'

According to para 13 of OD 4.20, where an investment project affects indigenous peoples,

the borrower should prepare an indigenous peoples development plan that is consistent with

the Bank's policy. Any project that affects indigenous peoples is expected to include

components or provisions that incorporate such a plan. The information to be contained in a

plan includes: the legal framework regarding indigenous rights; baseline data;'75 steps for

recognising and protecting indigenous land tenure; strategies for local participation by

indigenous peoples; technical identification of development or mitigation activities; assessing

the capabilities and needs of government institutions assigned responsibility for indigenous

Institutions in Resources Development in Developing Countries" (1995) 4lst Rocky Mountain Mineral Lqw

Institute 7-1; Prince W and Nelson D, above nl2 at 28L-282.
rt2 World Bank OP 4.01, BP 4.01 and GP 4.01 together replace: OMS 2.36, Environmental Aspects of Bank

Work; OD 4.00; Annex A, Environmental Assessmenf, OD 4.00; Annex B, Environmental Policy for Dam

and Reservoir Projects; OD 4.01, Environmental Assessmenl, all contained in the Environmental

Assessment Sourcebook (Washington DC, World Bank, 1991), and various operational memoranda.
17' World Bank, Operational Policy 4.01 Environmental Assessment, paraS'
Ita World Bank, Gòod Practice 4.01 Environmental Assessment,"AnnexB: Tlpes of Projects and their Tlpical

Classifications", January 1999.
r7s Baseline data should include accurate, up-to-date maps and aerial photographs of the areas of project

influence and areas inhabited by indigenous peoples, an analysis of the social structure and income sources

of the population, inventories of the resources that indigenous peoples use and technical data on their

production systems, and the relationship of indigenous people to other local and national groups. Ilorld
Bank Operaiional Manual, Operational Directive 4.20 on indigenous people, September 1991, World Bank

<http://www.worldbank.org> para I 5@).
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peoples; an implementation schedule; provisions for monitoring and evaluation; and cost

estimates and financing plans.

The Bank's proposed support of an oil rehabilitation project in the Khanty Mansi

Autonomous Okrug demonstrates the requirements regarding EIA and indigenous peoples

rhat may be demanded by the Bank. The \Morld Bank proposed to lend $500 million in the

form of counter guarantees to commercial lenders backing a joint venture between Amoco

Eurasia Petroleum Company and Yuganskneftegas to develop the North Priobskoye field

situated in the Khanty Mansi Autonomous Okrug in Western Siberia.'tu

As part of the loan package, the Bank required its EIA procedures, including the special

procedures relating to indigenous people, to be met by Amoco Eurasia and Yuganskneftegas.

The draft EIA prepared by the proponents contained "rigorous safeguards designed to ensure

that any environmental disruptions or damage would be kept to the lowest possible level",

including multiple-well drilling pads and commingling of production from different

geological strata, pipeline construction under the River Ob, detailed programs for waste

management, well abandonment, and reclamation and replanting of disturbed lands,

comprehensive emergency response procedures, and heath and safety systems. The

proponents also engaged in negotiations for the creation of new environmentally-protected

areas in the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug.'tt

Under the Bank's procedures, the proponents identified the existence of approximately 560

local people and 80 indigenous people living within the project area, for whom relocation

would not be required. The Bank required the proponents to include a plan for the protection

and support of indigenous peoples in the EIA, consistent with Operational Directive 4.20 on

indigenous peoples, dealing with: impact assessment and monitoring, mitigation and

compensation, local employment and training and institutional strengthening' The

proponents engaged in a consultation process for over 3 years with the affected local and

indigenous peoples, which included meetings and community newsletters providing

information on project progress and issues, and signed a Protocol with one village (the

rt6 World Bank, R¿rssla - Petroleum Joint Venture, Project Inforrnation Document No. RUPA8807, 30

September 1996, World Bank <http://www.worldbank.org/>, paras 10 and 13. For a critical report on the

Wõrld Banks's role in the proposed development, see SchmidÍB, The llorld Bqnk and Russian Oll (World

Economy, Ecology and Development Association, Bonn, June 1996), World Economy, Ecology and

Development Association <http://www.weedbonn.org>.
r7? World Bank, Rzssia - Petroleum Joint Venture, above nl76,para 19.
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Seliyarvo Protocol) regarding the protection of the village, and suggested "a number of

micro projects to improve local conditions on a sustainable basis",'tt

Unfortunately, although the proposed environmental program was described by the Bank as

"best practice consistent with the Bank's Operational Directives for Natural Habitats","n and

the EIA as a very thorough document", it is not possible to measure the success in practice of

the procedures as the project was cancelled due to a breakdown in negotiations between the

Russian principals and Amoco Eurasia'''o

In addition to the World Bank, a number of regional development agencies and lending

institutions also incorporate EIAs and environmental requirements into their lending and

insurance activities. These include Canada's Export Development Corporation (EDC); the

US Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC); the US Export-Import Bank;

Australia's Export Finance and Insurance Corporation; the European Bank for

Reconstruction and Development; the African Development Bank; and the Asian

Development Bank. Of these regional financial institutions, the Asian Development Bank is

a leading bank in terms of financing mining and implementing environmental standards.'t'

The Asian Development Bank's current environmental impact assessment procedures and

requirements are contained in Environmental Assessment Requirements and Environmental

Review Procedures of the Asian Development Bank''t'

9.4.1.3 EIA in the publications of oil and gas industry bodies

The International Assocation of Oil and Gas Producers (OGP) has publicly supported the use

of EIA in the oil and gas industry in its publications View of Environmental Impact

Assessmenl (1986) and Principles for Impact Assessment: the Environmental and Social

Dimension (1997)."' The latter document, which "highlights the importance of social and

r78 Ibid para2o.
tte Ibid para 19.
tto persônal communication with Mr Charles McPherson, Task Manager, World Bank, 16 March 1999.
r8r Prince W and Nelson D, above nI2 at283.
182 Environmental Assessment Requirements qnd Environmental Review Procedures of the Asian Development

Bank, Offtce of the Environment, Asian Development Bank (1993). See also Helping to Ensure the

Environmental Soundness of Projects Supported by the Asian Development Bank, Asian Development

Bank Environment Paper No. I0, 1992; Asian Development Bank <http://www.adb.org>.
r8. E&p Forurn, Principtòs þr Impact Assessment, above nl54. A third document, Guidelines for Social and

Environmental Assessment, is under development. See also The Oil Industry: Operating in Sensitive

430
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environmental assessment in all aspects of project planning" to oil and gas companies and

their contractors", recognises that EIA is an "integral part of projects management and

engineering for all operations from seismic to decommissioning".'* The main components

of an EIA identified by the OGP are: goat definition and scoping; information collection (the

collection of baseline environmental and social data, and project and activity related

information); assessment of impacts; control of effects, including mitigation measures; and

follow-up and implementation, including monitoring.'t' Consultation with stakeholders,

including indigenous peoples, is identified as a key aspect of environmental and social

impact assessment.'tu

The OGP has also recommended the use of EIA in its guidelines addressing oil operations in

tropical rainforests, mangrove areas, and Arctic and subarctic onshore regions."t These

Guidelines, which represent "internationally acceptable operating practices" and

"internationally acceptable goals and guidance on environmental protection during oil and

gas exploration and production operations" for the international oil and gas exploration and

production industry, fully endorse the EIA process, providing recommendations and

guidance to oil companies on the EIA process.'tt These guidelines emphasise the importance

of social and environmental impact assessment for assessing, predicting, avoiding and

mitigating the negative impacts of development on the physical and cultural environment of

indigenous peoples, including impacts on cultural and religious practices, and resource

utilisation and land use patterns.'tn

9.4.1.4 EIA in the publications of other industry bodies

In addition to the oil industry in particular, international business in general has supported

the use of EIA, as demonstrated by the International Chamber of Commerce's (ICC) 1991

Environments, above n139, stating that "environmental and social irnpact assessment is an integral part of
project developrnent and implementation".

tto E&P Forum, Principlesþr Impact Assessment, ibid at 1 and 3.
t8s Ibid at 8-11.
186 Ibid af 4-i.
ttt E&p Forum, Oil Industry Operating Guideline for Tropical Rainforest, above nlII; Oil and Gas

Exploration and Production in Mangrove Areas, above nl l0; Oil and Gas Exploration in Arctic and

Subarctic Onshore Regions, above nl10; E&P Forum, Exploration and Production ll/aste Management

Guidelines, above nlll; Decommissioning, Remediation and Reclamation Guidelines þr Onshore

Exploration and Production Sites, above nl11.
t88 Oi-l and Gas Exploration ancl Production in Mangrove Areas, ibid at l; Oil and Gas Exploration in Arctic

and Subarctic Onshore Regions, ibid at 1.
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Business Charter for Sustainable Development. The Charter has been formally endorsed by

hundreds of companies worldwide, including many major international oil and gas

companies. The Charter comprises 16 principles for environmental management which is

stated to be a "vitally important aspect of sustainable development".reo According to

Principle 5, entitled "prior assessment", companies should "assgss environmental impacts

before starting a new activity or project and before decommissioning a facility or leaving a

site".

9.4.1.5 Benefits and limitations of EIA for indigenous communities

The benefits of the EIA process have been advocated in many quarters, including oil and

mining industry association bodies, oil company officials, non-governmental organisations

and academics.'n' The benefits of EIA for indigenous communities include the following: it

provides a procedure for identification of likely adverse environmental impacts, including

cultural impacts on indigenous peoples, beþre a decision to proceed with a development

activity is made; it provides opportunities to the public and affected people, such as

indigenous peoples, to present comments and recommendations to the decision-maker and

participate in the development process; it precludes secrecy in official decision-making, and

opens the process of development to scrutiny; it provides an opportunity to identify and take

alternative development options; it presents an opportunity to identify and incorporate

mitigation measures into a development activity; and conditions of approval may ensure

monitoring of environmental (including cultural) impacts, annual reporting by the proponent,

post-project analyses and independent environmental auditing.tt' EIA is incorporated as a

key requirement of the environmental provisions of the Code of Conduct drafted in Chapter

11 because of the significant benefits to indigenous peoples arising from properly-conducted

EIAs.

t tn 
See nl 14 to nl20 above, pp4 14 and 4 I 5, and accompanying text.

reo International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), The Business Charter for Sustainable Development, above

n48.
rer Armstrong K, above nl2 aI3-57; Barker G et al, "Managing Nontechnical Risks Associated with Seismic

Operations in the Tropical Rain Forests of Ecuador", Oil and Gas Journal, 2l April 1997 , 50 at 5l-52;

Citpin A, above n143; IUCN, Oil Exploration in the Tropics, above n128 at 20; IUCN,Indigenous Peoples

and Sustainability, above nl52 at 147; Guideline I, Berlin Mining and Environment Guidelines, above

n94; Oit and Gas Exploration and Production in Mangrove Areas, above n110 at 9; Oil and Gas

Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions, above nl10 af 23 E&P Forum, Principles for
Impact Assessment, above nl54; Oil Industry International Exploration and Production Forum, View of
Environmental Impact Assessment, Report No. 2.40/135, October 1986.

tn' Gilpin A, above nr43 at3.
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The OGP has identified a number of advantages of environmental and social assessment for

oil and gas companies.'" First, EIA can be beneficial to the project schedule and cost

through the "significant financial savings" that can arise from the early identification and

resolution of potential problems and conflicts, the avoidance of delays, and from improved

decision making and project planning. Second, EIA allows companies to demonstrate a

management capability for self regulation thus avoiding unnecessary regulation by

governments. EIA assists companies to: demonstrate a scientific and technical credibility,

"an integrated approach to social and environmental issues" that is "likely to lead to projects

that are more acceptable and hence more likely to be supported, especially in sensitive

areas", and a willingness to participate in local debate; address the information needs of

stakeholders; and provide assurance to government and the public, thereby generating trust

and confidence and enhancing the company image.'no

In practice, the EIA process in general may suffer from a number of weaknesses that

undermine its effectiveness. The first criticism is that EIAs are generally produced by

project proponents, who have the greatest stake in acceptance of the project, leading to the

possibility of biased and inadequate EISs. Second, although in theory EIAs should be

conducted prior to the commencement of an activity, in practice environmental assessment is

conducted only after economic and technical feasibility studies have been completed and

investment decisions made, and the developer already committed to a project in its proposed

format. For example, proponents have become committed to a proposed site or method prior

to undertaking the EIA, defeating the rationale for the consideration of alternatives.

Furthermore, in practice governments give support to an project on economic grounds before

an EIA is prepared, with pressure then placed on the environmental agency not to delay the

proposal by making "unreasonable" demands.'nt

Third, while public participation, including the participation of indigenous peoples, is an

integral part of the EIA process, public participation may suffer from a number of

deficiencies, such as difficulties in obtaining access to information. Fourth, while EIA

systems generally require decision-makers to have regard to the EIA or take it into account,

the decision maker is not obliged to base their decision on the results EIA, so that projects

tn, E&p Forurn, View of Environnrcntal Impact Assessment, above n191 at 3; E&P Forum, Principles for
Impact Assessment, above n154 at 4.

te4 E&P Forurn, Principles for Impact Assessment, ibid at 4.
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will be often approved on economic grounds despite the results of the EIA. Contributing to

most of these difficulties is the underlying attitude of many proponents and governments,

who view EIAs as a hurdle to development, rather than a useful tool for protection of the

environment. Finally, EIA systems in general suffer from a lack of post-decision

monitoring.'nu

The EIA process has also been criticised with respect to its application in emerging

economies. While EIAs have been conducted successfully in emerging economies, it is

generally true that the EIA systems in many emerging economies fail to meet the criteria

necessary for effective EIA.''' The following problems encountered in the EIA process in

emerging economies have been identified.'nt

o the coverage of EIA systems in emerging economies is inconsistent in relation to the types

of projects covered and the impacts assessed. EIA often applies only to systems put in

place to satisfy development assistance agencies.

o The consideration of alternatives in EIAs is often weak, and the "no-action" policy is

often not a viable choice given the constraints of poverty.

o Mitigation is often an "after-thought", with too little opportunities existing to change

previously-designated plans in order to mitigate environmental and cultural impacts.

o A lack of trained people and a lack of financial resources often leads to the preparation of

inadequate and irrelevant EIA reports'

o Baseline socio-economic and environmental data is inaccurate, difficult to obtain or non-

existent.

o EIA reports can also be extremely difficult to obtain by the public, often being classified

as confidential, and with very limited numbers of copies available for public inspection, if

at all. In many emerging economies there is no tradition of consultation and participation.

"This lack of experience is often exacerbated by lack of knowledge about EIA, the

confidentiality of EIA reports, lack of a culture of participation and low levels of
,. ..199
llteracy.'-

tt5 Bates G¡¿., Environmental Law in Australia @utterworths, Sydney, 4th ed, 1992) aI 179-182,
te6 Ibid at 183-188.
rnt Wood C, above nl43 at302.

'e8 lbid at 302-308.
ree lbid at 3o7.
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o EIA reports often have no influence on the decision that is taken, serving the function of

justifying decisions which have already been made on other grounds.'*

Also, the monitoring of compliance with environmental controls and conditions, and of the

EIA system itself, is often missing in developing countries. In many emerging economies,

the "organisations responsible for EIA are frequently new, lacking in status and political

clout and working in a culture where an absence of information sharing considerably reduces

their influence"; and environment ministries are often "bypassed" by other, more powerful

ministries.'o' In addition, widespread corruption, "political pressures, inadequate funding and

the mistaken belief that increasing environmental enforcement will decrease foreign

investment" means that the majority of emerging economies are a long way from

successfully monitoring and enforcing compliance with EIA regulations.tot

9.4.2 Environmental Management Systems (EMS)

EMS are procedural rules for the organisation that assist managers in preventing and

detecting environmental violations. They assist managers to comply with existing legal

requirements, and to define management processes to be followed to control the impact of a

corporation's activities on the environment. The development and implementation of EMS

is a fast-growing practice that began to emerge in the 1990s after the UNCED in Rio in 1992,

and which could become part of international law. Most of the major international oil and

gas companies have started to adopt detailed EMS and internal environmental operating

guidelines.'ot A number of organisations have produced standards and guidelines for EMS.

The ISO 14000 Series standards are particularly influential, with more than 140 countries

involved in the elaboration of these standards.

2oo Ibid at3oz.
2ot lbid.
,o, Kerr T, ,'What's Good for General Motors is Not Always Good for Developing Nations: Standardizing

Environmental Assessment of Foreign-Investment Projects in Developing Countries" (1995) 29(I) Int Law

153 at 160.

'o' Wagner J, above nI2 af I79.
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9.4.2.1 lnternational Standards Organisation (lSO) 14000 Series

The ISO 14000 series standards are international, voluntary standards that provide specific

requirements and principles for environmental management.'* The standards give managers

a structur.e for establishing, improving and maintaining programmes for protection of the

environment, The impetus for the ISO 14000 series came from the UNCED in Rio de

Janeiro in lgg2, where the international community agreed on the need for further

development of international environmental management programmes for corporations' In

January 1993 the ISO Technical Committee 207 (TC 207) was formed, with a mandate to

develop international environmental management standards to assist organisations to prevent

and detect environmental violations. The TC 207 mandate excluded the setting of

environmental performance levels, test methods for pollutants, setting pollution limits, and

standardisation of products.

TC207 has a number of subcommittees (SC) and a working group (WG) to develop standards

in different focus areas, including: environmental management systems (EMS) (SCl);

environmental auditing and related environmental investigations (SC2); environmental

tabelling (SC3); environmental performance evaluation (EPE) (SCa); life-cycle assessment

(SC5); tcrms and definitions (SC6); and environmental aspects in product standards (WGl).

The relevant ISO standards for Environment Management Systems (EMS) are ISO 14001:

Environment Management Systems - Specification with Guidance for Use; and ISO 14004:

Environment Management Systems - General Guidelines on Principles, Systems and

Supporting Techniques. ISO 14004 is a guidance document that explains environmental

management concepts, defines key terms and provides practical advice for the design and

implementation of an EMS.'o'. ISO 140001 establishes a model EMS based on the set of

guiding principles contained in ISO 14004'

The core elements EMS specified by ISO 14001 are: environmental policy; planning;

implementation and operation; checking and corrective action; and management review.'*

The first core element, establishing an environmental policy, requires a company to make a

2oa The ISO standards on EMS have their roots in BS7750, the first international EMS standard. Developed

by the British Standards Institution in 1992 as the national EMS standard for the United Kingdom, and

revised in 1994, the standard has since been withdrawn.
,05 Von Zharen W, 1,SO 14000: (Jnderstanding the Environmental Standards (Government Institutes Inc,

Rockville, Maryland, 1996) at 51.
206 rbid.
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public statement of the company's intentions with respect to the environment, which will

usually include a commitment to continual environmental improvement.to'

The second core element, planning, involves a number of components. These include:

implementing a systematic approach to identifying significant environmental aspects in all

phases of the company's business and under all operating conditions; establishing a

procedure to identify and maintain access to all legal and other requirements; setting

environmental objectives and targets; and establishing environmental management

programmes, which detail methods and procedures for achieving environmental targets and

objectives.tot

The third core element, implementation and operation, involves: the identification and formal

assignment of responsibility to personnel, from site personnel and managers to senior

executives and managers; the provision of environmental training and awareness, and

ensuring competence in EMS requirements; communication, both external and internal,

regarding the EMS and environmental procedures such as emergency response procedures;

the establishment and control of documentation describing the EMS and all environmental

strategies, policies and procedures; the review of operational procedures to ensure they are

compatible with environmental policies, objectives and targets; procedures for emergency

preparedness and response; and preventing and mitigating environmental impacts.''

The fourth core element, checking and corrective action, involves: establishing procedures

for monitoring operations that may have a significant impact on the environment; conducting

impartial internal and external audits of the EMS; establishing procedures to prevent non-

conformance with the EMS, and to investigate and mitigate the effects of non-conformance

where this is revealed by EMS audits; and establishing procedures for the keeping of

environmental records.''o

The fifth core element requires review of the EMS in order to identify and rectify any

shortcomings in the EMS and keep abreast of changes over time.

20t Ibid at 43; Wells D, above n99 at 534.

'ot Von Zharcn W, ibid af 45-46; Wells D, ibid at 535

'on Von Zharen W, ibid af 46-48; Wells D, ibid.
tto Von Zharen W, ibid ar48-49; Wells D, ibid.
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The ISO 14001 series does not set environmental legal requirements; rather, it is designed to

provide a management system to assist managers to comply with existing legal requirements,

and to define management processes to be followed to control the impact of a corporation's

activities on the environment. A company can make a self-declaration of compliance with

ISO 14001, or be audited and gain certification against the standards in ISO 14001. A

company with ISO 14001 certification can claim that it has a documented environmental

management system that is fully implemented and consistently followed. However, it cannot

claim that its products or processes are more environmentally friendly. This is because

certification under ISO 14001 is based on an audit of the EMS, not the product or service

provided by the company.'"

9.4.2.2 Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS)

Another major international standard for EMS is contained in the European Union's Eco-

Management and Audit Regulation (EMAR), which establishes the Eco-Management and

Audit Scheme (EMAS)."' The Regulation, which came into force in 1993, takes the form of

21 Articles and 5 Annexes which form part of the Regulation. The scheme, which allows

voluntary participation by companies performing industrial activities, has been open for

participation since April 1995. The objective of the scheme is to "promote continuous

improvements in the environmental performance of industrial activities" (Article 1). One

way this is to be achieved is by the "establishment and implementation of environmental

policies, programmes and management systems by companies in relation to their sites".'''

The requirements for EMS are set out in Article 3 and Annex L Article 3(c) requires

participating companies to establish an EMS applicable to all activities at an industrial site.

The EMS must comply with requirements contained in Annex I. The elements that an EMS

must address are: environmental policy, objectives and programmes; organisation and

personnel, including the definition and documentation of responsibility and authority,

appointment of a management representative; and communications and training;

environmental effects, including the examination and assessment of environmental effects of

2rr Ritchie I and Hayes W, A Guide to the Implementation of the ISO 14000 Series on Environmental

Management @rentice Hall Inc, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 1998) at 6.

't' European Council Regulation 1836193 of July 10, 1993, Concerning Voluntary Participation by Companies

in the Industrial Sector in a Community Eco-Management and Audit Scheme O.J. (L 168/l).
2r' Ibid Aricle 2(a).
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the company's activities at the site, and compiling a register of effects identified as

significant; operational control, including monitoring, non-compliance and corrective action;

environmental management documentation records; and environmental audits. The EMS

must be verified by an independent, external, accredited environmental verifier (Article 4)

and described in an annual environmental statement that is disseminated to the public

(Article 5).

9.4.2.3 Oil and gas industry bodies

The OGP has also produced its own Guidelines for the Development and Application of

Health, Safety and Environmental Management Systems.''o They are consistent with the ISO

14001 series and provide the basis for a draft ISO 14690 on health, safety and environment

management systems for offshore oil and gas activities'2's

The API has developed guidelines for environmental management systems for the petroleum

industry, based on the best practices of API members, and consistent with the ISO 14001

series.''u The API's Modet Environmental, Health and Safety (EHS) Management System

and Guidance Document werc developed as voluntary tools to assist companies in

developing an environmental, health and safety management system, or enhancing an

existing system. The Model brings "company EHS policies, legal requirements and business

strategies into a set of company or facility expectations or requirements to achieve continual

improvement in overall EHS performance consistent with company policies".''t The

Guidance Document provides further assistance in the development, implementation and

assessment of EHS system. For example, the Guidance Document explains the basic purpose

and scope of management systems and describing how to evaluate the effectiveness of an

EMS and its elements.

"o Oil Industry International Exploration and Production Forum, Guidelines þr the Development and

Application of Health, Safety and Environmental Management Systems, E&P Forum, Report No. 6.36/210,

July 1994.
21s Armstrong K, above nl2 at3-25.
216 American Petroleum Institute, Strotegies þr Today's Environmental Partnership Newsletter, November

1998, 1, American Petroleum Institute <htþ://www.api.org/step/newsletter/l'{ovember9S.htm>.
2rt American Petroleum Institute, Model Environrnentql, Health and Safety @HS) Management System, above

n103; American Petroleum Institute, Guidance Document þr Model Environmental, Health and Safety

(EHS) Management System, above n103. See American Petroleum Institute, Model Environmental, Heqlth

and Safety @HS) Management System qnd Guidance Document,

<http ://www. api.org/pasp/step/ehsms. htm>'
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The oil industry associations of other countries have also set out requirements for EMS,

including the Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association, which provides

guidance on the development and application of EMS, consistent with the ISO 14000 Series

Standards in the APPEA Code of Environmental Practice."'

Requirements for EMS have also found their way into environmental guidelines for the

minerals industry. Or example, the Berlin environmental guidelines for action addressed to

the minerals sector state that governments, mining companies and the minerals industries

should, as a minimum "rscognise environmental management as a high priority, notably

during the licensing process and through the development and implementation of

environmental management systems. These should include ... monitoring and auditing

activities ... ""n The Australian Minerals Council's Code for Environmental Management

recommends that mining companies should establish an EMS that addresses environmental

monitoring procedures and regular auditing of the EMS and environmental performance."o

9.4.2.4 Benefits and limitations of EMS

A number of benefits of a "well-prepared and comprehensively implemented EMS" have

been identified. An EMS: provides a framework for integration of environmental

management into the company's operations; helps the company to identify and reduce

environmental impacts; helps the company comply with regulatory requirements; helps the

company to set and meet its own environmental targets; and helps increase control of

operations and costs.t'' By assisting companies to identify and manage their impacts on the

environment, EMS have the potential to control and reduce environmental degradation on

indigenous peoples' lands. The requirement that oil and gas companies develop and

implement EMS is a key requirement incorporated into the environmental provision of the

Code of Conduct drafted in Chapter 11 of this thesis.

2tB APPEA Code of Environmental Practice, above n108.
,tn Guideline l, Berlin Mining and Environment Guidelines, above n94.
220 Australian Minerals Couñcil, Australian Minerals Industry Code þr Environmental Management, above

n93, ..Systems and Processes - Integrated Environmental Management", paras 2(e) and 2(g).

"t Wells D, above n99 at 533.
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From the company perspective, an EMS also helps the company to demonstrate its

environmental credentials, expertise and commitment to the environment to the company's

shareholders, the local community, the company's customers and suppliers, and regulatory

authorities. This will satisfy shareholder, government and community pressure for improved

environmental performance and improve the company's public image and enhance public

relations, thereby improving access to capital and business opportunities, facilitating the

issue of licences and permits; helping the company gain future access to new operational

sites, and providing a competitive tendering advantage."'

It has been stated that adopting and implementing an EMS "is so important in today's

operating environment that companies without a comprehensive EMS will find it

increasingly difficult to gain approvals and on-going cooperation from regulatory

authorities.""t The pressure on the international oil industry to adopt EMS standards is

partially competitive, as the need to be certified under ISO 14000 or its equivalent is

becoming necessary to conduct business and improve environmental image of corporations.

Industry can expect to see increased pressure to develop, implement, and continuously

vatidate effective internal environmental management systems. It is possible that

requirements for such systems will be incorporated into major project approval requirements

by national and international government and financial organisations. Non-operating partners

in oil and gas and mining operations are increasingly likely to ask the operating company to

demonstratã it will impleÃent such a system in the joint operations. "o

EMS are predicted to become of increasing legal significance to the oil industry. The ISO

14000 series, or other industry standards for EMS based on the Series, such as the API and

OGp guidelines on EMS, may become the legal standard of due care in negligence cases

concerning the environment, with failure to conform to the Series resulting in a legal ruling

of environmental negligence."' Alternatively, depending on the jurisdiction, the adoption

and implementation of an EMS may provide the basis for a "due diligence" defence in cases

of prosecution for environmental offences.t'u The implementation of an EMS may also

reduce the risk of regulators implementing a prosecution, or, if a prosecution is mounted,

,r, WeUs D, ibid; Trainor K, above n96 at 561. Kit Armstrong of Chevron rrecommends that oil companies

have strong internal environment managernent systems, A framework environmental policy must be

accompaniãd by implementation of a comprehensive program of activities to ensure the policy is carried

out. Sìch a pólicy should help the company in its discussion with governments and local communities'

improve its ènvironmental performance, and prevent or mitigate areas of potential legal exposure:

Armstrong K, above nl2 aT3-54.

"' weus D, ibid at 534.
224 Armstrong K, above n12 at 3-3 I'
"t Ritchie I and Hayes W, above n2l l at 11.
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may mitigate the penalty imposed by the court."' However, the EMS must be

conscientiously and comprehensively implemented, as "any perception by regulators or

courts of mere 'window dressing' may well rebound on a comparry"."r The mere existence

of a documented EMS, without implementation, "will not be sufficient to establish due

diligence and may do no more than leave an incriminating paper tfail"."'

Another way in which EMS are of potential legal significance to the oil industry can be seen

from the results of the prosecution of BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc (BPXA) in the US in

1999 regarding the illegal disposal of hazardous waste on Alaska's North Slope. BPXA

pleaded guilty in the US District Court at Anchorage to failing to notify authorities

immediately about a release of hazardous substances into the environment. As well as

agreeing to pay the maximum criminal fine of $5,000,000, under the plea agreement BP

Amoco PLC must establish an EMS at all of its US facilities that are engaged in the

exploration, drilling or production of oil. This is the first system of its kind in the US oil

industry to result from a federal prosecution. BPXA must use best environmental practices

to protect workers, the public and the environment. The Court will appoint an environmental

monitor to oversee the implementation of BP Amoco's nationwide $15 million EMS system

during a 5-year probation period'"0

Despite the benefits of the ISO series standards, there are a number of limitations regarding

these standards, particularly as regards the certification process."' First, developing countries

may find it more difficult to implement the EMS standards, as companies from developing

countries may not have the resources to achieve certification, and/or the infrastructure

necessary for certification may be absent. Just as the implementation of EMS may provide

companies with a competitive advantage, so those companies from emerging economies that

cannot afford to gain certification may be placed at a competitive disadvantage in tendering

for projects. Second, the ISO 14000 Series does not set legal environmental standards.

"u Wells D, above n99 at 533; Trainor K, above n96 aL 557.
trt Wells O, iUi¿ aÍ.53j. Trainor provides the case of EPA v Pioneer Services Pty Ltd (Unreported, Land and

Environmental Court, NSW, Þearhnan J, 3 February 1995) as an example of raising an EMS to plea

mitigation of penalty. In that case the court, when imposing a penalty in the lower end of the range, had

."guid to thè fact that the company took its environmental responsibilities seriously, by spending

considerable funds on upgrading its facilities and equipment, relocating to a less environmentally sensitive

area, implementing enuiro.t*enìal training, developing a set of compliance procedures and a program for

regular environmental audits: Trainor K, above n96 at 55'7.

"t wells D, ibid at 538.

'2e Trainor K, above n96 at 557.
230 <BP Arnoco Adrnits Environmental Lapse", Oil and Gas Journal,4 October 1999,34-35'
23r Ritchie I and Hayes W, above n211 at 11.
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Certification indicates a corporation has a consistent environmental policy, but makes no

representation regarding the standard of environmental performance or objectives set by a

company. If environmental standards in developing countries are lower than developed

countries, the EMS certification will indicate the corporation is complying with the laws, but

will not reveal that the environmental standards observed are not be as high as in Western

countries. Third, self-declaration by companies regarding their implementation of EMS

under ISO 14001, in contrast to third party verification, may enable some companies to hold

themselves out as having internationally acceptable EMS when in fact this is not the case'

9.4.3 Environmental Perþrmance Evaluøtíon (EPE)

EpE is the ongoing, focused evaluation of the environmental performance of an organisation'

EpE provides "a method to measure the result of the organisation's management of the

environmental aspects of its activities, products or services".t" EPE is a management tool or

process designed to ensure the ongoing measurement and improvement of an organisation's

environmental performance. It is a process whereby a company can measure its

environmental performance against criteria set by management.

The real development of EPE began in the 1990s, after the UNCED in Rio, with work done

by ISO TC 207 . AS of October 1999, the ISO had published the draft international standard

ISO/DIS 1403I (1999): Environmental Management - Environmental Performance

Evaluation - Guidelines, and an accompanying technical report; ISO/TR 14032 (1999)

Environmental Management - EPE - Case Studies Illustrating the Use of ISO I403I' As

with the standards regarding EMS, ISO 14031 does not set performance levels for EPE, but

rather, provides guidance to companies in how to conduct and improve EPE'

There is an emerging trend for individual major international oil and gas companies, and oil

industry association bodies on behalf of their members in aggregate, not only to measure

environmental performance, but also to publish annual or periodic public reports regarding

their environmental performance."' For example, the API annually publishes a "Petroleum

2.t Kuhre W, 1,SO j4031: Environmental Perþrmance Evaluation @PE) Qrentice Hall PTR, Upper Saddle

fuver, New Jersey, 1998) at 3.
233 SustainAbility Lid/uNEp, The oil sector Report: A Review of Environmental Disclosure in the oil

Industry (The Beacon Press, London, 1999) at 10. The OGP has stated that "setting targets for
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Industry Environmental Performance Annual Report", which presents statistical information

about the US petroleum industry's environmental and safety performance in eight areas:

workplace safety, chemical releases, refinery residuals (by-products), oil spills in US waters,

underground storage tanks, used motor oil, gasoline vapour controls, and US environmental

expenditures.t'o The United Kingdom Offshore Operators' Association's 1999

Environmental Report published information on environmental performance of its members,

most notably in the area of emissions and discharges."' Environmental reporting, which is an

emerging practice in its own right, will discussed further in Section 9.4.5 of this Chapter.

The most critical aspect of EPE is the choice of meaningful indicators to measure the

environmental impact of activities. Indicators basically relate to three areas: the management

system (environmental management indicators, or EMIs); the operational system

(environmental performance indicators or EPIs); and the state of the environment

(environmental indicators or Els).t'u EMIs track and measure actions performed primarily by

management employees that are aimed at reducing environmental impacts, including training

plans, legal requirements, resource allocation goal-setting, corrective action, and the level of

program implementation. EPIs deal with the operation of facilities and equipment, including

design and operation of equipment and machinery, production processes and the use of

products which affect the environment. EPIs help assess the actual discharges, wastes

generated, resources used, and other impacts of the actual facilities and equipment on the

environment. EIs help assess the state of the environment, including the biological, physical

and socioeconomic impacts produced by the organisation.

There are various sources of information for the oil and gas industry to use in compiling

indicators, including standards/documents/guidelines produced by regulatory agencies,

industry bodies such as the API, OGP and APPEA, and other organisations such as the

World Bank, for a range of different activities in the oil and gas production processes,

including access road construction, construction of drilling pad facilities, well development

environmental performance has become an integral element of overall business managment in many

companies": The Oit Industry: Operating in Sensitive Environmenls, above nl39.
,ro Américan petroleum Industry, 6th Annual Petroleum Industry Environmental Perþrmance Report

(American petroleum Industry, May 1998) American Petroleum Industry <http://www.api.orgipasplstep>.
zrs i¡. Australian petroleum production and Exploration Association's Environmental Poliry states that

AppEA encourages and supports its members to "monitor environmental effects and assess environmental

performance at all stagei of exploration, development, production and rehabilitation": Australian

Þetroleum Production anã Exploration Association Limited (APPEA), Environmental Policy, June 1997,

APPEA <http://www.appea.com.au/environmenlcode.htrnl>'
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and drilling, installation and operation of production equipment, installation of pipelines,

refining, and decommissioning.t"

The oil industry has started to establish collaborative efforts to develop indicators of

environmental performance. For example, the OGP has established an Environmental

Performers Indicators Task Force, which is already working on definitions and data-

collection protocols for a set of industry-wide exploration and production environmental

performance measures. The data will be used to report on the global performance of the

exploration and production industry worldwide on an aggregated basis. The aspects being

considered are: energy consumption during production; atmospheric emissions; quantity of

produced water re-injected, oil discharged in that water; spills of oil, oil products and

chemicals (number and total volume); and oil muds and cuttings discharged into the marine

environment. The OGP will not identify individual companies, but the three top performers

will be identified and invited to share their experience of best practice through OGP Forum

workshops."' Not only will these forums will provide an opportunity of knowledge-sharing

and building trust that is so vital to the success of a self-regulatory scheme based on

Responsible Care, but the forums could be extended to include the measurement of

performance in social and cultural areas'

A second example of cooperation on the development of indicators is that provide by a group

of 5 companies - [¡ss, BP Amoco, Conoco, Shell and Statoil - who have been

collaborating on harmonising environmental indicators to allow them to benchmark their

worldwide upstream health, safety and environmental performance against each other. The

group agreed to include emissions, discharges, residuals, and operational performance for all

company operations where the company is the operator or has a majority or a controlling

interest, with company personnel assigned as the senior managing director of a joint venture

operation. The group reached consensus on the basis for calculating air emissions, the

appropriate normaliser, the definition of health, safety and environmental employees and

health, safety and environmental costs, and how to account for joint ventures, contractors and

other business affangements."'

,36 Kuhre W, 1SO l4031: Environmental Perþrmance Evaluation @PE) Qrentice Hall PTR, Upper Saddle

River, New Jersey, 1998) at24'26.
,,' For examples of these indicators in the oil industry, see Kuhre W, ibid at2ll-2L8.
238 SustainAbility Ltd/UNEP, above n233 at 55.

'3e rbid at 5'7.
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In total, the group agreed on 2l parameters in 3 areas to measure health, safety and

environmental. These areas are:

o "company descriptors", which include: the top health, safety and environmental policy

document of the company; assurance of policy compliance; organisation and governance;

the number of health, safety and environmental peoples; employee and contractor man-

hours; operational performance; the policies of joint ventures and subsidiaries; stakeholder

communication; and links between health, safety and environmental and the business;

o "results measures", which include: safety performance statistics; environmental "category

A" incidents; oil discharge to the environment; air emissions; and environmental costs;

and

o "activity indicators", which include: the number and types of audits; the number of

business units with implemented management systems; emergency response plans and

drills; a description of training; incident reporting process; reward and recognition

programs; and goals, objectives and targets''*

In addition to measuring environmental performance, the measurement of social and cultural

performance by oil companies is an emerging trend. However, there are as yet no common,

standardised indicators used by companies, nor do the majority of companies yet report on

their performance in these areas. Examples of current indicators used by companies include:

the existence of community advisory panels; investment in educational and community

programmes; the percentage of pre-tax profits given to charitable institutions; taxes, duties

and social contributions paid; the proportion of investment in relief projects; staff numbers,

welfare and training; the level of community affairs spending; the number of community

programmes; support for the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; the number of forums

organised to discuss employee conditions; the number of reported bribes; the number of

political donations; and the level of local content of projects in terms of jobs and

procurement.tot

As with environmental performance indicators, the major international oil companies are

starting to collaborate on the development of indicators of social performance. For example,

Statoil, Bp-Amoco, Royal-Dutch Shell and Conoco are involved in a project, led by Statoil,

240 Ibid.
241 rbid at 44
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on developing indicators to reflect a company's contribution to sustainable development,

with performance to be measured in a number of areas, including:

o ethics (human rights, bribery/corruption, gender, cultural and racial diversity and political

activities);

o environmental management (preservation and restoration, production stewardship, product

stewardship/portfolio, global impact and resource use); and

o stakeholder relations (employees, suppliers and customers, society at large, NGOs, interest

groups and government).tot

The further development of social performance indicators will be discussed in more detail in

relation to environmental reporting in Section 9.4.5 of this Chapter.

The measurement of social and environmental performance has a number of benefits for

indigenous peoples. The evaluation of environmental and social performance provides

companies with benchmarks for improving their performance in these areas. The publication

of environmental and social performance reports based on standardised, comparable criteria

allows indigenous peoples, the general public, non-governmental organisations, shareholders,

academics, and the government to judge the performance of companies, not only against

their own performance in previous years, but against the performance of other companies. In

the context of oil exploration and development, environmental and social performance

reports will provide indigenous peoples with extremely useful information on the past and

current environmental and social policies and performance of oil companies that are seeking

to operate on traditional lands, and will provide information to shareholders and the

community that can be used to demand improved performance from oil companies in these

areas. The development of social and environmental performance indicators, the

msasurement of social and environmental performance, and the publication of the results, are

requirements incorporated in the Code of Conduct drafted in Chapter 11 of the thesis.

9.4.4 Envíronmentøl Monitortng and Auditing

Environmental monitoring involves the ongoing checking, inspection or examination of

equipment, management systems, operational activities and their effect on the environment

447
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on a regular and frequent basis. Different types of monitoring include: monitoring

equipment to ensure it is in good working order; monitoring the company's impacts on the

environment, for example, emission levels, wastes, and the amount of energy used;

monitoring the state of the environment, for example the level of toxicity of watercourses

affected by oil development; monitoring the implementation of an EIS, to see, for example,

if the project is implemented in accordance with any mitigation measures required; and

monitoring the EMS, that is, monitoring the management processes.

Monitoring ensures compliance with environmental and social regulations and with any

conditions imposed upon development on the basis of an EIA. It "provides a tool to evaluate

and update mitigation strategies, if conditions change or original strategies prove not to be

effective", allows anticipated impacts to be documented, and "can identify any unanticipated

impacts" of development.'o' The OGP has stated that monitoring should be ongoing

throughout the life of a project, and that effective monitoring increases credibility by:'*

o improving acceptance of current projects;

o providing a basis for ongoing consultation;

o providing a defence against impact claims;

o enabling the original scoping process to be checked;

. supporting preferred mitigation choices for future projects;

o contributing to the development of improved mitigation tools;

o providing a mechanism for learning from past operations and experience; and

o providing information for performance reporting.

The benefits of internal and external monitoring have been advocated by oil and mining

industry association bodies, oil company officials, non-governmental organisations and

245acaclemtcs. Envlronmental monitoring is a key feature of EMS that are promoted by the

ISO, EMAS, OGP and the API. The OGP has stated that monitoring the environmental

'o' rbidat 59.

'ot E&P Forum, Principles for Impact Assessment, above n 154 at I I .

244 Ibid.
2as Barker G et al, above n191 at 56; IUCN, Oil Exptoration in the Tropics, above n128 aI2tJ and 140l' Oil and

Gas Exploration and Production in Mangrove Areas, above nl t0 af I0; Oil and Gas Exploration in Arctic

and Subarctic Onshore Regions, above nl I0 at 24 Guideline I, Berlin Mining and Environment

Guidelines, above n94; Cueto S, above n12; Ong D, above nl2 at 105; Wasserstrom R and Reider S,

"petroleum Companies Crossing New Threshold in Community Relations", Oil and Gas Journal, 14

December L998,24 af 25.
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impacts of "all stages of a project is [the] key to responsible operations",t* while the

Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association's Environmental Policy states

that APPEA encourages and supports its members to "monitor environmental effects".'o' The

Australian Minerals Council's Code for Environmental Management also recognises the

importance of monitoring and auditing.

Environmental auditing is "the practice of comparing environmental regulatory and

management requirements against the operational and management performance record of a

facility by evaluating such records and systems against a set of predetermined standards".ton

It is a systematic, periodical evaluation of a company's environmental organisation,

performance and systems against pre-determined standards. There is a distinction between

performing a "compliance" audit and an EMS audit. The former concentrates on compliance

with regulatory requirements, while the latter focuses on "the organisational structure,

responsibilities, practices, procedures, processes and resources for implementing

environmental management". "o

The benefits of internal and external auditing have been advocated by oil and mining

industry association bodies, oil company officials, non-governmental organisations and

academics."' In the context of oil exploration and production on indigenous peoples lands,

auditing has a crucial role to play not only in assessing the state of the environment on an on-

going basis, but as a means for determining the damage caused by oil companies to the

environment in cases where indigenous peoples are claiming compensation for

environmental destruction and demanding restitution of the land. For example, in 1992,

Petroecuador contracted a Canadian consulting firm HBT Agra Limited to conduct an

independent and impartial environmental audit of Texaco's facilities in Ecuador' The audit,

which was to be "a thorough study of the direct and indirect environmental and socio-

economic impacts of Texaco's operations", and legally binding on Texaco, was viewed by

the indigenous peoples of the Amazon as a chance to hold Texaco accountable for the

'ou The Oil Industry: Operating in Sensitive Environments, above nl39.

"t APPEA Environmental Policy, above n235'
2a8 Australian Minerals Council, Australian Minerals Industry Code þr Environmental Managemerl, above

n93, "systems and Processes - Reporting".
2ae Prince W and Nelson D, above nl2 a1"292.
250 lbid at293.
,sr IUCN, Oil Exploration in the Tropics, above n128 at 20 Oil and Gas Exploration and Production in

Mangrove Aràas, above nll0 atl0; Oil and Gas Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions,

abovè nl l0 at 25; Wälde T, above nI2 a|353-4; Guideline l, Berlin Mining and Environment Guidelines,

above n94.
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damage it had caused to the Amazon and provide an opportunity for restoration of the

degraded environment and modernisation of outdated production methods."' In the event,

the terms of reference of the audit, its lack of independence and the secrecy with which its

was conducted, and its results, have been severely criticised.t"

Another example is the 1999 Report of the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human

Rights on the Question of Human Rights Violations in Nigeria, in which Mr. Soli Jehangir

Sorabjee recommended that "an independent agency should be established in consultation

with SpDC, MOSOP and other groups for the purpose of determining all issues relating to

environmental damage due to oil exploration and other operations, as well as issues of

environmental protection" and that the findings and conclusions of this "inquiry and

investigation" should be made public.tto

The OGP has affirmed the importance of environmental auditing for the oil and gas industry

\n \ts Guidelines for the Development and Application of Health, Safety and Environmental

Management Systems, in which it is stated that "the company should maintain procedures for

audits to be carried out, as a normal part of business control".ttt The importance of auditing

as part of an EMS is also emphasised in Principle 16 of the ICC Business Charter for

Sustainable Development, entitled "Compliance and reporting" which affirms that

sustainable development requires companies to "conduct regular environmental audits and

assessments of compliance with company requirements, legal requirements and these

principles".

The ISO has developed standards for environmental auditing. These are ISO 14010 1996,

Guidelines for Environmental Auditing - General Principles; ISO 14011: 1996, Guidelines

for Environmental Auditing - Audit Procedures - Auditing of EMS; and ISO 14012: 1996

Guidelines for Environmental Auditing - Qualification Criteria for Environmental Auditors'

252 Kimerling J, "The Environmental Audit of Texaco's Amazon Oil Fields: Environmental Justice or

Business as Usual?" (1994) 17 Harv Hum Rts J 199 at200.
ts3 Ibid.
,to United Nations Commission on Human Rights, Question of the Violation of Human Rights and

Fundamental Freedoms in any Part of the I|¡orld: Situation of Human Rights in Nigeria, Repof Submitted

by the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights, Mr. Soli Jehangir Sorabjee, UN Doc

È¡CN.+¡fSSS¡36, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights <http://www.unhchr.ch>, para

116.
zss EE¿p Forum, Guidelines for the Development and Application of Health, Safety and Environmental

Management Systems, above n2I4 at 25. According to the OGP, one of the benefits of environmental

auditJ is that they help to ensure that management systems for achieving environmental performance

targets are working correctly: The Oit Industry: Operating in Sensitive Environments, above n139.
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These standards do not mandate third-party audits or external disclosure of audit reports, and

are focused on audits of environmental management systems, rather than on compliance with

legal regulations. However, the ISO standards are flexible and are appropriate for

application to all operations of an organisation, that is, are not site-specific. They are

considered to be the largest and most influential effort towards standardising environmental

auditing."u

The European Commission's Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS) provide an example

of an audit scheme."t Article 3(d) of the EMAS Regulations requires companies that

voluntarily participate in the EMAS to carry out, or cause to be carried out, environmental

audits at sites where an industrial activity is performed. The audit may be carried out by

either company or external auditors, and must be consistent with ISO 14011. The audit must

address a range of issues listed in Annex I(C), including:

o assessment, control, and reduction of environmental impacts;

o raw energy, materials and water management and savings;

o evaluation, control and reduction of noise; product planning, including transportation, use

and disposal;

o the environmental performance and practices and contractors, subcontractors and

suppliers; prevention and limitation of environmental accidents;

. emergency procedures; and

o staff information and training on environmental issues'

Annex II sets out requirements for the audit process, including audit objectives, reports,

follow-up and frequency. The audit results and procedures must be verified by an

independent, accredited verifier. "'

In general, environmental audits may be performed in-house or by an independent third

party, or by a combination of both. The use of an outside auditor may add credibility to the

audit findings. Over time, it is expected that increased international attention will be given to

requirements for internal and independent third party environmental auditing and public

2s6 Prince W and Nelson D, above nl2 at293'
2tt European Council Regulation 1836193 of July 10, 1993, Concerning Voluntary Participation by Companies

in thè Industrial Sector in a Community Eco-Management and Audit Scheme O.J. (L 168/1), above n212.
2s8 rbid Article 4.
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disclosure of audit results.25e Prince and Nelson have claimed that "a clear trend exists for

industry to mandatorily perform audits, disclose them to the public, and engage a third party

to conduct them".'t

9.4.5 Envíronmental and Social Reporting

Companies across all industry sectors, including oil and gas companies, are facing increasing

pressure to disclose information regarding their environmental and social performance to

governments and the public. The holistic view of reporting on environmental, social and

economic issues, in contrast to "stand alone" measures of environmental performance and

social performance, is referred to as "triple bottom line" reporting. Some key reasons why

companies are moving into environmental reporting are to:

o satisfy community and individual "right to know" requirements;

o improve company performance in social and environmental areas by measuring and

publicly reporting on these areas;

o demonstrate corporate accountability for the social and environmental impact of

operations;

o add shareholder value through the demonstration of a superior ability to manage

environmental and social impacts; and

. report contributions to sustainable development by measuring and reporting "triple bottom

line" impacts.'u'

The move towards environmental reporting is illustrated by a number of general mandatory

disclosure requirements and voluntary reporting initiatives that have arisen in recent years.

As regards mandatory disclosure, a number of countries require corporations to report on the

release and transfer of various potentially toxic or harmful polluting substances as part of

national pollutant inventory schemes, for example Australia's National Pollutant Inventory,

t'n Wälde T, above nl2 at 348; Prince W and Nelson D, above nl2 aI26l-262'
260 Prince W and Nelson D, ibid at 306.
26r SustainAbility Ltd/tINEP, above n233 at 34-40; Deegan C, "Environmental Reporting for Australian

Corporations: An Analysis of Contemporary Australian and Overseas Environmental Reporting Practices"

(1996) 13 EPIJ 120 atl2s-126,
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Canada's National Pollutant Release Inventory, the UK's Chemical Release Inventory and

the USA's Toxic Release Inventory''ut

Despite these mandatory disclosure schemes, most environmental reporting initiatives are

voluntary schemes led by industry organisations, IGOs and NGOs. One example is the

European Commission's EMAS, which has, as one of its objectives, the promotion of

continuous environmental performance of industrial activities by "the provision of

information of environmental performance to the public".'u' Companies that voluntarily

participate in the scheme must prepare an environmental statement specific to each site, have

the statement independently verified by an accredited environmental verifier, and

disseminate the validated statement to the public.t* The statement must contain:

o a description of the site's activities;

. an assessment of all the significant environmental issues;

o a summary of figures on pollution emissions, waste production, consumption of raw

material, energy, water and noise; and

o a presentation of the company's environmental policy and site's EMS'tut

Other examples of voluntary reporting initiatives include the Global Reporting Initiative,

launched by the US-based Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies (CERES);

the US company-led Public Environmental Reporting Initiative; and the SustainAbility-

UNEP "Engaging Stakeholders Programme".'* Environmental reporting is also part of the

ICC's Business Charter for Sustainable Development, with Principle 16 exhorting companies

to periodically provide appropriate environmental information to the Board of Directors,

shareholders, employees, the authorities and the public; and part of the Confederation of

262 SustainAbility LId/UNEP, above n233, Appendix 1 at 62-63 lists a number of mandatory environmental

reporting initiatives.
,u' European Council Regulation 1836193 of July 10, 1993, Concerning Voluntary Participation by Companies

in thè Industrial Sector in a Community Eco-Management and Audit Scheme O.J. (L 168/1), above n212,

Article 1(c).
2u4 lbid Article 3(Ð-(h).
2u' Ibid Article 3(f) and Annex V; see also European Commission, "Eco-Management and Audit Scheme",

Europa <http ://www. europa. eu. inVcomm/environmenlemas/>'
2u6 SustáinAbility LId/UNEP, above n233, Appendix 2 at 64-65 lists a number of voluntary environmental

reporting guidelines and initiatives.
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British Industry's (CBI) Environmental Forum, whose members "are committed to making

an annual public report on their environmental performance".'u'

As regards environmental disclosure and reporting in the international oil industry, in 1999

the UK-based group SustainAbility, in partnership with UNEP, produced The Oil Sector

Report: A Review of Environmental Disclosure in the Oil Industry, which examines the

current efforts at environmental and social disclosure for 50 leading oil companies, and

makes recommendations for future development in these areas. The Report found a trend

exists among major international oil and gas companies to issue annual or periodic public

reports regarding their environmental performance. Among large international oil

companies, environmental reporting is on the way to becoming standard practice, with most

individual companies making some sort of environmental information publicly available.tut

In addition to the reporting initiatives of individual oil companies, a number of oil industry

associations have begun publishing environmental, health and safety reports at an aggregate

level. Each year, the API publishes a "Petroleum Industry Environmental Performance

Annual Report", which presents statistical information about the US petroleum industry's

environmental and safety performance.tun Other associations producing some type of

aggregate data include the Norwegian Oil Industry Association, the UK Offshore Operators

Association Limited, and Canada's Petroleum Communication Foundation.tto The

Environmental Performance Indicators Task Force of the OGP is working on definitions and

data-collection protocols for a set of industry-wide exploration and production environmental

performance measures, and plans to use these to publish aggregate performance data in an

annual environment report, starting by April 2000."t

Despite the evidence that the oil industry "is taking the reporting agenda seriously", the

Report found that the overall rate of environmental reporting is brought down by four main

types of non-reporters: state-owned companies; smaller companies; upstream-only

companies; and project-based consortia. In the case of small and upstream-only companies,

'ut Confederation of British Industry, Introducing Environmental Reporting: Guidelines þr Business (CBI,

London, 1994), cited in Deegan C, "Environmental Reporting for Australian Corporations: An Analysis of
Contemporary Australian and Overseas Environmental Reporting Practices" (1996) 13 EPLI 120 aT 128.

268 SustainAbility Ltd/tlNEP, above n233 at 10.
26e Arnerican Petroleum Institute, 6th Annual Petroleum Industry Environmental Perþrmance Report

(American Petroleum Institute, May 1998), American Petroleum Institute <htþ://www.api.org/pasp/step>.
270 SustainAbility LId/LINEP, above n233at 10.

"t Ibid at 55.
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their size and lack of retail brand means that they are out of public eye and are therefore not

under the same pressures to report; similarly, in the case of project-based consortia, a

company created for a particular project and owned by a number of larger oil companies are

not often associated with one corporate name by the public, and pressure for reporting is

non-existent.tt'

The Oit Sector Report found that the quality and content of corporate environmental reports

varies considerably between companies. In particular, the overall quality and usefulness of

the reports is undermined by lack of comparability from company to company; and a lack of

clarity about the data reported in individual reports, with companies using different

indicators, definitions, measurement and estimation techniques, reporting periods, and

geographic coverage of operations."t The Oil Sector Report also found that while corporate

environmental reports often include measures of compliance with laws and regulations;

adherence to EMS and policies; significant incidents such a spills; financial data such as

expenditure on environmental programmes; and inputs and outputs (eg emissions and

discharges), they do not include data on actual impacts on the environment; "legacy impacts"

such as abandoned structures and polluted lands; impacts on land; and impacts on

biodiversity.2T4 In addition, oil companies remain divided on the benefits of third-party,

independent verification of environmental and social reporting'"t

Another finding of The Oil Sector Report is that social reporting in the oil industry lags well

behind environmental reporting. Social reporting is the process of accounting, preparing and

publishing information on social impacts and social performance, including cultural

impacts"u Concerns of the public in this area generally relate to: corporate security

affangements involving paramilitary or government armed forces; links to human rights

abuses; distribution of costs and benefits; poor environmental management and pollution

among local communities; traditional land rights of indigenous communities and the right of

self-determination; discrimination in the workforce; occupational health and safety; and

bribery and corruption."' The lag of social reporting behind environmental reporting is true

for industry in general, not just the oil industry, with the World Business Council for

"' Ibid at 10.

"t rbidat23.
"o rbidaf 13-22.

"t tbid at 11.
216 rbid at 41.t" rbidaf43.
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Sustainable Development stating that the systems for monitoring, measuring and reporting

corporate social responsibility performance through generally-accepted indicators are still in

their infancy.ttt

The Oit Sector Report found that "because social reporting is in its infancy, we are some way

from seeing truly comparable social performance indicators", and that there is a "pressing

need for greater coherence and convergence" in this aÍea."n As yet there is only limited

agreement on how to measure and monitor social performance, with the development of

indicators in this area being described as being "extraordinarily difficult".t'o Nonetheless,

some "key clusters" of indicators are emerging in the practice of oil companies.'*' The

categories for reporting, with examples of potential aspects for indicator development in the

future include:"'

o business values and integrity (company's values or business principles; anti-corruption,

anti-bribery policies and supporting management system; stakeholder experience and

perceptions, and quality of stakeholder relationships; transparency in lobbying activities

and decision-making processes; wage differentials; and profit sharing policies);

o distribution equity (revenues created/taxes paid in host country; policy addressing profits

committed to local communities; fair trade policies; local employment created; percentage

of locals/non-expatriates in management positions; and use of local suppliers and

contractors);

o diversity (policies on diversity and supporting management system; level of diversity in

employees, board, and supply chain; provisions for special needs such as family leave;

and respect for cultural diversity and cultural diversity training);

o employee conditions (terms and conditions of employment; impact of companies on their

employees; advocacy and adherence to core labour standards; and employee dislocation

and redundancy policy and arrangements);

. employee development (employee development policy and supporting management

systems; training and development investments; and internal promotions);

2?8 World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD), Meeting Changing Expectations

Corporate Social Responsibility (1998), \ryBCSD <http://www.wbcsd.ch/publications/csrpub.htm>.
27e SustainAbility LtdlUNEP, above n233 at 43 and 46'

"o Ibid at 43.

"t lbid.

'"'rbidar4i.
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o human rights (human rights policy, training and support management systems; UNDHR

advocacy and adherence; guidelines for investing in countries with systematic human

rights violations; security arrangements and conditions of security contracts; labour

standards; health and safety performance; response to protests; influence and supervision

of human rights policies for the company's supply chain; and results of credible

audits/reviews of human rights performances);

o impacts on local communities (adherence to global operating standards; independent

statements from groups most affected; use of community advisory committees;

compensations and compensation policy for local environmental damage; impacts on

community health and local economies; skills and technology transfer; and cultural

sensitivity and management systems addressing indigenous issues); and

o social investment (social investment policy and supporting management systems; total

wealth generated, taxes paid, and revenues taken by the state; level of community

participation in social investment decisions; outcomes of investment programmes;

credible review/audits of social investment programmes).

It is expected that the movement towards social accountability will gain momentum in the

future."' With performance in the social area being more difficult to quantify than

283 Another manifestation of the move towards social accountability is "ethical investing" or "social

investing". Ethical investing involves the purchase of securities in products in firms that meet positive

criteria, such as environmental sensitivity, and avoiding investments in firms that meet negative criteria,

such as weapons manufacturing. Zondorak V, "A New Face in Corporate Environmental Responsibility:

The ValdezÞrinciples" (1991) 18 Bost Coll Env Aff L Rev 457 af481. Social investing occurred as early

as the 1920s, when religious institutions began divesting their portfolios of "sin stocks" and weapons

manufacturers, and grew dramatically in the United States in the 1980s, as major investors such as

university endowments and state and city pension funds began using corporate adherence to the Sullivan
principles as a factor in their investments. A current Australian example of ethical investing is the

introduction of an Ethical Investment Fund by the Bendigo Bank, developed as a result of an alliance

between the Bendigo Bank and Cornmunity Aid Abroad (Oxfam Australia), whereby the bank offers an at-

call account "with a range of interest options allowing the customer to support projects that are socially and

environmentallybenfecial": Horizons, Vol 9, No 2, Spring 2000, 11. More information on the Ethical

Investment Fund is available from the Bendigo Bank's internet site <htþ://www.bendigobank.com>.
pension funds in the US also have had a great influence on the environrnental sensitivity of

companies through their position as major shareholders in the companies. For example, in April 1989, the

Newyork City Comptroller, who oversaw the ciff's pension fund, threatened to cast the fund's 6 million

votes against Exxon's management at an upcoming annual meeting if the company did not take

r.rponribility for its oil spill and clean up efforts. The company acquiesced, and also appointed a marine

sciéntist to Exxon's Board. Perez-Lopez J, "Promoting International Respect for Worker Rights Through

Business Codes ofConduct" (1993) I7(I) Fordhamlnt'l IJ l.
A related development has been the selective purchasing ofproducts based on human rights issues by

United States state and local governments. For example, by 1993, Cleveland, Chicago and New York City

had passed legislation linking the eligibility of companies for contracts with the implementation of the

MacÈride principles by their subsidiaries in Nofhern Ireland. Selective purchasing was also used to force

compliance witli the Sullivan Principles by companies operating in South Africa. Most recently,

Massac¡usetts passed selective purchasing legislation relating to Myanmar (Burma), although this
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commercial or environmental performance, general research in the development of social

performance and impact indicators is being conducted by a number of bodies. For example,

the Institute of Social and Ethical Accountability (ISEA), established in 1996 as a

professional body committed to strengthening the social responsibility and ethical behaviour

of the business community, is engaged in developing standards for social and ethical

accounting, auditing and reporting. In its draft publication Towards Standards in Social and

Ethical Accounting, Auditing and Reporting (February 1999),ISEA produced key principles

that should underlie social disclosure by companies.'* The World Business Council on

Sustainable Development, the US-based Coalition for Environmental Economies (CERES)"'

and the Global Reporting Initiative (including the UNEP and the Association of Chartered

Certified Accountants) are collaborating with ISEA to develop indicators and reporting

standards for sustainable development, which includes social performance measures.

Another example is the World Bank, which has developed a website to summarise best

practices on mitigation of the social impacts of oil and gas operations."u

legislation was subsequently declared unconstitutional by the US District Court for the District of

Mãssachusetts, for infringing the federal government's power to regulate foreign affairs: NFTC v Baker et

at, 26 F. Supp. 2d 28'7 (D Mass, 1998). McCrudden C, "Human Rights Codes for Transnational

Corporations'-Wþut Can the Sullivan and MacBride Principles Tell Us?" (1999) 19 Oxþrd J Legal Stud

167 at 190-191.
284 SustainAbility LId/UNEP, above n233 at 46.
2t5 Discussed further in Chapter 10, Section 10.4. 1'3, pp526'528.
286 SustainAbility Ltd/LlNEP, above n233 at 55.
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CONCLUS'ON TO THIS PART

The international laws relating to human rights, indigenous peoples' rights and the

environment examined in this Part set out the duties and obligations of states in relation to

indigenous peoples and their rights to the protection of their traditional territories and the

environment. As states are responsible for the recognition of titles to land, the demarcation

of indigenous territories, the enactment and enforcement of environmental laws, and the

issue of oil licences and leases, the recognition of rights of indigenous peoples and the

establishment of international legal duties and obligations of states in this regard have a

critical role to play in empowering indigenous peoples.

The instruments of international discussed in Chapters '7 and 8 set out a range of land,

resource and environmental rights of indigenous peoples. In the case of ILO Convention No

169, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Convention

on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the African Convention on Human

and peoples' Rights, and the American Convention on Human Rights and Declaration on the

Rights and Duties of Man, the indigenous peoples living within the boundaries of states that

have ratified the Conventions may take their grievances regarding alleged violations of the

Conventions to the appropriate human rights treaty monitoring bodies. Furthermore, states

party to the treaties are subject to the monitoring of their policies and practices with respect

to the land, resource and environmental rights of indigenous peoples through the supervisory

mechanisms such as country reporting mechanisms. These treaties and reports of treaty

monitoring bodies also provide standards and information whereby human rights and

environmental organisations can assess and publicise the performance of states in relation to

the treatment of indigenous peoples, thereby exposing states to negative publicity and

shaming states into compliance with international laws'

A number of failings of the international human rights regimes have been identified' First,

criticisms have been made regarding the substantive provisions of the instruments of

international law examined in Chapters 7 and 8. In particular, the absence of a right of

indigenous peoples to veto developments on traditional lands, and existing provisions

relating to involuntary relocation, which is still permitted in exceptional circumstances, have

been criticised for providing inadequate protection against abusive practices. Indigenous
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peoples have also criticised the documents of international environmental law examined in

Chapter 9 for failing to recognise any strong substantive environmental rights of indigenous

peoples, and for failing to apply the principles that do exist to indigenous peoples as

"peoples" rather than "people".

Second, various procedural shortcomings in the global and regional human rights regimes

have been identified. These include: the lack of standing of indigenous peoples and

limitations upon their ability to bring cases before the human rights bodies, for example, the

inability of indigenous peoples to bring petitions regarding alleged violations of Convention

No 169 directly to the International Labour Organisation, and the inability of indigenous

peoples to bring complaints before the Human Rights Committee as "peoples" rather than

individuals; the inadequate funding of the human rights bodies such as the African and

American Commissions, which has forced them to operate with a serious shortage of

equipment and personnel, and seriously hampered their work; the length of time for cases to

be processed; the failure of states to take reporting obligations seriously; the politicisation of

the human rights systems; the failure of human rights bodies to specify remedies for

indigenous peoples; and the lack of implementation mechanisms relating to the enforcement

of views and decisions of the international treaty bodies.

Third, because of various social, economic and political factors, such as those discussed in

the case studies of Ecuador, Nigeria and Russia in Chapters 3 to 5, the governments of

emerging economies are not always able or willing to enact adequate legislation relating to

the protection of indigenous peoples' traditional territories and the environment, or

adequately enforce the legislation that does exist. Factors such as economic pressures,

inadequate institutional capacity, lack of independence of the judiciary, corruption, and the

absence of the rule of law, seriously compromise the will and ability of the government to

enact and enforce laws relating to the protection of indigenous peoples' lands, whether these

are initiatives that are solely domestic in origin, or undertaken in pursuance of international

duties and obligations.

For example, as seen in Chapter 8, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights found

that in Ecuador, inappropriate regulation and the lack of supervisory and enforcement

mechanisms of domestic laws led to serious environmental contamination that threatened the

lives of the indigenous inhabitants of the Amazon in breach of the right to life in the

American Convention, and recommended that the Ecuadorean government take the measures
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necessary to ensure that the acts of its agents conform to its domestic and inter-American

legal obligations. Another example is provided by the shortcomings in the EIA process in

emerging economies, identified in Chapter 9, including the following: the "no-action" policy

is often not a viable choice given the constraints of poverty; a lack of trained people and a

lack of financial resources often leads to the preparation of inadequate and irrelevant EIA

reports; and the government organisations responsible for EIA are frequently new, lacking in

status and political clout compared to the powerful resource ministries.

In this context, I suggest that the existing international legal regime directed at states should

be supplemented by a code of conduct addressed to oil corporations in a dual approach to the

protection of indigenous peoples' territories from subsurface resource exploitation. A code

of conduct addressing the activities of oil and gas corporations on indigenous peoples' lands

has a useful role to play in effecting the observance of indigenous peoples' rights and

principles for the protection of the environment contained in international legal instruments

by translating these rights and principles into practice through regulation of the actual

behaviour of oil and gas corporations. In particular, in countries with inadequate institutional

capacity to enforce legislation and the absence of the rule of law, a code of conduct

voluntarily drafted, adopted and implemented by oil and gas corporations may be effective in

protecting the lands and environment of indigenous peoples than laws are not adequately

enforced. The regulation of oil and gas corporations through a code of conduct is examined

in the next Part of this thesis'
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PART IV THE INTERNATIONAL REGULATION OF OIL AND

GAS CORPORATIONS THROUGH A CORPORATE
CODE OF CONDUCT

INTRODUCTION TO THIS PART

The international laws relating to human rights, indigenous peoples' rights and the

environment examined in Part III set out the duties and obligations of states in relation to

indigenous peoples and their rights to the protection of their traditional territories and the

environment. In this Part, I draft and discuss a code of conduct that can be described as a

statement of principles, standards or norms serving as a basis of behaviour for oil and gas

corporations who operate, or seek to operate, on the lands that indigenous peoples

traditionally occupy and use. This Code will contribute to the effective observance of the

rights and principles set out in Part III by regulating the behaviour of oil and gas

corporations.

In Chapter 10, I examine four different types of codes of conduct that can be used to regulate

the behaviour of corporations: public international codes of conduct contained in binding or

non-binding instruments of international law; private voluntary corporate codes of conduct

developed and implemented by individual corporations; self-regulatory industry-wide codes

of conduct; and codes of conduct drafted by non-government organisations such as

environmental groups for adoption by corporations. The examination of these types of codes

will include a description of the features of each type of code, and a discussion of the

strengths and weaknesses of the various types of codes as a mechanism for regulating

corporate behaviour.

Based on this analysis, in Chapter l1 I draft a voluntary industry-wide code of conduct that

will provide a platform for the observance of indigenous peoples' rights by oil and gas

corporations seeking to operate on indigenous peoples' lands. The provisions of the draft

Code are discussed in Chapter 12. The content of the Code is based upon the principles,

standards and norms examined in Chapters 7 and 8, such as ILO Convention No. 169 and the

United Nations draft Declaration on Indigenous Rights, which set out the rights of

indigenous peoples and address the duties and obligations of states in this regard, and the
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developments in international environmental law and practice examined in Chapter 9. The

possible implementation of the Code is discussed in Chapter 13.
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CHAPTER 10: THEORETICAL DISCUSS'ON REGARDING CODES
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A code of conduct is a written policy or statement of principles intended to serve as the basis

for a commitment to a particular conduct.t There are at least four broad types of code of

conduct that can be used as a vehicle for regulating the behaviour of corporations. These are:

public codes of conduct contained in instruments of international law; national codes of

conduct promoted by an industry association for adoption by its members, either with or

without the active participation and involvement of governments; private, internal codes of

conduct drafted by individual corporations in order to guide the conduct of employees and

other actors associated with a company's operations; and non-government, non-industry

codes of conduct drafted by non-government organisations for voluntary adoption by

corporations.

10.1 Public International Codes of Conduct

A public international code of conduct aimed at regulating corporations can be defined as a

legal instrument embodying a set of international rules adopted by states that establish

standards and limits for the behaviour of corporations.t Examples of public international

codes aimed at regulating the behaviour of corporations include: the OECD Guidelines for

Multinational Enterprises;'the International Labour Organisation's Tripartite Declaration of

principles Concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy;o the Set of Multilaterally

Agreed Equitable Principles and Rules for the Control of Restrictive Business Practices (UN

Restrictive Business Practices Code);' the ill-fated United Nations draft Code of Conduct for

Dubin L, "The Direct Application of Human Rights Standards to, and by, Transnational Corporations"

(1999) 6I Rev Int'l Comm Jur 35 af 42.

Adapted from Fatouros A, "On the Implementation of International Codes of Conduct: An Analysis of

Future Experience" (1931) 30 Am U L Rev 941 aT943, and Ocran T, "Interregional Codes of Conduct for

Transnational Corporations" (1986) 2 Conn J Int'l L l2l at 129'

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises,

aniexed to the OECD Declaration on Investment and Multinqtional Enterprises, OECD Doc C(76)99

(re76), rs ILM 967 (1976).

International Labour Organisation, Tripartite Declaration of Principles Concerning Multinational

Enterprises and Sociql Policy, ILO Doc GN 2041412 (1978), 17 ILM 423 (1978); (2nd ed 1991),

International Labour Organisation <htþ://www'ilo'org>.

United Nations Conference on Restrictive Business Practices, The Set of Multilaterally Agreed Equitable

principles and Rules for the Control of Restrictive Business Practices, UN Doc TD/RBP/CONF/10 (1980),

Ig ILi4 sl3 (1980), adopted by the UN General Assembly, GA Res 63, 35 UN GAO& Supp (No' 48) 123,

UN Doc N3s/48 (1980).

1
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Transnational Corporations;6 and the European Parliament's new proposed European Code of

Conduct.? These public codes generally constitute soft law'

There are good reasons for states accepting a code that regulates the behaviour of oil

corporations. The OGP, companies and company consultants have recognised that disputes

with indigenous people cause delay, disruption, violence and increased costs. Engaging

indigenous peoples in dialogue from the earliest possible moment, conducting EIAs and

social assessment, monitoring effects, and the inclusion of indigenous peoples in

environmental and cultural monitoring - all these things reduce the costs of disruption and

delay. For governments desperately requiring export dollars and revenue, adopting and

enforcing a code that will reduce risk, disruption and delay will bo a beneficial course of

conduct.

10.1.1 Issues to be Addressed in Formulating a Public Code of Conduct

A great deal of political dexterity is required to draft and negotiate a code acceptable to the

politically and economically disparate states of the international community. This can be

seen from the following discussion of the four primary aspects to be determined in

formulating a public code of conduct. These are: the purpose or purposes of the code; the

actors to be regulated by the code; the substantive issues to be included in its provisions; and

the legal nature of the code, such as whether it is binding or voluntary, and the methods of

implementation and enforcement of the code.t While these issues will be examined

separately, they are in fact interdependent. For example, whether or not states accept that a

code should be binding will depend on the content of the code, the level of specificity of the

obligations contained therein, and who is regulated by the code. States may be more willing

to accept as binding a code that contains general obligations or statements of principle, rather

than more detailed or onerous obligations'

proposed Text of the Draft Code of Conduct on Transnational Corporations, UN ECOSOC, 2nd Sess',

Annex, at pmbl, UN Doc Ell990l94 (1990)'

European Þarliament, Resolution on European Union Standards Operating in

Deviloping Countries: Towards a European Code ofConduct, ad C 104 at 180

(1999)i Lðxis/Ì.{exis (Legal (Excluding US): European Union: ns: European

òommunities Law); also available from Erasmus University Project on Multinational Corporations and

Human Rights <http://www.multinationals.law.eur.naldocuments/>.

United Nations Secretariat, Transnational Corporations: Issues Involved in the Formulation of a Code of

Conduct, UN Doc Elc.rcln,20 July 1976 (United Nations, New York, 1976) af l0 (hereafter

Tr an sn ati o nal C o rPor ation s)'

6
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10.1 .1.1 Purposes of a public code of conduct

A number of different purposes may underlie a public code of conduct. These may include:

o establishing an agreement between governments on rules of governmental conduct;

o harmonising national laws and regulations;

. supplementing existing national and international laws;

o providing internationally accepted models for national laws;

o increasing the effectiveness of national laws; and

o providing alternative ways to subject oil and gas corporations to public and governmental

policies.n

What might be the aims or purposes of state who seek to regulate, through an international

code of conduct, the behaviour of oil and gas corporations who operate, or seek to operate,

on the lands that indigenous peoples traditionally occupy? The primary purpose of such a

code would be to supplement existing national or international rules pertaining to indigenous

peoples' land rights, which are mainly addressed to governments, by drafting a code of

conduct that addresses the behaviour of oil and gas corporations.

The word "supplement" may be interpreted in two ways. First, to "supplement" existing

national or international rules pertaining to indigenous peoples' land rights may be

interpreted to mean "expanding" those rights, in order to offer increased protection to

indigenous peoples. A potent example concerns claims by indigenous peoples to a right of

veto development on their traditional lands, which is not recognised by existing instruments

of international |aw. If a Code contained a provision prohibiting oil and gas co{porations

from conducting exploration and production activities on the lands of indigenous peoples

without the free and informed consent of the peoples, this would equate to a right of veto,

and would go beyond the existing rights declared in international law.

An alternative interpretation of the word "supplement" is apply existing international rules

pertaining to indigenous peoples' rights to corporations as well as governments, without

¡ecognising any extra rights beyond those contained in international law, such as a veto over

Waldmann R, Regulating International Business Through Codes of Conduct (1980) at 2l-23, cited in

Baker M, "Private Codes of Conduct: Should the Fox Guard the Henhouse?" (1993) 24(3) U Miami Inter-

Am L Rev 399 at405, n38.

9
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development. The code would, in effect, seek to improve oil company compliance with the

land and environmental rights of indigenous peoples set out in national and international law

and seek to improve the conditions for indigenous peoples under which oil and gas

exploitation takes place. This could be done by:

o improving the bargaining position or political strength of indigenous peoples relative to

the oil and gas companies, for example, by requiring companies to comply with

procedural rules regarding consultation and negotiation;

o limiting "the extent to which [oil companies] benefit from some of the advantages

inherent in their structure and nature by characterising certain conduct as illegal, unusual

or inappropriate", for example the exchange of trinkets for land;'o and

o ensuring a fairer allocation of benefits between indigenous peoples and companies.

Given the attitude of states to resource development, the jealousy with which states guard

their sovereignty, and the history of the debate over the provisions of the UN draft

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples to date, any extension of the indigenous

peoples' existing rights through a public international code of conduct addressed to

corporations, in particular a right of veto over development, is unrealistic. While such a

provision would certainly strengthen the protection offered to indigenous peoples regarding

their traditional lands, it would be unacceptable to a majority of states, if not all states. A

more realistic aim of a public code would be to improve oil company compliance with the

land and environmental rights of indigenous peoples set out in national and international law

and to improve the conditions for indigenous peoples under which oil and gas exploitation

takes place.

10.1.1 .2 Actors regulated by the code of conduct

The second major aspect to be determined is the actors whose behaviour the code will

regulate. A code of conduct of the type under discussion could contain provisions regulating

the behaviour of oil and gas companies and governments.

468
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(1) oil and gas comqanies

There are three types of oil and gas companies that conduct exploration and production

activities on the traditional lands of indigenous peoples. These are: the privately-owned

transnational oil corporations that operate in a number of countries, such as ExxonMobil, BP

Amoco, Texaco, Royal Dutch-Shell and a host of other transnational companies; privately-

owned domestic private oil companies, that operate within the borders of their country of

incorporation; and the domestic state-owned oil companies that generally operate within the

borders of the state.

There has recently been an increased interest in the international community in controlling

the effects on human rights of transnational corporations through public international codes

of conduct." While privatisation and liberalisation in emerging economies has seen an

increase in the presence of transnational oil corporations in these countries through modern

petroleum agreements such as joint ventures, production sharing contracts and service

agreements, the significant presence of domestic state-owned and privately-owned oil

companies in emerging economies means that a public international code that applies only to

transnational oil corporations will limit the reach of the code, thereby undermining its

effectiveness in protecting the rights of indigenous peoples. For example, in Russia and

Ecuador, where the majority of exploration and production is still in the hands of domestic

corporations, a code applicable only to transnational oil corporations will be of limited

effectiveness.''

tt On 14 January 1999, the European Parliament passed a resolution regarding the establishment of European

Standards to regulate the aõtivities of European transnational corporations operating in developing

countries: European Parliament, Resolution on European Union Standards for European Enterprises

Operating in Developing Countries, above n7. On 3 August 1999 the UN Sub-Commission on the

promotion and protection of Human Rights decided to establish a sessional working group to examine the

activities of transnational corporations. The Working Group intends to consider developing a code of

conduct for TNCs based on human rights standards: see United Nations Sub-Commission on the Promotion

and protection of Human Rights, The Realisation of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: The Question

of Transnational Corporaüòns: Report of the Sessional Working Group on the llorking Methods and

Activities of Transnaiional Corporations on its First Session, Chairman-Rapporteur Mr. El-Hadji Guissé,

UN Doc E/CN.4/Sub.2lIggglg:12 August 1999, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

<http://www.unhchr.ch>. There have also been calls for the United Nations Working Group on Indigenous

lopulations to draft a code of conduct for private energy companies: Report of the llorking Group on

Inãigenous Populøtions on ifs Seventeenth Session (Geneva, 26-30 July 1999), tIN Doc

E/CN,4/Sub.2llgggltg, 12 August 1999, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

<http:i/www.unhchr.ch>, paras 119 and 173. In its resolution E/CN.4/Sub.2/2000iL.37, the Sub-

Commission on the promotion and Protection of Human Rights requested Mr Miguel Alfonso Martinez to

submit to the UNWGIp at its lgth session in 2001 a working paper on possible principles and guidelines

for private sector mining and energy concerns that may affect indigenous lands.
r2 Clrapter 3, Section 3.4.1, pp60-62;Chapter 5, Section 5.3.I,pp176-119'
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Furthermore, it may be argued that the regulatory provisions may lead to increased short-

term costs for transnational oil corporations regulated by the code, leaving them at a

competitive disadvantage in the bidding process. On the other hand, states may well grant

contracts to companies bound by the code, in order to obtain the benefits of the code, such as

expenditure on community development programmes.

Although it can be argued a code should apply to all oil and gas corporations, there are

difficulties inherent in a code of universal application. Can different types of companies be

meaningfully regulated by the same code? Is it possible to be draft a code that will be

appropriate to address the behaviour of large transnational oil corporations and small private

domestic oil companies in emerging economies? Will all oil companies have the same

financial and technical ability to observe the code of conduct? Is it possible to be draft a

code that will be appropriate for both privately-owned companies, and state-owned domestic

oil companies, when the latter may be more circumscribed in its powers? Would

governments of countries with state-owned corporations be willing to introduce the same

restrictions on the behaviour of the state-owned oil corporation as it would for foreign

companies?

The behaviour of corporations is the conduct targeted by a public international code of

conduct. A public international code may place obligations upon states to regulate the

behaviour of oil companies, or the code may seek to place obligations directly upon

corporations. There ane a number of difficulties associated with the latter option.

Traditionally, states have been the only subjects of international law, that is, the only entities

with international legal personality, including the capacity to possess duties and claim rights

under international law, enter into treaties, and generate customary international law.

Although this no longer always holds true, for example, individuals have standing under the

First optional protocol of the ICCPR to make complaints to the Human Rights committee

about alleged breaches of the Covenant, difficulties remain with making corporations

subjects of international law' ''

First, it must be determined which corporations are to receive international legal personality'

Second, states are usually extremely reluctant to recognise the full international legal
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personality of corporations, preferring to control and maintain authority over corporations.

While states may be willing to place obligations upon corporations, they are generally

reluctant to allow corporations to claim rights under international law, and would not support

the recognition of international legal personality for corporations if this empowered

corporations to participate in the treaty-making process on equal terms with states. Third,

there are difficulties associated with enforcing the international obligations placed directly

upon corporations.to

While some existing public international codes contain provisions that are directly addressed

to transnational corporations, for example the OECD Guidelines for Multinational

Enterprises'' and the International Labour Organisation's Tripartite Declaration of Principles

Concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy;'u the obligations placed upon the

corporations are voluntary, reflecting the difficulties associated with making corporations

subjects of binding international law.

(2) governments

Governments will negotiate the coverage, provisions and legal force of the code and will be

mainly responsible for its enforcement. The role of governments is therefore paramount.

Negotiations for treaties, including the ill-fated United Nations draft Code of Conduct for

Transnational Corporations, have revealed that governments can be extremely reluctant to

place any limits upon their sovereignty. To what extent, if any, should a code regulate the

behaviour and role of governments as regards oil development on the lands of indigenous

peoples? What kinds of obligations, if any, should be placed upon governments with respect

to implementing and enforcing a code?

First, the obligations placed on governments will depend on whether the public international

code is of a type that places obligations upon states to regulate the behaviour of oil

companies, or whether the code places obligations directly upon corporations. Under the

first option, and assuming the code is binding, states are legally bound to enact legislation

', Dubin L, above nl; Voon T, "Multinational Enterprises and State Sovereignty Under International Law"

(1ee9) 2r(2) Adel LR 2r9.
to Dubin L, ibid; Voon T, ibid.
r5 Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Developmen| Guidelines þr Multinational Enterprises, above

n3.
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and adopt measures that would make the code effective at the national level. In contrast, a

code of conduct that is addressed directly to corporations may contain fewer obligations on

the part of states.

Second, the obligations placed upon states will depend on the legal nature of the code, that is,

whether it is binding or voluntary. For example, a binding code would place legal

obligations upon states to implement the code at the national level, and corporations would

be bound to comply with the code as a matter of national law. Obligations placed upon states

in a binding code may not be appropriate in a voluntary code. Obligations that could be

placed upon governments to enhance the effectiveness of a code may include an undertaking

on the part of governments to:'t

o publish the code;

o enact legislation ensuring that oil and gas companies report on the application of, and

compliance with the code, for example in their annual reports;

o make the code applicable to state-owned oil companies;

o making compliance with the code a term of any contracts with foreign companies; and

o refrain from undermining (or, more positively, to actively support) the desires of foreign

oil companies to enforce the provisions of the codes in respect of contracts with local

suppliers and contractors.

A further question is whether to make a distinction between the governments of emerging

economies and developed economies in the obligations to be assumed under the Code. I

suggest that government support of a code by the methods listed above will not place an

undue burden on the governments of emerging economies, particularly in comparison to the

positive benefits for indigenous peoples; nor would these provisions unduly compromise

their developmental interests.

r6 International Labour Organisation, Tripartite Declaration of Principles Concerning Multinational

Enterprises and Social Policy, above n4'

't Feld W, Mukinational Corporations and U.N. Politics: The Quest for Codes of Conduct (Pergamon Press,

New york, 1980) at 104-105; Cohen M, "A New Menu for the Hard-Rock Cafe: International Mining

Ventures and Environmental Cooperation in Developing Countries" (1996) L5 Stan Envl lJ 130:

Conservation International , Reinventing the trltell: Approaches to Minimising the Environmental and Social

Impact of Oil Development in the Tropics (Conservation International Policy Paper, Yol2, 1991).

472
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10.1 .1 .3 Substantive issues

The substantive content of the code should be based on the land, resource and environmental

rights of indigenous peoples that are recognised in instruments of international law such as

ILO Convention No 169, and the actual past experiences of indigenous peoples with oil

development, and should be drafted with the participation of indigenous peoples and also oil

corporations, in order to make the Code realistic and effective.

In terms of gaining state agreement to the content of an international code of conduct,

Fikentscher notes that such a code may fail if it is too comprehensive. Codes such as the UN

Restrictive Businesses Code, "with limited, overseeable structures and without pretence to

regulate all kinds of conduct have been successful", whereas codes such as the UN Code of

Conduct for Transnational Corporations, which are very comprehensive, are probably too

ambitious to succeed.'t Furthermore, there will inevitably be "tradeoffs" involved in

negotiating the content of a code. For example, for indigenous peoples to have full control

over their traditional lands, a right of veto over development should be contained in the code,

for example, by prohibiting oil company development on indigenous peoples' lands without

the prior informed consent of the peoples concerned. V/ith such a veto, the protective

content of the code would be strong. However, it is unlikely that a code with such a

provision would ever be accepted by states; or, if accepted, states may be reluctant to enforce

not just that provision but the whole the code, rendering it ineffective. V/ithout such a veto,

the content of the code could be criticised for being weak; however, governments may be

more willing to support and enforce the entire code, thereby improving its effectiveness'

In a code of conduct regulating the behaviour of oil and gas corporations whO operate, or

seek to operate, on the lands that indigenous peoples traditionally occupy, the following

matters should be considered for inclusion in the code: the rights of indigenous peoples to

consultation and negotiation, and the procedures to be followed; participation of indigenous

peoples in the benefits of oil and gas exploitation; provision of information to indigenous

people; protection from relocation, whether substantive or procedural; special provisions

regarding uncontacted and isolated indigenous peoples; training and awareness for oil

company personnel; and environmental protection. These are the minimum matters that

18 Fikentscher W, "United Nations Codes of Conduct: New Paths in International Law" (1982) 30 Am J Comp

L 577 at602
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must be regulated by the Code in order to involve and empower indigenous peoples where

oil and gas exploitation is concerned.

Based on past negotiations with the UN draft Declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples,

one potential stumbling block with a Code is the necessity of including a formal and

comprehensive definition of "indigenous peoples". If a definition is required, which

definition would be appropriate? That of ILO Convention No 169?'n That of the Cobo

Report?to As we saw in Chapter 1, the definition of "indigenous peoples" may exclude some

vulnerable peoples from the protective ambit of international instruments if a strict positivist

definition is employed. Would the V/orld Bank's "functional" definition, that does not

distinguish between "indigenous peoples", "ethnic groups", "ethnic" minorities", be

appropriate in order to protect the lands, resources and environment of vulnerable peoples

through a code of conduct, and would it be acceptable to governments?t'

One final comment should be made regarding emerging economies and social protection

measures contained in codes of conduct. Emerging economies are sometimes vehemently

opposed to social protection measures in international agreements, seeing them as either

imperialistic or protectionist. However, it should be possible to avoid this opposition first,

by ensuring a Code is based on, and does not go further than, agreed international standards

accepted by emerging economies; and second, by recognising that adopting and enforcing a

code that regulates the behaviour of oil corporations will avert delays, disruptions, violence

and increased costs, ensuring an ultimately smoother and quicker development process.

1 0.1 .1 .4 Legal nature of the code

(1) binding, voluntary or hYbrid

A public code of conduct for oil companies may be voluntary, mandatory, or a "zebta" ot

,,hybrid" code where some provisions are mandatory and other provisions are voluntary.

There are three categories of international legal instruments that could be used to incorporate

a code of conduct. These are: an international convention or treaty; a declaration of

principles, adopted at an international conference; and a resolution of an international

tn 
See above, Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1.2,pI9

'o See above, Chapter l, Section 1.2.1'1, p18
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organisation, such as the United Nations General Assembly. Of these options, only

provisions contained in a treaty are legally binding. State parties to a treaty are under a legal

obligation to implement the provisions of the treaty; any departure from it is a breach of an

international obligation.tt In the case of resolutions and declarations, states are not under a

legal obligation to implement the provisions."

A code of conduct set forth in a treaty contains various advantages.'o It would formally bind

the parties to give effect to the code through good faith implementation and enforcement.

Such an instrument could create a legal basis for international administrative and judicial

assistance in the application of the code. Domestic law could be directly affected by the code

provisions that establish duties for companies. The adoption of a code would signal to other

states and to corporations that states are serious in their attempts to regulate oil company

behaviour regarding indigenous peoples' lands.

However, there are a number of practical problems associated with a binding code." The

primary problem is probably the unwillingness of states to bind themselves formally to

specific provisions in an instrument of international law that may limit the discretion of states

as regards sovereignty over land and resources. This is demonstrated by the unwillingness of

states to recognise the rights of indigenous peoples' in a treaty. Any binding code has the

potential to limit the discretion and flexibility of states' developmental policies. Second,

even if some states are willing to accept a mandatory code, it may take years for the

politically and economically disparate states of the international community to reach

consensus on the provisions of a binding code.

't See above, Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1.4,p20.
22 'the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 1155 UNTS 311;UKTS 58 (1980, Cmnd7964;8II'M 679

(1969), Article 26, codifies the rule of international law that: "Every treaty is binding upon the parties to it
and must be performed by them in good faith." For a further discussion on the Vienna Convention on the

Law of Treaties, and treaties in general, see Harris D, Cases and Materials on International Inw (London,

Sweet & Maxwell,5th ed, 1998)'
23 It has been suggested that unilateral declarations and UN General Assembly resolutions can create

international law, although the more traditional view is that this is not the case. See Harris D, ibid at 58-

64; Bergman M, "The Norm-Creating Effect of a General Assembly Resolution of Transnational

Corporations" (1931) 5 ASILS Intt IJ 101; Rubin S, "Transnational Corporations and International Codes

of Conduct: A Study of the Relationship Between International Legal Cooperation and Economic

Development" (1981) 30 Am U L Rev 903; reprinted with Introduction in (1995) I0(4) Am U J Int'l L &
Pol'y L275 aL L285.

'o Fatouros A, above n2 at949.

" Ocran T, above n2 at l3I'132.
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Given these limitations, a voluntary code may provide an attractive alternative to states.

Fatouros has described the advantages of a voluntary code as follows:

A non-binding code provides states with opportunities for action along several lines' A code

of this type avoids a number of difficulties that a formally binding instrument would face.

The code's prescriptions are presented as standards of desirable practice that, precisely

because they are not legally binding, may supplement existing legal requirements. The code

is thus liberated from the requirement of abstract consistency that applies to legal norrns.

The importance of a code's nonbinding character may thus be understood in terms of the

p."r"n"à of certain features and the absence of certain limitations on its effect that would be

àifficutt, if not impossible, in a binding code, Nonlegal motivations, and perhaps even

sanctions, are given freer play. Problems of evidence and of the validity of allegations do not

arise, because the process involved is not judicial. A case submitted for "clarification" is

treated as a hypothetical problem. Similarly, rigid requirements of standing are removed,

because what takes place is merely an "exchange of views" in which any interested party may

participate.26

Some proponents of voluntary codes suggest that the only possible and desirable code is one

based on moral suasion, arguing that the contents of a voluntary code reflecting established

norms and acceptable practices of oil companies would be supported by businesses out of

self-interest and a sense of civic responsibility, and that governments should not be asked,

expected or required to assist or ensure the application of the code.tt Others have pointed out

that it is not possible to take seriously a contention that oil companies will comply

voluntarily with a code of conduct; it is highly probable that corporations will continue to

find it profitable to act in a manner that is not consistent with the code's provisions; and at

least some follow-up mechanism on tho part of governments would be required to ensure

compliance with the code.28 In fact, the major criticism directed against voluntary eodes ls

that there is no guarantee of implementation and compliance'

Although in theory a mandatory or legally binding code contained in a treaty would leave

governments (and corporations) no choice but to comply with the provisions of the code,

and, conversely, a voluntary code contained in a UN declaration or resolution should leave

considerable discretion regarding the extent to which corporations comply with the

provisions of such a code, in reality the effectiveness of a code of conduct does not depend

on the legal form alone. The legal effect of a multilaterally-accepted code of conduct has

been described as a grey area, and has been the subject of some debate.tn This is because

2u Fatouros A, above n2 at969.

'1 rbidat 951.

" Ocran T, above n2 at 132.
,n Sanders p, ..Implementing International Codes of Conduct for Multinational Enterprises" (1982) 30 Am J

Comp L 24I at244; see also Rubin S, above n23 at 1285; Ocran T, above n2 at I3l-I34'
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the actual legal effect of a legal instrument depends upon a complex interaction of factors,

especially legal form, substantive content, language and formulation, and the institutional and

procedural machinery used for implementation. It is misleading and dangerous to emphasise

one of these factors at the expense of the others. Thus, the legal form of an instrument does

not solely determine the instrument's effectiveness. A formally binding instrument is not

always effective in application. Conversely, the lack of binding force does not necessarily

mean that an instrument lacks significant practical or legal consequences. 'o

In the case of a mandatory code of conduct, considerable freedom of action may be left to the

corporation and governments, depending upon the language of the code, its machinery for

implementation, and the willingness of governments to adopt the Code. Conversely, codes

that are expressed to be voluntary can establish norms of conduct that will be observed as

much as if they were mandatory. Fatouros has argued that reducing the question of legal

effectiveness to one of legal form is a traditionalist view that ignores the realities of modern

international relations.'' This is because:

o there is a moral and political obligation on the part of states to observe the provisions of

non-binding instruments of international law, such as resolutions and declarations of the

UN General Assembly." A resolution accepted unanimously and without reseryation by

the UN General Assembly would have substantial authority. Such guidelines and codes,

of the UN General Assembly or the OECD, or the EU, carry the weight of government

expectation that the rules will be observed;"

. codes, guidelines other declarations have a legitimising effect on states. This means that

states which have adopted such instruments are "no longer able to attack as inherently

unlawful or improper any action by other states taken in accordance with its provisions";'o

o a voluntary code may be considered interpretive of other explicitly binding agreements.3s

Codes have legal effects as they may become a source of law for national authorities and

corporations themselves, who may use codes and guidelines to fill gaps in relevant laws

and practices, thereby becoming the basis for legally creative action by national courts.

Any clauses or reservations specifying that compliance is voluntary or not legally

'o Fatouros A, above n2 aT948.
3r Ibid at 949.

', United Nations Secretariat, Transnational Corporations, above n8 at 35; see also Ocran T, above n2 aT 134.
33 Sanders P, above n29 at244.
3a Baade H, "Tlìe Legal Effects of Codes of Conduct for Multinational Enterprises" (1979) 22 German YB of

Int'l L 11 at 39.

" Rubin S, above n23 atl285-1286.
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enforceable will not shield multinational enterprises from the domestic enforcement of

codes and guidelines;'u

. implementation mechanisms may insert a degree of compulsion into the code: for

example, a review of the effectiveness of standards by an international body may ensure

the code has the intended effect;tt

o a voluntary code will have some element of compulsion about it, for example, through

public pressure;t*

. corporations may not be able to afford the bad publicity of flagrantly disregarding such a

code;'n and

o the negotiations themselves may have an effect on the behaviour of corporations, even if a

formal code is never attained; for example, negotiations in the area of labour relations

significantly influenced the behaviour of transnational corporations.4

Furthermore, codes, guidelines and other declarations concerning the conduct of

transnational corporations are capable of becoming customary international law where there

is evidence of the requisite state practice and opinio juris, for example, through host and

home country participation in intergovernmental follow-up proceedings.o' Any clauses or

reservations specifying that compliance is voluntary or not legally enforceable will not shield

transnational corporations from the transformation of the guidelines into treaties or

customary international law'ot

Rubin has argued that, as a practical matter, the issue of selecting a binding or mandatory

code, in the context of regulating transnational corporations, has largely been determined in

other fora. If a code such as the Code on Restrictive Business Practices, which deals with a

relatively naffow range of issues, and on which states had already national or regional

legislation, could not be made mandatory or binding, there is considerable doubt that a Code

dealing with a wider range of issues, some of which may be ill-defined ("respect for

36 Baade H, above n34 aL 40-49.
3? Rubin S, above n23; Sanders P, above n29 at 243 ',t United Nations Secretariat, Transnational Corporations, above n8 at 34; see also Ocran T, above n2 at I34.
3e Sanders P, above n29 at 244.
oo Rubin S, above n23 atl285-I286.
ar It is the actions of states and not transnational corporations that transform guidelines into customary law,

as the actions of transnational corporations under such codes cannot provide evidence of state practice and

opinio juris required for formation of a rule of custom: Baade H, above n34'
o'rbidarts-2s.
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sociocultural objectives, values and traditions of countries"), will be enacted in a binding

instrument.o'

Negotiations for the failed UN Code of Conduct for Transnational Corporations revealed a

division between developed and developing countries on the legal nature of the Code. The

developed countries were committed to the concept of a voluntary code; the developing

countries to a binding code. These positions reflected the history and content of the code,

which arose to protect developing countries from perceived "bad behaviour" and practices of

transnational corporations. The Code, which regulated the behaviour of transnational

corporations in areas such as the transfer of technology, obeying host country laws, bribery

and unethical conduct, contained provisions in the favour of developing countries, who

wanted these to be binding.*

In the case of indigenous peoples and land control, the most likely political reality is that

very few states, whether developed or emerging economies, would support a binding code of

conduct, as such a code has the potential to impinge on state sovereignty in the area of

resource exploitation, particularly where state-owned and domestic oil companies are

concerned. Furthermore, the difficulties with securing agreement to the provisions of the UN

draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, and the length of time it has taken to

obtain agreement on just a few Articles, because of state concerns regarding sovereignty and

the reluctance of states to relinquish control over resources, suggest that a binding code of

conduct may not be accePtable'

(2) general or sqecific

A general code of conduct would contain broad principles of behaviour, whereas a specific

code would elaborate in greater detail on the behaviour, policies and practices of oil

companies, to be encouraged or prohibited'ot

States may be willing to accept as binding a code that contains general obligations or

statements of principle; the more detailed the obligations, the less likely it is that politically

ot Rubin S, above n23 atr284.
oo Hà*.u.i, these countries also strenuously resisted any provisions that would have adversely impinged on

their sovereignty, in particular those dealing with compensation for the expropriation of property'
ot United Nations Secretariat, Transnational Corporations, above n8 at 16.
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and economically disparate states will accept the provisions. A code that is fully supported

by states, even if in non-binding form such as a Declaration or resolution, may be more

effective than a code contained in a treaty which is not fully supported, and which may be

undermined and crippled by ratifications and reservations. Generally, as regards a public

code, a more general, non-binding document may have more chance of success; a more

detailed code may have more success as an internal company document aimed at regulating

the conduct of employees. In practice, it may be more effective to have a general, voluntary

public code, supplemented by more detailed, internal codes of conduct adopted by individual

oil companies.

(3) implementation

V/hether the code is mandatory or voluntary, some follow-up procedure is necessary to

determine whether the code has achieved the intended outcome, and to ascertain how

effective the code is. The word "implementation", when used in connection with a code of

conduct, embraces all action taken to carry out the objectives of the codes or to apply the

standards contained in them.ou The implementation procedures should reflect the type of

code chosen, as the implementation mechanism can, in effect, change the nature of the code

from voluntary to mandatorY.

The minimum approach, giving the greatest flexibility to companies and governments, is a

general, voluntary, nationally-implemented code. Generality allows for a variety of

interpretations; voluntary compliance allows for a considerable freedom of action by oil

companies; and national implementation allows governments a greater amount of discretion.

The maximum approach, which would provide the greatest constraint on governments and

corporations, is a specific, mandatory, internationally-implemented code.o' Between these

two poles lies a variety of options, for example, a voluntary code with international

machinery for implementation. Some implementation tasks are suited to the national level,

while others are more suited to international level.

Appropriate actions at the international level will depend on the legal nature of the code.

The issues of most sensitivity relate to the establishment and selection of international bodies

ou Fatouros A, above n2 a1943.
ot United Nations Secretariat, Transnational Corporations, above n8 at 16.
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to undertake major implementation functions.o' The first major function involves

administrative, technical, and monitoring responsibilities, often entrusted to a Secretariat,

composed of international civil servants.on There must be continuing supervision and study

of the code, its implementation and its changing field of application. Activities conducted as

part of the supervisory element include: the collection and dissemination of information;

research and study; the collection and study of state/company reports on application of the

code; and the preparation of studies on the basis of these reports. Of these routine

administrative functions, reporting is the most significant. States, companies and the

administrative services themselves may be required to submit reports. Reports may be

purely descriptive, or they may contain arguments, judgments or conclusions. The difficulty

of requiring oil companies to report is the sheer volume of reports that would result from

such a requirement, and the attendant difficulties of processing all the reports. On the other

hand, a code with no reporting would be "ineffective and unmanageable".to The solution

may utilise periodic reports at certain time intervals, and standardising procedures for reports

from oil companies.

The second major function of an implementation mechanism is dispute settlement, either

between two states, or between a state and [an enterprise].t' Dispute settlement procedures

may be formal (udicial, arbitration) or informal. Informal mechanisms resolve questions

arising out of the continuing application of codes on an advisory or consultative basis, and

are generally non-judicial, involving the use of working parties and fact-finding panels.t'

Focusing on consultation and discussion procedures, exchange of views, interpretation and

clarification of the code, the role of these "clarification procedures" is carefully distinguished

by governments from formal, binding dispute settlement procedures, even though the issues

will usually rise to notice because of problems in a particular case.

Third, the code may allow for complaints procedures.t' Fourth, in the case of a mandatory

code, there may be provisions for enforcement, including sanctions and penalties for breach

ot O.r the functions of implementation mechanisms, see Feld W, above n17; United Nations Secretariat,

Transnational Corporations, above n8; Fatouros A, above n2'
oe United Nations Seòretariat, Transnational Corporations, ibid at 38; Fatouros A, above n2 at 962; Feld W,

ibid at 103-106.
to Fatouros A, ibid at964.
sr Ibid at 962;Feld W, above nl7 at 106.
t, United Nations Secretariat, Transnational Corporatio,ns, above n8 at 38.
s3 lbid;Feld W, above n17 at 106.
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of the code.to Fifth, a code may contain mechanisms for review and future revision of the

code." This last function, being concerned with questions of policy and standards, is usually

undertaken by a body representative of governments.tu

There are a number of actions appropriate at the national level to ensure effective

implementation of a code, including the following activities:tt

. governments should publicise the contents of the code;

. companies may be requested to announce their intention to adhere to a voluntary code in

their annual report; or a clause embodying their intention to adhere to a voluntary code

could be inserted into state contracts or attached to licence requests;

o governments could express their support of the code in official policy documents and

commit themselves not to impede company compliance with the code;

. governments should take the code into account when drafting or amending legislation and

administrative regulations; and

o a national body could be established to handling difficult or sensitive matters pertaining to

the code, and to prepare reports to submit to international bodies regarding the application

of code.

Finally, the importance of NGOs in the effective implementation of nonbinding codes, in

particular those relating to human rights issues, must be emphasised. Fatouros states that:

[T]he codes are in fact much more important for nongovernmental groups because these

groups have neither the formal legal nor the informal diplomatic channels available to

governmental parties. For the nongovernmental groups, the codes are often the only source of
;'standing". At the same time, these groups may often be the only efficient parties with any

interest in the implementation of the codes. It is thus critical for the effective application of

the codes that labor unions and other interested groups have easy access to the international

body charged with the implementation of the codes. Provision to that effect may be included

in the codes themselves or may be arranged through action within the framework of the

relevant international organisation. 
58

One inference to be drawn from this is that codes may be more effectively implemented in

countries with powerful NGOs. Historically, the developed, Western countries have stronger

NGOs. In many emerging economies, NGOs have only recently come into existence.

tt United Nations Secretariat, Transnational Corporations, ibid.
ss Feld W, above nli at 106, Fatouros A, above n2 at962.
tu Fatouros A, ibid a|96l.tt FeldW, above nl'l a|104-105.
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Although their presence is not as strong in emerging economies, the number of groups is

increasing, and it is critical for the effective application of the codes that human rights and

indigenous NGOs have access to the international body charged with the implementation of

the code.

10.1.2 Strengths and Limítatíons of a Public International Code of Conduct

10.1.2.1 Strengths

First, if the code of conduct becomes part of the body of public international law, then states

are required to observe its provisions and regulate oil and gas corporations. Even a voluntary

code contained in a non-binding instrument of international law acts as a moral force,

particularly one that is generally and universally accepted; and has the chance to develop into

customary international law.

Second, a code of conduct contained in a generally-accepted instrument of international law

would provide a consistent expected standard of behaviour for oil and gas corporations

across all countries. The integration of human and indigenous rights concerns into company

policies and procedures, for example by allowing for the participation, consultation and

negotiation with indigenous peoples, and the provision of community development

programmes, will lead to increased costs for corporations, at least in the short term' 'When

one corporation seeks to implement human rights considerations into company planning

through a private internal code, those increased costs may place that corporation at a

competitive disadvantage compared with companies that do not integrate human rights

considerations into company planning. This competitive disadvantage may act as a

deterrence to adoption of the Code." Similarly, a national code operating in one country may

place corporations operating in that country at a competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis

corporations operating in another country where such a code is absent. This may influence

the decision to invest in particular countries. A code of conduct contained in a generally

accepted instrument of international law code would provide a "level playing field" for all

corporations across all countries'

tt Fatouros A, above n2 a1970.
sn Baker M, above n9 at 4I7; Cassel D, "Corporate Initiatives: A Second Human Rights Revolution?" (1996)

19 Fordham Int't lJ 1963; Gunningham N, "Environment, Self-Regulation, and the Chemical Industry:

Assessing Responsible Care" (1995) l7(L) I'aw & PoI'y 57 at65'
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Third, a code of conduct contained in a generally-accepted instrument of international law

may contain one standard mechanism monitoring or implementation that applies across all

countries. This allows compliance with the code to be tracked and results compared far more

easily than a large number of disparate private codes of conduct.

10.1.2.2 Limitations

Some limitations of a public international code of conduct are inherent in the device; others

will depend on the coverage, comprehensiveness, legal nature and content selected. The first

disadvantage of a public code is that it may take years to negotiate and gain consensus on a

code of conduct contained in an instrument of international law. In the field of indigenous

rights, it took l0 years (1985-1994) for the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous

peoples to be presented to the Commission on Human Rights; and the Commission's

Working Group, which began discussion on the draft Declaration in 1995, had yet to begin

discussion on the provisions relating to land rights as the start of the year 2000. In contrast, a

private industry or internal code may be adopted far more quickly.

Second, the effective implementation of a code depends on national action, that is, the

principal responsibility for action rests with national governments. This is true regardless of

the legal nature of the instrument.o One of the stated advantages of a code of conduct

contained in a generally-accepted instrument of international law is that it would provide a

consistent expected and enforced standard of behaviour for oil and gas corporations across all

countries. In reality, the actual impact of the code will depend on the willingness and ability

of national governments to successfully enforce the code. The case studies of Nigeria,

Russia and Ecuador in Chapters 3-5 demonstrated that in emerging economies, even if the

will is present, the institutional capacity to enforce the code may be absent.

Third, governments, with different policies and goals, may differ in their interpretation and

irrrplementation of a code, and there may be conflicts between governments regarding the

appropriate provisions of a code. Resolving these differences may be a lengthy (and

eventually unsuccessful) process. The effectiveness of the code will be enhanced if

governments can agree, in advance, on common principles and procedures for interpretation

uo United Nations Secretariat, Transnational Corporations, above n8 at 12
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and application of the Code; but this may not be a popular option, as it may introduce

constraints on governments' freedom to act'ut

A further disadvantage of a code adopted by the United Nations is that it may be imposed on

corporations without their consent and participation, thereby denying corporations the

opportunity to install their own measures to encourage ethical conduct. Baker has argued

that any successful transformation towards ethical conduct must come from the individual

corporations. If a code regarding human rights concerns is forced on companies, without

adequate corporate consultation, it may fail to change corporate culture and behaviour.ut

Alternatively, if companies retain freedom in their response to the code, they may change

their behaviour in a way not foreseen by the drafter or in a manner not in agreement with the

Code's objectives.u'

I0.2 Private Internal Corporate Codes of Conduct

A private, internal corporate code of conduct has been described as a "written statement of

ethics, law, of policy (or some combination thereof), delineating the obligations of one or

more classes of corporate employees"t and as "an enumerated set of rights which a company

says its business and often its subcontractors must follow".u' Internal corporate codes are

drafted by individual corporations, in order to guide the conduct of employees and other

actors associated with a company's operations, such as contractors and subcontractors. The

use of private internal codes of conduct has received publicity through their adoption by

well-known transnational companies, such as Nike, Reebok and Levi Strauss, in order to

address labour rights issues in the textiles, clothing and footwear industries in emerging

economles.

6r Ibid at 13.
u' Baker M, above n9 at 414.
u, United Nations Secretariat, Transnational Corporations, above n8 at 12'
64 pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, "Minimizing Corporate Civil and Criminal Liability: A Second Look at

corporate codes ofconduct" (1990) 78 Georgetown IJ 1559 at 1559 nl.
ut po.les J, "Codes ofConduct", Asian Labour Update,Issue 26, October 1997'Iantary 1998, I at 3'
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10.2.1 Issues to be Addressed ín Formulatíng a Code of Conduct

10.2.1.1 Purpose or purposes of an internal code of conduct

The Board and management of incorporated entitles are responsible to the shareholders for

the performance of the company. While the owners and executives of some corporations

adopt a codes of conduct in a genuine desire to act as a "good corporate citizen", there must

be sound economic reasons behind the adoption of most internal codes of conduct if those

codes are to gain acceptance by the shareholders. In an internal corporate code of conduct,

the long-term interests of the shareholders are usually given priority from the outset.6 Aside

from the desire to act as a "good corporate c\tizen", the purpose or intent behind the adoption

of an internal code of conduct is to enhance the long-term profitability of the company. The

adoption of a code of conduct may bring a number of expected benefits or advantages that

will enhance long term Profits.

First, an internal code of conduct may lead to improved public relations, an improved public

image, and increase public trust and confidence in individual corporations and in the business

sector as a whole.ut Public trust is a "precious commodity in the marketplace"ut - "in the

information age, reputation is everything".un An internal code of conduct may improve

public confidence by: demonstrating that the corporation is aware of potential problems and

is acting to prevent them;to communicating an intention to stay within the law, thereby

enabling a corporation to be perceived as a law-abiding corporate citizen, and in some cases,

demonstrating a commitment to go beyond compliance with the law;t' and, where the code

contains provisions regarding the dissemination of information, aiding the public's

understanding of corporate needs and behaviour patterns.t' Such a code could be useful in

the petroleum industry where companies "are continuing an uphill battle around the world to

regain the respect and trust of the public after being battered by charges in some quarters of

uu Baker M, above n9 at 423.
6? Ibid at 4I4-4L5., Hepple B, "A Race to the Top? International lnvestment Guidelines and Corporate Codes

of Conduct" ltele¡ iO Comp Labor L & Pol'y J 347 at 355; Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, above n64 at

1635,
68 Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, ibid at 1636.
6e Bray J, "petroleum and Human Rights: the New Frontiers of Debate", Oil and Gas Journal, 1 November

1999,65 at67.
to Baker M, above n9 at 415.tr Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, above n64 at 1634-36.
tt BakerM, above n9 aL4I5.
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pollution, greed, discrimination, and disregard for any value other than profit" and where

"[the way in which] the petroleum industry is perceived by the various public and

governments in the way it conducts its operations may well decide its future".t'

Second, an internal code, when adopted by transnational corporations operating abroad, can

strengthen the mutual confidence between the transnational corporations and host countries,to

and ensure that the corporations' operations are in harmony with the national policies of the

countries where they operate.t' A good reputation for environmental and social behaviour

may offer a long-term advantage to corporations operating overseas by increasing goodwill

and resulting in preferential relations with host governments''u

Third, private internal codes may increase political stability and reduce risk in emerging

economies by increasing the host country's negotiating power with transnational corporations

and improving the bargaining power of indigenous peoples.t' Codes of conduct containing

provisions protecting the rights of indigenous peoples to negotiation and participation in oil

and gas exploitation may reduce or avoid delays in oil exploration and production projects

caused by conflict and violence' with a stand-by cost of $35'000 per day for seismic

contractors, delays can be very costly to the company.t' Industry professionals have stated

that "among managers in developing countries a consensus is emerging that the delays and

costs of resolving local conflicts significantly outpaces the expense of investing in long term

relationships before problems occur";tt that costly delays and litigation caused by conflict

with indigenous peoples and NGOs can "cripple" the economics of, or "scuttle" a project;

and that "obliviousness" to these issues can prove "fatal to a petroleum company's

interests".so A code of conduct that improves political stability, reduces risk, conflict and

t, Williams B, "Foreign Petroleum Firms Developing New Paradigm for Operating in Rain Forest Region",

Oil and Gas Journal,2l April 1997 ,37 at 41.
ta Baker M, above n9 at 414.tt lbid.
16 lidat4l8and42I.'t't 

Sir John Berowne, the CEO of BP Amoco, has stated that societies where human rights are respected are

good for business: "[O]pen markets, the effrcient production and use of natural resources in ways which

por. no environmeniafthreat, steady econornic development and open society ... those are conditions in

which we can best pursue our business". Extract from Speech to the Council for Foreign Relations,
,.Corporate nesponsibitity in an International Context", New York, November 1997, reprinted in BP

Amoio, ,,Human Rights", BP Amoco <htç://www.bpamoco.com/human rights>. See also Baker M, above

n9 aI4l4; Wasserstiom R and Reider S, "Petroleum Companies Crossing New Threshold in Community

Relations", Oil and Gas Journal, 14 Decernber 1998,24 '
?8 Barker G et al, "Managing Nontechnical Risks Associated with Seismic Operations in the Tropical Rain

Forests of Ecuador", Oil and Gas Journal' 2I April 1997, 50 at 54.
?e Wasserstrom R and Reider S, "Petroleum Companies Crossing New Threshold", above n7'7 aI25.
to Wi[iarns B, "Foreign Petroleum Firms Developing New Paradigm", above n73 at 38.
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delays, will thus result in a reduced long-term cost to the corporation and improves the long-

term profitability of a given project.

Fourth, internal codes of conduct may decrease the potential for legal action in the future; for

example, adopting EMS and conducting EIAs, even if not currently required by national law,

may reduce the risk of liability in the future.t' Finally, private internal codes may dissuade

governments from enacting restrictive legislation.t'

There are a number of disadvantages for corporations that adopt an internal code of conduct.

The first is the cost involved in developing a code of conduct, educating employees about the

code, and monitoring compliance with the code.*t However, the implementation costs should

be outweighed by the long-term benefits outlined above. A second disadvantage is that a

transnational corporation enacting a code of conduct may, in the short term, put itself at a

competitive disadvantage in some parts of the world, where other oil corporations not subject

to a code will not incur the costs involved in developing and enforcing a code of conduct.to

Again, the short-term disadvantage may be outweighed in the long-run by a better reputation

and preferential contracts.

Third, provisions regarding negotiations with indigenous peoples over land and resources

may be resented by governments, who see this as an unwarrantable intrusion into state

sovereignty. The implementation of an internal code in such a situation will require the use

of good negotiation skills and political tact by corporations, but does not of itself negate the

usefulness of a code of conduct. For example, John Bray of the Control Risks Group in

London has stated that companies must consult with local stakeholders before a project even

takes place, even where government machinery does not provide for this. In such a situation

government officials must be handled carefully, but consultation remains a clear

requirement.tt

Fourth, a corporation that fails to observe a code may be seen as not merely unethical, but as

fraudulent, more untrustworthy and more culpable than a corporation that does not have a

8r Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, above n64.
82 Baker M, above n9 at 415. This point was discussed above in Chapter 9, Section 9.3.2, pp409-410 in

relation to the adoption ofenvironrnental guidelines by industry associations.
t' Baker M, ibid at 411; Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, above n64 at 1634'
ta Baker M, ibid al42l; Dubin L,above nl at 63.
8s Bray J, above n69 af 6'7 .
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code in the first place, thereby worsening the corporation's reputation and eliminating any

expected gain from improved public trust.8u

Finally, even though internal private corporate codes of conduct are completely voluntary,

these codes can attract sanctions of public opinion, and influence the decisions of national

and international courts, and government officials." A corporation must be prepared to be

held liable at law for failure to implement and comply with its own code, even if that code is

voluntary.

10.2.1.2 Actors regulated by the code of conduct

Unlike a public international code of conduct, a private corporate code obviously cannot

regulate the activities of governments. Internal codes will apply to all employees of the

company adopting the code. The key issue beyond this is whether the code will be applied to

the oil company's contractors and subcontractors, such as geophysical contractors. The

internal codes adopted by the major US transnational clothing and footwear companies such

as Levi Strauss, Reebok and Nike apply to their subcontractors in the countries in which they

do business, and it is generally agreed that at least in the field of labour rights, companies

must take responsibility for their contactors and subcontractors.tt

The requirement that oil companies must take responsibility for the observance of a code of

conduct by the companies' contractors and subcontractors has its basis in existing oil

company practice and statements of general business principles. For example, in its

operations in Ecuador, Occidental imposes the same standards on its contractors and

consultants working in the field as it does for itself. Each infraction of the company's

guidelines on environmental control, industrial safety and community relations involves a

fine of up to $10,000.'n Unocal's Guiding Principles for its Corporate Responsibility

program state that Unocal will "obey the law and operate in accordance with the highest

ethical standards; we will expect the same from our partners, contractors and suppliers".'

tu Baker M, above n9 af 421-422.tt Ibid at4l'7 and422.tt K*g N, "Exploiting Child Labor: Corporate Responsibility and the Role of Corporate Codes of Conducf'

(1998) 14 NyL Sch J Hum R/s 651 aI' 670.
tn Williams B, "Oxy's Strategy on Environment, Community Issues Key to Success of Project in Ecuador's

Rain Forest" , Oil and Gas Journal,2l April 199'7, 45 a|48.
e0 Unocal Corporation, "Corporate Responsibility at Unocal", 1999,

<http:i/www.unocal.com/responsibility/99report/index.htrn>, PDF version at 4
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Similarly, BP Amoco's Issues Paper on Human Rights states that the company's aim of

"contribut[ing] to the development of civil society" includes "establishing clear ethical

standards for ourselves and our contractors".e' However, neither BP Amoco nor Unocal

describe how the companies will ensure that its partners, contractors and suppliers do operate

in accordance with the law and high ethical standards, nor do they prescribe any sanctions or

penalties for substandard behaviour'

Royal Dutch/Shell's "statement of General Business Principles",nt which apply to all

companies in the Royal Dutch/Shell Group of Companies, "describe the behaviour that is

expected of every employee in every Shell company". The Principles set out the objectives

of Shell companies, and describe five areas of responsibility of Shell companies (to

shareholders, customers, employees, those with whom Shell companies do business, and to

society). The Principles then set out Shell's business principles under the following

headings: economic principles; business integrity; political activities; health, safety and the

environment; the community; competition; and communication. The Principles state that

Shell companies have the responsibility to "those with whom they do business" to "seek

mutually beneficial relationships with contractors, suppliers and in joint ventures and to

promote the application of these principles in so doing. The ability to promote these

principles effectively will be an important factor in the decision to enter into or remain in

such relationships."n'

The Principles acknowledge that the ability to promote business principles should form part

of the decision whether to enter into or remain in business relationships with contractors and

suppliers. However, this statement of principle falls short of labour codes such as that of

Levi Strauss, where provision in the code is made for termination of contracts with suppliers

who breach the company's code of conduct, or Oxy's fines for infraction of its guidelines. 
*

10.2.1.3 Substantiveissues

A private internal code regulating the behaviour of oil and gas corporations who operate, or

seek to operate, on the lands that indigenous peoples traditionally occupy, could contain

nt BP Amoco, "Human Rights", above n77.
e2 Shell International Ltd, Statement of General Business Principles, March 1997

nt lbid szld;.
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mainly broad statements of principles, such as a statement of the company's position on

human rights issues; or more detailed provisions or guidelines regulating interaction between

company employees and indigenous peoples; or a combination of both.

As with an international code of conduct, the following matters should be considered for

inclusion in a private internal code: the rights of indigenous peoples to consultation and

negotiation, and the procedures to be followed; participation of indigenous peoples in the

benefits of oil and gas exploitation; provision of information to indigenous people; protection

from relocation, whether substantive or procedural; special provisions regarding uncontacted

and isolated indigenous peoples; training and awareness for oil company personnel; and

environmental protection. These are the minimum matters that must be regulated by the

Code in order to involve and empower indigenous peoples where oil and gas exploitation is

concerned.

While a private internal code should cover essentially the same matters listed as a public

code, a private internal code could include provisions that may not be appropriate or

acceptable in a public international code of conduct, particularly in the level of detail. Some

provisions may be less contentious in a private internal code. For example, the definition of

"indigenous peoples" is unlikely to be such a politically sensitive issue in the context of a

private internal cod, as corporations do not have the same concerns over self-determination

and secession as nation-states do. A practical definition similar to that used by the World

Bank, that does not distinguish between "indigenous peoples", "ethnic groups" and "ethnic"

minorities, may thus be more easily adopted in a private code than a public code.

One key issue to be addressed by drafters of private internal codes is that a corporate code

adopted by one oil company may not be appropriate for a different type of company. A code

suitable for a large transnational oil corporation operating overseas may not be appropriate

for a smaller domestic oil company operating only within the country of its incorporation'

For example, provisions regarding compliance and reporting mechanisms may differ

according to the company structure and form of ownership. The more detailed the code, the

more unlikely it will be suitable for adoption by all companies. A code containing broad

statements of principle may be more easily adopted by different types of companies.

ea Levi Strauss' Code is described in Compa L and Hinchliffe-Darricarrère T, "Enforcing Labour Rights

through corporate codes of conduct" (1995) 33 ColumJ Transnat'l L 663.

49t
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10.2.1.4 Legal nature of the code

Whether it is contained in an instrument of international law or is an internal company

document, a code must be effectively implemented if it is to become a useful tool for

protecting the rights of indigenous peoples. The development and adoption of an internal

corporate code of conduct is voluntary and the provisions are non-binding. The key concerns

with respect to the effectiveness of internal codes relate to enforcement, compliance and

monitoring provisions, which are generally recognised to be the weakest elements of internal

codes of conduct."

A well-drafted private code should contain a number of mechanisms to ensure the adequacy

of enforcement procedures. First, an internal code should make provision for training and

awareness. The company should: provide each employee with a written version of the code

immediately upon joining the company; require each employee to certify that he or she has

received, read and understood the code and will comply with its terms; regularly circulate

documents pertaining to the code; and conduct periodic training and information sessions for

employees.'u The code must be also be explained to indigenous peoples, so that they are

aware of their rights under the code, including any avenues for redress under the Code.

Second, an internal private code should make provision for competent internal monitoring

procedures.nt With respect to internal monitoring, responsibility for attaining compliance

with the code must be assigned to a named, on-site individual manager.nt The company must

require each employee, on a regular basis, to certify in writing their past compliance with the

code and intended future compliance with the code." Other internal monitoring mechanisms

include ongoing auditing and reporting on indigenous and human rights conditions in

company operations by company officials, and surprise visits to production facilities by

senior management officials.'*

nt Baker M, above n9 at 418; Bloomfield H, ""Sweating" the International Garment Industry: A Critique of

the presidential Task Force's Workplace Codes of Conduct and Monitoring System" (1999) 22 Hastings Int

& Comp L Rev 567 at 57l;Hepple B, above n67 a1359; Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, above n64; Porges J,

above nOS at 1; Toftoy R, "Now Playing: Corporate Codes of Conduct in the Global Theater. Is Nike Just

Doing It?" ( I 99S) l5(3) Ariz J Intl & Comp L 905 at 907 and 926-928 '
e6 pitt È an¿ Groskaufmanis K, ibid aI 1643-45; General Electric Code of Conduct, reviewed in Baker M,

above n9.
nt Baker M, ibid at 418. See also Chapter 9, Section 9.4.4, on environmental rnonitoring.
e8 Compa L and Hinchlifle-Darricarrère T, above n94 at 688'
en Baker M, above n9 at 418.
too Compa L and Hinchliffe-Darricarrère T, above n94 at 688.
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Third, there should be independent, third party monitoring.'o' The call for independent

monitoring of company compliance with a code may not be accepted by corporations, who

have tended to resist independent oversight in the case of labour codes of conduct, and in the

implementation of environmental management systems.'o' Companies usually prefer a

system of self-compliance, or a system of monitoring conducted by consultants retained by

the company or companY Personnel.

One option is for the Board to "delegate responsibility for overseeing the implementation,

maintenance and enforcement of the compliance program to appropriate committees

comprised primarily, if not exclusively, of outside directors, as the seriousness of these codes

would be denigrated if oversight and enforcement is left exclusively to management".'o'

Another option is to add an independent human rights, environmental, and/or indigenous

rights advocate to the board of directors, or otherwise opening the board to independent

advocacy.'* An example of this is the Corporate Responsibility Committee of the Board of

Directors of Unocal Corporation. The Committee, which consists of three outside directors,

meets six times a year to ensure Unocal is fulfilling its corporate responsibility mandate, and

reports directly to the Board. The Committee reviews the activities of corporate staff

departments that relate to the management of Unocal's Corporate Responsibility Program,

and considers other matters involving environment, health and safety, employee relations or

"ethical conduct that could have a significant impact on the company"''ot

Independent monitoring also involves the ongoing auditing and reporting on indigenous and

human rights conditions in company operations either by independent examiners, or in-house

by company officials with the results subject to external verification.'* An external,

independent auditor must have access to company records of negotiations and other records,

and have private conversations with employees, or have an employee reporting mechanism

that operates without fear of reprisal. Such an monitor must also have the confidence of

indigenous peoples. The monitor must also be able to check on the behaviour of contractors

and subcontractors.

tot K*g N, above n88 at 670. See also Chapter 9, Section 9.4.4, on environmental monitoring.
r02 Porges J, above n65 at 3; Dubin L, above nl at 63.
103 Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, above n64 at 1642.
roo Compa L and Hinchliffe-Darricarrère T, above n94 at 688'
tos Unocal Corporation, "Co¡porate Responsibility at Unocal", above n90'
tou Compa L and Hinchliffe-Darricarrère T, above n94 at 688'
lo7 Porges J, above n65 at 3.
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Whilst it is generally felt that the use of independent, third party monitors provides the best

method for ensuring the reliability of results, there are a number of difficult issues to address

in this regard. First and foremost are the questions: who will do the monitoring, and who

will pay for the monitors? External monitoring could be done by privately retained

consulting groups, but to ensure independence, care must be taken to ensure that third party

consultants are not linked to company interests.'o' If privately retained monitors are paid by

the company, there will be suspicions cast upon the independence and reliability of the

results. Alternatively, Toftoy suggests that external monitoring could be done by a coalition

of human rights and other NGOs, United Nations bodies such as the ILO, or governmental

bodies from participating countries.'' The primary difficulty with any of these options, aside

from the question of funding, is one of practicality: one group trying to monitor a number of

different codes for different companies, including compliance by different contractors and

subcontractors, raises enormous logistical difficulties.

Fourth, an internal code should contain a complaints mechanism by which employees and

indigenous peoples can make complaints and invoke the code without fear of reprisal."o

Possible options include: mechanisms for anonymous employ questions, disclosures and

reporting procedures, such as toll free numbers, special reporting forms, and avenues for

sending anonymous notes to the CEO;"' an ombudsman to whom employees can turn to

report violations of the code, "' or retaining an outside firm to operate an "alertline". "'

Fifth, a well-drafted private code with adequate enforcement procedures should contain a

mechanism for imposing sanctions for non-compliance with the code."o Penalties for non-

compliance by employees may include termination of employment. Sanctions for non-

compliance by contractors or subcontractors may include cancellation of contracts, monetary

penalties, or withdrawal from offending countries."t Internal codes may also contain

ro8 Toftoy R, above n95 at 928.
roe Ibid.
1 ro Compa L and Hinchliffe-Darricarrère T, above n94 at 688; Porges J, above n65 at 3.

rrr Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, above n64 at 1643-45.
ttt lbid.
It3 Merck and Co Code of Conduct, reviewed in Baker M, above n9'
tto Baker M, ibid at 418.
ttt Co*pu i an¿ Hinchliffe-Daricarrère T, above n94 at 688. One example of a system of sanctions is

provided by the internal monitoring and enforcement system of Levi Strauss, described by Compa and

Èinchliffe-Darricarrère af 6'7 j -6'79 . The company takes a three-tiered approach to suppliers that violate its

standards. These work as follows (id at 678):

The hrst level of implementation applies to those contractors whose practices are unworkable where

the ..business partneri" appear indifferent and unwilling to improve the situation. These relationships
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incentives for managers to comply with the provisions of the Code, for example, through

performance bonuses. "u

Sixth, a private corporate code of conduct should contain machinery for disseminating and

collecting information."' Among other things, senior managers should prepare reports or

memoranda in situations where events or activities "might cause an impartial observer to

conclude the code hasn't been followed"."t The company should keep records of violations

and the sanctions and corrective steps taken to address the violation of the code."n There

should be regular public reporting regarding: implementation of the code; and progress on

human rights, indigenous rights, and environmental issues; and continuing dialogue with

labour and human rights advocacy groups. ''o

Finally, an internal code of conduct should contain institutional arrangements to modify the

code or formulate more detailed rules. The code should be periodically reviewed in light of

changes in the law, the company's experience in administering and enforcing the code, and

the approaches of similarly-situated companies. "'

10.2.2 Strengths and Lírnitations of Prívate Internal Codes of Conduct

10.2.2.1 Strengths

First, it has been argued that because private codes of conduct are voluntary, they are more

likely to be obeyed and not resisted by companies, and thereby have a greater potential for

success than a public code in promoting integrity among international corporate executives.'"

In countries where law enforcement mechanisms are weak, self-regulation by corporations

are terminated. The second level looks at operations where there is some concern over conditions but

there appears to be the possibility for improvement. Levi Strauss sets out a plan and a time-frame for

resolving the problems. If goals are met, Levi Strauss will maintain a relationship with that contractor'

Ifnot, the relãtionship is ended. The third level applies to those contractors who appear to fulltl the

requirements of the terms of engagement but could do more. A severance of relations is not th¡eatened,

bui Levi Strauss continues to work with the supplier in an effort to make it a model partner.

116 HeppleB, above n67 at359.
tlt Baker M, above n9 at 418.
tt8 Caterpillar Inc, Caterpillar Code of Worldwide Business Conduct and Operating Principles

reviewed in Baker M, ibid.
rre Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, above n64 at 1643-45.
r20 Compa L and Hinchliffe-Darricarrère T, above n94 at 688.

''t Baker M, above n9 at 418; Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, above n64 at 1650.
r" Baker M, ibid at 415.

(reez),
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under their own voluntary codes may actually be more effective than national or international

codes forced upon corporations.'"

Second, internal codes can be tailored to the individual needs of corporations, countries, and

to the needs of the customers.''o Unlike treaties, codes of conduct can be tailored for a

specific industry operating in specific environments, for example by requiring special impact

assessment in particular areas and providing special monitoring mechanisms to ensure all

phases of the oil production process are environmentally sound.'t' In other words, codes

offer flexibility.

Third, private internal codes avoid the cumbersome and time-consuming process of

negotiation involved in drafting an instrument of international law; nor do they require

congressional or parliamentary approval. ''u

Fourth, well-drafted private codes of conduct that are consistent with international law can

act as instruments of "moral persuasion, strengthened by the authority of international

organisations and the support of public opinion".'" Private codes may enhance and support

national legislation, and can be used by national courts to interpret binding laws.

Furthermore, private codes provide standards against which indigenous and environmental

NGOs can measure company performance.

10.2.2.2 Limitations

The most common criticisms of voluntary private internal codes of conduct relate to the

weakness of enforcement provisions and compliance monitoring mechanisms. It has been

argued that: because they have no strict legal significance, private codes are not effectively

implemented or enforced by companies; private codes are ineffective because the rules can

be easily circumvented by employees; enforcement provisions of internal corporate codes

usually outline rules of procedures for settling disputes but lack concrete rules for enforcing

specific rules of behaviour; most corporate codes are characterised by a lack of definite

r23 Cueto S, .'Oil's Not Well in Latin America: Curing the Shortcomings of the Current International

Environmental Law Regime in Dealing With Industrial Oil Pollution in Latin America Through Codes of

Conduct" (1997) Il(3) Fla J Int'l Z 585 at 608.
ìta Baker M, above n9 at 415.
r25 Cueto S, above nl23 at609.
ttu Baker M, above n9 af 416.
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sanctions for non-compliance, failing to enumerate penalties for non-compliance; compliance

programs are undermined by financial pressures and organisational dynamics; and private

codes are often nothing more than public relations ploys with little practical effect.'t'

In this respect, the Board of Directors and senior management have a crucial role to play in

ensuring that internal codes are effectively implemented. Management must develop and

recommend the major policy statements, which must be approved by the Board of Directors.

Effective implementation is possible only if the code reflects the company's business

realities. For example, provisions in an internal code of conduct regarding negotiation and

consultation will not be effective if the project manager, who generally operates to strict

timetables, is not allowed for sufficient time to negotiate with indigenous peoples. Also, the

Chief Executive Officer has a special role in influencing the ethics of managers and

employees; if the CEO does not take the code seriously, neither will managers and

employees. The CEO must support the efforts of managers and employees in upholding the

code.'"

Second, while being able to tailor a code to the specific culture and needs of a corporation

and industry is one of the advantages of a private code, a number of problems arise where

there is a proliferation of diverse privato codes, with different standards and implementation

mechanisms. In the field of labour rights, the International Labour Organisation (ILO) has

expressed concerns about these diverse codes and their relationship to the role of the ILO and

the Tripartite Declaration of Principles Concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social

policy.''o These concerns relate to the content of the codes, monitoring, and the scope of the

codes (their application "across the board" to all workers).

As regards the content of private codes, it has been observed that issues which excite public

opinion and sympathy, such as the use of child labour and unsafe working conditions, are

often addressed in private corporate codes, whereas other rights and issues addressed in the

Tripartite Declaration and core ILO documents, such as the right of workers to freedom of

association, the right to bargain collectively, and the promotion of employment and training,

r2t Cueto S, above nl23 at 608.
trt Baker M, above n9 at 4I7 -418 and, 429; Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, above n64 aI 1630-32; Hepple B,

above n67 at 359.
r2e Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, ibid at 1642-45.
tro Hagen K, "Issues Involving Codes of Conduct from an ILO Perspective" (1998) 92 ASIL Proc 267 a| 273-

276.
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appear far less frequently in private codes.''' Inconsistent approaches to the rights and issues

addressed in private codes, and inconsistent references to ILO conventions, recommendations

and principles as the basis for the articulation of these rights, has led to the perception that

private codes are arbitrary, focusing on standards with emotional appeal, and undermining

the universality of the ILO standards. On the other hand, it has been argued that these codes

make it possible to go beyond the ILO machinery and aid in the interpretation and

application of at least some standards. One solution could be for all codes of conduct as a

minimum to endorse the core ILO conventions referred to in the Tripartite Declaration, and

prevailing ILO interpretations of them.'"

It has also been observed that the monitoring of compliance with private codes presents

special problems.'" Monitoring compliance with a diverse range of codes in the textile

industry, where locations are widely scattered and/or where there is a large number of

"business partners", can be costly and difficult, whether or not monitoring is undertaken

internally, or externally by an independent monitor. Independent monitoring is not

widespread, while company monitoring raises questions about dependability and

transparency. The existence of numerous codes leads to problems of reliability, consistency

and comprehensiveness in monitoring programs, and the possibility of fraud.''o Where there

is independent monitoring, the provision of adequate resources remains a problem. If a

number of NGOs or private concerns take on independent monitoring, this may lead to

confusion about the verification of compliance with basic standards, through, for example,

inconsistent interpretations and reports regarding compliance. Suggestions that one body,

such as the ILO, monitors compliance presents enormous logistical difficulties, as the

independent agency would have to assess compliance with divergent codes by many different

contractors.t"

It has also been observed that the effective implementation of private codes by some

corporations does not mean that exploitative practices have been eliminated in all enterprises.

In the context of labour codes, the application of these codes only to US transnationals such

as Levi Strauss and their contractors and suppliers may benefit those workers, but not

13t Ibid ar2i3.r" Ibid at2i4.
t33 Ibid at274-275
r34 Ibid at2i4.
13s Ibid ar2i5.
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mitigate the plight of workers for domestic industries where there are no codes. This is

because

codes and labels primarily involve the way in which goods are produced for the export market'

Therefore, in spite of the appeal of codes as a means of relieving enterprises and their

stockholders from a personal association with unethical behaviour, and in spite of the power of
public opinion to influence change toward broader acceptance of ethical behaviour and decent

standards through the publicity given to these codes, these methods could have the effect of
benefiting some workers rather than assuring the universal application of basic labour

standards, The ILO's mission is to achieve universal compliance with its standards, and

targeted initiatives would seem to be appropriate only if they help to bring overall compliance

with international labor standards closer to universality. There is, therefore, the danger that

codes of conduct emanating from foreign ente¡prises and applicable only to domestic workers

employed in export industries could have the effect of dichotomising the workforce in

developing countries between those who are lucky enough to be employed in these industries

and those who do not benefit from these higher standards because they are not working in

export industries. Furthermore, the workers who benefit from these codes may be so unevenly
,,protected" by diverse codes being applied to disparate groups of workers that no one could be

assured of a lãvel playing field in terms of the universal application of basic standards. ''u

The ILO's concerns in the field of labour rights have parallels för internal codes of conduct

for oil companies regarding indigenous peoples. A code of conduct addressed only to

transnational corporations will fail to protect indigenous peoples in countries where national,

state-owned and domestic oil companies conduct the majority of oil and gas exploration and

production. As seen in Chapter 2,there are many countries where national and domestic oil

companies remain the primary actors in the oil E&P industry.'t' In Russia, for example, over

90Vo of oil exploration and production is conducted by the large domestic oil companies.'"

A code of conduct addressed only to transnational corporations that does not apply to

domestic companies may dichotomise the standards of behaviour of oil companies engaged

in exploration and production on indigenous peoples' traditional lands. Furthermore, the

indigenous peoples who benefit from these codes may be "so unevenly protected by diverse

codes being applied to disparate groups of [indigenous peoples] that no one could be assured

of a level playing field in terms of the universal application of basic standards."''n This may

create a competitive disadvantage for oil companies that observe codes regarding exploration

and production on indigenous peoples' lands.'*

r3u Ibid ar2'76.
r3? Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3, pp4l-42 and Table 7, pp49-50
138 Chapter 5, Section 5.3.1,PI79.
ttt Hagen K, above nI30 at276'
'* As above, n59, p483.
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10.3 Industry Association Codes of Conduct

Another type of code is a code of conduct promoted by an industry association for adoption

by its members. These codes are often adopted by industries as a form of self-regulation in

preference to government legislation. Industry association codes of conduct may be prepared

and adopted solely by the members of the industry association, or in liaison with government

and community groups. For the purposes of this thesis, a distinction will be made between

codes of conduct and voluntary agreements between government and industry, particularly in

the environmental sPhere.

Voluntary agreements have been defined as "written contracts addressing issues of

environmental policy between one or more public authorities (or public organisations) and

individual companies or industrial organisations"'o' and as "an agreement between the

government and a private actor or group of actors, that are written down, and that are aimed

at general targets of environmental policies and/or the implementation of that policy".'ot

Broadly speaking, voluntary agreements concerning the environment are negotiated

commitments by industry with the state relating to the abatement of direct or indirect

pollution from industrial processes.'o'

Voluntary agreements operate within a centralised setting, but within this constraint the term

,,voluntary" denotes that corporate actors have significant autonomy in how the objectives

are to be achieved and that they are not formally compelled to join the agreement. A crucial

characteristic of voluntary agreements is that the public authority commits to refrain from

implementing an alternative regulatory regime that is regarded by industry as relatively

unfavourable, usually a command and control scheme implemented by legislation. The

underlying threat that the government will implement a legislative regulatory scheme which

firms dislike in the absence of a voluntary agreement provides a major incentive for industry

to enter into the agreement.'* The voluntary agreements between various corporations and

tot Gaines S and Mfodwo K, "Voluntary Agreements in Environmental Regulation with Particular Reference

to New Zealand" (1996) 3(2) Austratasian J Nat Resources L & Pol'y 271 at279.
ro2 Advisory Council for the Environment (Centrale Raad voor Milieuhygiene), Advice on Environmental

Covenants (The Hague, 1989), cited in Gerits R and Hinssen J, "Environmental Covenant for the Oil and

Gas producing Industry: A Valuable Policy Instrument?" (1994) 24(6) Envtl Pol'y & Law 323 at324.
ta' Gaines S and Mfodwo K, above nI4I at2'79.
t44 Ibid at28t-286.
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the Australian government for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions provide an example

of this type of regulatory scheme.'o'

In contrast to voluntary agreements, a code of conduct is a statement of principles, standards

or norms that serves as a basis of behaviour for corporations. Unlike voluntary agreements, a

code of conduct is aimed at providing standards or rules for corporate behaviour, rather than

achieving specific outcomes such as the targets for reductions in pollutants.

Second, a conceptual distinction can be drawn between a self-regulatory scheme that is a

unilateral endeavour by industry to regulate itself, with the range of measures internally

generated by the industry, and the scheme self-governed by the industry, and voluntary

agreements that are contracts bilaterally negotiated between governments and companies. In

practice, the boundary between self-regulation under unilateral commitments and negotiated

regulation under voluntary agreements may be blurred, particularly in the case of an industry

code that is prepared in liaison with government and under the threat of government

legislation in the event of failure to conform to the provisions of the Code. Such a code will

be similar to a negotiated agreement, even if no contract is subsequently established.

Despite this blurring of boundaries, the features of "unilateral" initiation and self-regulation

by the industry, and the absence of a written contract between the industry and the

government, provide a useful conceptual delineation between industry codes of conduct that

are the focus of this section and voluntary agreements. In this section, the phrase "industry

association code of conduct" refers to the self-regulation by an industry association of the

behaviour of its member corporations through a code of conduct voluntarily and unilaterally

initiated by the industry association. It does not refer to voluntary agreements comprised of

written contracts bilaterally negotiated between governments and companies.

An industry association code, which is legally non-binding, may be completely voluntary in

the sense that the industry association does not require its members to adopt the code as

condition of membership of the association. Examples in the environmental sphere include:

the various environmental guidelines of the International Assocation of Oil and Gas

to, 
See Implementation Plan: A Programme of Cooperative Agreements Between Industry and Government to

Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions (The Australian Government Greenhouse Challenge Office, Canberra,

30 August 1995).
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Producers (OGP);'ou the mining industry's Berlin Guidelines, which contains two sets of

environmental guidelines for action, one addressed to the mineral sector (governments,

mining companies and the minerals industries), and the other set of actions addressed to

development assistance agencies;'ot and the Australian Minerals Industry Code for

Environmental Management, launched by the Australian Minerals Council in 1996, which

contains a set of principles and processes that provide a framework for continual

improvement in environmental management for mineral companies.'ot

Alternatively, a legally non-binding industry code may be mandatory in the sense that

membership in the association is conditional upon adoption of the code. Examples of this

type of code include the international chemical industry's Responsible Care code, which

regulates environmental, health and safety in the chemical industry; and the STEP

programme of the American Petroleum Institute, which, as part of the by-laws of the API, is

mandatory for API members.'o'

As industry codes vary in form and content, I will examine the Responsible Care code, which

is the most sophisticated self-regulatory environmental, health and safety code in existence,

in order to demonstrate the strengths and limitations of industry association codes as an

alternative to legislation, and the features that could be adopted in an oil industry code

regarding exploration and production and indigenous peoples' rights.

10.3.1 Example of Industry Codes: Responsible Cøre

10.3.1.1 Description of Responsible Care

Responsible Care was initiated by the Canadian Chemical Producers Association in 1985,

adopted with modifications by the US Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA) shortly

thereafter, and introduced in Australia in 1989 by the Australian Chemical Industry Council

(ACIC; now the Plastics and Chemicals Industries Association, PACIA). Responsible Care

tou 
See above, Chapter 9, Section 9.3.2.2, pp413-415.

ra? Adopted at thó International Round-table on Mining and the Environment, Berlin, 25-28 June 1991;

reprõduced in Wälde T, "Environmental Policies Towards Mining in Developing Countries" (1992) 10(4) -r

Energlt & Naturql Res L 32'7 a|354'35'7.
ra8 Austälian Minerals Council, Australian Minerals Industry Code for Environmental Management,

December 1996, reproduced in Wells D, "Corporate Environmental Management Systems", 1997 AMPLA

Yrbk 53O at 548-554.
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is a system of self-regulation, adopted for the purpose of continuously improving the

environmental, health and safety performance of the chemical industry. The primary goals

of Responsible Care are the achievement of: improved chemical processes; enhanced

practices and procedures; reduction of waste, accidents, incidents and emissions; reliable

communication and dialogue; and heightened public scrutiny and input. "o

In 1998, the Responsible Care program had been adopted by over 40 national chemical

associations around the world.'t' The program is in varying stages of development and

implementation around the globe. To examine the features and stage of implementation of

Responsible Care in all these countries is beyond the scope of this thesis. I will examine the

Responsible Care program of the CMA in the US to demonstrate the essential features of the

program at the national level, and will then describe the activities undertaken at the

international level to monitor progress under the Code by the International Council of

Chemical Associations (ICCA). The national and international mechanisms for

implementation of Responsible Care described in this section will provide a model for self-

regulation of the international oil industry through a Code of Conduct for oil companies

operating on indigenous peoples' traditional lands, presented in Chapters 11 to 13.

At the heart of Responsible Care as adopted by the CMA is a set of Guiding Principles and

six Codes of Management Principles.'" The six Codes of Management Practice are:

community awareness and emergency response; distribution; pollution prevention; process

safety; employee health and safety; and product stewardship. It is a condition of membership

in the CMA that companies subscribe to the set of Guiding Principles, through the signature

of the Chief Executive Officer, and incorporate the six Codes of Management Principles into

ton See Chapter 9, Section 9.3.2.2, nl2l p4I6 and accompanying text'

'to Chemicál Manufacturers Association (US), "Responsible Care: a Public Commitment", 3 November 1999,

Chemical Manufacturers Association <http://www.cmahq.com/responsiblecare'nsf/>.
rsrlnternational Council of Chemical Associations, Responsible Care Status Report (1998), European

Chemical Industry Council <http://ww.cefic.orglactivities/hse/rclicca/report98/00.htm>.
tt2 The Guiding principles and Codes of Management Practices for the CMA are available from the CMA

internet sitð .trttp:7/www.cmahq.com/responsiblecare.nsf/>. The Australian version has 8 Codes of
practice: community right to know; research and development; manufacturing; emergency response; waste

management; warehousing and storage; transportation; and product stewardship: Gunningham N,
..Enviionment, Self-Regulãtion, and the Chemical Industry", above n59 at 62; Plastics and Chemicals

Industries Association lAusÐ (PACIA), "Responsible Care Codes of Practice", 12 April 2000, PACIA

<http://www.pacia. org. au/code. html>.
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their operations."t These Codes of Practice incorporate and go well beyond existing legal

requirements.

The Guiding Principles begin with an affirmation of the benefits of chemical products and

services to people around the world, and a statement that these benefits are "accompanied by

enduring commitments to Responsible Care in the management of chemicals worldwide".

Chief executive officers that sign the principles aver that they will "make continuous

progress toward the vision of no accidents, injuries or harm to the environment", will

publicly report on their global health, safety and environmental performance, and that they

will lead their companies "in ethical ways that increasingly benefit society, the economy and

the environment" while adhering to Principles, which include the following:

o to seek and incorporate public input regarding products and services;

o to make health, safety, the environment and resource conservation critical consideration

for all new and existing products and processes;

o to provide information on health or environmental risks and pursue protective measures

for employees, the public and other key stakeholders;

. to operate facilities in a manner that protects the environment and the health and safety of

employees and the public;

o to lead in the development of responsible laws, regulations and standards that safeguard

the community, workplace and environment; and

o to practice Responsible Care by encouraging and assisting others to adhere to the

Principles and practices.

Monitoring of progress in implementing Responsible Care is measured internally through

voluntary member self-evaluations/audits, and externally through a monitoring systems

verification (MSV) process. Progress is measured by independently verifiable performance

measures for the six Codes of Practice, and the results are published by the CMA on its

internet site. The performance indicators are:tto

tt, Adherence to Responsible Care is also a condition of membership of PACIA in Australia: Plastics and

Chemicals Industries Association (Aust) (PACIA), "Responsible Care", 12 April 2000, PACIA

<http ://www. pacia. org. aulenvironment5. html>.
154 Chemical Maiufactuiers Association (US), "Responsible Care Code Performance Measures", 3 November

1999, Chemical Manufacturers Association <http://www.cmahq.com/responsiblecare.nsfl>.
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. community awareness and emergency response - surveys of plant community residents

emergency responders near plant sites and employees; and the number of community

advisory panels;

o distribution - assessment of transportation incidents involving hazardous materials based

on Department of Transport databases, and focused review on rail record based on

American railroads data;

o pollution prevention - assessment of toxic release inventory data based on existing

government reporting requirements ;

. process safety - the CMA collects annual incident reports for all relevant safety process

safety incidents;

. employee health and safety - assessment of employee occupational and injury data based

on Occupational Health and Safety Association recordables;

o product stewardship - the CMA measures Code performance with a customer perception

survey

The external management systems verification (MSV) process, which is also voluntary, is

managed for the CMA by the independent consulting firm Verrico Associates. The MSV

process provides participating companies with an external view of the effectiveness of their

management systems for carrying out Responsible Care. An MSV team is usually made up

of a facilitator, volunteer verifiers from other CMA member companies, and community

participants. The team visits a company's corporate headquarters and one or two plant sites

to conduct interviews with a cross section of employees. Verrico Associates manages all

aspects of the process, including training and selection of volunteer industry verifiers,

assistance in the selection of company facilities and community verifiers, and assistance in

the preparation efforts of the company.'tt As of August 1999, over 60 companies in the US

had participated in the management systems verification process.''u As of November 1999, at

least 12 companies had made available their MSV reports through internet sites. Results

from member self-evaluations are also made public through the CMA.'tt

ttt CAREline (online Global Responsible Care News), Issue 16, 6 December 1999, <htþ://www,care-

line.orgl>.
ts6 These 

"companies 
include Amoco Chernical (February 1995), DuPont (March 1995), ARCO Chemical

(January 1997;, Ashland Chemical (February 1997), Occidental Chemical (June 1997), Chevron (August

|SSS), 
-Sp 

Chemical (November 1998), Dow Chemical (March L999): Chemical Manufacturers

Association (US), "Management Systems Verification Elements of Responsible Care", 3 November 1999,

Chemical Manufacturers Association <littp://www.cmahq.com/responsiblecare.nsfl>.
rs7 Chemical Manufacturers Association (US), "Responsible Care Self Evaluation Results", 3 November 1999,

Chemical Manufacturers Association <http://www.cmahq.com/responsiblecare'nsf/>.
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External verification is also conducted in Canada and Australia, under slightly different

procedures. In Canada, the verification process is required once a member company CEO

has attested that the company has completed the three-year Responsible Care implementation

process and, from 1999, will take place every three years. It involves a three-day visit to

every member company of the Canadian Producers Association (CCPA) by a team

comprised of two industry experts, an activistr" and a citizen selected by the community of

each visited site. The team conducts interviews and reviews documentation to verify that the

company has implemented all the codes of practice and instilled the Responsible Care ethic,

and produces a report, the findings of which are made public, as to whether or not the

company has implemented Responsible Care. If it has not, repeat visits are scheduled until

such confirmation is received.'tn

Independent external verification was introduced in Australia in 1994. PACIA selected three

firms of independent auditors, who were provided with training on the codes. Under the

verification process, PACIA selects a site and management code for verification, and the

companies may nominate one of the auditing firms to undertake the verification. Sites are

encouraged to include members of local communities and government authorities as

observers in the verification team. From 1995-1998, some 104 sites/self assessments had

been verified, with results indicating that over glVo of self-assessments were confirmed as

accurate or understated.'*

Another key feature of Responsible Care is public participation, which is achieved through

the CMA National Public Advisory Panel.'u' The Panel is composed of 15 environmental,

health and safety "thought leaders", including academics, environmental consultants and

activists, who provide independent advice to the industry on the development and

implementation of Responsible Care. The panel meets four to five times a year. These

meetings often include tours of chemical industry sites and interaction with representatives of

local communities. Panelists are not paid.'u'

r58 The activist is usually from the CCPA National Advisory Panel. See n162 below and accompanying text.
,sn ICCA, Responsible Care Status Report (1998), above n15l; CAREline (online Global Responsible Care

News), Issue 16, 6 December 1999, <htfp:llwww.care-line.orgl>.
tuo ICCA, Responsible Care Status Report (1998)' ibid.
t6r In Australia, the National Comrnunity Advisory Pa rel; in Canada the National Advisory Panel.
162 Chemical Manufacturers Association (US), "Public Advisory Panel Elements of Responsible Care"' 3

November 1999, Chemical Manufacturers Association <http://www.cmahq.com/responsiblecare.nsfl>.
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In addition to national implementation and monitoring systems, the International Council of

Chemical Associations (ICCA) coordinates and promotes worldwide adherence to

Responsible Care through its members, the national chemical manufacturers associations.

Each national association accepted as an ICCA member must report annually on its progress

in the implementation of Responsible Care. There are 8 fundamental, standardised features

that form the basis of the ICCA's programme. These are;'u'

o a formal commitment on behalf of each company to a set of Guiding Principles signed, in

the majority of cases, bY the CEO;

o adoption of a title and a logo which clearly identify the national programme as being

consistent with and part of the concept of Responsible Care;

o a series of codes, guidance notes and checklists to assist companies to implement the

commitment;

o the progressive development of indicators against which improvements in performance

can be measured;

. an ongoing process of communications on health, safety and environment matters with

interested parties inside and outside the industry;

o provision of forums in which companies can share views and exchange experiences on the

implementation of the commitment;

. consideration of how best to encourage all members to commit to, and participate in,

Responsible Care; and

o systematic procedures to verify the implementation of the measurable (or practical)

elements of Responsible Care by the member companies. This final feature, verification,

was incorporated into the programme by the ICCA in 1996.

These 8 features have been expanded into 23 "milestones", that form the basis for reporting

to the ICCA, as follows:'*

tu, European Chemical Industry Council (CEFIC), "Responsible Care: A Voluntary Chemical Industry Action
progiamme", 12 April2000, CEFIC <htþ://www.cefic.orglactivities/hse/rclrc.htm>.

'uo ICCA, Responsible Care Status Report (1998), above n151.
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I.

II.

u.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

Guiding Principles

A. Association Board (or equivalent) commits to implement Responsible

Care

B. Guiding Principles agreed and published

C. Guiding Principles signed by over 807o of members

Name and Logo

A. Responsible Care implementation plans including use of name/logo

endorsed by ICCA
B. Internal Responsible Care name and logo registered/protected

C. Regular use in publications by the association and many member

companies

Code and Guides

A. All initially required codes/guides developed and published

Indicators
A. Initial performance indicators agreed and member reporting begun

B. Indicators made public and discussed with interested parties

Communications with Interested Parties

A. Mechanisms established to obtain input on issues/concerns from

interested external Parties
B. Local consultation processes developed with a substantial number of

member companies involved

C. Internal/external surveys of Responsible Care awareness conducted and

made public

D. Processes in place to ensure company/association advocacy meets

Responsible Care

Sharing Between Companies/Associations

A. Regular meeting programs commenced for both Senior executives and

coordinators

B. Regular newsletter or equivalent published and feedback obtained

C. Frequent examples of companies assisting each other in pairs or small

groups

D. Association actively seeking Responsible Care partnership arrangements

with other industrY sectors

E, Association providing active support or sponsorship to other country

associations

Encouragement
A. Policy and process for incentives/sanctions agreed and communicated

B. Commitment to Guiding Principles made a condition of membership

C. Mechanisms in place to recognise high performance and assist others

Verifïcation
A. Interim external verification needs established and commenced

B. External verification of compliance and performance begun and results made

public

The progress of each national association against each milestone is rated according to four

implementation status levels. These are:

o LevelA -Initiating

o Level B - Developing plans

o Level C - Implementing Plans; and

o Level D - Elements/plans in place and on-going improvement.
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The ICCA makes public the results, including publication on the internet.'u' In 1998, the

Board of 38 national associations had committed to the implementation of Responsible Care

and agreed and published the Guiding Principles, while a further 4 countries were initiating

the program.'uu In 1998, commitment to the Guiding Principles was a condition of

membership in 12 national associations. In22 countries, over 80Vo of corporate members of

the national association had signed the Guiding Principles. All initially required codes and

guidelines had been published in 25 countries. However, in only 3 countries has external

verification of compliance and performance begun and results been made public, with a

further 4 countries in the process of implementirfg external verification plans. 'u'

10.3.1 .2 Strengths and limitations of Responsible Care

Responsible Care, and the increased sensitivity of the chemical industry to environmental

issues, came about as a result of the "continuing and serious decline in the public image of

the industry" stemming from a series of chemical accidents such as the Union Carbide

disaster in Bhopal in 1985, and wider concerns about the costs of such accidents and the

health and environmental effects of chemical production in general.'u' In the chemical

industry, where environmental disasters are highly visible and readily identified with

individual installations and their owners, any negative environmental incident arising from

one firm's operations adversely affects upon the public image of the industry as a whole.

Responsible Care is driven by the large transnational chemical companies with high public

profiles, who realise that although individual firms can improve their EHS performance, such

individual initiatives will not give the industry the credibility it needs to survive in the long

tefm.'un

The chemical industry has a number of features that make Responsible Care a viable self-

regulatory scheme. First, the structure of the chemical industry has allowed the national

chemical manufacturers associations to exert pressure for environmental improvement.

Gunningham has written that the chemical industry is an "incestuous one", characterised by

strategic alliances, product swapping, and technology transfers. The national associations

tus rrid.
166 By November 1999,45 associations were signatories of Responsible Care: CAREline Global Responsible

Care News, Issue 17, October-December I 999, CAREline <http://www.care-line.orgl>.
tut ICCA, Responsible Care Status Report (1998), above n151, Table l.
168 Gunninghàm N, "The Chemical Industry" in Gunningham N and Grabosþ P, Smart Regulation:

Designing Environmental Policy (Oxford University Press, New York, 1998) at 159.
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have been able to build on these characteristics through Responsible Care to facilitate trust

among members and create an environment where people work together, share information,

provide mutual aid and establish policy. Responsible Care has enabled the development of

an "industry morality" where environmental protection not merely short term profit, is seen

as a legitimate aspiration of companies.'tu Within this context, there is considerable scope for

peer group pressure to act as an agent for change. Responsible Care also has the potential to

act as a vehicle for corporate shaming through public exposure. The performance indicators

and monitoring procedures, in particular external MSVs, form the basis for identifying

recalcitrant firms and exposing them to adverse publicity.'t' Thus,

the various Responsible Care mechanisms designed to develop mutual trust among competitors;

to facilitate mutual aid; information and technology sharing, peer support, and pressure; for

corporate shaming; and dialogue with local communities, the public and governments, creates a

climate which can motivate and drive corporate executives to do far more in terms of
environmental performance than the law could credibly require. 't'

Although these features provide potential for corporations to go beyond compliance with the

law, Gunningham has identified a number of obstacles to the success of Responsible Care.

One serious obstacle arises from the fact that environmental protection and profit do not

always coincide in the short term, and managers who are judged on short-term financial

performance may have considerable disincentives to invest in long-term environmental

solutions. In this context, there is a sharp contrast between the large transnational chemical

corporations, who have the resources and capacity to invest in environmental initiatives with

long-term effects, and the smaller chemical enterprises who do not have the capacity and

resources to make the same long-term investments. This is exacerbated by the fact that large

corporations have high public profiles, and the effects on their public image of a poor

environmental record are likely to be substantial and visible, making environmental

protection a corporate priority. In contrast, many smaller firms do not have a public profile,

and their reputation and profitability may be far less affected by their environmental

performance.'t'

The divergence in interests between large and small firms gives rise to "free rider" problems,

where may small companies, left to their own devices, will continue to inflict environmental

t6e Ibid at 160-161
Ito Ibid at 162-63.
ttt Ibid at163.
r?2 Ibid af 164.

't' Ibid aft64-165
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damage, whilst sharing in the benefits improved public image arising from the expenditures

of the large firms under the Responsible Care program. If a significant number of smaller

firms do not comply with Responsible Care, then the larger firms lose the incentive to

comply, as the environmental damage inflicted by small firms may defeat the efforts of large

companies to improve the industry's image in the public eye. Furthermore, companies

voluntarily investing in Responsible Care may find themselves at a competitive disadvantage

to other firms that do not invest in Responsible Care, and may end up defecting from the

scheme.tto

The second major obstacle to the success of Responsible Care is one that relates to all

schemes of self-regulation - how to ensure adequate enforcement and monitoring of the

scheme. Schemes that involve self-regulation of the industry often suffer limited

transparency and accountability, and accordingly do not seem credible to the public. Until

1996, the enforcement and monitoring under Responsible Care took the form of internal

company monitoring, assessment and reporting only. Internal monitoring suffers from a

number of difficulties: first, it provides the temptation to "fudge the results"; and second,

even where the results are genuinely unbiased, they may still lack public credibility.'t' The

difficulties associated with relying on systems of internal monitoring are recognised by the

chemical industry, and led to the introduction of external MSV procedures by the ICCA in

1996. As yet, these procedures are still in their infancy. ''u

Furthermore, under a voluntary industry scheme such as Responsible Care, there are no

credible sanctions even where a company fails in its obligations under the scheme. The

industry association can terminate membership by the company, but in practice the likelihood

of expulsion is extremely low, as most associations prefer not to wield the stick on a

voluntary scheme; and in any event, most companies can profitably exist outside the

association. Added to this is the problem that industry associations generally act as lobbyists

on behalf of their members, and are committed to defending the sectoral interests of the

industry. This raises serious questions as to whether an association responsible for industry

public relations and advocacy will be able to credibly advance and defend a scheme for

environmental protection.'tt

1t4 rbid at 165.
rt5 Ibid aTt67-t68.
ttu 

See above nt67 p509, and accompanying text.
r77 Gunningham N, "The Chemical Industry", above n168 at 168-170
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Gunningham argues that Responsible Care has delivered a mixed performance thus far. He

argues that: Responsible Care "remains one of the most the most sophisticated and advanced

self-regulatory schemes yet developed"; the codes of practice are "detailed and far-reaching";

there is some "genuine coincidence" between the long-term interests of the industry and the

public interest, which means many firms genuinely with the scheme to succeed; mechanisms

for peer pressure, sharing technology and building trust are well advanced; the scheme has

the virtues of flexibility and lower cost to industry; there seems to be improved dialogue with

communities and more interaction and involvement by managers in environmental issues;

and that the program has already delivered important benefits in terms of emissions

reductions and continual improvement in environmental performanca.'tt

On the other hand, it has been argued that: Responsible Care has not resulted in ongoing

dialogue with environmental groups, who are concerned that they will be accused of being

co-opted by industry; training in Responsible Care principles is not widespread, and is

ineffective below management level; rather than transforming the industry's environmental

approach, the scheme has actually institutionalised existing environmental activities; and

that some of the changes in industry behaviour may have come about through other means

anyway.'t'

Gunningham concludes that the limitations of Responsible Care that it is not appropriate as

a "stand alone" or single instrument of environment protection, but that it may make an

"important contribution" to environmental protection, "achieving far more than

conventional regulatory approaches, provided it is used in an integrated strategy in

conjunction with other instruments and a broader range of institutional actors".'to In

particular, he recommends the threat of government sanctions in order to improve

compliance and give the program more "teeth"; and the provision by government of

credible incentives to ensure industry participation in the scheme.'t'

ttt Ibid arl7r.
r?e Ibid atl'71-172.
tto Ibid arl72: author's italics.
r8r Ibid at2o8-222.
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10.3.2 Strengths and Límítations of Industry Association Codes of Conduct

10.3.2.1 Strengths

First, as with private internal codes of conduct, it has been argued that as industry codes of

conducts are voluntary, they are more likely to be obeyed once signed by companies, and

thereby have a greater potential for success than a public code in promoting integrity among

international corporate executives.'t' Private industry codes avoid the cumbersome and time-

consuming process of negotiation involved in drafting an instrument of international law.

Second, the avoidance of "command and control" regulation is perceived by industry to be a

major benefit and has been a major incentive prompting the development of industry codes

of conduct in the environmental sphere. For example, one of the reasons behind the

development of the Australian Minerals Council's Industry Code for Environmental

Management was the recognition that "if the industry did not have in place a recognised and

respected code, and if the industry was not seen to be regulating itself, then governments

would police it with increasingly prescriptive and restrictive regulations", resulting in

,,higher costs, less flexibility, reduced access to land and longer, more complex and costly

project approvals". 
t*'

An industry code of conduct can be drafted to suit the particular needs and structures of

different industries, offering increased flexibility and low cost and innovative methods for

improved performance in the area of regulation. Responsible Care has detailed and far

reaching codes that are tailored to the needs of the chemical industry. It offers companies the

benefit of flexibility and lower costs, and provides the opportunity for firms to be the

innovative in improving health, safety and environmental performance, in contrast to

,,command and control" government regulation, which is perceived by industry to be "rigid,

inflexible, over-prescriptive, ineptly administered and unnecessarily costly".'* Similarly, an

oil industry code of conduct for operations on indigenous peoples' traditional lands could be

tailored to the features of the oil industry, specifically recognising and incorporating the

t82 Baker M, above n9 at 415; Gunningham N, "The Chemical Industry", above nl68 aT I79'
tt, Wells D, "Corporate Environmental Management Systems", above n148 at 531 and 544. See also Trainor

K,..Taking ttrè Vt¡tr Out of Environmental Management Systems", 1997 AMPLA Yrbk 555 at 560-561.

See above, Chapter 9, Section 9.3.2,pp409-410.
r8a Gunningham N, "environment, Self-Regulation, and the Chernical Industry", above n59 at 87'
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standards and guidelines of oil industry bodies such as the API and the OGP, and based upon

existing and emerging best practices of the oil industry regarding the environment and

community relations.

Third, voluntary industry codes of conduct may provide a tool for ensuring compliance with

existing laws through the "creation of an atmosphere in which an economically viable

environmental ethic can be inculcated within tho management of business and industry

generally, and the oil industry in particular".'tt Responsible Care has contributed to the

development of an "industry morality" where environmental protection is seen as a

legitimate aspiration of companies, and there is considerable scope for peer group pressure to

act as an agent for change. The structure of the chemical industry, which is characterised by

strategic alliances, product swapping and technology sharing, has allowed the national

chemical manufacturers associations to exert pressure for environmental improvement.

The international oil industry has some similarities with the chemical industry that could

make a self-regulatory scheme viable. The structure of the international oil industry is

similar in that there are large transnational oil companies with high public profiles that are

vulnerable to adverse publicity, that could drive the implementation of the Code' The

increasing use of joint ventures, the increasing cooperation between industry bodies such as

the API, OGP to develop common standards and guidelines for the oil industry, and the

regular òharing by oil companies of their best practices,'tu provide the opportunity for mutual

aid and cooperation between companies. The industry is also characterised by the existence

of smaller national oil companies, geophysical contractors, drilling contractors and

subcontractors such as road crews, that operate within national borders, and do not have high

public profiles. The transnational companies could drive reform in countries where they

have long history of operations and influence, such as Latin America and Africa, through

application of the Code to their contractors and subcontractors. However, the international

oil industry is also characterised by the existence of countries with one powerful state-owned

company where transnational oil companies are of limited influence, such as Russia and the

ttt Orrg D, "International Legal Developments in Environmental Protection: Implications for the Oil Industry"

(19é7) 4(l) Australasian J Nat Resources L & Pot'y 55 at 103; see also Gunningham's comments, noted

above, that Responsible Care has inculcated a sense of industrial morality in the chemical industry where

environmental protection has become a legitimate aspiration of companies.
186 Arnerican Petròleum Institute, "Protecting the Enviromnent - Introduction", 30 June 1999, American

Petroleum Institute <http ://www. api. orglehs/PTE/protectintro. htm>.
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Middle Eastern countries. The involvement of these state-owned companies is vital if a Code

of Conduct is to have a truly global application.

Fourth, an industry code may provide its adherents with a competitive edge of their

international competitors."t A company with a track record of adhering to a Code of

Conduct for oil operations on indigenous peoples lands will gain a good reputation for

managing indigenous and human rights issues and, to the extent that the Code also covers

environmental management, a good reputation for managing environmental issues, thereby

increasing "regulatory agency and stakeholder confidence" in the company's ability to

successfully manage development on indigenous peoples traditional lands. This may lead to

the company receiving preference in the award of exploration and development rights and, to

the extent that the Code also covers environmental management, may lead to other benefits

such as reduces inspections by regulatory agencies, lower licence and permit fees and

expedited environmental approvals. On the other hand, a company that signs a voluntary

industry code of conduct and fails to live up to the Code could attract more criticism and a

poorer reputation than if it did not become a signatory in the first place. 't'

Fifth, industry codes may enhance and support national legislation and provide standards

against which indigenous and environmental NGOs can measure company perfbrmance. The

performance indicators, external monitoring procedures, and publication and reporting

features of Responsible Care provide a basis for comparing the performance of different

companies, and identifying recalcitrant firms and exposing them to adverse publicity.

Similarly, an oil industry code of conduct for operations on indigenous peoples' traditional

lands, which required the development and use of uniform and verifiable indicators for

environmental and human rights performance, in conjunction with third party monitoring and

the publication of audit results, would provide a basis for measuring and exposing the

environmental and human rights practices of oil companies. As environmental reporting of

the oil industry is not uniform, and social reporting is in its infancy, further development of

these practices must occur for the Code to be effective. Ideally, the OGP and national

associations would cooperate with each other and relevant nongovernmental and

intergovernmental organisations to develop meaningful and uniform environmental and

social performance indicators and standardised reporting formats.

ttt Wells D, above n148 at 542; Trainor K, above nl83 at 560-561
tt* wells D, ibid at 542 and 546'547.
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Sixth, an industry code of conduct may such as Responsible Care may improve dialogue and

relations between the public, interested groups and the industry, through forums such as the

National Advisory Panels. Public participation in an oil industry code of conduct would not

only offer the opportunity for community empowerment and improved public relations, but

would also be essential for ensuring the self-regulation of the industry is honest and

transparent, providing communities are not "apathetic or lacking in any genuine sense".'tn

An industry code also offers the advantage of avoiding the diffusion of a number of

individual private internal codes of conduct, and the attendant difficulties this creates in

terms of monitoring compliance. For example, with one organisation being responsible for

monitoring compliance, uniformity in results can be achieved across different corporations,

and, if monitoring is done externally, the results may be seen as more trustworthy. In the

United States the external monitoring process of Responsible Care is managed for the CMA

by the independent consulting firm Verrico Associates, which manages all aspects of the

process. Independent external verification in Australia is conducted by one of the firms of

independent auditors selected and trained by PACIA. In addition to national implementation

and monitoring systems, the ICCA coordinates and promotes worldwide adherence to

Responsible Care through its members, the national chemical manufacturers associations, by

requiring them to report annually on progress in the implementation of Responsible Care

according to standardised features.

A code of conduct for oil companies operating on indigenous peoples' lands could be

implemented in a similar fashion. National associations such as the API would be

responsible for selecting and training independent monitors. The OGP could coordinate and

promote worldwide adherence to the Code through reporting requirements, imposed on its

members which are industry associations, such as the API. Where one large state-owned

company dominates the production process, such as in some Middle Eastern countries, and

there is no relevant industry association, the reporting requirements on progress in

implementing the code would have to be imposed directly on the company. Specific

proposals for the implementation and monitoring by the OGP and national associations of a

Code of Conduct for the oil industry will be discussed further in Chapter 13.

Itn Gunningham N, "Environmental Managernent Systems and Community Participation: Rethinking

Chemical Industry Regulation" (1998) 16(2) UCLA J Envtl L & Pol'y 3I9; reprinted on-line
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Finally, it has been argued that industry codes of practice may make a positive contribution

in emerging economies by supplementing existing environmental and land rights legislation

and law enforcement mechanisms where these are weak or inadequate.'* Self-regulation by

the oil industry through an industry code of conduct could be beneficial, providing there is

appropriate oversight and the code is diligently pursued.''' An industry code of conduct

provides an additional method of improving the situation of indigenous peoples by requiring

companies, not governments, to adopt and enforce their own standards of behaviour and

avoid violations of rights. However, an industry code of conduct must not overshadow the

importance of continuing to pressure governments to enforce their own laws pertaining to

indigenous peoples, and the role of international legal mechanisms in this regard.'"

Governments control the recognition of land titles and the awarding of oil exploration and

production rights; an industry code of conduct must go hand in hand with continuing efforts

to pressure governments to respect and enforce laws relating to land titles and environmental

protection.

10.3.2.2 Limitations

As with any private voluntary non-legally binding code, implementing credible and effective

enforcement and monitoring procedures remains the major drawback of industry codes of

conduct. V/hile monitoring by the company of its progress under a Code of Conduct is

essential, internal monitoring schemes are open to manipulation by corporations and the

results are often perceived as unreliable by the public. Until 1996, enforcement and

monitoring under Responsible Care took the form of internal company monitoring'

assessment and reporting only. However, the difficulties associated with relying on systems

of internal monitoring have been recognised by the chemical industry, and external

monitoring verification procedures are gradually being implemented.

Furthermore, the independence and reliability of external monitoring undertaken by an

industry body that is also concerned with advocacy on behalf of the industry is also likely to

<http:/iwww.searchbank.com/searchbanlc/adelaide>, at 2'7. Atl future page references are to the on-line

version.
leo Cueto S, above nl23 at 610; Wälde T, "Environmental Policies Towards Mining in Developing Countries"

(1992) l0(4) J Energ,t & Naturql Res L 327 '
rel Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, above n64 at 1560.
tn' 

See Chapters 7 to 9.
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be questioned by critics. This would be the case in the oil industry, where one of the stated

aims of the International Association of Oil and Gas Producers (OGP) is "to represent our

members' interests at global and regional regulatory bodies", and one of its stated purposes is

to "work with international regulators to develop workable proposals which take full account

of industry views".'nt External monitoring and verification by accredited, independent

organisations is a crucial aspect of a viable self-regulatory scheme. However, even third

party oversight has potential limitations including auditors that are "less than vigilant or

vulnerable to capture by the very industries they audit"."o

Furthermore, where internal or external monitoring reveals non-compliance with the code,

there are no effective sanctions available to industry associations to punish the recalcitrant

firm. Under Responsible Care, the industry association can terminate membership by the

company, but in practice the likelihood of expulsion is extremely low, and most companies

can profitably exist outside the association, thus, apart from public exposure and negative

publicity, there is a lack of credible sanctions. This would also be the case in the

international oil industry.

Second, any voluntary industry scheme is open to the possibility of "free riding", where

some firms do not make the necessary expenditures under the scheme, preferring instead to

save costs whilst benefiting from the improved public image of the industry. Firms that do

adopt the code may be placed at a short-term competitive disadvantage. Furthermore, free

riders that continue to operate in a manner against the spirit of the code may, through

negative publicity, undermine the benefits of an improved public image and enhanced

industry credibility, and thereby deter other companies from joining the scheme.

The existence of free riders is a problem in the chemical industry, where there is a contrast

between the large transnational chemical corporations, who have the resources and capacity

to invest in environmental initiatives with long-term effects, and the smaller chemical

enterprises who do not have the capacity and resources to make the same long-term

investments, and who are not sensitive to adverse publicity as they do not have high public

profiles. The oil industry is likely to face the problem of free riders, given the existence of

smaller oil companies, geophysical contractors, drilling contractors and subcontractors such

re3 International Association of Oil and Gas Producers (OGP), "What We Do", 3 February 2000, OGP

<http://www. ogP. org.uk>.
,no Guniingham Ñ, "pnvironmental Management Systems and Community Participation", above nl89 at27.
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as road crews, that operate within national borders, and do not have high public profiles'

While transnational oil corporations will be able to encourage contractors to observe the code

by making this a condition of contract, and by providing training in the code, transnational

corporations do not have the presence and influence in all countries to make this a complete

solution to the free rider problem.

Given the existence of enforcement and free rider problems, Gunningham has suggested that

co-regulation rather than self-regulation may be the most viable way of preserving the

advantages of a scheme such as Responsible Care. This means the existence of a degree of

government regulation in combination with the compliance mechanisms implemented by the

industry itself. He argues that

government intervention may be necessary to ensure that the industry association performs its

self-regulatory tasks honestly and effectively, to provide "extra leverage where the industry

association's efforts and powers are insufficient to change the behaviour of recalcitrants; to

regulate the behaviour of those who refuse to participate in the self-regulatory scheme; and to

iniervene directly where the gap between industry self-interest and the public interest is too

large for self-regulation alone to be a credible strategy. ''5

Co-regulation would involve a three-tiered response. First, enterprises are encouraged to

regulate themselves . Large companies, by extending pressures to conform to the Code to

subcontractors such as geophysical contractors and road construction crews, can act as

surrogate regulators. Second, third party oversight through independent audits and

monitoring is essential. Communities also have a role to play in the decision-making process

and act as inspectors, scrutinising the behaviour of firms, and providing impetus for change.

Third, government regulation is required to underpin the scheme. The government would set

minimum standards and reserve the right to impose legal sanctions where enterprises failed

to live up to their promises. However, the day-to-day administration of the scheme would be

the responsibility of industry, subject to third-party audit and community scrutiny. This form

of government regulation operates as a back-up mechanism when there is reason to believe

that third-party audit and community scrutiny mechanisms are not operating effectiv"ly.'*

Gunningham suggest five circumstances might trigger an intervention from the government

regulator. These are:

519

tnt Ibid at 26.
,nu Ibid at27-28; Gunningham N, "The Chemical Industry", above n168 at I9I'213.
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1) If a community representative, having exhausted internal procedures, complains that the

audit was not, in his-or-her view, fair and accurate;

2) If the third party audit report itself expresses serious reservations about the effectiveness of

the EMS;
3) If a regulator's verification of the third-party audit (conducted randomly on a small minority

of audits) suggest that the audit was not fair and accurate;

4) If there is a serious accident or incident, or a series of complaints from workers or local

communities (although safeguards against vexatious complaints_are needed); and

5) Ifthe relevant industiy association requests such intervention. 'n'

The advantages of this approach is that government retains a role in ensuring prescribed

outcomes are achieved, but does not resort to inflexible, costly, prescriptive and legalistic

mechanisms to do so. Those parts of industry that demonstrate that they can be trusted to

self-regulate are left to decide how they should improve their performance by devising their

own internal regulatory mechanisms, thereby encouraging more innovative and cost-effective

industry responses. Government would operate "at a distance", exercising an oversight role

rather than directly policing the industry performance. This would involve periodic review

of company self-monitoring results and summaries of third-party audits. Government would

take account of complaints against members of the scheme and of community concerns. 
res

Are incentives for participating in the Code of Conduct and regulatory scheme required? On

the one hand, the answer would be no. As Gunningham as remarked in the case of the

chemical industry, in the oil industry there are compelling reasons for industry self-interest,

including the need to rebuild community trust and maintain legitimacy, and thereby secure

the long-term future of the industry. Those oil companies that have engaged in positive

programs with indigenous communities have found economic benefits in terms of reduced

conflict, risks and delays and enhanced community relations. Adopting sound environmental

technology can also have economic benefits in terms of reducing clean up and disposal costs

and reducing environmental liability risks. In this view, combining indigenous and

environmental concerns with development will increase long-term profits, enhance corporate

image and reputation, improve efficiency and quality, foster greater consumer acceptance of

the company and its products, reduce potential legal liability and ease regulatory pressures. 
r99

On the other hand, there are conditions where the economic benefits of investing in

community relations and environmental protection programmos are tenuous or non-existent,

and where the costs of implementing environmental and community protection schemes will

re7 Gunningham N, "Environmental Management Systems and Community Participation", ibid at 28'
re8 lbid.t" rbidat29
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not be offset by any savings. Requirements of establishing EMS and auditing systems may

be particularly costly to enterprises; codes in general require time and resources by

companies to implement successfully; and investors may judge the company solely on short-

term performance, leaving managers vulnerable to criticism by shareholders. There may be a

role for government to play in providing incentives to firms to invest in an industry code of

conduct. Incentives could take the form of a logo or other publicity related benefits; reduced

fees or tax incentives under the licensing system; making participation a condition for

tendering for government oil contracts; and subsidies to encourage firms that, because of

their size or economic circumstances, would be unlikely to adopt the Code.t*

Even where governments act as "back up" regulators, the enforcement of voluntary industry

codes may still be ineffective because of the possibility of regulatory capture. "Regulatory

capture" refers to a "process by which government agencies responsible for corporate

regulation shift from enforcing public interest law to serving the interests of the corporate

identities being 'regulated"'.'o' Regulatory capture may take the form of "systemic capture",

that is, the capture of a whole regulatory system by an industry through, for example, anti-

competitive licensing; or "influence capture", brought about through the interchange of

personnel, identification with industry values through frequent contact, or direct personal

inducement (corruption), which is the crudest form of capture.to' Ong has foreseen the

possibility of "cosy" relationships developing between oil companies and governments in the

implementation of voluntary environmental codes of conduct for the oil industry.'o'

Finally, any industry standards adopted by only some national associations may dichotomise

indigenous peoples between those who receive the benefits of a code and those who do not.

However, this is also a potential problem for a public international code contained in a treaty

as not all states may become party to a treaty, or states may make reservations to the treaty.

'oo Ibid at 30; Gunningham N, "The Chernical Industry", above n168 at214-222.
2or Briody M and Prenzler T, "The Enforcement of Environmental Protection Laws in Queensland: A Case of

Regulatory Capture?" (1998) l5(l) EPIJ 54 at 55.
,0, Ibiá; Mariden S, Gibson K and Hollingworth C, "Tasmania's Environmental Improvement Programs and

the "Brown Issues" - Environmental Accountability or Regulatory Capture?" (2000) l7(I) EPLJ 24 af 26.

Other inducements to regulatory capture identified by Briody and Prenzler include "agency survival",

where the agency seeks to appease interest groups that have strong influence with the agency's political

masters; situations where legislation is partly symbolic, designed to fulfil international obligations or

appease public interest groups, with "a tacit understanding between government and regulators of

underenfõrcement"; and the use of "dirty tricks" by corporations, such as disinformation campaigns,

discrediting determined regulators, implied threats such as disinvestrnents and political patronage through

party political donations.

'o' O.rg D, above n185 at 104.
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I0.4 Nongovernmental Organisation Codes of Conduct

A fourth type of code of conduct is a non-government, non-industry code of conduct, usually

drafted by non-government organisations, such as environmental and human rights

organisations, that may be adopted by corporations. Although corporate adoption of this

type of code, which will be referred to as an "NGO code of conduct", is completely

voluntary, such a code will generally contain some type of compliance monitoring

mechanism. In the context of this thesis, an NGO code of conduct for oil companies

operating on indigenous peoples' traditional lands would involve an NGO, or a coalition of

NGOs concerned with human rights, indigenous rights and/or the environment, publishing

the Code and monitoring compliance with its provisions'

As these types of codes may vary considerably between organisations, I will demonstrate the

possible features and operation of this type of code by describing three NGO codes of

conduct: the Sullivan Principles, which established a code of conduct for United States'

corporations operating in South Africa; and the CERES (Coalition for Environmentally

Responsible Economies) Principles for corporate environmental conduct; and the US

Workplace Code of Conduct of the Apparel Industry Partnership, which is a voluntary

agreement between industry members and human rights groups aimed at ensuring the

observance of labour rights in the footwear and clothing industries.'*

Other well-known NGO codes that will not be described here include: the MacBride

Principles, which were designed to influence the activities of US companies operating in

Northern Ireland;'o'the Slepak Principles, which established a code of conduct in the field of

human rights for American transnational corporations operating in the former Soviet

Union;t* the Miller Principles, which sought to establish a code of conduct for transnational

2oa Bloomfield H, above n95.
2os MacBride S, The MacBride Principles 2 (Irish National Caucus, Washington DC, 1984), reprinted with

amplifications in McCrudden C, "Human Rights Codes for Transnational Corporations: What Can the

Sullivan and MacBride Principles Tell Us?" (1999) 19 Oxford J Legal Stud 167 at 184-186, and in Perez-

Lopez J, "Promoting International Respect for Worker Rights Through Business Codes of Conduct" (1993)

t7qt¡ Fordham Int'l IJ I at 10-12. For information on the MacBride Principles see Cassel D, above n59 at

lgil-1972; Compa L and Hinchliffe-Darricarrère T, above n94 at 671-672;Perez-Lopez J, id at 9-I2,30'
32 and 40-42,

206 Perez-Lopez J, ibid.
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corporations operating in China and Tibet;'zot and the "Maquiladora Standards of Conduct",

which were developed by a coalition of religious and environmental groups in response to

concerns about pollution, unsafe working conditions and poverty-level wages in the

maquiladora zoîe along the USA-Mexico border.'o'

10.4.1 Features of Three NGO Codes of Conduct

10,4.1 ,1 The Sullivan PrinciPles

The Sullivan Principles,'t introduced in l9l7 as a response to apartheid, established a code

of conduct for United States' corporations operating in South Africa. Developed by the

Reverend Leon Sullivan, a board member of General Motors Corporation, the Principles

were initially adopted by 12 US firms, including General Motors. By 1986, some 200 of the

260 US corporations operating in South Africa had adopted the Principles.''o The Principles

as originally proposed consisted of six elements: nonsegregation of the races; equal and fair

employment practices for all employees; equal pay for equal or comparable work; initiation

of training programs to prepare "blacks, coloreds and Asians" for supervisory,

administrative, clerical and technical jobs; increasing the number of blacks, coloreds and

Asians in management and supervisory positions; and improving the quality of employees'

lives outside the worþlace in areas such as housing, transportation, schooling, recreation and

health facilities. The Principles underwent elaboration or "amplification" over time, with the

fourth amplification in November 1984 calling for companies to engage in "social justice"

activities such as disobeying apartheid laws and supporting black South Africans seeking to

use services such as beaches and transportation, from which they were barred.tt'

20? H,R. 1571,l}2d, Cong., lst Sess. (1991). See Perez-Lopez J, ibid.
,ot Interfaith Centre foi Corporate Responsibility, Maquiladora Standards of Conduct (1991). Extracts

reprinted in Perez-LopezJ, ibid; Compa L and Hinchliffe-Darricarrère T, above n94 at672-6'73.
,on RËverend Leon H Sullivan, Sullivan Principles þr U.S. Corporqtions Operating in South Africa, reprinted

24 ILM 1496 (1985). For information on the Sullivan Principles, see Baker M, above n9 al 418-420;

Cassel D, above n59 at 1910-1971; Compa L and Hinchliffe-Darricarrère T, above n94 at' 666-667;

McCrudden C, above n205; Pink D, "The Yaldez Principles: Is What's Good for America Good for

General Motors?" (1990) 8 Yale L & Pot'y.Rev 180 at 182-185; Perez-Lopez J, above n205 at 5-9,2'7-29

and 36-40; Zondorak V, "A New Face in Corporate Environmental Responsibility: The Yaldez Principles"

(1991) 18 Bosf Coll Env Aff L Rev 45'7 af 474-479.
2ro Cassel D, above n59 atI97O.
2rr Perez-Lopez J, above n205 at6-9.
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The Sullivan Principles established an elaborate audit mechanism administered by an

independent accounting and consulting firm to ensure compliance.''' Companies that became

signatories paid yearly dues of between $1,000 and $7,000 to take part in the program. The

signatory corporations were required to answer periodical questionnaires about hiring

practices, promotion policies, investment in the community and other matters. Reporting

forms were filed for each operation in which a signatory owned more than 507o of the equity,

or exercised control, and where there were 25 of more employees. These reports were

inspected by outside auditors and evaluated and rated by consulting firm Arthur D. Little Inc.

Companies received one of the following grades: (I) making good progress; (II) making

progress; (III-A) needs to become more active/low point ranking; or (III-B) needs to become

more active/did not meet basic requirements. No direct penalty for non-compliance was

levied on companies, but the results were published, generating costs in terms of negative

publiciry."3

Commentators are divided about the success of the Principles. In 1987, the founder, Rev

Sullivan, stated that the Principles had failed in their ultimate purpose of eliminating

apartheid, and that the only alternative was for companies to pull out of South Africa.''o

Critics have contended that Sullivan Principles provided "camouflage" to companies that

should have refused to operate in South Africa; that is, the Principles provided a justification

for companies operating in, and profiting from, a fundamentally corrupt and discriminatory

. 2t5
system.

Others have asserted that the Sullivan Principles were not completely unsuccessful' The

Principles established new standards for investment decisions by investment funds, as

University endowments and state and city pension funds in the US used adherence to the

principles as a factor in their investment decisions.''u The Principles improved the quality of

life for many black South Africans working for American companies, brought the issues of

South Africa to a wider array of the American population, and added to the voices calling for

reform.t" The Sullivan Principles also "pioneered a new social responsibility strategy",

"t Compa L and Hinchliffe-Darricarrère T, above n94 at 666.
2t3 Perez-Lopez J, above n205 at 36-3'7; Pink D, above n209 at 183.
tr4 Pink D, ibid at 184-5,

'tt lbid at 189.
2t6 Ibid at 184. See above, Chapter 9, Section 9 '4.5, n283 p257 .

211 perez-Lopez J, above n205 at 43; Pink D, ibid at 185; Zondorak V, above n209 aI4'76
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providing a model for other private codes of conduct regulating corporate behaviour, notably

the MacBride Principles and the CERES Principles'"'

10.4.1.2 US Workplace Code of Conduct

On 14 April 1997 President Clinton announced a new agreement had been reached by the

Apparel Industry Partnership (AIP), a group of leaders from the footwear and clothing

industry, labour unions, NGOs and consumer groups.t'' The AIP 'Workplace Code of

Conduct is a voluntary, industry-wide agreement that: prohibits the use of forced labour and

child labour; guarantees the payment of minimum wages; places a cap on mandatory

overtime; recognises the right to freedom of association and collective bargaining; guarantees

freedom from discrimination, abuse and harassment; and provides for a safe and healthy

working environment for workers. Companies that adopt the Workplace Code of Conduct

must require their contractors to adopt the Code.

The Code's "Principles of Monitoring" require companies to implement an internal

monitoring system that "outlines the obligations each company must undertake to ensure the

Code is enforced in its facilities and its contractors' facilities both domestically and

abroad"."o The Code also provides for the use of independent, external monitors to review

company policies and practices and verify that companies who sign the Code are in

compliance with their obligations and commitments under the Code. The external

monitoring is to be undertaken by an independent association developed by the AIP which

also has responsibility for recruiting new members to abide by the code, and developing a

mechanism for public information'"'

The Workplace Code of Conduct has been subject to a number of criticisms. First, the

substantive provisions of the Code dealing with freedom of association and collective

bargaining, wages and benefits, hours of work, and overtime compensation have been

criticised as ineffective to protect workers' rights'222

2rt Perez-Lopez J, ibid at 43-44; Pink D, ibid at 186; Zondorak Y, ibid af 479
2te Bloomfield H, above n95 at 576.
220 Ibid at 5'77.

"t Ibid.
222 rbidat 578-584.
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Second, the Principles of Monitoring have been criticised for "fail[ing] to provide effective

monitoring practices and offer[ing] little hope for increased compliance"."' As regards the

companies' monitoring systems, the framers of the Principles envisioned "highly credible,

local monitors who would visit factories on a regular basis and set up off-site meetings to

discuss problems with workers and management"."o Most companies use independent

monitors from "for-profit" auditing firms or send inspectors into contract factories to audit

the payroll records of their contractors. There are two difficulties with this. First, there are

no safeguards in place to ensure independent monitors will be able to avoid corporate

influence on their inspection reports. Second, this ignores the "reality of workers' lives", as

those who labour under repressive conditions and require the protection of the Code are the

most unlikely or unable to speak openly and make complaints to representatives of private

accounting firms. It has been suggested that local human rights, labour, religious and other

non-profit organisations, whose members live in and are respected in the local community,

and are able to speak the native language, should undertake the monitoring process."t

Third, the coverage of the Workplace Code is limited to US transnationals operating in the

US and abroad, and through them, their contractors. It does not apply to the large clothing

and footwear transnational corporations of other countries, such as Japan. The Code of

Conduct may lead to a situation where the workforce in emerging economies is divided

between those who are covered by the Code and those who are not. To uniformly protect all

workers, the Code would have to be adopted by the companies of all countries.

10.4.1.3 The CERES PrinciPles

The Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies (CERES) was formed by social

investors, environmental groups, religious organisations, public pensions trustees and public

interest groups in the United States shortly after the Exxon Valdez incident in 1989. On 7

September 1989, CERES published a set of 10 voluntary principles for corporate

environmental conduct, initially called the Valdez Principles, but renamed the CERES

principles in June lggz."u The CERES Principles are designed to provide investors with

223 Ibid at 584.
224 rbid.

"t rbidat 584-585.
,,u For information on the CERES Principles, see Pink D, above n209; Srnith J Andy III, "The CERES

principles: A Voluntary Code for Corporate Envirorunental Responsibility" (1993) 18 Yale J Int'l L 307',

Zondoìak V, above n209; and the CERES internet site <http://www.ceres.orglindex.html>.
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information about corporations' environmental responsibility, enabling those investors to

influence corporate conduct regarding the environment through the allocation of investment

'. t 227
caprtal.

By adopting the Principles, corporations "publicly affirm" their belief that corporations

"have a responsibility for the environment, and must conduct all aspects of their business as

responsible stewards of the environment by operating in a manner that protects the Earth".t"

Signatories to the Principles make commitments in the areas of: protection of the biosphere

(Principle 1); sustainable use of natural resources (Principle 2); reduction and disposal of

wastes (Principle 3); energy conservation (Principle 4); risk reduction (Principle 5); safe

products and services (Principle 6); environmental restoration (Principle 7); informing the

public (Principle 8); management commitment (Principle 9); and audits and reports

(Principle 10).

Compliance with the Principles is monitored by CERES. Signatory corporations are required

to submit an annual report on their progress in implementing the Principles. Through

Principle 10, entitled "Audits and Reports", signatories undertake to: conduct an annual self-

evaluation of progress in implementing the Principles; support the timely creation of

generally accepted environmental audit procedures; and annually complete the CERES

Report, which is made available to the public. The CERES Report is standardised, with each

signatory corporation answering the same set of questions in the same format. These

questions collect information on the corporations' adherence to the Principles in order to

assess emergency response and public disclosure policies, relationships with suppliers,

energy use and environmental auditing programs.ttn This is a relatively unique situation, as

many corporations are unwilling to subject their environmental policies to independent

oversight by NGOs such as CERES.

The Principles call on corporations to adopt an active role in protecting the environment,

rather than complying with minimum legal requirements set by governments. In response to

corporate concerns that the audit and disclosure provisions exposed corporations to the risk

of increased litigation and heavier legal liability than that created by law, the Principles were

amended ]n 1992 to include a disclaimer that they are "not intended to create new legal

"' PirkD, ibid at 188; Smith J Andy III, ibid at 308.
,r* CERES, Guide to the CERES Principles 2 (1992), "Introduction", reproduced in Smith J Andy III, ibid at

3t4.
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liabilities, expand existing rights or obligations, waive legal defences, or otherwise affect the

legal position of any signatory company, and are not intended to be used against a signatory

in any legal proceeding for any purpose"."o

The CERES Principles, although modelled on the Sullivan Principles, operate under different

conditions than those applying to the Sullivan Principles."' The first difference is that while

the Sullivan Principles affected companies operating overseas, the CERES Principles apply

to domestic operations. This means companies could face greater scrutiny from US groups

and the media, and could deter participation. Second, the Sullivan Principles provided

companies with an alternative to complete withdrawal from South Africa, and thus a

compelling incentive for joining the programme; no analogous incentive exists to persuade

companies to sign the CERES Principles. Third, the Sullivan Principles were designed to

help US corporations address a system that they did not create. The CERES Principles are

designed to solve and avert a set of environmental problems created by corporations. Some

companies may be averse to signing the CERES Principles if it means implicitly

acknowledging they contribute to negative environmental conditions, or be seen as an

admission of fault. Finally, as the CERES Principles operate with respect to domestic

operations and not merely one aspect of overseas operations, and as the CERES Principles

demand more action such as changing board members, disclosing information and submitting

to public audits, the cost of complying with the CERES principles is likely to be greater.

10.4.2 Strengths and Límítations of NGO Codes of Conduct

10.4.2.1 Strengths

As NGO codes of conducts are privately-drawn codes, some of the strengths will be the same

as those identified for other types of private codes. Because they are voluntary, they are

more likely to be obeyed once signed by companies, and thereby have a greater potential for

success than a public code in promoting integrity among international corporate executives."t

In countries where law enforcement mechanisms are weak, private codes voluntarily signed

"n smith J Andy III, ibid at 313.
230 ZondorakV, above n209 af485; CERES Principles, "Disclaimer", reproduced in Smith J Andy III, ibid at

316.
231 PinkD, above n209 at 188-191.
232 Baker M, above n9 at 4I5.
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by corporations may be more effective in regulating their conduct than national or

international codes forced upon them."t Thus, for example, a corporation that has

voluntarily signed the CERES principles and is subject to their monitoring provisions and

publication of the audit results is more likely to employ good environmental practices in its

operations in an emerging economy with poor institutional capacity than a company that has

not, even though both companies are subject to the same national environmental laws.

Well-drafted private NGO codes of conduct that are consistent with international law can act

as instruments of "moral persuasion, strengthened by the authority of international

organisations and the support of public opinion"."o Private NGO codes may enhance and

support the provisions of national legislation, or may fill gaps in the law. For example, the

CERES Principles go beyond requirements of environmental legislation by requiring

corporations to adopt an active role in protecting the environment, not merely complying

with minimum legal requirements. The Sullivan Principles operated against the provisions

of apartheid by promoting policies of equality towards black people in South Africa where

the legal regime entrenched discrimination.

private NGO codes provide standards against which indigenous and environmental NGOs

can measure company performance. For example, the CERES Report, which is made

available to the public, enables the public and NGOs to assess corporations' emergency

response and public disclosure policies, relationships with suppliers, energy use and

environmental auditing programs. Under the US Workplace Code of Conduct, company

policies, practices and performance in the area of labour rights are subject to external review

and assessment. The Sullivan Principles exposed company signatories to external scrutiny of

activities such as hiring practices and promotion policies in South Africa.

NGO codes also avoid the cumbersome and time-consuming process of negotiation involved

in drafting an instrument of international law; nor do they require congressional or

parliamentary approval.235 For example, the CERES Principles were drafted within months

of the Exxon Valdez incident in 1989, with subsequent revision and improvement.

233 Cueto S, above n123 at 608.
t34 Ibid.t" Baker M, above n9 at 416.
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As with industry codes, NGO codes offer some advantages over private internal codes of

conduct. First, an NGO code will avoid the diffusion of a number of individual codes, and

the attendant difficulties this creates in terms of monitoring compliance. In the field of

labour rights, the International Labour Organisation has expressed concerns about the

proliferation of diverse private internal codes, such as the Nike, Levi Strauss and Reebok

codes of conducts, and their relationship to the role of the ILO and the Tripartite Declaration

of Principles Concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy."u Among the concerns

are the non-uniformity of standards in different codes; the exclusion of basic rights from the

content of the Codes; and upholding the integrity of monitoring mechanisms and the

comparability of performance indicators. The US Workplace of Conduct, as an industry-

wide code, establishes uniform standards and obligations for the clothing and footwear

industry in the area of labour rights, thereby avoiding the proliferation of different codes

with inconsistent standards. The Code also establishes an independent association to

undertake monitoring of the Code, thereby ensuring the consistency and comparability of

external verification results.

Second, in the context of transnational corporations operating overseas, a code that is

adopted jointly by a number of corporations will allow those corporations the benefit of

acting in numbers under a united front. A coalition of firms can send much stronger signals

to governments that they intend to uphold human and indigenous rights than individual firms

acting alone."t A coalition of companies removes the onus from individual firms to behave

ethically, and allows transnational corporations to act on an equal footing at least vis-a-vis

each other. For example, a code applied by all oil and gas transnational corporations will

help to address concerns that a transnational corporation that incurs costs to properly

implement a code regarding indigenous peoples' rights will be undercut by other

transnational corporations that are not concerned with indigenous rights.

10.4.2.2 Limitations

Although, once signed, voluntary NGO codes are more likely to be obeyed than codes forced

upon companies, there has been a significant difficulty in practice in getting corporations to

sign NGO codes. With the exception of the Sullivan Principles, where 200 of 260 potential

"u HagenK, above n130 at 2'73-276
,,t De-George T, "'sullivan-Type' Principles for U.S. Multinationals in Emerging Economies" (1997) l8(4) U

Pa J Int'l Economic L ll93 at 1201.
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signatories had signed the principles, broad codes of conduct sponsored by NGOs have not

attracted widespread support, as companies must incur increased costs to comply with codes

of conduct, and as a "one size fits all" approach and external monitoring are generally

resisted by companies."t The large number of signatories to the Sullivan Principles can be

explained by the fact that the Principles provided a degree of legitimacy to the continued

operations of transnational corporations in South Africa in the face of public calls for

withdrawal from the country.

Monitoring and enforcement are major problems with NGO codes of conduct. First, the

independent review of company compliance by NGOs or parties not associated with the

corporation is a significant deterrence to corporate adoption of these codes. Second, as with

private internal codes, monitoring and auditing procedures under NGO codes suffer from

credibility problems, with independent auditors vulnerable to capture by the firms they set

out to audit. For example, under the US Workplace Code of Conduct, most companies use

independent monitors from "for-profit" auditing firms or send inspectors into contract

factories to audit the payroll records of their contractors. However, there are no safeguards

to ensure independent monitors will be able to avoid corporate influence on their inspection

reports.

A further criticism of NGO codes is that companies that adopt these principles not out of a

genuine concern for human rights, but as "camouflage", in order to have an excuse for

operating in and profiting from operations in regimes associated with fundamental human

rights abuses. In particular, the signatories to the Sullivan Principles were criticised for

adopting the Principles as a means of providing legitimacy for their operations in South

Africa in the face of calls by the public for withdrawal of operations from the country, and,

by their presence, helping to prop up the apartheid regime. "n

Furthermore, the implementation of codes such as the US Workplace Code of Conduct,

which is limited in coverage to US transnationals operating in the US and abroad, and

through them, their contractors, and does not apply to the large clothing and footwear

23t For example. as of 1992, only one corporation had committed itself to abide by the terms of the

Maquiladóra Code of Conduct: Compa L and Hinchliffe-Darricarrère T, above n94 a|673;Perez-Lopez J,

above n205 at23. By April 1998, 49 companies had reached agreement in some fashion to implement the

MacBride Principles, "to ttre extent they laufirlly can do so", of which 12 companies have since ended their

ties with Northern lreland, leaving 37 companies with agreements out of approximately 100 eligible

companies: Perez-Lopez J, id at 40; McCrudden C, above n205 at 194'

"n Compa L and Hinciliffe-Darricarrère T' above n94 af 674.
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transnational corporations of other countries such as Japan, may dichotomise the workforce

in emerging economies between those who are covered by the Code and those who are not''oo

To uniformly protect all workers, the Code would have to be adopted by the companies of all

countries. However, this shortcoming is present in other types of codes, for example, public

international codes of conduct, where there are reservations by countries to the provision of

treaties; and also in industry-government codes such as Responsible Care, where the code is

not adopted by the national chemical associations in all countries.

Finally, it has been argued companies can act ethically and in accordance with indigenous

peoples' rights without incurring the costs of signing an NGO code. Subscription to a code

increases company costs, for example, actions demanded by the CERES Principles such as

changing board members, disclosing information and submitting to public audits. These

increased expenditures may well be resisted by companies that are not satisfied with the

provisions of an NGO code, and who may prefer to adopt their own internal code.

Companies that do not subscribe to an NGO code, yet act ethically, may be unfairly viewed

by the public as acting unethically''o'

'oo See above nl36 p499 andaccompanyingtext'
241 De George T, above n237 at 1207.
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CHAPTER 11: CODE OF CONDUCT FOR OIL COMPANTES

ENGAGED IN EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT ON THE

TRADITIONAL LANDS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPTES

In this Chapter, I present a voluntary, private industry-wide code of conduct that is a

statement of principles, standards or norms serving as a basis of behaviour for oil and gas

corporations who operate, or seek to operate, on the lands that indigenous peoples

traditionally occupy. This code draws its inspiration from the operation and implementation

of Responsible Care. My choice of a voluntary, private industry code of conduct rather than

a public international code or private company code is based on examination of the strengths

and weaknesses of the codes, discussed in the previous chapter.

First, a private industry code has the advantage over a public international code of flexibility

and speed of adoption. One of the major disadvantages of a public international code is that

it may take years to negotiate and gain consensus on a code of conduct contained in an

instrument of international law. In the field of indigenous rights, it took ten years (1985-

Igg4) for the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples to be presented to

the Commission on Human Rights; and the Commission's Working Group, which began

discussion on the draft Declaration in 1995, had yet to begin discussion on the provisions

relating to land rights as the start of the year 2000.' Governments, with different policies and

goals, may differ in their interpretation and implementation of a code, and there may be

conflicts between governments regarding the appropriate provisions of a code. Resolving

these differences may be a lengthy (and eventually unsuccessful) process. While a public

code takes years to negotiate, the pressure on indigenous peoples and the destruction of their

lands is proceeding at a rapid pace.

Second, the effective implementation of a public international code of conduct depends on

the willingness and ability of national governments to adopt and successfully enforce the

code. This is true regardless of the legal nature of the instrument.2 The case studies of

Nigeria, Russia and Ecuador in Chapters 3 to 5 demonstrated that in emerging economies,

' See above, Chapter 7, Section 7.3.2,pp273 and 281-285.
2 United NationJSecretariat, Transnational Corporations: Issues Involved in the Formulation of a Code of

conduct,uN Doc. Elc.l}ll'l,20 July 1976 (United Nations, New York, I976) at 12.
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even if the will to protect land rights present, the institutional capacity to enforce the code is

often absent. The problems of enforcing national laws regarding indigenous land rights that

currently exist in emerging economies will also apply in relation to a public code of conduct

regulating corporations that is translated into national law. A private industry code

voluntarily adopted and implemented by oil corporations may have a useful supplementary

role to play in emerging economies where the institutional capacity is lacking to effectively

monitor and enforce the law.

Third, as seen in Chapter 9, there is a current trend towards voluntary self-regulation by

industry in the environmental sphere, allowing corporations to adopt innovative and cost-

effective measures to improve environmental performance, and governments with scarce

resources and increasing budgetary pressures to concentrate on "problem" cases.' A

voluntary industry association code of conduct for oil companies operating on indigenous

peoples' traditional lands recognises this general trend towards self-regulation in the

environmental sphere. In the context of voluntary codes, a industry association code is

preferred to individual corporate codes of conduct, as a world-wide industry code enables the

application of common standards across corporations in different countries, and avoids the

difficulties attaching to the existence of a myriad of private codes, in particular the

difficulties of monitoring and enforcing the codes.

V/hile my proposal for an industry code recognises the trend towards and benefits of self-

regulation, the Code is not intended to replace international and government regulation in the

spheres of human rights and the environment. The proposed industry Code is proffered as

one means of improving the situation of indigenous peoples in emerging economies, but is

not intended to be the only solution to the problems facing indigenous peoples in emerging

economies. An industry Code provides one avenue for raising the standard of behaviour of

corporations and translating indigenous rights into practice while other measures are

undertaken to ensure the recognition of indigenous land rights, including: actions to

strengthen indigenous rights in emerging countries, for example, by enacting land ownership

laws where these are not in existence and demarcating indigenous territories where this has

not been done; addressing the problem of the massive external indebtedness of emerging

economies; strengthening the institutional capacity of emerging economies; improving the

justice system; and eliminating corruption.

3 chapter 9, section 9.3.2.2,pp409-410; see also chapter 10, section 10.3.2.I, pp513-514
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Wasserstrom and Reider, consultants for oil companies, have stated that as "the underlying

social and economic problems in developing countries are overwhelmingly the same -
poverty, lack of basic infrastructure, poor health and education facilities and the desire for

greater democracy", there has been "a significant and largely unintentional convergence of

strategies, methodologies and tactics among companies that have never consciously pursued

common approaches" in the area of community relations.a This Code pulls together some of

these "strategies, methodologies and tactics" and combines them with the rights of

indigenous peoples enumerated in the instruments of international law discussed in Chapters

i and 8, developments in environmental law and practice discussed in Chapter 9, including

existing codes and guidelines developed by relevant industry associations, and

recommendations and suggestions for the protection of indigenous peoples' lands advanced

by NGOs such as the IUCN, in order to provide a common, explicit ethical approach for oil

and gas companies conducting oil and gas activities on indigenous peoples' traditional lands.

Although the oil industry associations and NGOs have drafted guidelines for oil operations in

particular environments, such as the tropics, the Arctic environment and mangrove areas,t in

order to minimise effects on the physical and human environment, including impacts on

indigenous peoples, the code of conduct presented in this thesis is unique. The proposed

Code presented in this thesis sets out principles, standards or norms that are intended to serve

as a basis of behaviour for oil and gas corporations in all environments, as well as containing

recommendations for ways in which the negative impacts of oil exploitation on indigenous

peoples can be minimised. Furthermore, the implementation mechanism of the proposed

voluntary industry code of conduct suggested in this thesis, which would involve the

introduction, establishment and enforcement of the Code by international and national

industry associations and companies, based on the Responsible Care programme, has not

been advanced or discussed by any other writer.

Wasserstrom R and Reider S, "petroleum Companies Crossing New Threshold in Community Relations",

Oit and Gas Journal, 14 December 1998,24 aT25.

See, for example, OiI and Gas Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions: Guídelines for
Environmental protection (IUCN/E&P Forum, Report No. 2.55/185, Gland, Switzerland/Cambridge UK,

1993); Oit and Gas Exploration and Production in Mangrove Areas: Guidelines for Environmental

protection (IUCN/E&P Forum, Report No. 2.541184, Gland, Switzerland, 1993); Conservation

International , Reinventing the WelI: Approaches to Minimising the Environmental and Social Impact of

OiI Development in the Tropics (Conservation International Policy Paper, Vol 2, 1997); International

Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, OiI Exploration in the Tropics: Guidelines

for Environmental Protection (IUCN, Gland, Switzerland, 1991)'

4
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In this chapter, the Code will be printed in full. In Chapter 12 I provide a discussion of each

section, including a description of contentious issues and the justification for inclusion.

Where I have taken the content and wording of the draft Code's provisions from existing

codes, guidelines and documents developed by other organisations, this will be fully

acknowledged in the discussion in Chapter 12, rather than through citations and footnotes

included in the draft Code in Chapter 11, as this will improve the presentation and readability

of the draft Code. The machinery for implementation of the Code is discussed in Chapter 13.
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1 OBJECTIVES OF OIL AND GAS COMPANIES

1.1 The objectives of oil and gas companies are to engage efficiently, responsibly

and profitably in the oil and gas and other selected industries and, in certain cases, to

participate in the search for other sources of energy. Oil and gas companies seek a high

standard of performance, and aim to maintain a long-term position in the competitive

environment.

1.2 Oil and gas companies adopt this Code of Conduct in respect of their oil and gas

exploration and production activities on the traditional lands of indigenous peoples as means

of investing in long-term relationships with indigenous peoples, recognising that such

investment:

. can enhance the long-term profitability of oil and gas companies by avoiding

conflicts over lands and resources that lead to increased risks of violence, delays,

litigation and project costs;

o will help to support public confidence in the international oil and gas industry and

individual companies by addressing changing public expectations and concerns

about the ways in which oil and gas companies conduct business with indigenous

peoples, including concerns over the human rights implications of oil and gas

operations on the traditional lands of indigenous peoples;

o will assist oil and gas companies to operate in a socially responsible manner.

2. GENERAL POLICY

2.t Defïnitions

"Indigenous peoples" means the following:

The terms "indigenous peoples," "indigenous ethnic minorities, "tribal groups," and

,.scheduled tribes" describe social groups with a social and cultural identity distinct from the

dominant society that makes them vulnerable to being disadvantaged in the development

process. For the purposes of this Code of Conduct, "indigenous peoples" is the term that will

be used to refer to these groups.
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Within their national constitutions, statutes, and relevant legislation, many countries include

specific definitional clauses and legal frameworks that provide a preliminary basis for

identifying indigenous peoPles.

Because of the varied and changing contexts in which indigenous peoples are found, no single

definition can capture their diversity. However, indigenous peoples can be identified in

particular geographical areas by the presence in varying degrees of the following

characteristics:

(a) a close attachment to ancestral territories and to the natural resources in these

areas;

(b) self-identification and identification by others as members of a distinct cultural

group;

(c) an indigenous language, often different from the national language;

(d) presence of customary social and political institutions; and

(e) primarily subsistence-oriented production. u

"Lands" includes the concept of territories, which covers the total environment of the area

which the peoples concerned traditionally own or otherwise occupy or use.

.,Traditional lands" means the lands which indigenous peoples traditionally own, occupy,

possess, or use.

2.2. Statements Of PrinciPle

2.2.I Oil and gas companies support the following instruments of international law

relating to human rights and indigenous peoples' rights:

o the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; and

o the International Labour Organisation Convention No. 169 Concerning Indigenous

and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries.

While acknowledging the right of states to own and freely dispose of the subsoil resources

located within the boundaries of their territories, oil and gas companies recognise the rights

6 World Bank Operational Manual, Operational Directive 4.2O, September 1991, World Bank

<http://www. worldbank'org>. paras 3-5, with minor adaptations'
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of indigenous peoples, as set out in ILO Convention No. 169 Concerning Indigenous and

Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries to:

o ownership and possession over their traditional lands;

o decide their own priorities for the process of development as it affects their lives,

beliefs, institutions and spiritual well-being and their traditional lands;

o consultation, prior to any activity for the exploration or exploitation of subsurface

resources taking place on their traditional lands;

o participation, where possible, in the benefits of subsurface resource exploitation

taking place on their traditional lands;

o protection against forced relocation;

o compensation for damage suffered as a result of subsurface resource exploitation

taking place on their traditional lands; and

o be free of force and coercion which prevent the exercise of the rights contained in

ILO Convention No. 169 Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent

Countries.

2.2.2 Oil and gas companies will, as a minimum, abide by the laws, rules and

regulations of the countries in which they do business. Where such laws are inadequate or

not implemented, oil and gas companies will apply responsible standards for the protection

of the physical and cultural environment.

2.2.3 Oil and gas companies will carry out their activities in accordance with

international techniques and practices generally used in the oil industry.

2.2.4 Oil and gas companies aim to operate in a manner that avoids, or where

unavoidable, minimises the direct or indirect negative impacts of oil and gas exploitation on

indigenous peoples and their traditional lands.

2.2.5 Oil and gas companies will operate with respect for the culture and traditions of

indigenous peoples living in the areas in which the companies will be doing business.
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2.2.6 Oil and gas companies should never seek to take advantage of indigenous

peoples' customs or lack of understanding of the law in order to secure access to traditional

lands.

2.2.1 Oil and gas companies should encourage public authorities to implement policies

in line with the instruments of international law set out in para 2.2.I, and other instruments

and principles of international law of relevance to oil and gas projects, in particular those

principles and instruments of international law relating to protection of the environment.

2.2.8 Oil and gas companies should publicly condemn violations of human and

indigenous rights where these violations are closely connected to the company's operations.

3. SUBSTANTIVE PROVISIONS

541

3.1 Consultation

3.1.1 Consultation with indigenous peoples about proposed oil and gas exploration and

production projects on their traditional lands shall first take place prior to the commencement

of any exploration activity, and shall be maintained throughout all phases of the oil and gas

development process.

3.1.2 Consultations with indigenous peoples should be carried out on behalf of the

company by community relations specialists with extensive experience in the relevant region.

3.I.3 Each survey team should have a local liaison officer, conversant in the local

language, who is responsible for:

o explaining the oil exploration and production process to indigenous peoples before

activity begins;

o obtaining information on land rights, cultural sites, seasonal activities and personal

concerns; and

o maintaining consultation throughout all phases of the oil and gas development

process.
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3.1.4 Possible methods of consultation include:

o the preparation and distribution of educational materials, translated into the local

language;

. open meetings with indigenous communities;

o periodic workshops;

o regular written communications; and

o popular theatre.

3.1.5 Companies should seek the help of indigenous communities in collecting social,

cultural, environmental and economic data for economic impact assessments, and should

consult with indigenous communities on draft economic impact assessment documents.

3.2 Negotiation

3.2.1 Oil and gas companies should, where desired by indigenous peoples, enter into

negotiations with the peoples regarding the conditions under which development will take

place on their traditional lands, including negotiations concerning the participation of

indigenous peoples in the benefits of oil and gas exploitation.

3.2.2 All negotiations with indigenous peoples or their representative institutions

regarding oil and gas projects on their traditional lands should be conducted by experienced

community development professionals and social experts.

3.2.3 The negotiation process between indigenous peoples should be regulated by

contracts to negotiate, entered into by indigenous peoples, or their representative federations,

and oil and gas comPanies.

3.2.4 Contracts to negotiate should contain provisions addressing

o the objectives of the oil company and the aspirations of the indigenous peoples;

o principles governing the negotiation process, such as the commitment by all parties

to work together in good faith;
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o the legal status of the contract to negotiate, including procedures and remedies if the

contract is broken and/or the negotiation process breaks down;

o the substantive issues for negotiation;

o the provision of information to indigenous peoples;

o the structure of the discussion table;

o the planning of meetings and agendas;

o the designation of a coordinator;

o guidelines for communications between the parties;

o location of meetings and timelines;

o ratification by indigenous communities of decisions taken by their representatives at

the discussion table;

o the provision of resources to ensure the participation of indigenous peoples in the

negotiation Process;

o follow-up measures, including complaint procedures.

3.2.5 The representative institutions of indigenous peoples shall have sufficient time to

study and analyse information, educate themselves, and discuss the options with their

communities before committing to petroleum activity on their traditional lands.

3.2.6 Indigenous peoples have the right to cease negotiations when they do not wish oil

and gas exploration or development to proceed.

3.2.j Oil and gas companies should provide the necessary resources to ensure the

participation of indigenous peoples in the negotiation process. This may include funding for:

o the contracting by indigenous peoples of experts on different subjects relating to the

negotiation process, including legal advice;

o the costs of communication, including telephone, fax and electronic mail costs,

incurred by indigenous peoples in order to maintain contact with members of the

discussion table, the contracted experts and other people and organisations related to

the negotiation Process;

o translations of documents related to the negotiation process, this Code of Conduct,

and teaching materials, into the local language;

o training workshops relating to the negotiation process;

543
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o mobilisation and transport costs to enable the representatives of indigenous peoples

to attend meetings;

o mobilisation, transport, food and work material costs incurred by indigenous

peoples in order to carry out Assemblies related to the negotiation process;

o reasonable compensation to indigenous peoples who must leave their customary

work in order to participate in meetings; and

. any other costs that are discussed and approved by mutual consent between the

company and the indigenous peoples.

3.3 Prior Informed Consent

3.3.1 No oil and gas activity shall take place on the traditional lands of indigenous

peoples without the prior informed consent of the indigenous peoples concerned.

3,3.2 All decisions in the negotiation process shall be taken on the basis of prior

informed consent.

3.3.3 The principle of prior informed consent requires the full disclosure, in writing or

audio/visual transcription in the local language, of the following matters:

o the purpose of oil and gas exploration and production activities;

o the identity of those carrying out oil and gas exploration and production activities,

and the sponsor of such activities, where these are different;

o benefits for indigenous peoples;

o the benefits for, and commercial interests of, sponsors and developers;

. disbenefits for indigenous peoples;

o possible alternative activities and procedures;

o the risks associated with oil and gas exploration and production activities, including

technical information about the potential effects of operations, products, waste and

rehabilitation practices ;

o discoveries made in the course of oil and gas exploration and production activities

that might affect the willingness of indigenous peoples to cooperate; and

o the legal options of the communities to refuse consent to oil and gas exploration and

production activities on their traditional lands'
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3.4 Participation in the Benefits of Oil and Gas Exploitation

3.4.1 Where desired by indigenous peoples, oil and gas companies should provide

community development programmes to indigenous communities.

3.4.2 The design and implementation of community development programmes must be

undertaken by experienced community development professionals.

3.4.3 Oil and gas companies should seek the involvement of government agencies in

the implementation of community development programmes.

3.4.4 Community development programmes should be implemented in a phased

approach, where the size and type of programmes and payments is linked to the phases of oil

and gas development.

3.4.5 Community development programmes should avoid encouraging long-term

dependence on the support of oil and gas companies. Such programmes should encourage

sustainable outcomes for indigenous communities, through:

o an emphasis on helping communities to identify their own needs and plan for the

future; and

o a careful balance between the satisfaction of immediate needs and assistance with

economic initiatives that yield sustainable results in the long term.

3.4.6 Where desired by the indigenous peoples, community development initiatives

that oil and gas companies can provide, or assist the government to provide, include:

o schools, educational materials, and scholarships;

o medical clinics and medicines;

o infrastructure, such as piped water or electricity;

o the construction of dual-use buildings which will enable them to be used for schools

or clinics after the company has gone;

o training and recruitment in the oil industry;
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o training in other industries and skills, such as agriculture, mechanics and

administration;

o assistance to research, record, document and preserve indigenous knowledge and

culture;

o assistance to gain formal title to traditional lands;

o assistance to develop registers of sacred sites;

o site mapping and demarcation;

. payment for access to traditional lands; and

o assistance to help indigenous peoples who have been employed by the company

return to their communities.

3.5 Protection from the Impact of colonisation Activities

3.5.1 To ensure that predicted adverse effects of concern to indigenous peoples are

avoided, minimised or mitigated, oil and gas companies should, in conjunction with the

government where appropriate, ensure that:

o the disturbance of existing land and resource use patterns is avoided;

o the disturbance of existing rights of access is avoided;

o access to, and exploitation of, the local resource base by all categories of workers,

including contractors and subcontractors, is controlled;

o immigration and local migration is controlled; and

o contact with indigenous peoples by the non-indigenous workforce is strictly

controlled.

3.5.2 Oil and gas companies must prohibit their employees from making unauthorised

contact with indigenous peoples. This prohibition must be strictly enforced.

3.5.3 The non-indigenous workforce must be prohibited from wandering outside

defined boundaries of the site and from defined access routes, and, where necessary, must be

segregated from the indigenous community'
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3.5.4 Oil and gas companies must prohibit the hunting, fishing, trapping and gathering

of food resources, and the feeding of wildlife, by company personnel, and the companies'

contractors and subcontractors. This prohibition must be strictly enforced.

3.5.5 'Where appropriate, important locations for traditional activities such as fishing

and hunting, must be kept confidential.

3.5.6 With government involvement where possible, oil and gas companies should

identify colonisation activities that have taken place prior to oil company activity, in order to

identify and control colonisation activities resulting from oil and gas exploration and

production, in particular the construction of roads, seismic paths and other access points.

3.5.j The construction of new roads should be avoided wherever possible. \{here the

construction of new roads is unavoidable:

o the construction of new roads must be planned to minimise access to resources;

o the new roads should be strictly policed to prohibit access by unauthorised

personnel; and

o the company should implement measures to minimise the adverse activities of

colonisation, such as poaching and encroachment on the traditional lands of

indigenous peoples. Such measures may include the use of physical road blocks; the

establishment of new ranger posts; and the removal of bridges after exploration.

3.5.8 In areas where there are isolated or uncontacted indigenous peoples, oil and gas

companies must follow a policy of "no contact" with those peoples. Oil and gas companies

must never attempt to make contact with isolated or uncontacted indigenous peoples, and

should avoid areas where there is evidence of such peoples. Any data or evidence on known

or suspected groups of isolated or uncontacted indigenous peoples should only be gathered

remotely by oil and gas comPanies.

3.5.g Oil and gas companies must have contingency plans for accidental contact with

isolated or uncontacted indigenous peoples.
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3.5.9.1 Where there is accidental contact with isolated or uncontacted indigenous

peoples:

o contact must be handled with caution through trained specialists;

o workers must signal that they are unarmed, retreat, and immediately notify

specialists, project managers and nearby work crews;

o work should cease to enable indigenous peoples to retreat;

o specialists should record accidental interactions to determine whether oil and gas

activity is taking place on locations of importance to indigenous peoples;

o all indigenous objects must be left in place;

o all information on locations must be kept confidential; and

o outsiders must be kept prevented from gaining access to the site.

3.5.9.2 Oil and gas companies must consider withdrawing completely from areas

inhabited by isolated or uncontacted indigenous peoples. Oil and gas activities may be

able to proceed in areas inhabited by isolated communities, providing that, as a minimum,

the following conditions are satisfied:

o the community understands the potential impacts of oil and gas exploration and

production;

o the community has given its informed consent to interaction;

. company personnel, contractors and subcontractors receive sufficient training in

human rights and indigenous rights issues;

o the company is able to maintain strict control over the actions of its employees and

those ofits contractors and subcontractors; and

o the company is able to supply a response team of medical personnel and

anthropologists with experience of the indigenous communities and speaking the

local dialect.

3.5.9.3 Where indigenous peoples make deliberate contact with oil workers:

o workers must minimise physical contact in order to avoid passing diseases;

o only trained specialists must interact with the indigenous peoples; and
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o where there are signals of impending violent confrontations, work must cease

immediately and workers must be evacuated from the area.

3.5.9.4 In order to avoid incentives for contact and theft, all equipment and tools must be

locked away.

3.6 Environment

3.6.1 Oil and gas companies will manage their activities in a manner consistent with

the principles of sustainable development such that economic, environmental, cultural and

social considerations are integrated into decision-making and management.

3.6.2 Oil and gas companies will develop, implement and communicate an

environmental policy consistent with this Code of Conduct.

3.6.3 Oil and gas companies will, as a minimum, observe all environmental laws, rules

and regulations of the country in which they conduct oil and gas exploration and production

operations.

3.6.4 Oil and gas companies will have clearly-defined substantive environmental

standards and practices that they will be prepared to implement in their operations in

countries with few or inadequate environmental laws or standards. These standards and

practices must be sufficiently rigorous that they can be considered consistent with "good

international practice", taking into account relevant laws from other countries, industry

organisation guidelines, and other reference standards.

3.6.5 Oil and gas companies will develop and implement environmental management

systems that are, as a minimum, consistent with "good international practice" for

environmental management systems as contained in the relevant standards and guidelines of

the International Standards Organisation, the American Petroleum Institute, the International

Association of Oil and Gas Producers, or other industry organisation guidelines. An

environmental management system should address:

o applicable legal and regulatory requirements;
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o requirements under this Code and any other Codes to which the Company is a

signatory;

. company environmental policies, objectives and targets;

o environmental management plans and procedures;

o setting and testing of contingency and emergency response plans;

. regular auditing of the EMS and environmental and cultural performance;

o reporting procedures.

3.6.6 As part of an environmental management system, prior to the acquisition of land

for oil and gas exploration purposes, oil and gas companies should conduct an environmental

and cultural profile to provide an initial review of the environmental, cultural and social

sensitivity of an area. The environmental and cultural profile should provide:

. a review of applicable legislation, regulations, land-use patterns and other

development proposals likely to affect the area;

o available environmental data, identification of national parks, protected areas, and

other areas of environmental and cultural sensitivity;

o identification of sensitive issues; and

. an appreciation of potential impacts.

prior to exploration, the company will initiate public consultation on the basis of the

environmental and cultural profile'

3.6.7 As part of an environmental management system, after an exploration concession

is acquired, but prior to the commencement of exploration activity, oil and gas companies

will conduct a preliminary environmental impact assessment regarding oil and gas

exploration activity which is likely to have more than short term and reversible impacts on

the site and its immediate surroundings. The preliminary environmental impact assessment

will build on the findings of the environmental and cultural profile and examine the issues in

greater detail. Site-specific surveys and data gathering, such as a cultural resource survey,

will be required, particularly where sensitive issues have been identified.
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The cultural resource survey will ensure recognition and careful consideration of the cultural

practices of indigenous peoples, including avoidance of sacred sites. For the purpose of this

Code, "cultural resources" include:

o places of traditional cultural, spiritual, religious and economic importance to

indigenous peoples;

. indigenous peoples' cultural items including human remains, funerary items, sacred

objects and objects of "cultural patrimony";

o cultural uses of the natural environment eg subsistence use of plants and animals,

and ceremonial and religious use of plants, animals and minerals;

o indigenous peoples' religious practices, particularly those related to specific sacred

or spiritual sites; and

o community cultural norms, values, and beliefs, and their expressions in the way

people work, play, relate to one another, organise to meet needs, and generally

participate in society. This type of resource may be linked to specific places and/or

the natural environment.

The cultural resource survey should:

o identify and document cultural resource sites within or near the proposed

development area;

. assess the probable impact of the proposed development on cultural resources;

o make recommendations for avoidance or mitigation of impacts;

o satisfy local and national regulations on such matters; and

o evaluate potential environmental factors of cultural importance.

Co-operation and consultation with indigenous peoples is essential and must be maintained at

all stages. The preliminary environmental impact assessment and the results of the cultural

fesource survey must be made available to indigenous peoples.

3.6.8 As part of an environmental management system, a full environmental impact

assessment will be prepared for oil and gas exploration and production activities where the

potential for significant environmental and cultural impacts has been identified by the

environmental and cultural profile and/or the preliminary environmental impact assessment.
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The full environmental impact assessment must comply with all statutory requirements, and

should include the following matters:

o a description of the nature, quality, and dynamics of the existing environment;

. a project description, including alternative proposals;

o a description of the regulatory regime;

o identification of the significant potential impacts of the development and its

alternatives;

o prediction and characterisation of each predicted impact for all alternatives;

. recommended alternative actions or mitigation to minimise adverse impacts and

enhance any environmental benefits;

o an assessment and evaluation of unavoidable impacts;

o an environmental management strategy and plan;

o a decommissioning, reclamation and restoration plan; and

. a proposed monitoring programme.

Co-operation and consultation with indigenous peoples is essential and must be maintained at

all stages. The full environmental impact assessment must be made available to indigenous

peoples.

3.6.9 Oil and gas companies should set internal environmental and cultural

performance targets that are not necessarily limited to legislation, licence and permit

requirements. The achievement of these environmental performance targets should be

periodically assessed to reinforce environmental policy commitments and demonstrate

continual improvement in performance.

3.6.10 As part of an environmental management system, appropriate internal monitoring

of environmental, cultural, organisation, management and equipment performance should

take place through a system of routine checks, during all phases of an oil and gas project, to

verify the effectiveness of control measures and to identify environmental and cultural

effects not previously predicted.

3.6.11 As part of an environmental management system, companies should conduct

regular environmental audits in order to provide a systematic, documented, periodic
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evaluation of environmental, organisation, management and equipment performance, thereby

verifying that environmental management procedures are being enforced.

3.6.12 Oil and gas companies will submit to the independent, external verification of

internal monitoring and audit results. Provisions should be made for indigenous groups and

environmental experts to participate in the process of external monitoring.

3.6.13 Oil and gas companies will provide environmental training to their personnel,

contractors and subcontractors, to ensure that company personnel, contractors and

subcontractors are able to meet their defined role and job requirements, correctly apply

environmental operating procedures, and to foster in each employee, contractor and

subcontractor an awareness of environmental, cultural and social concerns.

3.6.14 Where environmental damage occurs as a result of the oil and gas exploration

and production process, oil and companies shall take full responsibility for restoring the

environment and providing fair and adequate compensation to indigenous communities.

3.6.15 Oil and gas companies must ensure that decommissioned sites are rehabilitated

and left in a safe and stable condition and, as far as possible, restored to a condition that will

enable relocated indigenous communities to return to their traditional lands.

3.7 Compensation

3.7.1 Compensation must be paid wherever land, or rights to land, are taken for

activities undertaken for the purposes of oil and gas exploration and production, including

the construction and operation of pipelines, whether or not the indigenous peoples have

formal legal title to their traditional lands.

3.i.2 Compensation must be paid for environmental damage that occurs as a result of

oil and gas exploration and production.

3.j.3 Companies will be fully responsible for restoring the environment for any

damage that occurs as a result of their oil and gas exploration and production activities'
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3.j.4 'Where possible, compensation should be paid according to agreements negotiated

in advance between indigenous peoples and the company.

3.1.5 Compensation must be just and fair

3.5.6 Where possible and appropriate, compensation should be paid to indigenous

communities as a whole, and not to individual land-holders.

3,7.7 Companies should consider implementing an appeals mechanism whereby

indigenous peoples can make complaints regarding the provision of compensation.

3.i,8 Companies must not hire or compensate illegal settlers on the traditional lands of

indigenous peoples.

3.8 Relocation

3.8.1 Oil and gas companies should not engage in oil and gas exploration and

production activities on the traditional lands of indigenous peoples where this requires the

relocation of the indigenous people without their free and informed consent.

3.8.2 Where indigenous peoples are relocated with their free and informed consent,

companies should assist in mitigating the adverse effects of resettlement. This assistance

must be designed and undertaken in full consultation with, and with the active participation

of, the indigenous peoples concerned'

3.8.3 Relocation assistance by oil and gas companies may take the form of:

. financial assistance;

o assistance in obtaining new titles to land of a comparable legal status;

o assistance in establishing new facilities such as accommodation;

o assistance in establishing new means of livelihood, such as agriculture and other

economic initiatives;

o assistance in finding alternative employment; and
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o assistance to return to their traditional lands when oil and gas exploration and

production have ceased.

3.8,4 No oil and gas exploration and production activities shall take place on the

traditional lands of indigenous peoples who are to be relocated until the following conditions

are met:

o formal legal title to the new lands has been issued;

. proper policies and facilities are in place, including housing and infrastructure, that

will ensure relocated peoples will preserve their standard of living;

o new economic initiatives have been established and sufficient time has elapsed to

rebuild lost or damaged agriculture or other forms of livelihood at the resettlement

site; and

. any potential conflicts with other peoples living at or near the proposed resettlement

site have been identified and resolved.

3.8.5 Companies should restore sites to a condition such that indigenous peoples are

able to return to their traditional lands if desired'

3.9 Security Arrangements

3.9.1 Employees of oil and gas companies have the right to work in a safe and secure

environment. Oil and gas companies must be permitted to defend their personnel and

property against violence, through their own security arrangements, or where required

through national laws, through the state security forces.

3.g.2 Oil and gas companies support Amnesty International's Human Rights Principles

for Companies, the United Nations Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials, and the

United Nations Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Forearms by Law Enforcement

Officials.

3.g.3 Oil and gas companies will ensure that their personnel and any security forces

engaged by them are properly trained in, and committed to the respect of, international

standards and guidelines for the use of force, in particular the United Nations Code of
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Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials, and the United Nations Basic Principles on the Use

of Force and Forearms by Law Enforcement Officials.

3.9.4 Oil and gas companies will take full responsibility for the actions of their own

security personnel.

3.9.5 Where oil and gas companies establish their own security forces, or call in or

contract with state security forces, the oil and gas companies must make public the terms of

any security contracts, and take steps to ensure that any training or equipment provided by

them to public or private security personnel is not used to violate human rights.

3.9.6 No information should be passed on to security forces which could be used to

target individuals for extrajudicial killings, disappearances, torture or arbitrary arrest.

3.g.j Oil and gas companies will, when recruiting security staff, screen their

prospective employees' backgrounds for any previous involvement in human rights

violations, and shall decline to hire any person determined to have been responsible for

serious human rights violations.

3.9.8 'Where it is suspected that security staff have committed serious violations of

human rights, those members of staff will be dismissed if it discovered after a fair hearing

that they did commit the suspected violations.

3.g.g Oil and gas companies will not exacerbate tensions in divided communities by

favouring one group over another in employment or compensation packages, or by recruiting

the traditional enemies of the local community as security guards.

4. IMPLEMENTATION BY OIL AND GAS COMPANIES

4.L Training and Awareness

4.t.1 Oil and gas companies will provide training to employees, contractors and

subcontractors on environmental, indigenous and human rights issues.
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4.I.2 All training on environmental, indigenous and human rights issues provided to

employees, contractors and subcontractors must be documented by the company.

4.1.3 Training programmes should be tailored to the specific needs and functions of

individual employees, focusing on different environmental, indigenous and human rights

issues according to the job responsibilities of the participants.

4.I.4 Training programmes must run continuously throughout the life of the oil and

gas project. Initial training courses should be reinforced through refresher courses, regularly

scheduled briefings, meetings, newsletters, posters and video presentations. Companies

should provide direct, on-field environmental training to ensure compliance with the

environmental management Plan'

4.1.5 The following topics should be considered for training on indigenous and human

rights issues:

o the company's indigenous and human rights policy;

o the company's indigenous and human rights monitoring, reporting and complaints

mechanisms;

. awareness of global, national and local indigenous and human rights issues;

o information on international and national indigenous and human rights legislation,

liability and compliance;

o information on the culture of local indigenous peoples;

o the negative impacts of colonisation activities and interaction on indigenous peoples,

including the effects of poaching, encroachment, and the transmission of disease;

. company rules and prohibitions controlling interaction with indigenous peoples and

access to traditional lands and resources; and

o procedures and guidelines regarding accidental contact with isolated indigenous

groups.

4.1.6 The following topics should be considered for training on environmental issues:

o the company's environmental policy, plan and management system;

o annual objectives, gaols and target setting;
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4.2

o long-term environmental plans;

o awareness of global, national and local environmental issues;

o environmental legislation, liability and compliance;

o environmental standards, targets and performance criteria;

o job-specific procedures, guidelines and documentation;

o performance measurement;

o discharge and emission levels, reporting and control;

. waste disposal requirements, reporting and control;

. usage and control of chemicals;

o contingency and emergency response;

. oil spill and emergency response and reporting; and

o pollution prevention.

Provision of Information to Indigenous Peoples

4.2.1 In advance of any project activity, oil and gas companies must inform indigenous

peoples of the provisions of this Code of Conduct, and their options for making complaints

about suspected violations of this Code of Conduct and all environmental, indigenous and

human rights standards and guidelines adhered to by the oil and gas company and its

contractors and subcontractors

4.2.2 Companies must provide information to indigenous peoples of the legal

framework governing oil and gas projects, in particular relevant information on:

o constitutional law and other legislation setting out the rights of indigenous peoples

and requirements regarding environmental protection;

o the company's oil and gas contract with the government; and

o environmental, human rights and indigenous organisations that could provide

assistance in the event of suspected violations of this Code of Conduct or

environmental, indigenous and human rights standards and guidelines adhered to by

the oil and gas company and its contractors and subcontractors, including contact

numbers for those organisations.
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4.2.3 Oil and gas companies must also ensure that the information set out in Principle

3.3.3 is provided to indigenous peoples.

4.3 Compliance of Employees, contractors and subcontractors

4.3.I Compliance with this Code of Conduct and with all environmental, indigenous

and human rights standards and guidelines adhered to by oil and gas companies must be

made a condition of contract for all contractors and subcontractors.

4.3.2 All environmental, indigenous and human rights standards and guidelines to be

adhered to by contractors and subcontractors must be strictly detailed in their contracts.

4.3,3 All oil and gas companies must establish penalties for infraction of this Code of

Conduct by contractors and subcontractors.

4.3.4 Company employees must sign employment contracts that allow for penalties or

dismissal for breaches of indigenous and human rights standards.

4.3.5 Company employees must sign, at regular intervals, a statement certifying their

past compliance with this Code of Conduct and their intention of future compliance with this

Code of Conduct.

4.4 Monitoring and Evaluation

4.4.I Each company must develop and implement its own internal monitoring and

compliance systems to routinely monitor and measure compliance with this Code of Conduct

and all environmental, indigenous and human rights standards, practices, laws and guidelines

adhered to by the oil and gas company and its contractors and subcontractors'

4.4.2 As part of the monitoring system, companies should station representatives on

site to monitor compliance with this Code of Conduct and all environmental, indigenous and

human rights standards, practices, laws and guidelines adhered to by the oil and gas company

and its contractors and subcontractors.
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4.4.3 Companies should develop and implement systems for the analysis and

evaluation of community relations programmes, to determine whether those programmes are

actually improving the lives of indigenous peoples.

4.4.4 Companies should conduct internal environmental and cultural audits on a

regular basis in order to provide a systematic, documented, periodic evaluation of

environmental and cultural performance under this Code of Conduct and all environmental,

indigenous and human rights standards, practices, laws and guidelines adhered to by the oil

and gas company and its contractors and subcontractors.

4.4.5 Companies should submit to the external, independent verification of internal

monitoring and auditing procedures and results. Provisions should be made for indigenous

groups and environmental experts to participate in the process of external monitoring.

4.4.6 The results of all internal and external environmental and cultural audits must be

made public.

Reporting4.5

4.5.1 A reporting mechanism on indigenous and human rights issues should be

incorporated into the regular appraisal and reporting structures of project managers and

senior staff.

4.5.2 Oil and gas companies should implement regular reporting of environmental and

human and indigenous rights performance to the Board of Directors, shareholders,

employees, relevant government authorities, indigenous communities and the wider public.

4.5.3 Oil and gas companies should provide an annual public environmental and

cultural report. This report should:

(a) describe the company's processes for:

. cornmunicating environmental and indigenous and human rights policies;

o communicating environmental and human and indigenous rights performance;
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o consulting with the community in general, and indigenous communities in

particular;

. responding to community concerns, including the concerns of indigenous

communities in particular; and

o implementing this Code of Conduct.

(b) include, but not be limited to, the following information:

o organisation profile, environmental and indigenous and human rights policies and

objectives;

o environmental management processes;

o establishment of environmental and indigenous and human rights performance

indicators and benchmarks against which progress can be measured;

. progress in achieving environmental and indigenous and human rights performance

targets set internally and by regulatory requirements;

o environmental and indigenous and human rights prosecutions and related incidents;

o existing and emerging environmental and indigenous and human rights issues, and

strategies to address them.

4.6 Complaints Mechanisms and Conflict Resolution

4.6.1 Oil and gas companies should establish a complaints mechanism whereby

employees, indigenous peoples and interested third parties can make complaints about

potential violations of this Code of Conduct and with all environmental, indigenous and

human rights standards and guidelines adhered to by the oil and gas company and its

contractors and subcontractors'

4.6.2 Companies should implement a mechanism whereby complaints about suspected

breaches of this Code of Conduct can be made anonymously in order to protect the identity

of the complainants.

4.6.3 Companies should designate company representatives who are responsible for

responding to complaints and who may be contacted at all times.
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4.6.4 Employees must be guaranteed freedom from reprisal when making complaints

about suspected breaches of this Code of Conduct.

4.6.5 Companies should establish an advisory panel of environmental representatives,

indigenous representatives, and third party specialists such as academics, to resolve potential

conflicts and make recommendations for improvements.

4.7 Corporate Commitment to the Code of Conduct

4.7.1 Company directors and senior management must sign this Code of Conduct as a

demonstration of commitment to this Code.

4.j .Z Each company should establish a separate Committee of Directors responsible for

setting and overseeing company policy on environmental, indigenous and human rights

issues, including implementation of this Code of Conduct.

4.7 ,3 Each company should establish a "chain of responsibility and reporting" on

environmental, indigenous and human rights issues, including implementation of this Code

of Conduct.
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Principle 1 OBJECTMS OF OIL AND GAS COMPANIES

LI The objectives of oil and gas companies are to engage fficiently, responsibly and

profitabty in the oil and gas and other selecled industries and, in certain cases, to participate in the

search for otlrcr sources of energy. Oit and gas companies seek a high standard of performance, and

aim to maintain a long-term position in the competitive environment.

L2 Oit and gas companies adopt this Code of Conduct in respect of their oil and gas

exploration and production activities on the traditional lands of indigenous peoples as means of

investing in long-term relationships with indigenous peoples, recognising that such investment:

. can enhance the long-term profitability of oil and gas companies by avoiding conflicts over

lands and resources that lead to increased risks of violence, delays, litigation and proiect

COSIS;

o will help to support public confidence in the international oil and gas industry and

individ.ual companies by addressing changing public expectations and concerns about the

ways in which oil and gas companies conduct business with indigenous peoples, including

concerns over the human rights imptications of oil and 7as operations on the traditional

lands of indigenous PeoPles;
o will assist oil and gas companies to operate in a socially responsible mannen

principle 1.1, which is based on Royal DutchiShell's "statement of General Business

principles",' recognises the primary goal of oil and gas companies continues to be the pursuit

of profit. In a similar vein, Unocal has stated that "the principle goal of a publicly held

corporation like Unocal is to increase stockholder value".2 Shell's statement of objectives is

preferred as a basis for objectives of oil and gas companies under this Code for two reasons.

First, Shell's Statement explicitly recognises that the company is concerned with long-term,

not merely short term, profitability. Second, the Statement explicitly acknowledges the aim

to engage "responsibly", as well as profitably, in the oil and gas industries. The adoption of

the Code can be seen as a guide to achieving the aim of "responsible" operations in the

industry.

principle 1.2 identifies the reasons for adopting the Code and provides justification to

shareholders for adoption of the Code. The Board and management of incorporated entitles

are responsible to the shareholders for the performance of the company. There must be

sound economic reasons behind the adoption of most internal codes of conduct if those codes

are to gain acceptance by the shareholders. Principle 1.2 justifies adoption of the Code by

identifying the gains to be made to long term profitability through: the reduced risk of

Shell International Ltd, Stqtement of General Business Principles, March

<http ://www. shell. com>.
Unocal Corporation, "Corporate Responsibility at Unocal", 1999,

<http : i/www. unocal. com/responsibility/9 9reporVindex. htm>'

2

1997, Royal Dutch/Shell
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conflict and violence, and the delays and increased costs associated with such conflict; and

improved public confidence in the industry and individual firms. By reducing risk and cost,

the Code aids achieving the objective of long-term competitiveness in the market place as

stated in Principle 1.1 of the Code.

The link between long-term profitability and ethical conduct towards indigenous peoples and

local communities has been well documented.t Industry professionals have stated that

"among managers in developing countries a consensus is emerging that the delays and costs

of resolving local conflicts significantly outpaces the expense of investing in long term

relationships before problems occur";o that costly delays and litigation caused by conflict

with indigenous peoples and NGOs can "cripple" the economics of, or "scuttle" a project;

and that "obliviousness" to these issues can prove "fatal to a petroleum company's

interests".s The reputation of a corporation that is seen to engage in social and environmental

injustices can suffer severe damage, and lead to unwanted outcomes such as: consumer

boycotts; attacks on fixed assets, such as buildings and pipelines: failure to attract good

employees and loss of employee support; extra expenditure to remedy mistakes; diversion of

management attention from core activities; restrictions on operations, such as ne\¡r' or stricter

legislation and regulations; obstacles in raising finance; and difficulties with customers and

suppliers.u

, SheU International Ltd, "Business and Hurnan Rights: A Management Prirner", 1998, Royal Dutch/Shell

<http://www.shell.com>, s3.11; Armstrong K, "The Green Challenge - Managing Environmental Issues in

Natural Resource projects in Developing Countries" (1996) 42nd Roclgt Mountain Mineral Law Institute 3-

I af 3-43; Barker G et al, "Managing Nontechnical Risks Associated with Seisrnic Operations in the

Tropical Rain Forests of Ecuador", Oil qnd Gas Journal, 21 April 199'7, 50 at 54 and 60; Bray J,

"petroleum and Human Rights: the New Frontiers of Debate", Oil and Gas Journal, I November 1999, 65

at 66; Wälde T, "Environmental Policies Towards Mining in Developing Countries" (1992) l0(4) J Energ,'

& Natural Res L 327 at 339; Wasserstrom R and Reider S, "Petroleum Companies Crossing New

Threshold in Community Relations", Oil and Gas Journal, 14 December 1998, 24 at24-25; Williams B,
,,Foreign Petroleum Firms Developing New Paradigm for Operating in Rain Forest Region", Oil and Gas

Journã1,21 April l9g'7,37 at31-38; Williams B, "Oxy's Strategy on Environment, Community Issues Key

to Success of Þroject in Ecuador's Rain Forest" , Oil and Gas Journal, 21 April L997, 45; World Business

Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD), Meeting Changing Expectations: Corporate Social

Responsibility (1998), WBCSD <http://www.wbcsd.ch/publications/csrpub.htm>. See also Guideline No

14 of fhe Mining and Environment Guidelines, adopted at the International Round-table on Mining and the

Environment, Berlin, 25-28 June 1991, reproduced in Wälde T, "Environmental Policies Towards Mining

in Developing Countries" (1992) L0(4) J Energ,t & Natural Res L 327 at354-35'7 (hereafter Berlin Mining
qnd Enviionment Guidellnes), which recognises that long-term mining investment can be encouraged by

"clear environmental standards with stable and predictable environmental criteria and procedures"' See

also Chapter 10, Section I0.2.1.I,p481.
a Wasserstìom R and Reider S, "Petroleum Companies Crossing New Threshold in Community Relations",

ibid at 25.t Williams B, "Foreign Petroleum Firms Developing New Paradigm", above n3 at 38.
u WBCSD, Meeting Changing Expectations, above n3.
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The third objective of the Code recognises as an objective the desire to act as a "good

corporate citizen". This objective recognises the shift towards "corporate social

responsibility", whereby a number of businesses and organisations have recognised that oil

corporations are responsible for their actions to a wider range of stakeholders than

shareholders.' Industry professionals have stated that "at a minimum, it is now widely

recognised that companies should be accountable to a broader range of "stakeh6lds¡5" -
such as local communities - who are directly affected by their operations",' and that

"companies need to recognise that they must move beyond compliance on laws and permits

and regulations into the next stage: a top-to-bottom commitment to partnership with all the

stakeholders in a project, not just the companies themselves and the respective government

with ownership of hydrocarbon resources".' This accompanies the acknowledgment by

companies in recent years that they are responsible for the effects of their activities on human

rights. For example, Unocal has recognised that "human rights are not just a matter for

governments. They have become business issues. ... As a global corporation, we have a

responsibility to promote and protect human rights in all of our activities".'o

Principle 2 GENERAL POLICY

Principle 2.1 Deftnitions

"Indigenous peoples" means the following

The terms "indigenous peoples," "indigenous ethnic minorities, "tribal groups," and
,,scherJuled tribes" describe socíal groups with a social and cultural identity distinct from the

dominant society that makes them vulnerable to being disadvantaged in the development

process. For the purposes of this Code of Conduct, "indigenous peoples" is the term that wiII

be used to refer to these grouqs'

Within their national constitutions, statutes, and relevant legislation, many countries include

specific definitionat clauses and legal frameworks that províde a preliminary basís for
identífy in g indi g enous P e oPl e s.

Because ofthe varied and changing contexts in which indigenous peoples are found, no single

definition can capture their diversíty. However, indigenous peoples can be identified in

? Bray J, above n3; Wasserstrom R and Reider S, "Petroleum Companies Crossing New Threshold", above

n3 at25; Williarns B, "Foreign Petroleum Firms Developing New Paradigm", above n3 at 37; WBCSD,

ibid; Shell International Ltd, "Business and Human Rights: A Management Primer", above n3, s3'1.1;

Unocal Corporation, "Corporate Responsibility at Unocal", above n2'
8 Bray J, ibid at 66.n Wiliiams B, "Foreign Petroleum t'irms Developing New Paradigm", above n3 at 37.
r0 Unocal ôo.poruiion, "Human Rights and Unocal: A Discussion Paper", 1999,

<http : //www. unocal. com./responsibility/humanrights/index' htm>'
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particular geographical areas by the presence in varyíng degrees of the following
characterístics:

(a) a close attachment to ancestral territories and to the natural resources in these

areas;
(b) self-identification and ídentification by others as members of a distinct

cultural group;
(c) an indígenous language, often dffirent from the nqtional language;

(d) presence ofcustomary social andpolitical institutions; and

( e ) primarily subsistence -oriented production. "

" Lends" includes the concept of tercitories, which covers the lotal environment of the area which the

peoples concerned traditionally own or otherwise occupy or use.

,'Traditional lands" means the lands which indigenous peoples traditionally own, occupy, possess,

or use,

The definition of "indigenous peoples" is that used by the World Bank, with some minor

changes. As discussed in Chapter 1, the World Bank's approach allows it to ignores

definitional difference between minorities and indigenous peoples when assessing the effect

of developments on vulnerable peoples.'' The aim of the V/orld Bank is pragmatic; to protect

vulnerable peoples from adverse effects of resource development, particularly in relation to

their ancestral lands, without becoming bogged down in questions of definition. Unlike

nation states, the World Bank, as a development agency, is able to adopt a functional

approach to the definition of "indigenous peoples" without fearing the implications for

sovereignty and territorial integrity that accompany the right of self-determination of

"peoples".

The World Bank's approach is adopted here as there is no reason for oil and gas companies

to distinguish between "indigenous peoples," "indigenous ethnic minorities, "tribal groups,"

and ,,scheduled tribes", when proposing to conduct oil and gas exploration and production

activities on traditional lands. As with the \ù/orld Bank, oil and gas companies are able to

adopt a pragmatic approach to the definition of "indigenous peoples" without fearing the

implications for sovereignty and territorial integrity that accompany the right of self-

determination of "peoples". The Code of Conduct will apply to all oil and gas exploration

and production activities taking place on the traditional lands of "groups with a social and

cultural identity distinct from the dominant society that makes them vulnerable to being

disadvantaged in the development process".

\t World Bank Operational Manual, Operational Directive 4.20 on indigenous people, September 1991,

world Bank <htþ://www.worldbank.org>, paras 3-5, with minor adaptations.
tt 

See above, Chapter l, Section 1.2.3,pp28 and 30'
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The definition of "lands" is adopted from ILO Convention No 169. This definition differs

from that proposed in the UN Draft Declaration on the Rights Of Indigenous Peoples, which

substitutes the phrase "lands, air, waters, coastal seas, sea-ice, flora and fauna and other

resources" for the word "area". I have chosen to use the ILO Convention No 169 definition

as the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples is still under discussion by

the Commission of Human Rights Working Group, and no discussion or re-drafting on the

land rights provisions has begun. Although only 27 mainly Latin American countries had

ratified ILO Convention No 169 as at December 1999, which does not make the Convention

widely accepted, I suggest that is more appropriate and will provide more certainty to make

reference a Convention which is in force, rather than a Declaration which is still in draft

form and subject to change. This is done in expectation of the Code being updated to include

the standards contained in the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in a

revised version at the time the Declaration has been finalised.

The definition of "traditional lands" is that used in ILO Convention No 169. As discussed in

Chapter 7, this definition is couched in the present tense, implying there must be a current

connection between indigenous peoples and the land, or at least a recent dispossession.''

"Traditional lands" could be defined as the lands which indigenous peoples traditionally

"owned, occupied, possessed, or used", thereby extending to scope of the Code of Conduct to

lands of which indigenous peoples have been dispossessed. However, extending the

definition in this way may extend the application of the Code to lands of which indigenous

peoples have been dispossessed decades ago. Oil and gas corporations are likely to face

practical and political difficulties in applying the provision of this Code to lands of which

indigenous peoples have been dispossessed decades ago. In such cases, this is a question of

regaining possession of, and title to, land, which is a question for governments' Although for

practical purposes the term "traditional lands" has been used in this Code to imply a current

connection with the lands, this does not mean that formal legal title must have been granted

in respect of those traditional lands in order for the Code to apply; in fact, one of the benefits

of the Code is that it will extend protection to indigenous peoples who are yet to gain formal

legal title to their lands.

r3 Chapter 7, Section 7 .2.2.1, pp257-258
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Prínciple 2.2 Statements Of Princíple

2.2.1 OiI and gas companies support the following instruments of international law relating to

human rights and indigenous peoples' rights:

o the (Jniversal Declaration of Human Rights; and

o the International Labour Organisation Convention No. 169 Concerning Indigenous

andTribal Peoples in Independent Countries'

While acknowtedging the right ol states to own and freely dispose of the subsoil resources located

within the boundaries of their territories, oil and gas companies recognise the rights of indigenous

peoples, as set out in ILO Convention No. 169 Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in

Independent Countries to :

o ownership and possession over theír ffaditional lands;

o decide their own priorities for the process of development as it affects their lives,

betiefs, institutions and spiritual well-being and their traditional lands;

o consuhation, prior to any (tctivity for the exploration or exploitation of subsurface

resources taking place on their traditional lands;

o participation, where possible, in the benefits of subsurface resource exploitation

taking place on their traditional lands;

o protection against forced relocation;
. compensation for damage suffired as a result of subsurface resource exploitation

taking place on their traditional lands; and

. be free of force and coercion which prevent the exercise of the rights contained in

ILO Convention No. 169 Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent

Countries.

2.2.2 Oil and gas companies will, as a minimum, abíde by the laws, rules and regulations of the

countries in which they do business. Where such laws are inadequate or not implemented, oil and

gas companies will apply responsible standards for the protection of the physical and cultural

environment.

2.2.3 Oil and gas companies will carry out their activities in accordance with international

techniques and practices generally used in the oil industry'

2.2.4 Oil and gas companies aim to operate in a manner that avoids, or where unavoidable,

minimises the direct or indirect negative impacts of oit and gas exploitation on indigenous peoples

and their traditional lands.

2.2.5 Oit and gas companies will operate with respect for the culture and traditions of

indigenous peoples living in the areas in which the companies will be doing business.

2.2.6 OiI and gas companies should never seek to take advantage of indigenous peoples' customs

or lack of understanding of the law in order to secure access to traditional lands.

2.2.7 Oil and gas companies should encourage public authorities to implement policies in line

with the instruments of international law set out in para 2.2.1, and other instruments and principles

of international law of relevance to oil and gas proiects, in particular those principles and

instruments of international law relating to protection of the environment.

2.2.8 OiI and gas companies should publicly condemn violations of human and indigenous rights

where these violations are closely connected to the company's operations.'o

ra The wording for tlús provision is adapted from Cassel D, "Corporate Initiatives: A Second Human Rights

Revolutionf (1996) 7g Fordham Int't IJ 1963 al.1984, who states that transnational corporations must
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Principle 2.2 contaíns broad statements of industry policy designed to guide the behaviour of

oil and gas companies seeking to operate on indigenous peoples' traditional lands. Principle

2.2.1 is an explicit statement of support for instruments of international law dealing with

human rights in general, and indigenous peoples' rights in particular.'' Principle 2.2.1 goes

on to explicitly recognise of the right of governments to ownership of oil and gas resources.

The inclusion of this phrase is intended to demonstrate that although, by adoption of the

Code, oil and gas companies intend to uphold certain rights of indigenous peoples' contained

in international law with respect to lands and resources, this is not a challenge to government

ownership of subsurface resources. The rights of indigenous peoples' of particular relevance

to subsurface resource exploitation, all of which were previously discussed in Chapters 7 and

8, are set out in Principle 2.2.1, and include rights to: own, control, develop and use

traditional lands consultation; negotiation; participation; to compensation; to be free of force

and coercion; and to determine their own priorities for development. While these rights are

explicitly stated, the list is not exclusive of other rights contained in instruments of

international law.

As with the definitions contained in this Code in Principle 1.2, a key difficulty in drafting

Principle 2.2.1 of the Code at this stage is whether it is appropriate to make reference to UN

draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples when the draft Declaration is still

under discussion by the CHR Working Group, and no discussion or re-drafting on the land

rights provisions has begun. For the reasons advanced in relation to the definitions contained

in Principle2.l onp568 above, I have chosen not to refer to the UN Draft Declaration in this

Code, but make references to, and adopt the wording of, ILO Convention No. 169.

However, Principle 2.2.I of the Code should be updated to include the standards contained in

the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in a revised version at the time

the Declaration has been finalised.

"engage in human rights advocacy where there are violations closely connected to the company's

operations".tt Indigenous people have recommended that transnational corporations that work in the countries where

there are no internal legal frameworks and/or administrative mechanisms that are capable of enforcing

and,/or providing for the involvement of indigenous peoples in the development process should "accept a

construõtive obligation to respect the guidelines and the fundamental human rights of indigenous peoples":

Guideline 8, Guidelines Relating to Transnational Corporations and Indigenous Peoples, Submitted by the

Indigenous Prepatory Meeting, 26-27 Jruly 1997, reprinted in Annex I, Sub-Commission on Prevention of
Disciimination and Protection of Minorities, Report of the llorking Group on Indigenous Populations on

its Fifteenth Session, UN Doc E/CN.4/Sub.2lL997lI4,13 August 1997, United Nations High Comissioner

for Éuman Rights <htþ://www.unhchr.ch'/> (hereafter referred to as the IPM Guidelines Relating to

Tran sn at i onal Co rPor ati ons).

570
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The requirements expressed in Principles 2.2.2 and 2.2,3 have been promoted by the World

Conservation Union, the International Association of Oil and Gas Producers (OGP) and other

industry professionals and academics.'u The requirement that companies comply at a

minimum with the environmental laws of the countries in which they do business has a

precedent in the operations of oil and gas companies. For example, the Policy Statement of

the Saudi Arabian Oil Company states that "in all its activities, the Company will meet the

standards specified by the Kingdom's Environmental Regulations".'t

As regards the requirement that companies employ minimum standards in countries with few

or inadequate environmental laws, Kit Armstrong of Chevron Corp recommends that:

An international oil and gas or mining company should have clearly-defined, substantive

environmental standards and practices that it will be prepared to implement in its operations in

countries with few or inadequate environmental laws or standards. The standards should be

sufficiently rigorous that they can be considered consistent with "good international practice",

taking into account relevant laws from other countries, industry organisation guidelines, and

other reference standards.'t

Ong has identified the principle of "best practice" as being imperative to guide the conduct

of business in the international scene,'n and Principle 5 of the Mining and Environment

Guidelines recommends that mining companies "adopt best practices to minimise

environmental degradation, notably in the absence of specific environmental regulations".'o

The Principles also have precedence in the 1997 Code of Environmental Conduct of the

Regional Association of Oil and Natural Gas Companies in Latin America and the Caribbean

(ARPEL, Principle 2 of which states that "all plans, progams and actions that are developed

by the oil industry must, at all stages, be guided by the best available envirohmental

protection practices",t' and in APPEA's t997 Environmental Policy, by which APPEA

encourages and supports member companies to "comply, at a minimum, with applicable

tu Oil and Gas Exploration and Production in Mangrove Areas: Guidelines þr Environmental Protection

(Gland, Switzerland: IUCNÆ&P Forum, Report No. 2,541184: 1993) at 5; International Union for the

Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, Oil Exploration in the Tropics: Guidelines for
Environmental Protection (Gland, Switzerland: ruCN, 1991) at 14; Armstrong K, above n3 at 3-55.

r'7 Saudi Arabian Oil Company, Policy Statement, "Environmental Conservation', extract reprinted inThe

Oit Industry: Operating in Sensitive Environments, "Saudi Aramco in Central Saudi Arabia"

(IPIECAÆ&P Forum, Report No.2.731255, London, May 1997).
18 Armstrong K, above n3 at 3-55.
tn Ong D, "International Legal Developments in Environmental Protection: Implications for the Oil Industry"

(1997) 4(l)Australasian J Nat Resources L & Pol'y 55 at 105'
20 Berlin Mining and Environment Guidelines, above n3.
2t Regional Association of Oil and Natural Gas Companies in Latin America and the Caribbean (ARPEL)'

Code of Environmental Conduct,lly'ray 1997, ARPEL <htþ://www.arpel.org/code-e-c.htm>.
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laws, regulations, standards and guidelines for the protection of the environment and in their

absence adopt the best practicable means to prevent or minimise adverse environmental

impacts"."

Principle 2.2.2 of the draft Code specifically requires companies to apply responsible

standards to protect the cultural as well as the physical environment of indigenous peoples.

Some of these measures, such as procedures to reduce the negative impacts of colonisation

activities, and special procedures to protect isolated indigenous groups from oil and gas

activities, are set out in this Code. Other measures not explicitly connected to land rights,

that are not mentioned here, for example the protection of sacred artefacts and biological

resources, may also be necessary.

Principle 2.2.4 is a general principle of mitigation of negative impacts on indigenous peoples

that has previously found expression in various OGP/IVorld Conservation Union guidelines

for protection of the environment.t' This includes impacts on both the physical and cultural

environment

The principle of operating with respect for the culture and traditions of indigenous peoples,

contained in Principle2.2.5, has its basis in a number of sources. Shell's Guide to Human

Rights states that "the responsibilities of Shell companies, as articulated in the business

principles,to includes that the rights of indigenous peoples and communities are

respected"." Similarly, one of the stated objectives of Oxy's operations in Ecuador is to

operate with respect for indigenous cultures,'u and the foundation of BP Amoco's

"environmental and sociocultural strategy" in Ecuador is stated to be "a commitment to

operate in an environmental responsible manner and with respect for the cultures and

traditions of indigenous peoples and colonists living in the area where Amoco would be

working"." Principle 3 of ARPEL's Code of Environmental Conduct states that

"environmental issues associated with the oil industry operations and products must be

22 Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association Limited (APPEA), Environmental Policy,

June 1997, APPEA <htþ://www.appea.com.au/environmenlcode.html>.
23 See, for example, Oit and Gas Exploration and Production in Mangrove Areas, above n16 aT 4; Oil and

Gas Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions: Guidelines for Environmental Protection

(Gland, Switzerland; Cambridge, UK: IUCNÆ&P Forum, Report No. 2.55/185, 1993) at 36, discussed in

Chapter 9, Section 9.3.2, PP4I3 -415.
2a Referring to Shell International LÍd, Statement of General Business Principles, above nl.
25 Shell International Ltd, "Business and Human Rights: A Management Primer", above n3, s3.12.
,u williams B, ,'oxy's strategy on Environment, community Issues", above n3 at 48.
27 Barker G et al, above n3 at 51.
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evaluated and considered with a socioeconomic vision that takes into account the quality and

life and welfare of the communities", and Action 3 of the Code states that "ARPEL Member

Companies will develop their work with respect for the communities living in the area

influenced by their operations"."

Principle 2.2.6 is adapted from Article 17(3) of ILO Convention No 169, which states that

"persons not belonging to [indigenous] peoples shall be prevented from taking advantage of

their customs or of lack of understanding of the laws on the part of their members to secure

the ownership, possession or use of land belonging to them".

Precedent for Principle 2.2.7 is found in the IUCN/OGP Oil and Gas Exploration and

Production in Mangrove Areas: Guidelines for Environmental Protection, where the

IUCN/OGP recommended that the petroleum industry should encourage the authorities to

integrate policies in line with the principles underlying a major instrument of international

environmental law applicable to the preservation of mangrove areas, the 19'71 Wetlands

(Ramsar) Convention.t' Principle 2.2.7 is expressed in broad terms, to recognise that the

relevant instruments of international environmental law will depend on the environment in

which oil and gas exploration and production are taking place.

Principle 2.2.8, which requires public condemnation of human and indigenous rights by oil

and gas companies, is one of the more contentious statements of principle. Transnational oil

and gas companies are wary of attempting to influence governments in the field of human

rights, citing their obligation to remain politically neutral in the countries in which they

operate. Unocal Corp has identified some of the contentious issues associated with

companies and human rights advocacy in a Discussion Paper. Some of these questions are:

Is it the role of a company to remain in a country where there are systematic human rights

abuses, or should it withdraw? Should a company attempt to bring about change over time?

If so, should it do so publicly or is it sufficient to do so "quietly, 'behind the scenes"'?

Should a company demand host governments respect human rights if it operates in a country

that does not recognise them? What if the government has made clear its unwillingness to

engage in human rights discussions with companies?'o

" ARPEL Code of Environmental Conduct, above n2l.
2e 

lGland, Switzerland: ruCNÆ&P Forum, Report No. 2.541184: 1993). Convention on Wetlands of
International Importance (Ramsar), adopted 2 February 197I,996 UNTS 245; UKTS 34, Cmnd 6465; IL

rLM 96e (t972).
30 Unocal Corporation, "Human Rights and Unocal: A Discussion Paper", above nl0.
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The World Business Council for Sustainable Development has suggested that "companies

should publicly and explicitly express their support for human rights".'' Human rights

activists and NGOs have been more explicit in demanding companies take an active role in

human rights advocacy. For example, Amnesty International has more explicitly stated that:

"The business community ... has a wider moral and legal responsibility to use its influence to

promote respect for human rights. Companies should not be silent witnesses to human rights

violations. TNCs have a responsibility to use their influence to try to stop human rights

violations by governments or armed political groups in the countries in which they operate.""

Amnesty International criticised Shell's failure to publicly condemn Ken Saro-Wiwa's trial

and execution, and the company's failure to use its influence with the Nigerian government

to avert the human rights violations in that case.t'

With respect to the observance of human rights in general and indigenous peoples' rights in

particular, this Code makes it clear that companies are to observe these rights in their own

operations, and provides procedures for implementing these rights in practice' As this Code

sets out the behaviour expected of oil and gas companies seeking to operate on the traditional

lands of indigenous peoples, Principle 2.2.8 is confined to requiring that companies speak out

publicly and condemn human rights abuses by host governments closely connected to oil and

gas operations. Thus, for example, it would be expected that companies would speak out

about human rights abuses such as those occurring in the Niger Delta against the Ogoni

people. Where violations are not closely connected to an oil company's operations, the Code

does not require the company to speak publicly under this Code, but this does not preclude a

company from doing so, nor does it preclude a company from trying to bring about change

privately.

3r WBCSD, Meeting Changing Expectations, above n3.
,, Amnesty Internatlional , Hr*o, Righß Principles þr Companies, January 1998, AI Index: ACT 70101198.

33 See Chapter 4, Section 4.5.6,pp164-165.
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Principle3 SUBSTANTIVEPROVISIONS

Príncíple 3.1 Consultøtion

3.1.1 Consultation with indigenous peoples about proposed oil and gas exploration and

production projects on their traditional lands shall first take place prior to the commencement of any

exploration activity, and shall be maintained throughout all phases of the oil and gas development

process.

3.1.2 Consultations with indigenous peoples should be carried out on behalf of the company by

community relqtions specialists with extensive experience in the relevant region.

3.1.3 Each survey team should have a local liaison fficer, conversant in the local language, who

is responsible for:

. explaining the oil exploration and production process to indigenous peoples beþre

activity begins;
o obtaining information on land rights, cultural sites, seasonal activities and personal

concerns; and
o maíntaining consultation throughout all phases of the oil and gas development

process.

3.1.4 Possible methods of consultation include:

o the preparation and distribution of educational materials, translated into the local

language;
. open meetings with indigenous communities;

o periodic workshops;
. regular written communications; and

o popular theatre.

3.L5 Companies should. seek the hetp of indigenous communities in collecting social, cultural,

environmental and economic data for economic impact assessments, and should consult with

indigenous communities on drafi economic impact assessment documents'

Consultation refers to the conferral by company representatives with indigenous peoples in

order for the company to have regard for the latter's interests in making company plans.

Consultation implies that information about company plans will be provided to indigenous

peoples, that indigenous peoples' views will be sought by the company, and that indigenous

peoples' views and interests will be taken into account by the company when making

decisions

As discussed in Chapters 7 and 8, the right of indigenous peoples to be consulted regarding

developments on their traditional lands is set forth in Article 15(2) of ILO Convention No

169, and is implied in Article 19 and 30 of the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of

Indigenous peoples and Arricles XVIII(5) and XXI(2) of the Proposed American Declaration
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on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.to The necessity of consultation in development projects

has also been emphasised by the World Bank in its Approach Paper on the Revision of

Operational Directive 4.20 on Indigenous Peoples.tt Paragraph 14 of the Approach Paper

recommended that the revised policy contain a general safeguard to the effect that the Bank

will not appraise any project affecting indigenous peoples unless potential adverse impacts

are identified through disclosure of relevant information and meaningful consultation with

the affected populations and suitable mitigation measures are developed by the Borrower and

are acceptable to the Bank.

In addition, the argument that oil and gas companies will also benefit from early and

continuous consultation with indigenous communities has been advanced in so many quarters

that its inclusion in the Code in Principle 3.1.1 is not a matter for debate.'u Kit Armstrong of

Chevron Corp has stated that "the principle that companies should communicate and work

closely with local communities is being increasingly encouraged, or required, by

governments, multilateral lending organisations, and even parts of industry itself. The

effectiveness of such consultation efforts can make or break projects." V/älde has reported

that "experience of well- and badly- performing mining projects in the Third World

demonstrates that proper account of and collaboration with local communities is not an

undue burden on operators, but very much in the interests of a mining company to develop a

productive rapport with its social environment."t' Furthermore, John Bray of the London-

3a Tlre the IpM Guidelines Relating to Transnational Corporations call for transnational corporations to

"consult with and directly involve indigenous communities and their representatives in all stages of
planning, assessment, implementation and conclusion of proposed development activities": Guideline 2,

IPM Guidelines Relating to Transnational Corporatlors, above nl5.

's Davis S, Salman S and Bermudez E, Approach Paper on Revision of OD 4.20 on Indigenous Peoples

( 1 9 9 8), World Bank <htþ : //www. worldbank. orgl>.
,u See, for example, Armstrong K, above n3 at 3-43; Atkinson J, Undermined: the Impact of Australian

Mining Companies in Developing Countries (Community Aid Abroad, Melbourne, 1998); Barker G et al,

above n3 at 5l; Bray J, above n3 a:t 67', Conservation International , Reinventing the Iilell: Approaches to

Minimising the Environmental and Social Impact of Oil Development in the Tropics (Consewation

International Policy Paper, Yol 2, 1997); IUCN Inter-Commission Task Force on Indigenous Peoples,

Indigenous Peoples and Sustainability: Cases and Actions (International Books, Utrecht, 1997); IUCN, Oll

Exploration in the Tropics, above nl6; Oil and Gas Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions,

above n23 aI 22-23; Macpherson J, "Indigenous Land Use Agreements as a Risk Management Tool: A

View From the Resource Industry", Iggg AMPIA Yrbk216 at225; Mendez S, Parnell S, Reider S and

Wasserstrom R, "Model for Relations with Indigenous People Key to ARCO's Ecuadorian Rain Forest

project", OitandGasJournal, 13April Igg8,22 at25;NeateG,"TheEffectivenessof ILUAsasaRisk

Management Tool: A Mediator's Perspective" 1999 AMPLA Yrbk 254 aT 257; Wasserstrom R and Reider

S, "Peìroleum Companies Crossing New Threshold", above n3 at25-26; Wasserstrom R and Reider S, "Oil

Firms in Environmentally Sensitive Areas Learning to Balance Stakeholder Interests", Oil and Gas

Journal, 18 August 199'7 ,23 at 23; Wåilde T, above n3 at 353-4.
37 Armstrong K, above n3 at 3-43.

" Wälde T, above n3 at 338-339.
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based Risk Control Group has argued that companies must consult with local stakeholders

before a project takes place, even when government machinery does not provide for this.'n

The OGP has also emphasised the importance of consultation with stakeholders, despite

some of the difficulties associated with the consultation process. "Engaging in meaningful

consultation can have both perceived and real risks for the company because it can present

external input and demands that are complex, challenging, and sometimes contradictory.

However, many companies increasingly have found that the benefits of consultation,

especially in sensitive areas, have ultimately outweighed the risks".oo Some of the benefits of

effective consultation are that it:4'

o Provides clear, accurate, understandable and timely information to stakeholders about the

proposed project and its potential impacts on them'
o Identifies and clarifies stakeholder values, interests and concerns.

o Explores alternative approaches, mitigation measures and trade-offs.

o Develops practices and procedures that will avoid or reduce negative impacts and increase

project benefits.
o Enhances environmental and social soundness and acceptability.

o Establishes transparent procedures for carrying out proposed projects.

Consultation allows stakeholders to see, understand and influence company decision-making

processes. Involvement of stakeholders facilitates resolution of concerns and can increase

stakeholder ownership in and support of decisions. It helps establish and maintain good

relationships, and may significantly reduce the likelihood of costly delays or stoppages in

project development or operations. Consultation contributes to early identification of

ènvironmental and social issues and may enable project design and other changes to be made

more cost-effectively. 
o'

The OGP has set out some guiding principles for the consultation process for oil and gas

companies, which include the following:o'

3e "petroleum and Human Rights: the New Frontiers of Debate", Oil and Gas Journal, I November 1999, 65

aÍ 67. In the context of the environment, Principle 4 of the Berlin Mining and Environment Guidelines

states that companies should "ensure the participation and dialogue with the affected community and other

directly interesied parties on the environmental aspects of all phases of mining activities. Berlin Mining

and Environment Guidelines, above n3'
oo Oil Industry International Exploration and Production Forum, Principles for Impact Assessment: the

Environmental and Social Dimension, Report No.2.741265, August 1997, at 7. The OGP has also stated

that "community participation in the project development process is a necessary practice in oil industry

operations ... tôlãmmunity dialogue is necessary in order to build consensus. Consultation with local

cômrnunities helps industry to understand their values, needs and wishes, to respect their cultures and to

use local knowledge": The Oil Industry: Operating in Sensitive Environments (IPIECAÆ&P Forum,

Report No.2,'731255, London, May 1997).
4t Oii Industry International Exploration and Production Forum, Principles for Impact Assessment: the

Environmentql and sociat l)imension, Report No. 2.74/265, August 1997, at 5.
o2 lbid.
43 Ibid at 6-8.
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o Effective consultation is two-way: Effective consultation involves constructive response to

input received and meaningful dialogue about how to deal with issues that are raised.

o Allow sufficient time and resources: Adequate time and resources should be devoted to

consultation, which may take considerable time and effort. The company may need to

start consultations before the project is formally proposed. Consultation will be most

intense during project planning, and engaged and some level through the project life-

cycle.

. Programs require appropriate representatives and expertise: "Company representatives

involved need appropriate skills, attitudes, credibility, accessibility ad decision-making

authority. Specialised expertise, such as from social scientists, may be needed to design

and carry out consultation programs."

o The process should be open and transparenti "Integrity and credibility are necessary for

consultation to be effective. Analysis and documentation of input, decisions and

agreements is essential for records over time."

Oil companies need to recognise and accommodate the fact that there are certain ways of

consulting and negotiating within indigenous groups. Appropriate forms of consultation and

communication differ between indigenous groups. For example, public meetings may or

may not be appropriate depending on the cultural traditions of the group, or communication

may be constrained by complex cultural rules not easily observed by outsiders. Usually the

expertise to negotiate is not held within resource companies, and it is likely that experienced

external consultants will need to be engaged.* Industry consultants Wasserstrom and Reider

recommend that the appropriate persons to carry out consultations are not public relations

officers but experienced community relations specialists who have the trust of the peoples

and are able to communicate properly with indigenous peoples, thereby ensuring consultation

is effective and culturally sensitive."

principle 3.1.2 is a general principle recognising that professional assistance from cultural

anthropologists or other specialists may be vital to ensure effective consultation'ou More

particularly, Principle 3.1.3 recommends that there should be a local liaison officer who is

aa Macpherson J, above n36 at225.
ot Wasierstrom R and Reider S, "Petroleum Companies Crossing New Threshold", above n3 at 25

Wasserstrom R and Reider S, "Oil Finns in Environmentally Sensitive Areas", above n36 at 24. See also

Conservation International, above n36 aI32 and35.
ou King T, "What Should be the "Cultural Resources" Element of an EIA?" (2000) 20 Environ Impact

Assessment Rev 5 aL23.
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bears the company's responsibility for consultation with indigenous peoples "in the field" on

an ongoing basis, and is answerable to the company if aspects of the consultation process,

including the provision of information to indigenous peoples, and the gathering of

information from indigenous peoples, are inadequate. This person must be able to

communicate effectively with indigenous peoples by being conversant in the local language,

and should be familiar with local customs.ot Further requirements on the information that

should be disclosed to indigenous peoples is contained in s 3.3 on "prior informed consent".

The V/orld Bank has recommended that as a minimum, two criteria be used to assess whether

consultation with indigenous peoples is "meaningful".ot These are: that consultations have

taken place with the indigenous populations and/or their representatives during early stages

of project preparation and relevant information is provided in a "culturally and linguistically

compatible manner"; and that consultations with government agencies, local NGOs, and

national and local indigenous organisations that are working for the welfare of indigenous

peoples have been conducted prior to appraisal. In this Code, the requirement of provision of

information "in a culturally and linguistically compatible manner" is dealt with in the section

on prior informed consent.

Principle 3.L4, which suggests possible methods of consultation, is not so much a

declaration of expected or required conduct but a recommendation of possible avenues for

effective consultation.on Principle 3.1.5, which is included to emphasise the importance of

consulting indigenous peoples in the preparation of EIAs in order to ensure that the

documents use the special knowledge indigenous peoples' and fully reflect their concerns,'o

should be read in conjunction with Principles 3.6.7 and 3.6.8 in the "Environment" section of

this Code.t'

Principle 3.2 Negotíation

3,2.1 OiI and gas companies should, where desired by indigenous peoples, enter into

negotiations with the peoples regarding the conditions under which development will take place on

their traditional lands, including negotiations concerning the participation of indigenous peoples in

the benefits of oil and gas exploitation'

a? The responsibilities of the local liaison offrcer listed above are suggested by IUCN, Oil Exploration in the

Tropics, above n16 at 12; Conseruation International' above n36 at 35.
a8 Davis S, Salman S and Bermudez E, above n35, para 19.
oo 'l'hese methods are taken from Conservation International, above n36 at 35.
s0 Ibid; Wasserstrom R and Reider S, "Petroleum Cornpanies Crossing New Threshold", above n3 at25,
51 Discussed below at pP603-604.
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3.2.2 All negotiations with indigenous peoples or their representative institutions regarding oil
and gas projects on their traditional lands should be conducted by experienced community

dev el opment p rofe s s ionals and s o c i al exp e rt s.

3.2.3 The negotiation process between indigenous peoples should be regulated by contracts to

negotiate, entered into by indigenous peoples, or their representative federations, and oil and gas

compantes.

3.2.4 Contracts to negotiate should contain provisions addressing

o the objectives of the oil company and the aspirations of the indigenous peoples;

o prínciples governing the negotiation process, such as the commitment by all parties

to work together in good faith;
o the legal status of the contract to negotiate, including procedures and remedies if the

contract is broken and./or the negotiation process breaks down;

o the substantive issues for negotiation;
c the provision of information to indigenous peoples;

c the structure of the discussion table;
. ratifrcation by indigenous communities of decisions taken by their representatives at

the discussion table;
o the planning of meetings and agendas;

o the designation ofa coordinator;
o location of meetings and timelines;
o guidelines for communications between the parties;

o the provision of resources to ensure the participation of indigenous peoples in the

negotiation Process;
o follow-up measures, including complaint procedures.

3.2.5 The representative institutions of indigenous peoples shall have sfficient time to study and

analyse information, educate themselves, and discuss the options with their communities beþre

committing to petroleum activity on their traditional lands.

3.2.6 Indigenous peoples have the right to cease negotiations when they do not wish oil and gas

exploration or development to proceed.

3.2.7 Oit and gas companies should provide the necessary resources to ensure the participation

of indigenous peoples in the negotiation process. This may include funding for:

o the contracting by indigenous peoples of experts on dffirent subjects relating to the

negotiation process, including legal advice;

o the costs of communication, including telephone, fax and electronic mail costs,

incurred by indigenous peoples in order to maintain contact with members of the

discussion table, the contracted experts and other people and organisations related

to the neSotiation Process;
o translations of documents related to the negotiation process, this Code of Conduct,

and teaching materials, into the local language;

. training workshops relating to the neSotiation process;

. mobilisation and transport costs to enable the representatives of indigenous peoples

to attend meetings;
o mobilisation, transport, food and work material costs incurred by indigenous peoples

in order to carry out Assemblies related to the neSotiation process;

. reasonable compensation to indigenous peoples who must leave their customary

work in order to participate in meetings; and

. an! other costs that are discussed and approved by mutual consent between the

compony and the indigenous peoples.
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Negotiation is the mutual discussion and arrangement of the terms of a transaction or

agreement. In the context of oil and gas development, "negotiation" suggests a right to

bargain about the conditions under which exploitation will take place. This can be contrasted

with "consultation" which involves the provision and exchange of information and views

about oil exploitation, but does not involve the power to bargain. The power to bargain

suggests that the terms of the arrangement must be able to be upheld in law. To be effective,

it also suggests a right to cease negotiations and to refuse to allow development to proceed if

negotiations are unsatisfactory.

Section 3.2 of the Code recommends that oil companies negotiate with indigenous peoples

regarding development on their traditional lands, and sets out guidelines for negotiations

where these occur. It is based on the principle that oil and gas companies should accept the

right of indigenous communities to determine whether or not a mining operation should take

place on their land, and if it does take place, under what conditions.t' While the right to

negotiate is not explicitly recognised by instruments of international law,tt which focus on

the requirement of consultation, indigenous peoples have called for corporations to

"negotiate and secure written agreements from the indigenous peoples concerned ... prior to

the initiation of any development activities".'o The recommendation that companies

negotiate with indigenous peoples is included in Principle 3.2.1not only as a protection for

t' Atkinson J, above n36 at 69.t. Article 19 of the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples refers to the right of indigenous

peoples to "participate fully" at all levels of decision-making that may affect them or their rights. However,

ihis right equates to consultation more than negotiation. Article 30 of the UN draft Declaration states that

indigenous peoples have "the right to require" that states obtain the free and informed consent of
indigenous peoples prior to the approval of projects on their lands, particularly in the development of
rnineral resources. Article 30 also provides that "pursuant to agreement with indigenous peoples

concerned", just and fair compensation shall be provided and mitigation measures shall be undertaken in

regard of any adverse effects. However, it is arguable that the satisfaction of Article 30, particularly the

principle of free and informed consent, irnplies some power to negotiate, although this is not clearly spelled

out. See Chapter 7, Section 7 .2.3 'I, p279.

ILO Convention No 169 does not explicitly recognise a right of indigenous peoples to negotiate with

resource development companies, including oil companies, for participating in the benefits of resource

exploitation. Article 15(2) of ILO Convention No 169, which specifically addresses the case of state

ownership of subsurface resources, requires governments to establish or maintain procedures for

consultation prior to permitting activity for resource exploitation, and provides that indigenous peoples

shall, wherever possible, participate in the benefits of such activities. This article emphasises the right to

consultation onþ, and contains no references to the right to negotiate or bargain over the terms of oil and

gas exploitation on lands. See Chapter 7, Section 7 .2.2.1, pp258-263.

Similarly, Article XVIII(5) of the Proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
peoples requires governments to establish procedures for the participation of indigenous peoples in

deteìmining whether, and to what extent, their interests would be adversely affected by the exploitation of

subsurface resources. See Chapter 8, Section 8.2.3,pp352'353.
s4 Guideline 3,IPM Guidelines Relating to Transnational Corporations, above nl5.
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indigenous peoples, but also to ensure the smooth and successful operation of company

projects.

Negotiations are likely to set the scene for future communications between the parties which

for a resource project may mean several decades of working in the communities with whom the

original negotiations have been concluded. Those successful negotiations and an ultimate

win/win outcome sets the perimeters for living and working together and the respect flowing
from this coexistence cannot be underestimated. 

tt

Principle 3.2.2 is included to ensure negotiations are conducted by people who have the trust

of indigenous peoples and are able to communicate properly with them, thereby ensuring

negotiations are effective and culturally sensitive.tu Principles 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 recommend

that oil companies enter into contracts to negotiate with indigenous peoples that establish

ground rules for the conduct of the formal negotiations in order to ensure reasonable equality

of bargaining power between companies and indigenous groups.t'

Contracts to negotiate have been employed successfully by oil and gas and other mining

companies. Principles 3.2.3 to 3.2.5 are based on two contracts to negotiate, the Code of

Conduct for a Discussion Process Between the Secoya Indigenous Organisation of Ecuador -

OISE - and Occidental Exploration and Production Company - OEPC (hereafter referued to

as the OISE-OEPC Code of Conduct) of 29 October 1999," and the Negotiation Protocol for

Agreement Between the Walgalu and Wiradjuri People, the Tumut Brungle Local Aboriginal

Land Council and Adelong Consolidated Gold Mines NL of 2 September 1998 (hereafter

referred to as the Walgalu-Wiradjuri-Adelong Negotiation Protocol),5n and various

s5 Macplrerson J, above n36 at229'
tu Wasierstrom R and Reider S, "Petroleurn Companies Crossing New Threshold", above n3 at 25;

Conservation International, above n36 at 35.
st It has been suggested that such contracts or "protocols" for negotiations may also seek to safeguard privacy

of the process, control access to the media, and systernise a process for reporting back to the wider

indigenous community and all other affect communities: Macpherson J, above n36 at22'7.
tt Codi of Conduct for a Discussion Process Between the Secoya Indigenous Organisation of Ecuador -

OISE - qnd Occidental Exploration and Production Company - OEPC (hereafter the OISE-OEPC Code of

Conduct) of 29 October 1999, Quito (on file with the author). The OISE-OEPC Code of Conduct, which

was signed by leaders of the democratically elected representative body of the Secoya people of Ecuador

(OISEi and officers of OEPC (the local subsidiary of California-based Occidental Petroleum), and

witnessed by various government officials and independent observers, represents the culmination of four

months of intense negotiations between OISE and OEPC. The Code, which aims to protect the rights of

the Secoya people, sets out the "principles, procedures, requirements, responsibilities, and obligations with

which OISÈ and Occidental must comply" during discussions related to the company's oil activities in

Secoya territory: "Occidental Signs Agreernent with the Secoya People of Ecuador", Drillbits & Tailings;

Vol4, No 19. 23 Novernber 1999.
se Negotiation Protocol for Agreement Between the Walgalu and Iliradiuri People, the Tumut Brungle Local

Abáriginat Lqnd Councit and Adelong Consolidated Gold Mines NZ of 2 September 1998, reprinted in

(1999j 3 Austrqlian Indigenous Law Reporter l2l-124. The Walgalu-Wiradjuri-Adelong Negotiation
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recommendations made by Community Aid abroad in its suggested Code of Conduct for

Australian mining companies operating abroad.*

Principle 3.2.4 suggests a number of matters that should be addressed in an agreement to

negotiate. These are based on selected provisions of the OISE-OEPC Code of Conduct and

the Walgalu-Wiradjuri-Adelong Negotiation Protocol. The provisions of these documents

provide insights into the way in the suggested matters listed in Principle 3.2.3 have been

incorporated in contracts to negotiate, and examples are provided below.

o the objectives of the oil company and the aspirations of the indigenous peoples

In the V/algalu-Wiradjuri-Adelong Negotiation Protocol, the objectives of the mining

company are stated to be: "to develop the project and to ensure timely and legally secure

access to the project area land and waters required to plan, construct and operate the mine

and infrastructure at the lowest possible cost consistent with appropriate social,

environmental and cultural considerations".u' The aspirations of the Aboriginal peoples

include: to promote economic self-sufficiency to the greatest extent possible; to participate as

fully as possible in the project and mine-related ventures; to be able to live on, care for and

have access to their traditional lands; to protect fully their natural environment and its

resources; to identify and protect sites of significance to themselves; to ensure that the

standards of health, employment rates, education opportunities and other social indices of the

Aboriginal people are favourably comparable to standards of other Australian citizens; and to

ensure their native title rights are not extinguished.ut

o principles governing the negotiation process, such as the commitment by all parties to

work together in goodfaith

Examples of principles governing negotiations between companies and indigenous peoples

include: the conduct of negotiations in good faith with mutual respect;u' the conduct of

negotiations with reciprocal respect for the rights of the Parties established according to

relevant national and international law; negotiations are to be characterised by openness and

Protocol, which set out the lnanner in which negotiations for a gold mine in NSW were to be conducted by

the Wiradjuri people, the Walgalu people, the Tumut Brungle Local Aboriginal Land Council and Adelong

Consolidated Gold Mines NL, took three months to settle. Once the Negotiation Protocol was finalised, the

mining agreement itself took only two weeks to settle.
uo Atkinson J, above n36 at 69-70, recommending that "in conjunction with community representatives,

companies should develop protoeols for conducting negotiations over land".
6r The Walgalu-Wiradjuri-Adelong Negotiation Protocol, above n59, pata2.L
62 Ibid para 3.1.
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honesty; and decisions must be based on the principle of prior informed consent, including

the timely and accurate provision of information to indigenous peoples.*

o the substantive issues for negotiation

Some of the broad substantive issues for negotiation between the company and the

indigenous peoples contained in the Walgalu-Wiradjuri-Adelong Negotiation Protocol are:

culture and heritage, including the protection of important sites and continuation of

traditional activities; the determination of monetary and non-monetary compensation,

including interaction and economic participation rights; the administration and distribution of

compensation; and the framework for access to lands and water and for access to natural

resources of those lands and waters.ut

o the structure of the discussion table

provisions addressing the "structure of the discussion table" are concerned with the presence

and participation of people at negotiations, for example, the naming of representatives of the

parties to the negotiations, rights to change or replace representatives, and rules governing

the presence of advisers, independent experts and government officials at negotiations.* Para

4.5 of the OISE-OEPC Code of Conduct makes provision for the ratification by indigenous

communities of decisions taken by their representatives at the discussion table.

o the planning of meetings and agendas

As regards the planning of meetings and the definition of agendas, the OISE-OEPC Code of

Conduct sets out rules for who may propose meetings and define the agenda.ut The Walgalu-

Wiradjuri-Adelong Negotiation Protocol made provision for a schedule of meetings o be

prepared by the parties.u' As the negotiations for the OISE-OEPC Code of Conduct were to

be coordinated and facilitated by the Latin American Future Foundations, the OISE-OEPC

Code of Conduct also makes provision for the designation of the Foundation as the

coordinator and the defined of the Foundation's functions.un

63 Ibid para4.2.
6a The OISE-OEPC Code of Conduct, above n58, paras 3.I,3.2 and 3.4'
ut The Walgalu-Wiradjuri-Adelong Negotiation Protocol, above n59, para 8.1
uu Ibid paras 5.1-5.4; the OISE-OEPC Code of Conduct, above n58, para 4.1.
67 Tlre OISE-OEPC Code of Conduct, ibid pata 4.2.
68 The Walgalu-Wiradjuri-Adelong Negotiation Protocol, above n59, para 6.2
6e The OISE-OEPC Code of Conduct, above n58, para 4.3.
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o location of meetings and timelines

Provisions regarding locations and timelines of meetings may be broad, for example pata 4.2

of the OISE-OEPC Code of Conduct, which states that "meetings shall be carried out in

hours and locations adequate to make possible the participation of the members of the

discussion table"; or may be more specific, such as para 6.1 of the Walgalu-Wiradjuri-

Adelong Negotiation Protocol, which states that "negotiations shall take place at Sydney or

other such places as the parties agree",

o guidelines for communications between the parties

para4.4 of the OISE-OEPC Code of Conduct sets out guidelines for communication between

the parties, including requirements that communications be in writing and signed, that

comminations be "respectful, cordial and equitable", and that copies of communications must

be sent to advisers and international observers.

o the provision of resources to ensure the participation of indigenous peoples tn the

negotiation process

Agreements to negotiate should also address the provision of resources by oil companies to

ensure the participation of indigenous peoples in the negotiation process. The Walgalu-

Wiradjuri-Adelong Negotiation Protocol provides for the Mining Company to "reimburse

actual, reasonable and verifiable costs of the negotiation" as per a support package contained

in a Schedule to the Protocol.'o The OISE-OEPC Code of Conduct states that "OEPC must

provide all necessary resources for the participation of the Secoya Nation in the discussion

process", and lists a number of costs to be met, most of which are reproduced as a suggested

list of areas of funding in Principle 3.2'1 of this Code' ''

The next Principle of the Code, Principle 3.2.5, seeks to ensure that indigenous peoples have

sufficient time to become fully informed with the features and consequences of resource

development on their traditional lands. In general, it should also be recognised by resource

companies that they cannot expect the process of negotiation to be concluded in a short

period of time. Negotiations may take anywhere from 4 months to 3 years or moro to

?0 The Walgalu-Wiradjuri-Adelong Negotiation Protocol, above n59, para l2.l
7r The OISE-OEPC Code of Conduct, above n58' para 4'7.
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conclude successfully." It is thus "extremely important that time frames be recognised and

taken into account in planning for any project"'t'

Principle 3.2.'7 makes recommendations for ways in which oil and gas companies may ensure

the full and informed participation of indigenous peoples in the negotiation process through

the provision of resources. It has been recognised by the resource industry that successful

negotiations with indigenous peoples regarding land use agreements often "require the

provision of independent assistance for indigenous groups to be able to negotiate on an equal

footing with industry and government parties".To The list of recommendations in Principle

3.2.7, which are derived from the OISE-OEPC Code of Conduct, recommendations of the

World Conservation Union, and experience of other firms in the negotiation process,tt is an

inclusive list, and other forms of assistance may also be appropriate.

Principle 3.2.6 is potentially the most controversial principle in this section. It is based on

the recognition that for a negotiation process to be meaningful, indigenous peoples must have

the power to cease negotiations if the procedures and expected outcomes are unsatisfactory.tu

There must be some type of right of veto or prevention of activity where the expected

outcomes of the negotiation process are unsatisfactory, otherwise ceasing negotiations will

simply result in the development of oil and gas resources without the participation and

informed consent of indigenous peoples. Principle 3.2.5 is intimately linked with Principle

3.3.1 (below) which provides that no oil and gas activity should take place on the traditional

lands without the prior informed consent of indigenous peoples. The principle of prior

informed consent reflects the full acceptance of an activity by indigenous peoples, and

implies the right to stop an activity from proceeding and/or halt it if it has already begun. "

principles 3.2.6 and3.3.I, taken together, will be extremely contentious. On the one hand,

prior informed consent is a crucial aspect of equitable relations between indigenous peoples

and the state and corporations, and is necessary to ensure indigenous peoples are equal

parties to negotiations. The importance of the principle of prior informed consent is reflected

t, For examples of time frames for completing negotiations under the indigenous land use agreement

provision òf the Australian Native Title Act (1993) Cth, see Macpherson J, above n36 a|223.
73 Macpherson J, ibid.
t4 lbid at22r.
t5 The OISE-OEPC Code of Conduct, above n58; ruCN, Indigenous Peoples and Sustqinability, above n36;

Barker G et al, above n3; Macpherson J, ibid.
tu Atkinson J, above n36 at 69-70, stating that "Indigenous communities have the right to cease negotiating

when they do not want an operation to proceed".
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in Article 30 of the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which states

that indigenous peoples have the right to "require that States obtain their free and informed

consent prior to the approval of any project affecting their lands, territories and other

resources, particularly in connection with the development, utilisation or exploitation of

mineral, water or other resources."tt The World Conservation Union has stated that all oil

and mineral resource extraction activities on the traditional territories of indigenous peoples

and local communities should be subject to the requirement of prior informed consent

whether or not the communities have legal titles to the lands, as "it is no longer acceptable

that development projects proceed without the permission of indigenous communities".tn

On the other hand, the implication that indigenous peoples have the right to cease

negotiations and prevent development activity is not recognised in instruments of

international law and is certainly not supported by states at an international level' The most

that ILO Convention No 169 says in this regard is that before undertaking or permitting any

programmes for the exploration or exploitation of subsurface resources pertaining to

traditional lands, governments shall establish or maintain procedures through which they

shall consult indigenous peoples "with a view to ascertaining whether and to what degree

their interests would be prejudiced",'o Although Article XXI(2) of the proposed American

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples provides that states shall take necessary

measures to ensure decisions regarding development plans and programs affecting the rights

or living conditions of indigenous peoples "are not made without the free and informed

consent" of those people, this is qualified by the phrase "unless exceptional circumstances so

warrant in the public interest".'' Furthermore, Article 30 of the UN draft Declaration on the

Rights of Indigenous Peoples is still subject to revision by the CHR Working Group.

In some cases it may be difficult or unrealistic for oil companies to observe Principles 3.2.6

and 3.3.1. For the officials of state-owned oil companies that are charged with the primary

function of developing oil resources for the benefit of the entire population, and are subject

to political pressure from the government, a refusal to develop resources on the territories of

71 IUCN, Indigenous Peoples and Sustainability, above n36 at 90.
'tB 

See above, Óhapter 7, Section 7.2.3,1, p279. Indigenous peoples have called for transnational corporations

to ,.gain the fìee and informed consent of indigenous peoples prior to initiating or implementing

devJopment activities which directly or indirectly affect the lands, territories and resources of the peoples

concerned": Guideline I,IPM Guidelines Relating to Transnational Corporatlor¡, above n15.
tt ruCN, Indigenous Peoples and Sustainability, above n36 at 105.
80 ILO Convention No. 169, Article 15(2). See above, Chapter 7, Section 7.2'2.1,pp258-263.'
tr See above, Chapter 8, Section 8.2.3, pp353-354.
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indigenous peoples may result in a shortened career span in the company. There will be

situations where transnational oil companies are caught between a state's desire for

development to proceed, which may be legally endorsed in an oil contract stipulating that

exploration takes place within certain time, and the dissatisfaction of indigenous peoples with

the proposed development plans. The worst-case scenario to be faced by a transnational oil

company in this situation would be the following choice: whether or not to proceed with a

proposed project and face conflict with the indigenous peoples and NGOs (and the possibility

of delays and rising costs); or being forced to relinquish an oil contract or licence and writing

off the (enormous) costs incurred thus far. This leads to a major concern with the inclusion

of this provision in a voluntary code - the possibility that companies may refuse to sign the

entire Code if one provision is seen as unrealistic or unduly onerous.

While there are no easy solutions in this case, I offer the following observations:

o the company should, before entering contracts, discuss the Code with governments in

order to reach a clear understanding beforehand of the costs, benefits and implications of

these principles, and to obtain government support;

o it is the company's responsibility to accurately assess the risk that the project may be

unacceptable to indigenous peoples, before committing to a project. In this respect, Kit

Armstrong from Chevron has stated that:

Early identification of environmental and social conditions that may be affected by a new

project or activity can greatly facilitate successful project planning and implementation. A

Lo-puny needs to anticipate all potentially significant short-term and long-term environmental

and social impacts that may present legal, economic, or political liabilities for the company,

This will facilitate a decision whether to go forward with the project, as well as development

of appropriate plans, project schedules, and resources to mitigate potential liabilities.

For ,'greenfield" projects, decisions need to be made early whether environmental or social

sensitivities of the area can be effectively addressed, and at what cost and time. They have the

potential to generate so much political or social controversy that development of the area

might ultimately be impossible or uneconomic. In addition to identifying relevant

environmental legal requirements, a key aspect of this evaluation and planning will be a

formal or informal environmental impact assessment. If done well, and EIA can provide very

useful advance warning to a company of significant environmental and social issues that may

be associated with the project, "

o this is a worst-case scenario - in many situations indigenous peoples will be happy for

exploitation to occur providing there are proper safeguards in place to protect the

82 Arrnstrong K, above n3 at3-57
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environment and their rights to use and access the land, and providing they are able to

share in the benefits of oil and gas activity; and

. one of the advantages of an industry code, as opposed to a private internal code, is that oil

and gas companies will be acting in concert on a common set of principles. Governments

faced with a number of firms adopting a common approach may well, over time, be more

likely to accept the principles contained in the Code, including the principle of prior

informed consent.

Principle 3,3 Prtor Informed Consent

3.3.1 No oil and gas activity shall take place on the traditional lands of indigenous peoples

without the prior informed consent of the indigenous peoples concerned.

3.3.2 All decisions in the negotiation process shall be taken on the basis of prior informed

consent.

3.3.3 The principle of prior informed consent requires the full disclosure, in writing or
audio/visual transcription in the local language, of the following matters:

o the purpose ofoil and gas exploration andproduction activities;
c the identity of those carrying out oil and gas exploration and production activities,

and the sponsor of such activities, where these are dffirent;
o benerttsfor indigenous peoples

o the benefits for, and commercial interests of, sponsors and developers;

o disbenefr.ts for indigenous peoples;

o possible alternative activities and procedures;

c the risks associated with oil and gas exploration and production activities, including

technical information about the potential effects of operations, products, waste and

rehabilitation practice s ;
o discoveries made in the course of oil and gas exploration and production activities

that might affect the willingness of indigenous peoples to cooperate; and

o the legal options of the communities to reluse consent to oil and gas exploration and

production activities on their taditional lands'

The contentious aspects of the principle of prior informed consent have been discussed above

in relation to Principle 3.2.6.

The requirements for disclosure necessitated by the principle of prior informed consent

contained in Principle 3.3.3 are those put forward by the World Conservation Union's Inter-

Commission Task Force on Indigenous Peoples.t' These requirements, taken in conjunction

with the provisions in this Code concerning consultation, negotiation, and environmental

impact assessment, provide a means whereby the rights of indigenous peoples to be informed

589

t' IUCN, Indigenous Peoples and Sustainability, above n36 at 90'
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about, participate in, and control development on their lands, discussed in Chapters 7 and 8,

and principles of access to environmental information and participation in environmental

matters, recognised in Chapter 9 as being especially important to indigenous peoples, may be

observed.

Principle 3.4 Partícipation ín the Benefits of Oil and Gas Exploítation

3.4.1 Where desired by indigenous peoples, oil and gas companies should provide community

dev elopment pro gramme s to indi genous communities.

3.4.2 The design and implementation of community development programmes rnust be undertaken

by e xp e ri enc e d c o mmunity dev el o pme nt p r ofe s s i o n al s'

3.4.3 Oit and gas companies should seek the involvement of government agencies in the

imp I e me nt at i o n of c o mmunity dev e I opm e nt p r o I r amme s'

3.4.4 Community development programmes should be implemented in a phased approach, where

the size and type of programmes and payments is linked to the phases of oil and gas development.

3.4.5 Community development programmes should avoid encouraging long-term dependence on

the support of oil and gas cornpanies. Such programmes should encourage sustainable outcomes for
indi g enou s c ommunitie s, throu gh :

. an emphasis on hetping communities to identify their own needs and plan for the

future; and
. a careful balance betvveen the satisfaction of immediate needs and assistance with

economic initiatives that yield sustainable results in the long term.

3.4.6 Where desired by the indigenous peoples, community development initiatives that oil and

gas companies can provide, or assist the government to provide, include:

o schools, educational materials, and scholarships;

o medical clinics and medicines;

o infrastructure, such as piped water or electricity;

o the construction of dual-use buildings which will enable them to be used for schools

or clinics after the company has gone;

. training and recruitment in the oil industry;

. training in other industries and skills, such as agriculture, mechanics and

administration;
o assistance to research, record, document and preserve indigenous knowledge and

culture;
o assistance to gainformal title to traditional lands;

o assistance to develop registers of sacred sites;

o site mapPing and demarcation;

o payment for access 1o traditional lands; and

o assistance to help indigenous peoples who have been employed by the company

return to their communities'

principle 3.4 is addressed to the role of corporations in ensuring the participation of

indigenous peoples in the benefits of oil exploitation. Article 15(2) of Convention No' 169
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provides that indigenous peoples "shall wherever possible" participate in the benefits of any

programmes for the exploration or exploitation of mineral or sub-surface resources

pertaining to their lands. While not specifically mentioning rights to participate in the

benefits of resource exploitation, Article 30 of the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of

Indigenous Peoples provides that indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop

priorities and strategies for the development or use of their lands, territories and other

resources and that, pursuant to agreement with the indigenous peoples concerned, just and

fair compensation shall be provided for projects affecting their lands, teritories and other

resources, particularly in connection with the development, utilisation or exploitation of

mineral, water or other resources.to Article XVIII(5) of the proposed American Declaration

on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples provides that indigenous peoples "shall participate" in

the benefits of subsurface resource exploitation.t'

The World Bank's Approach Paper on Revision of OD 4.20 on Indigenous Peoples,

recommends that the revised policy should "clarify that the Bank would not assist any

development interventions" that "support the commercial exploitation of the natural, mineral,

hydro-carbon and/or cultural resources contained in the areas traditionally used or occupied

by indigenous peoples unless they participate in the benefits of such activities and receive

fair compensation for any harm or damage that might result from such activities ".'u

The Principle advanced in 3.4.1, that companies should undertake community development

projects in the areas in which they conduct operations, is supported by numerous

organisations and oil companies." Unocal has stated that while increasing stockholder value

is the principle objective of a publicly held company, corporate responsibility programs are

an "investment in the future", as "strong, lasting alliances with communities create value for

stockholders".tt Shell also has explicitly stated that community programmes can "improve

84 Chapter 7, Section 7.2.3.I,P279.
85 Chapter 8, Section 8.2.3,pp352-353.
86 Davis S, Salman S and Bermudez E, above n35, para l5(c).
tt Atkinson J, above n36 at74;Barker G et al, above n3 aT 54;Bray J, above n3 aI67; ruCN, Indigenous

peoples and Sustainabitity, above n36 at 140; Conservation International, above n36 at 38 and 43;

Wasserstrom R and Reider S, "Petroleum Cornpanies Crossing New Threshold", above n3 aL 26; Williams

B, "Foreign Petroleum Firms Developing New Paradigrn", above n3 at 40; Williams B, "Oxy's Strategy on

Environment, Community Issues", above n3 aI 48; Oil and Gas Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic

Onshore Regions, above n23 at36;E&P Forum, The Oil Industry: Operating in Sensitive Environments,

above n40. Indigenous peoples have also called for the negotiation of just and fair profit-sharing

arrangements: Guideline 4,IPM Guidelines Relating to Transnational Corporations, above nl5.
88 Unocal Corporation, "Corporate Responsibility at Unocal", above n2.
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the long-term viability of a project or partnership, and reduce the likelihood of future conflict

or human rights violations".tn

The types of community development projects that may be implemented, listed in Principle

3.4.6, are drawn from a number of sources, including programmes that have been

implemented by oil corporations in the past. The phrase "where desired by indigenous

peoples" in Principles 3.4.1 and 3.4.6 is used to indicate that indigenous peoples may not

desire some or any of the suggested the community development initiatives. As with similar

requirements in the sections on consultation and negotiations, Principle 3.4.2 is included to

ensure community development programmes are conducted by people who have the trust of

indigenous peoples and are able to communicate properly with them, and to ensure

community development programmes are effective and culturally sensitive and appropriate.

Shell has acknowledged the potential benefits of community development programmes, but

has also pointed out that community development programmes can be "unsustainable in the

long term, and lead to governments neglecting their proper roles and responsibilities"'' The

concern over sustainability arises from vulnerability of indigenous communities who have

come to rely on the benefits of projects that cease once the company has finished its

operations and moves away from the area. The concern over government responsibilities is

particularly acute regarding the provision of infrastructure and basic social services. Oil

companies have also expressed concern about expectations of indigenous communities

regarding the provision of benefits which are seen as unrealistic by oil companies.

These concerns are addressed in Principles 3.4.3 to 3.4.5.'' That corporations should seek the

involvement of government agencies, recommended in Principle 3.4.3, is designed to ensure

that governments do not abdicate their responsibilities, as well as encourage a two-way flow

of information and expertise between corporations and governments. The recommendation

in principle 3.4.4 that community development programmes should be implemented in a

phased approach recognises that a company conducting exploration operations may not be

able to commit the same resources to development programmes as a company that has

tn 
SheU International Ltd, "Business and Human Rights: A Management Primer", above n3, s3.11.

no Ibid.
er Conservation International, above n36 at 43; Williams B, "Foreign Petroleum Firms Developing New

paradigm", above n3 at 40; Williams B, "Oxy's Strategy on Environment, Community Issues", above n3 at

48.
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discovered oil and knows the probable reserves contained in the field.nt The rationale for a

phased approach to community development programmes should be explained to

communities as part of the processes of consultation and negotiation before seismic activity

begins.

Principle 3.4.5 aims to avoid reliance on oil company operations and the satisfaction of short

term needs by encouraging community development programmes based on long-term,

sustainable initiatives not connected to oil company operations. The need to implement

initiatives based on sustainable development was highlighted in a recent special report in the

Oil and Gas Journal on operating in high risk areas, where it was stated that "the foreign

rnultinational firms operating in the fNiger Delta] region now recognise that a better

approach than the piecemeal, often superficial measures of the past calls for pursuing long-

term goals in partnership with the communities participating directly in sustainable

development initiatives - with an emphasis on self-reliance"." In addition to programs for

health and sanitation, companies operating in the Niger Delta region are turning their

attention to the provision of skills acquisition programs for youths, including managerial and

trade skills, and the provision of credit and business development schemes with the aim of

enhancing business development and self-employment in rural areas.

While acknowledging concerns that under corporate social responsibility programmes

businesses may be persuaded to take on social responsibilities that should be handed by

governments and individuals, the World Business Council for Sustainable Development has

taken the position that the "clear business benefits" to be gained from following a "coherent

CSR strategy based on sound ethics and core values" outweigh these potential drawbacks.'o

These benefits accrue from "the adoption of a broader world view, which enables businesses

to monitor shifts in social expectations and helps control risks and identify market

opportunities" and from the alignment of corporate and societal values, which improves

reputation and maintains public support.nt

e2 Wasserstrom R and Reider S, "Petroleum Companies Crossing New Threshold", above n3 at25-26;
e3 ..Foreign Cornpanies in Nigeria's Niger Delta Scrarnble to Lnplement Security, Stakeholder Initiatives as

Situation Threatens to Worsen", Oil and Gas Journal,IT Jantary 2000, 44 at 4'l ,

e4 WBCSD, Meeting Changing Expectations, above n3.
es lbid.
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Príncìple 3.5 Protectíonfrom the Impact of Colonísatíon Actívitíes

3.5.1 To ensure that predicted adverse effects of concern to indigenous peoples are avoided,

minimised or mitigated, oil and gas companies should, in conjunction with the government where

appropriate, ensure that:

o the disturbance of existing land and resource use patterns is avoided;

o the disturbance of existing rights of access is avoided;
. access to, and exploitation of, the local resource base by all categories of workers,

including c ontractors and sub contracto rs, is controlled ;
o immigration and local migration is controlled; and
c contact with indigenous peoples by the non-indigenous worlcforce is strictly

controlled.

3.5.2 Oit and gas companies must prohibit their employees from making unauthorised contact

with indigenous peoples. This prohibition must be strictly enforced.

3.5.3 The non-indigenous worfurce must be prohibited from wandering outside defined

boundaries of the site and from defined access routes, and, where necesslry, must be segregated

from the indigenous communitY.

3.5.4 Oil and gas companies must prohibit the hunting, fishing, trapping and gathering of food
reso6rces, and the feeding of wildlife, by company personnel, and the companies' contractors and

subcontractors. This prohibition must be strictly enforced.

3.5.5 Where appropriate, important locations for traditional activities such as fishing and

hunting, must be kept confidential.

3.5.6 With government involvement where possible, oil and gas companies should identify

colonisation activities that have taken place prior to oil cornpany activity, in order to identify and

control colonisatiott activities resulting from oil and gas exploration and production, in particular

the construction of roads, seismic paths and other access points.

3.5.7 The constuction of new roads should be avoided wherever possible. Where the

construction ofnew roads is unavoidable:

o the construction of new roads must be planned to minimise access to resources;

o the new roads should be strictly policed to prohibit access by unauthorised

personnel; and
c the company should implement measures to minimise the adverse activities of

colonisation, such as poaching and encroachment on the ftaditional lands of
indigenous peoples. Such measures may include the use of physical road blocks; the

establishment of new ranger posts; and the removal of bridges afler exploration.

3.5.B In areas where there are isolated or uncontacted indigenous peoples, oil and gas

companies must follow a policy of "no contact" with those peoples. Oil and qas companies must

never attempt to make contact with isolated or uncontacted indigenous peoples, and should avoid

areas where there is evidence of such peoples. Any data or evidence on known or suspected Sroups

of isolated or uncontacted indigenous peoples should only be gathered remotely by oil and gas

companies.

3.5.g Oit and gas companies must have contingency plans for accidental contact with isolated or

unc ont act e d indi g enous P e oPl e s'

3.5.g.1 Where there is accidental contact with isolated or uncontacted indigenous peoples:

. contact must be handled with caution through trained specialists;
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o workers must signal that they are unarmed, retreat, and immediately notify

specialists, project managers and nearby work crews;

o work should cease to enable indigenous peoples to retreat;
o specialists should record accidental interactions to determine whether oil and gas

activity is taking place on locations of importance to indi7enous peoples;

o all indigenous objects must be lefi in place;
. ail information on locations must be kept confidential; and
o outsiders must be kept preventedfrom gaining Qccess to the sile.

3.5.9.2 Oil and gas companies must consider withdrawing completely from areas inhabited

by isolated or uncontacted indigenous peoples. Oil and gas activities may be able to proceed in

areas inhabited by isolated communities, providing that, as a minimum, the following conditions

are satisfied:

c the community understands the potential impacts of oil and gas exploration and

production;
o the community has given its informed consent to interaction;
. company personnel, contractors and subcontractors receive sfficient training in

human rights and indigenous rights issues;

o the company is able to maintain strict control over the actions of its employees and

those ofits contractors and subcontractors; and
c the company is able to supply a response team of medical personnel and

anthropologists with experience of the indigenous communities and speaking the

local dialect.

3.5.9.3 Where indigenous peoples make deliberate contact with oil workers:

o workers must minimise physical contact in order to avoid passing diseases;

. only trained specialists must interact with the indigenous peoples; and

o where there are signals of impending violent confrontations, work must cease

immediately and workers must be evacuatedfrom the area'

3.5.9.4 In order to avoid incentives for contact and theft, all equipment and tools must be

locked away.

The case studies of Ecuador and Russia in Chapters 3 and 5 described the negative impacts

arising from colonisation activities attendant on oil and gas exploration and production.'u

Principle 3.5.1, adopted from the IUCN/OGP's OiI and Gas Exploration in Arctic and

Subarctic Onshore Regions: Guidelines for Environmental Protection " sets out five general

principles to which oil and gas companies should adhere to ensure the negative impacts of

colonisation activities are minimised. The remainder of Principle 3.5, which contains more

detailed guidelines for putting these principles into practice, is taken from Conservation

International's Policy Paper Reinventing the WeIl: Approaches to Minimising the

Environmental and Social Impact of Oit Development in the Tropics."

no See above, Chapter 3, Section 3.4.2.1p63 and Chapter 5, Section 5.3.2.3, pp182-183.
e1 Oil and Gas Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions, above n23 at 36.
e8 Conservation International, above n36.
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Principles 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 address the general need to control contact by company personnel

with indigenous peoples.' Principle 3.5.2, expressed in mandatory language, requires oil

companies to prohibit employees from making unauthorised contact with indigenous peoples

and to strictly enforce the prohibition. This is a fundamental rule to protect indigenous

peoples from the transmission of disease and to minimise negative cultural effects of

unauthorised and inappropriate contact. Principle 3.5.3 supports Principle 3'5.2 by

minimising the opportunities for unauthorised contact by requiring oil companies to restrict

company personnel to defined areas of the site and access routes.

principle 3.5.3 to 3.5.5 address the need to protect the resources of indigenous peoples.''

Principle 3.5.3 minimises the opportunities for unauthorised hunting, fishing and gathering

by requiring oil companies to restrict company personnel to defined areas of the site and

access routes. Principle 3.5.4, expressed in mandatory language, requires oil companies to

prohibit employees from hunting, fishing, trapping and gathering food resources, to extend

this prohibition to the company's contractors and subcontractors, and to strictly enforce the

prohibition. Principle 3.5.5 requires the company to keep confidential any information

regarding important locations for traditional economic activities, which may be revealed to

the company when it conducts economic and social impact assessments. If workers and

contractors do not know of good fishing and hunting sites, they are less likely to poach.

principles 3.5.6 and 3.5.7 address the need to control immigration onto the traditional lands

of indigenous peoples. The case of study of Ecuador revealed the devastating effects that

new roads can have on indigenous peoples, by making traditional lands and resources

accessible to outside peoples. Principle 3.5.6, based on the practice of BP Amoco in

Ecuador,'o' recommends that oil companies identify existing colonisation activities prior to

seismic activity in order to control and measure the impact of immigration arising from oil

activity. Principle 3.5.7, which recommends that oil companies avoid constructing new

roads and access points wherever possible, and sets out guidelines regarding the construction

nn Ibid al" 22; Oil qnd Gas Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions, above n23 af 36-3'7',

Wasserstrom R and Reider S, "Petroleum Companies Crossing New Threshold", above n3 at26.
too Conservation International, ibid; Oil and Gas Exploration in Arctic qnd Subarctic Onshore Regions, ibid

at31; Oit and Gas Exploration and Production in Mangrove Areas, above n16 at 8 and 16.

rot Barker G et al, abovsn3 at 56. BP Amoco used colour aerial photography during baseline environmental

studies to identifi previous colonisation, and put a programme in place to assist the government to track

and identiff colónisation activities arising from oil exploitation. This programme included the use of

helicopters and photography to monitor colonisation along seismic lines
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of new roads, finds precedent in a number of sources.'ot Ideally, the company should receive

assistance from the government in implementing measures to prevent of colonisation along

oil roads, particularly in the establishment of ranger posts and the policing of roads in remote

areas

Principles 3.5.8 and 3.5.9 address the special situation of uncontacted or isolated indigenous

peoples. The rule that oil and gas companies must have contingency plans for accidental

contact with isolated or uncontacted indigenous peoples, contained in Principle 3.5.9, and the

suggested guidelines for accidental contact with isolated or uncontacted indigenous people

set forth in principles 3.5.9.1to 3.5.9.4, are taken from Conservation International's Policy

paper Reinventing the WeII: Approaches to Minimising the Environmental and Social Impact

of Oit Development in the Tropics.'ot These principles are generally self-explanatory. It

should be noted that Principle 3.5.9.2 does not comprise a blanket ban on development where

there are isolated peoples, as some indigenous peoples may wish development to proceed in

order to obtain various benefits of development. To place a blanket ban on development

removes the opportunity for indigenous peoples to make their own choices. However,

principle 3.5.9,2lays down minimum conditions that must be observed to ensure that any

development proceeds on the basis of prior informed consent and to safeguard the indigenous

peoples.

Princíple 3.6 Envíronment

3.6.1 Oil and gas companies will manage their activities in a manner consistent with the

principles of sustainable development such that economic, environmental, cultural and social

considerations are integrated into decision-making and management.

3.6.2 Oit and gas companies will develop, implement and communicate an environmental policy

consistent with this Code of Conduct'

3.6.3 Oil and gas companies will, as a minimum, observe all environmental laws, rules and

regulations of the country in which they conduct oil and gas exploration and production operations'

3.6.4 Oíl and gas companies will have clearly-defined substantive environmental standards and

practices that they will be prepared to implement in their operations in countries with few or

inadequate environmental laws or standards. These standards and practices must be sfficiently

rigoràus that they can be considered consistent with " good international practice", taking into

account relevant laws from other countries, industry organisation guidelines, and other reþrence

standards.

102 Barker G et al, ibid; Conservation International, above n36 a|, 24 and 33; IUCN, Oil Exploration in the

Tropics, above n16 at 14.

'o' Conseryation International, above n36 at 33 and 39-40.
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3.6.5 OiI and gas companies will develop and implement environmental managenxent systems

that are, as a minimum, consistent with "good international practice" for environmental

management systems as contained in the relevant standards and guidelines of the International
Standards Organisation, the American Petroleum Institute, the International Association of Oil and

Gas Producers, or other industry organisation guidelines. An environmental management system

should address:

. applicable legal and regulatory requirements;

. requirements under this Code and any other Codes to which the Company is a siSnatory;

. company environmental policies, objectives and targets;
o environmental management plans and procedures;
. setting and testing of contingency and emergency response plans;
o regular auditing of the EMS and environmental and cultural performance;

o reporting procedures'

3.6.6 As part of an environmental management system, prior to the acquisition of land for oil and

gas exploration purposes, oil and gas companies should conduct an environmental and cultural
profile to provide an initial review of the environmental, cultural and social sensitivity of an area.

The environrnental and cultural profiIe should provide:

o a review of applicable legislation, regulations, land-use patterns and other development

proposals likely to affect the area;
c available environmental data, identffication of national parks, protected areas, and other

areas of environmental and cultural sensitivity;
o identifr.cation of sensitive issues; and
. an a.ppreciation of potential impacts.

Prior to exploration, the company will initiate public consultation on the basis of the environmental

and cultural profile.

3.6.7 As part of an environmenlal management system, after an exploration concession is

acquired, but prior to the commencement of exploration activity, oil and gas companies will conduct

a preliminary environmental impact assessment regarding oil and gas exploration activity which is

likely to have more than short term and reversible impacts on the site and its immediate

surroundings. The preliminary environmental impact assessment will build on the ftndings of the

environmental and cultural profile and examine the issues in greater detail. Site-specffic surveys and

data gathering, such as a cultural resource survey, will be required, particularly where sensitive

issues have been identified.

The cultural resource sulvey will ensure recognition and careful consideration of the cultural

practices of indigenous peoples, including avoidance of sacred sites. For the purpose of this Code,

" cultural resoLtrces " include :

o places of traditional cultural, spiritual, religious and economic importance to indigenous

peoples;
. indigenous peoples' cultural items including human remains, funerary items, sacred objects

and obiects of "cultural PatrimonY";
o cultural uses of the natural environment eg subsistence use of plants and animals, and

ceremonial and religious use of plants, animals and minerals;

o ind,igen.ou.s peoples' religious practices, particularly those related to specific sacred or
spiritual sites; and

c community cultural norrns, values, and beliefs, and their expressions in the way people

work, play, relate to one another, organise to meet needs, and generally participate in
society. This type of resource may be linked to specific places and./or the natural

environment.

The cultural resource survey should:

598
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o identifi and document cultural resource sites within or near the proposed development

area;
. d.r,re.rs the probable impact of the proposed development on cultural resources;

. make recommendations for avoidance or mitigation of impacts;

. satisfi local and national regulations on such matters; and
o evaluate potential environmental factors of cultural importance'

Co-operation and consultation with indigenous peoples is essential and must be mainlained at all
stages. The preliminary environmental impact assessment and the results of the cultural resource

survey must be made available to indigenous peoples.

3.6.8 As part of an environmental management system, a full environmental impact assessment

will be prepared for oil and gas exploration and production activities where the potential for
significant environmental and cultural impacts has been identified by the environmental and cultural
profile and/or the preliminary environmental impact assessmenL The full environmental impact

assessment must comply with all statutory requirements, and should include the following matters:

. a description of the nature, quality, and dynamics of the existing environment;

. a project description, including alternative proposals;

o a description of the regulatory regime;
o identifr.cation of the significant potential impacts of the development and its alternatives;

o prediction and characterisation of each predicted impact for all alternatives;

. recomrnended alternative actions or mitigation to minimise adverse impacts and enhance

any env ir onme nt al b enefit s ;
. an assessment and evaluation of unavoidable impacts;

o an environmental management strategy and plan;
o a decommissioning, reclamation and restoration plan; and

. a proposed monitoring programme'

Co-operation and consultation with indigenous peoples is essential and must be maintained at all
stages, The fult environmental impact assessment must be made available to indigenous peoples.

3.6.9 OiI and gas companies should set internal environmental and cultural performance targets

that are not necessarity limited to legislation, licence and permit requirements. The achievement of
these environmental performance largets should be periodically assessed to reinforce environmental

potiby commitments and demonstrate continual improvement in performance.

3.6.10 As part of an environmental management system, appropriate internal monitoring of
environmental, cultural, organisation, management and equipment performance should take place

through a systenx of routine checks, during all phases of an oil and gas proiect, to verify the

effectiveness of control measures and to identify environmental and cultural effects not previously

predicted.

3.6.11 As part of an environmental management system, companies should conduct regular

environmental audits in order to provide a systematic, documented, periodic evaluation of
environmental, organisation, management and equipment performance, thereby verifying that

environmental management procedures are being enforced.

3.6.12 Oit and gas companies will submit to the independent, external verffication of iúernal

monitoring and audit results. Provisions should be made for indigenous groups and environmental

experts to participate in the process of external monitoring'

3.6.13 Oil and gas companies will provide environmental training to their personnel, contractors

and subcontractors, to ensure that company personnel, contractors and subcontractors are able to

meet their defined role and job requirements, correctly apply environmental operating procedures,

and to foster in each employee, contractor and subcontractor an awareness of environmental,

cultural and social concerns.
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3.6.14 Where environmental damage occurs as a result of the oil and gas exploration and

production process, oil and companies shall take full responsibility for restoring the environment

and providing fair and adequate compensation to indigenous communities.

3.6.15 Oil and gas companies must ensure that decommissioned sites are rehabilitated and left in

a safe and stable condition and, as far as possible, restored to a condition that will enable relocated

indigenous communities to return to their traditional lands.

We saw in Chapters 7 and 8 that global and regional instruments of international law set out

substantive and procedural rights to the environment for indigenous peoples. Article 4(1) of

ILO Convention No 169 provides that states must adopt special measures to safeguard the

environment of indigenous peoples;'ø Article 28 of the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of

Indigenous Peoples recognises the right of indigenous peoples to the "conservation,

restoration and protection of the total environment and the productive capacity of their lands,

territories and resources";ros and Article XIII of the Proposed American Declaration on the

Rights of Indigenous Peoples contains a number of rights of indigenous peoples with respect

to the environment, including the collective right to environment; the right to be informed of

measures which will affect their environment; and the right to conserve, protect and restore

their environment and the productive capacity of their lands. territories and resources.'*

Article 24 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights also recognises the right of

peoples to a satisfactory environment favourable to development. In addition, the Human

Rights Committee and the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights have recognised

that environmental damage may violate the right of indigenous peoples to cultural integrity,

and the IACHR recognised that severe environmental pollution may violate the right to life

of indigenous peoples.'ot

We saw in Chapter 9 that the documents resulting from the United Conference on

Environment and development held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 (the Biodiversity Convention,

the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, the Statement of Forest Principles

and Agend a 2l) recognise the special relationship of indigenous people with their traditional

lands, and seek to ensure the effective participation of indigenous people in sustainable

development, resource management and conservation and decision-making processes,

too 
See above, Chapter 7, Section 7 .2.2.I, p269.

to' 
See above, Chapter 7, Section 7 .2.3 .1, p280 .

tou 
See above, Chapter 8, Section 8'2.3, pp353.

'ot See aUove, Ctrapter 7, Section '7.3.1.I,pp294-300 and 302-303, and Chapter 8, Section 8.2.2.2, pp339-341
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particularly through improving procedural mechanisms such as access to information and

consultation.'ot

This Code seeks to ensure the observance of the environmental rights of indigenous peoples

recognised in instruments of international law by incorporating the principles of international

environmental law and international developments in practices for the protection of the

environment, as described in Chapter 9, into the operations of oil companies. Principle 3'6

of this Code aims to ensure: first, that the negative environmental effects of oil exploitation

on traditional lands are minimised and the environment is conserved and protected, through

the application of principles and implementation of practices for protection of the

environment, described in Chapter 9, by oil companies; and second, to ensure the

participation and consultation of indigenous peoples in development and decision-making

processes by placing a responsibility upon oil companies to involve indigenous peoples in

development processes.

principle 3.6.I, which contains a corporate commitment to the principle of sustainable

development, is taken from the Australian Minerals Council's Code for Environmental

Managemenl.'' This Principle requires oil companies to integrate environmental and cultural

issues with economic and technological factors in the oil exploration and production process.

principle 3.6.2, which requires oil companies to develop, implement and communicate an

environmental policy, is also taken from the Australian Minerals Council's Code for

Environmental Management."' Developing an environmental policy is a key aspect of

implementing effective environmental management systems' "'

principle 3.6,3, which requires oil companies, as a minimum standard of behaviour, to

voluntarily observe all environmental laws, rules and regulations of the country in which

they conduct oil and gas exploration and production operations, is designed to address the

problem of inadequate enforcement of environmental laws experienced in many emerging

economies. The phrase "as a minimum" is included in order to recognise that companies

r08 Chapter 9, Section 9.2.1, pp383-390'
roe Ausiralian Minerals Council, Australian Minerqls Industry Code þr Environmental Management,

December 1996, "systems and Processes - Reporting", reproduced in Wells D, "Corporate Environrnental

Management Systems", 1997 AMPLA Yrbk 530 at 548-554'

"o Ibid.t" 
See above, Chapter 9, Section 9.4.2,pp436-437.
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may desire to go beyond host country laws in applying good environmental practices. This

type of requirement has previously been recommended as a guideline for operation by the

OGP and the World Conservation Union."' Principle 3.6.4 which requires the observance of

environmental laws, reinforces Principle 2.2.2, which requires oil companies as a general

principle to abide by all the laws of the countries in which they do business.

Principle 3.6.4 also requires oil and gas companies to have clearly-defined substantive

environmental standards and practices that they will be prepared to implement in their

operations in countries with few or inadequate environmental laws or standards."3 This

wording implies a primary application to oil and gas companies investing overseas, although

it is in fact not limited to countries operating overseas. The requirement that these standards

and practices be "sufficiently rigorous that they can be considered consistent with good

international practice" is not without precedence, as many oil contracts between the

governments of emerging economies and international oil companies contain a requirement

that the company will operate in accordance with accepted international practices.'r4 The

phrase "taking into account relevant laws from other countries, industry organisation

guidelines, and other reference standards" is necessarily vague, in order to allow for

flexibility and recognise that what constitutes "good international practice" will change over

tlme.

The requirement in Principle 3.6.4 that oil and gas companies to have clearly-defined

substantive environmental standards and practices is premised on the argument that it is

unjust for the peoples of emerging economies to experience lower environmental standards

and practices than those pertaining in developed nations, which are the home countries of the

largest private transnational oil companies. Armstrong has also argued for the adoption of

this principle by oil companies in order that they may avoid possible future legal claims

based on poor environmental practices."t However, it should be recognised that emerging

economies may see this type of provision as a method of imposing the standards of

industrialised countries on emerging economies and disrespecting "valid cultural differences"

such as the tolerance of higher levels of pollution in order to speed development. "u

t" Oil and Gas Exploration qnd Production in Mangrove Areas, above n16'
r13 Armstrong f, above n3 at 3-55; Guideline 14, Berlin Mining and Environment Guidelines, above n3.

rla Armstrong K, ibid; Guideline 5, Berlin Mining and Environment Guidelines, ibid.
lrs Armstrong K, ibid.
116 Kerr T, .fuhat's Good for General Motors is Not Always Good for Developing Nations: Standardizing

Environmental Assessment of Foreign-Investment Projects in Developing Countries" (1995) 29(L) Int Law

153 at 158. See also Chapter 10, Section 10.I.1.3'p474.
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Principle 3.6.5 requires companies to implement environmental management systems

consistent with "good international practice" for such systems. The features, benefits,

limitations and international development of environmental management systems were

described in Chapter 9."t As discussed in Chapter 9, the major oil industry association

bodies, including the API and the OGP, have produced guidelines for environmental

management systems specifically for the oil exploration and production industry, and most of

the major international oil and gas companies have started to adopt detailed EMS and

internal environmental operating guidelines'"t

principles 3.6.6 to 3.6.8 require oil companies to incorporate the principle of prior

environmental and social impact assessment as part of their environmental management

systems. The features, benefits, limitations and international development of environmental

and social impact assessment were described in Chapter 9."n Properly conducted

environmental impact assessments, which require consultation with indigenous peoples and

their access to environmental information, provide a method for ensuring that the procedural

environmental rights of indigenous peoples are observed.

principle 3.6,6, which requires oil companies to conduct an environmental and social profile

to provide an initial review of the environmental, cultural and social sensitivity of an area,

contains recommendations for the content of the profile, and requires oil companies to

initiate public consultation on the basis of the profile, is taken from environmental guidelines

of the OGP.".

principle 3.6.7, which requires companies to conduct a preliminary environmental impact

assessment, including a cultural resource survey, is also taken from environmental guidelines

of the OGp.'t' Identification of cultural resources should be carried out in consultation with

indigenous peoples, who are the people who know about and ascribe value to the cultural

resources. "Cultural resources are significant in the eyes of people and communities, so it is

vital to involve people and communities in their identification, as well as in the decision-

rr7 Chapter 9, Section 9.4.2,pp435-443.

"t Wagner f, "Oit and Gas Operations and Environmental Law in Latin America" (1998) 16(2) J Energ &

Nat Resources L 153 atI79.
rre Clrapter 9, Section 9.4.I,pp421-435.
t2o Oilànd Gas Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions, above n23; Oil and Gas Exploration

and Production in Mangrove Areas, above nl6.
t2t Oil and Gas Erploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions, ibid.
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making about impact managemeît"."' Indigenous peoples are the primary means of

determining the significance of the cultural resources. Often the resources that do not appear

on public lists are most important. For example, indigenous spiritual places may not be in

the arena of public knowledge as knowledge of them is regarded as something that should

not be shared with outsiders. Such resources must be identified for the survey, but kept

confidential.'" Resources should be invested in identifying cultural resources early in the

project as discovering such resources after seismic work has begun may lead to conflict,

delays and violence.

Principle 3.6.8, which requires companies to conduct a full environmental impact

assessment, and recommends a list of issues to be addressed in the full environmental impact

assessment, is also based on environmental guidelines of the OGP.'to

Principle 3.6.9, which recommends oil companies set internal environmental performance

targets, not necessarily limited to legislative requirements, is taken from the Australian

Minerals Council's Code for Environmental Management."' This Principle is designed to

encourage oil companies to develop a proactive stance to improving environmental

performance.

principles 3.6.10 to 3.6.12 set out requirements for environmental monitoring and auditing.

The features, benefits, and international development of environmental monitoring and

auditing were described in Chapter 9.''u Principles 3.6.10 and 3.6.11 respectively require

companies to conduct internal monitoring and auditing activities, while Principle 3.6.12

requires oil companies to commit to external verification of internal monitoring and audit

results. Industry observers have already predicted that over time, increased international

attention will be given to requirements for internal and independent third party

environmental auditing and public disclosure of audit resulß.r27 Prince and Nelson have

claimed that "a clear trend exists for industry to mandatorily perform audits, disclose them to

"t KingT, above n46 at 18.
ttt rbid at 20.
tto Oil and Gas Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions, above n23; Oil and Gas Exploration

and Production in Mangrove Areas, above n16'
t2s Australian Minerals Council, Australian Minerals Industry Code for Environmental Management,

"systems and Processes - Performance Targets", above n109'
r26 Clrapter 9, Section 9.4.4,pp447-452.
t,t W¿ilde T, above n3 at 348; Prince W and Nelson D, "Developing an Environmental Model: Piecing

Together the Growing Diversity of International Environmental Standards and Agendas Affecting Mining

Companies (1996) 7 Colo J Int'l Envt L & Pol'y 24'7 aI26L-262.
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the public, and engage a third party to conduct them"."t The requirement in Article 3.6.12

that indigenous groups participate in external verification activities is one method of

allowing the active involvement of indigenous peoples in the conservation and development

process.

Principle 3.6.13, which requires oil companies to provide environmental training to their

personnel, and to their contractors and subcontractors, is supported by a number of industry

experts and oil and mining industry guidelines.''n Principle 3.6.13, which sets out the general

principle, should be read in conjunction with Principle 4.1, which provides detailed

recommendations on training as a means for ensuring the effective implementation of the

Code by individual oil comPanies.

Principle 3.6.14, which is an expression of the polluter pays principle described in Chapter

9,'to requires oil companies to take responsibility for environmental damage that occurs as a

result of the oil exploration and production process, for example pollution of waters and

lands caused by oil spills and unsafe production and waste disposal methods. The Principle

is also based on Article 27 of the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,

which establishes the right of indigenous peoples to the "restitution of the lands, territories

and resources which they have traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used, and which

have been ... damaged without their free and informed consent", arrd further provides that

where this is not possible, indigenous peoples have the right to 'Just and fair compensation"'

This section of the Code is also based on the right of indigenous peoples to the "restoration

... of the total environment and the productive capacity of their lands, territories and

resources" expressed in Article 28 of the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous

Peoples and Article XIII of the Proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous

Peoples. An industry precedent for Principle 3.6.14 is found in Principle 2 of the ARPEL

Code of Environmental Conduct, which provides that "all plans, programs and actions that

are developed by the oil industry must, at all stages, be guided by the best available

environmental protection practices including restoration of the environment to an

acceptable condition if it has been harmed by them".'t'

r28 Prince W and Nelson D, ibid at 306.
r2e Barker G et al, above n3 at 56; Oil and Gas Exploration and Production in Mangrove Areas, above n16 at

23; Oil and Gas Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions, above n23 aI 25-26; Guideline 3,

Berlin Mining and Environment Guidelines, above n3.
t'o 

See above, Chapter 9, Section 9.2.2.4, pp398-400'
trt 4¡PEL Code of Environmental Conduct, above n21.
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Principle 3.6.15, which requires the rehabilitation and restoration of decommissioned sites,

aims to ensure that indigenous peoples who have been relocated in order to allow oil and gas

development to proceed will not be prevented from returning to their traditional lands when

development activities have ceased because of environmental degradation. The Principle is

based on the rights to restoration and restitution of the environment set out in Articles 2l and

28 of the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and Article XIII of the

Proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, in combination with

Article 10 of UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which provides that

no relocation of indigenous peoples shall take place without the option of return where

possible, and Article XVIII(6) of the Proposed American Declaration on the Rights of

Indigenous Peoples which prohibits relocation unless states guarantee the right to return to

traditional lands "if the causes that gave rise to the displacement cease to exist". It also has

an industry precedent in the Australian Minerals Council's Code for Environmental

Management."'

Princíple 3.7 Compensation

3.7.1 Compensation must be paid wherever land, or rights to land, are taken for activities

undertaken for the purposes of oil and gas exploration and production, including the constructíon

and operation of pipelines, whether or not the indigenous peoples have formal legal title to their

traditional lands.

3.7.2 Compensation must be paid for environmental damage that occurs as a result of oil and

gas exploration and Production.

3.7.3 Companies will be fully responsible for restoring the environrnent for any damage that

occurs as a result oftheir oil and gas exploration and production activities.

3.7.4 Where possible, compensation should be paid according to agreements negotiated in

advance betvveen indigenous peoples and the company.

3.7.5 Compensation must be iust andfair.

3.5.6 Where possible and appropriate, compensation should be paid to indigenous communities

as a whole, and not to individual land-holders.

3.7.7 Companies should consider implementing an appeals mechanism whereby indigenous

peoples can make complaints regarding the provision of compensation.

3.7.8 Companies must not hire or compensate illegal settlers on the traditional lands of

indigenous peoples.

r32 Australian Minerals Council, Australian Minerqls Industry Code for Environmental Management,

"systems and Processes - Rehabilitation and Decommissioning", above n109.
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As discussed in Chapters 7 and 8, the principle that compensation is due to indigenous

peoples for damage sustained as a result of oil and gas activities undertaken on their

traditional lands is established in ILO Convention No 169, the UN draft Declaration on the

Rights of Indigenous Peoples, and the Proposed American draft Declaration on the Rights of

Indigenous Peoples.'" Article 15(2) of ILO Convention No 169 provides that indigenous

peoples "shall receive fair compensation for any damages which they may sustain as a result

of [any programmes for the exploration or exploitation of mineral or sub-surface resources or

rights to other resourcesl pertaining to their lands".''o Article 30 of the UN draft Declaration

provides that in regard to any project affecting their lands, territories and other resources,

particularly in connection with the development, utilisation or exploitation of mineral, water

or other resources, 'Just and fair compensation shall be provided" to indigenous peoples

"pursuant to agreement with the indigenous peoples concerned, and "measures taken to

mitigate adverse environmental, economic, social, cultural or spiritual impacts" of these

activities.'" Article XVIII(5) of the Proposed American draft Declaration on the Rights of

Indigenous Peoples provides that indigenous peoples shall receive compensation for any loss

suffered as a result of subsurface resource exploitation, and, more generally, Article XXI(3)

provides that indigenous peoples have the right to restitution or compensation for loss caused

by the execution of development plans or proposals.''u

The World Bank's Approach Paper on Revision of OD 4.20 on Indigenous Peoples,

recommends that the revised policy should "clarify that the Bank would not assist any

development interventions" that "support the commercial exploitation of the natural, mineral,

hydro-carbon and/or cultural resources contained in the ares traditionally used or occupied by

indigenous peoples unless they participate in the benefits of such activities and receive fair

compensation for any harm or damage that might result from such activities".'"

Section 3.7 of the Code deals with the issue of compensation. Under Principle 3.7.1 of the

Code, compensation will be payable by oit and gas companies where land, or rights to land

are taken for purposes connected with oil and gas activities. Compensation is payable to

indigenous peoples who continue to occupy, possess or use their traditional lands when those

rt3 Indigenous people have also called for transnational corporations to "make immediate restitution for life,

land and/or property and other damages that may have been caused accidentally or tlrrough negligence":

Guideline 6, IPM Guidelines Relating to Transnational Corporatlors, above nl5.
rto 

See above, Chapter 7, Section '7.2.2 I, pp258 and 263-264.

'" See above, Chapter 7, Section 7 .2.3.1, p279.

''u See above, Chapter 8, Section 8.2.3,pp352'354.
r'? Davis S, Salman S and Bermudez E, above n35, para 15(c).
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traditional lands, or rights to or over those traditional lands, are obtained by oil companies,

whether or not the indigenous peoples have formal legal title to their lands.

Pursuant to Principle 3.7.2, oil companies must pay compensation for environmental

damages sustained as a result of oil development activities. Principle 3.7.2 is an application

of the polluter-pays principle, discussed in Chapter 9. Sargent suggests that in the case of oil

operations, two general types of damages should be compensated. These are

first, the "damages" or prejudicial effects which will be sustained die to normal uses of the

land such as clearing and occupation of forest lands for access roads and well platforms; and

second, any damages, such as oil spills or the contamination of water and soil from toxic

waste, incurred due to accident or fault on the part of oil companies in the conduct of their

operations.'t'

The concept of restoration of the environment in Principle 3.7.3 is particularly important for

indigenous peoples who still live largely from their traditional lands, where money may be

an insufficient form of compensation for environmental damage. Special forms of

compensation may be needed to ensure that fairness is achieved, including the supply of

equivalent lands, or restitution of traditional lands.'" As supplying equivalent lands is not

only difficult in emerging economies with large populations and scarce lands, and taking into

account the spiritual ties between indigenous peoples and their traditional lands, it is

submitted that restitution of the land should be a priority, particularly in the case of

environmental degradation. The various environmental guidelines of the World

Conservation Union and the OGP include site reclamation and restoration as part of good

environmental practice. Principle 2 of ARPEL's Code of Environmental Conduct states that

"a11 plans, progams and actions that are developed by the oil industry must, at all stages, be

guided by the best available environmental protection practices including ... restoration of

the environment to an acceptable condition if it has been harmed by them".'oo

principle 3.7.4 recognises the requirement in the UN draft Declaration that compensation

shall be paid pursuant to agreement with indigenous peoples. Industry professionals and

NGOs have also been recommended that, wherever possible, compensation should be paid

according to agreements negotiated in advance of oil activity, to reduce legal uncertainty and

r38 Sargent L, ..The Indigenous peoples of Bolivia's Amazon Basin Region and ILO Convention No. 169: Real

Rights or Rhetoric?" (1998) 29(3) Inter-Am L Rev 451 at 5I2.

'tt Ibid at5r4.
t40 ARPEL Code of Environmental Conduct, above n21.
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conflict after the event.'o' Principle 3.7.7 encourages companies to implement an appeals

mechanism to enable indigenous peoples to make representations to the company regarding

the payment of compensation, for example its adequacy or timing, particularly if

circumstances change or if circumstances arise that were not envisaged in the original

agreement.

The term 'Just and fair" in Principle 3.7.5 is adopted from the wording of the UN draft

Declaration.'ot The standard of compensation to be paid under ILO Convention No 169 is

"fair" compensation.'o' There are two elements to "fair compensation".'* These are the

procedural rules that govern compensation processes, and the remedies available for damage.

Regarding procedural fairness, the use of properly negotiated compensation agreements and

properly implemented appeal mechanisms will help to ensure that the process whereby

compensation is determined is fair. As regards the issue of the type of remedies available,

the quantitative requirement of "fair compensation" is not expressly dealt with in ILO

Convention No 169, and there is currently little state practice on this question. As noted

above, for indigenous peoples money may be insufficient to constituts "fair" compensation

for environmental degradation, and the restitution of lands may be required. 'Where oil and

gas development have fractured the culture of a community, compensation may include

measures to rebuild the community's culture.

Principle 3.7.6 is designed to prevent division within indigenous communities based on the

payment of compensation to individuals. The qualifying words "where possible and

appropriate" recognise that this guideline should be applied with sensitivity according to the

particular social structure and characteristics of the relevant indigenous community.

The prohibition on the hiring or compensation of illegal settlers set out in Principle 3.7.8 is

aimed at discouraging settlers from encroaching on indigenous peoples' traditional lands in

the hope of obtaining employment with the oil company. Companies, with the aid of the

government, should attempt to disseminate information about this policy as widely as

t45
possrDle.

lat Atkinson J, above n36 at 7; Barker G et al, above n3 at 54.
to, Article 30. The proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples refers to a right to

compensation "no less favourable than set by the standards of international law": Articles XVIII(5) and

xxl(3).
r43 ILO Convention No. 169, Article 15.
raa SargentL,abovenl38at512. ThispointisdiscussedfurtherinChapterT,SectionT.2.2.l,pp263-264.
tot Conservation International, above n36 af43.
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Principle 3.8 Relocation

3.8.1 Oit and gas companies should not engage in oil and gas exploration and production

activities on the traditional lands of indigenous peoples where this requires the relocation of the

indigenous people without theirfree and informed consent'

3.8.2 Where indigenous peoples are relocated with their free and informed consent, companies

should assist in mitigating the adverse effects of resettlement. This assistance must be designed and

undertaken in full consultation with, and with the active participation of, the indigenous peoples

concerned.

3.8.3 Relocation assistance by oíl and 7as companies may take the form' of:

o fi,nancial assistance;

o assistance in obtaining new titles to land of a comparable legal status;

o assistance in establishing new facilities such as accommodation;

c assistance in establishing new means of livelihood, such as agriculture and other economic

initiatives;
o assistance infinding alternative employment; and

o assistance to return to their ftaditional lands when oil and gas exploration and production

have ceased.

3.5.4 No oil and gas exploration and production activities shall take place on the traditional

lands of indigenous peoples who are to be relocated until the following conditions are met:

o formal legal title 1o the new lands has been issued;

. proper policies and facitities are in place, including housing and infrasfiucture, that will
ensure relocated peoples will preserve their standard of living;

. new economic initiatives have been established and sfficient time has elapsed to rebuild

losl or damaged agriculture or other forms of livelihood at the resettlement site; and

. afl! potential conflicts with other peoples living at or near the proposed resettlement site

have been identified and resolved.

3.8.5 Companies should restore sites to a condition such that indigenous peoples are able to

return to their traditional lands if desired.

We saw in Chapter 7 that Article 16(l) of ILO Convention No 169 lays down a general rule

that indigenous peoples concerned "shall not be removed from the lands which they occupy".

However, Article 16(2) allows for relocation where "necessary as an exceptional measure",

but only with the "free and informed consent" of the peoples concerned. Article 16(2) goes

to state that "where their consent cannot be obtained, such relocation shall take place only

following appropriate procedures established by national laws and regulations, including

public inquiries where appropriate, which provide the opportunity for effective

representation of the peoples concerned."r4ó Similarly, Article XVIII(6) of the proposed

American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples prohibits relocation without the
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"free, genuine, public and informed consent" of indigenous peoples, "unless exceptional and

justified circumstances so warrant", and with the payment of compensation, provision of

substitute lands and the guarantee of return where possible. In other words, relocation can

take place without the free and informed consent of indigenous peoples, where necessary as

an exceptional measure provided various procedural measures are followed.'ot In contrast,

Article 10 of the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples provides that:

"Indigenous peoples shall not forcibly be removed from their lands or territories. No

relocation shall take place without the free and informed consent of the indigenous peoples

concerned and after agreement on just and fair compensation, and, where possible, with the

option of return."'ot

The World Bank's Approach Paper on Revision of OD 4.20 on Indigenous Peoples,

recommends that the revised policy should "clarify that the Bank would not assist any

development interventions" that "remove indigenous peoples from their traditional lands or

territories, unless such resettlement is demonstrated to be unavoidable, provides the affected

population with culturally-compatible alternative lands and livelihoods, and is carried out in

strict compliance with Bank Policy".'o' "Bank policy" in this regard is contained in

Operational Directive 4.30 on Involuntary Resettlement, to be reissued as Operational

PolicylB ank Procedur e 4.12."0

principle 3.8.1 of this Code follows Article l0 of the UN draft Declaration by laying down a

general statement of principle: that no activity should take place where indigenous peoples

will be relocated without their free and informed consent. This is another provision that is

likely to be contentious, as many states view the improvement in welfare of the whole

population through income gained from oil and gas development to be of a higher priority

than the protection of the lands of a relative few. This provision may be less acceptable for

national oil companies that are vulnerable to political influence from the state than for

international oil companies. Also, international oil companies may also face the prospect of

'ou See above, Chapter 7, Section 7 .2.2.L, pp264-267 .

tat 
See above, Chapter 8, Section 8'2.3, pp355-356.

'ot See above, Clìapter 7, Section 7 ,2.3 'I, pp279-280.
tae Davis S, Salman S and Bermudez E, above n35, para 15(b).
Ito The Draft OP/BP 4.12: Involuntary Resettlement,g July 1999, is available from the World Bank internet

site <http : //www.worldbank. orgl>.
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pulling out of development only to have another less environmentally conscientious firm

develop the area,'t' with indigenous peoples forcibly relocated in any event.

As with the principle of prior informed consent, there are no easy solutions to this problem,

and I again offer the following observations:

o the company should, before entering contracts, discuss the Code with governments in

order to reach a clear understanding beforehand of the costs, benefits and implications of

this principle, and to obtain government support;

o it is the company's responsibility to accurately assess the risk that the project may involve

forced relocation, before committing to a project; and

o one of the advantages of an industry code, as opposed to a private internal code, is that oil

and gas companies will be acting in concert on a common set of principles. Governments

faced with a number of firms adopting a common approach may well, over time, be more

likely to accept the principles contained in the Code.

principles 3.8.2 to 3.8.5 set out guidelines for companies to follow where indigenous peoples

have given their free and informed consent to relocation. These initiatives are recommended

by Community Aid Abroad in its publication Undermined: the Impact of Australian Mining

t5r The withdrawal of Conoco from proposed operations in Ecuador in 1991 provides an example of the

withdrawal of one company to be replaced by a less environmentally-conscious company. In 1986 a

consortium of companies led by Conoco signed a risk service contract to explore for oil in Block 16 in the

Ecuadorean Amazon. In response to opposition from environmental and indigenous NGOs in the US and

Ecuador arising from concerns over the environmental impacts and impacts on the Huaorani of oil

developrnent, Conoco drew up a detailed environrnent management plan which contained seven main

provisions to minimise adverse environmental impacts, and which the company hoped would rnake it a
ieader in operations in sensitive environments. Faced with continuing opposition from environmental

groups, Conoco withdrew from the proposed development on 11 October 1991, In the end, the

áeveiopment of Block 16 went ahead under the operation of Maxus Energy Corporation of Dallas, under

plans not as environmentally and culturally advanced as Conoco's, and despite the protests of the

Huaorani. See Sabin P, "searching for Middle Ground: Native Communities and Oil Extraction in the

Northern and Central Ecuadorian Arnazon, 196'7-1993" (1998) 3(2) Environmental History I44;Brady J,

"The Huaorani Tribe of Ecuador: a Study in Self-Determination for Indigenous Peoples" (199'7) l0 Harv

Hum Rts J 291; O'Connor T, " "'We are Part of Nature": Indigenous Peoples' Rights as a Basis for

Environmental Protection in the Amazon Basin" (1994) 5 Colo J Int'l Envt L & Pol'y 193; Hall S,

Conoco's "Green" Oil Strategt (A) (Haward Business School, Boston, 1992); Kennedy RF Jnr, "Amazon

Sabotage", The I4/ashington Post,24 August 1992; Organizaci1n Nacionalidad Huaorani Amazónica del

Ecuadoì (ONHAE), "Huaorani People Rise up in Defense of Their Rights", ONHAE Press Advisory, 20

April I9g5, <http:llabyayala.nativeweb.orglecuador/amazon/huaorani/huao10.html>; South and

Mesoamerican Indian Infonnation Center, "The Huaorani Protest Against Petroleum Exploitation", 9

November 1992, <http:ll abyayala.nativeweb.orglecuador/amazon/huaorani/huao4.html>; Confederación

de Nacionalidades Indígenas del Ecuador (CONAIE), "The Huaorani People Will Stay in Quito until their

Demands are Met", CONAIE Press Release, 28 October 1992,

<http: / I abyayala. nativeweb. org/ecuador/amazon/huaoranvhuao2. lrtml>.
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Companies in Developing Countries.tt' Principle 3.8.2 and 3.8.3 set out suggested measures

whereby oil companies may assist in the relocation process; Principle 3.8.4 sets out

conditions which must be met prior to relocation in order to protect the standard of living of

relocated peoples and to reduce the potential for conflict. Principle 3.8.5 places the

responsibility upon companies to restore the physical environment, in order to improve the

likelihood that indigenous peoples will be able to return to their traditional lands.

Princíple 3.9 Securíty Arrangements

3.g.1 Employees of oil and gas companies have the right to work in a safe and secure

environment. Oil and gas companies must be permitted to defend their personnel and property

øgainst violence, through their own security aruangements, or where required through national laws,

through the state security forces.

3,g.2 Oit and gas companies support Amnesty International's Human Rights Principles for
Companies, the United Nations Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials, and the United

Nations Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials.

3.g.3 Oit and gas companies will ensure that their personnel and any security forces engaged by

them are properly trained in, and committed to the respect of, international standards and guidelines

for the use of force, in particular the United Nations Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement

Officials, and the United Nations Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law

Enforcement Officials.

3.g.4 Oit and gas companies will take full responsibility lor the actions of their own security

personnel.

3.g.5 Where oil and gas companies establish their own security forces, or call in or contract with

state security forces, the oil and gas companies must make public the îerms of any security contracts,

and take steps to ensure that any training or equipment provided by them to public or private

security personnel is not used to violate human rights.

3.9,6 No information should be passed on to security forces which could be used to target

individuats for extrajudicial killings, disappearances, torture or arbitrary arrest.

3.g.7 Oit and gas companies will, when recruiting security stffi screen their prospective

employees' backgrounds for any previous involvement in human rights violations, and shall decline

to hire any person determined to have been responsible for serious human rights violations.

3.g.8 Where it is suspected that security staff have committed serious violations of human rights,

those members of staff will be dismissed if it discovered after a fair hearing that they did commit the

suspected violations.

3.g.g Oíl and. gas companies will not exacerbate tensions in divided communities by favouring
one group over another in employment or compensation packages, or by recruiting the traditional

enemies of the local community as security guards.

tt' Atkinson J, above n36 atir.
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The case study of Nigeria in Chapter 4 demonstrated the human rights abuses connected with

security affangements to protect oil developments on traditional lands."' Unwanted or

environmentally irresponsible oil developments on traditional lands can lead to conflict and

violence. Oil companies have long emphasised that their employees have a right to work in a

safe and secure environment, and that the companies have a corresponding duty to ensure

this right is met.'tn In regions where oil development is accompanied by violence, oil

companies have stressed the need to undertake adequate security measures to protect their

staff. In some cases oil companies may hire their own security staff; in others, as in Nigeria,

national law requires the oil company to notify the state when oil production is threatened,

and the state then calls in the security forces. As we saw in the case study of Nigeria, the use

of security forces to quell demonstrations and civil disturbances is often accompanied by

human rights abuses such as arbitrary killings, torture, arbitrary arrest and unexplained

disappearances.

Secrion 3.9 lays down guidelines for dealing with these issues. While Principle 3.9.1

recognises the right of oil company employees to work in a safe and secure environment and

the duty of oil companies to protect their employees, Principles 3.9.2 to 3.9.10 deal with the

human rights implications of security arrangements. Principle 3.9.2 is an explicit statement

of support for instruments of international law that are relevant to the protection of human

rights where security forces are involved. Principles 3.9.3 to 3.9.10 set out specific

guidelines that oil companies should follow to ensure that human rights abuses are avoided

where the use of security forces cannot be escaped. Principles 3.9.3 to 3.9.8 are taken from

Amnesty International's Human Rights Principles for Companies.tt' Principles 3'9.9 and

3.9.10 are recommended by Community Aid abroad in the publication Undermined: the

Impact of Australian Mining Companies in Developing Countries."u

tt' See above, Chapter 4, Section 4.5.4, pp153-159 and Section 4.5.6,ppI62-I65
r5a For example Bray J, above n3 at 68.
ttt January 1998, AI Index: ACT 70101198.
r56 Above n36 at73.
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Principle 4 IMPLEMENTATION BY OIL AND GAS COMPANIES

The essential elements for the effective implementation of a private code were discussed

above in relation to a private internal code of conduct in Section 10.2.I.4 of Chapter 10.'tt

These are:

. training and awareness;

o competent internal monitoring procedures;

o independent, third party monitoring of the Code;

. complaints mechanism by which employees and indigenous peoples can make complaints

and invoke the code without fear of reprisal;

. mechanisms for imposing sanctions for non-compliance with the code;

o machinery for disseminating and collecting information; and

o institutional arrangements to modify the code or formulate more detailed rules'

Princíple 4.1 Training and Awareness

4.1.1 Oit and gas companies wilt provide training to employees, contractors and subcontractors

on environmental, indigenous and human rights issues.

4,L2 All training on environmental, indigenous and human rights issues provided to employees,

contractors and subcontractors must be documented by the company.

4.L3 Training programmes should be tailored to the specific needs and functions of individual

employees, focusing on different environmental, indigenous and human rights issues according to the

job responsibilities of the participants.

4.1.4 Training programrnes must run continuously throughout the lrfe olthe oil and gas proiect.

Initial training courses should be reinforced through refresher courses, regularly scheduled

briefings, meetings, newsletters, posters and video presentations. Companies should provide direct,

on-fietd environmental training to ensure compliance with the environmental management plan'

The fo¡owing topics should be considered for ftaining on indigenous and human rights

o the company's indigenous and human rights policy;

o the company's indigenous and human rights monitoring, reporting and complaints

mechanisms;
. awareness of global, national and local indigenous and human rights issues;

o information on international and national indigenous and human rights legislation,

liability and c omplianc e ;
o information on the culture of local indigenous peoples;

4.1.5
issues:

rtt See above, pp492-495
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a

a

a
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a
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a
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îhe negative impacls of colonisation activities and interaction on indigenous peoples,

including the efficts of poaching, encroachment, and the transmission of disease;

company rules and prohibitions controlling interaction with indigenous peoples and access

to traditional lands and resources; and

procedures and guidelines regarding accidental contact with isolated indigenous Sroups.

The following topics should be consideredfor ftaining on environmental issues:

the company's environmental policy, plan and management system;

annual objectives, gaols andtarget settinS;

I on g - t e rm env iro nme ntal Plans ;
awareness of global, national and local environmental issues;

environmental le gislation, liab ility and c omplianc e ;

env iro nment al s t andards, t ar I et s and p e rfo rmanc e c rit e ria ;
j ob - s p e c ffi c p ro c e dur e s, g uideline s and do c umentation ;
p e rfo rmanc e me asur ement ;

discharge and emission levels, reporting and control;

waste disposal requirements, reporting and control;

usage and conftol of chemicals;

contingency and emergency response ;

oil spitl and emergency response and reportinç; and

pollution prevention.

Section 4.1 deals with the issue of training in indigenous and human rights and

environmental issues. Staff training is essential if human and indigenous rights policies and

good environmental practices are to be made an integral part of a company's operations''" In

recognition of the role of contractors in field work in oil exploration and development,

Principle 4.1.1 extends the obligation to train to contractors and subcontractors of the

company.''n Action 5 of ARPEL's Code of Environmental Conduct states that "ARPEL

Member Companies will contribute to the creation and strengthening of an environmental

awareness by means of educating and training of their workers and those of their contractors

on their environmental policies and management systems, as well as on the corresponding

specific programs and practices."160

r5t Barker G et al, above n3 aT56;Bray J, above n3 af 67', Conservation International, above n36 at 22; IUCN,

Oil Exploration in the Tropics, above n16 aI20 Oit and Gas Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore

Regiois, above n23 at 26; Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, "Minimizing Corporate Civil and Criminal

LiaUitlty: A Second Look at Corporate Codes of Conductl' (1990) 78 Georgetown IJ 1559 at 1650. The

Berlin environmental guidelines for action addressed to the minerals sector state that governments, mining

companies and the minerals industries should, as a minimum "... ensure the adequate resources, staff, and

requisite training is available to implement environmental plans": Guideline 3, Berlin Mining and

Environment Guidelines, above n3.
ttn K-g N, "Exploiting Child Labor: Corporate Responsibility and the Role of Corporate Codes of Conduct"

(1998) 14 NYL Sch J Hum ¡Rts 651 at670.
160 ARPEL Code of Environmental Conduct, above n21.
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Principles 4.!.2 and4.1.3 recommend that training is documented and recorded, and that it is

tailored to the specific needs of individuals. Principle 4.1.4 recognises that one or two

training sessions are insufficient to ensure an adequate awareness of company policies on the

part of employees, particularly changes over time, and that training must therefore be a

continuous commitment over the life of a project. The recommended methods of training,

plus the requirement of on-field training contained in Principle 4.1.4, acknowledges the

findings of industry professionals that written training alone is ineffective to ensure the

adequate implementation of a company's human and indigenous rights policies and

environmental practices. 
tu'

Principle 4.1.5 contains a range of suggested topics for inclusion in training sessions on

indigenous and human rights issues. Principle 4.1.6, taken from the OGP's guidelines for

environmental protection regarding onshore oil and gas exploration in Arctic and Subarctic

regions,'ut contains a range of suggested topics for inclusion in training sessions regarding

environmental issues.

Prínciple 4.2 Provisíon of Information to Indígenous Peoples

4.2.1 In advcince of any project activity, oil and gas companies must inform indigenous peoples

of the provisions of this Code of Conduct, and their options for making complaints about suspected

iiolations of this Code of Conduct and all environmental, indigenous and human rights standards

and guidelines adhered to by the oil and gas company and its conffactors and subcontractors.

4.2.2 Companies must provide information to indigenous peoples of the legal framework
governing oil and gas projects, in particular relevant information on:

o constitutional law and other legislation;
o the company's oil and ?as contract with the government; and

c environmental, human rights and indigenous organisations that could provide

assistance in the event of suspected violations of this Code of Conduct or

environmental, indigenous and human rights standards and guidelines adhered to

by the oil and gas company and its contractors and subcontractors, including

contact numbers for those organisations'

4.2,3 Oit and gús companies must also ensure that the information set out in Principle

3.3.3 is provided to indigenous peoples.

rur Barker G et al, above n3 aI 56; Oit and Gas Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions, above

n23 at26;Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, above nl58 at 1650'
162 Oil and Gas Exploration in Arctic and Subarctic Onshore Regions, ibid.
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In order for the Code to be effective, indigenous peoples must be informed about the

existence of the Code, its provisions, and mechanisms for making complaints under the

Code. Principle 4.2.1 places the onus upon oil and gas companies to provide this

information to indigenous peoples.'u' Principle 4.2.2 goes further by placing an obligation

upon companies to provide to indigenous peoples other information of relevance to the

enforcement of indigenous peoples' land rights and environmental law contained in

instruments of law, including the Constitution; other legislation, such as national

environmental law, and indigenous rights law and human rights law; and any oil contracts

between the company and the government, as these may place environmental obligations

upon companies. Principle 4.2.2 also requires the company to provide indigenous peoples

with contact numbers for organisations that may be able to assist when there are suspected

violations of the Code or the law.'*

While not explicitly stating that the following specific information be provided directly to

indigenous peoples, in its Approach Paper on the Revision of Operational Directive 4.20 on

Indigenous Peoples, the V/orld Bank stated that where the project affects the lands territories

of indigenous peoples or entails the commercial exploitation of their natural, mineral, hydro-

carbon and"/or cultural resources, the Bank recommends that following actions should be

taken: an analysis of legislative and constitutional frameworks should be conducted early in

the project preparation process to assess whether existing legal frameworks, or lack thereof,

could adversely affect indigenous peoples; if potentially adverse impacts are identified, the

analysis should specify what legal safeguards or measures, including regularisation of

customary rights and/or compensation arrangements, would be introduced by the Borrower

or project sponsor to avoid, minimise or mitigate such impacts; and if there are no existing

legal frameworks for converting customary rights into those of legal ownership, it should

describe what alternative arrangements would be introduced by the Borrower or project

sponsor to grant long-term renewable custodianship and use to the affected populations''ut If

such information is required to be provided to the World Bank by Borrowers, it is arguably

not too onerous for such legal information as is specified in this Code to be supplied to

indigenous peoples.

r63 Conservation lnternational, above n36 aT4'7.
rut Ibid.
16s Davis S, Sahnan S and Bermudez E, above n35' para 20
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Princíple 4.3 Compliance of Employees, Contractors and Subcontractors

4.3.1 Compliance with this Code of Conduct and with all environmental, indigenous and human

rights standards and guidelines adhered to by oil and gas companies must be made a condition of
contract for all contractors and subcontractors.

4.3.2 All environmental, indigenous and human ríghts standards and guidelines to be adhered to

by contractors and subcontractors must be strictly detailed in their contracts.

4.3.3 Att oit and gas companies must establish penalties for infraction of this Code of Conduct by

contractors and subcontractors.

4.3.4 Company employees must sign employment contracts that allow for penalties or dismissal

for breaches of indigenous and human rights standards.

4.3.5 Company employees must sign, at regular intervals, a statement certifying their past

compliance with this Code of Conduct and their intention of future compliance with this Code of
Conduct.

In order to ensure that the standards and principles contained in this Code of Conduct are

observed in respect of all activities connected with oil and gas exploration and production,

Principle 4.3 of the Code contains provisions aimed at ensuring compliance with the Code by

company employees and contractors and subcontractors. The notion that companies should

be responsible for ensuring the standards, performance and practices of their contractors and

subcontractors are equivalent to those of the company has been advanced in other voluntary

codes and schemes, including the European Commission's Eco-Management and Audit

Scheme, as seen in Chapter 9.'* The EMAS requires companies participating in the scheme

to address, "within the framework of the company's environmental policy and programme

and of environmental audits", the "environmental performance and practices of contractors,

subcontractors and suppliers".ruT Furthermore, the EMAS Regulation sets out a number of

"good management practices" on which a company's environmental policy must be based,

and against which the company's activities must be checked regularly to ensure

conformance, one of which is that "provisions shall be taken to ensure that contractors

working at the site on the company's behalf apply environmental standards equivalent to the

. .. t68
company's own".

Principles4.3.1 to 4.3.3 of this Code are addressed to contractors and subcontractors. These

sections together require oil companies to make compliance with the Code and all

tuu See above, Chapter 9, Section 9.4.2.2, pp438-439. See also Chapter 10, Section 10.2.1.2, pp489-490.
tut European Council Regulation 1336/93 of July 10, 1993, Concerning Voluntary Participation by Companies

in thè Industrial Sector in a Communiff Eco-Management and Audit Scheme, OJ (L 168/1), Article 3 and

Annex I(C), Europa <htþ://www.europa.eu.inlcomm/environmenVemas/emas-reg-en.htm>.
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environmental, indigenous and human rights standards and guidelines adhered to by oil and

gas companies a condition'of contracts;'un to detail the standards and guidelines to be adhered

to by contractors and subcontractors in their contracts with the oil companies;"o and to

establish penalties for infraction of the Code of contract by contactors and subcontractors."'

As discussed in Chapter 10 in relation to private internal codes of conduct, sanctions for non-

compliance by contractors or subcontractors may include cancellation of contracts or

monetary penalties.

Principles 4.3.4 to 4.3.5 arc addressed to employees of oil and gas companies. These

sections together require oil companies to make compliance with the Code a condition of

employment contracts, and to require employees to certify their past compliance, and

intended future compliance, with the Code of Conduct.'t'

Principle 4.4 Monitoring and Evaluation

4.4.1 Each company must develop and implement its own internal monitoring and compliance

systems to routinely monitor and measure compliance with this Code of Conduct and all

environmental, indigenous and human rights standards, practices, laws and guidelines adhered to by

the oil and gas company and its contractors and subcontractors.

4.4.2 As part of the monitoring system, companies should station representatives on site to

monitor compliance with this Code of Conduct and all environmental, indigenous and human rights

standards, practices, laws and guidelines adhered to by the oil and 7as company and its contraclors

and subcontractors.

4.4.3 Companies should develop ancl implement systems for the analysis and evaluation of
community relations programmes, to determine whether those programmes are actually improving

the lives of indigenous PeoPles'

4.4.4 Companies should conduct internal environmental and cultural audits on a regular basis in

order to provide a systematic, documented, periodic evaluation of environmental and cultural

performaice under this Code of Conduct and all environmental, indigenous and human rights

tut Ibid Article 3 and Annex I@).
r6e Barker G et al, above n3 at 52; Williams B, "Ory's Strategy on Environment, Community Issues", above

n3 at 48; IUCN, Oil Exptoration in the Tropics, above n16 at 20; Cornpa L and Hinchliffe-Darricarrère T,
..Enforcing Labour fughts through Corporate Codes of Conduct" (1995) 33 Colum J Transnat'l L 663.

,to Co.,servatLn International, above n36 at 22-23, citing as an example Shell's operations in Gabon, where

all environmental regulations were clearly written into contracts with the organisations conducting seismic

operations.
ttt B^aker M, "Private Codes of Conduct: Should the Fox Guard the Henhouse?" (1993) 24(3) U Miami Inter-

Am L Rev 3gg at418; Williams B, "Oxy's Strategy on Environment, Community Issues", above n3 at 48;

Compa L and Hinchliffe-Darricarrère T, above n169 at 688.

't' Compa L and Hinchliffe-Darricarrère T, ibid at 688.
r?3 pitt tt and Groskaufinanis K,above n158 at 1650; Compa L and Hinchliffe-Darricarrère T, ibid at 688;

Conservation International, above n36 at 22. Conservation International gives as an example Shell's

operations in Gabon, where all ernployees were required to sign a contract saying that they would be fired if
caught hunting: at 23.
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standards, practices, laws and guidelines adhered to by the oil and gas company and its contractors

and subcontractors.

4.4.5 Companies should submit to the external, independent verffication of internal monitoring

and auditing procedures and results. Provisions should be made for indigenous groups and

environmental experts to participate in the process of external monitoring.

4.4.6 The results of all internal and external environmental and cultural audits must be made

public.

Principle 4.4.1 reqtires companies to develop and implement systems for monitoring and

measuring compliance with this Code of Conduct and environmental, indigenous and human

rights standards adhered to by the company. "Adhered to" here means "accepted and

recognised by the company as setting the appropriate standard of corporate behaviour. "

The requirement that companies develop and implement systems for monitoring compliance

with environmental laws and standards was discussed in Chapter 9.''o In addition to

monitoring compliance with environmental standards, Principle 4.4.1 requires companies to

develop and implement systems for measuring and monitoring compliance with indigenous

and human rights standards. The need for companies to monitor the effects of their activities

on human rights, indigenous rights and culture of indigenous peoples has been documented

by a number of organisations and industry professionals.'" Howevet, it is recognised that the

monitoring of compliance with human rights and indigenous rights standards is a very new

field, in which there are as yet no standard criteria for measurement or standard formats for

reporting. Two points need to be made in this regard. First, it may be more efficient and

desirable for an industry association such as the OGP to develop a standard procedure for

measurement of compliance with indigenous and human rights standards that can be applied

by all companies and allow results to be compared across companies, rather than individual

companies developing and implementing a plethora of different systems applying different

standards and criteria. The requirement in the Code that each company develop and

implement an internal system presupposes the development by the OGP of a common

procedure or system. Second, as a common system will take time to develop, this Principle

is one that will be progressively implemented over time'

r7a chapter 9, section 9.4.4,pp447-452. See also Chapter 10, section I0.2.1.4,pp492-494.
r7s Amnesty International , Human Rights Principles for Companles, above n32 Bray J, above n3;

Conservation International, above n36; Wasserstrom R and Reider S, "Oil Firms in Environmentally

Sensitive Areas", above n36; Wasserstrorn R and Reider S, "Petroleum Companies Crossing New

Threshold", above n3.
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Principle 4.4.2 recommends the on-site presence of monitors in order to ensure that not only

the oil and gas company, but also contactors and subcontractors, are complying with the

provisions of the Code and the relevant environmental, indigenous and human rights

standards.

Principle 4.4.4 requires companies to conduct internal audits of their environmental and

cultural performance. As defined in Chapter 9, environmental auditing is "the practice of

comparing environmental regulatory and management requirements against the operational

and management performance record of a facility by evaluating such records and systems

against a set of predetermined standards".'tu The need for companies to conduct compliance

audits of their cultural, human rights and environmental performance has been recommended

by a number of organisations and industry professionals.'tt As with the monitoring of the

cultural impacts of oil and gas activities, the auditing of compliance with human rights and

indigenous rights standards is a very new field, requiring further development.

Principle 4.4.5 recommends that companies submit to external independent verification of

internal auditing and monitoring activities. As discussed in Chapter 10, the external

verification of environmental monitoring is becoming part of Responsible Care, the

worldwide chemical industry's self-regulatory environmental, health and safety code, and is

also becoming a general global trend, as seen in Chapter 9."t Independent verification of

internal monitoring and auditing activities is essential to ensure the integrity of the

monitoring and auditing process and for public acceptance of the results. Some oil

companies have begun seeking third party verification of compliance with their

environmental and human rights performance. For example, in 1999 Royal Dutch/Shell

engaged the accounting firms KPMG Accountants NV (The Hague) and

PriceWaterouseCoopers (London) to verify certain statements made by Royal Dutch/Shell

Group of Companies in The Shell Report 1999, relating to the environment and human

rights.'7e The assertions and statements requiring verification included: Shell's assurance of

rt6 Prince W and Nelson D, above nl2'7 at292.
r?? Amnesty International , Human Rights Principles for Companles, above n32 Bray J, above n3;

Conservation International, above n36; Wasserstrom R and Reider S, "Oil Firms in Environmentally

Sensitive Areas", above n36; Wasserstrom R and Reider S, "Petroleum Companies Crossing New

Threshold", above n3.
r78 Clrapter 10, Section 10.3.1.1, pp504-506; Chapter 9, Section 9.4'4,pp451-452.
t?e KpMG Accountants (The Hague) and PriceWaterouseCoopers (London), Verification Statement of "The

Sh e I t Re po r t I 9 9 9 ", Royal Dutch/Shell <http ://www. shell. com>'
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conformance with the Group's Statement of Business Principles;'to the distribution of the

Shell People Survey and processing of the results; the development and distribution of

Shell's practical guide to human rights;''' and that certain data had been derived from the

Financial Statement of the Group, and that certain graphs were derived from the Group's

Health Safety and Environmental Report.

Principle 4.4.6 requires the public disclosure of monitoring and audit results. As discussed in

Chapter 9, oil and gas companies are already facing increasing pressure to disclose

information regarding their environmental performance to governments and the public. This

has resulted, in part, in a trend of major oil and gas companies issuing annual or periodic

public reports regarding their environmental performance. In the oil sector, as with other

industries, the reporting of cultural and social impacts and performance is only in the initial

stages. Some oil companies have begun reporting on their initiatives connected with

corporate social responsibility programmes and community development schemes and

making these reports publicly available, including by means of the internet.'t' Reporting

receives further attention in Principle 4.5 of this Code.

Príncíple 4,5 Reporting

4.5.I A reporting mechanism on indigenous and human rights issues should be incorporated into

the regular appraisal and reporting sffuctures of project managers and senior staff.

4.5.2 Oil and gas companies should implement regular reporting of environmental and human

and indigenous rights performance to the Board of Directors, shareholders, employees, relevant

governnxent authorities, indigenous communities and the wider public.

4.5.3 OiI and gas companies should provide an annual public environmental and cullural report.

This report should:

(a) describe the company's processes for:

. communicating environmental and indigenous and human rights policies;
o communicating environmental and human and indigenous rights performance;

o consulting with the community in general, and indigenous communities in particular;
o responding to community concerns, including the concerns of indigenous communities in

particular; and
o implementing this Code of Conduct.

(b) include, but not be limited to, the following information:

tto 
SheU International Ltd, Statement of General Business Principles, above nl.

ttt Shell International Ltd, "Business and Human Rights: A Management Primer", above n3.

't' See The Oil Sector Report: A Review of Environmental Disclosure in the Oil Industry (London,

SustAinability LId/UNEP, 1999) for more information.
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. organisation profile, environmental and indigenous and human rights policies and
objectives;

. environmental management processes ;
c establishment of environmental and indigenous and human rights performance indicators

and benchmarks against which progress can be measured;
. progress in achieving environmental and indigenous and human rights performance targets

set internally and by regulatory requirements;
o environmental and indigenous and human rights prosecutions and related incidents;
o existinT and emerging environmental and indigenous and human rights issues, and

strategies to address them.

John Bray of the London-based Risks Control Group suggests that reporting mechanism on

indigenous and human issues should be incorporated into the regular appraisal and reporting

structures of project managers and senior staff.'tt In addition, senior managers should

prepare special reports or memoranda in situations where "events or activities which might

cause an impartial observer to conclude the Code hasn't been followed".'to The company

should keep records of violations and the sanctions and corrective steps taken to address the

violation of the Code.'"

As seen in Chapter 9, environmental and social performance reporting is an emerging trend

among the major international oil and gas companies."u There should also be public

reporting of a company's efforts to improve performance and conform with the provisions of

the Code. Principles 4.5.2 and 4.5.3 are taken from the Australian Minerals Council's Code

for Environmental Management."' The requirement in the Code for Environmental

Management that signatory companies will prepare publicly available environmental reports

has been described as "vital in establishing credibility for the Code and for industry's

commitment to community consultation".'tt

The requirements in Principle 4.5.3 (a) will provide stakeholders and the general public with

information on the company's processes and procedures in various areas, including

procedures for communicating and consulting with indigenous communities. The

requirements set out in Principle 4.5.3 (b) will enable stakeholders to review the company's

conformance with the Code. In particular, the requirement that companies report on their

r83 Bray J, above n3 at67.
r8a Caterpillar Inc, Caterpillar Code of Worldwide Business Conduct and Operating Principles (1992),

reviewed in Baker M, above nl7l.
r8s Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, above n158 at 1643-45.
r86 Chapter 9, Section 9.4.5,pp452-458.
18? Australian Minerals Council, Australian Minerals Industry Code þr Environmental Management,

"Systems and Processes - Reporting", above n109.
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progress in establishing common environmental and indigenous and human rights

performance indicators and benchmarks against which progress can be measured, and in their

progress achieving environmental and indigenous and human rights performance targets set

internally and by regulatory requirements, will enable indigenous peoples, environmental and

human rights NGOs and other interested groups to review the performance of a company

from year to year and also compare the performance of different companies in the industry.

Principle 4.5 should also be read in conjunction with Principle 4.4.4 above, which sets out a

general requirement for public disclosure of monitoring and auditing results.

In addition to the reporting requirements placed on individual companies, Chapter l3 sets out

requirements for reporting on the progress of the implementation of the Code by the relevant

national oil industry association to the OGP, as part of a global implementation mechanism

which is based on Responsible Care.

Príncíple 4.6 Complaints Mechanisms and Conflict Resolution

4.6.1 Oil and gas companies should establish a complaints mechanism whereby em.ployees,

indigenous peoples and interested third parties can make complaints about potential violations of
this Code of Conduct and with all environmental, indigenous and human rights standards and

guidelines adhered to by the oil and gas company and its contractors and subcontractors.

4.6.2 Companies should implement a mechanism whereby complaints about suspected breaches

of this Code of Conduct can be made anonymously in order to protect the identity of the

complainants.

4.6.3 Companies should designate company representatives who are responsible for responding

to complaints and who may be contacted at all times.

4.6.4 Employees must be guaranteed freedom from reprisal when making complaints about

suspected breaches of this Code of Conduct.

4.6.5 Companies should establish en advisory panel of environmental representatives,

indigenous representatives, and third party specialists such as academics, to resolve potential

conflicts and make recommendations for improvements.

An essential aspect of a private code is a complaints mechanism by which employees and

indigenous peoples can make complaints and invoke the code without fear of reprisal.'t' A

'tt \Vells D, "Corporate Environmental Management Systems", 1997 AMPI'A Yrbk 530 at 545.
tte Compa L and Hinchliffe-Darricarrère T, above n169 at 688; Porges J, "Codes of Conduct", Asian Labour

[Jpdate,Issue 26, October 1997-January 1998, I at 3; Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, above nl58 at 1650.

See above Clìapter 10, Section 10.2.1.4,p494.
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Code of Conduct will be ineffective if there is no avenue for bringing suspected violations to

the company's attention and obtaining redress. For any industry code, complaints could be

brought either directly to the individual company, or to the industry association regulating

the Code.

Section 4.6 deals with the establishment of complaints mechanisms internal to companies.

An internal complaints mechanism is the obvious first "port of call" for local communities

and employees, allowing companies to investigate suspected violations of the Code and take

the appropriate action before the industry body becomes involved. An internal company

complaints mechanism may enable disputes to be resolved quickly and flexibly. Indigenous

groups may find it is easier to make complaints, at least initially, to local personnel rather

than contact a relatively remote industry body.

principle 4.6.1 makes a general recommendation that oil and gas companies establish an

internal complaints mechanism.'' Principle 4.6.2 recommends that companies should

implement a mechanism for making anonymous complaints in order to protect the identity of

employees and indigenous peoples where bringing complaints will be a sensitive issue.

Anonymity is a key method of ensuring the principle of freedom from reprisal, contained in

principle 4.6.4, is met.'n' Possible mechanisms for anonymous questions, disclosures and

reporting procedures include toll free numbers, special reporting forms, and avenues for

sending anonymous notes to the CEO;'9'an ombudsman to whom employees and indigenous

peoples can turn to report violations of the code,"'or retaining an outside firm to operate an

"alertline". ''o

principle 4.6.3 recommends the designation of company representatives responsible for

responding to complaints.'" These representatives may differ according to whether the

complaints are made anonymously or publicly. This Principle is designed to ensure that

indigenous peoples and employees know who to contact in order to make complaints; are

reo Bray J, above n3 at67. Indigenous peoples have also called for recourse mechanisms to be established to

deai with disagreements over written agreements between indigenous peoples and transnational

corporations: Guideline 5, IPM Guidelines Relating to Transnational Corporations, above nl5. See also

Chapter 10, Section 10.2.1.4, P494.
tnt Compa L and Hinctrliffe-Darricarrère T, above n169 at 688; Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, above nl58 at

1650.
re2 Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, ibid af 1643-45.
tn' Ibid.
rea Merck and Co Code of Conduct, reviewed in Baker M, above n17l'
re5 Conservation International, above n36 at 4'7 .
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able to contact those persons at all times, in case of emergencies; and will clearly delineate

responsibility within the company for implementing this aspect of the code'

Principle 4.6.5 recommends a method for dealing with potential conflict and complaints

through an advisory panel comprised of independent experts in appropriate situations. Such

a Panel may not be appropriate when dealing with grave human rights abuses, but may be

able to provide negotiated solutions concerning unforeseen problems connected with

compensation, access to land or natural resources or the practices of company employees' In

addition to the internal complaints mechanism, Chapter 13, which addresses implementation

of the Code at an industry level, discusses the possibility of an industry complaints

mechanism.

Principle 4.7 Corporate Commitment to the Code of Conduct

4.7.1 Company directors and senior management must sign this Code of Conduct as a

demonstration of commitment to this Code.

4.7.2 Each company should establish a separate Committee of Directors responsible for setting

and overseeing cornpany policy on environmental, indigenous and human rights issues, including

implementation of this Code of Conduct.

4.7.3 Each company should establish a "chain of responsibility and reporting" on

environmental, indigenous and human rights issues, including implementation of this Code of

Conduct.

The Berlin Mining and Environment Guidelines addressed to the minerals sector state that

governments, mining companies and the minerals industries should, as a minimum "establish

environmental accountability in industry and government at the highest management and

policy-making levels".'* Section 4.7 is addressed to the need to establish commitment to the

Code and accountability for its implementation at all levels of policy- and decision-making

in the company. Principle 4.7.l recognises that effective implementation of the Code is

possible only if it is fully supported at the highest levels of management and policy-making

in the company.'nt Company directors and the Chief Executive Officer have a special role in

influencing the ethics of managers and employees; if they do not take the code seriously,

neither will managers and employees. The Board and CEO must support the efforts of

'nu Guideline 2, Berlin Mining and Environment Guidelines, above n3
tnt 

See above, Chapter 10, Section 10.2.2.2,p497.
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managers and employees by ensuring adequate resources and time are available to properly

implement the Code.'"

principle 4.6.2 recognises that "the Board should delegate responsibility for overseeing the

implementation, maintenance and enforcement of the compliance program to appropriate

committees comprised primarily, if not exclusively, of outside directors, as the seriousness of

these codes would be denigrated if oversight and enforcement is left exclusively to

management".'" An example of this is the Corporate Responsibility Committee of the Board

of Directors of Unocal Corporation. The Committee, which consists of three outside

directors, meets six times a yeff to ensure Unocal is fulfilling its corporate responsibility

mandate, and reports directly to the Board. The Committee reviews the activities of

corporate staff departments that relate to the management of Unocal's Corporate

Responsibility Program, and considers other matters involving environment, health and

safety, employee relations or "ethical conduct that could have a significant impact on the

company".t*

principle 4.7.3 encourages corporations to delineate responsibility for implementation of the

Code and establish accountability at all levels of management.

re8 Pitt H and Groskaufmanis K, above n158 at 1643-45.
lee Ibid al 1642. Another alternative is to add an independent human rights, environmental, and/or

indigenous rights advocate to the board of directors, or otherwise opening the board to independent

advocacy: compa L and Hinchlifle-Darricarrère T, above n169 at 688.
2oo Unocal Corporation, "Corporate Responsibility at Unocal", above n2'
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CHAPTER 13: INTERNATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION MACHINERY
OF THE CODE
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13.1 Introduction

The proposed implementation mechanism for the Code of Conduct for oil companies

operating on the traditional lands of indigenous peoples draws on the features of Responsible

Care, with the primary international industry body in the oil exploration and production

industry, the International Association of Oil and Gas Producers (OGP), coordinating and

promoting worldwide adherence to the Code, and the national member associations of the

OGP, and where relevant, regional industry member associations such as ARPEL,

overseeing the implementation of the Code by their members.

L3.2 The Role of National and Regional Associations

13.2.3 ExternalMonítoríngVerift.catíonSystems

Implementation, including compliance monitoring, would take place through internal self-

evaluations and audits, and also through independent third party verification of internal

monitoring results. The national and/or regional oil industry associations such as ARPEL, in

conjunction with the OGP, would have the role of establishing or accrediting a body, or

bodies, to conduct external verification audits. Provision must be made for indigenous

peoples to participate in the external verification procedures. The establishment of

accredited bodies to monitor results would enable the establishment of consistent standards

where performances could be compare across companies and countries, in contrast to a

situation where individual oil companies employ their own external monitors and auditors

with different standards and procedures.

It is suggested that the results of monitoring verification activities are reported to the

national industry association existing in the country or region of operation or, in the case of

Latin America, to the regional association ARPEL, which would then report to the OGP.

Ideally, companies should set up national associations or regional associations equivalent to

ARPEL in Latin America in regions such as Africa, to oversee and record verification

activities. The OGP would have a role to play in establishing a network of verification

bodies. Where it is not possible to establish a regional association, such as in the Middle

East, where it is likely to be politically unfeasible for certain state-owned enterprises to
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collaborate together, it may be possible for state-owned oil companies to report directly to

the OGP on progress made in implementing the code. Another option is for the industry

association of the country in which an international oil company is headquartered to monitor

the progress of companies operating overseas. For example, the API could measure the

progress of US companies operating overseas in implementing the Code, using the services

of verifiers and auditors and indigenous peoples located within the host country. However,

it is preferable for an association based in the region or country of operation to undertake

and report verification activities.

13.2,2 The Development of Perþrmance Indicators

As seen in Chapter 9, the OGP and international oil companies have already begun

collaborative efforts to develop standardised indicators of environmental and social

performance. Under the Code of Conduct proposed in this thesis, the national and regional

associations in conjunction with the OGP would build on current efforts to develop

standardised indicators in the areas of health, safety, the environmental and human rights,

and develop common standards for monitoring, auditing and reporting.

13.2.3 Makíng the Code a Condition of Membership in the Assocíatíon

The national or industry associations may make it a condition of membership that companies

subscribe to the Code of Conduct. This requirement is one imposed by many national

chemical industry associations under the Responsible Care Program. The American

Petroleum Institute's Strategies for Today's Environmental Partnership (STEP), as part of

the bylaws of the API, is mandatory for members of the API. Given that many national oil

industry associations have existing environmental guidelines and programmes, these

associations may consider adjusting the Code's provisions, particularly the environmental

provisions in Section 3.6, in order to achieve a system that is workable and appropriate given

the existing environmental guidelines and principles.
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13.2.4 Industry Complaínts Mechanism and Conflict Resolutíon

Principle 4.6 of the Code recommends that companies establish an internal complaints

mechanism, whereby whereby employees, indigenous peoples and interested third parties

can make complaints about potential violations of the Code of Conduct, and an advisory

panel of environmental representatives, indigenous representatives, and third party

specialists such as academics, to resolve potential conflicts and make recommendations for

improvements in company performance. In addition to these internal corporate mechanisms,

the national industry associations could establish mechanisms for receiving and resolving

complaints.

The industry or regional association could establish an industry body to receive complaints

regarding company performance in certain situations, for example, where a third party

verification report expresses serious reservations about a company's compliance with the

Code; or where more than a minimum number of complaints have been made by employees,

indigenous representatives, and third party specialists within or over a certain period of time

against one company; or when the body is requested to intervene by a company. The

complaints mechanism could allow for a body comprised of environmental representatives,

indigenous representatives, government representatives, oil industry representatives and third

party specialists such as academics, to make recommendations and mediate between the

parties.

The establishment of such an industry complaints mechanism will not imply any acceptance

by indigenous peoples of a diminishing in their rights under legislation or an agreement not

to access the courts to obtain justice for violations of their rights, nor would this mechanism

be appropriate in all cases, for example, where there has been a gross or grave violations of

indigenous peoples' rights. However, there may be certain situations where an industry

panel could resolve disputes and complaints more quickly, flexibly and effectively than the

courts, particularly in countries with inadequate institutional capacity to enforce the law, and

where the costs of obtaining access to the courts are prohibitive.
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L3.3 The Role of the International Association of Oil and Gas Producers

The OGP would coordinate and promote worldwide adherence to the Code of Conduct. It

would receive reports from member associations or, where nationalised oil companies

operate with a virtual monopoly and there are no industry associations, such as in the Middle

East, from companies that are direct members of the OGP or from newly formed regional

associations. The OGP reporting programme would require standardised features for

reporting and implementation, along similar lines to Responsible Care, with the results being

made public. At least six standardised reporting features could be required.

First, the OGP would seek reports from national and regional associations on commitment to

the Code of Conduct. Information would include: whether the association board has

committed to implementing the Code; whether the Code has been agreed to by the

association and published; and the progress made in signing by CEOs of the oil companies,

for example, what percentage of member company CEOs have signed the Code.

Second, it may be possible to develop a name or logo that can be adopted and used by

companies that are signatories to the Code, that would demonstrate to the public that these

companies operate in an environmentally responsible manner and with concern for human

rights. Reports would be received on the number of associations and companies using the

logo. This could be done in conjunction with governments.

Third, the successful implementation of the Code requires the development and use of

indicators to measure the performance of oil companies in the environmental and human

rights spheres. As discussed above, further development and standardisation of indicators

for environmental and cultural reporting is currently required. The OGP would receive

reports from the national associations regarding: the performance indicators that have been

agreed upon by the national associations; whether the indicators have been made public and

discussed with interested parties; and the status of member reporting on indicators.

Fourth, the national associations would report on "communication and public input",

including: mechanisms established to obtain input from communities and other interested

parties, for example through meetings and the environmental impact assessment process; the
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establishment and operation of national advisory panels; and internal and external surveys of

the general public's and indigenous peoples' awareness of the Code.

Fifth, the national associations would report on elements of "sharing between companies and

associations", such as training provided by large oil companies to assist small companies and

contractors and subcontractors to operate in accordance with the Code, including training in

human and indigenous rights issues; collaboration on the development of indicators; and

mechanisms such as forums to discuss experiences with implementing the Code.

Finally, the OGP would receive reports on compliance and enforcement of the Code,

including the following: whether and what sanctions and incentives have been agreed upon

and communicated; whether commitment to the Code has been made a condition of

membership in the association; the number of complaints received and acted upon; the

mechanisms in place to recognise high performance; the number of public annual reports

that have been published; and whether external verification of environmental and cultural

performance by the company, and of compliance with the Code, has begun and the results

made public.

The OGP, in conjunction with the national associations and public advisory panels, would

also be responsible for establishing a mechanism to periodically review the Code.

13.4 Public Advisory Panels

As with Responsible Care, Public Advisory panels could be established in the country of

operation to ensure public participation in implementing, developing and revising the Code

of Conduct. The panel would be comprised of academics, environmental consultants and

indigenous experts, and would give independent advice to the industry on the development

and implementation of the Code. The meetings of the panel could include random tours of

sites and interviews with indigenous peoples or their representatives to receive feedback on

the Code and company operations.

In addition, the role of non-government organisations and community groups in publicising

the Code and any violations of its provisions will be crucial in ensuring compliance with the

Code through the fear of negative publicity and the "shaming" of oil corporations.
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L3.5 The Role of Governments

As discussed in Chapter 10 in relation to Responsible Care, self-regulatory schemes for

industry may be ineffective without some form of government support or "back-up" threat of

regulation, for a number of reasons. First, the independence and reliability of external

monitoring undertaken by an industry body that is also concerned with advocacy on behalf

of the industry is likely to be questioned, while third party monitoring and auditing has

potential limitations, including auditors that are not vigilant or vulnerable to capture by the

industries they audit. Second, where monitoring reveals non-compliance with the code,

there may be no credible or effective sanctions available to industry associations to punish

the recalcitrant firm. Third, any voluntary industry scheme is open to the possibility of "free

riding", where some firms do not make the necessary expenditures under the scheme,

preferring to save costs while benefiting from the improved public image of the industry.

Although this Code of Conduct is suggested as a voluntary scheme, the effectiveness of the

Code may be enhanced by government threats and incentives, that is, through co-regulation.

First, governments may offer incentives to firms to invest in an industry code of conduct.

On the one hand, incentives for participating in the Code of Conduct and regulatory scheme

should not be required, as combining indigenous and environmental concerns with

development will increase long-term profits, enhance corporate image and reputation,

improve efficiency and quality, foster greater consumer acceptance of the company and its

products, reduce potential legal liability and ease regulatory pressures.' On the other hand,

there may be situations where the costs of investing in community relations programmes will

not be offset by the benefits. Codes of conduct in general require time and resources by

companies to implement successfully, and investors may judge the company solely on short-

term performance, leaving managers vulnerable to criticism by shareholders. Governments

could work with industry to develop a logo or other publicity-related benefits for firms

complying with the Code; or offer reduced fees or tax incentives under the licensing system

to encourage firms that, because of their size or economic circumstances, would be unlikely

to adopt the Code.2 The difficulty in emerging economies is that given the precarious

2

Gunningham N, "Environmental Management Systems and Community Participation: Rethinking

Chemical Industry Regulation" (1998) 16(2) UCLA J Envtl L & Pol'y 3I9; reprinted onJine
<htþ://www. searchbank.com/searchbanVadelaide>, at 29.

Ibid at 30; Gunningham N, "The Chernical Industry" in Gunningham N and Grabosþ P, Smart

Regulation: Designing Environmentat Policy (Oxford University Press, New York, 1998) aI 214-222-
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economic situation of these countries, the governments may be reluctant establish incentives

if this means foregoing any revenue'

Second, governments may make compliance with the Code a condition of awarding licences

under general legislation. For example, in Queensland, compliance with the APPEA Code

of Environmental Practice, first issued in 1978, has historically been set as a condition of

some licences.' Similarly, governments may enforce behaviour on a project-by-project basis

by incorporating the Code, or a reference to the Code, in individually-negotiated oil

contracts, These requirements would be accompanied by the threat of sanctions for non-

compliance with the Code, for example, fines or other penalties. If the Code is stipulated as

a condition of oil company contracts, although the day-to-day running of the scheme will be

left in the hands of industry, governments may intervene when there is reason to believe that

third-party audit and community watch-dog mechanisms are not operating effectively, and

oil companies are failing to adhere to their commitments.o Based on Gunningham's

suggestions advanced on p520 of this thesis, governments could intervene to enforce the

Code when an indigenous representative, having exhausted non-government procedures

under the Code, complains that an audit was not fair and accurate; if a third party

verification report expresses serious reservations about a company's compliance with the

Code; if there is a serious accident or incident, or a series of complaints from indigenous

communities; or if the relevant industry association requests such intervention.'

The major difficulty with making this Code of Conduct a part of legislation or oil company

contracts is that some of the provisions are vague and extremely difficult, if not impossible,

to enforce. For example, Principle 2.2.5, which states that oil and gas companies "will

operate with respect for the culture and traditions of indigenous peoples living in the areas in

which the companies will be doing business", would be impossible to enforce legally. It

would also be extremely difficult to legally enforce certain requirements of the Code, such as

measuring social performance and publishing the results, where the procedures and methods

are still in their infancy and require further development. A third difficulty with

incorporating the Code in oil contracts is that the institutional inadequacies of emerging

economies, which already undermine the effectiveness of existing national environmental

Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association Limited (APPEA), "APPEA Code of
Environmental Practice" APPEA <htþ:www.appea.com.ar.r/environmenVcode.html>'

Gunningham N, "Environmental Management Systems and Community Participation", above nI at 27 -28;

Gunningham N, "The Chemical Industry", above n2 at I9l-2I3.
Gunningham N, "Environmental Management Systems and Community Padcipation", ibid at 28.

3
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and indigenous rights laws, would also undermine the effective legal enforcement of a Code

of Conduct set as a condition of oil contracts.

Whether or not governments provide threats and incentives for companies to participate in

the self-regulatory scheme proposed in this thesis, governments must maintain their crucial

roles of assigning title to and demarcating indigenous lands; continuing to reform substantive

environmental and indigenous rights laws; monitoring and policing illegal colonists; and

strengthening the rule of law and institutions to enable indigenous peoples to enforce their

rights.
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CHAPTER 14: CONCLUSTOru

It is over fifteen years since J Martinez Cobo's Study of the Problem of Discrimination

Against Indigenous Populations reported that inadequate laws on indigenous ownership to

land and subsurface resources rendered the lands and sacred sites of indigenous communities

vulnerable to invasion, and that the severe environmental degradation caused by development

of mineral and hydrocarbon resources jeopardised the traditional lifestyle of indigenous

communities. The three case studies of the Khanty of Siberia, the Ogoni of Nigeria and the

Huaorani of Ecuador, contained in Chapters 3 to 5 of this thesis, show that oil exploitation

continues to adversely affect the lives of indigenous peoples, particularly in emerging

economies, where laws pertaining to the environment and to indigenous land tenure are often

inadequate, and a combination of social, economic and political factors combine to

undermine the effectiveness of the laws that do exist.

The case studies in this thesis demonstrated that indigenous peoples continue to be

dispossessed of their lands for oil exploitation by oil companies, without the provision of

adequate compensation; the construction of access routes and roads, and the promise of

employment in oil industry, encourages the immigration of colonists into indigenous areas,

leading to conflicts over land and access to natural resources, and the despoliation and

profanation of sacred sites; the environmental degradation that has accompanied oil

exploitation negatively affects their health, and cultural, religious and traditional economic

activities; and that the control of revenue and participation in the benefits of resource

exploitation are major concerns for indigenous peoples.

The case studies also showed that in some emerging economies, oil development has taken

place, and/or continues to take place, in a vacuum of laws protecting the land and

environment of indigenous peoples. Oil development began in an era where legal regimes

for the ownership, control and use of land by indigenous peoples were non-existent or

inadequate, and assimilation and integration were accepted policies, with the result that in

some cases, government policy and laws aided the dispossession of indigenous peoples'

lands. It is only in the 1990s that new laws and regulations have been passed that recognise

and protect the right of indigenous peoples to live traditional lifestyles and maintain control

over their traditional lands. Furthermore, until the 1990s, oil companies in emerging
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economies operated with a dearth of environmental legislation. Although there has been an

increased drive towards environmental protection in emerging economies in the last ten

years, the environmental legislation in many emerging economies remains inadequate.

In other cases, even where adequate legislation exists, and the provisions of land tenure and

environmental laws are strong, the implementation and effectiveness of the laws are

undermined by a complex web of historical, social, political and economic factors. The case

studies demonstrate that land tenure laws and environmental laws have failed in practice to

protect the rights of indigenous peoples for a number of reasons. First, the governments of

emerging economies still lack the political will to enforce these laws and programmes. The

overwhelming reason for this is economic. Low national income, poverty,

underdevelopment and large foreign debt, combined with a heavy reliance on oil to generate

tax and export revenues, place enormous pressures on emerging economies to develop their

oil resources.

Second, the effectiveness of land tenure and environmental laws in emerging economies has

been undermined by the inadequate implementation and enforcement of legislative

provisions arising from a lack of, and inadequate, legal and administrative institutional

structures. For example, new environmental ministries or agencies are generally in a weak

position relative to the traditional and powerful oil ministries; the agencies responsible for

environmental regulation are also responsible for oil production, leading to conflicting roles

and interests; laws are not taken seriously by government officials; corruption is endemic,

entrenched through underdevelopment combined with low pay for administrative officers,

traditions of bribery, and the absence of a realistic code of civil service ethics; the

infrastructure and institutional framework allowing the public to enforce environmental laws,

through such measures as public participation and access to the courts, is inadequate or non-

existent; and government agencies often lack adequate financial, technical and human

resources to implement and enforce the law.

Third, the non-observance of indigenous rights takes place within the broader context of

government in the absence of the rule of law, a feature of which is the lack of independence

of the judiciary. Finally, many countries have their own particular factors arising from the

historical development of the nation that undermine the motivation of the government to

enact strong laws pertaining to indigenous rights and the environment, and/or the

effectiveness of the laws that are passed.
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These economic, political and social factors, present to a greater or lesser degree in emerging

economies, undermine the effectiveness of indigenous rights laws and environmental laws in

these countries. In this context, this thesis recommends that a dual approach to the protection

of indigenous peoples' lands in emerging economies should be implemented, whereby

international human and indigenous rights law and international environmental laws that set

out the rights of indigenous peoples with respect to their lands and the environment, and

place duties and obligations on states in this regard, are reinforced and translated in practice

by the self-regulation of the international oil exploration and production industry through a

voluntary code of conduct for oil companies seeking to operate on indigenous peoples'

traditional lands.

As states are responsible for the recognition of titles to land, the demarcation of indigenous

territories, the enactment and enforcement of environmental laws, and the issue of oil

licences and leases, the recognition of rights of indigenous peoples and the establishment of

international legal duties and obligations of states in this regard have a critical role to play in

empowering indigenous peoples. The international laws relating to human rights, indigenous

peoples' rights and the environment that set out the duties and obligations of states in relation

to indigenous peoples, and the rights of indigenous peoples to the protection of their

traditional territories and the environment, were examined in Part III of this thesis.

Not only do the instruments of international law discussed in Chapters 7 and 8 set out a range

of land, resource and environmental rights of indigenous peoples, but some human rights

treaties also permit the indigenous peoples living within the boundaries of states that have

ratified the treaty to take their grievances regarding alleged violations of the convention to

the appropriate treaty monitoring bodies. Furthermore, states party to the treaties are subject

to the monitoring of their policies and practices with respect to the land, resource and

environmental rights of indigenous peoples through the supervisory mechanisms such as

country reporting mechanisms. These treaties and reports of treaty monitoring bodies also

provide standards and information whereby human rights and environmental organisations

can assess and publicise the performance of states in relation to the treatment of indigenous

peoples, thereby exposing states to negative publicity and shaming states into compliance

with international laws.
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Despite the assistance the international legal system has given to indigenous peoples seeking

to protect their traditional lands from resource exploitation, a number of failings of the

international legal regime have been identified. First, criticisms have been made regarding

the substantive provisions of the instruments of international law, including indigenous,

human rights and environmental laws. Second, various procedural shortcomings in the

global and regional human rights regimes have been identified, including: the lack of

standing of indigenous peoples and limitations upon their ability to bring cases before some

human rights bodies; the inadequate funding of the human rights bodies; the length of time

for cases to be processed; the failure of states to take reporting obligations seriously; the

politicisation of the human rights systems; the failure of human rights bodies to specify

remedies for indigenous peoples; and the lack of implementation mechanisms relating to the

enforcement of views and decisions of the international treaty bodies.

Third, the social, economic and political factors identified in the case studies, such as

economic pressures, inadequate institutional capacity, lack of independence of the judiciary,

corruption, and the absence of the rule of law, seriously compromise the will and ability of

the government to enact and enforce laws relating to the protection of indigenous peoples'

lands, whether these are initiatives that are solely domestic in origin, or undertaken in

pursuance of international duties and obligations'

In this context, I have suggested that the existing international legal regime directed at states

should be supplemented by a code of conduct addressed to oil corporations as the second arm

of the dual approach to the protection of indigenous peoples' territories from subsurface

resource exploitation. A code of conduct addressing the activities of oil and gas corporations

on indigenous peoples' lands has a useful role to play in effecting the observance of

indigenous peoples' rights and principles for the protection of the environment contained in

international legal instruments by translating these rights and principles into practice through

regulation of the actual behaviour of oil and gas corporations. In particular, in countries with

inadequate institutional capacity to enforce legislation and the absence of the rule of law, a

code of conduct voluntarily drafted, adopted and implemented by oil and gas corporations

may be effective in protecting the lands and environment of indigenous peoples than laws are

not adequately enforced.

The provisions of the Code of Conduct for oil companies that has been proposed in this

thesis are based upon existing and emerging principles of international indigenous rights law
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examined in Chapters 7 and 8, and also upon the existing and emerging environmental

practices of the leading international oil companies examined in Chapter 9. The Code of

Conduct proposed in this thesis is a voluntary, private industry-wide code of conduct that is a

statement of principles, standards or norms serving as a basis of behaviour for oil and gas

corporations who operate, or seek to operate, on the lands that indigenous peoples

traditionally occupy. My choice of a voluntary, private industry code of conduct rather than

a public international code or private company code is based on examination of the strengths

and weaknesses of the codes, discussed in Chapter 1 1'

First, a private industry code has the advantage over a public international code of flexibility

and speed of adoption. Second, the effective implementation of a public international code

of conduct depends on the willingness and ability of national governments to adopt and

successfully enforce the code. The problems of enforcing national laws regarding indigenous

land rights that currently exist in emerging economies will also apply in relation to a public

code of conduct regulating corporations that is translated into national law. A private

industry code voluntarily adopted and implemented by oil corporations may have a useful

supplementary role to play in emerging economies where the institutional capacity is lacking

to effectively monitor and enforce the law'

Third, as seen in Chapter 9, there is a current trend towards voluntary self-regulation by

industry in the environmental sphere, allowing corporations to adopt innovative and cost-

effective measures to improve environmental performance, and governments with scarce

resources and increasing budgetary pressures to concentrate on "problem" cases. A

voluntary industry association code of conduct for oil companies operating on indigenous

peoples' traditional lands recognises this general trend towards self-regulation in the

environmental sphere.

Th Code of Conduct presented in this thesis draws its inspiration from the operation and

implementation of the international chemical industry's Responsible Care scheme. Several

features of the international oil industry enhance the prospects of success for this Code. The

major international oil companies have started to recognise the long-term benefits of

establishing and maintaining good relations with indigenous peoples and good environmental

practices, such as improved public relations, and the avoidance of costs, delays and risk. As

with the chemical industry, there is a coincidence of interest between the industry's long

term need for credibility and profitability and the provisions of Code. These benefits,
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particularly if taken in conjunction with the threat of national or international regulation,

provide an incentive for companies to participate in the scheme for self-regulation.

Furthermore, the development of standardised industry environmental operating guidelines

by the International Association of Oil and Gas Producers (OGP) and other industry

associations, the sharing of best practices, and the collaboration of leading oil companies on

the development of environmental, social and cultural performance reporting, demonstrate

not only that the oil industry is aware of the need for action in this area, but that an

international scheme of self-regulation based on cooperation and the sharing of knowledge

and experience is a viable proposal.

One potential disadvantage of the Code is that its global reach will depend on the

geographical distribution of oil associations and companies willing to adopt the Code. We

saw in Chapter 2 that most major international transnational and nationalised oil companies

are either direct members of the OGP, or indirect members through the membership in

industry associations such as the American Petroleum Institute and ARPEL. However, there

are gaps in the geographical distribution of membership, with companies in Russia and the

former Soviet Union, China and Africa absent from the OGP. Although these gaps in

membership of the OGP potentially limit the global application of a self-regulatory Code of

Conduct, they are not necessarily fatal to the prospects for success of the Code, for a number

of reasons

First, although there is a dearth of African oil companies in the OGP, the reach of the Code

could be extended to Africa by the major international oil companies who have a history of

operating within African nations though a host of petroleum agreements, including

concession contracts, joint ventures and production sharing agreements. However, the

application of the Code by transnational corporations will not provide a method of surrogate

enforcement in countries such as Russia that have limited participation by foreign oil

companies.

Second, the OGP members should strongly encourage industry associations and national

companies to become members. This would be in line with the aim of the OGP to maintain

an active and diverse membership. Furthermore, just as membership of the ICCA and

worldwide participation in Responsible Care began in Canada, extended to the US and

Australia, and has generally increased over time, it is to be expected that participation in a

Code of conduct for the oil industry would begin through select national associations such as
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the American Petroleum Institute and extend over time to other associations as experience is

gained in implementing the Code, any operational difficulties are resolved, and as the

benefits are demonstrated.

Third, the existence of gaps in the global application of the Code is no more or less

damaging per se to the prospects of success for a voluntary industry code than for a tîeaty,

In the same way that the global application of a voluntary industry code will depend on its

acceptance and implementation by companies and industry associations, the global reach of

treaties depend on their ratification by states.

Finally, there may also be a role for the United Nations to play in encouraging governments

to influence firms to participate in the regulatory scheme, for example, through the threat of

directly regulating the activities of oil companies at the international level. As one of the

primary motivations for self-regulatory schemes is to avoid the threat of government

regulation, threats by the international community to adopt a Code of Conduct, which would

be translated into domestic law through the actions of states, may also provide an incentive

for companies participate in the self-regulatory mechanism proposed in this thesis, thereby

enhancing its effectiveness. In 2000, the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection

of Human asked Miguel Alfonso Martinez to prepare a working paper on guidelines and

principles for private sector energy and mining companies with effects on indigenous lands.

A self-regulatory code of the type proposed here could be worked in conjunction with the

principles to provide a method for translating the principles into action. Furthermore, as the

self-regulatory mechanism proposed here is suitable for adoption by state-owned enterprises,

this Code could actually expand the application of Martinez's principles beyond private

sector companies to include the state-owned companies within its ambit.

In the future, further research regarding the development of standard indicators for accurately

and consistently measuring the cultural impacts of oil developments on indigenous peoples

must be undertaken before the proposed Code of Conduct can become fully operational.

Indicators must be developed in order to measure not only the negative impacts of oil

development, but also the claimed beneficial impacts of local community development

programmes undertaken by oil companies. Standard formats for reporting the social and

environmental effects of oil exploitation must also be developed if environmental and

cultural performances across different companies are to be accurately published and

compared, and if the success of the Code is to be measured and reported to the public.
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While this thesis has proposed the dual regulation of two powerful actors in resource

development projects, nation states and oil companies, the role of multilateral finance

institutions in resource developments on indigenous peoples' lands, and the effect of these

institutions' policies on human rights in general, are becoming the subject of increasing

attention.r This thesis touched upon the role of institutions such as the V/orld Bank in

resource developments on indigenous peoples' traditional lands in the case study of Ecuador

in Chapter 3, and in Chapter 9 in regard to the development of environmental impact

assessment procedures.t Multilateral finance institutions play a crucial role in bringing

proposed resource developments on indigenous peoples' lands to fruition by providing the

necessary finance for the project to proceed, and also place pressure on indigenous peoples'

lands by encouraging governments to undertake resource development projects in order to

meet national external debt payments.' As regards the protection of the lands, environment

and culture of indigenous peoples, future legal research should address the accountability of

financial institutions that provide funding for development on indigenous peoples' traditional

lands, and the possibility of international regulation of the practices of these institutions, in

order to fully empower indigenous peoples in the development process.

' See, for example, Jochnick C, "Confronting the Impunity of Non-State Actors: New Fields for the

Promotion of Human Rights" (1999) 2I Hum Rts Q 56 ECA (Export Credit Agencies) Watch, A Race to

the Bottom: The Impact of ECAs on Environment, Development and Humqn Rights, March 1999,

<http://www.eca-watch.org/raceindex.html>; Development and Human Rights: The Role of the Ilorld
Aank lfne World Bank, Washington DC, 1998), <htþ://www.worldbank.orglhtmVextdr/rights/>; Jimenez

H, "The Development of Indigenous Peoples Rights in International Organizations: A Latin American

Perspective" (1993) Proceedings of the Annual Conference of the Candian Council on International Lqw

56; Skogly S, "structural Adjustment and Development: Human Rights - An Agenda for Change" (1993)

15 Hum Rts Q 7 5l; Shihata I, "The World Bank and Human Rights: An Anlysis of the Legal Issues and the

Record of Achievements" (1988) I7 Denv J Int'l L & Pol'y 39.

' See above, Chapter 3, Section 3.6.1, p90 and Chapter 9, Section 9.4.1.2,pp427-430.
3 For information on the role and impact of multilateral financial institutions in resource development, see

van der Veen P et al, "The World Bank's Role in International Mineral Resources Development" (1998)

44Ih Roctqt Mountain Mineral Law Institute 7-1; Onorato W and Fox P, "The Role of the World Bank and

Other Multilateral and Private Sector Finance Institutions in Resources Development in Developing

Countries" (1995) 4lst Roclry Mountain Mineral Lqw Institute 7-l;ECA Watch, Introduction to Export

Credit Agencies: Creating Risk, Generating Debt and Guaranteeing Environmental Destruction, January

2000, <http://www.eca-watch.orglintroduction.html>; Friends of the Earth, The IMF: Selling the

Environment Short, }y'rarch 1999, <http://www.foe.orglinternational>, The Other Side of the Story: The

Real Impact of llortd Bank and IMF Structural Adjustment Programs @evelopment GAP, Washington

DC,1992),
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APPENDIX 1

EXTRACT FROM THE OGONI BILL OF RIGHTS, OCTOBER 1990'

PRESENTED TO THE GOVERNMENT AND PEOPLE OF NIGERIA

We, the people of Ogoni (Babbe, Gokana, Ken-Khana, Nyo-Khana and Tai) numbering

about 500,000 being a separate and distinct ethnic nationality within the Federal Republic of
Nigeria, wish to draw the attention of the Governments and people of Nigeria to the

undermentioned facts:

1. That the Ogoni people, before the advent of British colonialism, were not conquered or

colonized by any other ethnic group in present-day Nigeria.

2. That British colonization forced us into the administrative division of Opobo from 1908

to t947.

3. That we protested against this forced union until the Ogoni Native Authority was

created in L941 and placed under the then Rivers Province.

4. That in 1951 we were forcibly included in the Eastern region of Nigeria where we

suffered utter neglect.

5. That we protested against this neglect by voting against the party in power in the Region

tn 1957, and against the forced union by testimony before the V/illink Commission of
Inquiry into Minority Fears in 1958.

6. That this protest led to the inclusion of our nationality in Rivers State in 1967, which

State consists of several ethnic nationalities with differing cultures, languages and

aspirations.

7. That oil was struck and produced in commercial quantities on our land in 1958 at

K.Dere (Bomu oilfield).

8. That oil has been mined on our land since 1958 to this day from the following oilfields:
(I) Bomu (ii) Bodo West (iii) Tai (iv) Korokoro (v) Yorla (vi) Lubara Creek and (vii)
Afam by Shell Development Company (Nigeria) Limited.

g, That in over 30 years of oil mining, the Ogoni nationality have provided the Nigerian

nation with a total revenue estimated at over 40 billion Naira (N40 billion) or 30 billion
dollars.

10. That in return for the above contribution, the Ogoni people have received NOTHING.

11. That today, the Ogoni people have:

(i) No representation whatsoever in ALL institutions of the Federal Government of
Nigeria.

(ii) No pipe-borne water.
(iii) No electricity.
(iv) No job opportunities for the citizens in Federal, State, public sector or private

sector comPanies.
(v) No social or economic project of the Federal Government.

' Reprinted in Boele R, Ogoni: Report of the UNPO Mission to Investigate the Situation of the Ogoni of

Nigeria February 17-26, 1gg5 (Unrepresented Nations and Peoples Organization, Netherlands, 1995)

Appendix 1; Saro-Wiwa K, A Month and a Day: A Detention Diary (Pengttin Books, London, 1995) pp67-70

and 89-92; Saro-Wiwa K, Genocide in Nigeria: The Ogoni Tragedy (Saros International Publishers, Port

Harcourt, Nigeria, 1992) pp93 -IOO.
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12. That the Ogoni languages of Gokana and Khana are undeveloped and are about to

disappear, whereas other Nigerian languages are being forced on us.

13. That the ethnic policies of successive Federal and State Governments are gradually

pushing the Ogoni people to slavery and possible extinction.

14. That the Shell Petroleum Development Company of Nigeria Limited does not employ

Ogoni people at a meaningful or at any level at all, in defiance of the Federal

government' s regulations.

15. That the search for oil has caused severe land and food shortages in Ogoni one of the

most densely populated areas of Africa (average: 1,500 per square mile; national

average: 3000 per square mile).

16. That neglectful environmental pollution laws and sub-standard inspection techniques of
the Federal authorities have led to the complete degradation of the Ogoni environment,

turning our homeland into an ecological disaster.

17. That the Ogoni people lack education, health and other social facilities.

18. That it is intolerable that one of the richest areas of Nigeria should wallow in abject

poverty and destitution.

19. That successive Federal administrations have trampled on every minority right
enshrined in the Nigerian Constitution to the detriment of the Ogoni and have by

administrative structuring and other noxious acts transferred Ogoni wealth exclusively

to other parts of the Republic.

20, That the Ogoni people wish to manage their own affairs.

Now, therefore, while reaffirming our wish to remain a part of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria, we make our demand upon the Republic as follows:

That the Ogoni people be granted POLITICAL AUTONOMY to participate in the affairs of
the Republic as a distinct and separate unit by whatever name called, provided this

Autonomy guarantees the following:

(a) Political control of Ogoni affairs by Ogoni people.
(b) The right to the control and use of a fair proportion of OGONI economic resources

for Ogoni development.
(c) Adequate and direct representation as of right in all Nigerian national institutions.

(d) The use and development of Ogoni languages in Ogoni territory'
(e) The full development of Ogoni culture.
(Ð The right to religious freedom.
(g) The right to protect the OGONI environment and ecology from further

degradation.

We make the above demand in the knowledge that it does not deny any other ethnic group in

the Nigerian Federation of their rights and that it can only conduce to peace, justice and

fairplay and hence stability and progress in the Nigerian nation.

We make the above demand in the belief that, as Obafemi Awolowo has written; In a true

Federation, each ethnic group no matter how small, is entitled to the same treatment as any

other ethnic group, no matter how large.

We demand these rights as equal members of the Nigerian Federation who contribute and

have contributed to the growth of the Federation and have a right to expect full returns from
that Federation.
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Adopted by general acclaim of the Ogoni people on the 26th day of August, 1990 at Bori,

Rivers State and signed by: (see under).

ADDENDUM TO THE OGONI BILL OF RIGHTS

'We, the people of Ogoni, being a separate and distinct ethnic nationality within the Federal

Republic of Nigeria, hereby state as follows:

A. That on October 2, 1990 we addressed an "Ogoni Bill of Rights" to the President of the

Federal Republic of Nigeria, General Ibrahim Babangida and members of the Armed

Forces Ruling Council;

B. That after a one-year wait, the President has been unable to grant us the audience which

we sought to have with him in order to discuss the legitimate demands contained on the

Ogoni Bill of Rights;

C. That our demands as outlined in the Ogoni Bill of Rights are legitimate, just and our

inalienable right and in accordance with civilized values worldwide;

D. That the Government of the Federal Republic has continued, since October 2, 1990, to

decree measures and implement policies which further marginalize the Ogoni people,

denying us political autonomy, our rights to our resources, to the development of our

languages and culture, to adequate representation as of right in all Nigerian national

institutions and to the protection of our environment and ecology from further

degradation;

E. That we cannot sit idly by while we are as a people, dehumanized and slowly

exterminated and driven to extinction even as our rich resources are siphoned off to the

exclusive comfort and improvement of other Nigerian communities, and the

shareholders of multinational oil companies.

Now, therefore, while re-affirming our wish to remain a part of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria, we hereby authorize the Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni People (MOSOP)

to make representation, for as long as these injustices continue, to the United Nations

Commission on Human Rights, the Commonwealth Secretariat, the African Commission on

Human and Peoples' Rights, the European Community and all international bodies which

have a role to play in the preservation of our nationality, as follows:

1 That the Government of the Federal Republic of Nigeria has, in utter disregard and

contempt for human rights, since independence in 1960 till date, denied us our political
rights to self-determination, economic rights to our resources, cultural rights to the

development of our languages and culture, and social rights to education, health and

adequate housing and to representation as of right in national institutions;

2. That, in particular, the Federal Republic of Nigeria has refused to pay us oil royalties

and mining rents amounting to an estimated 20 billion US dollars for petroleum mined

from our soil for over thirty-three years;

3. That the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria does not protect any of our

rights whatsoover as an ethnic minority of 500,000 in a nation of about 100 million
people and that the voting power and military might of the majority ethnic groups have

been used remorselessly against us at every point in time;

4. That multi-national oil companies, namely Shell (DutcMBritish) and Chevron

(American) have severally and jointly devastated our environment and ecology, having
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flared gas in our villages for 33 years and caused oil spillages, blow-outs etc., and have

dehumanized our people, denying them employment and those benefits which industrial

organizations in Europe and America routinely contribute to their areas of operation;

5. That the Nigerian elite (bureaucratic, military, industrial and academic) have turned a

blind eye and a deaf ear to these acts of dehumanization by the ethnic majority and have

colluded with all the agents of destruction aimed at us;

6. That we cannot seek restitution in the courts of law in Nigeria as the act of expropriation

of our rights and resources has been institutionalized in the 1979 and 1989 Constitutions

of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, which Constitutions were acts of a Constituent

Assembly imposed by a military regime and do not, in any way, protect minority rights

or bear resemblance to the tacit agreement made at Nigerian independence;

7. That the Ogoni people abjure violence in their just struggle for their rights within the

Federal Republic of Nigeria but will, through every lawful means, and for as long as is

necessary, fight for social justice and equity for themselves and their progeny, and in
particular demand political autonomy as a distinct and separate unit within the Nigerian
nation with full right to (i) control Ogoni political affairs, (ii) use at least fifty percent of
Ogoni economic resources for Ogoni development; (iii) protect the Ogoni environment

and ecology from further degradation; (iv) ensure the full restitution of the harm done to

the health of our people by the flaring of gas, oil spillages, oil blow-outs, etc. by the

following oil companies: Shell, Chevron and their Nigerian accomplices.

8. That without the intervention of the international community, the Government of the

Federal Republic of Nigeria and the ethnic majority will continue these noxious policies

until the Ogoni people are obliterated from the face of the earth.

Adopted by general acclaim of the Ogoni people on the 26th day of August 1991 at Bori,

Rivers State of Nigeria.

Signed on behalf of the Ogoni people by:

BABBE: HRH Mark Tsaro-Igbara, Gbenemene Babbe; HRH F.M.K Noryaa, Menebua, Ka-

Babbe; Chief M.A.M. Tornwe III, JP; Prince J.S. Sangha; Dr. Israel Kue; Chief A.M.N. Gua.

GOKANA: HRH James P. Bagia, Gberesako XI, Gbenemene Gokana; Chief E.N. Kobani,

JP Tonsimene Gokana; Dr. B.N. Birabi; Chief Kemte Giadom, JP; Chief S.N. Orage.

KEN-KHANA: HRH M.H.S. Eguru, Gbenemene Ken-Khana; HRH C.B.S. Nwikana, Emah

III, Menebua Bom; Mr. M.C. Daanwii; Chief T.N. Nwieke; Mr. Ken Saro-Wiwa; Mr Simeon

Idemyor.

NYO-KHANA: HRH W.Z.P. Nzidee, Gbenemene Baa I of Nyo-Khana; Br. G'B' Leton,

OON, JP; Mr. Lekue Lah-Loolo; Mr. L.E. Mwara; Chief E.A. Apenu; Pastor M.P. Maeba.

TAI: HRH B.A. Mballey, Gbenemene Tai; HRH G.N. Gininwa, Menebua Tua Tua; Chief

J.S. Agbara; Chief D.J.K. Kumbe; Chief Fred Gwezia; HRH A. Demor-Kanni, Menebua

Nonwa.
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THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY SHOULD:

1. Prevail on the American Government to stop buying Nigerian oil. It is stolen property.

2. Prevail on Shell and Chevron to stop flaring gas in Ogoni'

3. Prevail on the Federal Government of Nigeria to honour the rights of the Ogoni people

to self-determination and AUTONOMY.

4. Prevail on the Federal Government of Nigeria to pay all royalties and mining rents

collected on oil mined from Ogoni since 1958.

5. Prevail on the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund to stop giving loans to

the Federal Government of Nigeria; all loans which depend for their repayment on the

exploitation of Ogoni oil resources.

6. Send urgent medical and other aid to the Ogoni people.

7. Prevail on the United Nations, the Organization of African Unity and the

Commonwealth of Nations to either get the Federal Government of Nigeria to obey the

rules and mores of these organizations, face sanctions or be expelled by them.

8. Prevail on European and American Governments to stop giving aid and credit to the

Federal Government of Nigeria as aid and credit only go to encourage further

dehumanization of the Ogoni people.

9. Prevail on European and American Governments to grant political refugee status to all

Ogoni people seeking protection from the political persecution and genocide at the

hands of the Federal Government of Nigeria.

10. Prevail on Shell and Chevron to pay compensation to the Ogoni people for ruining the

Ogoni environment and the health of Ogoni men, women and children.
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